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easily available to the reader through other sources and would have overburdened the 

footnotes. 

It almost seems a whim of fate that, whilst the previous edition had to anticipate the 

entry into force of Protocol No. ll, the date of which was uncertain at the moment 

of writing, the present edition has to anticipate the entry into force of Protocol No. 

14, which was also unpredictable at the moment the editing had to be concluded. In 

each of the relevant chapters the future effects of Protocol No. 14 have been indicated, 

which however would appear to be less far-reaching than those of Protocol No. 11. 

The editors gratefully acknowledge the assistance that they, as well as the authors, 

received from others in relation to research, documentation and secretarial support. 

This assistance has been of vital importance to an operation that has acquired 
mammoth proportions. In particular they wish to mention with appreciation the mo.<.;t 

valuable assistance of Ms. Fleur van der Meer of the law firm of Pels Rijcken & 

Droogleever Fortuijn, Ms. Ingrid Neumann of the Netherlands Council of State and 

Ms. Desislava Stoitchkova of the Netherlands Institute of Human Rights (SIM). In 

addition the editors also gratefully mention the excellent cooperation with the new 

publisher of the book, Intersentia. Mr. Kris Moeremans and his staff have shown an 

invaluable and unfailing capacity for indulgence, inventiveness and perseverance, as 

well as a genuine appreciation of pure quality. I twas a real pleasure to embark on this 

project with them and to be able to disembark at the destination that we all had in 

mind. 

July2006 

Pieter van Dijk 

Fried van Hoof 

Arjen van Rijn 

Leo Zwaak 
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issue of international protection of human rights attracted a great deal of attention. 
These rights had been crushed by the atrocities of National Socialism, and the 

guarantee of their protection at the national level had proved completely inadequate. 
As early as 1941 Churchill and Roosevelt, in the Atlantic Charter, launched their 

four freedoms: ti·eedom oflifc, freedom of religion, freedom from want and freedom 

from fear. After the Second World War the promotion of respect for human rights 

and fundamental freedoms became one of the purposes of the United Nations. Within 
that framework the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted by the General 

Assembly of the United Nations on 10 December 1948, became a significant milestone. 
Meanwhile, preliminary steps were also taken at the European level. In May 1948 

the International Committee of the Movements for European Unity organised a 
<Congress of Europe' at The Hague. This initiative gave the decisive impetus to the 

foundation of the Council of Europe in 1949. At the Congress a resolution was 
adopted, the introductory part of which reads as follows: 

The Congress 

Considers that the resultant union or federation should be open to all European nations 

democratically governed and which undertake to respect a Charter of Human Rights; 

Resolves that a Commission should be set up to undertake immediately the double task of 

drafting such a Charter and oflaying down standards to which a State must conform if it 

is to deserve the name of democracy. 

After the Council of Europe had been founded, the matter was discussed during the 
first session of the Consultative Assembly (at present called the Parliamentary 

Assembly) of the Council of Europe in August 1949. The Assembly charged its Com
mittee on Legal and Admini.strative Questions to consider in more detail the matter 
of a collective guarantee of human rights. 

From that moment onwards the Convention was drafted in a comparatively short 
period of time. In September of the same year the Consultative Assembly adopted the 
Committee,s report, in which ten rights were included that were to be the subject of 

a collective guarantee, with a view to which the establishment of a European Com

mission of Human Rights and a European CourtofJusticewas proposed. In November 
of that year the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe decided to appoint 
a Committee of Government Experts, which was entrusted with the task of preparing 
a draft text on the basis of this report. 

This Committee completed its work in the spring of 1950.1thad made considerable 
headway, but had failed to find a solution to a number of political problems. The 
subsequently appointed Committee of Senior Officials also had to leave the ultimate 

decision on a number of matters to the Committee of Ministers, even though it 
reached agreement on the greater part of the text of the Committee of Experts. 

Intersentia 3 
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On 7 August 1950 the Committee ofMinisters approved a revised draft text, which 
was less far-reaching than the original proposals on a number of points. For example, 
the system of individual applications and the jurisdiction of the Court were made 
optional. This draft text was not substantially altered afterwards. 

On 4 November 1950 the Convention, which according to its preamble was framed 

"to take the first steps for collective enforcement of certain rights stated in the 
Universal Declaration'', was signed in Rome. 1 It entered into force on 3 September I 
1953 and to date (October 2005) has been ratified by the 46 Member States of the 

Council of Europe: Albania, Armenia, Andorra, Austria, Azerbaijan, Belgium, Bosnia 

Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, 

Finland, France, Georgia, Germany, Greece/ Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, 
Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Macedonia ('FYROM'), Malta, Moldova, 

Monaco, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, San Marino, 
Serbia and Montenegro, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, 

Ukraine and the United Kingdom. Belarus has also shown its desire to become a 
member of the Council of Europe and as a consequence thereof to become a party to 

the Convention. To date, 14 Protocols have been added to the Convention,' but not 
all of t.'>em have been ratified by all the Contracting States.' As a result of the entry 
into force of Protocol No. 11, Protocols Nos 8, 9 and 10 were repealed. Protocol No. 

2, conferring the competence upon the Court to give advisory opinions, has been 
included almost in its entirety in Protocol No. II and has thus become part of the 
Convention.5 

1.2 SCOPE OF THE CONVENTION AS TO THE 
GUARANTEED RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS 

As stated in the preamble to the Convention, the aim which the Contracting States 

Wished to achieve was "to take the fi:ststeps for the collective enforcement of certain 
of the Rights stated in the Universal Declaration". The purpose Qfthe Convention was 
therefore, within the framework of the CouncilofEurope, to lay down ce1tain human 
rights, proclaimed in 1948 by the United Nations in the Universal Declaration of 

~uman Rights, in a binding agreement, and at the same time to provide for supervi
Sion of the observance of those human rights provisions. 

213 UNTS, No. 2889, p. 221; Council of Europe, European Treaty Series, No.5, 4 November 1950; 
See: http://conventions.coe.int · .. · 

Gr~ece ~thdrew from the Couiidl of Europe in 1969, but became·a member again in 1974 and re-
ratified the Convention. . . 
See Appendix I. . 
See Appendix I. 
Article 47 of the Convention. 
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Only certain rights were included in these 'first steps'. A comparison with the 

Universal Declaration discloses that not all the rights mentioned there have been laid 
down in the Convention. It covers mainly those rights which would be referred to, 

in the later elaboration of the Universal Declaration in the two Covenants, as 'civil 
and political rights', and not even all of those. The principle of equality before the law, 

the right to freedom of movement and residence, the right to seek and to enjoy asylurn 
in other countries from persecution, the right to a nationality, the right to own pro

perty and the right to take part in the Government, which are included in the Universal 
Declaration/' are not to be found in the Convention. 

However, in that respect subsequent steps have been taken within the framework 
of the Council of Europe, both in the form of additional Protocols to the Convention7 

and in the form of other conventions, including in particular the European Social 

Charter of 1961. 

The reason for the limited scope of the Convention was explained as follows by 
Teitgen, the rapporteur of the Legal Committee of the Consultative Assembly of the 

Council ofEurope, which prepared the firstdraftofthe Convention: "It [i.e. the Com
mittee] considered that, for the moment, itis preferable to limit the collective guaran

tee to those rights and essential freedoms which are practised, after long usage and 
experience, ill all the democratic countries. While they are the first triumph of demo
cratic regimes, they are also the necessary condition under which they operate. Cer

tainly, professional freedoms and social rights, which have themselve,; an intrinsic 
value, must also, in the future, be defined and protected. Everyone will, however, 

under;;tand that it is necessafy to begin at the beginning and to guarantee political 
democracy in the European Union and then to co-ordinate our economies, before 

11ndertakL"lg tht:: generalization of social democracy. "8 The drafters, therefore, concen
trat~d on those rights which were considered essential elements of the foundation of 
European democracies and with regard to which one might expect that an agreement 

could easily be reached about their formulation and about the international supervi
sion of their implementation, since they could be deemed to have been recognised in 

the Member States of the Council of Europe. On the other hand, both the detailed 
formulation of these rights, with the possibilities oflimitations and the creation of a 
supervisory mech<J.nism in a binding treaty, were novel and revolutionary.9 

It was precisely these two points- the formulation of the rights and freedoms and 
the supervisory mechanism- which were used as arguments fer separate regulation 

. ' 

'' • 

Articles 7, 13, 14, 15, 17 and 21 respectively of the Universal Declaration. 
For ratifications, see Appendix I. 
Council of Europe, Cons. Ass., First Session, Reports ( 1949), p. 1144. 
In view of the emphasis placed by the drafters on democracy it may be a matter of surprise that no 
provision was included on the right of participation in government and on free elections. Evidently 
the matter was considered too complex and would have delayed the signing of the Convention. The 
issue of free elections was covered by the First Additional Protocol soon thereafter (Article 3). 
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of, on the one hand, civil and political rights, and, on the other hand, economic, social, 

and cultural rights; a solution which was ultimately also chosen within the framework 

of the UN. Thefirstcategoryofrights was considered to concern thesphereoffreedom 

of the individual vis-a-vis the Government. These rights and liberties and their 

limitations would lend themselves to detailed regulation, while the implementation 

of the resulting duty on the part of the Government to abstain from interference could 

be reviewed by national and/or international bodies. The second category, on the other 

hand, was considered to consist not of legal rights but of programmatic rights, the 

formulation of which necessarily is much vaguer and for the realisation of which the 

States must pursue a given policy, an obligation which does not lend itself to incidental 
review of government action for its lawfu1ness. 10 

It is undeniable that there are differences, roughly speaking, between the two 

categories of rights with respect to their legal character and their implementation. 

However, such differences also present themselves within those categories. Thus. the 

right to a fair trial and the right to periodic elections by secret ballot call not only for 

abstention but also for affirmative action on the part of the Governments. And in the 

other category the right to strike has less the character of a programmatic right than 

has the right to work. In the modern welfare state which is typical for most of the 

~e~b.er ~tales of the Cou.ncil of Europe, the civil rights and liberties are being 
soczaltsed mcreasmgly, while the sacral, economic and cultural rights are becoming 

more concrete as to their content. Therefore, a stringent distinction between the two 

categories becomes less justified, while too strict a distinction entails the risk of the 

necessary connection between the two categories of rights being misunderstood. This 

connection was emphasised in the Proclamation ofTeheran of 196811 and reaffirmed 

in the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action, where it has been set forth that 

"All human rights are universal, indivisible and interdependent and interrelated. 1'hP. 
international community must treat human rights glob a Uyin a fair :md equal manner, 

on the same footing, and with the same emphasis. While the significance of national 

and regional particularities and various histotical, cultural and religious backgrounds 

must be borne in mind, it is the duty of States, regardless of their political, economic 

and cultural systems, to promote and protect all human rights and fundamental 
freedoms. " 12 

" 

" 
" 

6 

See 'Annotations on the text of the draft International Covenant on Hwnan Rights, prepared by the 
Secretary-General', Document N2929, pp. 7-8. See also the statement of Henri Rolin, member of 
the Con~ultative Ass.embly, before the Belgian Senate, quoted in H. Golsong, 'Implementation of 
International Protection of Human Rights', RCADI 110, 1963-III, p. 58. 

Text of the Proclamation in Res. 2442(XLII) of the General Assembly of the United Nations 
19 December 1968. ' 
UN Doc. NCont.l57/23, para. 5. 
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This connection, and the recognition of the relative value of the distinction between 
the two categories of rights, also led the Council of Europe to investigate whether 

certain economic and social rights should be added to the Convention, and, if so, 

which ones. The investigation led to Protocol No.7. The original aim of this Protocol, 

as recommended by the Parliamentary Assembly in 1972, was "to insert as many as 

possible of the substantive provisions of the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 
in the Convention". 13 However, the Committee of Experts which prepared the draft 

of the Protocol, followed a more restrictive approach, keeping in mind "the need to 

include in the Convention only such rights as could be stated in sufficiently specific 

terms to be guaranteed within the framework of the system of control instituted by 

the Convcntion".H Although the idea of such an extension was born in the early 

seventies, it was not until 22 November 1984 that the Protocol was opened for 

signature. And it wa~ only in 1988 that sufficient States had ratified the Protocol for 

it to enter into force. 15 

Enthusiasm for Protocol No. 7 appears not to be very great. This has to do with 

the fact that the original aimofthe Protocol can hardly be said to have been achieved. 

In a comparative report16 a series of rights had been enumerated which were included 

in the UN Covenant on Civil and Political Rights but not in the Convention. Only 

some of these rights are now included in this Protocol. A clarification of the reasons 
for it, other than the above-mentioned general viewpoint of the Committee ofExperts, 

is not to be found in the Explanatory Report. Although it is true that some of the other 

rights do not fulfill the requirement of' sufficiently specific terms to be guaranteed', 

it is by no means clear why, for example, the right of the accused to be informed of 

his right to have legal assistance or the right of equality before the law, have not been 
included in the Protocol. Furthermore, the rights that have been incorporated are, 

on the wh0le, formuhtteci r2t.lter na!rowly. Most ol the rights art> fcarr1td in mor~ 

restricted terms tilaTt their counterparts in the UN Cover..ant un CiviL a:-:.d Political 
Rights. It may be concluded, therefore, that the outcome of this lengthy exercise is 

rather disappointing. 

In Part II the rights and freedoms laid down in the Convention and in its Protocols 

Nos 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 12, 13 and l4 are discussed by reference to the Decisions and Reports 

of the former Commission and the case-law of the Court. As indicated above, although 

a number of provisions of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 

may entail for those Contracting States which have also ratified that Covenant17 more 

" 
" 
" 
" 

Explanatory Report on Protocol No.7 to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and 
Fundamental Freedoms, Council of Europe, Strasbourg, 1985, p. 5. 
Ibidem, p. 6. 
Protocol No. 7 entered into force on 1 November 1988. For the state of ratifications, see Appendix I. 
Problems arising from the co-existence of the United Nations Covenants on Human Rights and the 
European Convention on Human Rights, Doc. H(70)7, Strasbourg 1970, pp. 4-5. 
These are all Contracting States except Andorra. 
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far-reaching obligations than reston them under the Convention;18 such obligations 
are left intact by virtue of Article 53 of the Convcntion. 19 

1.3 STRUCTURE OF THE CONVENTION 

1.3.1 RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS LAID DOWN IN THE 
CONVENTION 

~fter Article I, which deals with the scope of the Convention and will be discussed 
m para. 3, the Convention lists the rights and freedoms that it guarantees. 

Sec~ion I of the Convention contains the following rights and freedoms: 
Artrcle 2: right to life; 
Article 3: 

Article 4: 
Article 5: 

Article 6: 
Article 7: 
Article 8: 

Artide 9: 
Article 10: 
Article 11: 

Article 12: 

freedom from torture and inhuman or degrading treatment or punish
ment; 

freedom from slavery and forced or compulsury labour; 
right to liberty and security of the person; 

right to a fair and public trial within a reasonable time; 

freedom from retrospective effect of penal legislation; 

right to respect for private and family life, home and correspondence; 
freedom of thought, conscience and religion; 
freedom of expression; 

freedom of assembly and association; 
right to marry and found a family. 

Protocol No. 1 has added the following rights: 

Art~cle 1: right to peaceful enjoyment of possessions; 
Article 2: right to education and free choice of education; 
Article 3: right to free elections by secret ballot. 

Pro.tocel No. 4 has added the following rights and freedoms: 

Article 1: prohibition of deprivation ofliberty on the ground of inability to fulfil 
a contractual obligation; 

Article 2: freedom to move within and choose residence in a country; 

.. 

" 
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See the report of the Committee of Experts on Human Rights to the Committee of Minist 
Pbl ··fr h · ers, 

ro ems ansmg om t e Co-Existence of the United Nations Covenants on Human Rights and th 
European Convention on Human Rights, Doc. H(70)7, Strasbourg, 1970. {n Protocol No. 7 the diffe~ 
rences between the obligations ~esulting from the Covenant and those resulting from the Convention 
have been partly removed. This Protocol entered into force on 1 November 1988 
On this, see infra 1.3.4. . 
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Article 3: prohibition of expulsion of nationals and right of nationals to enter the 
territory of the State of which they are nationals; 

Article 4: prohibition of collective expulsion of aliens. 

Protocol No.6 has added the prohibition of the condemnation lo Jnd execution of 

the death penalty (Article 1). 

Protocol No. 7 has added the following rights and freedoms: 
Article 1: procedural safeguards in case of expulsion of aliens lawfully resident in 

the territory of a State; 
Article 2: right of review by a higher tribunal in criminal cases; 
Article 3: right to compensation of a person convicted of a criminal offence, on 

the ground that a new or newly discovered fact shows that there has 

been a miscarriage of justice; 

Article 4: 

Article 5: 

prohibition of a second trial or punishment for offences for which one 
has already been finally acquitted or convicted (ne bis in idem); 
equality of rights and responsibilities between spouses. 

Protocol No. 12 enlarges the scope of the prohibition of discrimination of Article 14 

to the effect that the prohibition is no longer limited to the rights and freedoms 
enshrined in the Convention, but is extended to "any right set forth by law".'" 

Protocol No. 13 prescribes the abolition of the death penalty in all circumstances. 

1.3.2 GENERAL PROVISIONS CONCERNING THE 
ENJOYMENT, THE PROTECTION AND THE 
LIMITATION OF THE RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS 

Article 13 stipulates that everyone whose rights and freedoms set forth in the Conven
tion are violated shall have an effective remedy before a national authority, notwith

standing that the violation has been committed by persons acting in an official 
capacity. Article 14 obliges the Contracting States to secure the rights and freedoms 

set forth in the Convention without discrimination on any ground. Article 15 allows 
States to derogate from a number of provisions of the Convention in time of war or 
other public emerg~ncythreaterdng the life of the nation. Under Article 16 States are 

allowed tc impose restrictions on the political activity of aliens notwithstanding 
Articles 10, 11 and 14 of the Convention. Article 17 provides that nothing in the Con
vention may be interpreted as implying for any State, group or person any right to 

20 Protocol No. 12 entered into force on I April2005. 
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engage in any activity or perform any act aimed at the destruction of any of the rights 
and freedoms sel forth in the Convention or at their limitation to a greater extent than 
is provided for in the Convention. Finally, Article 18 implies a prohibition of misuse 

of power (detournement de pouvoir) as to the right of Contracting States to impose 
restrictions on the rights and freedoms guaranteed by the Convention. 

1.3.3 PROVISIONS TO ENSURE THE OBSERVANCE BY 
THE CONTRACTING PARTIES OF THEIR 
OBLIGATIONS 

Besides the above-mentioned substantive provisions, the European Convention also 

contains a number of provisions to ensure the observance by the Contracting States 
of their obligations under the Convention. The responsibility for the implementation 

of the Convention rests primarily with the national authorities, in particular the 
national courts (at least in States where the courts are allowed to directly apply the 

Convention)." This is implied in Article 13 where, in connection with violations of 
the rights ~nd freedoms set forth in the Convention, reference is made to an <effective 

remedy before a national authority' .. For those cases where a national procedure is not 
available or does not provide for an adequate remedy, or in the last resort has not 
produced asatisfactoryresult in the opinion of the injured partyorofanyofthe other 
Contracting States, the Convention itself provides for a supervisory ~echanism on 

the basis of individual and State complaints. In addition, the Secretary General of the 

Council of Europe may take part in the supervision of the observance of the Con
ver.tion (Article 52). 

1.3.4 FINAL PROVISIONS 

Section Ill contains miscellaneous provisions (Articles 52 to 59). Article 52, relating 

to inquiries by the Secretary-General, will be discussed separately." The same holds 
good for Article 56, concerning territorial scope, and Article 58, which deals with 
denunciation of the Convention. 23 Article 57, concerning reservations, will be dealt 
with separately in Chapter 38. 

Article 53 embodies what has become a general rule ofinternationalhuman rights 
law, viz. that a legal obligation implying a more far-reachingprotection takes priority 
over any less far-reaching obligation. The article provides that nothing in the Con-

" 
" 

10 

On this, see infra l.6 and 2.2.9. 
Infra, Chapter 4. 
Infra, 1.4, and L5.3, respectivdy. 
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vention may be construed as limiting or derogating from any of the human rights and 
fundamental freedoms which may be ensured under the laws of any Contracting State 

or under any other agreement to which the latter is a party. 
Article 54 stipulates that the Convention shall not prejudice the powers conferred 

on the Committee of Ministers by the Statute of the Council of Europe. 

Article 55 is aimed at leaving the supervision of the observance of the Convention at 

the international level exclusively in the hands of the organs designated by the Con
vention. The article provides that the Contracting States, except by special agreement, 

will not avail themselves of treaties, conventions or declarations in force between them 
for the purpose of submitting, by way of petition, a dispute arising out of the inter

pretation and application of this Convention to a means of settlement other than those 
provided for in this Convention. Article 55 applies in those instances where the 

Convention is expressly invoked. With respect to disputes where this is not the case, 
but where nevertheless a right is at issue that is also protected by the Convention, the 

rationale for such an exclusive competence is much less self-evident. It is subr11itted 
that the text of Article 55 does not dictate the exclusivity of the procedure prm-ided 

for in the Convention as far as those latter cases are concerned. There is, however, still 
some difference of opinion as to the exact scope of the obligation of the Contracting 

States under Article 55. 
In the Case or Cyprus v. Turkey the respondent Government alleged that a special 

agreement was in for::e between the States concerned to settle the dispute by means 
ofvther international procedures. In that respect they invoked Article 62 (the present 

Article 55). They claimed that, in facl, all tbe matters raised by the application were 
directly or indirectly handled within the United Nations, hy the Secretary General 

acti!lg 1.mcier the direction of the Security Council. The Commission considered that, 
having regard to the wording of Article 62 (55) itself and the aim and purpose of the 

Convention as a whole, the possibility for a High Contracting Party of withdrawing 
a case from the jurisdiction oftheConventionorgans on the ground that it has entered 

into a special agreement with another High Contracting Party concerned, is given only 
in exceptional circumstances. The principle stipulated in Article 62 (55) starts from 
a monopoly of the Convention institutions for deciding disputes arising out of the 

interpretation and applic~.tionofthe Convention. The High Contracting Parties agree 
not to avail themselves of other treades, conventions :md declarations in force between 
them for the purpose ot submitting such disputes to other means of settlement. Only 

exceptionally is a departure from this principle permitted, subject w the exist~ncc cf 
a 'special agreement' between the High Contracting Parties concerned, permitting the 
submission of a dispUte concerning <the interpretation or application of the Conven
tion' to an alternative means of settlement 'by way of petition'. The Commission 

considered that the conditions for invoking such a special agreement were not fulfilled 
in the present case. A primarycondition, namely the consentofboth High Contracting 
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Parties concerned to withdraw the particular dispute from the jurisdiction of the 
Convention organs, was lacking, the applicant Government clearly opposing such a 
way of proceeding. 24 

In a resolution of 1970 the Committee of Ministers declared «that, as long as the 

problem ofinterpretation of Article 62 [the present Article SSJ of the European Con

vention is not resolved, States Parties to the Convention which ratify or accede to the 

UN Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and make a declaration under Article 41 

of the Covenant should normally utilize only the procedure established by the Euro

pean Convention in respect of complaints against another Contracting Party of the 
European Convention relating to an alleged violation of a right which in substance 

is covered both (by) the European Convention (or its Protocols) and by the UN 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, it being understood that the UN procedure 

may be invoked in relation to rights not guaranteed in the European Convention (or 

its Protocols) or in relation to States which are not Parties to the European Conven-
tion."25- . . 

In practice no problems have yet arisen in this respect. Since the entry into force 

of the UN Covenant on Civil and Political Rights in 1976, only three inter-State 

complaints have been dealt within thecontextofthe European Convention: two cases 

of Cyprus v. Tur~.ej'6 and the joint cases of France, Norway, Denmark, Sweden and the 

Netherlands v. Turkey. 27 Since Turkey had not ratified the UN Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights, 28 and Cyprus and France had not recognised the competence of the 

Human Rights Committee to receive inter-State complaints, there was no other 

possibility than to submit the case to the European Commission. In the inter-State 

complaint of Cyprus v. Turkey the Court referred to the preliminary objection of the 

Turkish Government which had alleged the existence of a special agreement betweon 

the respective Governments to settle the dispute by :neans of other internatiof'_a! 

procedui-esandnoted that the Comnission ir.. i'!:s admissibility decision of28 June 1996 
had rejected the respondent Governi:ilent's objections . .t." 

Finally, Article 59 coatains a number of provisions about the ratification and the 
entry into force of the Convention. 

" 
" 
" 
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Decision of28 June 1996. 

Res. (70)17 of 15 May 1970; Council ~fEurope, Collected Texts, Strasbourg,1994, pp. 331-332. 
Appl. 8007/77, Y "''book XX (1977), p. 98; D&R 13 ( 1979), p. 85;Appl. 25781/94, D&R 86 A ( 1995), 
p. 104 (134). 
Appb 994<1-9944/82, D&R35 (1984),p. 143. 
Turkey ratified the Covenant on 23 September 2003. 
Judgment of 10 May 2001. para 57. 
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1.4 PERSONAL AND TERRITORIAL SCOPE OF THE 
CONVENTION 

1.4.1 EVERYONE WITH IN THEIR JURISDICTION, 

IRRESPECTIVE OF RESIDENCE 

Under Article I of the Convention the Contracting States are bound to secure to every

one within their jurisdiction the rights and freedoms set forth in Section I of the Con

vention. To the extent that a State has ratified any of the Protocols Nos l, 4, 6, 7, 12 

and 13, this obligation also applies to the rights and freedoms laid down in these Proto

cols, since the latter are considered to contain additional provisions of the Convention, 

to which all the provisions of the Convention apply accordingly.30 

Under Article 1 of the Convention, the State is required to (secure' the Convention 

rights to everyone within its jurisdiction. In certain cases it may therefore be necessary 

for the State to take poS~tive_,action with a _view to effectively securing these rights.31 

The Court has held that where an individual raises an arguable claim that there has 

been a breach of Article 2 or 3 that those provisions, read in conjunction with the 

State's general duty under Article 1 of the Convention to 'secure to everyone within 

their jurisdiction the rights and freedoms defined in ... [the] Convention', requires 

by implication that there should be an effective official investigation.32 If this were not 

the case, the right to life and the prohibition of torture and inhuman and degrading 

treatment and punishment, despite their fundamental importance, would be ineffective 

in practice and it would be possible in some cases for agents of the State to abuse the 

rights of those within their control with virtual impunity.33 

The C.:on(ra:tir..g States rrn;_st secure ~llf:se right; and freedoms to '-::\·eryonevvithin 

their jnrisdiction'. These words do not imply a11y limii:aticr._ as w nationality. Even 

those alleged victims who are neither nationals of the State concerned nor of any of 

the other Contracting States are entitled to protection when they are in some respect 

subject to the jurisdiction of the State from which they claim thatguarantee.34 Further 

" 

See Article 5 of Protocol No.1, Article 6(1) of Protocol No.4, Article 6ofProtocol No.6, Article 
7(1) of Protocol No.7, Article 3 of Protocol No. 12 and Article 5 of Protocol No. 13. 
Judgment of 13 June l979,Marckx, para. 31; judgmentof26 May 1985, X and Yv. the Netherlands, 
para. 23;judgment of9 June 1998, L.C.B. v. the United Kingdom, para, 36; judgmentof28 October 
1998, Osman, para. 115; judgment of 10 October 2000, Akkof, para. 77. 
Judgment of28 October 1998, Assenov, para. 102; judgmentof27 September 1995, McCann, para. 
161; judgment of 19 February 1998, Kaya, para. 86; judgment 22 September 1998, Yasa, para. 98; 
judgment of27 June 2000, Salman, para. 104; judgment of10 May2001, Cyprusv. Turkey, para. 425; 
judgment of23 May 2001, Denizci, para. 378;judgment of 10 July 2001, Av§ar, para. 393. 
Judgment of28 May 1998, McShane, para. 94. 
See, e.g., Appl. 788/60, Austria v. Italy, Yearbook IV {1961), p. 116 (138 and 140): "Whereas, 
therefore, in becoming a Party to the Convention, a State undertakes, vis-il.-vis the other High 
Contracting Parties, to secure the rights and freedoms defmed in Section I to every person within 
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more, it is irrelevant whether they have their residence inside or outside the territory 

of that State. Js Moreover, in several cases the Commission and the Court held that 

although Article 1 sets limits on the scope of the Convention, the concept of'juris

diction' under this provision does not imply that the responsibilityofthe Contracting 

Parties is restricted to acts committed on their territory. 

In the same vein the Court held that the extradition"'or expulsion of a person by 
a Contracting Party to a country where there is a serious risk of torture or inhuman 

or degrading treatment or punishment, may give rise to an issue under Article 3, and 

hence engage responsibility of that State under the Convention. 36 In cases where 

provisions other than Article 3 are at stake, the extraditing State may equally be held 

responsible for acts which take place thereafter in another country.37 

In theAssanidze Case the Government, in their preliminary objections, accepted that 

theAjarianAutonomous Republic was an integral part of Georgia and that the matters 

COJ?plained of were within the jurisdiction of the Georgian State. However, consider

atio!l should be given to the difficulties encountered by the central State authorities 

in exeidsillg their jurisdiction in the Ajarian Autonomous Republic. As a general rule, 

the notion of'jurisdiction' within the meaning of Article 1 of the Convention must 

be considered as reflecting the position under public international law. That notion 

is 'primarily' or 'essentially' territorial. 38 The Court held that theAjarian Autonomous 

Republic is indisputably an integral part of the territory of Georgia and subject to its 

competence and control. In other words, there is a presumption of competence. In 

that connection, the Court noted, firstly, that Georgia had ratified the Convention 

for tl1e whole of its territory. Furthermore, it was common ground that the Ajarian 

14 

its jurisdiction, r~gardless of their nationality or status; whereas, in short, it undertakes to secure these 
rights and freedoms not only to its own nationals and those of other High Contracting Parties, but 
also to nationals of States not parties to the Convention and to stateless persons." 
The Consultative Assembly had proposed in the draft of the Convention the words 'all persons 
residing within the territories of the signatory States', but these were changed by the Committee of 
Experts in the sense mentioned. See report of the Committee of Experts to the Committee of 
Ministers, Council of Europe, Collected· Edition of the 'Travaux Priparatoires' of the European 
Convention on Human Rights, Vol. tv, The Hague, 1977, p. 20: "It was felt that there were good 
grounds for extending the benefits of the Convention to aU persons in the territories of the signatory 
Stat~s, even those who could not be considered as residing there in the legal sense of the word." See 
alsoApp!. 1611/62, X v. Federal Republic of Germany, Yearbook VIII (1965), p. 158 (168), where the 
Commission held: "in certain respects the nationals of a Contracting State are within its jurisdiction 
even when domiciled or resident abroad." See also infra 1.4.3. 
Judgment of 7 July 1989, Soering, para. 90; jlldement of20 Marc..lt 1991, Cruz Varas and Others, 
para. 69; judgment of30 October 1991, Vilvarajah, para. 103; judgment of 23 March 1995, Loizidou 
(preliminary objections), para 62. See also infra 7.6. 
Appl. 10427/83, X v. the United Kingdom, D&R 47 (1986), p. 85 (95-96), where the applicant, a 
suspected deserter from the Indian army, had been extradited to India and claimed that he had been 
deprived of a fair trial within a reasonable time. 
Decision of 12 December 2001, Bankovic, paras 59-61. 
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Autonomous Republic had no separatist aspirations and that no other State exercised 

effective overall control there. On ratifying the Convention, Georgia did not make any 

specific reservation under Article 57 of the Convention \Vith regard to the Ajarian 

Autonomous Republic or to difficulties in exercising ils jurisdiction over that terri

tory.J'~ 

The Court went on by stating that: "Unlike the American Convention on Human 

Rights of22 November 1969 (Article 28), the European Convention does not contain 

a 'federal clause' limiting the obligations of the federal State for events occurring on 

the territory of the states forming part of the federation. Moreover, since Georgia is 

not a federal State, the Ajarian Autonomous Republic is not part of a federation. It 

forms an entity which -like others (the Autonomous Republic ofAbkhazia and, before 

1991, the Autonomous District ofSouth Ossetia)- must have an autonomous status, 

which is a different matter. Besides, even if an implied federal clause similar in content 

to that of Article 28 of the American Convention were found to exist in the European 

Convention (which is impossible in practice), it could not be construed as releasing 

the federal State from all responsibility, since Article 28 of the American Convention 

requires the federal State to «immediately take suitable measures, in accordance with 

its constitution ... , to the end that the [states forming part of the federation] may adopt 

appropriate provisions for the fulfillment of[ the] Convention." The Court, therefore, 

founJ that the actual facts out of which the allegations of violations arose were within 

the 'jurisdiction' oftheGeorgianStatewithin the meaning of Article 1 oftheConven

tion.40 

In the Ilascu Case the Court considered that the Moldovan Government, the only 

legitimate government of the Republic of Moldova under international law, did not 

exercise authority over part of its territory, namely that part which was under the 

effective control of the 'MRT'. However, even in the absence of effective control ever 

the Transdruestrian region, Moldova still had a positive obligation undec Article 1 of 

the Convention to take the measures in its power and in acco:dancewith international 

law to secure the rights guaranteed by the Convention. Consequently, the applicants 

were within the jurisdiction of the Republic of Moldova for the purposes of Article 

1, but its responsibility for the acts complained of was to be assessed in the light of its 

positive obligations under the Convention. These related both to the measures needed 

to re-establish its control over Transdniestrian territory, :1s an expression of its 

jurisdiction, and to measures to ensure respect for the applicants' rights, including 

attempts to secure their release. As regards the applicants' situation, the Court noted 

Such a reservation would in any event have been ineffective, as the case-law precludes territorial 
exclusions other than in the instance referred to in Article 56{ 1) of the Convention (dependent 
territories); see the judgment of 18 February 1999, Matthews. para. 29. 
Judgment of8 April2004, paras 139-143. 
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that before ratification of the Convention in 1997 and even after that date the 
Moldovan authorities had taken a number of measures to secure the applicants' rights. 

On the other hand, it did not have any evidence that since Mr. Ila§cu's release in May 

2001 effective measures had been taken to put an end to the continuing infringements 

of their Convention rights complained of by the other applicants. In their bilateral 

relations with the Russian Federation the Moldovan authorities had not been anymore 

attentive to the applicants' fate; the Court had not been informed of any approach by 

the Moldovan authorities to the Russian authorities afier May2001 aimed at obtaining 

the remaining applicants' release. Even afier Mr. Ila§cu's release in May 2001, it had 

been within the power of the Moldovan Government to take measures to secure to 

the other applicants their rights under the Convention. The Court accordingly 

concluded that Moldova's responsibility was capable ofbeing engaged on account of 

its failure to discharge its positive obligations with regard to the acts complained of 

which had occurred afier May 200 I. 
With respect to the Russian Federation, the Court observed that during the 

Moldovanconflict in 1991-92 forces of the former Fourteenth Army (which owed 

allegiance to the USSR, the CIS and the Russian Federation in turn, and later became 

the ROG) stationed in Transdniestria, an integral part of the territory of the Republic 

of Moldova, fought with and on .behalf of the Transdniestrian separatist forces. 

Moreover, large quantities of weapons from the stores of the Fourteenth Army were 

volunt<!rilytransferred to the separatists, who were also able tc seize possession of other 

weapons unopposed by Russian soldiers. The Court noted that from December 1991 

onwards the Moldov~ri authorities systematically complaii.led, to international bodies 

among others, o{ what they called 'the acts of aggression' of the former Fourteenth 

Army against the Rept!hlic 0f Moldova and accused the Russian Federation of sup

porjng the Tran5ciniestrian separatists. 1hroug._'loutth~ clashes between the Moldovan 

authoritie'i and the Transdniestrian separatists the leaders of the Russia11 Federation 

supported the separatist authorities through political declarations. The Russian 

Federation drafied the main lines of the ceaseftre agreement of 2! iuly 1992, and 

moreover signed it as a party. 

In the light of all these oircumstances the Court considered that the Russian 

Federation's responsibility was engaged in respect oftfie urJawful acts committed by 

·the Transdniestrian separatists, regard being had to the military and political support 

it gave them to help them set up the separatist regime and the participation of its 

military personnel in the fighting. In acting thus the authorities of the Russian 

Federation contributed both militarily and politically to the creation of a separatist 

regime in the region ofTransdniestria, which was part of the territory of the Republic 

of Moldova. The applicants were arrested in June 1992 with the participation of 

soldiers of the Fourteenth Army. The ftrst three applicants were then detained on 

Fourteenth Army premises and guarded by Fourteenth Army troops. During their 

detention these three applicants were interrogated and subjected to treatment which 
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could be considered contrary to Article 3 of the Convention. They were then handed 

over to the Transdniestrian police. The Court considered that on account of these 

events the applicants came within the jurisdiction of the Russian Federation within 

the meaning of Article l of the Convention, although at the time when these events 

occurred the Convention was not in force with regard to the Russian Federation. The 

events which gave rise to the responsibility of the Russian federation must be 

considered to include not only the acts in which the agents of that State participated, 

like the applicants' arrest and detention, but also their transfer into the hands of the 

Transdniestrian police and regime, and the subsequentill-treatrnentinflicted on them 

by the police, since in acting in that way the agents of the Russian Federation were fully 
aware that they were handing them over to an illegal and unconstitutional regime. 

The Court considered that there was a continuous and uninterrupted link of 

responsibility on the part of the Russian Federation for the applicants' fate, as the 

Russian Federation's policy of support for the regime and collaboration with it 

continued beyond 5 May 1998," and after that date the Russian Federation made no . 

attempt to put an end to the applicants' situation brought about by its agents, and did 

no tact to prevent the violations allegedly committed after 5 May 1998. In conclusion, 

the applicants came within the "jurisdiction" of the Russian Federation for the 

purposes of Article I of the Convention and its responsibility was engaged with regard 

to the acts complained of.42 

A Contracting State is responsible for acts or omissions on its territory only to the 

extent i;:hat those are the responsibilityofits own organs. Thus it was decided that the 

alleged violacicns of tlle Convention by the Supreme Restitution Court could not be 

held against the Federal Republic of Germany, even though this tribunal had its 

sessions on West Gerrr.an territory. ft was to be considered as an international tribunal, 

in respe:t of which Germany had neither legislative nor supervisory powers.
43 

1.4.2 TERRITORIES FOR WHOSE INTERNATIONAL 
RELATIONS A STATE IS RESPONSIBLE 

Article 56 contains a lex specialis in respect of the principle of Article 1 according to 

-which the Convention is applicable to everyone within the jurisdiction of the 

Ccntracting States. According tc general international law a treaty is applicable to the 

" 
" 

On that date the Convention entered into force with respect to Russia. 
Judgment of8 July 2004, paras 380-385. 
Appl. 2095/63, X v. Sweden, Federal Republic of Germany and other States, Yearbook VIII (1965), 
p. 272 (282). See also Appi. 235/56, X v. Federal Republic of Germany, Yearbook H {1958-1959}, 
p. 256 (304), where the Commission reached the same conclusion with respect to the American Court 

of Restitution Appeals in Germany. 
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whole territory of a Contracting State, including those territories for whose interna

tional relations the State in question is rcsponsible.H This is different only when a 

reservation has been made for one or more of those territories in the treaty itself, or 

at the time ofits ratification. Under Article 56( 1 ), however, the European Convention 

applies to the latter territories only when the Contracting State concerned has agreed 

to this via a declaration to that effect addressed to the Secretary General of the Council 

of Europe. Such dedarations were made in due course by Denmark with respect to 

Greenland,45 by the Netherlands with respect to Suriname" and the Netherlands 

Antilles47 and by the United Kingdom with respect to most of the non-self-governing 

territories belonging to the Commonwealth.411 

The question of what has to be understood by the words 'territory for whose 

international relations a State is responsible' was raised in a case concerning the former 

Belgian Congo. The applicants submitted that their complaint related to a time when 

this area formed part of the national territory of Belgium, and that accordingly the 

Convention, including the Belgian declaration under Article 25 [the present Article 

34], was applicable to the Belgian Congo even though Belgium had not made any 

declaration as referred to in Article 56 with reference thereto._The·Commission, 

however, held that the Belgian Congo had to be regarded as a territory for whose 

international relations Belgium was responsible in the sense of Article 56. It reached 

the conclusion that the complaint was not admissible ratione loci, since Belgium had 

not made any declaration under Article 56 with reference to this territory.49 

According to paragraph 3, the provisions of the Convention are applied to the 

territories referred to in Article 56 [former Article 63] with due regard to local 

requirements. In the TyrerCasetheBritish Government submitted in this context that 

corporal punishment on the Isle of Man was justified as c preventive measure based 

on public opinion on the island. The Court, how~vcr, helri that "for the upplic:nion 

of Article 63(3 ), more would be needed: there would have to be positive andcoaclus!'.'e 

proof of a requirement, and the Court could not regard beliefs and local 'public' 

opinion on their own as constituting such proof."50 

18 

See Article 29 of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, ILM 8, (1969), p. 679. 
Since 1953 Greenland has been an integral part of Denmark 
Suriname became independent in 1975. 
The reserv3.tion made with respect to the' Netherlands Antilles with reference to Article 6(3)( c) has 
since been withdrawn. 
See Council of Europe, Collected Texts, Strasbourg, 1994, p. 88. 
Appl. 1065/61, X v. BelgiUm, Yearbook N (1961), p. 260 (266-268); 
Judgment of 25 April 1978, paras 36-40, from whiCh it likewise appears that, even apart from the 
correctness of public opinion, the Court does not wish to regard corporal punishment itself, intended 
as a preventive measure, as a local requirement in the sense of Article 63(3), which would have to 
be taken into account in the application of Article 3. See also Appl. 7456/76, Wiggins v. the United 
Kingdom, D&R 13 (1979), p. 40 (48). 
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In the Piermont Case a German member of the European Parliament had been 

expelled from French Polynesia and had been prohibited from returning, while a 

decision was taken prohibiting her from entering New Caledonia, because of certain 

statements which she had made at a demonstration in Tahiti. The applicant com

plained that these orders infringed, amongst others, her right to freedom of expression. 

The French Government submitted that the 'local requirements' of French Polynesia 

made the interference legitimate. According to the Government the 'loo.l require

ments' were the indisputable special features of protecting public order in the Pacific 

territories, namely their island status and distance from metropolitan France and also 

the especially tense political atmosphere. The Court noted that the arguments put 

forward by the Government related essentially to the tense local political atmosphere 

taken together with an election campaign and, therefore, emphasised circumstances 

and conditions rather than requirements. A political situation, which admittedly was 

a sensitive one but also one which could occur in the mother country, did not suffice 

to interpret the phrase 'local requirements' as justifying an interference with the right 

secured in Article 10.51 

When territories become independent, a declaration under Article 56 automatically 

ceases to apply because the Contracting State which made it is no longer responsible 

for the international relations of the new State. 52 This new State does not automatically 

become a Party to the Convention. In the majority of cases" it will not even be aHe 

to become a Party, since Article 59( I) makes signature possible only for member States 

of the Council of Europe and membership of the latter organisation is open oniy to 
European States. 54 

l.4.3 STATE RESPONSIBILITY FOR ACTS OF ITS ORGANS 
THAT HAVE BEEN COMMITTED OUTSIDE ITS 
TERRITORY 

The fact that the Convention is applicable only to the territory of the Contracting 

States, with the qualification of Article 56, does not imply that a Contracting State 

cannot be responsible under the Convention for acts of its organs that have been .:om

mitted outside its territory. Thus the Commission decided that in principle the acts 

of functionaries of the German embassy in Morocco might involve the responsibility 

" 
" 

Judgment of27 Aprill995, para. 59. 
See, e.g., Appl. 7230/75, X v. the Netherlands, D&R 7 ( 1977), p. I 09 (110-111). 
This was different in the cases of Cyprus and Malta only, which after their independence became 
members of the Council of Europe and Parties to the Convention. 
Article 4 of the Statute of the Council of Europe. 
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of the Federal Republic of Germany. 55 Switzerland was deemed responsible for acts 

committed under a treaty of 1923 concerning the incorporation ofLiechtenstein into 
the Swiss customs area. The Commission held that acts of Swiss authorities having 

effect in Liechtenstein place all those to whom these acts arc applicable under Swiss 

jurisdiction in the sense of Article 1 of the Convention.% 
In the Loizidou Case the Court held Turkey responsible for alleged violations of 

Article 8 of the Convention and Article 1 of Protocol No. 1, which took place in the 
northern part of Cyprus, because that part was under control of Turkish forces in 
Cyprus which exercised overall control in that area. The Court held that the 

responsibility of a Contracting Party might also arise when as a consequence of military 

action, ·whether lawful or unlawful', it exercises effective control of an area outside 

its national territory. The obligation to secure, in such an area, the rights and freedoms 
set out in the Convention, derives from the fact of such control whether it is exercised 

directly, through its armed forces, or through a subordinate local administration.57 

In Cyprus v. Turkey the Court held more generally that ."It is of course true that 

the Court in the Loizidou Case was addressing an individual's'Complaint concerning 
the continuing refusal of the authorities to allow her access to her property. However, 

it is to be observed that the Court's reasoning is framed in terms of a broad statement 
of principle as regards Turkey's general responsibility under the Convention for the 

policies and actions of the 'TRNC' authorities. Having effective overall control over 
northern Cyprus, its responsibility cannot be confined to the acts of its own soldiers 
or officials in northern Cyprus but must also be engaged by virtue of the acts of the 

local administration which survives by virtue ofTurkish military and other support 
It follows that, in terms of Article 1 of the Convention, Turkey's 'jurisdiction' must 

be considered to extend to securing the entire range of substantive rights set out in 
the Conven~ion and those additional Protocols which she has ratified, and that viola

tions or'thuse rights are imputable to Turkey."58 

The responsibility of Contracting Parties can also be incurred by acts or omissions 

oftheir authorities, whether performed within or outside national boundaries, which 

20 

AppL 16ll/62, X v. Federal Republic of Germany, Yearbook VIII (1965), p. 158 ( 163). 
Appls 7289/lS and 7349/75, X and Yv. Switzerland, D&R 9 (1978}, p. 57 (73). In this context see, 
however, Appl. 6231/73, Ilse Hess v. Federal Republic of Germany, Yearbook XVIII (1975), p. 146 
( 174-176), where the British Government was not held responsible in terms of the Convention for 
alleged violations in Spandau Prison, !:>ecause the Conunis~ion concluded that the responsibility for 
the prison \VllS exercised on a Four-Power basis and that the United Kingdom acted only as a partner 
in the joint responsibility. Since decisions could only betaken unanimously, the prison was not under 
the jurisdiction of the United Kingdom in the sense of Art. I. 
Judgmentof23 March 1995 (preliminary objections), para. 62. See in this respect also the judgment 
of8 July 2004, Ilascu and Others, paras 386-394. 
Judgment of 10 May 2001, para. 77. 
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roduce effects outside their own territory. 59 The Court noted, however, in the Al

~dsaniCase that liability is incurred in such cases by an action of the respondent State 
visa vis a person who is at the relevant moment on its territmyanJ dearly within its 
· · d"ctt"on and that such cases do not concern the actual exercise of a State's 
JUriS I • 

competence or jurisdiction abroad.
60 

. 

In the Drozd and Janousek Case the applicants complamed that they had not had 

a fair trial before the Tribunal de Cortsofthe Principality ofAndorra. They held France 
and Spain responsible at the international level for the conduct of the Andorran 

authorities. As regards the objection oflackofjurisdiction ratione loci, the Court agreed 
in substance with the Governments' arguments and the Commission's opinion that 

the Convention was not applicable to the territory of Andorra, notwithstanding its 
ratification by France and Spain. It took into consideration various circumstances: 

the Principality was not a member of the Council of Europe, which prevented it from 
being a Party to the Convention in its own right, and appeared never to have taken 

any steps to seek admission as an 'associate member' of the organisation. The territory 
of Andorra was not an area commonto France and Spain or a Franco-Spanish condo
minium. NexttheCourtexamined whether the applicants came under the jurisdiction 

of one of the Contracting States separately. The Principality's relations with France 

and Spain didnotfollowthe normal pattern of relations between sovereign States and 
did not take the form of international agreements, even though the development of 

the Andorran institutions might, according to the French Co-Prince, allow Andorra 
to 'join the international community'. The objection oflack of jurisdiction ratione loci 
was considered well-founded. The Court also noted that judges from France and Spain 
sat as members of the Andorran courts, and but did not do so in their capacity as 

French or Spanish judges. Those courts, in particular the Tribunal de Carts, exercised 
their functions in an autonomous manner, while their judgments were not suOj~ct 
tosupervisionbythe authorities of France or Spain. There was nothing in the case-file 
to suggest that those authorities had attempted to interfere with the applicants' trial.

6
l 

In sum, the case law of the Court demonstrates that its recognition of the exerci~e of 
extra-territorial jurisdiction by a Contracting State is exceptional: it has done so when 

the respondent State, through the effective control of the relevant territory and its 
inhabitants as a consequence of military occupation, or through the consent, invitation 
or acquiescence of the authorities of that territory, exercises all or some of the public 

powers normally exercised by the latter. In addition, the Court held in the Bankovii 
Case that other recognised instances of the extraterritorial exercise of jurisdiction by 
a State include cases involving the activities ofits diplomatic or consular agents abroad 

Judgment of26 June 1992, Drozd and Janousek, para. 91. 
Judgment of21 November 2001, para. 39. 
Judgmentof26 June 1992, paras 84-98. 
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and on board aircraft and vessels registered in, or flying the flag of. that State. In these 

specific situations, customaryinternationallaw and treaty provisions have recognised 

the extraterritorial exercise ofjurisdiction by the relevant State.62 In contrast, the Court 

fairly recently found that the participation of a State in the defence of proceedings 

against it in another State does not, without more, amount to an exercise of extra

territorial jurisdiction. The Court considered that, in the particular circumstances of 

the case, the fact that the United Kingdom Government raised the defence of sovereign 

immunity before the Irish courts, where the applicant had decided to sue, does not 

suffice to bring them within the jurisdiction of the United Kingdom within the 

meaning of Article 1 of the Convention.63 

In the Ocelan Case, the applicant maintained that there was prima facie evidence 

that he had been abducted by the Turkish authorities operating overseas, beyond their 

jurisdiction, and that it was fer the Government to prove that the arrest was not 

unlawful. The fact that arrest warrants had been issued by the Turkish authorities and 

a red notice had been circulated by Interpol, did not give officials of the Turkish State 

jurisdiction to operate overseas.- The applicant pointed out that no proceedings had 

been brought for his extradition from Kenya, whose authorities had denied all 

responsibility for his transfer to Turkey. Mere collusion between Kenyan officials 

operating without authority and the Turkish Government could not constitute inter

State co-operation. The Kenyan Minister ofForeignAffilirs had stated that the Kenyan 

authorities had played no role in the applicant's departure and that there had been 

no Turkish troops on Kenyan territory. The applicant further alleged that the Kenyan 

officials implicated in his arrest had been bribed. The Turkish Government on their 

part maintained that tbe applicant had been arrested and detained in accordance with 

a proc:edure presGibed by law, fo!lnwiug co-ope:!.""<ltion between two States, Turkey 

and Keuya. They said that the applicant h&d entered Kenya not as an asylum-s~eker, 

but by using false identity papers. Since Kenya was a sovereign State, Turkey had no 

means of exercising its authority there. The Government also pointed to the fact that 

there was no extradition treaty between Kenya and Turkey. The Court held that the 

applicant was arrested by memb~rs of the Turkish security forces inside an aircraft 

in the international zone of Nairobi Airport. Directly aft~r he had been handed over 

by the Kenyan officials to the Turkish officials the applicant wes effecti·rely under 

Turkish authority and was, therefore, brought within the 'jurisdiction' of that State 

for the purposes of Article 1 of the Convention, even though in this instan-:e Turkey 

exercised its authority outside its territory. The Court considered that the circum

stances of this case were distinguishable from those in the Bankovic Case, notably in 

" Decision ofl2 December 2001, para. 73 
Judgment of21 November 2001, McElhinney, para. 39. 
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thai the applicant was physically forced to return to Turkey by Turkish officials and 

was subject to their authority and control following his arrest and return to Turkcy.6
" 

1.5 TEMPORAL SCOPE OF THE CONVENTION 

1.5.1 GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

By virtue of a generally accepted principle ofinternationallawa treaty is not applicable 

to acts or facts that have occurred, or to situations that have ceased to exist, before the 

treaty entered into force and was ratified by the State in question.65 This also applies 

to the European Convention.66 In the Pfunders Case the Commission inferred from 

the nature of the obligations under the Convention that the fact th<l.t the respondent 

State (in this case Italy) was a party to the Convention at the time of the alleged 

violation was decisive, without it being necessary for the applicant State (in this case 

Austria) to have ratified the Convention at that time. 67 

1.5.2 CONTINUING VIOLATIONS 

Of particular note is the case law developed by the Commission concerning complaints 

which relate to a continuing situation, i.e. to violations of the Convention which are 

caused by an act committed at a given moment, but which continue owing to the 

consequences of the original act . .Such a case occurred with respect to a Belgian 

national who lodged a compbint concerning a conviction b}r a Belgian court for 

trtason during the Second World War. The verdict had been pronounced before 

Belgium had ratified the Convention, but the situation complained about, viz. the 

punishment in the form of, inter alia, <1. limitation of the right of free expression, 

·continued after the Convention had become binding upon Belgium. According to the 

Commission the latter fact was decisive and the complaint accordingly was declared 

admissible." 

Judgment of 12 March 2003, p:::.ras 93-94; see aim the judgment of 3(1 March 2005, Issea, para. 38. 
See Art. 28 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, IL\1 R ( 1969), p. 679. 
Judgment of 16 December 1997, Proszak, para. 31; jujgment of 8 !uly 2004, rlasm and Others, 
para. 400; judgment of23 September 2004, Dimitrov, para. 54. 
Appl. 788/60, Austria v.ltaly, Yearbook IV (1961), p. 116 (142). 
Appl. 214/56, De Becker, Yearbook II (1958-1959), p. 214 (244). See also Appl. 7031/75, X v. 
Switzerland, D&R 6 (1977), p. 124; Appl. 7202175,X v. the United Kingdom, D&R 7 (1977), p. 102; 
and Appl. 870 l/79,X v. Belgium, D&R 18 ( 1980), p. 250 (251) concerning disfranchise. See, however, 
the decision of the Commission on the _joined Appls 8560/79 and 8613/79, X and Yv. Portugal, D&R 
16 (1979), p. 209 (211-212), in which two servicemen complained that their transfer had taken place 
in contravention of Art. 6. 
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Similarly the Court held in the Papamichalopoulos Case that the expropriation 

ofland amounted to a continuing violation of Article l ofProtocol No. 1. The alleged 

violations had begun in 1967. At that time Greece had already ratified the Convention 

and Protocol No. I, and their denunciation by Greece from 13 June 1970 until 28 

November 1974 during the military regime had not released it from its obligations 

under them "in respect of any act which, being capable of constituting a violation of 

such obligations, [might] have been performed by it" earlier, asstatedinArticle 58(2) 

of the Convention. Greece had, however, not recognised the Commission's compe

tence to receive individual petitions until20 November 1985 and then only in relation 

to acts, decisions, facts and events subsequent to that date. However, the Government 

had not raised any preliminary objection in that regard and the Court held that the 

question did not call for consideration by the Court on its own motion. The Court 

merely noted that the applicants' claim related to a continuing situation.69 

In the Stamoulakatos Case the applicant had been convicted, in absentia, by the 

Greek ~riminal courts on sev:eral occasions. The Government's preliminary objection 

was that the applicant's complaints did not come within the Court's jurisdiction ratione 
temporis because they related to events which had taken place before 20 November 

1985, when Greece's acceptance of the right of individual complaint took effect. The 

breach which the applicant complained of originated from three convictions dating 

from 1979 and 1980. The factthathe hadsubsequentlylodged appeals could not affect 

the period that the Court had to consider in order to rule on the objection. The Court 

found that the events which gave rise to the proceedings against the applicant, together 

with the three judgments, were covered by the time-limit in Greece's declaration in 
respect of[ the old] Article 25 of the Convention. As to his appeals and applications 

against those judgments, the applicant orJy complained that thevwere ineffective in 

that they did not enoble hilr. to obtain froJL a court which hod hc~rd him, a' he was 

entitled to under the Con•.'ention, ''a fresh determination 0fthe merits of th~ charges 

on which he had been tried in absentia". Thus, although those appeals and applications 

were lvdged after the 'critical' date of 19 November 1985, according to the Court they 
were closely bound up with the proceedings that had led to his conviction. The Court 

was of the opinion that divorcing these appeals and applications from the events which 

gave rise to them would, in the instant case, be tantamount to rendering Greece's . 
- aforementioned declaration nugatory. It was reasonable to infer from that 

declaration that Greece could not be held to have violated its obligation for not 

affording any possibility of a retrial to those who had been convicted in absentia 

" 
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Judgment of 24 June 1993, para. 40; Judgment of 22 May 1998, Vasilescu, para. 49; judgment of 
10 May 2001, Cyprus v. Turkey, para. 189; Judgment of 31 July 2003, Eugenia Michaelidou 
DeveWpments Ltd. and Michael Tymvios, para. 31. 
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before 20 November 1985. The objection was well-founded and the Court found it 

could not deal with the merits of the case.70 

In the cases of Yaffci and Sara gin, and Mansur the Court rejected the preliminary 

objection of the Turkish Government that the Court's jurisdiction was excluded in 

respect of events subsequent to the date of the acceptance by Turkey of the Court's 

compulsory jurisdiction but which by their nature were merely "extensions of ones 

occurring before that date". According to the Court, having regard to the wordi11g of 

the declaration Turkey made under [the old] Article 46 of the Convention, it could 

not entertain complaints about events which occurred before the acceptance of the 

Court's compulsory jurisdiction. However, when examining the complaints relating 

to Articles 5(3) and6( I) of the Convention-theartides in question-theCourttook 

account of the state of proceedings at the time when the declaration was deposited. 

It, therefore, could not accept the Government's argument that even facts subsequent 

to the date of the Turkey's declaration were excluded ftom its jurisdiction if they were 

extensions of an already exis~ing situation. 'From the critical date onwards all the 
State's acts and o~issi~fl~- not only;~ must conform to the Convention but are also 

undoubtedly subject to review by the Convention institutions.m 

In the Ilascu Case the Court held that, insofar the complaint concerned Article 6( I), 

it did not have jurisdiction ratione temporis, since the proceedings ended with the 

judgment of 9 December 1993. However, the applicants also submitted that their 

detention was not lawful, since the judgment pursuant to which they had been 

detained, and in three cases still were detained, had not been given by a competent 

court. Furthermore, they alleged that while in prison they had not been able to 

c0rrespond freely or receive visits from their families. They also complained about 

their co:1ditiont: of d~tention. The Court noted that those alleged violations con c.erned 

ev~nb which begz.: with the applicants' ir..carct:ration in 1992. and v1er~ still going on. 

The Court, therefore, had jurisdiction ration:: ter.tporis to examine the complaints 

made insofar as they concerned events subsequent to 12 September 1997 as regards 

the Republic ofMoldova and 5 May 1998 as regardo the Russian Federation, the dates 

on which the Convention entered into force with respect to those States. 72 

1.5.3 DENUNCIATION OF THE CONVENTION 

Even after a State has denounced the Convention in accordance with Article 58(1), 

the Convention remains fully applicable to that State for another six months (Article 

58(2) ). A complaint submitted between the date of denunciation of the Convention 

n 

Judgment of26 October 1993, paras 13-14. See also decision of9 July 2002, KresoviC. 
Judgments of8 June 1995, para. 40 and para. 44. See also the decision of7 March 2002, Trajkovski. 
Judgment of8 July 2004, paras 401-403. 
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and that on which that denunciation becomes effective thus falls within the scope of 

the Convention ratione temporis. This occurred in the case of the second complaint, 

of Aprill970, by Denmark, Norway and Sweden against Greece. On 12 December 1969 

Greece had denounced the Convention. This denunciation was, therefore, to become 

effective on 13 June 1970. The Commission decided that in virtue ofArticle65(2) [the 

present Article 58(2)] Greece was still bound, at the time of the complaint, to comply 

with the obligations ensuing from the Convention, and that consequently the Com
mission could examine the complaint. 73 

1.6 EFFECT OF THE CONVENTION WITHIN THE 
NATIONAL LEGAL SYSTEMS 

It is primarily the task of the national authorities of the Contracting States to secure 

the rights and freedoms set forth in the Convention. Towhatextentthe national courts 

Can play a part in this, by reviewing the acts and omissions of thoSe national autho

rities, depends mainly on the question of whether the provisions of the Convention 

·are directly applicable in proceedings before those national courts. The answer to this 

question depends in turn on the effect of the Convention within the national legal 

system concerned. The Convention does not impose upon the Contracting States the 

obligation to make the Convention part of domestic law or otherwise to guarantee 

its domestic applicability and supremacy over national law. 

In the context of the relationship between international law and municipal law 

th~re arc two contrasting views. ACcording to the so-called dualistic view the inter

national and th~ nationJl legal system form two separate legal spheres and interna

tional law has effect within the national legal system only after it has been 'trans

formed' into national law via the required procedure. The legal subjects depend on 

this transformation for the protection of the rights laid down in international law; their 

rights and duties exist only under national law. This is the case, for instance, in the 

United Kingdom; only recently has the Convention been incorporated, under the 

Human Rights Act. It is only through this Act that the rights and freedoms in the 

. Convention can be invoked. However, under this Human Rights Act, the British courts 

are not allowed to disapply an (other) Act of Parliament, which they consider to 

conflict with the Convention I Human Rights Act. They can only go so far as to give 

a declaratory judgment, l~aving it to the legislature to remedy the situation of conflict 

" 
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Appl. 4448/70, Denmark, Norway and Sweden v. Greece, Yearbook XIII (1970), p. 108 (l20). After 
the admissibility declaration the Commission desisted from further examination. However, on 18 
November 1974 Greece became a Party again to the Convention, and the Commission then resumed 
its examination of the complaint. Finally, on 4 October 1976, after both the applicant States and the 
defendant State had intimated that they were no longer interested in proceeding with the case, the 
Commission struck the case off the list; D&R 6 (1977), p. 6 (8). 
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between the two Acts of Parliament. In another dualistic system, that of the Federal 

Republic of Germany, the Convention has been transformed by a federal law 

(Zustimmungsgesetz) according to Article 59(2) of the Constitution, thereby becoming 

part of the domestic law of the Federal Republic. 
In a dualistic system, after the Convention has been approved and transformed 

into domestic law, the question remains as to what status it has within the national 

legal system. The answer to this question is to be found in national constitutional law 

and practice. Under German constitutional law, for instance, the Convention has no 

priority over the Federal Constitution nor is it of equal rank. It has, however, the rank 

of a federal statute. The consequences of this have been mitigated by interpreting 

German statutes in line with the Convention; the German Bundesverfassungsgericht 
has even decided that priority should be given to the provisions of the Convention 

over subsequent legislation unless a contrary intention of the legislature could be 

dearly established. Even provisions of the Federal Constitution have to be interpreted 

in light of the Convention. As pointed out above, the British courts cannot disapply 

Acts of Parliament considered not to be in conformity with the Human Rights Act. 

However, it can be safely assumed that many discrepancies can and will be resolved 

by interpreting the conflicting Act ofParliament in conformity with the Human Rights 

Act, meaning conformity with the Convention and the accompanying case law of the 

Court. 

According to the so-called monistic view, on the other hand, the various domestic legal 

systems are viewed as elements of the all-embracing internationallegal system, within 

.. which the national authorities are bound by international law in their relations with 

individuals as well, regardless of whether or not the rules of international law have 

been transformed into national law. In this view the individual derives rights and 

duties directly from international law, so that in national proceedings he may directly 

invoke rules of international law, which must be applied by the national courts and 

to which the latter must give priority over any national law conflicting with it. 

However, even among the monistic systems many differences exist. Although as 

a general rule they accept the domestic legal effect of (approved) international treaties, 

the scope of this acceptance varies considerably. In the Netherlands self-executing 

provisions of treaties and of decisions of international organisations (i.e. written 

internationallaw) may be invoked before domestic courts and may set aside conflicting 

(anterior and posterior) statutory law, including provisions in the Constitution. In fact, 

the Detch courts have actively made use of the Convention in setting aside or inter

preting Acts of ParliRment. In France t.,e Cour de Cassation, relying upon Article 55 

ofthe French Constitution, has accepted the prevalence of treaties (including EC-law) 

--,;:;~c~····· ___ over national lois since 1975. The Conseil d'Etat has been much more hesitant, but 
finally, in 1989, accepted the supremacy of treaties over domestic legislation. 
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The prevailing opinion is that the system restdting from the monistic view is not 

prescribed by intern::ttionallaw at its present stage of development. International law 

leaves the States 1i.tll discretion to decide for themselves in what waytheywill fulftl their 

international obligations and implement the pertinent international rules within their 

national legal system; they are internationally responsible only for the ultimate result 

of this implementation. This holds good for the European Convention as well/' 
although the Court indicated that the system according to which the Convention has 

internal effect is a particularly faithful reflection of the intention of the drafters.75 The 

consequence is that there is no legal obligation to assign internal effect to the Con
vention nor to afford it prevalence over national law. However, the great majority of 

Contracting States have provided for internal effect; many also accept that the 

Convention prevails over national legislation. 

In States in which the Convention has internal effect one must ascertain for each 

provision separately whether it is directly applicable (i.e. is self-executing), so that 

individuals may directly invoke such a provision before the national courts. The self

execUting l:haracter of a Convention provision may generally be presumed when the 

content of such a provision can be applied in a concrete case-without there being a 

need for supplementary measures on the part of the national legislative or executive 

authorities. 

I. 7 DRITTWIRKUNG 

Drittwirkung is a complicated phenomenon about which there are widely divergent 

v~t"WS. Her~ only those general r.specti which are dit·ectly connected with the Con

vention will b·~ dedt with. Hereafte1, ir.. the dis..:ussion of the separate rights and free

doms:, -:ertain aspects 0f Drit:wirkungwill be discussed insofar as the case law of the 

Commission and the Court calls for it. For a detailed treatment of Drittwirkung, in 

particular also as to its recogni~on and effect under national law, reference may be 

made to the literature.76 

" 
" 
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See the judgment of6 February 1976, Swedish Engine Drivers' Union, para. SO, in which the Court 
held that "neither Article 13 nor the Convention in general lays down forth~ Contracting States any 
given manner for ensuring within their internal law the effective implementation of any of the 
provisions of the Convention." SimHary, see the judgment of23 July 1968, Belgian Linguistic Case, 
section2, par3.. 11 and the judgment of27 October 1975, National Union of Belgian Police, para. 38. 
See also-the diSsenting opinion of the Commission members Sperduti and Opsahl in the report of 
the Commission in Ireland v. the United Kingdom, 8.23-I (1980), pp. 503-505. 

Judgm_ent ofl8 January I97.8,Jreland v. th~ United Kingdom,_ p~a. ~39. 
See; e.g., E.A. Alkema, "The third-party applicability or "Diittwirkung" of the ECHR", in: Protecting 
Human Rights; The EurOpean Dimension, Koln, 1988, pp: 33-45; A. Clapham, 'The "Drittwirkung" 
of the Convention', in: R.St.J. McDonald, F. Matscher, H. Petzold (eds.), The European System for 
the Protection of Human Rights, Dordrecht/Boston/London, 1993, pp. 163-206; A. Drzemczewski, 
'The domestic status of the European Convention on Human Rights; new dimensions', Legal Issues 
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What docs the term Drittwirkungmean? Two views in particular must be distin

guished. According to the first view, Drittwirkung of provisions concerning human 

rights means that these provisions also apply to legal relations between private parties 

and not only to legal relations between an individual and the public authorities. Accor

ding to the second view, Drittwirkungof human rights provisions is defined as the 

possibility for an individual to enforce these rights against another individuaL Advo

'cates of the latter view consider that Drittwirkung of human rights is present only if 

an individual in his legal relations with other individuals is able to enforce the obser

vance of the law concerning human rights via some procedure or other. 

As to the latterviewitmayatonce be pointed out that no Drittwirkungofthe rights 

and freedoms set forth in the Convention can be directly effectuated via the procedure 

set up by the Convention. In fact in Strasbourg it is possible to lodge complaints only 

about violations of the Convention by one of the Contracting States; a complaint 

directed against an individual is inadmissible for reason of incompatibility with the 

Convention ratione personae. This follows from Articles 19, 32,33 and 34 of the Con

ventionandhas also been-confirmed by the Strasbourg case law. 77 As a consequence, 

.. an individual can bring up an alleged violation ofhis fundamental rights and freedoms 

by other individuals in Strasbourg only indirectly, viz. when a Contracting State can 

be held responsible for the violation in one way or another." In that case the super

vision in the Strasbourg procedure concerns the responsibility of the State and not 

that of the private actor. It is, thaefore, no surprise that the Strasbourg case law pro

vides little clarity as far as Drittwirkungis concerned. Any urgency for a more straight

forwa<d approach is n0t felt. In tl1e Verein gegen Tierfabriken Case the Court even 

-explicitly stated that it does not consider it desirable, let alone necessary, to elaborate 

a general theory concerning the extent to which the Convention guarantees should 

be P..xtended to relations between private individuals inter se.79 At test a kind of 

'indirect Drittwirkung'80 is recognised in cases where from a provision of the Con

vention- notably Articles 3, 10 and II- rights are inferred for individuals which, on 

the basis of a positive obligation on the part of Contracting States to take measures 

of European Integration, No. 1, 1(}77, pp. 1-85; M.A. Eissen, 'La convention et les devoirs des 
individus', in: La protection desdroits de J'licmmc dansle cadre europCen, Paris, 1961, pp. 167-194; 
H. Guradze, 'Die Schutzrichtung der Grundrechtsnormen in der Europaischcn Mcnschenre::hts
konvention',FestschriftNipperdy, Vol. II, 196::i, pp. 759-769; M.M. Hahne,Da:Drittwirkungsprob:em 
in der Europiiischen Konvention zum Sc!Jutzder Menschettrechte und Gnmdfreiheite>~, Heidelberg, 197 J; 

D.J. Harris, M. O'Boyle, C. Warbrick, Law of the European Convention of Human Rights, Lon
don/Dublin/Edinburgh 1995, pp. 19-22; D.H.M. Meuwissen, De Europese Conventie en het 
f!ederlandse Recht [The European Convention and Dutch Law], Leyden, 1968, pp. 201-211. 
See infra 2.2.11.8.2. 

~~~c........... As a rule a State is not internationally responsible for the acts and omissions of its nationals or of 
individuals within its jurisdiction; on this, see infra 2.2.11.8.2. 
Judgment of28 June 2001, para. 40. 
See Alkema, supra note 76, p. 33. 
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in order to make their exercise possible, must also be enforced vis-3-vis private third 
parties. 111 

The fact that in Strasbourg no complaints can be lodged against individuals need 

not, however, bar the recognition of Drittwirkungofthe Convention, not even in the 
second sense referred to above. The possibility of enforcement, which in this view is 

required, does not necessarily have to be enforcement under international law, but 
may also arise from national law. 112 fn that context two situations must be distin
guished. In the first place there are States where those rights and freedoms included 

in the Convention, which are self-executing, can be directly applied by the national 

courts.83 In those States the relevant provisions of the Convention can be directly 
invoked by individuals against other individuals insofar as their Drittwirkungis recog

nised by the national courts. Judgments of these national courts which conflict with 
the Convention, for which indeed the Contracting State concerned is responsible under 

the Convention, may then be submitted to the Strasbourg Court via the procedure 
under Article 34 or via the procedure under Article 33. In addition, there are those 

States in whose national legal systems the provisions of the Convention are not directly 
applicable. Those States are also obliged under the general guarantee clause of Article 1 
of the Convention to secure the rights and freedoms set forth in the Convention. If 

one starts from the principle of Drittwirkung, such States also have to secure for 
individuals protection against violations of their fundamental rights by other indivi

duals in their national legal system. If the competent national authorities default in 
this respect or if the applicable provisions of national law are not enforced, responsibil
ity arises for the State concerned, a responsibility which may be invoked via the 

procedure under Article 34 or Article 33 of the Convention. 81 

At the same time the existence of a supervisorysystem as described above doe~ not 
in itself imply Drittwirkung. It does not necessarily imply that the Cunve11.lion i~ 

applicable to legal relations between private parties if, in a given St!lte, individuals may 
directly invoke the Convention before the courts. And the nature of the obligation 

arising from Article 1 of the Convention fo~ those States in whose legal system the 
Convention is not directly applicable, is also in itself not decisive for the question 
concerning that type ofDrittwirkung. In fact one cannot deduce from Article 1 whether 

the Contracting States are obliged to secure the rights and freedoms only in relation 
to the public authorities or also in relation to other individuals. For a possible 
Drittwirkung, therefore, other arguments hav~ to be put forward. 

" 
"' 
"' 
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For an elab.:uate surveyofsuch cases of'indirectDrittwirkung' and other comparable cases of'priva te 
abuse ofhwnan rights', see dapham, supra note 76. 
See Hahne, supra note 76, pp. 81-94. 
That this so-called 'internal effect' of the Convention does not necessarily follow from international 
law according to its present state, has been explained supra 1.6. 
For the above, see Hahne, supra note 76, pp. 89-90. 
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What arguments for Drittwirkung can be inferred from the Convention itself? It is 

beyond doubt that the issue of Drittwirkung was 1:ot take1.1 into. account whet~ the 
Convention was drafted, if it played any part at allm the dtscusswns. One can mfer 
from the formulation of various provisions th<lt they were not written with a view to 

relations between private parties. On the other hand, the subject-matter regulated by 
the Convention- fundamental rights and freedoms-lends itself eminently to Dritt

wirkung. It is precisely on account of the fundamental char~cte: of the:e rights th~t 
it is difficult to appreciate why they should deserve protectwn m relatiOn to pubhc 

authorities, but not in relation to private parties. 
It is submitted that it is not very relevant whether the drafters of the Convention 

had Drittwirkung in mind. Of greater importance is what conclusions may be drawn 

for the present situation from the principles set forth in the Convention, and speci
fically in its Preamble. In the Preamble the drafters of the Convention gave evidence 

of the great value they attached to general respect for the fundamental rights and 
freedoms. H5 From this emphasis on general respect an argwnent pro rather than contra 

Drittwirkung can be inferred. But, as has been observed above, the drafters dit not 

make any pronouncement on this. 
Neither do the separate provisions of the Convention provide any clear arguments 

for or against Drittwirkung. Article I has already been discussed above. Article 13 is 
also mentioned in this context. From the last words of this article, viz. <notwithstanding 

that the violation has been committed by persons in their official capacity', it is inferred 
by some that the Convention evidently also intends to provide a remedy against 

violations byindividuals,86 whereas others assert that those words merely indicate that 

the State is responsible for viclations committed by its officials,
87 

or that Article 13 

does not afford an independent ::trgum~ni: for Drittwir.'cunt;j.88 In addition, it i~ 
sometimes infea':d from Article 17 that the Co 1Ttention lus Drittwirkung. It is, 

however,do'.lbtful whe'iher such a general conclusiofl !Lay be drawn fromArtide 17.
89 

That provisior.. forbids not only public authorities, but also individuals from invoking 

the Convention for the justification of an act aimed at the destruction of fu:1dament:ll 
rights of other persons. Such a prohibition of abuse of the Convention is quite another 
.matter than a general obligation for individuals to respect the fundamental rights of 

.":other persons in their private legal relationships. 

.. 
· '{J!F'cc~'---·., 

.. 
" 

It states, among other things, that the Universal Declaration, of which the Convention is an 
elaboration, ·'aims at securing universal and effective recognition and observance of the rights therein 
declared", while the Contracting States affirm "their profound beliefin those Fundamental Freedoms 

which are the foundation of justice and peace in the world."' 
See Eissen, supra note 76, pp. 177 et seq. 
See Guradze, supra note 76, p. 764. 
See Meuwissen, supra note 76, p. 210. 
Ibidem. 
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In summary, one may conclude thatDrittwirkungdoes not imperatively ensue from 

the Convention. On the other hand, nothing in the Convention prevents the States 
from conferring Drittwirkung upon the rights and freedoms laid down in the Con
vention within their national legal systems insofar as they lend themselves to it. In 

some States Drittwirkung of the rights and freedoms guaranteed by the Convention 
is already recognised, whilst in other States this Drittwirkung at lem:t is not excluded 

in principle.90 Some have adopted the view that it may be inferred from the changing 

social circumstances and legal opinions that the purport of the Convention is going 
to be to secure a certain minimum guarantee for the individual as well as in his rela

tions with other persons.91 It would seem that with regard to the spirit of the Conven
tion a good deal may be said for this view, although in the case of such a subsequent 

interpretation one must ask oneself whether one does not thus assign to the Conven
tion an effect which may be unacceptable to (a number of) the Contracting States, and 

·consequently is insufficiently supported by their implied mutual consent. 

At the same time, whether Drittwirkung can be assigned to the Convention at all 

also depends in particular on the nature and formulation of each separate rigat em

bodied in the Convention. In this context Alkema warns us that the nature of the legal 

relations between private parties may be widely divergent and that consequently 

Drittwirkungis a multiform phenomenon about which general statements are hardly 

possible." 

1.8 THE SUPERVISORY MECHANISM UNTIL 1998 

1.8. I THE SYSTEM BEFORE PROTOCOI. NO. 11 

In order to ensure the rights and freedoms laid down in the Convention, two bodies. 

were originally established: the European Commission of Human Rights and the 

European Court of Human Rights. Furthermore, the Committee of Ministers of the 

Council of Europe and the Secretary General of the Council of Europe played a part 

in the :Supervisoryinechanism. The European Commission ofHuman Rights and the 
. European Cou:rt of Human Rights were set up specifically to ensure the observance 
of the engagements undertaken by th~ Contracting States under the Convention 

(Article 19 old). The other two orgaas were established by the Statute of the Council 

of Europe and not by the Convention. 
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See Drzemczewski, supra note 76, p. 63 et seq. 
See Meuwissen, supra note 76, p. 211; and Clapham, supra note 76, in particular pp. 200-206. 
See Alkema, supra note 76, pp. 254-255. 
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1.8.2 THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS 

The individual complaints procedure covered the following two phases: 
1 The decisions 011 admissibility. After the Secretariat of the Commission had decided 

to register an application, the Commission cx;.tmined the admissibility of the 

complaint. If the application was ruled inadmissible, the procedure ended. 

z. The examination of the merits. If the application was declared admissible, the 
Commission examined the merits of the case. The procedure could, at this point, 

end in a friendly settlement or some other arrangement. If no settlement was 

reached, the Commission stated its opinion in a report. The case could subse
quently be submitted to the Court,93 which then gave the final decision on the 

merits. If a case was not submitted to the Court, the Committee of Ministers gave 

the final decision on the merits. 
The Commission did not sit permanently. After the entry into fo:.-ce of Protocol No. 

8 in 1990, Chambers were set up which exercised all the powers of the plenary 

Commission relating to individual complaints which could be dealt with on the basis 

of established case law or which raised no serious questions affecting the interpretation 

or application of the Convention. Each Chamber was composed of at least seven 
members. The Protocol, in addition, opened up the possibility of setting up Commit

tees, each composed of at least three members, with the power to unanimously declare 
inadmissible or strike off its list of cases applications submitted under (the old) Article 

25 when such a decision could be taken without further examination. 
The most important decisions of the Commission on admissibility as well as the 

great majority of its reports have been published.94 

" According to article 48 (old) of the Convention "The following may bring a case before the Court, 
provided that the High Contracting Party concerned, if there is only one, or the High Contracting 
Parties concerned, if there is more than one, are subject to the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court, 
failing that, with the consent of the High Contracting Parties concerned, if there is only one, or of 

the High Contracting Parties concerned if there is more than one: 

(a) the Commission; 
(b) a High Contracting Party whose national is alleged to be a victim; 
(c) a High Contracting Party which referred the case to the Commission; 
(d) a High Contracting Party against which the complaint has been lodged." 
The publication system of the Commission was rather complicated and therefore requires some 
elucidation. Not aU deCisions of the Commission were published, especially not those taken after 
summary proceerlings. A number of the decisions concerning admissibility are to be found in the 
Yearbook of the European Convention on Hummt Rights anrl in the Coflpction of Decisions, continued 
after 1975 as Decisions and Reports. The reports vf th~ Commission were published separately; in 
addition theyweresometimes included in the Yearbooks and in the Decisions and Repvrts. Sometimes 
a decision was included in the Yearbooks but not in the Collection ofDecisions/Decisions and Reports 
and vice versa. In the Digest ofStrasbourg case-law relating to the European Convention on Human 
Rights, published by Carl Heymans Verlag, the case law of the Commission and the Court has been 
incorporated. For those cases that were referred to the Court, the main parts of the reports of the 
Commission were since 1985 also published as an Annex to the judgment of the Court (Series A), 
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!.8.3 THE EUROPEAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

As with the Commission, the European Court of Human Rights was specifically set 

up to supervise the observance by the Contracting States of their engagements arising 

from the Convention (under the old Article 19). Unlike the Commission, the number 

of members of the Court was not related to the number of the Contracting States, but 

to the number of Member States of the Council of Europe which originally was not 

the same number, as the Member States were not obliged to accede to the Convention. 

For the consideration of each case a Chamber composed of nine judges was con

stituted from the Court (under the old Article 43). Persons sitting as ex officin members 

of the Chambers were those judges who were elected in respect of the States Parties 

to the case. If such a judge was not available, the place was taken by a judge ad hoc; 
a person chosen by the State in question. In addition, either the President or the Vice

President sat as an ex officio member of the Chamber. The other members of the 

Chamber were chosen by lot. For that purpose the judges were divided into three 

regional groups. The Chamber thus constituted was able, or was obliged, under certain 

conditions, to relinquish jurisdiction in favour of, originally, the plenary Court, and 

later a Grand Chamber of 17 judges.95 To prevent inconsistencies in the case law, the 

Court, in its Rules, had assigned to the Chambers the right to relinquish jurisdiction 

in fuvour of the plenaryCourt/Grand Chamber when a case pending before a Chamber 

raised serious questions affecting the interpretation of the Convention. A Chamber 

was obliged to do so where the resolution of such questions might have a result 

inconsistent with a judgment previously delivered by a Chamber or by the plenary 

Court/Grand Chember. >\ccording to Rule 51(5) of the old Rules of Court the Grand 

Chamber could exceptivP...ally, .-..vl1eu the issues raisrd were particuldrly serious o: 
invQlved a signific2.nt chang-= of ex.i.;ting case law, relinq11i3h jarisdici:ion in favour of 

the plenert Court. 

No case could be brought before the Court unless it had been declared admissible 

by the Commission, and the Commission had stated its opinim:;_ on the merits in a 

report. 

All the judgments of the Court were published, as were the documents rdating 

to the proceedings, including the report of the Commission, but excluding any 

document which the President considered unnecessary to publish.96 
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while before 1985 they were included in the materials published in Series B. As from 1996 the case 
law of the Commission was and that of the Court still is published in Reports of Judgments and 
Decisiom. 
On 27 October 1993 the Court decided to establish a Grand Chamber to exercise the jurisdiction 
of the plenary Court in most cases. 
The judgments and decisions of the COurt were published in the Publicatiom of the European Court 
ofHuman Rights, Series A. The documents of the case, including the report of the Commission, were 
published in the Publications of the European Court of Human Rights, Series B. Since 1985, the main 
parts of reports of the Commission were also published as an annex to the Court judgments in Series 
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l.BA THE COMMITTEE OF MINISTERS OF THE COUNCIL 

OF EUROPE 

Unlike the Commission and the Court, the Committee of Ministers was not set up 

b the Convention. Here a supervisory function had been entrusted to an already 
y · body of the Council of Europe Accordingly, the composition, organisation, 

extsttng · 
and general functions and powers of the Committee of Ministers are not regulated 

in the Convention, but by the Statute of the Council of Europe.'' 
The function assigned to the Committee of Ministers in the Convention was the 

result of a compromise. On the one hand, during the drafting of the Convention there 

was a body of opinion which wished to institute, in addition to the Commission, a 

Court with compulsory jurisdiction. Others, however, held that it was preferable to 

entrust supervision, apart from the Commission, only to the CommitteeofMinisters. 

Ultimately the two alternatives were combined by making the jurisdiction of the Court 

optional and granting the C~~mitte.e the power, in those cases that were not, or could 

not be, submitted to the Court, to decide on the question of whether there had been 

a Violation of the Convention. · 

1.9 THE SUPERVISORY MECHANISM SINCE 1998 

1.9.1 THE REVISED SYSTEM UNDER PROTOCOL NO. ll 

Since 1982 several proposals had been fo1warded concerning the possibility of 

'merging' th-= Cotnmis<>ion ?.nd the Court i11to a &ingle body. Apart from the idea of 

'mtrging' then~ was a Dutch-Swt:dish initiativt: in l990 which proposed making the 

opiniono of the Commission under (the old) Article 31 - in so far as individual 

applic<~.tivns were concerned -legally binding decisions. Thus, there would be a twu

tierjudicial system, where the Commission would operate as a court of first instance 

from which individual applicauts and States might be granted a right of appeal to the 

In both proposals no role was left for the Committee of Ministers under (the 

, old) Article 32 in respectofindividual applications. As no consensus could be reached 

on either proposal, theywere referred to theComm!tteeofMinisters in order to obtaln 

a dear mandate for further work on the reform. At the Vienna Summit of October 

1993, the Council of Europe's Heads of State and Government adopted the 'Vienna 

A. In addition, a summary was published in the Yearbook of the European Convmtion on Human 
Rights. In 1996 the Series A ceased to exist. Subsequently the judgments of the Court were published 

in Reports of Judgments and Decisions. 
n See Articles 13-21 of the Statute of the Council of Europe. 
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Declaration' of 9 October 1993, which finally resulted in the reform enshrined in 
Protocol No. ll. 

One of the most important reasons that prompted the revision of the supervisory 

system was the increasing workload of the existing institutions. For example, the yearly 
number of individual applications registered had grown from 1,013 in 1988 to 4,721 
in 1997, and the number of judgments~ including decisions rejecting applications 

submitted under Protocol No.9- delivered by the Court had risen from 19 in 1988 
to ISO in 1997. Another important reason was the increasing length of time needed 

to deal with applications. 

The entry into force of Protocol No. II on I November 1998 meant a considerable 
alteration of the supervisory mechanism under the Convention. A new, permanent 

Court took the place of the European Commission ofHuman Rights and the European 
C~crt of Human Rights. In addition, the role of the Committee of Ministers of the 

CouncifofEurope in the individual complaint procedure was dropped. Under Article 
42, para 2, the.-Cominitlee ofMinisters has, however, retained ibi' superviSmy role with 
respect to -the execution of the Court's judgments. The EurOPean C~Omnlissiori of 

Human Rights con<inued to function until! November 1999, in order to handle the 
cases that were still in progress. The new Court handled the cases of the old Court that 

were still pend!ngon 1 November 1998. The secretariat of the Commission was com
bined with the registry to form the registry of the new Court. Another important 

change was that the individual right of complaint was no longer dependent on the op
tional recognition by the State. Henceforth ratification of the Convention automati
cally entailed recognition of the individual right of complaint.'" Acceptance of the 

Court's jurisdiction by the State was also no longer required. The new system provides 
for the Court's jurisdiction as the only and compulsory jurisdiction. The State's right 
of complaint continues to exist in addition to that of the individual.99 

!.9.2 THE FUTURE SYSTEM UNDER PROTOCOL NO. !4 

The reform under Protocol No. 1 I has, however, proven to be insufficient to cope with 

the prevailing situation. Since 1998 the number of applications increased from !8,164 
to 34,546 in 2002, while at the end of2003 approximately 65,000 applications were 
pending before the Court. The problem of the excessive case-load is characterized by 
two phenomena in particular. i. The number ofinadmissible applications, and ii. the 
number of repetitive cases following a so-called 'pilot judgment'. In 2003 some 17,2 70 

applications were declared inadmissible (or struck off the list of cases) and 753 cases 
were declared admissible. Y.lith respect to the remaining cases, the Court delivered 
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Article 34 of the Convention. 
Article 33 of the Convention. 
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703judgments in 2003, of which some 60% concerned repetitive cases.
100 

As a result 
of the massive increase of individual applications, the effectiveness of the system and 

thus the credibility and authority of the Court are seriously endangered. 
In order to cope with this problem, Protocol No. 14 was drafted to amend the 

control system of the Convention. It was opened for signature on 13 May 2004, hut 
has not entered into force yet. Unlike Protocol No.ll, Protocoll4 makes no radical 

changes to the control system. The changes it does make relate more to the functioning 
of the system rather than to its structure. Its main purpose is to improve the system, 

giving the Court the procedural means and flexibility it needs to process all applica
tions in a timely fashion, while allowing it to concentrate on the most Important cases 

which require in-depth examination. 
The amendments concern the following aspects: (a) reinforcement of the Ccurt' s 

filtering capacity in respect of the flux of unmeritorious applications; (b) a new admis

sibility criterion concerning cases in which the applicant has not suffered a significant 
disadvantage; (c) measures for dealing with repetitive cases. Together these elements 

of the reform seek to reduce the time spent by the Court on clearly inadmissible, 
repetitive and less important applications, in order to enable the Court to concentrate 

on those cases that raise important human rights issues. 101 

1.9.3 THE EUROPEAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

The European Court of Human Rights, set up under the Convention as amended by 
Protocol No. 11, is composed of a number of judges equal to that of the Contracting 

States. 102 The Court functions on a permanent basis. Judges sit on the Court in their 
individual capacity and do not represent anyScate.1'heycannut engage in s.~yar.t)vity 

which is incompatible with their independence or imttartiality or with the dema11.Gs 

of full-time office. 
ThepurposeofProtocol No. II was to streamline procedures rather than to change 

substantive matters. Thus the Court now also exercises the filter function that in the 
past was performed by the Commission. The Court consists of Committees, Chambers 
and the Grand Chamber. Subject to powers specifically attributed to the Committees 

and the Grand Chamber, Chambers have inherent competence to examine the admis
sibility and the merits of all individual and interstate applications. The Committees 
only play a role at the admissibility stage of the proceedings, and only in respect of 

cases brought by individuals. In accordance with Article 28, a Committee may, by 
unanimous vote, declare an application inadmissible or strike a case off its list of cases 

'"' 
'"' 

Explanatory Report to Protocol No.l4, para. 7. 

See itifra 1.9.6. 
Article 20 of the Convention. 
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where such a decision can be taken without further examination. The decision is final. 

According to Article 29(2) a Chamber is to decide on the admissibility (and the merits) 

of inter-state complaints. 

When Protocol No. 14 will enter into force, paragraphs I and 2 of Article 28 will 

be amended. On the basis of the new paragraph I.b of Article 28, the Committee may 

also, in a joint decision, declare individual applications admissible and decide on their 

merits, when the questions they raise concerning the interpretation or application of 

the Convention are covered by well-established case law of the Court. The Committees 

may rule on all aspects of the case (admissibility, merits, just satisfaction) in a single 

judgment or decision. Unanimity is required on each aspect. Failure to reach a unani

mous decision counts as no decision, in which event the Chamber procedure applies 

(Article 29).lt will then fall to the Chamber to decide whether all aspects of the case 

should be covered in a single judgment. Even when the Committee initially intends 

to apply the procedure provided for in Article 28( l)(b ), it may declare an application 

inadmissible under Article 28(l)(a). This may happen, for example, if the respondent 

Party has persuaded the Committee that domestic remedies have not been exhausted. 

When a three-judge Committee gives a judgment on the merits, the judge elected 

in respect of the High Contracting Party concerned will not be an ex officio member 

of the decision-making body, in contrast with the situation under the Convention as 

it stands. According to the Explanatory Report to Protocol No. 14 the presence of this 

judge would not appear necessary, siP.ce Committees will deal with cases on which 

well-established case law exist. However, paragraph 3 of Article 28 provides that a 

Committee Play invite the j;rdge elected in respect of the High Contracting Party con

cerned to replace one of its members. In certain circumstances it may, in particular, 

be useful to do so if questions relating to the domestic legal system concerned need 

tu l>e ct•rified. Article 28(3) exrlicitly mentions as one of the factors which a Com

mittee may take into account in deciding whether to invite the judge elected in respect 

of the Respondent Party to join it, the situation where the Party has contested the 

applicability of paragraph 28(l)(b). The Explanatory Report to Protocol No. 14 

mentions in this respect that it was considered important to have at least some 

reference in the Couvention itself to giving respondent Parties the opportunity to 

contest the application of t.l,e simplified procedure. 103 

After the entry into furce ofProtocolNo. 14, a new Article 27 cont>iningprovisions 

defining the competence ·of the new single-judge formation will be inserted into the 

Convention. Paragraph 1 specifies that the competence of the single judge is limited 

to taking decisions of inadmissibility or decisions to strike cases off the list "where such 

a decision can be taken without further examination". This means that the judge will 

take such decisions only in clear-cut cases, where the inadmissibility of the application 

is manifest from the outset. The single-judge formations will be assisted by rapporteurs 

'"' Explanatory Report to Protocol No.l4, para. 71. 
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in the Registry with knowledge of the language and the legal system of the 
fro d t Party concerned (Article24(2) (new)). The decision itselfremainsthesole 
respon en < • • • • 

'b'lity of the judge. In case of doubt the judge Will refer the apphcatwn to a 
reSponst I !114 

Committee or a Chamber. 
Under Protocol No. 14, Article 29 needed to be amended to take into account the 

new provisions in Articles 27 and 28. Paragraph 1 of the amended Article 29( I) reads 

as follows: 

If no decision is taken under Article 27 or 28, or 110 _jttdgl~ler~t ~endered ~nd~r Article ~8, a 
Chamber shall decide on the admissibility and ments of mdtvtdual appltcatwns subn11tted 

under Article 34. Tfte decision 011 admissibility may be takc11 separately. 

The text of the old Article29(3) will be included in the new paragraph 2 of Article 29 

which will read as follows: 

A Chamber shall decide on the admissibility and merits of inter-State applications submitted 
under Article 33. The decision on admissibility shall be taken separately unless the Court, in 

exceptional cases, decides otherwise. 

!.9.4 ELECTION OF THE MEMBERS OF THE COURT 

For the election of the judges every member of the Council ofEurope nominates three 

candidates of whom two at least must be its nationals. The third candidate may be a 

r..ational of another Contracting.State, any other State, or stateless. There is no longer 

a provision that no two judges may be of the same nationality. From the list. th~s 
produced the Parliamentary Assembly elects the members ofthe Court by a maJonty 

of the votes cast (Article 22( I)). 
Article 22(2) provides that the same procedure must be followed when new 

_::!l~c"~"'' 

members are admitted to the Council of Europe and in filling interim vacancies. In 

the former case the new Member State puts forward the three candidates and in the 

latter case this is done by the State which had nominated the candidate to whose 

resignation or death thevacancyis due. After the entry into force ofProtocolNo. 14, 

Article 22(2) shall be deleted since it will no longer serve any useful purpose in view 

of the changes made to Article 23. 
According to the present AYticle 23( 1) judges will be elected for a period of six 

years, and may be re-elected. Hmvever, the terms of office of half of the judges elected 

at the first election expired at the end of three years. The judges whose term of office 

expired at the end of the initial period of three years were chosen by lot by the Secretary 

General of the Council of Europe immediately after their election. Judges may be re

Ibidem, para. 67. 
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elected. Article 23(6) (the new Article 23(2) provides that the term of office of the 

judges shall expire when they reach the age of 70. The members of the Court hold 

office until replaced. After having been replaced they continue to deal with such cases 

as they already had under consideration (Article 23(7) (the new Article 23(3)). The 

end of the terms of office is staggered in the sense that, as far as possible, every three 

years half of the terms of office expire (Article 23(1) and (3)). 

After the entry into force of Protocol 14 the term of office will be nine years and 

the judges may not be re-elected. (Article 23(1) (new). The system whereby large 

groups of judges were renewed at three-year intervals will be abolished. This will be 

brought about by the new wording of paragraph I and the deletion of paragraphs 2 

to 4 of Article 23. In addition, paragraph 5 of the old Article 23 will be deleted so that, 

in the event of an interim vacancy, a judge will no longer be elected to hold office for 

the remainder of his or her predecessor's term. judges will hold office until replaced, 

while they will continue to deal with such cases as they already have under consider

ation. Paragraph 4 will read that no judge may be dismissed from office unless the 

other judges decide by a majority of two-thirds that that judge has ceased to fnlftl the 
required conditions. 

The Court functions on a permanent basis. 105 The judges have a full-time office 

(Article 21, paragraph 3), and have their home basis in Strasbourg. 

The Plenary Court elects its President, two Vice-Presidents and three Presidents 
of Section for a period of three years (Article 26). 

1.9.5 REQUIREMENTS FOR MEMBERSHIP OF THE COURT 

The Convection lays d0wn certwin req11ireiner. ts for membt;;:r:; of the Coer:. Candi.Jate.; 

must he of high moral character and must either possess the q• . ..taiifications required 

for appointmem to high judicial office or be jurisconsults of recognised competence 

(Article 21 (I)). The judges shall sit on the Court in their individual capacity (Article 

21(2) ). During their term of office the judges shall not engage in any activit;> which 

is incompatible with their independence, impartiality, or with the demands of a full
time office (Article 21 (3) ). According to Rule 3 of the Rules of Court, '06 before taking 

up their duties, the judges must take an oath or make a declaration to the effect that 

they will exercise their function independentlyand impartially. Similarly, a judge may 

?ot exercise his function when he is a member of a government or holds a post or 

exercises a profession which is incompatible with his independence and impartiality 
(Rule 4 of the Rules of Court). • • · 

'"' 
'"' 
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· Article 51 provides that the members of the Court, during the exercise of their 

functions, are entitled to the privileges and immunities provided for in Article 40 of 

the Statute of the Council ofEurope and in the agreements made thereunder, 107 which 

furthers the independent exercise of their function. 

1.9.6 SESSIONS OF THE COURT 

The seat of the Court is in Strasbourg, but if it considers it expedient, the Court may 

exercise its functions elsewhere in the territories of the Member States of the Council 

of Europe (Rule 19 of the Rules of Court). Rule 20 of the Rules of Court provides that 

the President convenes the Court whenever the performance of its functions under 

the Convention and under these Rules so requires in a plenary session and also at the 

request of at least one-third of the members. The quorum for the sessions of the 

plenary Court is two-thirds of the judges (Rule 20(2) of the Rules of Court). 

In order to collsidef Cases b_rought before it, the Court shall sit in Committees, 

Chambers and the Grand Chamber.'" In plenary the Court will only deal with 

administrative matters, such aS the election of the President, the Vice-Presidents and 

the Presidents of the Chambers, and the adoption of the Rules of Procedure (Article 

26) (new Article 25). After the entry into force of Protocol No. 14 a new paragraph 

will be added in order to reflect the new function attributed to the plenary Court. 

Under new Article 26(2) the Committee of Ministers may, by a unanimous decision 

and for a fixed period, at the request of the plenary Court, reduce the nurl'ber ofj udges 

of the Chambers to five. 

The Chambers, consisting of seven judges, as provided for in Article 26(b) of the 

Co'l.?enrion_ shall Le ')~t up by the plenary Court. In fact the Court divides its 

membership !nto Sections. There shill be at least four Sections. Each judge shall be 

a member of a Section. The composition of the Sections shall be geographically and 

gender balanced and shall reflectthe different legal systems of the Contracting Parties. 

Where a judge ceases to be a member of the Court before the expiryofthe period for 

which the Section has been constituted, the judge's place in the Section shall be taken 

by his or her successor as a member of the Court. The Pre:;ident of the Court may 

exceptionally make modifications to the composition of the Sectioils if circumstances 

so require. On the basis of a proposal by the President the plenary Court may consti

tute an additional Section (Rule 25). Meanwhile, a fifth Section has been constituted. 

The Committees, as provided for in Article 27( 1) of the Convention, are composed 

Of three judges belonging to the same Section. The Committees are constituted for 

a period of twelve months by rotation among the members of each Section, excepting 

·~ 

See Sixth Protocol to the General Agreement on Privileges and Immunities of the Council o fEurope, 
Strasbourg, 5 March 1996, ETS, No. 162. 
Article 27(1) of the Convention. 
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the President of the Section. The judges of the Section who are not members of a 

Committee may be called upon to take the place of members who arc unable to sit. 

Each Committee shall be chaired by the member having precedence in the Section. 10
" 

The Grand Chamber, consisting of seventeen judges, includes the President of the 

Court, the Vice-Presidents, the Presidents of the Chambers and other judges chosen 

in accordance with the Rules of Court. There shall sit as an ex officio member of 
the Chamber and the Grand Chamber the judge elected in respect of the State Party 

concerned or, if there is none or if he or she is unable to sit, a person of that State's 

choice. To make sure that the Grand Chamber looks into the matter afresh when it 

examines a case referred to it under Article 43, judges from the Chamber which ren

dered the judgment are excluded, with the exception of the President of the Chamber 

and the judge who sat in respect of the State concerned (Article 27). 

For the consideration of a case a Chamber is constituted from the Section (Article 

27(1) and Rule 26(1)). Persons sitting as ex officio members of the Chambers are the 

Preside~tofth~ Section and those judges who are elected in respect ofany State Party 

to the case. If such a judge is unable to sit or withdraws, the Preside~t of the Chamber 

shall invite that Party to indicate within thirty days whether it wishes to appoint to 

sit as judge either another elected judge or, as an ad hoc judge, any other person 

possessing the qualifications required by Article 21 (1) of the Convention and, if so, 

to state at the same time the name of the person to be appointed. The Contracting 

Party concerned shall be presumed to have waived its right of appointment if it does 

not reply within thirty days (Rule 29). The other members of the Chamber are chosen 

by lot(Rule 21 of the Rules of Court). 

In order to prevent inconsistencies in the Court's case law, according to the Rules, 

the Chambers have the right to relinquish jurisdiction in favour of the Grand 

Chamber. Rule 72( 1) provides in that respect that in accordance with Article 30 of the 

Convention, where a case pending before a Chamber raises a serious question affecting 

the interpretation of the Convention or the Protocols thereto or where the resolution 

of a question before it might have a result inconsistent with a judgment previously 

delivered by the Court, the Chamber may, at any time before it has rendered its 

judgment, relinquish jurisdiction in favour of the Grand Chamber, uuless one of the 

parties to the case has objected in accordance with paragraph 2 of this Rule. Reasons 

need not be given for the decision to relinquish. The Registrar shall notify the parties 

of the Chamber's intention to relinquish jurisdiction. The parties shall have one month 

from the dote of that notification within which to file at the Registry a duly reasoned 

objection. An objection which does rrot fulfil these conditions shall be considered 

invalid by the Chamber."' 

'"' Rule 27 of the Rules of Court. 

"" See for an overview of judgments, in which Rule 72 of the Rules has been applied: Appendix IV. 
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, Judges may not take part in the consideration of any case in which they have a 

personal interest or with respect to whic~ they h~ve prev~ouslyacted as agent, advocate, 

or adviser of a party or of a person havmg an mtercst m the case.' or as a m~mber of 

a tribunal or commission of enquiry, or in any other capacity. If a JUdge cons1dcrs that 

he or she should not take part in the consideration of a particular case, he or she 

informs the President, who shall exempt the judge concerned from sitting. The initia

tive may also be taken by the President, when the latter considers that such a with

drawal is desirable. In case of disagreement the Court decides (Rule 28(2), (3) and ( 4) 

of the Rules of Court). 
The hearings of the Court are public, unless the Court decides otherwise in excep

tional circumstances (Rule 33 of the Rules of Court). This publicity is a logical im

plication of the judicial character of the procedure. The deliberations of the Court, 

on the other hand, are in private (Rule 22 of the Rules of Court). 
The Court takes its decisions by a majority of votes of the judges present. If the 

voting is equal, the President of the (Grand) Chamber has a casting vote (Rule 23 of 

the Rules of Court). 
In accordance with Article 44(3) of the Convention final judgments of the Court 

shall be published, under the responsibility of the Registrar, in an appropriate form. 

The Registrar shall in addition be responsible for the publication of official reports 

of selected judgments and decisions and of any document which the President of the 

Court considers useful to publish.L 11 

After the entry into force of Protocol No.l4 the following changes will be brought 

about. The present Article 25 will become Article 24 and wal be a;nended in two 

respects. First of all, the second sentence of Article 25 will he deleted :;in..::e i:he !egal 

secretaries, created by Protocol!!, have in pra<:..ice ncv~r had z.n existence- ot th12it 
own, independent from the registry. Secondly, a new J.>a~agraph 2 will be added so as 

to introduce the function of rapporteur as a xneans of assisting the new single judge 

formation as provided for in tht: new Article 27. 
Article 27 will become Article 26 and its text will be amended in several respects. 

In paragraph 1 a single judge formation will be introduced in the list of judicial for

mations of the Court and a new rule will be inserted in a new paragraph 3 to the effect 

that a single judge shall not sit in cases concerning a High Contracting Party in respect 

of which he or she has been elected. Anew paragraph 2 will be introduced as regards 

a possible reduction of the size of the Court's Chambers. Application of this paragraph 

by the Committee of Ministers at the request of the Court will reduce to five the 

number of judges of the Chambers. It will not allow, however, for setting up a system 
'qi·············.····· · · of Chambers of different sizes which would operate simultaneously for different types 

Rule 78 of the Rules of Court. 
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'udgment, not to pronounce on the measures taken by the High Contracting Parties 

of cases. 112 Finally, paragraph 2 of Article 27 will be amended to make provision for ~0 'comply with that judgment. No time-limit will be set for making requests for 

a new system of ad hoc judges. Under the new rule, contained in paragraph 4 of the ·•··••·•····•··•·•· int<orp•re•tation. since a question of interpretation may arise at any time during the 
new Article 26, each High Contracting Party is required to draw up a reserve list of of Ministers' examination of the execution of a judgment. 114 

ad hoc judges from which the President of the Court shall choose someone when the ______ Paragraphs 4 and 5 of Article 46 will empower the Committee ofiviinisters to bring 

need arises to appoint an ad ~oc judge. ::,<-:::rnfringement proceedings before the Court.1 15 On the basis of paragraph 4 the Com-

Under Protocol No. 14 an amendment of Article 31 concerning the powers of the of Ministers may- if it considers that a High Contracting Party has refused to 

Grand Chamber will be needed. A new paragraph will be added to this Article in order a final judgment in a case to which it is a party, after serving formal notice 

to reflect the new function attributed to the Grand Chamber by this Protocol, namely that Party and by decision adopted by a majority vote of two thirds of the repre-

to decide on issues referred to the Court by the CommitteeofMinisters under the new "SCntatives entitled to sit on the Committee- refer to the Court the question of whether 

paragraph 4 of Article 46 of the Convention. This concerns the question whether a that Party has failed to fulfil its obligation under paragraph L If the Court finds a 

High Contracting Party has failed to fulfill its obligations to comply with a judgment. violation of paragraph l, it shall refer the case to the Committee of Ministers for 

Finally, in Article 32 of the Convention concerning the jurisdiction of the Court a consideration of the measures to be taken. If the Court finds no violation of para-

reference will be inserted to the new procedure provided for in the amended Article • .. graph 1, it shall return the case to the Committee of Ministers, which shall close its 

46. According to the amended Article 46 the Committee of Ministers may, if it , examination of the case.116 The new Article 46 thus introduces a wider range of 

considers that the supervision of the execution of a final judgment is hindered by a ~_easuresofbringinglJressure-to secure execution ofjudgments. Currently the ultimate 

problem of interpretation of the judgment, refer the matter to the Court for a ruling measure available to the Committee ofMinisters is recourse to Article 3 of the Statute 

on the question of interpretation. of the Council of Europe (suspension of voting rights in the Committee of Ministers 

Or even expulsion from the Council ofEurope), which in most cases would be an over

kill. 
1.10 THE COMMITTEE OF MINISTERS 

1.10.1 GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

Unlike the Court, the Committee ofMinisters was not set up by the Convention. Here 

a functior1 was ~ntrusted (o au <llreadyexistingbodyofthe Council ofEurope. Accor

dingly, the :om position, organisa~ion, general functions and powers, and procedure 

of the Committee ofMinisters are not regulated by the Convention, but by the Statute 

of the Council ofEurope. '" Aftertheentryinto force of Protocol No. 11, under Article 

46 (2) the Committee of Ministers retained its function of supervising the execution 

of judgments of the Court, while its power under former Article 32 in respect of 
individual applications was abolished. 

Under Protocol No. 14, Article 46 will be amended. Article 46(3) will empower 

the Committee of Ministers to ask the Court to interpret a final judgment, for the 

purpose of facilitating the supervision of its execution. The Court's reply v.ill settle 

any argument concerning a judgment's exact meaning. According to Attide 46(3) e 

referral decision: shall require a majority vote of two thirds of the representatives 

entitled to sit on the Committee. According to the Explanatory Report to this Protocol 

the aim Of the new paragraph 3 is to enable the Court to give an interpretation of a 

"' 
m 
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Explanatory Report to Protocol No. 14, 194, para. 63. 
See Articles 13-21 of the Statute of the Council of Europe. 
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10.2 COJViPCSITION OF THE COMMITTEE OF 
MINISTERS 

The Committee of Ministers consists of one repr~sentative from each Member State 

·of the Council of Europe- as a rule the Minister for Foreign Affairs. In case of the 

-latter's inability to be present, or if other circumstances make it desirable, an alternate 

, maybe nominated, who shall, whenever possible, be a member of government (Article 

14 of the Statute). In practice the Committee has sessions only twice annually (see 

.: ;Article 21(c) of the Statute). In the intervening periods its duties are discharged by 

. :<.iheso-calkd 'Committee of the Ministers' Deputies', consisting of high officials who 

generally the petmanent revresentatives of their governments to the Council of 

Ettrope. Every representative on the C0ramittee of Ministers appoints an alternate 

..• •:•lKule 14 of the li.ules of the Committee ofMiniste,·s). 

;.-JC:..c!C ...... Exphmaltory Report to Protocol No. 14, para. 97. 
According to Article 35(b) (new), the Court sit as a Grand Chamber, having first served the State 

concerned with notice to comply. 
Article 46(5) of the Convention. 
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!.!0.3 SESSIONS OF THE COMMITTEE OF MINISTERS 

The sessions of the Committee of Ministers are not public, unless the Committee ,\!f!}c "'''' 

decides otherwise (Article 21 (a) of the Statute), In principle the rules of procedure that ,,,.,',,,,,,, 

apply to the Committee as executive organ of the Council of Europe are equally"'",,,',,,,,,, 
applicable to its functions within the context of the Convention. 

1.11 THE SECRETARY GENERAL OF THE COUNCIL 
OF EUROPE 

The Secretary General of the Council ofEurope also plays a part within the framework 
of the Convention. The Secretary General is the highest official of the Council of 

Europe and is elected for a period of five years by the Parliamentary Assembly from 
a list of candidates which is drawn up by the Committee of Ministers (Article 36 of 
the Statute oftheCouncil of Europe). 

The Secretary Gen{'rai is involved in the Convention system in various ways, on 

the one hand by reason ofhis administrative functions as they result from the Statute 
of the Council of Europe, and on the other hand in connection with a specific super
visory task created by the Convention. 

Chapter I General Survey of the European Convcotion 

1.12 THE RIGHT OF COMPLAINT OF STATES 

J.IZ.l INTRODUCTION 

is called here the 'right of complaint' under the Convention is the right to take 

the initiative for the supervisory procedure provided for in the Convention on the 
ground that the Convention has allegedly been violated by a Contracting State. The 
r'~n.,er>tic,ndifferentiates between the right of complaint for States on the one hand 

33) and that for individuals on the other hand (Artice 34). 
When the Convention enters into force for a State, that State acquires the right 

to lodge, through the Secretary General, an application with the Court on the ground 
of an alleged violation of one or more provisions of the Convention by another Con

traCting State. 

1.12.2 OBJECTIVE CHARACTER 

This right of complaint for States constitutes an important divergence from the 
traditional principles of international law concerning inter-State action. According 

to these principles a State can bring an international action against another State only 
when a right of the former is at stake, or when that State takes up the case of one of 

its nationals whOm it considers to have been treated by the other State in a way conRatifications of t.~e Convention must be deposited with the Secretary General 
(Article 59(1)), who has to notifY the Members of the Council of Europe of the entry 

into force of the Convention and keep them informed of the names of the States which 
have become parties to the Convention (Article o9( 4)).'" A denunciation of the 
Convention must also be notified to the Secretaty General, who infortt1S tl-:e other 

Contracting States (Article 58).Deposition with the Secretary General is also re'luired 
for the notification bywhich a State declares that the Convention extends to a territory 
for whose international relations that State is responsible (Article 56( 1) ). 

lJ. ;·.········ tr<1ryto the rules of international law- so-called <diplomatic protection'. 

Moreover, the Secretary General fulfils an important administrative function under 

Article 15(3) of the Convention. Any State availing itself under Article 15 of the right 
to derogate from one or more provisions of the Convention in time of war or another 

, emergency threatening the life of the nation, must keep the Secretary General fully 
informed of the measures taken in that context and the reasons therefore. It must also 

inform him when such measures have ceased to operate. 
The most important function assigned to the Secretary General in the Convention, 

however, is of quite a different nature. Under Article 52 he has the task of supervising 

the effective implementation by the Contracting States of the provisions of the Con
vention. This supervisory task of the Secretary General will be dealt with in chapter 4. 

The same applies for Protocols to the Convention. 
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Under the Convention a State may also lodge a complaint about violations com

I!litted against persoas who arc not its nationals or against persons who are not 
-natitJnT!s of any 'Jf tht Cuntructhlz Stat£.s or are stateless, and even about violations 

against nationals oftP..e !"ecpondent State. States may equally lodge a complaint about 
the incompatibility with the Convention oflegislation or an administrative practice 

of another State without Caving to allege a violation of a right of any specified person 
~the so-called 'abstract applications'. Thus the right of complaint for States assumes 

..• Zi!.,• •, , .the character of an actio popularis: any Contracting State has the right to lodge a 
complaint about any alleged violationofthe Convention, regardless of whether there 
is a special relationship between the rights and interests of the applicant State und the 

alleged violation. 
.In the Pfunders Case between Austria and Italy, the Commission stressed that a 

brings an application under Article 33, "is not to be regarded as exercising 

:t right of action for the purpose of enforcing its own rights, but rather as bringing 
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.whi::n there has been a violation against persons who are their nationals or with whom 

before the Commission an alleged violation of the public order of Europe." 11
H The they have some other special link. _ 

Court similarly held that, unlike international treatiesofthedassickind, «theConven~ A case in which the applicant State's own nationals were involved occurred tor the 

tion comprises more than mere reciprocal engagements between Contracting States. :'first time when Cyprus brought applications against Turkey concerning the treatrnent 
It creates, over and above a network of mutual, bilateral undertakings, oc•je<:tii'C tJbliga- .if of nationals of Cyprus during the Turkish invasion and the subsequent occupation 

tions which, in the words of the Preamble, benefit from a 'collective enforcement' ." 119 of that island.~,_.~ In total three applications emanated from this disputC.
123 

In November 
The supervisory procedure provided for in the Convention, therefore, has an obiectivodl 1994 C prus lodged another complaint against Turkey. The Court found that several 

character; its aim is to protect the fundamental rights ofindividuals against violations Article: of the Convention had been violated.
126 

by the Contracting States, rather than to implement mutual rights and obligations "B!i ·<··· Examples of applications concerning persons with whom the applicant State had 

between those States. This objective characterofthe procedure is also reflected in other a special relationship other than the link of nationality are the applicati~ns of Greece 
respects, which will be mentioned later. 120 a ainst the United Kingdom, which concerned the treatment ofCypnots of Greek 

Clear examples of inter-State applications within the framework of the 'collective o~igin.121 Further, Austria lodged a complaint in the so-called PfundersCase in connec-

enforcement' mentioned by the Court are the applications of Denmark, Norway, tion with the prosecution of six young men by Italy for the murder of an Italian cus-
Sweden and the Netherlands ofSeptember 1967 and the joint application of the three toms officer in the boundary region of Alto Adige (South Tyrol) disputed by both 

Scandinavian countries of April 1970 against Greece, 121 and the application of the States.1211 Finally, the applications of Ireland against the United Kingdom concerned 
Scandinavian countries, France and the Netherlands of July 1982 against Turkey. 122 thetreatmentof, and the legislation concerning Roman Catholics in Northern Ireland, 

The complaints against Greece were in fact lodged at the instance of the Parliamentary who aspire for union with the Irish Republic.'" 

Assembly, which considered it the duty of the Contracting States to lodge an appli-

cation under Article 33 in the case of an alleged serious violation. 123 

1.12.3 CASES IN WHICH A SPECIAL INTEREST OF THE 
CONTRACTING STATE IS INVOLVED 

1.12.4 REQUIREMENTS OF ADMISSIBILITY 

In order for State complaints to be admissible hardly any prima facie evidence is 

required. The Commission deduced from tbe English text (alleged breach) and from 

the French wording ( qu' elle croira pouvoir etre impute) that the mere allegation of such 

The Convention, of course, at the same time protects the particular interests of the ·.iii• • < 'a breach was, in principle, sufficient under this provision (Article 24; the pre~er.t 
Contracting States when they claim that the rights set forth in the Convention must Article 33 ).130 The Commission based this point ofvkw on the fact i:hat t!1e prmi_siorE 
be secured to their nationals coming under the jurisdiction of another Contracting of Article 27(2) [the present Article 34(3)] "empowering it to declare inadmissible any 

State. And even though States have the right to initiate a procedure in which they have petition submitted under Article 25 [the present Article 34], which it considers either 

no special interest, in practice they\Vill more readily be inclined to bring an application incompatible witb the provisions of the Convention or "manifestly ill-founded" apply, 

according to their express terms, to individual applications under Article 25 [the 

'" 

"' 

·~ 
"' 

"' 
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Appl. 788/60, Austria v. Italy, Yearbook VI (1961), p. 116 (140). See also Appls 9940/82-9944/82, 
France, Notway, Denmark, Sweden atJd the Netherlands v. Turkey, D&R35 ( 1984), p. 143 ( 169); joined 

Appls 15299/89, 15300/89 and 15318/89, Chrysostomas, Papachrysostamau and Laizidau, D&R 68 

(!991), p. 216 (242). 
Judgment of 18 January 1978, Ireland v. the United Kingdom, para. 239; report of 4 October 1983, 

Cyprusv. Turkey, D&R 72 (1992), p. 5 (19), where the Commission further noted that a Government 

cannot avoid this collective enforcement by not recognising the Government of the applicant State. 

See ir.fra 1.13.3.1. 
Appls 3321·3323 and 3344/67, Denmark, Norway, Sweden and the Netherlands v. Greece, Yearbook 
XI ( 1968), p. 690, andAppl. 4448/70, Denmark, No;;vayandSweden v. Greece, Yearbook XIII { 1970), 

p. 108. 
Appls 9940-9944/82, France, Norway, Denmark, Sweden and the Netherlands v. Turkey, D&R 35 
(1984), p. 143. 

Res. 346 (1967), 'On the situation in Greece', Council of Europe, Cons. Ass., Nineteenth Ordinary 
Session, Second Part, 25-28 September 1967, Texts Adopted. 
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present Article 34] only, and that, consequently, any examination oftbe merits of State 

:":applications must in such cases be entirely reserved for the post -admissibility stage". ul 

'" 

'" 
"' 
'" 

'" 

Appls 6780/74 and 6950/75, Cyprus 1'. Turkey, Yearbook XVIII (1975), p. 82. 

See also: Appl. 8007/77, Cyprus v. Turkey, Yearbook XX (1977), p. 98. 

Judgment of 10 May 2001, Cypms v. Turkey. 
Appls 176/56 and 299/57, Greece v. the United Kingdom, Yearbook II {1958-1959), pp. 182 and 186, 

respectively. 
Appl. 788/60, Austria v.ltaly, Yearbook IV (1961}, p. 116. 
Appls 5310/71 and 54Sl/72, Ireland v. tile United Kingdom, Yearbook XV (1972), p. 76. 
Appls 9940/82·9944/82, France, Norway, Denmark, Sweden a11d the Netherlands v. Turkey, D&R 35 

(1984), p. 143 (161). 

Ibidem. 
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On the other hand, the Commission was of the opinion that Article 27 [the present 

Article 351 did not exclude the application of the general rule according to which an 

application under Article 24 I the present Article 33 I may be declared inadmissible 

it is ~lear from the outset that it is wholly unsubstantiated or otherwise lacking the 

reqmrements of a genuine allegation in the sense of Article 24 [the present Article 33] 
of the Convention. 132 

The Commission held, on the other hand, that the rule requiring the exhaustion 

of domestic remedies applied not only to individual applications lodged under Article 

34 but also to cases brought by States under Article 33 of the Convention.m 

1.12.5 THE PRACTICE OF INTER-STATE COMPLAINTS 

Up to January 2006 a total of 19 applications had been lodged by States. Even this very 

low number provides a distorted picture. In fact only six situations in different States 

have been put forward in Strasbourg by means of an inter-State application. In the 

1950s Greece complained twice about the condnct of the United Kingdom in Cyprus; 

Austria filed a complaint in 1960 about the course of events during proceedings against 

South Tyrolean activists in Italy; the five applications of the Scandinavian countries 

and the Netherlands concerned the situation in Greece during the military regime; 

Ireland lodged two application' against the United Kingdom about th~ activities of 

the military and the police in Ulste.·; and all four applications of Cyprus were connec

ted with the Turkish invasion of that island, while the five applications in 1982 all 
related to the situation in Turkey under the military regime. 

Given the namber of violations that have occurred during the more than 50 years 

thattht Convention has been in force, it is evident that the jgbt of complaint ofStates 

has not proved to be a very effective supervisory tool. The idea co.atained in the 

Preamble- as it was also formulated by the Commission in the Pfunders Case and by 

the Court in Ireland v. the United Kingdom, viz. that the Contracting States were to 

guarantee the protection of the rights and freedoms collectively - has hardly 
t "ali d s c . t34 rna en se . ave 10r two mstances, the Contracting States have not been willing 

to lodge complaints about situations in other States where no special interest of their 

own was involved. Such a step is generdly considered to run counter to their interest 

in that charging another State with violating the Convention is bound to be considered 

an unfriendly act by the other party, nith all the political repercu>sions that may be 

"' ,,. 
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Ibidem, p. 162. 

Appl 25781194, Cyprus v. Turkey, D&R 86-B (1996), p. 104 (139). 

The applications of the Scandinavian countries and the Netherlands against Greece in 1967 and 1970 
and the applications of France, the Netherlands and the Scandinavian countries against Turkey in 
1982. 
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invOlved. Moreover, an application by a State that does have a special interest of its 

own may create negative effects in that it may stir up the underlying cont1ict. 

In comparison with inter-State applications individual complaints have the 

·.<-::---~dvantage that in general political considerations will not play as important a part.;\:> 

For this reason as well it is of the utmost importance that individual complaints may 

,:-._:·:-_,::now be lodged against all Contracting States. Al the time when some Contracting 

";>-,:;,<States had not recognised the individual right of complaint, the inter-State procedure 

;...apart from the remedy of Article 52, which so far has not functioned very adequately 

--was the only mechanism for supervising the observance by all Contracting States 

·~of their obligations under the Couvention. That situation was far from satisfactory. 

1.13 THE RIGHT OF COMPLAINT OF 
INDIVIDUALS 

1.13.1 INTRODUCTION 

Article 34 undoubtedly constitutes the most progressive provision of the Convention. 

·It has removed the principal limitation by which the oosition of the individual in 

illternationallaw was traditionally characterised. One improvement as compared to 

·the traditional practiceofdiplomaticprotection, mentioned above, was brought about 

·• by the elimination of the c'ondition of the link of nationality in the case of an action 
:'.by a State. However, the individual right of complaint, despite its limitations, consti

; __ tutedeln even greater improvemenfover the classic system. It is precisely because States 

:--_are generally reluctant to submit an application against another State that the indivi

'dllal right of complaint constitutes a necessary expedient for achieving the aim of the 

Convention. to secure the rights and freedoms of individuals again:;t the States. 

The importance of the individual right of complaint for the functioning of the 

superviso1y system under the European Convention becomes clear from the large 

···········••,ri,;ml>erofindividual applications that have been submitted. On 31 December 2005 

t • ~··t9liliof201,072 applications had been registered, on 145,706 of which a decision 

been taken with respect to admissibility. However, to put these figures within the 

context, it should be pointed out that a great many cases were immediately 

declared inadmissible. Of the remaining cases, the majority were declared inadmissible 

·•· aitter having been transmitted to the government concerned for its observations. In 

course of the examination of the merits au additional number of cases were 

total of 10,67 6 cases were ultimately declared admissible. 

It is significant that the annual number of provisional applications grew from 4,044 

Here, too, political motives may sometimes constitute the real incentive for an application, while 
even if that is not the case, the application may have some political implications. 
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in 1988 to 41,516 in2005, i.e. by some l.026%overthe fuU period. The annual number 
of registered applications grew from 1,013 in 1988 to 35,402 in 2003. Since the 

Court commenced its activities in November 1998, its 'productivity' has significantly 
increased. In 1999 the Court rendered 4,251 decisions, while in 2005 this number in
creased to 28,648. The number of judgments in the same period increased from 177 

to 1, 105. 06 

1.13.2 WHO MAY LODGE A COMPLAINT? 

Anyone who in a relevant respect is subject to the jurisdiction of a State Party and is 
allegedly a victim of a violation of the Convention by that State may lodge an 

application. The nationality of the applicant is irrelevant. This means that the right 

of complaint is conferred not only on the nationals of the State concerned, but also 
on those of other Contracting States, on the nationals of States which are not Parties 

to the Convention, and on stateless persons, provided that they satisfy the condition 
referred to in Article 1, viz. that they were subject to the jurisdiction of the respondent 
State at the moment the violation allegedly took place. Lackoflegal capacity does not 

affect the natural person's right of complaint. In several cases the Court held thats 
millors have the right, of their own accord and without being represented by their 

guardians, to lodge a complaint. 137 In theScozzariand Giunta CasetheCourtheld that 
"In particular, minors can apply to the Court even, or indeed especially, if they are 

r~presented by a mother who is in conflict with the authorities and criticizes their 
decisions and co'lduct <IS not being consistent with the rights guaranteed by the Con
vention. Like the Commi'ision, the Court considers thJ.t in the event 0fa conflict over 
a minor's interest<:~ hetween a natural pa!"ent at:!0 lhe pe1·son 1ppointed by the autho

rities tC' act as the child's guardian, there is a danger that some of those interests will 
never be brought to the Court's attention and that the minor will be deprived of 

effective protection ofhis rights under the Convention. Consequently, as the Commis
sion observed, even though the mother has been deprived of parental rights- indeed 

that is one of the causes of the dispute which she has referred to the Court- her 
standing as the natural mother suffices to afford her the necessary power to apply to 
·the Court on the children's behalf, too, in order to protect their interests." 138 The same 

136 

08 
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See Council of Europe, Survey of Activities and Statistics, 2005. 
See, e.g., the judgment of 28 November 1988, Nielsen, para. 58. 
Judgment of 13 July 2000, Scozzari and Giuntay, para 138; judgment of24 January2002, Covezzi 
and Morseli, paras 103-105. 

[ntersentia 

to persons who have lost their legal capacity after being committed to a 
· • Ill') 

• c.~sychiatric hospita .. 

individuals, non-governmental organisations and groups of persons may also 
.>: ,:c. .. l.ie:iluc:: 1. tion With resnect to the Jast-rnentioned category the Commission 

m~'Q . ., . . 
"·'·''"c its first session that these must be groups wh1ch have been established 

regular way according to the law of one of the Contracting States. If t~at is not 

case
1 
the application must have been signed by all the _Pe~sons belongmg ~o ~he 

i ~!\J£ i)1foup.'4o As to the category of non-governmental orgamsatwns the Commtsston 
:;.:, •cie<:id:ed that they must be private organisations, and that municipalities, for instance, 

·.·\ \)'i:c,Im10t be considered as such. 141 In the Danderyds Kommun Case the Court held in 
respect that it is not only the central organs of the State that are clearly governmen

... :· .. ·.).talor.gm1isations, as opposed to non-governmental organisations, but also decentral
,.>:c:;.;c .;;j,;ed authorities that exercise public functions, notwithstanding the extent of their 

· .. :·.;·.;.e, : a.ut:on,0 rr1y vis-a-vis the central organs. This is the case even if the municipality is 
claiming that in this particular situation it is acting as a private organ. w . . 

A wide range of organisations, such as newspapers, 143 churches and other rehgwus 

institutions, 144 associations, 145 political parties146 and companies
147 

have submitted 
applications. Although the rights and freedoms laid down in the Convention apply 

to individuals as well as to non-governmental organisations, some of the nghts and 
freedoms are by their nature not susceptil>le of being exercised by a legal person. 

···•· .. ··"tn:,ora1 as Article 9 is concerned, the Commission made a distinction between the 
of conscience and the freedom of religion. h1 contrast to freedom of 

Judgment of24 October 1979, Winterwerp, para. 10; judgment of2l February 1990, Vander Leer, 

rara. 6; judgment of24 September 1992, Herczegfalvy, para. 13; Decision of 15 June 1999, Croke; 

Decision of 16 March 2000, Valle. 
See the report of the sessio.a: DH(54)3, p. 8. 
Joined Appls 5767/72,5922/72, 5929-5931/72, 5953-5957/72, 5984-5988/73 ~nd 6011/73, ~ustrim1 
municipalities, Yearbook :XVII (1974),p. ~38 {3'l2); ArpL 1.5090/89,AyuntatmcntoM. v. Spam, D&R 
68 (I99l), p. 209 (214); Appls 26ll4/95 and 26455/95, Cvn~ejv Generai de Colegios Oficiales de 

Economistas de EspaOa, D&R 82 ( 1995), p. 150. 
Decision of7 June 2001. 
Judgment of 17 July 2001, Association Ekin, para. 38; Judgment of 11 July 2002, Alithia Publishing 

Company, para I. 
Appl. 28626, Christian Association Jehovah's Witnesses; Judgment of 9 December 1994, Holy 
M[on<~t<ri", paras 48-49; judgment of 13 December 2001, Metropolotan Church of Bessarabia, 

para.·10L 
Judgment of2 July 2002, Wilson, National Union of Journalists m_1d Othe.rs, para. 41. 
Judgment of 8 December 1999, Freedom and Democracy Party (Dzdep); judgment of 31 July 2001, 

RefaFI Partisi (Prosperity Party). , .. 
Judgmentof240ctober 1986,AGOSI, para. 25; judgmentof7 July 1989, Tre Traktorer AB, para. 35. 
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.. ·Of'~· meeting, the Commission held that, as the right invoked could be exercised by 

religion, 1411 freedom of conscience cannot be exercised by a legal person. 149 The '!>'''' ~~ ,,.••li•oth the organiser of a meeting, even if it is a legal person as in the present case, and 
not to be subjected to degrading treatment and punishment can also not be exercised participants, both applicants could claim to be victims of a violation of 

by a legal person 150 and the same holds good for respect to the right to cducation. 1 rights under Article 11. 15
(> 

The Court and the Commission have also examined complaints brought by a""""·'' 
union concerning collective aspects of trade union freedom 152 including strike action. 1

5J 

In other cases, too, it was stressed that some of the rights and freedoms i.Jlcludedilf•• 

in the Convention apply only to natural persons. In the Case of X Union v. France the 
Commission stated: "In the present case, the applicant union as a legal person does, 

not itself claim to be the victim of an infringement of the right to free choice 

.13.3 THE VICTIM REQUIREMENT 

residence guaranteed by Article 2 of Protocol No.4, since the legislative restrictions States may complain about 'any alleged breach of the provisions of the 

in question are only applicable to natural persons. ( ... )It might however be considered .Convention and the Protocols thereto by another High .Contracting Party' (Article 
that the application really emanates from the members of the union, which is em- ~ ~3_3 ), and consequently also about national legislation or administrative practices in 
powered( ... ) to initiate proceedings on behalf of its members.( ... ) However, itis noted I''" .L• al1St,act•O, individuals must claim 'to be the victim of a violation by one of the High 
in this context that the petition does not mention any specific case of one or rightssetforthinthisConventionand the Protocols thereto' 

teachers alleged to be snbjected to a measure constituting an infringement."'" (Article 34). The special relationship required is that the individual applicant himself 
In the Case ofAsselbourgand 78 Others and GreenpeaceAssociation the .Court held is the victim of the alleged violation.' 57 He may not bring an actio popularis, nor may 

with regard to the association Greenpeace-Luxembourg, that a non-governmental ~he submit abstract complaints.158 The Commission held that ~e mere fact that trade 
organisation cannot claim to be the victim of an infringement of the right to respect ~ unions considered themselves as guardians of the collective interests of their members, 

for its "home", within the meaning of Article 8 of the Convention, merely because did not suffice to make them victims within the meaning of Article 34, of measures 

has its registered office close to the steelworks that it is criticising, where the those members.159 

infringement of the right to respect for the home res•Jlts, as alleged in this case, from The .Commission has,however,declared admissible individual applications which 
nuisances or problems which can be encountered only by natural persons. In so far a partly abstract character. Thus, a number of Northern Irishmen complained, 

as Greenpeace-Luxembourg soughtto rely on the difficulties suffered by its members the one hand, about torture to which they had allegedly been subjected by the 
or employees working or spending time at its registered office, the Court COttsidered during their detention, while they :::laim~d. 'Jll the other hanci, that this 
that the association may only act as a representative of its members 0r em:_:>loyee~. in ~~reatment formed part of «a systew8.tic adrrtbistraiJVC patte1n which pemits ;:{nd 

the same way as, for example, a lawyer represents his client, but cannot its~~f claim encourages brutaEty." The;' requested the Commission, il!ter alia, to conduct ·'a iuil 
to be the victim of a violation of Article 8. 155 of the allegations made in the present application as well as of the system 

Obviously, other rights or freedoms are clearly applicabie to legal persons. In under the control of tho United 
Case of A Association and H v. Austria, lodged by a political party and its chair- in Northern Ireland, for the purpose of determining whether or not such 
man/legal representative alleging violation of Article II because of the prohibition acts and administrative practices are incompatible with the European 

'" 

'" 
"" 

'" 
·~ 
'" 
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Judgmentof13 December 2001 ,Metropolitan Ch urd1 ofBessarabia, para 10 l;Appl. 27417/95, Cha' are 

Shalom Ve Tsedek, para 72. 
Appl. 11921/86, Verein Kontakt Information Therapie and Hagen, D&R 57 (1988), p. 81 (88). 
Idem. 
Appl. 11533/85, Ingrid fordebo Foundation of Christian Schools and Ingrid !ordebo, D&R 51 ( 1987), 
p. !7.5 (128). 
Judgmentof27 October 1975, National Union ofBelgian Police, paras 38-42; judgment of 6 February 
1976, Swedish Engine Drivers' Union, paras 35-43; Decision of27 June 2002, Federation of()f{;/wre 

Workers' Trade Utlion. 

Appl. 53574/99, UNISON v. the United Kingdom. 
Appl. 9900/82, X Union v. France, D&R 32 (1983), p. 261 (264). 
Decision of29 June 1999, 29121/95, Asselbourg m1d 78 Others and Greenpeace Association. 
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Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms." 160 The 

•''''':British Government submitted that the second part of the application was not 

Appl. 9905/82, A Association and H v. Austria, D&R 36 (1984), p. 187 (191-192). 
This question remains relevant throughout the examination of the application: AppL 9320/81, D. 
v. Federal Republic ofGennany, D&R 36 (1984), p. 24 (30-31). 
Judgment of6 September 1978, Klass, para. 33; judgment of 13 June 1979, Marckx, para. 27; Appl. 
31924/96, Di Lazzaro, D&R 90, p. 134; judgment of 27 June 2000, ll1wn, para 52; decision of 
6 November 2001, Christian Federation ofjehova's Witnesses. 

Appl. 15404/89, Purcell, D&R 70 (1991), p. 262 {273); Appl. 24581/94, Greek Federation of Custom 

Officers, Gialouris and Others, D&R 81, p. 123. 
Appls 5577-5583/72, Dollnelly, Yearbook XVI {1973), p. 212 (216). 
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;j;;>:t £,obedee:me:d plausible that the applicant is a victim, on the basis of the facts submitted 
admissible and referred to the case law of the Commission with respect to ab:ilnlct!11.··· applicant and the facts, if any, advanced against them by the defendant State. 
complaints. The Commission held, however, that "neither Article 25[the is not the case, the application is declared 'incompatible with the provisions of 
Artide34], nor any other provisions in the Convention, inter alia Article 27(l)(b) Convention' and, on the ground of Article 27(2) [the present Article 

present Article 35{2){b) ], prevent an individual applicant from raising before pronounced inadmissible. 165 On the other hand, even if the applicant docs not 

Commission a complaint in respect of an alleged administrative practice in is the victim of the challenged act or omission, the application 

of the Convention provided that he brings prima facie evidence of such a still be declared admissible if there appears to be sufficient ground for this. 166 

of his being a victim of it.""' the Gayduk Case the applicants alleged a violation of Article l of Protocol!. 

An individual application may, therefore, be concerned not only with the personal the Court held that it did not appear from the material in the case file that 

interestofthe applicant, but also with the public interest. Consequently, the procedure of them had sought to exercise a property right. On the contrary, some of the 
that originates from an individual complaint may in some respects also assume an , :<\:applicants had stated that they had no need of the initial deposits and had emphasised 

objective character. Thus the Commission adopted the view that, on the ground 'that the main purpose of their applications was to recover the indexed amounts. In 
the general function assigned to it in Article 19 [old] 'to ensure these circumstances, and in so far as the applications concerned repayment of the 

engagementsundertakenbytheHighContractingPartiesinthepresent ,;.deposits themselves, the Court found that the applicants could not claim to have 
it was competent tO examine ex officio, also in case of an application by an :,"standing as «victims" within the meaning of Article 34 of the Convention.167 

whether there had been a violation. It did not need to confine itself to an examination In the Lacko Casetheapplicantscomplained that bypubliclyand formallyreferring 
of the violations expressly alleged by the applicant.162 '"to certain persons as Roma, i.e. their ethnic identity, by singling out such persons for 

Anotherimplicationofthis-objectivecharacterwasmanifestedin the Commission's '_special treatment, by prohibiting them from entering and settling in the respective 
view that, when an applicant withdraws his application or no longershowsanyinterest .municipalities and by publicly threatening to enforce such exclusion orders through 

in the case, the procedure does not necessarily come to an end, but might be pursued ·physical expulsion the Slovakian authorities discriminated against them on the grounds 
in the public interest. Thus, in its decision in the Gericke Case, the Commission ex- of their race and ethnicity in a manner which constituted degrading treatment. The 

pressly held "that the interests served by the protection of human rights and funda- Court noted that the third applicant had not alleged that he lived or intended to live 
mental freedoms guaranteed by the Convention extend beyond the individual interests · · ·• in the settlements and it did not appear from the documents submitted that he needed 
ofthcpersons concerned;( ... ) whaeas, consequently, the withdrawal of an application to visit those municipalities and was prevented from doing so. In these circumstances, 
and the respondent Government's agreo;!mentthereto cannot deprive the Commission · '"" th~· Court considered that the third applicant could not claim to be a victim of a 

of the competence to pursue its examination of the case."163 :violation ofhis rights under Article 2 of Protocol No.4, taken alone or in conjunction 

For his application to be admissible the applica!1t is not required to prove that he is 
the victim of the alleged violation. Article 34 only provides that the applicant must 
be a person 'claiming to be the victim' (qui se pretend victime). 164 However, this does 

not mean that the mere submission of the applicant that he is a victim, is in itself suf
ficient. The test is whether, assuming that the alleged violation has taken place, it is 

,., 

,., 

'M 
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Ibidem, p. 260. In the second instance, via appliQtion of Art. 29 [the present Article 35(4}], the said 
complaints were dedare<i inadmissible, because ofnon-exh:mstion of dcmestic remedies: Yearbook 
XIX (!976), p. 82 (252-254). 

See, e.g.:, Appl. 202/56, X v. Belgium, Yearbook I (1955-1957), p. 190 (192) and the joineJ Appls 
7604/76,7719/76 and 7781/77, Foti, Lentini and Cenerini v.ltaly, D&R 14 (1979), p. 133 (143). 
Appl 2294/64, Yearbook VIII (1965), p. 314 (320). See also Appl. 2686/65, HeinzKornmmm v. Federal 
Republic ofGennany, Yearbook IX (1966), p. 494 (506-508). 

An amendment to replace these words by 'which has been the victim', tabled at the Consultative 
Assembly, was withdrawn after discussion, because it was recognised that this was a 'right to complain 
from the point of view of procedure' and not a 'substantial right of action': Council ofEurope, Cons. 
Ass., First Session, Fourth Part, Reports, 1949, pp. 1272-1274. 

Intersentia 

. with A'tide 14 of the Convention. AB regards the first and the second applicant the 
Court recalled that a decision or measure favourable to the applicant is not in principle 

, ·sufficient to deprive the applicant of his or her status as a 'victim' unless the national 

authorities have acknowledged, either expressly or in substance, and then afforded 

·~ 
'" 

See, e.g., Appl. 1983/63, X v. the Netherlands, Yearbook IX (1966), p. 286 (304). [n a few cases the 
Commission declared the application 'manifestly ill-founded' because in its view the applicant could 
not be regarded as a victim: see, e.g., Appl. 2291/64, X v. Austria, Call. 24 {1967), p. 20 {33 and 35); 
and Appl. 4653(70, Xi'. Federal Republic of Germany, Yearbook XVIl (l974), p. 148 {178). This also 
leads to a dedaratim, of inadmissibility, but the ground was indicated wrongly here, since the question 
of whether the application is well-f01>nded dep~ncis on whe~her there has been a violation of the 
Convention, not on the question of the effect of r.uch a violation, if any, for the applicant. See also 
the decision of25 November 1999, OE.it, where the Court observed that there was no sufficiently 
direct connection between the applicant as such and the injury he maintained he suffered as a result 
of the alleged breach of the Convention. 
See, e.g., Appl. 99/55, X v. Federal Republic ofGennany, Yearbook I {1955-1957), p. 160 ( 161). 
Decision of2 July 2002. 
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redress for, the breach of the Convention. In the present case the resolutions 
question were quashed by unanimous vote of the municipal councils concerned. 

the Court's view these actions, considered as a whole, could be qualified as aclmo>wt,< 

edgement by the Slovakian authorities, at least in substance, of a violation of the 

of the Romani families affected by the municipal resolutions in question tt. 1dudinJ<tlte" 

first and the second applicant. Having regard to the particular circumstances 
case, the Court was satisfied that in doing so the domestic authorities provided 

first and the second applicant with adequate redress for the breach of their rights 

Article 2 of Protocol No.4 and under Article 14 of the Convention which th,•v >II"''""" 

before the Court. In this respect they could, therefore, no longer claim to be V1<:lirn. 

within the meaning of Article 34 of the Convention. 16~ 

1.13.3.2 Personally affected 

The requirement of"victim" implies that the violation of the Convention m1ast hatve 

affected the applicant in some way. According to the Court's well-<,.t;lblishedca,;e Law 

"the word 'victim' in Article 34 refers to the person directly affected by the act 

omission at issue." 169 To this the Court usually adds, however, a phrase of the sort 

"the existence of a violation being conceivable even in the absence ·of oreitldi.ce: 

prejudice is relevant only in the context of Article 41. ""0 In thr: C,,y,luk: 01setho' Court 

held that the issue of whether of an applicant may claim to be a 'victim' within 

meaning of Article 34 of the Convention does not turn on the substance or w•<ecoe>c 

of the right in issue, but solely on the question of whether it is linked to the pecson 

who relies on it. 171 

The requirement that the app!kant bo persor.all}' affected by the alleged violation 

was stressed L-y the Cor11m;s.-;io~1 right from the begin.ning. Thus, an appli-:at~on in 

v.rhich it was submitt~G. that the l-Jorwegw_n legisiation concerning abortus provocatus 
conflicted with Article 2( I) of the Convention, was declared inadmissible because 

the fact that the applicant had not alleged 1:J.at he himself was the victim of 

legislation, but had lodged his application on behalf of parents wl10 without their own 

consent or knowledge ( ... ) have or will have their offspring taken away by abortus 

provocatus, and on behalfofthosetakenawaybysuch operations "all unfit or unable . 
· to plead on their own behalf."'" 

Decision of2 July 2002, 
169 

· .Judgment of 15 June 1992, L_Udi, para. 34. See also the judgment of28 March 1990, Groppera Radio 
AG, para. 47; judgment of25 September 1996, Buckley, paras 56-59; judgment of23 March 1999. 

"" 
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Valmont; Decision of 6 April2004, Skuhenko. 

Judgment of27 June 2000, !/han, para. 52. 
Decision of 2 July 2002. 
Appl. 867/60,X v. Norway, Yearbook IV (1961), p. 270 (276). 

Intersentia 

Chapter I General Survey of the European Convention 

::;:,~,j~~:::~::~·::d~~iv:;ergent view was taken by the Commission in some other decisions 
;::~' in which abortion legislation was involved. A German Act of 197 4, 

,;{»'l>icl!l.rt'movo'd penalties for abortion, had been declared by the Bundesvetfassungs
:~,;,,jci~t1:o <:orlfli.ctwith the German Constitution. A regulation concerning abortion 

:'~,;;~;:i~s:ub~ss;e:;q:~uently -enacted which met the requirement laid down in this judicial 
. was incorporated into a new Act of 1976. With respect to the judgment 

••:ifliheBr"n.iesveri"'"''"gsge:richtand its consequences, an application was lodged on 
ground of alleged violation ofArticle 8 of the Convention by an organisation, a 

'• ... ·S-••;\;,,,.; and two wo1nen. The application of the organisation was declared inadmissible 
:::. •!.·irtl,p Commission, which was fully in line with its decision in the above-mentioned 

0.·;;•:Norwe
1
gian case, because it did notcoacern a physical, but a legal person; the abortion 

could not be applicable to the organisation, and the latter could not, 

the victim. Tne 'arne also applied to the application of 

;~3;,,~:·~Jhlan; the law had not been applied to him and according to the Commission he 
-; . · not proved at :ill that the mere existence of the law had injured him to such an 

;i<l!>:lerlt that he could claim to be the victim of a violation of the Convention.
174 

.· •····· ; .:flo1ve1rer, the Commission here seemed to leave open the possibility that the bare 
.;,ii);~cis1:ence of abortion legislation would injure a man to such an extent that he must 

.=:;t;J>e considered its victim. 
ThiS impression is corroborated by the decision of the Conunission with respect 

~tfte twow<Jmen. According to their submissions they themselves were not pregnant 

~.~.·~'=;:b.<>rftad an interruption of pregnaucy been refused to them, and they had not been 

• •• ';;.;·;"fi:rt>s:.ecJ•te:d for illegal abortion either. However, they were of the opinion that the 

:on.ve1ntion had been violated with regard to themselves because in consequence of 

i~legislation in question they were obliged to either abstain from sexual relation::; 

~'otu:se c:on.trace]Jti''es of 1<Vhiichthey disapproved for several reasons, including health, 

I;:?0Z;:=.:;' .......... Appl. 7045/75, X v. Austria, D&R 7 (1977}, p. 87 (88). See also Appl. 7806/77, Websterv. tile United 

Kingdom, D&R 12 (1978), p. 168 (174). 
Report of12 July 1977, Brilggemann and Sclteuten v. Federal Republic ofGennany, D&R 10 (1978), 

p.lOO (117-118). 
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or become pregnant against their will. The Commission recognised that both '"""''U: 
were victims in the sense of Article 25 [the present Article 34] on the following grouncl:' 
"The Commission considers that pregnancy and the interruption of pregnancy 
part of private life and also in certain circumstances of family life. 

that respect for private life comprises also, to a certain degree, the right to esltab,Jislo: 

and develop relationships with other human beings, especially in the errJotioJoal fi<:ld, 
for the development and fulfilment of ones own personality( ... ) and that thereliore: 
sexual life is also part of private life; and in particular that leg,alJ:egubtticm <Jf atborti•on' 
is an intervention in private life which may or may not be justified under 
8(2)."' 75 

The Commission thus took the position that a legal regulation of abortion 
stituted an interference with private life and under certain circumstances with 

life as well, which might or might not be justified on the ground of ArtJcle 8(2), 

Women may allege to be the victims of that regulation even if it has not actually been 

enforced against them. The consideration quoted above is formulated in very general 
terms and leaves scope for the interpretation that in certain cases men·may also be 

considered victims because of the mere existence of abortion legislation. As said before, 
the application of the man was not admitted, because the victim-requirement was not 
satisfied as he had lodged his application in his capacity as chairman of the above

mentioned organisation. The decision, therefore, does not exclude that a man's appli
cation be declared admissible if he complains about abortion legislation in his capacity 

as a husband or partner. In a case in 1980 the Commission confrrmed this interpreta
tion. There the applicant challenged the English legislation under which his wife had 
undergone abortus provocatus. According to the Commission the requirement of 

Article 25 [the present Article 34] had been satisfied on the simple consideration tkt 
"the applicant, as potential father, was so closely affected by the termination of hts 
wife's pregnancy that he may claim to be a victim." 176 

In a case where a journalist and two newspapers alleged violation of their right to 

receive and impart information as a result of a ruling by the House of Lords that a 
lawyer had acted in contempt of court because she had allowed inspection of confi
dential documents by the journalist after these had been read out in the course of a 

public hearing, the Commission took a more restrictive position. It declared the appli
cation inadmissible because it did "not consider that the concept of'victim' in Article 
25(1)[ the present Article 34] may be interpreted so broadly, in the present case, as to 

encompass every newspaper or journalist in the United Kingdom who might 

60 

Appl. 6959/75, BrUggemann and Scheuten, D&R 5 (1976), p. 103 (115). 
Appl. 8416/78, X v. the United Kingdom, D&R 19 (1980), p. 244 (248). See also Appl. 17004/90, 
Haa, D&R 73 (1992), p. 155 (166). 
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Chap I" I Gcnenl Su.-vey of the Eumpcen ''"""'"';on ·I 

Commission and the Court have accepted as victims in the sense of Article 34 a 

i~&~%!il!.t<:goryof]pex·so.nsof whom it could not be ascertained with certainty that they had 
;;,;§iiflfere:d an injury. The reason for this acceptance was due to the fact that the applicants 

not know whether the challe10ged le3islation had or had not been applied to 

.r~~~;ih~~ This matter came up in the Klass Case. 179 Thrte !awyers, a judge ar1c!. a public 
}j~t:prOS<:cu.tor alleged violation of the secr~cy of their J:J::ail and teleco:a:muaicatior.s by 

• ··<••the ,authorities. The meast!r2s concernt:d were secret in~ofar that the percons iu 

•'•~•:•?\t11e:sti,onwere not informed of them in all cases, and if they were informed, then only 
%.'? f';iftc,rvr;c:ds.The Commission settled the matter of the victim-requirement b a bri~f 

c,~'i;~;;~~~:::~i;~~~s;:::~~:~.~~~:~~~ character of the measures and concluding as fOllows: 
.--::; particularityofthe case the applicants have to be considered as victims 

f0tr.ptlq:>os,es of Article 25."'"' 
Court dealt with the matter much more in detail. It stated at the outset that 

iKC<Jrdingto Article 25 [the present Article 34) individuals in principle may neither 

Appl. 10039/82, Leigh and Others, D&R 38 (1984), p. 74 (78). , 
AppL 10243/83, Times Newspapers Ltd, Giles, Knightly and Potter v. the United Kingdom, D&R 41 

(1985), p. 123 (130). 
For the examination of the merits, see infra 10.4.6.6. 
Appl. 5029/71, Klass v. Federal Republic of Germany, Yearbook XVII (1974), p. 178 (208). 
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'.i.Xwh.iclttttey wtcshto bring before it."u1s Thus, here again, the mere fact of running a risk 
bring an actio popularis nor complain about legislation in abstracto. 181 The •••.• ,was deemed sufficient to be considered as 'victims'. According to the Commission it 
of effectiveness (l'effet utile), however, according to the Court, calls for exceptions be too restrictive an interpretation of Article 25 [the present Article 34] to 

iC>C 'M(.<JWU 
this rule. This principle implies that the procedural provisions of the require that the children had in actual fact been subjected to corporal punishment. 

to be applied in such a way as to contribute to the effectiveness of the system of therefore, considered the children as victims because they "may be affected by the 

individual applications. All this induced theCourttoconcludethat "an individual may
1 
•I,• .;;;:exisilellCe of physical violence around them and by the threat of a potential use on 

under certain conditions, claim to be the victim of a violation occasioned by the of corporal punishment. " 111
(> 

existence of secret measures or of legislation permitting secret measures, Shortly afterwards, in theMarckx Case, the Court adopted the same approach by 

having to allege that such measures were in fact applied to him. "182 Such conditions reference to the Klass Case. In the Marckx Case it had been advanced that the 

were satisfied in the case under consideration since "the contested legislation institutes legislation concerning illegitimate children conflicted with the Convention. 

a system of surveillance under which all persons in the Federal Republic of Germany Government submitted that this was in reality an abstract complaint, since 

can potentially have their mail, post and telecommunications monitored, without their legislation had not been applied to the applicant. The Court held that: 

even knowing this unless there has been either some indiscretion or subsequent -"'Article 25 {the present Article 34] of the Convention entitles individuals to contend 
notification." 183 

. a law violates their rights by itself, in the absence of an individual measure ofirn-

This niay be summarised to imply that in case of the existence of secret measures if they run the risk of being directly affected by it." 1117 This was 

(whether based on legislation or not) the victim-requirement under Article 34 may ·considered to be the case here. Accoding to the Court the question of whether the 

already be satisfied when the applicant is a potential victim. A comp2rable line of . ~pplicant has actually been placed in an unfavourable position is not a criterion of the 

reasoningwasfollowedbytheCommissionintheMaloneCase,inwhi(hitfoundthat victim-requirement: "the question of prejudice is not a matter for Article 25 [the 

the "applicant is directly affected by the law and practice in England and Wales( ... ) present Article 34] which, in its use of the word 'victim', denotes 'the person directly 

under which thesecretsurveillanceofpostalandtelephonecommunicationsonbehalf affected by the act or omission which is in issue' ."188 

of the police is permitted and takes place. His communication has a tall relevant times In the Dudgeon Case, and later in the Norris Case and the Modinos Case, the ap-

been liable to such surveillance without his beiag able to obtain knowledge of it. . p!icantscomplainedabouttheexistenceoflawswhich had theeffectofmakingcertain 

Accordingly( ... ) he is entitled to claim( ... ) to be a victim( ... ) irrespective ofwhetber homosexual acts, between consenting adult males, criminal offences. The Court held 

or to what e:;,.tent he is able to show that it has actually been applied to him. "184 <'in the personal circumstances of the applicant, the very existence of this 

The reasoning of the Court in the Klass Case was relied upon by two mothers who 

submitted, on behalf of their children, violation of Article 3 of the Convention on the 

ground of the existence of a system of corporal punishment at the schools in Scotland 

attended by their children. According to the Commission there was no direct analogy 

with the Klass Case, but it did refer to the criterion of effectiveness relied upon by the 

Court in that case and held as follows: «that in order to be accepted as victims under 

Article 25 [the present Article 34] of the Convention, individuals must satisfy the 

Commissioa that they run the risk ofbeing directly affected by the particular matter 

'" 
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Judgment of 6 September 1978, para. 33. On this see also the judgm<:nt of 4 May 2000, Rntam, para 
35; Decision of23 May 2002, Segi and Others; decision of 6 November 2001, Christil'n Federation 
offehova's Witnesses. 
Judgment of 6 September 1978, para. 34. 
Ibiderri, para. 37 

Report of 17 December 1982, para. 114. See also the report of 9 May 1989, Hewitt and Harman v. 
the United Kingdom, D&R 67 {1991), p. 89 {98); Appl. 10799/84, Radio X, S, W & A v. Switzerland, 
D&R 37 (1984), p. 236 (239). 
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:l~gislation contin1Jously and directly affects his private life. " 189 

In theRekveni Case a police officer complained about a constitutional prohibition 

preventiDg !11t:mbers of the police force from joining political parties or engaging in 

'"' Report of 16 May 1980, Campbell and Cosans, 8.42 ( 1985), p. 36. However, in a case where a mother 
and her son complained about the existence of corporal punishment for breach of school discipline 
the Commission held that having failed to inquire about the disciplinary methods when she put her 
child in a private school, a mother cannot claim to be a victim, direct or indirect, of a violation of 
the rights guaranteed in the Convention in respect of corporal punishment inflicted on the child 
for a breach of school discipline;AppL 13134/87, Costello-Roberts v. the United Kingdom, D&R 67 

(1991). p. 2!6 (224). 
Ibidem, pp. 36·37. The Court in its judgment of25 February 1982 did not deal with this question, 
as it had concluded that Art. 3 oi the Convention had not been violated, (para. 31 ). See also the 
judgmentof29 October 1992, Open Door m•dnublin Well Wo;nan, para. 44; decision of !8 January 
2000, Association Eki11; Decision of 19 February 2002, Rosca Stanesm and Ardeleanu. 

Judgment of l3 June 1979, para. 27. 
Ibidem. 
Judgment of 22 October 1981, para. 41; judgment of 26 October 1988, paras 31-34; judgment of 
22 April1993, para. 24. See also the judgment of 19 February 1998, Bowman, para. 29; decision of 
22 November 2001, S.L v. Austria; decision of 19 February 2002, Bland. 
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political activities. The Government submitted that the applicant had failed to specify 

the political activities which he felt he was prevented from pursuing. In their view 

applicant had thus failed to substantiate his complaint for the purposes of admissibility. 

In these circumstances the Government raised the question of whether the ap'Pliicant 

could claim to be a victim of any breach of his Convention rights, within the meaning 

of Article 25 [the present Article 34) of the Convention. The Commission held that 

it was true that, notwithstanding the impugned provision of the Constitution, in the 

relevant period the applicant was not completely prevented from engaging in political 

activities. There was no indication that he could not nominate a third person as a can

didate for the elections by submitting his nomination coupon. Moreover, he was free 

to accept a nomination as a candidate for the elections on condition that, if elected, 

he would resign from any position incompatible with his mandate. Furthermore, 

neither the impugned constitutional prohibition nor the other relevant laws entailed 

any formal sanction for illegitimate political activities potentially assumed by the 

applicant. However, the Commission, having regard to the limited nature of these 

pOssibilities-to articulate political preferences and, in particular, to the circular letters 

issued by the Head of the National Police, considered that the applicant could be 

reasonably concerned by the consequences ofhis expression of political views. In these 

circumstances the Commission found that the applicant could claim to be a victim 

within the meaning of Article 34 of the Convention.190 

In .the Segi Case the applicant organisations complained that they had been described 

by the fifteen member States of the European Union as terrorist organisations. The 

applications concerned the ways in which the applicants were affected, allegedly in 

a manner incomFatibl~ wid: certain rights guarar.t~ed by the C:::mver.tion, byC•mmiOn 

Position 20GlN30/CFSP on C'Of!lLati;lg termris!:tl and Common Po'iition 

200 1/931/CFSP on the applicatioe of specific meoSilres to combat terrorism, both 

adopted by the Council of the European Union on 27 December 2001. The applicants 

claimed to be both direct and potential victims of the texts oor:cerned. The Court noted 

that the two common positions were adopted in the context ofimpleme.ntation of the 

CFSP by the member States of the European Union and consequently came within 

the field ofintergovernmental cooperation. With regard, firstly, to Common Position 

2001/930/CFSP, the Court observed that this contains measures of principle to be 

taken by the European Union and its member States to combat terrorism. To that end 

Articl~ 14recommended that member States became parties as soon as possible to the 

international conventions and protocols relating to terrorism listed in an annex. The 

Court noted that this cOmmon position was not directly applicable in the member 
States and'COUid ·not form 'the'di~ect.basis: fOr arif'Cri~al of administrative pro

ceedings against individuals, especially as it did not mention any particular organisa-

,, 
Appl. 25390/94, Rekvtnyi v. Hungary, D&R 89 (1997), p. 47 (Sl-52). 
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Decision of23 May 2002, Segi and Others. 

Decision of6 November 2001. 
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1.13.3.4 Future victim 

The question of whether applicants having a future interest may also be cons.t<tered 
victims in the sense of Article 34 was avoided by the Commission in a ca,;e concet·n 

Article 2 of Protocol No. I. In this case forty mothers claimed that, in conS<:qutence 
of an Act on pre-school education promulgated in Sweden on 21 December 1973, 

had been deprived of the right to send their children to the school of their "'""'"'"·
11

,
5 

to the admissibility of their application, the Commission divided the mothers 

three groups. The mothers from the first group could not be regarded as 

because their children had passed the pre-school age at the moment of the 

effective date. The second group consisted of mothers whose children had not 

reached pre-school age at that moment. With respect to this group the Cc•m•m>:sion 

held as follows: «The Commission understands that these applicants consider 

selves to be "ictims of a violation of the Convention in that the Act on Pre-~ictton1L 
Activities may affect them in the future. The Commission notes that the children 

these applicants in some cases might have reached pre-school age in the course 

proceedings before the Commission: However, having regard to the fact that 

applicants in Group 3 [the mothers of children that had pre-school age at the moment 
referred to] can be considered to be victims within the meaning of Article 25 [the 

present Article 34] of the Convention for the purpose of the present application, the 

Commission ~an abstain from examining as to whether the applicants in Group 2 also 
can be so considered."193 

. From an earlier decision of the Commission in a similar case, however, one may 

mferthat the Commission was indeed prepared to recognise a future interest in certain 

cases. In that case two parents complained about legal and administrative measures 

concerning sexual instruction at primary schools. The measures were not yet applicable 

to their school-age daughter. Nevertheless, the Commission admitted their applicrtion. 

Curiously enough, however, it did not mention the victim-requirement at all. 194 The 

admissibility of the application may have been justified on the ground that in cases 

like this one, the alleged violation- in this case the application of the said measures 

to the child- would certainly take place in the near future. It is particularly in cases 

where the interests of the applicant would otherwise be irreparably prejudiced, that 

admissibility ensues imperatively from the purpose of the legal protection envisaged 
by the Convention and the requirement of effectiveness. 195 

In the Kirkwood Case such a situation was at stake. The case concerned a man who 
complained that his envisaged extradition from the United Kingdom to California 

would amount to inhuman and degrading treatment contrary to Article 3 of the 

'" 
'" 
'" 

Appl. 6853/74, 40 Mothers v. Sweden, Yearbook XX (1977), p. 214 (236). 
Appl. 5095/71, V. and A. Kjeldsen v. Denmark, Yearbook XV (1972), pp. 482-502. 
Decision of 23 May 2002, Segi and Others. 
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; :rfi:onven:tion smr:e, if extradited, he would be tried for tvvo accusations of murder and 

'0;;ii;;
2

<)l)t:oJ'atternptto murder, and would very probably be sentenced to death. He argued 
circumstances surrounding the implementation of such a death penaltyv .. muld 

,=r~;~i~;~~;~;,~·~:~ inhuman and degrading treatment. He referred in particular to the 'death 

henomenon of excessive delay due to a prolonged appeal procedure which rnight 

\':.;i:)tfjast !veral years, during which he would be gripped with uncertainty as to the 
<,:}}<:t,[ltconle of his appeal and, therefore, as to his fate. The Commission held as follows 

respect to the victim-requirement: «In these circumstances, faced with an 

futlninent act of the executive, the consequences of which for the applicant will 

;c;;'~l~,;:~~·~~~:~ expose him to Article 3 treatment, the Commission finds that the applicant 
:::-~ to claim to be a victim of an alleged violation of Article 3." 1

% 

In several cases where a decision had been taken to expel a person to a country 

.:CH.ihere he claimed he risked being treated contrary to Article 3, the Commission has 

<,;,;;.,y)'ci!J,el<ltt1at a person who is about to be subjected to a violation of the Convention may 

'/:/;)clallm to be a victim.197 If~ however, the order to leave the territory of the State 

'i'(:tintcern<'d is not enforceable, the person concerned may not yet claim to be a victim. 
the notification of an expulsion order to him, with reference to the country of 

.. ;: . ·' de:stina1tion, :carwonfer on him the status of victim, provided that domestic remedies 
oeen e.xhausted. Thus, in the Vijayanthan and Pusparajah Case the Court made 

'a ,djstin.ction between, on the one hand, the Soering Case, where the Home Secretary 

<.J. hadsig:ned tbe w;mant for the applicant's extradition, and that of Vilvarajah, where 
applicants to Sri Lanka had taken place during the proceedings 

'L ,1 'i)¢fcoreth< Commission and, on the other hand, thatofVijayanthand and Pusparajah. 

(.~ ;:,;lnr:esf>eet oftttelattercase, the Court found that, rlespite the direction to leave French 

• territo•ry,, n<>te:n£on:eable in itself, and the rejection of their apiJlication for exceptional 

; .;•••<•))!''"''" to remain, no expulsion order had b~en !llaclt 'With respect~ .. ) the appli(an:-s. If 
Commissioner of Police WP...fe to deride that they should be removed, the appeal 

> ,:'prm,idoed for in French law would be open to the applicants, with all its attendant 

'~1~~,~~~!'::l~~b~~u~t1:,a:ts t::h:;'~ moment here at issue such an appeal would probably have been 
,-:2 as premature or devoid of purpose by the competent court. The 

<v2~~~rl~f:~~~;:~;;~~~ not, as matters stood, claim 'to be the victim(s) of a violation' within 
"' meaning of Article 25(1) [the present Article 34]. "" 

':v·." ·>' In a case where the applicants complained about the decision of the French Presi

,; §i. (i:enttoresun1e tm<:le;:r testing on Mururoa and Fangataufa atolls in French Polynesia, 

,;;;;z:.v<hlchalleg•edly ''iolated their rights under Articles 2, 3 and 8 of the Convention and 

.d\rtiicle I of Protocol No. 1, the Commission found the consequences, if any, of the 

!0479/83, D&R37 (1984), p. 158 (182). 
"'';c:".c;c:. .......... Apjpl 17262/90, A. v. France, D&R 68 (1991), p. 319 (334); Appls 17550/90 and 17825/91, V. and 

P. v. France, D&R 70 (1991 ), p. 298 (314); Appl. 19373/92, Voulfovitch attd Oulianova, D&R 74 (l993 ), 
p. t99 (207). 
Judgmentof27 August 1992, para. 46. 
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resumption of the tests at issue too remote to affect the applicants' pc.rsc•natl stituation 
directly. Therefore, they could not claim to be a victim under Article 25 [the or<esent 
Article 34}. 199 In a case where the complaint concerned restrictions on the exercise 

the right of ownership the Commission held that the only subject of the proceedings 
was whether or nota patiicular prefectoral order was lawfi..ll. The Commission, 0 ,,.,,.,a 
that is was only in highly exceptional circumstances that an applicant may claim to 

be a victim of a violation of the Convention owing to the risk of a future violation. 
An example of this would be a pieceoflegislation which, while not having been applied 

to the applicant personally, subjects him to the riskofbeing directly affected in specific 
circumstances ofhis life. In the instant case the Commission noted that the applicants, 

taken individually, had not submitted any evidence in support of their allegations, such 
as their title-deeds to property or documents relating to the consequences or losses 

they had allegedly suffered as a result of the implementation of the prefectoral order."" 
In the Case of Asselbourg and 78 Others and Greenpeace Association the Court 

considered that the mere mention of the pollution risks inherent in the production 

of steel from scrap iron was not enough to justify the applicants' assertion that they 
were the victims of a violation of the Com•ention. They should be able to assert, 

arguably and in a detailed manner, that for lack of adequate precautions taken by the 
authorities the degree of probability of the occurrence of damage was such that it could 
be considered to constitute a violation, on condition that the consequences of the act 

complained of were not too .remote. In the Court's opinion it was n.;:,t evident from 
the file that the conditions of operation imposed by the Luxembourg authorities and 

in particular the norms dealing wiill the d.;scharge of air-polluting wastes were so 
inadequate as to constitute a serious infringement of the principle of precaution.20l 

1.13.3.5 Indirect 11ictim 

It is conceivable that an individual may experience a personal injury owing to a 
violation of the Convention against another person. Under certain circumstances, 
therefore, an individual may lodge an application on his own account concerning a 

violation of the Convention against another person, without the applicant himself 
having directly suffered a violation of one of his rights or freedoms. In such a case the 
applicant must have so dose a link with the direct victim of the violation that he 

himself is also to be considered a victim. On thz.t basis the Commission developed in 
its case law the concept of'indirectvictim,, meaning that a near relativ<:> of the victim 
or certain other third parties can refer the matter to the Commission on their own 

·~ 

101 
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AppJ. 28204/95, Tauiraand 18 Others v, the United Kingdom, D&R 83 (1995), p. 112 {131-133). See 
also decision of 6 November 2001, Christian Federation of fehova's Witnesses. 
App!. 38912/97, Association des Amis de Saint Raphael et de Fnfjus and Others, D&R 94 (1998), 
p.124 (132). 
Decision o£29 June 1999. 
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Jil1titi:lti,,e insofar as the violation concerned is (also) prejudicial to them or insofar as 
have a personal interest in the termination of that violation. znc Thus, a spouse 

~\.~{~'···•t::.considcred a victim in view of the fact that she had suffered fin<ll1Cial and moral 
iii';>> ln;urv in consequence of a violation of the Convention committed against her 

lnrsban•ct.~0 -' Another applicant was regarded as an indirect victim because he had 
;;·,. 

511
):>nnit;ted that his tvvin brother had wrongfully been detained in a State institution, 

he had later dicd.~04 That a purely non-material interest is sufficient for the 

'!~,$ :,.,,drni,:sit>ility ,0 fttheaction of an applicant as the indirect victim becomes evident, for 
~"'''xam!Jie, from the decision by the Commission that a complaint of a mother about 

treatment ofher detained son was admissible.205 And in the Case of X, Cabales and 

,\;,>~. I:B•Ilk<m<laltthe Commission held: "When the alleged violation concerns a refusal of 
leave to remain or an entry clearance, the spouse of the individual concerned can 

to be a victim, even if the individual concerned is in fact staying with her, but 

.:.,j';5;:·'•rm:la¥rfully and under constant threat of deportation."
206 

The father of a hostage-taker killed by special police was considered as an indirect 
victim of an alleged violation ofArtide 2. The same applied to the deceased's sister, 

; .· n<>twithstandJngthe fact that under nationa!lawthe deceased's children, who where 
~~ • · ··. · among the applicants, were his heirs.207 On the other hand, an applicant was not 

admitted who submitted that his sisters had wrongfully failed to receive compensation 

for their sufferings during the Nazi regime and who now claimed this as yet in his own 
name. Thi,· compensation related only to the sufferings of the sisters, not to those of 

,,.,.. tn:e a
1
pp,1ca1m, so that the latter could not b< considered as a victim himself.

10
' In the 

of Becker v. Denmark a German journalist, who was director of a body called 

''•····, Proiect Children's Protection & Security International, challenged the repatriation 
Vietnamese children, proposed by the Danish Government, as contrary to 

•: .•••• ;t\.rt. 3 of the Convention. It was held that he was not a direct victim but considered 
to be an indirect victim because the children depended on him and he had been 
entrusted with at least the care of the children by the Vietnamese authorities on behalf 

".':,::;: oftl:teirparents.'"' And in the Case of D v. Federal Republic of Germany the Commis
held: "The answer to this question (whether an applicant could claim to be a 

•:•:•• ,;,.,;n, 1depended largely on the legal interest which the applicant has in a determina-

ApnL l00/55,X v. Federal Republic of Germany, Yearbook! (1955-1957), p. 162 (162-163); decision 
of26 January 1999, Hiblyrt; decision of22 June 1999, ~:elikbi!ek. 
Appl. 1478/62, t v. Belgium, Yearbook VI (1963), p. 590 (620). 
Appl. 7467/76, Xv. Bdgium, C&R 8 (1978), p. 220 (22l). 
Appl. 898/60, Yv. Austria, Coli. 8 t ~962), p. 1.36. 
Appls 9214/80,9473/81 and 9474/81, X, Cabales and Balkandali v. the United Kingdom, D&R 29 

(1982),p. 176 (182). .. 
Appl. 25952/94, Andronicou Constantinou v. Cypn{S, D&R 85-A (1996), p. 102. 
Appl. ll3/55,Xv.FederalRepublicofGennany, Yearbook! (1955-1957), p. 161 ( 162). See alsoAppl. 

9639/82, B., R. and f. v. Federal Republic of Germany, D&R 36 (1984), p. 139. 
Appl. 70ll/75, Becker v. Denmark, Yearbook XL'( (1976), p. 416 {450). 
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tion of his allegations of Convention breaches. In assessing this interest, any m:rteJtial 

or immaterial damage suffered( ... ) as a result of the alleged violation must be 

into account."210 

In the Case of A. V. v. Bulgaria the Government contended that the applicant had 

standing to bring an application, as she was never married to Mr T. The only legal heirs 

of Mr T., who had twice been married and divorced, were his seven children. 

Court first noted that the Bulgarian Supreme Court had recognised the right 

unmarried partner to damages in tort in respect of the wrongful killing of the 

partner on the basis of the understanding, notably, thatsw:h '' p:rrttaer· 'strst:1ins rrroral 

damages' and that awarding compensation is 'jusf. Moreover, none oftht: d•orr~estic 

authorities which were involved in the applicant's complaints in respect of Mr T 

death questioned her locus standi. The prosecution authorities examined and 

on her appeal against the suspension of the criminal proceedings. The Court recalled . 

that a couple who have lived together for many years constitutes a 'family' for 

purposes of Article 8 of the Convention and is entitled to its protection notwithstand

ing the fact that their relationship exists outside marriage. In the present case the 

applicant raised complaints in respect of the death ofMr T., with whom she had lived 

for more than 12 years. They had three children together. In these circumstances 

Court had no doubt that the applicant could claim to be personally affected by, and, 

therefore, be a victim of. the alleged violations of th~ Convention in respect of the 

death ofMr T. and the subsequent investigation into this event. There was no valid 

reason for the purposes of locus standi to distinguish the applicant's situation from 

that of a spouse. The Court found, therefore, that the applicant had standing to bring 

an application uncle!" Article 3t! of the Convention in respect of the dea-11 ofMrT. and 

tht ensuing investigatjon.11 1 

In the CaseofOpenDoorCounselling Ltd. andDubli~: Well Women Centre Ltd. the 

Court extended the group of persons who may claim to be indirect victims. The ap

plications concerned restrictions imposed on the two applicant companies as a result 

of a court injunction prohibiting them from providing information to pregnant 

women as to the location or identity of, or method of communication with, abortion 

clinics in Great Britain. The applicant companies were engaged at the time in non· 

directive counselling of pregnant women. The other applicants were two of the coun

sellors employed by one of the companies and two women of child-bearing age. The 

Government argued that the complaint submitted by the two women of child-bearing 

"" 

"' 
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Appl. 9320/Sl,D. v. FederalRepublicofGermany, D&R36 (l984),p.24 (31). SeealsoAppL 9348/81, 

Wv. the United Kingdom, D&R32 (1983), p. 190 (198-200) andAppl. 9360/81, Wv. Ireland, D&R 
32 ( 1983), p. 21 I (212-216); Appl. 20948/92, I~iltan, D&R 81 ( 1995) p. 35 where the father of a minor 

who died following an operation could claim to be an indirect victim of an alleged violation of 
Article 2. 

Decision of 18 May 1999. 
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;<01,;>;,.;,;,~ amounted to an actio popularis, since they could not claim to be victims of an 

ifilfdrrge:rn•'ntoftheir Convention rights. The Court held: "Although it has not been 

,.\t_.,sertectthat Mrs X and Mrs Geragthyare pregnant, it is not disputed that they belong 

class of women of child-bearing age which may be adversely affected by the 

r~4:t~stricttortSimposed by the injunction. They are not seeking to challenge in abstracto 

compatibility of Irish law with the Convention since they run a risk of being 

l~~~,;~;=~·~~:;r~j;;dic~<i by tl1e :me:as1onos conop.laiJoe<i of.They can thus claim to be 'victims' 

the meaning of Article 25( I) [the present Article 34].""' 

Although the Court's reasoning seems to relate rather to the concept of'potential 
in fact the concept of (indirect victim' is also at issue here, and has been 

.;5·~~~~{1insi.de;rab,Jy <OJ<t,en<:ed. A measure may be challenged not only by the persons to whom 

i,ztti:; dilfe<;te<i, but also by those who may be affected by it in another way. 

extension was foreshadowed by the judgment in the GropperaRadio AGCase. 

i,l[~i~~l~:~~;;~:;:~.~~ owned a radio station, its sole shareholder and two ofits employees 
',j about an Ordinance adopted by the Federal Council prohibiting Swiss 

;·';:~::1'cablle companies which had a community-antenna licence, from re-broadcasting 

Tj:j:n:og;ratmrnesfrom transmitters which did not satisfy the requirement of the interna-

2,::,'~::~ ;:::::~~e~on radio and telecommunications. GropperaRadio did not satisfy 
.,: requirements. The applicants alleged a violation of Article 10. The Court 

";; 'i'diisrr•iso:ed the Government's preliminary objection that the applicants were not 

.;'Jnctin1s'within the meaning of Article 34 of the Conveni.ion since the Ordinance was 

directed against them. 213 

~.J~in.allr, it should be mentioned that in certain cases the Commission considered 

. :~Hc'sh:lfehollders as victims of alleged violations of rights and freedoms of the company. 

"s;,:,·Itoppe'm from i<;:s c::tse law that the Comm!ssivn Jid not regard shareholders in such 

•:.: ca><> as _inrl.irtct but as direct victims.214 In the cases concerned the applicant held a 

( . rnajiorityshan: i.in the company. On the other hand, in the Yarrow Case, the Commis-

·~·~;~~';.·-~;h;-~el~:d;,th{;;a:t~acm:inority shareholder of Company A could not claim to be a victim 
;·.· with property rights of Company B, all the securities in which were 

;'fiW/i) <WVm:d by Company A, because the nationalisation measure complained of did not 

i ;:'.i;;;Jnvol.vehilmpersonally. In the viewofthe Commission it was only open to Company 

--jiczA1to lod.ge a complaint under the Convention. 215 

-:In the Case ofWasaLivOmsesidigtthe Commission found that a group ofpers011S 

;r,;;;,y,h<> were policyholders in an insurance company, could not be considered as victims, 

Judgment of 29 October 1992, para. 44. 

Judgment of28 March 1990, paras 48-51. 
Appl. 1706/62, Xv.Austria, Yearbook IX (1966), p. 112 {130) and thereportofl7 July 1980, Kaplmt 
v. the UnitedKingdom,D&R21 (1981), p. 5 (23-24);Appl. 14807/89,Agrotexim HellasS.A. v. Greece, 

D&R 72 (1992), p. 148 (ISS). 
AppL 9266/81, D&R 30 (1983), p. !55 (184-185). 
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since the policyholders did not have any legal claim to direct ownership of 

company's assets as such.w' 

In theAgrotexim HellasCase the Commission found that the question ofwl1ethe1 

a shareholder could claim to be a victim of measures against a company, could 

be determined on the basis of the sole criterion of whether the shareholders held 
majority of the company shares. The Commission took into account, in addition 

the fact that the applicants as a group held the majority of the shares in the com!>any, 

that they had a direct interest in the subject matter of the application. Moreover, 

company was in liquidation and was under a special regime of effective St;>te control 

Consequently, the company could not reasonably be expected to lodge anappli:cation 

with the Commission against the State. In these specific circumstances, the Cr>mmi!s

sion found that the applicant shareholders were entitled, by lifting the veil of 

company's legal personality, to claim that they were victims of the measures attecting 

the company's property, within the meaning of Article 25 [new Article 34]."' 
The Court did not share the view of the Commission. In the first place, 

applicant companies lodged their application with the Commission in 1988, 

Brewery, although in the process of liquidation, had not ceased to exist as a 

person. It was at that time represented by its two liquidators, who had legal ca1>acity" 

to defend its rights and, therefore, to apply to the Convention institutions, 

considered it appropriate. There was no evidence to suggest that at the material 

it would have been impossible as a matter of fact or of law for the liquidators to 

so. The Court conduded that it had not been dearly established that at the tinte>vhe-n 

the application was lodged with the Commission it was not possible for Fix Br.ewrerv~ 
to apply through itsliquidators to the Convention institutions inre:sp<"tofthre alle1:ed 

violation of Article 1 ofProtocolNo.l whichw.!Stheba:;isc>ftheap]pli<:arttoorrtpa~ni<:s' 

complaint. It followed that the latter com parries could not be regarded as being entitled 

to apply to the Convention institutions.21
H 

In the Ankarcrona Case the applicant submitted that he and his business were in< 

practice the same and that he had, therefore, to be regarded as a victim within 

meaning of Article 34 of the Convention. The Court recalled that the applicant was 

the sole owner of Skyddsvakt Herbert Ankarcrona AB. Consequently, there was no 

risk of differences of opinion among shareholders or between shareholders and a board 

of directors as to the reality of infringements of the rights protected under the 

Convention and its Protocols, or concerning the most appropriate way of reacting to 

such infringements. Having regard to the absence of competing interests which could 

create difficulties, for example, in determining who was entitled to apply to the Court, 

and in the light of the circumstances cfthe case as a whole, the applicant could, in the 

m 
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Appl. 13013/87, D&R 58 (1988), p~ 163(183-185)~ 
Appl. 14807/89, D&R 72 (1992), P~ 148 (156)~ 
Judgment of24 October 1995, paras 68-70. 

Intersentia 

\I£''~Jntllle Case of CDI Holding Aktiengeschellschaft and Others the Court held that it 

~d(ottnd earlier that disregarding an applicant company's legal personality lll snndar 

,;.<~could be justified only in exceptional circumstances, in particular where it ~as 
;J-i·ve:;tablish<ed that it was impossible for the company to apply to the ConventiOn 
i(ltution~dhr<m!;h the organs set up under its articles of incorporation or- in the 

!di Clfliquirlat:ion -through its liquidators, as in the Agrotexim Hellas Case~ How

such exceptional circumstances had been established in the present case. The 

i\11-:tift!ftller found that the applicants could not claim to be victims of a violation 
10 of the Convention as a result of the termination of the applicant com

br·oarlcasts as any rights susceptible of attracting the protection of Article 10 

lfe proes:ent case were linked to the applicant company as such and not to its 

iho•lde:rs or official representatives~ 220 In the Lebedev Case the Court reiterated that 

iierdntgcoftiJe 'corporate veil' or the disregarding of a company's legal personality 

ihlci be j11stifie:d rmly in exceptional circumstances, in particular where it was clearly 

~hlishedth,tt itt was impossible for t.'te company to apply to the Court through the 

set up under its articles ofincorporation.
221 

ci'~""' tlte ;1b<>Ve it may be concluded that the doctrine of' indirect victim' has not 
established with full clarity in the case law as far as holders of financial 

in a company are concerned. 

!esma:yo,cctll in which the violation comphined ofhas me<~nwhile been te.<minated 
no longer exists at the moment the Court examines the case. The applic2.m 

JtJ1ertno1 be admitted, because he can no longer allege to be a victim. ~~
1 

If, for 

in the meantime the violation of the Convention complained of has been 

grusect 0} the authorities and the applicant has received sufficient redress, he can 

dnj~erclaim to be a victim of that violation. 223 In theAmuur Case the Court consi~ 

.IJ<:chi~onof:15 November 2004. 
report of 15 October 1980, Foti, BAS (1986), p. 30; report of6 July 1983, Dares and 

41 (1985), p. 60 {19-20); Appt. 10103/82, Faragut, D&R 39 (1984), p. 186 (207); 

September 2001, Gulsen and Haul Yasin Ketenoglou, paras 36-37. 
Verband Deutsd1er Flugleiter and Others v. Federal Republic of Germany, D&R 25 

(254-255); Appl. 10092/82, Baraona v. Portugal, D&R 40 (1985), p. 118 (137); Appl. 

;~~~!!~~;:~1~:.~;;;~i~;;:::'j~~~~~~~e~ United Kingdom, D&R 40 ( 1985), p. 170 ( 177-178 ); Appl. 13156/87, 
;;,~ 73 (1993), p. 5 (9),andasregards'reasonablc time':Appl. 8858/80, 

v. Federal Republic of Germany, D&R 33 (1983), p. 5 (6-7). 
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dered that the notion of'victim' within the meaning of Article 34 ofth•e c:onver1ti•>n 
denotes the person directly affected by the act or omission in issue, the existence 
a violation of the Convention being conceivable even in the absence of prejtidice> 
prejudice is relevant only in the context of Article 41 of the Cc>mrenlti<m. C<m,;eq,uently, 

a decision or measure favourable to the applicant is not in principle sufficient 
deprive him of his status as 'victim', unless the national authorities havead<n<JWleclged, 

either expressly or in substance and have afforded redress for, the breach of 
Convention. 224 

In the Case of Aydin and 10 Others the first applicant submitted that the ex gratia 
financial aid he had received had no connection with the disappearance of his 
and, therefore, could not form a basis of a finding that he could no longer claim to 
be a victim within the meaning of Article 34 of the Convention. The Court held that 
since it did not appear that the financial aid, which had in fuct been paid to the 

applicant, was based on an acknowledgement, either expressly or in substance, and 
since the frrst applicant's rights under the Convention had been disrespected by the 

authorities, the financial aid at issue could not be regarded as sufficient for a depri
vation of the first applicant's status as a 'victim' in r~spect of his materiallosses . .The 
Court, therefore, accepted that the first applicant could claim to be a victim.225 

In the Burdo<' Case the Court held that a decision or measure favourable to the 

applicant was in principle not sufficient to deprive him of his status as a 'victim' unless 
the national authorities have acknowledged, either expressly or in substance, and then 
afforded redress for, the breach ~f the Co'1vention.226 In theDoubtfireCase the Court 

noted that the applicant's conviction wa;; quashed or.. the grounds that the proceedings 
had been unfair because of the lack of full disclosure by the prosecution. It was open 

to the applicant to a!Jplyfor compensation in respect ofhis conviction and imprison
ment. Ill these circum::;tances, the applicant could no longer claim to be a victim of 
the alleged violation of Article 6 of the Convention. 227 

As to the question of whether the applicant may continue to claim to be a victim of 

a violation of Article 6(1) of the Convention on the grounds of the length of the 
criminal proceedings against him, the Court has held that the mitigation of a sentence 

on the ground of the excessive length of IJroceedings does not in principle deprive the 
individual concerned of his status as a victim \-\.ithb the meaning of Article 34 of the 
Convention. However, according to the Court, this geneml rule is subject to an excep
tion when the national authorities have acknowledged in a sufficiently clear way the 

m 

"' 
m 
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Judgment o£25 June 1996, para. 36. 
Decision of 1 February 2000. 
Judgmentof7 May 2002, para. 31. See also decision of 6April2004, Skubenko. 
Decisions of 23 April2002. 
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obServe the reasonable time requirement and have afforded redress by 

sentence in an express and measurable manner.
223 

the ll\fejrup Case the Court noted that the High Court expressly ~tated that it 
entirely with the comments stated by the City Court concern1ng the penal 

of the counts adjudicated and the other circumstances emphasised in the 

~trtentcirlg (which did not entail considerations about the length of the proceedings). 
ii\ieo'rer, the Court noted that in finding a violation of the Convention in respect 
,,,h,·three accountants, the High Court mitigated the sentences as such with regard 
~'f.•o :KCOUJ1tants and upheld the sentence with regard to one, despite the fact that 

11il:a<:coun1taJ1t was convicted of a longer sentence than before the City Court, in 
,ddliti•on to exempting them from paying costs. When reducing the applicant's and 
Ji<".co-accu:sed's' share of costs, the High Court had partly taken into account the 
l'roPOI:tion between the charge and the outcome of the judgment and, in the light of 

22:::\iiiJ•lle OtJite: e>tnwr·diJoa,rylev:el oflegal costs in the case, all the accused's circumstances 
)t:((ij(etl>Crwith the fact that the consolidation of the cases against the applicant and the 

,;;::s·Jl'<J~ top executives and the cases agai!lst the accountants should not be detrimental 
<: /'f'totli<:rn. Howev<er the High Court had also partly and particularly taken into account 

· .. •','.,;~~~h:~t'~~~~:~;~~~~ ~~~ length of the proceeding. As regards the applicant it was unclear 
;· much of the reduction of the costs were attributable to the length of the procee-

f.'~£!¥~h~~~one. Having regard to the above, the Court was not convinced that the national 
:;;;:#~uth<>rit:ies, in view of their initial finding that the Convention could not be considered 

~~.()lated, nevertheless in a sufficiently dear way acknowledged a fuilure to comply with 
'reasonable time' requirement within the meaning of Article 6(1) of the Con

Ye!lti<m. Neither was the Court convinced that the national authorities afforded the 

;:~/2~)ipp•licant redress therefore by reducing the sentence in an express and measurable 
.;;8~: 1l!ann<er or exempted the applicant from paying such an amount of costs that it 
:;,; (:onstitut·es a redress in relation to the alleged violation of the Convention thereby 

:: F:. p~ec!J1dingth<'"''"""in1ation of the application. Accordingly, the Court found that the 
i\ipJolicant might claim to be a victim of a violation of his right to trial within a 

'*:ii'Ffe'i!S<Illabletime as guaranteed by Article 6(1) of the Convention."' 
case where applicants submitted that the a·uthorities' recording of their 

conversations with counsels was contrary to the Convention, the records 
had since been destroyed. In view of this the German Government 

that the alleged violation had become a moot point. The Commission, 

hn'""''er. decided that since the destruction had not taken place in response to a 
from the applicant~ and the latte!" had not received reparation otherwise, "the 

~(>plicanu still have to be considered as victims although the records in question no 

Judgment of26 June 200 l, Beck, para. 27; decision of20 September 200 l, Jansen; decision of7 March 

2002, Wejrup. 
Decision of 7 March 2002. 
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I . t " 230 I h l b . onger exts . n a case w ere a sett ement etween the parties had been 

which disposed of previous applications to the Commission and the ccmrt oon•cer·nin 

criminal proceedings against the applicant, the Commission fotJn•d tl1at the decllar;nio, 

made by the applicant in the context of those applications were unequivocal in 

it was intended to prevent him from bringing further applications before 
Convention organs. 231 

In the Caraher Case the Court held that the possibilityofobtatJ"intg c:on1p<,nsationfor 

the death of a person will generally, and in normal circumstances, constitute 
adequate and sufficient remedy for a substantive complaint of an unjustified 
lethal force by a State agent in violation of Article 2 of the Convention. 

procedural obligations may also arise under Article 2 concerning the provision 
effective investigations into the use oflethal force. Where a relative accepts a sum 

compensation in settlement of civil claims and renounces further use otloc:alrerne,dies 

he or she will generally no longer be able to claim to be a victim in respect 

matters.
232 

However, in the Case of Z. W. v. the United Kingdom the Court ob,serveJ 

that the compensation accepted by the applicant was not in settlement of her 

claims and not part of the process of exhaustion of domestic remedies. Her claims in' 

the civil court were struck out and the award ofGBP 50,000 was made as ,cmnpen:satiion 

for criminal injuries. This statutory scheme was not concerned with an.yallege1if,tiliJ"gs: 
by the local authority in their duty to protect the applicant, which was being 

essence of the complaint raised by her under Article 3 of the Convention ourr;lther 
with the injuries attributable to her as a victim of a criminal offence ' 

foster parents. The Court, therefore, found that the applicant might still claim 

a victim ef a yjol?.tbn of Article 3 of th~ Convcntio:~ in respect of her coml""mls. 
against the l0cr.l authority. 2 ~3 

In the cases of Van den Brink and Zuidervcld and Klappe the respondent Govern

ment contended before the Court that the applicants could not claim to be victims 

of a breach of Article 5(3) as the time eaclh one spent in custody on remand was de

ducted in its entirety from the sentence ultimately imposed on them. According to 

the Court the relevant deduction did not per se deprive the individual cottJcemt'd 1,t 
his status as an alleged victim within the meaning of Article 34 of a breach otAr1'ido• 

5(3 ). The Court added that "the position might be otherwise if the deduction from 

sentence had been based upon an acknowledgement by the national courts of a 
violation of the Convention."231 

Appl. 8290/78, A, B, C and D v. Federal Republic of Germany, D&R 18 (1980), p. 176 {180). 
Appl. 22634/93, Mlyn'k v. Austria, D&R 79 {1994), p. !03 (!07). · 
Decision of 11 January 2000, Caraher. 
Decision of 27 November 2001. 

'" Judgments of22 May 1984, para. 41 and para. 37 respectively. 
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'Similar-ly, in the Inze Case the fact that a judicial settlement had been reached 
the parties that might have mitigated the disadvantage suffered by the ap

was considered insufficient reason to deprive the applicant of his status as 

riiiki'"'" again the Court added: "The position might have been otherwise if, for 
the national authorities had acknowledged either expressly or in substance, 
afforded redress for, the alleged breach of the Convention." 21

:' 

\litde,ed, in cases where the applicant's sentence had been reduced in an express and 
manner after a judicial finding concerning the undue length of the 

:ieclin!~S, the Commission took the position that he could no longer be considered 

a victim of a violation of Article 6(1 ).236 

East African Asians Cases the Commission held that where Article 3 is violated 
its territory of a person on the ground of race, the violation 

;,s<ibs:taJ1ttlily terminated, but not redressed, by that person's admission. Such a 

can claim to be a victim of a violation notwithstanding admission. 237 

j,i;£r~ >liilltel\.1ousJtaq•ui'"' <:at:e the applicant, a Moroccan national living in Belgium, had 
Belgian authorities in 1984. The deportation order was suspended 

's~~,'~s•~=~~~ for a trial period of two years during which the applicant was authorised to 
'·'' in Belgium. The applicant alleged that his deportation had violated, inter alia, 

;0A.i1i•cle8. The Belgian Government submitted that the application had become devoid 

;,v1~ur:po•sein thattlteclep,ontationt0t-der had been suspended for a trial petiod of two 

~~rs ,md the applicant was thas authorised to reside in Belgium. Since the new order 

1,ao,.Oiill) suspended the deportatior. order and had not made reparation for the 

ms•eqtrentees which the applicant had suffered for more than five years, the Court,. 

consider that the case had become devoid of purpose. According to the Court 

had been an interference with the right to respect for his family life.238 

In the Hamaidi Case the applicant sub mitred that the decision of 5 Marclh 1998 

ilsfnis:;inig h:is application for the exclusion order to be lifted, infringed his right to 

~sp•ect:for hiis private: antd fiurtily li£e. The Court noted that the applicant was deported 

I).Tunisiain 1995 and that the exclusion order did not expire until18 july 1998, which 

·~s ,eigl!tt months after the application had been lodged and four months after the 

oc<><vu v• 5 March 1998 dismissir.g his application to the Court of Appeal for the 

-derto• be lifted. Consequently, the Court conchrded that the applicant did not lose 

'- '-"-•'--'status on account of the exclusion order expiring on 18 July 1998.239 

'::ju<lgnt<nt o1.28 October 1987, para" 32. 
17669/91, Van Laakv. the Netherlands, D&R 74 (1993), p. 156 (158); report of 16 February 

.c .... "'"' Byrn v. the United Kingdom, D&R 74 (1993), p. 5 (9). 
Reportofl4 December 1973, D&R 78-A (1994), p. 5 (63). 
Judgment of 18 February 1991, para. 33. 
Decision of6 March 2001. 
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In the !la§CU Case the Moldovan Government asked the Court to 

Mr. Ila§cu's application on the ground ~hat he had ceased to be a victim in view 

release on 5 May 200 l. The Court noted, firstly, that the applicant's conviction 
still in existence and that there was accordingly a risk that the sentence would 
executed. Furthermore, the Court had not been informed of any pardon or 

to which the applicant's release might have been due. It noted, secondly, that 

applicant complained not only of his death sentence but also of the un1av,tulness 
0 

his detention, the unfairness of the proceedings which led to his conviction, 
conditions in which he was held from 1992 to 5 May 2001, and the confiscation 

possessions. In conclusion, the Court considered that Mr. Ila§CU could still claim 
be a •victim' within the meaning of Article 34 of the Convention. z.1o 

1.13.4 REPRESENTATION OF AN APPLICANT; 
SUBSTITUTION FOR A DECEASED VICTIM. 

The requirement that the violation of the Convention must have caused thoe aJ>plicant 

a personal injury does not, of course, prevent an application from ueu11g I<>O{~<<L D]IOtS 

representative. 
241 

Furthermore, if the victim himself is not able, or is not adeq•uat:elji. 
able, to undertake an action- for example a detained person, a patient in a 

clinic, a very young person- a dose relative, a guardian, a curator, or another 
may act on his behalf. In that case the name of the victim must be made known 
if possible, he must have given his consent to lodging the application. 242 

In case of the death of the victim his heir may lodge an application or uphold 
previously lodged application only if the allegedly violated right forms pa::t of the 

or if on other grounds he himself is to be considered the (direct or inC.irect) VI<:nrn. ··· · 

In the Kofler Case the Commission stated that "the heirs oL1 d<ecease'd a;pp•lican1: cannot.· 

claim a general right that the examination of the application introduced by the de.:uj•~•· 
be continued by the Commission". The nature of the complaint (which conc<erned 

·240 
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Decision of 4 July 2001. 

Appl. 282/57, X -v. Federal Republic of Germany, Yearbo0k I (1955-1957), p. 164 (166). 
See, e.g., Appl. 5076/71, X -v. the United Kingdom, CoiL 40 (1972), p. 64 (66); decision of26 June' 
2001, Saniewski. 

See, on the one hand, Appl. 282/57, X -v. Federal Republic of Germany, Yearbook I (1955-1957), p. 
164 (166), and on the other handAppt 1706/62, X -v, Austria, Yearbook IX (1966), p. 112 (124). See 
als(l Appls 7572/76, 7586/76 and 7587/76, Ensslin, Baader and Raspe v. Federal Republic of Germany, 
Yearbook -XXI (1978), p. 418 (452). See, however, Appl. 6166/73; Baader, Meitts, Meinhof, 
Gnmdmann, Yearbook XVIII (1975), p. 132 (142); Appl. 12526/86, BjOrkgren and Ed v. Norway, D&R 
68 (1991}, p. 104 (105), where the Commission recognised the right of action of a widow and sole 
heir with regard to an action relating to property; Appl. 16744/90, Dujardin v. France, D&R 72 ( 1992), 
p. 236 (243). 
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cdtir~tioli of the proceedings that resulted in the applicant's conviction and 
did not allow that complaint to be considered as transferable because the 
was closely linked with the late applicant personally and his heirs "cannot 

( ... ) to have themselves a sufficient legal interest to justify the further 

i.miria.tionofthe application on their behalf". Interestingly, from the viewpoint of 
of 'abstract complaints', the Commission considered next whether any 

of general interest would justify a further examination of the application. 
"Such a situation can arise in particular where an application in fact concerns 

rthe le,gislatl.on or a legal system or practice of the defendant State". The Commis-
fl(:onclttded that in this case such a general interest did not exist.244 

"}:Ate<>rdjn!~ly, the issue is whether the widow( er) or heir can claim that the ap
lnt's<>ri!;in.a1Jmter<"t in having the alleged violation of the Convention established 

considered as an interest vested in them. Such an interest was found to exist 

case ,wfiere the deceased applicant had complained about his criminal conviction. 
5articttlar he had claimed that he had not had a 'fair hearing' nor had he benefited 

fiiimlthe:'presunaption ofinnocence,. The Commission emphasised that, by their very 

;~~~1~'!~:::~complaints relating to Article 6 were closely linked to the person of the 
i'li applicant. However, the Commission co1.1tinued by saying that "this link is 

~~llbt•exc:lm:iv< and it cannot be claimed that they have no bearing at all on the person 
" The widow could claim to be a victim, since she suffered the effects 

ifrl~e<iecisi•ons concerning the seizure of property and a daily fine and civil imprison
both of which were enforceable against her.245 In X v. France the Court took an 

yeJttrlordiiberal pc>sition In this case the applicant, who was given a number ofblood 
!nlllsfus:ions, was found to have been infected with HIV. The applicant died shortly 

case to the Court, but his parents expressed the wish to continue 
pn>ceeding;s. The Court accepted that they were entitled to take Mr X's place in 

•·•··~~epr<>e<,edin!~S l>efore it. 146 Also, in other cases concerning the length of proceedings 
be willing to continue the proceedings 

tt.rllte ·wis:h of the heirs of the deceased applicant. 247 

:;::.Jfthede;athofthe direct victim is the result of the alleged violation, e.g. in the case 
cprrm:e,rusrelatives will as a rule qualify as indirect victims.248 This was, however, 

in the Scherer Case where the applicant's executor had not expressed any 
~!~ii!'it<ontion on Mr Scherer's behalf, to have the criminal procee-

Rep{)rt of9 October 1982, D&R 30 (1983), p. 5 {9-10). See also the report of7 March 1984, Aftun, 
D&..R. 36 (1984}, p. 236 (259-260} and the judgment of25 August 1987, NOlkenbockhoff, para. 33. 
Appl. l08Z8/84, F11nke, 11&R 57 (1988}, p. 5 (25-26). 
Ju~gment of31 March 1992, para. 25. 
JUdgment of24 May 1991, Vocaturo, rara. 2 and judgment of27 February 1992, G v. Italy, paras. 
2-3. See alsoAppl. 14660/89, Prisca and DeSantis, D&R 72 (1992}, p. 141 (147}. 

of 24 May 1991, Vocaturo, para. 2; judgment of 27 February 1992, G. v. Italy, para. 2; 
of22 February 1994 Raimondo, para. 2; judgment of2 September 1998, Ya~a, para. 66; 

September 1998, Aytekin; Decision of 4 September 2001, Kakoulli. 
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dings reopened in Switzerland or to claim compensation for non-pecuniary 
in Strasbourg. Under these circumstances Mr Scherer's death could be held 
constitute a "fact of a kind to provide a solution of the matter".m 

In the Scozzari and Giunta Case the Italian Government contested the firSlt a[>plican 

standing to also act on behalf of her children, because, as her parental rights had 
suspended, there was a conflict of interest between her and the children, anL<l <:runi1 

proceedings were pending against her for offences against her children. The 
pointed out that in principle a person who is not entitled under domestic 
represent another may nevertheless, in certain circumstances, act before the 
in the name of the other person. In particular, minors can apply to the Court 
or indeed especially, if they are represented by a mother who is in conflict with 
authorities and criticises their decisions and conduct as not bein1> c•onsis•tenLt v•itli tb 

rights guaranteed by the Convention. The Court considered that in the event 

conflict over a minor's interests between a natural parent and the person af>pc>inte 

by the authorities to act as the child's guardian, thereis a danger that some 

interests will never be brought to the Court's attention and that the minor will 

deprived of effective protection of his rights under the Convention. Co•nS.,Qttentl1 

even though the mother had been deprived of parental rights- indeed that was 

of the causes of the dispute which she had referred to the Court- her standing 

natural mother sufficed to afford her the necessary power to apply to the Court 

the children's behalf as well, in order to protect their interests. Moreover, 
conditions governing individual applications arc not necessadl y the same as 
criteria relating to locus standi. National rules in this respect may serve di'l ffe1·en 

purposes from those contemplated by Article 34 of the Convention and, whilst 

purpose.::; may sometimes be analogous, they need ll.Ot always b':: sc. 250 

In the Case of F., C. and S. v. rhe United Kingdom the applicants P. and 

complained on behalf of their daughter S. concerning the failure to make 

adoption provision for any form of direct contact with her and the reduction · 
indirect contact. The Government disputed that the applicants- the natural 

- could claim to bring an application on behalf of S. as they retained no wam1ru 
parental authority over her and had no standing domestically to represent 

· reiterated the principle that the object and purpose of the Convention as an in,:tn>m.'nt 

for the protection of individual human beings requires that its provisions, 
procedural and substantive, be interpreted and applied so as to render its sal!eguaJcds 

both practical and effective. The Court held that a restrictive or technical apprtJach 

in this area is to be avoided. The Court found thatthe key consideration in such a case 

is that a,nyserious issue~ Ct?!l~er~ing respect ,fat: a,~~d'S rights-~Ollld be examined. 

so 

Judgment of25 March 1993, paras 31-32. 
Judgment of 13 July 2000, paras 135-139. 
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IS<;Iairnec on behalf ofS. that since the freeing for adoption proceedings she had 

~aii~lvt:d <>ftheoppoHtmitytc maintain a meaningful relationship with her birth 
not be disputed that this was a right which S. should enjoy without 

~tS"li.CtJWU 
interference. The necessity and proportionality of the interference had been 
in this application. The adoptive parents had, according the Government, 
direct contact betWeen P. and C. and S., and it was their decision to restrict 

!cl:Cmltact to one letter per year. In the circumstances it could not be expected 
llh<!vintrodt"ce an application on behalf of S. raising the point. Therefore, given 

t!!U<!Srais·ed :in this application and the standing ofP. and C. as S.'s natural parents, 

might apply to the Court on her behalf in order to protect her interests. 
251 

the J>ett'rs''n Case the applicant raised several complaints about German court 
concerning his parental rights in his own name, but also on behalf of his 

UTheCcmrt held that the case related to disputes between the mother, who had 

rid••mrerthe child, and the applicant, its natural father. Such conflicts concerning 

;nt~!r'ig!ItsotlileJc th•an cutst<>dy do not oppose parents and the State on the question 
j¢ptiv:ati<m of custody where the State as holder of custodial rights cannot be 

ensure the children's Convention rights. In cases arising out of disputes 
parents it is the parent entitled to custodywho is entrusted with safeguarding 

lie!' Child's interests. In these situations the position as natural parent cannot be 
as a sufficient basis to also bring an application on behalf of a child. 

§driS.etlU<'ntly, the applicant had no standing to act on the child's be!lalf.
252 

CONTRACTING PARTIES MAY .NOT HINDER THE 
R~GHT OF INDIVIDUAL COMPLAINT 

to the last sentence of Article 34 the Contracting St(ltes undertake not to 
in any way with the exercise of the individual right of complaint. In this 

ipe<:ttl1e Court held in the Cruz Varas Case that Article 25 [the present Article 34[ 

an obligation not to interfere with the right of the individual to effectively 

~$Cilt ztnd pursue his complaint with the Commission. Although such a right is of 

rot:edlural nature distinguishable from the substantive rights contained in the 
dv,,ntiOJI, it must be open to individuals to complain of alleged infringements of 

!itc::;o;nvoent.ioJn pwce<:dings. In this respeci also the Convention must be interpreted 
:jWtar:mt:eeing rights which are pra~...tical and effective as opposed to theoretical and 

, ·~""""''"of 11 December 2001; decision of26 September 2002, Sylveste. 

Decision of 6 December 2001. 
Judgment of20 March 1991, para. 99. See also the Commission in Appl. 14807, Agrotexim Hellas 

v. Greece, D&R 72 (1992), p. 148 {156). 
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In the Cruz Varas Case the question arose of whether the failure on the part 
the respondent State to comply with the Commission's indication of Pr<>visio,n 
measures under Rule 36 of the Rules of Procedure of the Cornmission25

'
1 anJOLifit< 

to a violation of the obligation not to hinder the effective exercise of the right 
individual petition. The Court took the position that the Convention did not C<Jnt.ai 

any provision empowering the Convention organs to order interim measures. 
the absence of a specific provision for such a power a Rule 36 indication could 
give rise to a binding obligation.255 In the subsequent Cases of Ocalan256 

Mamatkulov and Abdurasulovic'" the Court changed its position and held that 

interim measures under Rule 39 of the Rules of Court are legally binding. Tt1atpo:siti, 
was confirmed by the Grand Chamber after a referral (by virtue of Article 43 

Convention).258 

In theAkdivar Case concerning the alleged burning of houses by <P<"H<itv fn" 

in south-east Turkey, the question arose whether the Turkish authorities had 

the effective exercise of the right of individual petition. Some of the applicants, 
persons thought to be applicants, had been directly interrogated by the 

authorities about their applications to the Commission and had been asked to 
statements declaring that no such applications had been made. Furthermore, · 

case of two of the applicants the interview had been flhned. The Co•urltfoun•d avio•la 
tion of Article 25(1) [the present Article 34] in this respect. It held th:at the •apr>lican 

must be able to communicate freely with the Commission without being sul>jec:te 
to any form of pressure from the authorities to withdraw or modifY their cu.mp•taiJOI 

Given their vulnerable position and the reality that in south-east Turkey cmnplain 
against the authorities might well give rise to alegitimate fear of reprisals, the 

complained of amounted to a form of illicit and unacceptable pressure on the 
plicants to withdraw their applications. Moreover, it could not be excluded that 

flhning of the two persons, who were subsequently declared not to i)e :ep~>lic.ants, •COti!c 
have contributed to this pressure. The Court also held that the: fa.ct thatthte appiic:mt1 
actually pursued their application to the Comwission did not prevent such belila,,iolil 

on the part of the authorities from amounting to a hindrance in respect of 
applicants in breach of this provision.259 

In theKurtCase the Court held that the threat of criminal proceedings ag:tin:st a1 
applicant's lawyer concen1ing the contents of a statement drawn up by him must 

= 
m 

"' 
"' 
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Judgment of 16 September 1996, para. 105; judgment of25 May 1998, Kurt, para. Wi; j<1dgment 
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~l;;t~\l\~.cotlSi•ie•·ed as interfering with the exercise of the applicant's right of petition. 2(,{) The 

iz:i,z~i''f $am,e v,as the case as regards the institution of criminal proceedings against a la-wyer 
Z';\e,volvc:d in the preparation of an application to the Commission. 261 

In the lvlcSha11e 
considered that the threat of disciplinary proceedings may also infringe 

guarantee of free and unhindered access to the Convention system.26
.. • 

Tannkulu Case the Court observed that it was of the utmost importance for 

ihee:ffe•cti'« <>p<eratiom of the system of individual petition instituted under Article 34, 

l;?ilt\Jtonlythat applicants or potential applicants should be able to communicate freely 
the Convention organs without being subject to any form of pressure from the 

z liutliJOI.jti<:S, but also that States should furnish all necessary facilities to make possible 

z; i'z~c'irp•ro:per and effective examination of applications. According to the Court it is 

; :;,,zi.nh.enent in proceedings relating to cases of this nature, where an individual applicant 

,,f'~%yiaiccU'ses State agents of violating rights under the Convention- his own or someone 
•J:e., "''"'<_that in certain instances solely the respondent Government have access to 

';'hs;!'irtfo:rmati•on capable of corroborating or refuting these allegations. A failure on a 
{;0/siG;overrimentt'' part to submit such information which is in their hands without a 

;:.c:s,ttisfac:tory explanation may not only give rise to the drawing of inferences as to the 
~,; ''veUI-fc>utide:dneS> of the applicant's allegations, but may also reflect negatively on the 

;:,:;;·]e1tel<ofc:on1pliance by a respondent State with its obligations under Article 38(l)(a) 
same applies to delays by the State in submitting information 

q.·;;:i. V!l""·" prejudices the establishment of facts in a case. 
264 

In the Tepe Case the Court concluded that the Government had failed to provide 

E{i .. :ilnJI C<>n·virtciiog explanation for its delays anCI omissions in response to the Court's 
';re<jmest1; fc>r relevant documents, information and v:it11esset=. -:!:'h~ Co crt considered, 

therc:fore,th•at it oouJidclntwinfer~nces from tht> Government'::: ..::onduct in th~ instJ.nt 
case.Jleanmgin mind the difficulties arising from a fact-finding exercis~ ufthis nature 

in view of the importance of a respondent Government's co-operation in 

/.i.cc;Ccmv'entionproceedings, the Court found that the Government had failed to furnish 
;x;';i•>fll necessary facilities to the Court in its task of establishing the facts within the 

[,); n1.eanii1g of Article 38(1) (a) of the Convention. Accorclingly, it did not consider it 

: 'Jf.,n.eCiess•ary to also examine these matters under Article 34 of the Convention.265 

In the Salman Case the Court found that the document recording the first interview 
.,;;; s:nowe:a that the applicant was questioned, not only about her declaration of means, 

i.b1lta.Iso about how she introduced her application to the Commission and with whose 

Judgment of25 May 1998, paras 164-165. 
Judgment of22 May 2001, $arlt, paras 85-86; judgment of 13 November 2003, Elci, para. 711. 

Judgment of28 May 2002, para. 149. 
Judgmentof8 July 1999, paras 66 and 70. 
Judgment of 18 June 2002, Orfwn, para. 266; judgment of24 April2003, Aktas, p~ra. 341. 
Judgment of9 May 2003, para. 135; See also the judgment of8 April2004, TahsinAcar, para. 254. 
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assistance. Furthermore, the Government had not denied that the applicant 

blindfolded while at the Adana anti-terrorism branch headquarters. The Count founc 

that blindfolding had increased the applicant's vulnerability, causing he;r ar1xietv '"· 

distress, and disclosed, in the circumstances of this case, oppressive treatment. 

more, there was no plausible explanation as to why the applicant was questioned 

about her legal aid application and in particular why the questioning was COI1dutctec 

on the frrst occasion by police officers of the anti-terrorism branch, whom 

applicant had claimed were responsible for the death of her husband. The ap]>lir:anl 

must have felt intimidated by these contacts with the authorities. This cor1stiitut:ec 

undue interference with her petition to the Convention organs. 266 

In the Dula§ Case the Court recalled that the Government had not provided 

information to the Commission about the authorities' contacts with threa]>pliamtan1 

that the Commission reached its fmding of undue interference on the basis 

testimony of the applicant and her son. The statement providecd to thc: Oou1rt bodicat:e( 

-that the applicant was shown the statement made by her to the Human 

Association (HRA) and the letter of authority concernmg her legal rer>re:se,ttation 

before the Commission. [t also appeared that she was asked to verity he1r tlmrnbjprint 

and to verify the contents of the statement as accurate. The text of the statement 

implied that the applicant was questioned as to whether she wanted to mamtain 

application to the Commission in Europe and whether she wished to pursue a 

plamt agl!inst the HRA lawyer. Though the applbmt mamtamecd that her staternertf: 

to tbe HRA was accurate and repeated the substance of her allegation against 

securityforc~, it: cii'c !not ''PI"'" tha<t tbtq>ul>Iic: pt·osealtcor p•urswedany que.sti<>n:s with 
a view to adding to the factu.U detatls of the applicant's complaints. In these cin:unt

stances the Court was not satisfied that the interview related solely to the 

prosecutor's duty to collect information about the applicant's complaints for 

purpose of his own ir.vestigation. It also trespassed into verifYing the authenticity 

the applicant's application and whether she wanted to contmue it. The applicant 

unreasonably must have felt intimidated by this interview and felt under pn,ss:un: to 

withdraw complamts considered as being against the State. This constituted 

interference with her petition to the Convention organs.267 

In the Or/zan Case the Government submitted that the purpose of the appl!.carlt's 

summons was to question him about his recollection ofhis apprehension and to verify 

the authenticity of the power of atterney he had signed ill favour of English lawyers. 

The Court emphasised that 'pressure' included not only direct coercion and na1granr 

acts of intimidation but also other improper indirect acts or contacts designed to-· 

dissuade or discourage applicants from pursuing a Convention remedy. The fact that 

the mdiyjdual ac!!Jally n;tanaged to pursue his application did not prevent an issue 

"' 
"' 
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under Article 34: should the Government's action make it more difficult for 

;irtdl1iiOUai to exercise the right of petition, this amounted to 'hindering' his rights 
34.2/ill The Court further emphasised that it was inappropriate for the 

i:fi<Jrilties of a resporident State to enter into direct contact with an applicant even 

i:fic: piret•ext of.verifyinLg whether an applicant had, in fact, signed a form of authority 

of legal representatives before the former Commission or the Court. Even 

G<>VI:rnmomt had reason to believe that in a particular case the right ofindividual 
was being abused, the appropriate course for that Government was to alert 

,G<mttandmt:or.m it of their misgivings. To proceed as the Government had done 

present case was reasonably interpreted by the applicant as an attempt to 

[![nlidate him. In addition, the Court held that an attempt was made by the 

itbi>rities to cast doubt on the validity of the application and thereby on the 

(ecdibillity of the applicant. These actions could only be interpretecd as a bid to try to 

:lt$tratethc: al>plliamt'ssuccessful pursuance of his claims, which also constituted a 

e"'"""'v' the very essence of the right of individual petition.
269 

!i":l'n~i1eJ!Iascu O.Sethe applicants submitted in the first place that they had not been 

~~rnittedl to apply to the Court from prison so that their wives had had to do that on 

e1r oenruti. They also alleged that they had been persecuted m prison because they 

to apply to the Court. They further submitted that the statement by the 

f'fesid.en1t of'Moldlova, that the applicant's refusal to withdraw his application had been 
ll:¢<;llllse of the remainmg applicants' continued detention, had been a flagrant 

etti:renc<: w1th ltherr right ofindi,idual petition. Lastly, they submitted that the note 

;i\ti:fi1,Ru5l;iaJal\1irrist:ryofForeign AJfaitrshad been a serious interference with their 

of individual petition. The Court reiterated that the expression 'any form of 

-''"·'···' """0 'be taken to cover not only direct coercion and flagrant acts ofintimi

""" '"''also improper indirect acts or contacts designed to dissuade or discourage 

•pli!cants from pursuing a Convention remedy. Moreover, the question whether 

between the authorities and an applicant constitute unacceptable practices 

standpoint of Article 34 must be determffied m the light of the particular 

ctnhst:ances of the case. In that connection the Court must assess the vulnerability 

complainant and the risk of his bemg influenced by the authorities. 
Court had also regard to the threats made against the applicants by the 

i!tll;drue~;triian prison authorities and the deterioration in their conditions of 

tention afte1r tbceir· ap•plicat:ionwas lodged. It took the view that such acts constituted 

im.p;cJpc:r and unacceptable form of pressure which hindered their exercise of the 

ilf<>fii"lividtialpetition. In addition the Court noted with concern the content of 

'di]plom,tticnote of 19 Apri1200 1 sent by the Russian Federation to the Moldovan 

no•rities. It appeared from that note that the Russian authorities requested the 
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Republic of Moldova to withdraw the observations they had submitted to the 

in so far as these implied responsibility for the alleged violations on the part 
Russian Federation on account of the fact that its troops were stationed in 

territory in Transdniestria. Subsequently, at the hearing, the Moldovan Gover-n"' 

did indeed declare that it wished to withdraw the part of its observations 

the Russian Federation. The Court considered that such conduct on the 
Goverrunent of the Russian Federation represented a negation ofthecommon 

of political traditions, ideals, freedom and the rule oflawmentioned in the 
to the Convention and were capable of seriously hindering its examination 

application lodged in exercise of the right of individual peltiti•onan<:ltiJer·ebJrinterferi 

with the right guaranteed by Article 34 of the Convention itself. There had, 

been a breach by the Russian Federation of Article 34 of the Convention. The 

further noted that after the applicant's release he spoke to the Moldovan 

about the possibility of obtaining the release of the other applicants, and that in 

context the President of Moldova publicly accused the applicant of being the 

of his comrades' continued detention, through his refusal towiithdlrm"' biS>tpp•licati 

against Moldova and the Russian Federation. In the Courfs opinion, such 

by the highest authority of a Contracting State, that improvement in the applican 

situation depended on withdrawal of the application lodged against that 

another Contracting State, represented direct pressure intended to hinder the 

of the right of individual petition. Tbat conclusion held good whatever 

theoretical influence that authority might have on the applicants' situation. 

quently, the remarks amounted to an interference by the Republic ofMc>lJc}Va wit 
the applicants' exercise of their right of individual petition, in breach of Article 

in pra.:~ice, dlfficulti('S arise particularly with respect to persons who have 

deprived of their liberty in onewdyor ar.other. The Court does not n'gardev<,.yfon 

of monitoring of the mail of detained persons addressed to it as unlawful, 

it considers it more in conformity vdth the spirit of the Convention that the 

are forwarded unopened. According to the Court there is a conflict with Arlnne "' 

o nl ywhen an applicant cannot freely submit his grievances in a complete and 

way.271 In the Manoussos Case the applicant complained that he was not a!llov'ed 

·send telegrams or make telephone calls to the Court's Registry, and that letters 

to him by the latter were opened on several occasions. The Court considered that ,;ud 

complaints fell to be examined under Article 8 of the Convention rather than 

Article 34. In particular, the voluminous correspondence which the ap]pli<:ant h;1d s:ent 

to the Court confirmed that he was able to submit all his complaints to the 

ordinary mail, and there was no indication that the correspondence betw<'<n: the c:ourt 

"" Judgment of8 July 2004, paras 476-482. 
Judgment of8 February2000, Cooke, para. 48: decision of30 Apri12002, Salapa. 
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li'ea!Jplica11n¥as unduly delayed or tampered with. Finally, the Court noted that 
was granted fi-ee legal aid under the legal aid scheme funded by the 

Europe, and that the Czech Bar Association recommended a lawyer who 

to represent the applicant in the proceedings before the Court following 
to appoint a lawyer. However, the applicant declined the lavvycr's assistance 

which the Court considered grouncUess. Accordingly, he hore full 

'":'t:h,>fM any alleged inadequacies in the presentation of his case to the Court. 

;,;..fff,e ,,hr.ve facts and considerations the Court found that the alleged violation 

of the Convention had not been established.
272 

context the European Agreement relating to persons participating in 
before the European Court of Human Rights is also of interest.:m In 

Agreement States undertake to guarantee also to detained persons 

to free correspondence with the Court. This means that, if their correspon~ 

e1SataueJcamtmtu by the competent authorities, this may not entail undue delay 
of the correspondence. Nor may detained persons be subjected to 

dintaf]rmtea,;ure' onaccountofanycorrespondencewith the Court. Finally, t.'ley 
to speak, out of hearing of other persons, with their lawyer concerning 

:a;>pli.cation to the Court, provided that the lawyer is qualified to appear as a 
before the courts of the State concerned. With respect to these provisions 

iutho·ritiesmayimposelin1it:ati•ons only insofar as they are in accordance with the 
necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national security, for 

detection and prosecution of a crime, or for the protection of health. Despite the 

;n.~;vi~''"l.< cannot rely directly on this Agreement in the form of separate 

lic,tti<>ll, it is of importance for the promotion of z..n undisturbed exercise of the 
right of complaint, because the Court can take its prvvi~ions bto accoeut 

f9ilne<:tio•n with Article 34. The scove of the State's cbligaticn unJer At tide 3-!, 

is not necessarily confined to the p:uvisions of this Agreement. 
Klyakhin Case the issue concerned the alleged refusal of the prison 

to forward tht applicant's letters to the Court, delays in posting the letters 

alleged failure of the authorities to give the incoming letters from the Court 

applicant. While there w<1s no allegation of undue pressure, interception of 

:rs lbyprison autllmritites can hinder applicants in bringing their cases to the Court. 
to<omaw;ti<m of d•orrtestticrerneciies"in this respect, the Court observed that Article 

>ftloe 'Convention irniJO;;e' an obligation on the Contracting States not to interfere 
\ .. tl>e>·io!Jt of the individual effectively to present and pursue his application before 

~e\;011rt. ''"ell an obligation confers upon the applicant a right distinguishable from 

~ IDec;:,ion of9 july 2002. 
This agreement entered into force on 1 January 1999. This agreement replaces the 1969 Agreement. 
For the text see: Council of Europe, European Treaty Series, No. 161. For ratifications, see 

Appendix I. 
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the rights set out in Section I of the Convention or its Protocols. In .. : ..... ~<« 

of this right the requirement to exhaust domestic remedies does not apply to it. 
the importance attached to the right of individual petition it would be uureotSoJoa 

to require the applicant to make recourse to a normal judicial procedure 

domestic jurisdiction in every event where the prison authorities interfere 
correspondence with the Court. In these circumstances, the Ccmrtoon.sidened Jthatl 

applicant's complaint under Article 34 could not be rejected for failure to 

domestic remedies. It found that this part of the application raised co1np•le,: qttesltic 

of fact and law, the determination of which should depend on an examination 

merits.274 

Finally, it deserves attention that neither the Convention north•e albo·ve-m.enljon 

EuropeanAgreement impose an obligation on the Contracting States to mlonalt>riv 

parties of the possibility of filing an application with the Court after they 

exhausted the domestic remedies. At any rate, according to the Commission, 

obligation could not be inferred from the words 'not to hinder in anyway the 

exercise of this right' of Article 25 {present Article 34]. 275 Considering the text ol' Arti· 
34 ilis interpretation is not incomprehensible. S@, it would be in keeping with 

spirit of the Convention if, in appropriate cases, after the domestic remedies 

exhausted, the attention of indiyjduals were drawn to the possibility 

complaint with the Court. After all, a State, which by becoming a party to the Ccmvei 

tion recognises the right of complaint under Article 34, may be expected tu ,,ssur<:U 

effective exercise of this right by giving adequate publicity to the existence of the 

of complaint. 
Correspondence with the Court in which the applicants complain 

interference wit_lt the exercise of the right of complaint is not considered a!' a 

'application' or 'requete' to which the rules of admissibility are applicable. As a 

the case will be settled between the Court and the Contracting State concerned on 

administrative basis, the applicant being permitted to react to anv obS<,rvati<1n<; wlhi< 

a State may make. However, if along with another complaint such a complaint 

lodged, t.'te Court appears to be prepared to examine the latter together with the 

complaint.216 

'" 
'" 
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Chapter I 

co-EXISTENCE OF THE EUROPEAN CONVENTION 

AND THE UN COVENANT ON CIVIL AND 

POLITICAL RIGHTS 

possibilities of an individual right of complaint under t.he U~ 
on Civil and Political Rights and the Convention raises two .qu~st10ns In 

· d" "dual when he considers that one or more of hts nghts and Is an m JVI , • . 

~laid dclWlO in both treaties, has been violated, allowed to choose whtch action 
And may he also bring both actions for the same matter, either simulta-

successivelf? . . . . 
~urstquestion may at once be answered in the affirmattve. An tndtvtdual who 

Sliimseltas the victim of a violation of one of the rights and freedoms guaran
.~.~ronv<ention as well as in the UN Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 

~onsi.dere<l fr·ee to use the procedure which he regards as the most favourable 

<:,a~~:.~~~~~::n::e:;it:h~e~r,~o~f, the two treaties prohibits this choice.
277 

This freedom of 
,-s ·respect to inter-State complaints, since Article 55 of t~e 

provides that the Contracting Parties agree that, except by ~pec1~l 
the will not avail themselves of treaties, conventions or declaratwns m 

b,twe·en 
1
thy.em for the purpose of submitting, bvwayofpetition, a dispute arising 

interpretation or application of the Convention to a means of settlement 

those provided for in the Convention. 

to the second question, three situations may arise: (I) identical appli-

ar•el<>d!:ed.atth< same time under both instruments; (2) the applicant first tries 
of th~ UN Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and then, if he is 

ill<,fi •. <l "nth the outcome, that of the Convention; and (3) the applicant applies 

tdt:heEuroloeam Court and subsequently, if he is not satisfied with the outcome, 

¢1'£unnan Rights Committee. 
dhefirstca,;e the applicant incurs the riskofbeing received by neither the Court 

1
e c:ornmtitt<,e. According to Article 35(2)(b) the Court cannot consider an 

which is substantially the same as a matter which has already been 

another procedure of international investigation or settlement an~ if it 
no relevant new information.'" On its part, Article 5(2) of the Optwnal 
of the UN Covenant on Civil and Political Rights provides that the 

111i1:te<:sttall not consider any communication from an individual unless it has 
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ascertained that the same matter is not being examined urtd''"mc>therpnoct,du~re 
international investigation or settlement. From these provisions it appears that 

is a real possibility that the application may be rejected by both organs. Such a · 

unsatisfactory situation may be avoided if the Commission and the Cc>mmitte·ep•ut 

a flexible policy on this point. They might postpone consideration so as to enable 

applicant to withdraw one of the two complaints. However, the situation 

applications are lodged at the same moment is likely to occur only rarely. 

It is more likely that applications in Geneva and Str·asl>ottrgan' lodged:suc:ce<tsiw 

If, as in the case mentioned above sub (2), the second application is 

Strasbourg, this leads to its being declared inadmissible under Article 35(2)(b ), 

relevant new information is put forward. In the opposite case, that of sub. (3), 

a conclusion does not follow imperatively from the text of Article 5(2)(a) of 

Protocol. This provision provides for inadmissibility of a matter which is 

examined under another procedure'. It is thus only the fact that the matter is 
examined elsewhere which bars its admissibility, not the fact that,the matter has 
examined elsewhere. The Human Rights Committee,, therefOJ:e, lila!: actmilly·talker 

view that no complaint submitted to it is inadmissible merely on account 

that this case has already been examined in another procedure.279 
_ 

It is questionable whether it is desirable that cases dealt with in Strasbourg 

afterwards be brought up before the Committee again. An argument against 

that such a form of'appeal' against decisions of the Strasbourg organs iS<:orttnuyJ 

the intention of the drafters of the Convention that the outcome of the pn>cedm 
provided there is finaL This intention may be inferred from Articles 35 and 42 

Convention. Moreover, reasons of procedural economy may be advanced 

renewed consideratior. oftGesame :ase bytheHu!nanRights ComJ.nittce. In 

it takes a a umber ofyP.ars ic1 a case to pJss ~-hro'.lgh the Strasbomg procedure 

preceding national procedures. O~t may well wonde: whether after such a 

procedure the case should be reopened again. 

In any event the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe has an•w•ere< 

that question in the negative. In 1970 it urged those Contracting States, which 

to ratify the Optional Protocol to the UN Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, · 

attach to their ratification a declaration denying the competence of the Human 

Committee to receive communications from individuals concerning matters 

have already been or are being examined in a procedure under the Ct>mrerttitm. 

rights or freedoms not set forth in the Convention are invoked in such commtmica

tions. 280 Several of the Contracting States which are also parties to the Protocol, 

followed up this suggestion by making a declaration or a reservation. The Nc'th•erl:mc~; 

See Report of the Human Rig!Jts Committee of 1978, General Assembly Official Records fN33/40), 
p.IOO. 
See Yearbook XIII (1970), pp. 74-76. 
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fev•er,nao refrained from making such a declaration or reservation. In the opinion 
Government there arc indeed some practical objections to possible double 

dure,;cc•ncen1intgthesa:mc matter, but they constitute an insuff1cient argument 

e~c:ntin~:indhridualsftrom applying to the Human Rights Committee after having 
to the European Commission. Moreover, the Dutch Government submits 

'le •Comrnittee and the Commission/Court have different powers in a number 

Finally, the making of declarations as suggested by the Committee of 

might be imitated in other regional arrangements, which might be 

to the worldwide system for the protection of human rights.'"' For 

V'idLuaiS :;m>J<•c•to the jurisdiction of the Netherlands, therefore, it is possible to 
after the Strasbourg procedure, the procedure provided for in the Optional 

to the UN Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. 

the relevant practice of the two bodies concerned, the following may be 

Only a few cases have been rejected by the European Commission under 

~,1 ~ 11 u, of the European Convention. The Secretariat usually prevents this 

~d,isit1g an applicant, who lodges a complaint already brought before the Com-
about the content of Article 35(2)(b). In a case where two members of the 

(an anti-fascist revolutionary group) had brought a complaint before the 
the Commission noted that it appeared from their letters to the 

j01nm;sicms th;lt, before bringing his complaint in Strasl:.ourg, the first applicant had 
a communication to the Human Rights Committee. The second applicant 

\[.j•oirtedl thiS individual COffif11Unication after l-_aving: brolighthi~ complaint before 

& Conur1iss:iol1. The Commission noted that in the relevant part of their application 

the appli_cants omitted to ment!on the existence of the communication in 
then pe;,ding befo,e the Human Rig!Its Committee. Therefore, the Com-

took the view that a situation of this type was incompatible wich the spirit and 

terofithe Ct>m'ention, which seeks to avoid a plurality ofinternational proceedings 

the same cases. According to the Commission the application was 

>stantiall!rt11te same as the petition submitted by the applicants to the Human Rights 

!fnrnititee, which was still ptnding before that Committee and was, therefore, 

idrnissible under Article 27(1)(b) [new Article 35(2) (b) ].m The Commission also 

that a request for suspension of the proceedings before au interr,.ational body 

applicants had requested the Human Rights Committee to grant mch J 

Uspem;i011) did not have the same effect as a complete withdrawal of the application, 

was the only step allowing the Commission to examine an application also 

before it. 283 

Second Chamber, Session 1975-1976, 13 932 (R 1037), Nos 1-6, p. 42. 
Appl. 17512/90, Calcerrada Fornielles and Cabeza Mato, D&R 73 (1992), p. 214 (223-224). 

Ibidem, p. 224. 
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An interesting issue came up in the case of A.N. v. Denmark. ut:nrnatrk 

a reservation, with reference to Article 5(2)(a) of the Optional Protocol, in 

the competence of the Committee to consider a communication from an 

if the matter has already been considered under other procedures 
investigation. The author of the communication had already filed an 

concerning the same matter with the Commis;ss!i:o;;n:,,,~w:h~I~·c~h~;w:~•s:t~t:~;~~~~:~;•::::~ 
as manifestly ill-founded. On the basis of these[; 

the Committee concluded that it was not competent to consider the comtmtmicat 

It thus implicitly dismissed the position taken by one of its members in his 

opinion, who argued that an application that had been declared inadmissible 

in the meaning of the Danish reservation, been ·considered' in such a way 

Human Rights Committee was precluded from it. According to this point 

reservation aims at preventing a review of cases but does not seek to 

competence of the Human Rights Committee merely on the ground that the 

of the UN Covenant on Civil and Political Rights allegedly violated may also be 

by the European Convention -and its procedural requirements Since it 
separate and independent international instrument.284 

In the Case of Paugerthe Committee decided that, irresftectivoo olfwliietheJr th1e Sb 

party has invoked its reservation to article 5, paragraph 2 (a),oftthe' Opti·on,aJ I'roto1 

or not, the European Court has based the decision of inadmissibility solely on 

dural grounds, rather than on reasons that include a certain consideration ofth<: m~ 

of the case. This meant that the same matter had not been 'examined' 

meaning of the Austrian reservation to article 5, paragraph 2 (a), of the 

Protocol.285 In the Case of Franz and Maria Deist the Committee noted 
European Court declared the authors' application inadmissible for failure 

with the six-month rule, and that no such procedural requirement existed 
Optional Protocol. In the absence of an 'examination' of the same matter 

European Court, the Committee concluded that it was notprecludedfrctmcotnsi•derj 

the authors' communication by virtue of the Austrian reservativn 
paragraph 2 (a), of the Optional Protocol.'" 

In the Case of Rupert Althammerthe Committee recalled that it on eat:lier o<:ca.;it 

had already decided that the independent right to equality and no•n-•:lis•:ri.Jnirtat 

embedded in article 26 of the Covenant provides a greater protection 

2J4 

, .. 
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Report of the Human RightsCommitteeofl982, GeneraiAssemblyOfficial Records (AJ37/40), p. 2 
a'ld the individu:ll opinion of the East German expert, Mr Graefrath, 'PIP'"'d" 
p. 214. See als<:' Communication No. 168/1984, Report of the Human Rights Cmnmciffee 

General Assembly Official Re..:ords (N40/40), p. 235; see also C~:~'~:~;;~~;6~~~1,;;.:;: Linderholm, decision on admissibility adopted on 23 July 1999, UN Doc. 
at para. 4.2. where the Committee decided in the same way. 
CommlUlication No. 716/1996, Pauger, Views adopted on 25 March 1999, at para. 6.4. 
Communication No. 1069/202, Views adopted on 27 July 2004 at para. 10.2. 
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right to non-discrimination contained in ~~tide 14 of the European 
The Committee had t<ll(en note of the dectsJon taken by the European 

i2 January 2001 rejecting the authors' application as inadmissible as well 

fetter from the Secretariat of the European Court explaining the possible 
ofio:Jdrni,;sil>ility It noted that the authors' application was rejected because 

disclose any appearance of a violation of the rights and freedoms set out in 
or its Protocols as it did not raise issues under the right to property 

)!1VCI1t.tUU 

by article 1 of Protocol No. 1. As a consequence, in the absence of an 
claim under the Convention or its Protocols, the Court could not have 

\vhether the authors' accessory rights under article 14 of the Convention 

breached. In the circumstances of the case, therefore, the Committee 
that the question of whether or not the authors' rights to equality before 
non-discrimination had been violated under article 26 of the Covenant 

.rn•e.sauiC matter that was before the European Court. The Committee, 

>fe; d<:citied that the communication was admissible.
287 

The outcome will now 
in respect of those States which have ratified Protocol No. 12. 

.th"'""'i"tio" No. 998/2001, Views adopted on 8 August 2003 at para 7.1. 
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INTRODUCTION 

As stated above, a year after Protocol No. 11 to the Convention entered into for 
C . . d ce 
. omm1sston cease to exist. Its functions have been merged with those o"''-- .~ .· 

m the newly established Court. In its sifting task the Court has until no'w JFoll.o>~•ed 
1 

previous practice of the Commission. The Registry of the Court esl:ablislles • 

necessary contacts with the applicants and, if necessary, mqu,ests fiuther irtforrrtatii 

Next, the application is registered and assigned to one of the Sections of the 

A ju~ge:rapporteur i~ designated by the President of the Section, who may refer 

apphcatton to a three~ judge committee, which may include the judge~ rapporteur. 

committee may, by unanimous decision, declare the application inad.nissible. 

~ decis.io~ is final. When the judge-rapporteur considers the application to be 

mad_mis.stbie ~r when the committee does not unanimously reject the COC1plaint, 
apphcat10n will be examined by a Chamber. 

2.2 THE EXAMINATION OF ADMISSIBILITY 

2.2.1 REGISTRATION OF AN APPLICATION 

A complaint usually reaches the Registry of the Court byway of a letter. 

letters have the character of a first contact and not of a formal application. They 

not (yet) lend themselves to official registration. Applicants may approach the 

by sendmg ~letter by facsimile ('fax'). However, they must send the signed 

by post Withm 5 days following the dispatch by fax. The Registry makes 

file for ~ach case in order to obtain at the earliest possible stage as complete Hnrtnre 

as posstble of any complaint It is in the interest of the applicant to be diligent 

conductmg the correspondence with the Registry. Any delay in replying or fo;J!,m• to 
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·"'···"''0 be regarded as a sign that the applicant is not or is no longer interested 
his case dealt with. Thus, ifl",e does not answer a letter sent to him by the 

;iywithin one year of its dispatch to him, his file will be destroyed. 

receives a form for him to fill out which should be returned to the 
r\eaPJ_olhli<_:arlt_ weeks at the latest He may also submit documents in addition to 

Wit ll1 SIX - < • • 

The application, which must bear his signature, must con tam: the name, 

{j,;cu.pati"on and address of the applicant; the name, occupation and address of 

ioresentitti,•e, if any; the name of the Contracting State against which the appli~ 

lodged; as specific as possible, the object of the application and the provi~ 

f the Convention allegedly violated; a statement of the facts and arguments 0 

· · and finally any relevant documents, and in particular 

iudgrrten.ts or other act relating to the object of the application. 1 Moreover, in his 

the applicant must provide information showing that the conditions laid 

Article 35( 1) concerning the exhaustion of domestic remedies and the six~ 

time~limit for filing the application have been complied with. In general, 

rules are not treated in Strasbourg with the same rigidity as they are by 

courts.2 However, a communication containing only an allegation that a 

-~"''"lor act violates one or more provisions of the Convention was considered by 

¢c:on1m1issim1 irtsuffi<:ient tto constitute a full application, unless this com:munication 

summarily the object of the application.' 

· are satisfied and the complaint, prima facie, 
a violation of the Convention, it will in general be entered in the offidal 

the Court. Registration has no other meaning than that: the complair..t is 

~diin~: bt:fore the Court; no indications as to its admissibility may be inferred from 

1 fanuary 2002 registratioa of c:.. comphirtt- save in the event of failur~ tv 

certain documents or infornatio.n -· Vvas net refused tf the party submittmg 

'insistt!d on registration. Nevertheless, only a small part of all complaints received 

¢re aotuaUyre)~istert!d.' The other cases were withdrawn during the phase of the first 

lrrt!Sp•Dn<lenccewith the Registry of me Court. The Registry had been instructed to 

the attention of potential applicants to the possibility of rejet:tion of the com

in cases where the existing case law pointed in that direction. The Registry did 

means of standard letters. At present, however, in the interest of efficiency, the 

has decided to dispense with the warning letter. In accordance with Rule 49 of 

Rule 47(1) of the Rules of Court of the European Court of Human Rights, Strasbourg, November 
2003_ (hereafter: the Rules of Court). See: http://www.echr.coe.int/Eng/EDocs/RULES%200F%20 
COURTNOV2003.htm: 
For the Commission, see Appl. 332/57, Lawless v. Ireland, Yearbook II (1958-1959), p. 308 {326). 
Appl. 18660/91, Bengtsstoti v. Sweden, D&R 79-A {1994), p. 11 {19). . . 
In 2005, the Registry of the Court received 41,510 communications, 35,402 of wluch were regtstered; 
Swvey of Activities and Statistics, 2005. 
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the Rules of Court once the case is ready, the President of the Section to which 

is assigned shall designate a judge as rapporteur, who will examine the applicattior 
decide whether it should be considered by a Committee or a Chamber.5 

2.2.2 LANGUAGES 

The official languages for the Court are English and French, but the President 
Chamber may permit the parties to use another language. In connection 

dual complaints, and for as long as no Contracting Party has been given notice 
an application, all communications with and oral and written submissions 
plicants or their representatives, if not in one of the Court's official languages, 

in one of the official languages of the Contracting Parties. If a Contracting 

informed or given notice of an application, the application and any acr:on1pa1n, 
documents will be communicated to that State in the language in which 

lodged wifh the Registry by the applicant. In practice this means fh<tttlhe Jpartie1;r 

also uoe any of the other languages of fhe Contracting States, and that fhe 
dence may also be conducted in those languages. 

All communications with and pleadings by such applicants orfhr,inrep,w:entati 
in respect of a hearing, or after a case has been declared admissible, will be 

fhe Court's official languages, unless fhe President of fhe Chamber awfhctrises.l 
continued use of fhe official language of a Contracting Party. If such leave is 
the Registrar will make the necessary arrangements for the interpretation 

lation into English or French of the applicant's oral and written submissions, 
tively, in full or in part, where the President of the Chamber considers it to be 

interests of the proper conduct offhe proceedings. Exceptionally the Preside11t clfl 
Chamber may make fhe grant of! eave subject to the condition that the appli<::ant be 
all or part of the costs of making such arrangements. Unless the President 

Chamber decides otherwise, any decision made in this respect will remain vano '"' 
subsequent proceedings in the case, including those in respect of requests for 
of the case to the Grand Chamber and requests for interpretation or revision 

judgment. 
PJlcommunications with and oral and written submissions by a Crmtra•:ti11gPru 

which i3 a party to L'J.e case will be b one of the Court's official languages. 
President of the Chamber may grant t.'le Contracting Party concerned leave tnn.«' on 

of its official languages for its oral and written submissions. If such leave is 
it is the responsibility of fhe requesting Party to ille a translation of its 
sUbmiSsionS into on~ of the OffiCiallanguag~s of the Court within a time-limit 

See in this respect Reflection Group on the Reinforcement of the Human Rights Pn,te<:tiol 
Mechanism, CDDH-GDR (2001) 010, IS June 2001, p. 9. 
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ire.sident of the Chamber. Should that Party not file the translation within that 
Registrar may make the necessary arrangements fo.r such tran~!ation, 

to be charged to the requesting Party. The Contractmg Party will bear 

ofinterpretingitsoral submissions into English or French. The Registrar 
for making the necessary arrangements for such interpretation. 

President of the Chamber may direct that a Contracting Party which is a party 
will, within a specified time, provide a translation into, or a summary in, 

French of all or certain annexes to its written submissions or of any other 

tdr>cumr,nt, 01· ofexttra•:tsthr:rel'ro.m.The President of the Chamber may invite 

tOrtde,ntContracting Party to provide a translation of its written submissions 
,f,;, an officiall'angu,agr of that Party in order to facilitate the applicant's under

Of those submissions. Any witness, expert or other person appearing before 
use his or her own language ifhe or she does not have sufficientknow

)U~llu.•y 

lif<ifher of the two official languages. In that event the Registrar shall make the 

arrangements for interpreting or translation.
6 

REPRESENTATION 

represented before the Court by their Agents, who may be assisted by 
or advisers.7 Individuals, non-governmental organisations, or groups of 

may present and conduct applications before the Court on their own 
may also be represented or assisted by an advocate authorised to practice 

"··-•••h· Contracting Parties and residing in the territory of one of them, or any 
efpers<m approved byfhe President of fhe Chamber. The President offhe Chamber 

representation would otherwise be obligatory, grant leave to the applican~ 
his or her own case, subject, if necessary, to being assisted by an adv0cate 

approved representative. In exceptional circumstances and at any stage of 
pr<)cedure, fhe President offhe Chamber may, where he or she considers that fhe 

'jjnastances or the conduct of the advocate or other person appointed so warrant, 
-t thottl'" latter may no longer represent or assist the applicant and that the ap

should seek alternative representation. 8 The advocate or other approved repre
or the applicant in person who seeks leave to present his or her own case, 
if leave is granted to use one of the (other) languages ofth~ Contracting 

have an adequate understanding of one of the Court's official languages. In case 
she dol.':s not have sufficient proficiency to express himself or herself in the 

Rule 34 of the Rules of Court. 
Rule 35 of the Rules of Court. 
Rule 36(4){b) of the Rules of Court. 
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Court's official languages, leave may be given to use one of the official!aJ1gtia~, 

the Contracting States. 9 

2.2.4 COSTS OF THE PROCEEDINGS 

The procedure before the Court is free of charge for the parties; the eXJoentsecs 

accounted for by the Council of Europe.10 Where a witness, expert or 

is summoned at the request or on behalf of a Contracting Party, the costs of 

appearance shall be borne by that Party unless the Chamber decides otherwise. 

costs of the appearance of any such person who is in detention in th•o c:onttr<tctiin~:P, 

on whose territory on-site proceedings before a delegation takes place, shall be 

by that Party unless the Chamber decides otherwise. In all other cases, the 

shall decide whether such costs are to be borne by the Council of Europe or 

against the applicant or third party at whose request or on whose behalf the 

appears. In all cases, such costs will be taxed by the President of the Chamber." 

at every stage of the procedure, after the written observations of the resoo1nde 

government concerning the admissibility have been received or the tinne--lirnit for tl 
has expired, the President of the Chamber may grant the applicant free legal aid 

deems this necessary for the proper conduct of the case before the Chamber and 

applicant does not have sufficient means.12 

The President of the Chamber will conclude that free legal aid is neo:es:s.r~whe 

it is evident that the applicant has had no legal training, o" when it appean from 

written documents submitted by him that he is unable to defend his case adeqtia!t 

before the Court. In or<ier to estzhlish that he d<>es !10t have sufficient m•:ans, tl 

applicant must :;ubmita decbratbn to t!:lateffect, certified by the apor•ooriate<l01nes1 

autheritie..>.P 

Free legal aid may comprise not only lawyer's fees but also the travelling 

subsistence expenses and any other necessary expenses incurred by the ap•pUicantan 

his lawyer. 14 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
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Rule 36(5) of the Rules of Court. 
Art. 50 of the Convention. 
Rule AS(6) of the Annex to the Rules of Court. 
Rules 9l-96 of the Rules of Court. 
Rule 93 of the Rules of Court. 
Rule 94 of the Rules of Court. 

cl'hc Procedure Before the European Court of 1-lum;m Rights 
Chapter 2 

NDL!NG OF THE CASE AFTER THE 
AT!ON HAS BEEN RECEIVED 

tlh•td'ual application will be assigned to a Section of a C~ambc~bythc [~resident 
If the application is brought by a State, the P res1dcnt g1ves notJC~ of ~he 

to the State against which the claim is made and assigns the apphcat10n 

the Sections. The President of the Section constitutes the Chamber and 

respondent State to submit written observations on admissibi1ity.
1

~ 
case of a (registered) individual complaint the President of the Sect1on to 

case has been assigned by the President of the Court nominates a member 

Section to act as judge-rapporteur, who examines the application. The latter 

",,,;,literw<>rk in close co-operation with the case-processing lawyer to whom 

been allocated. The rapporteur may request relevant further information 

lC<>m]plaint as well as documents and other material from the applicant and/or 

concerned.16 He communicates any information obtained from the State to 

pj)lica:nt for comments. The same holds good with respect to the information 

ttn<:u ''W''" the applicant, which will be communicated to t!1e State for comment. 
-
0

[ the judge-rapporteur cover examination and preparation of the case, 

nellingit to'wards a Committee of three judges or a Chamber of seven judges and 

llgpr,op•osa1s as to its processing. The judge-rapporteur will seize one of the 

)lnittoees (at present twelve have been constituted) of the case ifit is not complex 

,i;~oe•rs ttobe inadmissible de plano. 17 This procedure is known as th-2 'summary 

hvwh:ichthe Committee of three, by unanimous vote ('global formula'), 

an applica(ion inadmissible or strike it off the list, when such a decision 

taken without further examinatior •. 18 In 1999, 79% of all inadmissibility 

were taken byCommittees; that percentage had increased to 92o/o in 2000.
19 

ie J;mutary 2002 the applicant no longer receives a copy of the decision. He or she 

a letter from the Registry stating that the application has been declared 

mi,;sib•le and a brief outline of the grounds. The letter states that the Registry is 

>hlc• ''' rr•v• any further information or reasons in connection with the decision. 

~d<:m:ion is final." 
lftheap]pli•catior is not declared inadmissible by unanimous vote of the Committee 

the case will be examined by a Chamber. It is for the judge-rapporteur to 

a report summarising the fact:s of the case. indicating the issues which it raises 

,:Rulle 49(2)(a) of the Rules of Court. 
Rule 4'l(2) of the Rules of Court. 

c_.c~Ul'e "''1"1 of the Rules of Court. 
Reflection Group on the Reinforcement of the ff urn an Rights Protection Mechanism, CDDH-GDR 

(2001)010, l5June200l,p.ll. 
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and making a proposal as to the procedure to be followed. The Chamber may 
additional relevant information from the applicant or the State conoenreclarrd/o, 

notice of the application to the State and invite the State to present written 

tions on the admissibility of the application.21 The information and/or observat. 
of the State are communicated to the applicant1 so that the latter may mmnleri 

it. The same holds true with respect to the information and/or obser:va.tic>ns ot1tai 
from the applicant, which will be communicated to the respondent State. After 
of the observations of the State against which the application is brought, 
plication is examined by the judge-rapporteur. Before deciding upon the loH.,.,,. -· 

on admissibility, the Chamber may invite the parties to submit further oh•<en,., 

in writing or orally." If the Chamber decides to hold a hearing in this phase, 

are also invited to plead on the merits. Such a combined prooedtur<> isintertde:d to 
time.23 

The above-mentioned difference in treatment between incfividrJal aF>pliications 

applications by States as far as referring the application to the defendant State is 

cerned, would seem to be justified. A State may be assumed not to lodge an apJ>lioati 
lightly, on account of the political complications which such a step may im•oh•ec 
the case of individual applications the chances for this to happen are greater. 
therefore, not be right to also communicate for comments to the govem•n•• 

concerned those numerous applications which, prima facie, fail to satisfy the 
sibility conditions. Nor does it appear to be objectionable that among inclivid, 

applications a first selection is made via a sinnp.lifiedpr·occedrm>, pro•vidled that lthe• le1 

position of the applicant is not negatively affected by such a procedure. It>< 1'h"''"" 

ofthe · 

he obtains from a Government to the applicant, u;:>on which the Iotter maycotnm1cl 
Thus, the equality of the pc.rties is secured. It would sec11:l less satisfactory th<tt, 

outcome of the simplified procedure is not communicated to the 1?plicantin 

of a decision, signed by the President of the Committee concerned, with a spc>cilicaltit 
of the grou:>d(s) of inadmissibility. The letter, signed by a member of the 

and which is not in the applicant's own language, is fur from a public and 
decision and is often experienced as a denial of justice. 

In the event that the application is hanclled by a Chamber, the latter decides 
the admissibility and the merits.24 At this stage of the prc>e<•edin!:s an ctral hcoarin1:wi 
be held if necessary. The Chamber may declare the case inadmissible at any 
the proceedings, even if the case was initially declared admissible. 25 The .decision 

" 
" 
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Ru1e 54(2) of the Rules of Court 
Rule 54(2)(c) of the Ru1es of Court. 
Rules 54(3) and 54 A of the Rules of Court. 
Article 29(1) of the Convention. 
Article 35(4) of the Convention. 
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must be reasoned and as a rule is taken separately. 
26 

According to the 

<tc'itrv I<ep,ort to Protocolll, in its decision dedaringtheapplication admissible 

"'''"' m:av give the parties an indication of its opinion on the merits. A separate 
admissibility is important to the parties if they arc considering starting 

tiotnstore"'"" a friendly settlement. There may,however, be situations in which 
>rt dc>es not take a separate admissibility decision. This could occur, for 

where a State does not object to a case being declared admissible.
27 

In fact) 

edsio•ns on admissibility and merits have become more and more common. 

into force of Protocol No. 14 will change the procedure considerably. 

aim of this Protocol is to reduce the time spent by the Court on clearly inad

ileapJplic:atJ'iortsand repetitive applications. The filtering capacity will be increased 

tki
11

g,asing,le 1;uclge compettent to declare inadmissible or to strike out an indivi

<PP•Iication. This new mechanism maintains the judicial character of decision

iF: em ,
1
drnissibility. The single judges will be assisted by non-judicial rapporteurs, 

' '" L~ "'~"'members of the Registry. Former Article 25 will be renumbered as 
and will be amended in two respects. The legal secretaries as created by 

No.ll will cease to exist, since they never had an existence of their own. A 

p~t:agraf•h 2 will be added so as to introduce the function of rapporteur to assist 

single-judge formation provided for in the new Article 27. The work of 
will be carried out by persons other than judges in order to achieve a 

fic.mt pcttetltilll inctcease in the filtering capacity which tile institution of single

e fc>rnoatiorrs aims at. It will be for the Court to implement the new paragraph 
>'de:ciclin.gin particular on the number of rapporteurs needed and the manner and 

of appointwe!lt. The E"{J!anctory Report to the Protocol points out that it 
be advio;abk t0 divs::r:;Lfy the recP.Iitmeat chz.nnels for Registry lawyers and 

p
9

rteu;rs. Without preJudice ta tile possibility of entrusting existing Registry lawyers 
~,racpporteur functions, it is deemed desirable to reinforce the Registry, for fixed 

with lawyers who have an appropriate practical experience in the functioning 

respective domestic legal systems. Moreover, it is understood that the new 

of rapporteur should be conferred on persons w1th solid legal experience) 

>ertiS<:in. the c:on.ve:nti,onand its case law and a very good knowledge of at least one 
tlie:ru,0 t>ffiiciftll•m!;mrge:s oftl1e c::::oun.cil ofEurope) and who meet the requireme11 ts 

:fidepe,ndenc:e a.nd impartiality." According to Article 26(3 )(new) the single judge 

rli.Ilot: stt in cases concerning the High Contracting Party in respect of which he or 

elected. 

~-~· Antide 45( 1) of the Convention. 
Protocol No. 11 to the European Convention on Human Rights and Explanatory Report, para 77 
and 78, Council of Europe, Strasbourg May 1994, H(94)5, (hereinafter: Explanatory Report). 

Explanatory Report to Protocol No. 14, para. 59. 
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The establishment of this system will lead to a significant increase in the 

filtering capacity, on the one hand, on account of the reduction, compared 

Committee practice, of the number of actors involved in the preparation and 

of decisions (one judge instead of three; the new rapporteurs may 
function of case-lawyer and rapporteur), and on the other hand because· 
be relieved of the rapporteur role when sitting in a single-judge 

there will be a multiplication of filtering formations operating sirnultmoe<>us[vi 

Article 26(1 )(new) sets out the competence of the single-judge !ormattio,ns.l! 
competence will be limited to taking decisions ofinadmissibilityanddecisions 

a case off the list "where such a decision can be taken without further ex,tminatli 
The purpose of this amendment is to provide the Court with an additional too[ 
should assist it in its filtering work and allow it to devote more time to cases 

warrant examination on the merits, whether seen from the perspective 
interest of the individual applicant or considered from the broao:le1· p<:rsj>ectiveo 
law of the Convention md the European public order to which it contributes. 

latter point is importmt with regard to the new admissibility criterion i"Jltr<>dutC< 
Article35, and which relates to the interest of the applicant and the inl:enestofJres1 
for human rights, butinrespectofwhich the Court's Chambers and Grand 
will have to develop case-law at first." In case of doubt as to admissibility, the 
will refer the application to a Committee or Chamber. 

Finally, paragraph 2 of Article 27 will be amended to make a provision 

system of appnintment of ad hoc judges. This new system is a response to 

of the old system, which allowed the High Contracting Party to choose an uuno<:Juq 

after _the beginning of proceedings. 30 Under the new rule contained in 
26( 4)(new), each High Contracting Party will be required to draw up a reserve 
ad hoc judges from which the President of the Court shall choose someone when 

need arises to appoint an ad hoc judge. It is understood that the list of;poltential mlh< 
judges may include names of judges elected in respect of other High Co,ntractn 
Parties. More detailed rules on the implementation of this new systern nla)• b<> includ! 
in the Rules of Court. 

Paragraphs 1 and 2 of the amended Article 28 will extend the powers of1thr,ee-iud1 
· Committees. Under the present system these committees may urtartirrlOtlsly d.eda 
applications inadmissible. Under paragraph 28(l)(b)(new), they may also, in 

decision, declare individual applications admissible and decide on the merits, 

the questions :::aised concerningthe interpretation and atpf>lic:atilont ol' the C:OilV<,ntio 
are covered by wd!-established case law of L'le Court. 'Well-established 

normally means case law which has been consistently applied by a Chamber. 

" 
'" 
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See infra, 2.2.9. 
Ibidem, para. 64. 
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Ch~:1pter 

""'""'"''er, it is conceivable that a single judgment on a question of principle 

''"''''" '•Nelll-<:st<tblish:ed case law', particularly when rendered by the Grand 
new competence will apply, in particular, to repetitive cases, which 

;'f,..'",;"nilic,tntproportion of the Court's judgments (in 2003,approximately 

Of course contest the 'well-established' character of the case law 01ay, ' 
Committee.J

1 

;,.,,wor<Je<:dttreconcerrlitlgJtdrnis:sil>le repetitive cases will be both simplifi.ed 

elerated,, alth<JU)~h it preserves the adversarial character of proceedings and the 

• "·>'·''"'and collegiate decision-making on the merits. It will be simplified 

f'th•e c;
011

rtwi"Jl bring the case (or possibly a group of similar cases) to the atten

iftJ,e JresooJodtent Party, pointing out that it concerns an issue which is already 
of well-established case law holding a violation. Should the respondent 

with the Court's position, the latter will be able to give its judgment very 
respondent Party may contest the application, for example, ifit considers 

,:.,, •• ,;r remedies have not been exhausted or that the case at issue differs from 

which have resulted in well-established case law. However, it may not 

of this procedurewhichlieswithin the Committee's sole competence. The 

'"''"'",.nil rule on all aspects of the case (admissibility, merits and just satisfac-

1:;fi o<ino•l< judgment or decision. The procedure still requires unanimity on each 

to reach a unanimous decision counts as no decision, in which event 

~h;unlber procedure will apply." It will then fall to the Chamber to decide whether 
of the case should be covered in a single judgment. Even when the 

initially intends to apply the procedure provided for in Article 28( 1 )(b), 

still declare an application inadmissible under Article 28(l)(a). Th's may 
for example, if the respondent Party has persuaded the Committee that 

remedies have not been exhausted. The iG1pleme:1tation cf the P.ew 

will substantially increase the Court's decision ·r~1~king capacity and 

<c.tive11ess. since many cases can be decided by thr<e judges, instead of the seven 

required for admissible applica~ions. 
:"''""mhen in the new procedure, a three-judge Committee gives a judgment on 

the judge elected in respect of the High Contracting Party concerned will 
ex officio member of the Committee, in contrast with the situation with 

to judgments on the merits under the Convention as it stands. The presence 

;,,,,. """''" not appear necessary, si11ce the Committee will deal with cases on 

well-established case law exists. However, a Committee may invite the judge 

in respect of the High Contracting Party concerned to replace one of its 

if it deems the presence of this judge to be useful. For example, it may be 

that this judge, who is familiar with the legal system of the respondent Party, 
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should be involved in taking the decision, particularly when such questions 

exhaustion of domestic remedies need to be clarified. One of the factors 

Committee may consider relevant in this respect is whether the re,sptmo:let1tl'a''" 
contested the applicability of Article 28( I )(b)." According to the Ex_planal'ory 
the reason why this factor has been explicitly mentioned in Article 28(3) is 

considered important to have at least some reference in the Convention''"""" · 
possibility for respondent Parties to contest the application of the 
procedure. 34 A respondent Party may contest the new procedure, for example, 
basis that the case in question differs in some material respect from the 

case law cited. It is likely that the expertise that the national judge nas 111 aoorntesi'JC 
and practice will be relevant to this issue and, therefore, helpful to the Co'mtnitl 
Should this judge be absent or unable to sit, the procedure provided for in 
26( 4)(new) in fine will apply. 35 

While separate decisions on admissibility were the rule before the entry into 
of Protocol No. 11, joint decisions on the admissibility and merits of· 
applications_has become more and more common, which allows the registry
judges to process faster while respecting 
This practice will be formalised in the amended Article 29.36 However, the LOUr! tt 

always decide that it prefers to take a separate decision on the admissibility 
particular application. According to the second paragraph of Article 29( mw) ser>ara 
decisions are the rule in the case of inter-State applications. 

2.2.6 RELINQUISHMENT OF JURISDICTION IN FAVO 
OF THE GRAND CHAMBER 

\ Vhere cases pending before a Chamber raise serious questions affecting tht: inter1pret 
tion of the Convention or its Protocols, or where the resolution of a question 

the Chamber might have a result inconsistent with a judgment previously deliv•en 
by the Court, the Chamber may, at any time before it has rendered its jw:lg"aen 
relinquish jurisdiction in favour of the Grand Chamber, unless one of the 

" 
" 
" 
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Article 28(3) (new) of the Convention. 
Explanatory Report to Protocol No. 14, CETS 194, para. 71. 
"If there is none oi if the judge is unable to sit, a person chosen by the President of the C:om<ITriri 
a list submitted in advance by that Party shall sit in the capacity of judge". 
This Article reads as follows: 
1 If ~o _decision 'iS tak~n'u.~de~ Article. 27; or 28, or no judgment re~dered under Article 28, 

'cha~b~r shall decide ~n-th~ admis'sibili t}rarid -meritS Of individual applications 'ul>mitt"l moda 
Article 34. The decision on admissibility may be taken separately. 

2 A Chamber shall decide on the admissibility and merits of inter-State applications 
under Article 33. The decision on admissibility shall be taken separately unless the Court, 
exceptional cases, decides otherwise. 

clupta 2 The Pcocedmc !lcfocc the Emope>o Comt ofHum'n Right; I 

i5eob,jeclts. 37 The Chamber may take this decision of its own motion and docs 
give reasons for it. The Registrar notifies the parties of the Chamber's 

to relinquish jurisdiction. The parties will have one month from the date 

&ortifio:ation within which to file at the Registry a duly reasoned objection. An 

onwntcu does not fulfil these conditions will be considered invalid by the 

IC CHARACTER OF THE HEARING 

t~IJ)·dance with Rule 63 of the Rules of Court the hearings are public unless, in 
·AoncoeW'tth paragraph 2 of that Rule, the Chamber in exceptional circumstances 

otherwise, either of its own motion or at the request of a party or another 

hco>nc:enled. Paragraph 2 providesthatthe press and the public maybe excluded 
part of a hearing in the interests of morals, public order or national security 

J11c1cr:1tic: sod<:ty, where the interests ofjuveniles or the private life of the parties 

(\lliire,. ortoth<: e>1etlt s:trictly necessary in the opinion of the r:hamber in special 

1J11,:ta"tces where publicitywould prejudice the interests of justice. In accordance 
(}Jacra15rapht3,anyreque:>t for a hearing to be held in camera must include reasons 

whether it concerns all or only part of the hearing. 

provides that all documents deposited with the Registry in connection with 
plkati•on,with the exception of those deposited within the frameworkofrriendly
rnentsne:gotiations, must be accessible to the public unless the President of the 

decides otherwiE"e, either of his own motion or at the request of a party or 

he,·n<:rsrm concerned. According to its par<~ graph 2, public access to a document 

i.lu>y]pat1:o:fit maybere:;tcicloedir the interests of morals, public order or national 
a demucratic society, where_ the interests of juveniles or the protection of 

life of the parties so require, or to the extentstrictlynecessaryin the opinion 

iei'r<:!>idomt. insp<eci:il circurrlSt:mc:e' where publicity would prejudice the interests 

;lilecisi.om and judgments given by a Chamber are accessible to the public. The 
U.-t:pc,ri<>dicallyJmackes a•ce<:ssibl< to the public general information about decisions 

the Committees." According to Rule 77(2) the judgment may be read out 

Article 30 of the Convention. 
Rule 72(2) of the Rules of Court. 
Rule 33(4) of the Rules of Court. 
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2.2.8 MEASURES IN URGENT CASES 

2.2.8.llnterim measures 

The Convention does not provide for applications for measures in urgent 

is regulated under Rules 39, 40 and 41 of the Rules of Court. The Chamber or 

appropriate, its President may, at the request of a party or of any other ' 

cerned, or of his own motion, indicate to the parties any interim measure 

considers should be adopted in the interests of the parties or ofthe nron<Prr., 

of the proceedings before it. Notice of these measures is given to the C<>mmil 

Ministers.40 In any case of urgency the Registrar, with the authorisation of the 

of the Chamber, may, without prejudice to the taking of any other pnJc<:du•ral 

and by any available means, inform a Contracting Party concerned in an 

of the introduction of the application and of a summary of its objects. 41 

urgent caseS the Chamber or its President may decide to give priority to 

application, thus derogating from its normal procedure, according to w 111c1u •• 

cations are dealt with in the order in which they become ready for ex;iminatio; 

2.2.8.2 Legal character of interim measures 

In the Cruz Varas Case the Court had to decide on the argument that the 

comply with the Commission's indication of an interim measure amounted 

violation of Sweden's obligation under Article 25 [the present Article 34 J not 

the effective exercise of the rig!1t of individual petition. The Court took the 

that the Convention did llOtCOntain 1ltyprvvhion en1D<JWeria~th<e (:utcventil'n or! 

to order interim measures>3 Th:! Cour.: further !l~tcd ti:a; th~ pncticc of 

revealed almost total CVtnpliance with the indications 0finterim mcas,ureo.Su.bs,,q1 

practice could indeed be taken as establishing the agreement of States rq(anlin~ 
iHterpretation of a Convention provision, but not to create new rights a"td tJbli~21ti 
which were not included in the Convention at the outset. The practice of' rom••" 

with Rule 36 [the present Rule 39] was rather based on good faith co··or•wrticm" 

the Commission. Furthermore, no assistance could be derived fn>m general pr'in<:it 

of international law since no uniform legal rule existed on the matter. Ac:cordin1 
the Court found that the power to order binding interim measures could 

inferred from Article 25 [the present Article 34] or from other sources. Ac:cordin1 
the Court it was within the province of the Contracting Parties to decide 

" 
" 
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Rule 39 of the Rules of Court. 
Rule 40 of the Rules of Court. 

Rule 41 of the Rules of Court. 

Judgment of20 March 1991. para. 102. 
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to remedy this situation. However, the Court observed that where a State 

to comply with a Rule 36 [the present Rule 39] indication, it knowingly 

risk ofbeingfound in breach of Article 3 by the Convention organs. 4 ~ This 

tatt•OH>Jy the Court ofAt1icle 25[thepresentArticle 34], which deviated from 

lnajority of the Commission, W<lS adopted by ten to nine votes. The Court 

interpretation in the Case ofConka. The applicants, who were ofS1ovak 

iii>revtictitm of a number of assaults by skinheads in Slovakia and were unable 

jhpo.ttee protection. In November 1998 they arrived in Belgium, where they 

f-\ollitH:al ,asyturn.. On 18/une 1999 the General Commissioner for Refugees and 

ls'l'ersot"s refused asylum and ordered them to leave the territory within five 

put on notice. On 5 October 1999 the applicants and 74 other gypsy 

'fs 1wh<o hadbe.er refused asylum, were put on board a plane bound for Slovakia 

ths.:tan.diirg the Court's interim measure under Rule 39 of the Rules of Court.45 

isubs•eqtJerrt cases, i.e. in the Mamatkulov and Abdurasulovic Case and in the 
however, the Court changed its position and held that its interim 

under Rule 39 of the Rules of Court are legally binding. In the Mamatkulov 
?du,asuwwic Case the Court held for the first time that a State Party to the 

to which interim measures have been indicated in order to avoid 

harm being caused to the victim of an alleged violation must comply with 

111easutw; artd r'C!r·airtlr'orrt arty a1ct or omission that will undermine the authority 

fectivreness of the fL.,al judgment 46 If a State does not comply with an interim 

this can lead to a violation of the right of individual applicati~n (under 

ECHR), at least if the contested act- in casu an extradition- has affected 

>reot•tne right of individual application." In this case the applicants, two Uzbek 

who were members of an oppositicn party, werf' arr~t.teci at Istanbul airport 

,mr<:rmttunl.t atTest warrant ou suspicbn of involvement in te!'ro~ist activities 

home cvuatry. The Uzbel:.: authorities asked for their extradition. The 

claimed, inter alia, that, if extradited to Uzbekistan, their lives would be 

kruod ltheywould be in danger ofbeingsubjected to torture. They asked the Court 

r """, 5'' 01 the Rules of Court to indicate an interim measure to Turkey not to 
Uzbekistan. The President of the Chamber indicated to the Turkish 

that it was desirable in the interest of the parties and the proper cvnduct 

ll:p<ro<:ee•jing5 before the Court not to extradite the applicants to Uzbekistan until 

had had an opportunity to examine the applications further at the 

acomittg sessions of the Chamber on 23 and 30 March 1999. On 19 March 1999, 

Cabinet issued a decree for the applicants' extradition and handed 
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information to the Court regarding guarantees obtained from the Jzl>cl<< Gov,em 

Notwithstanding the decision of the Chamber of 23 March to extend the 

measures until further notice, the applicants were extradited on 27 March. 

recalled that the object and purpose of the Convention as an instrument 

protection of individual human beings require that its provisions be inl:eq>rete 

applied so as to make its safeguards practical and effective, as part of the 

individual applications. It also reiterated that the Convention is a living · 

which must be interpreted in the light of the present-day conditions. Next, 

that it is of utmost importance for the effective operation of the system 

applications instituted under Article 34, that applicants or potential apJoli<:antsso 
be able to communicate freely with the Court without being subjected to 
of pressure from the authorities to withdraw or modify their complaints. It 

in that connection that the applicants, once extradited, were unable to 

contact with their representatives, while it is implicit in the notion of the 

exercise of the right ofindividual application that for the duration of the 

in Strasbourg the principle of equality of arms should be observed an'a a1a a]op!tc 
right to sufficient time and necessary facilities in which to prepare his or 

respected. With reference to its previous case law the Court observed that it 

formally bound by it, although in the interests oflegal certainty and for·es,eeabili 
should not depart, without good reasons, from its own precedents. Re··exam.iniat 

problem, and also taking account of the jurisprudence of other i"rltern<>ti<m'~ C<l 

on the matter, the Court reached the conclusion that since the applicants' extractit 

in disregardofthe indications given under Rule 39, had rendered nuga1torytl1eircr 
to individual application, itamonnted to a breach byTurkeyofits obligations 

Article 34 of the Convention by failing to comply with the interim measures." 
If a State decides not to comply with an interim measure, this will not 

automa:ically to a violation of Article 34. The Court will decide on a ca;se-bv··case b 

as to what the effect of the refusal has been on the exercise of the right 
application. This is demonstrated by the Oca/an Case. In tills case the Court 

Turkey, inter alia, to take all necessary measures to protect the rights under 

6 of the Convention of PKK leader Ocalan, who had been arrested in 
brought before a court where he faced the death penalty. This request was set 

· by the Turkish Government. In its judgment the Court, without prejudice to its 

on the binding nature of interim measures, did not find a violation of the 

ind.i";idual petition. For this the Court gave the following reasons. The (;o,vernm 
had later on furnished the information requested by the Court, as part of 
observations on the admissibility of the application. furthermore, the G<>Vernrnei 

refusal to supply that information earlier had not prevented the ap,pli,:ar<tfrcona nra!O 

ll2 

Ibidem, paras 1-5 and 25-36. 
Ibidem, paras 93-111. 

on the complaints concerning the criminal proceedings that had been 

>{a~ainst him. 
50 

'"'""''were referred to the Grand Chamber of the Court for a 're-hearing' by 

;f.i\it<c<e 43 of the Convention. In the Jvlamatkulov a11d Abdurasulovic Case, 

flirtd <:h;tmbet agreed with the line of reasoning of the Chamber and also found 

had failed to comply with its obligations under Article 34.
51 

"'rttaj<Jlity of cases the interim measures are taken seriously by the national 
In fact it is only in cases of extreme urgency that interim measures are 

the fatts must prima fade point to a violation of the Convention, and the 

take the proposed measures must result or threaten to result in irreparable 

iio certain ·vital int<"ests of the parties or to the progress of the examination. Such 

the case, for instance, if an expulsion threatens to constitute a violation of 

Convention, in view of a serious risk that the person concerned will 

to torture Or inhuman treatment or punishment. In that case a stay of 

maybe requested until the Court has had the opportunity to investigate the 

i\H<ow,ever, it will do so only ifthere is a high degree of probability that a violation 
3 is likely to occur.52 This requires that the applicant state his case in a 

manner and possibly also presents some evidence showing the danger to 

•'nr lin1b to which he may be exposed if expelled or extradited to a particular 
It is not sufficient for the applicant to provide information about the danger 

lt<:rt,lin situation in the country of destination and/or his being an opponent of 

measures cannot only be indicated to the respondent State but also to the 

TheAltun Case concerned a pending extradition from Germany to Turl<ey. 

(Con1m.ission gave an indication to the German Government to suspend the 

extradition until it had had the opportunity to examint: the case. The 

'ett1mtente<>rrtplled but urged the Commission to decide quickly as it was no longer 

under German law to keep the applicant in detention pending extradition. 

eGov<:rntmenl maintained that, if released, the applicant would abscond. In these 
:lti11stances the Commission gave an indication to the applicant, that if he was 

he should remain at the disposal of the German authorities pending the 

which the Commission was to take at its next session. During the domestic 

Judgment of 12 March 2003, para. 241. 
Judgment of 4 February 2005, para. 132. 
Appl. 29966/96, Venezia v.Jtaly, D&R87, p. 140 (ISO). 
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proceedings in this case the applicant committed suicide. The Commission 

that no general interest existed for further examination of the case. 53 

In the Urrutikoetxea Case the Commission decided to indicate an in1tenimme 
to uphold the expulsion of the applicant until it had had the opportunity to 
more thorough examination of the application. A letter from the applicant's 

informed the Commission that the expulsion order had been enforced. 'l'l1e <:om 
sian referred to its earlier case law in this respect and held that when a u 1mrac 
Party expels an alien from its territory, its responsibility is engaged 

It declared the application, however, inadmissible no•tin•g ~hat ili,e Ftren.chGctvertun 

having taken note of the recommendations made by the European C<>mmissi1>r 

the Prevention ofTorture, Inhuman or Degrading Tr·eatment or Punisltment (C 
considered iliat there were no substantial grounds for believing that the 

would be subjected to treatment in Spain contrary to Article 3. Fu;rtltermc>re, 
applicant had not suffered any inhuman or degrading treatment since his 
Spain.5_1, 

In ilie SoeringCase ilie appli<:ant ar·gu,ed !that, nonvit!Isllmdlin!~ ilie a:;surantce 1~i 
to the United Kingdom Government, there was a serious likelihood th•lll1e •woulr 
sentenced to deaili if extradited to ilie United States of America. He maintained 

in the circumstances and, in particular, having regard to the 'death row phtentonaer1cy 

he would iliereby be subjected to inhuman and degrading treatment and punislhm, 

contrary to Article 3 of ilie Convention. He also submitted iliat his eX1tra,ditiorL to• 
United States would constitute a violation of Article 6(3)( c), because cf ilie 

oflegal aid in the State of Virginia to pursue various appeals. Finally he cla.imcedtl 
in breach of Article 13, he had no effective remedy under United Kingdom 
!espect of his compllljnt unc!er Artide 3. The President of the Commission 

t0 the United Kingdom GoT~rnment, in a..:cordance with Rule 36 [the present 

39], iliat it was desirable, in thei'lterests of ilie parties and ilie proper cotldiiCtoft 

proceedings, not to extradite the applicant to ilie United States until the Conunissii 
had had an opportunity to examine ilie application. This indication was stibseqtient 
prolonged by the Commission on several occasions nntil the case was referred 

Court, which in turn indicated an interim measure. 55 

In the Nivette Case ilie Court even went one step further by applyirrg Rule 
· (the present Rule 39 J in a case where an American national ran the risk 

extradited and, according to the applicant, was in danger of having to serve a 

life sentence. 56 
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Report of7 March 1984, D&R 36 (1984), p. ·236 (259-260). 
Appl. 31113/96, D&R 87 (1996), p. 151(158). See also Appl. 22742/93, Aylor-Davis v. 
D&R 76 (1994), p. !64 (172). 
Tudgment of7 Tuly 1989, paras 4 and 77. 
Decisions of 14 December 2000 and 3 Tuly 2001, Nivette. See also Information Note No. 25, 

Chapter 2 The Procedure Before the Europe;lll Court of Human Rights ·I 

• R.inl.orr Case, having received information that the applicant had tried to 
the acting President of the Chamber decided to indicate interim 

'·'•.--'lorlhde 39 of the Rules of Court, "in the interests of the proper conduct 

i6ceeclin:gs before ilie Court". Specifically, the acting President asked the 
:Ov·err1menl to provide information about the applicant's state of health and 

him prior to 19 July 2001, when a further decision was to be taken. 

dated 12 july was sent to the Court by the French Government on 

indicating that ilie applicant was fit to travel to the US by plane under 
police supervision. In his application before the Court the applicant 

among other things, that his extradition was granted despite the risk of 

ittlJ<cleath penalty and being exposed to inhuman and degrading conditions 
. However, it appeared from the documents submitted to the Court, 

from the decision of the Conseil d'Etat, that satisfactory assurances had 

<iV1ide·d by various US auiliorities that the applicant would not face the death 
circumstances. Thereupon the Court lifted the interim measure. The 

Was eXtradited to the United States on the same day. In its decision on 

hHiitvth< Court nov~d that the circumstances of the case and the assurances 

><l·•hvth< Government were such as to remove the danger of the applicant's 

~ri.l'enced to deaili in Pennsylvania. Since, in addition, ilie decree of24 I uly 2000 
applicant's extradition expressly provided iliat "the deaili penalty may 

imposed or carried out in respect of Ira Samuel Einhorn", the Court 

that the applicant was not exposed to a serious risk of treatment or 

mentpr<1hi.ti1,ed under Article 3 of the Convention on account ofhis extradition 

States. 57 

Azzouza Rachid Case the applicant, who was a member of the Islamic 

Front (FIS), which was outlawed in Algeria after having won the general 

''"'"'"'oea ilia! he ran ilie danger ofbeing maltreated or killed in Algeria upon 
Jrt;>tic,n."fh,ereup<>n,ilie Presidentofilie Commission asked the Belgian State 
vnriorto the e;...-pulsion) to suspend the implementation of the decision in view 

that the person concerned risked losing his life if he were sent back to 

request was honoured. 58 

Poku Case ilie applicant alleged that her deportation posed an immediate 
health and the life of her unborn child. The Commission indicated to 

Llit<,dlKiEtgdom that itw2S desirable in the interests of the parties and the proper 
, .. ,,, .. " pro~eedings before the Commission not to deport the applicant. 59 In 

of Ammouche and Lenga an interim measure was given not because the 

if extradited, ran the riskofbeing tortured or losing their lives, but because 
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they were suffering from AIDS and ran the risk ofbeing exposed to <llackof;,de, 
medical treatment and living conditions.60 In the Bodika Case the ap•plu:ani 
Angolan national, stated that following a failed coup d'Etat led by a 

Minister, who he claimed was his uncle, there had been severe reprisals in his 

in which his mother and sisters were killed. He said that he then joined an 
liberation group but was taken prisoner by Government forces, convicted, 

and brutally treated. He succeeded in escaping and entered France in 1983. 

granted political asylum. After various criminal convictions in France his retugceeSI 
had been withdrawn in the light of the seriousness of his offences. His apjplic:atil 
have the exclusion orders lifted was dismissed. The applicant maintained 
was sent back to his country of origin, he would be at risk of treatment 

Article 3, and requested a Rule 39 indication. The Chamber considered that 
necessary, on the facts, to apply Rule 39.61 

In the Jabari Case the applicant alleged that her expulsion to Iran wcml•:l cc>ns•ti 
a breach of Article 3 ofthe Convention. She maintained that she risked ill-tre••tm 
and death by stoning on account ofher adultery, The Commission decided 

desirable in the interests of the parties and the proper conduct of the prcKe•edings-i 
to return the applicant to Iran until the Commission had had an op,pmctm1icy 

examine the application, It further decided to bring the applicant's complaints 
Article 3 of the Convention to the notice of the respondent Government and 

them to submit written observations on their admissibility and merits," The 
when dealing with the case, confirmed the application ofRule 39 until further 

In the Cases of Venkadajalasarma and Thampibillai a provisional mc,aSI"re·-~ 
indicated in response to complaints under Articles 2 and 3 of1the Cc>mren,tio'n that I 
expulsion of the applicants, Sri Lankan Tamils, to Sri Lanka would expo'e 
a real risk of death and torture in the hauds of ihe au!horities, due ~o 

between the Tamil Tigers and Sri Lankan Governmer.t forces. The cases were 
admissible under Article 3 and are still pending.64 

Recently, in a number of cases an interim measure was indicated against 
Netherlands concerning the envisaged expulsion of asylum seekers to Somalia. 

case concerning the expulsion of the applicant via Abu Dhabi, the President 
Government to submit information on the following issues: 1 the actual situa·tion. 
Somalia, including UNHCR's most recentviewon forced repatriation to that 

and 2 the likelihood of the applicant being sent to Somalia by the Abu 
authorities.65 In a subsequent case the President had regard to the current 

.. .. 
" 
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.So•.ffiilha and in particular to the absence of an effective public authority 
ro,dditngprotection to the applicant, who submitted that he belonged to 

no family or dan ties in Northern Somalia. The President further 

'"'·"""''"no guarantee that the applicant would be admitted to Northern 
present, these cases are stili pending and the Dutch Government has 

~tl:re jnt<"irn measures. 
::kpulsion allegedly violates Article 8 of the Convention (respect for family 

brirm rneiiSUre will not readily be indicated because the damage can easily 
t b1rallmv:ing the expelled person's re-entry into the State concerned. 

have been only a few situations in which an indication was given in 

lll<:esottrer than expulsion or extradition. In one case it was deemed necessary 
6nrmissiionin order to secure evidence. After the death of three members of 

had brought claims before the Commission concerning their treatment 

i;tlref'res:ident<>l tl:re C:ornrrtission decided that a delegation of the Commis
J.I].JI v:i:sit tthe prison concerned. This visit was intended to examine, on the spot, 

iditions iim¥hiich the applicants had been detained." The other situation arose 
of Patane v. Italy, where the Commission was faced with an application 

:tlncserv:inga five-year prison sentence. This person was suffering from a severe 
'c:iepn,sion and her health was, according to medical certificates, continuously 

to the point where an acute threat to her life existed, In this case the 

Jssiion: gaveaninclic;rticm l:o the Italian Government that it was desirable to take 

allne•cessary n1ea,sures to preserve the applicant's health, either bytransferring 
institution better suited for her or by granting her provisional release. The 

informed the Commission that the applica'lt had been release<! fro;:n 

order of an Italian court. As tht applicantsubeequentl}' disappeared, the 

decided to strike the case ot:Iits list.68 

ru:te '"l';ovCase the applicant complained that he was subjected to torture and 
and degrading treatment contrary to Article 3. He claimed that the forced 

during his hunger strike was administered by unqualified personnel through 
mrbl1er hose, in a manner which caused violent pain and a sense ofhelplessness, 
~~resented a serious risk for his life. In particular, according to independent 

,calad·vioe olbtainc,d frornthe London Medical Foundation for the Care ofVictinJs 
forced feeding administered without qualified medical supervision on 

on hunger strike might result in cardiac arrest and death. The Commission 

to indicate to the Government of Bulgaria that it was desirable in the 

Verbale of3 May 2004, 15243/04 . 
:t;,,p~75:12/:16, :7586/76,, 7587/76, Ensslin, Baader and Raspev. Federal Republic ofGermany, Yearbook 
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interest of the parties and the proper conduct of the proceedings before the 

sion that all necessary steps be taken by the Government to preserve the 

health. The Commission decided to invite the applicant to stop his hunger 

In the Ocalan Case the Chamber, which had initially held that it was unnec:e< 

to apply Rule 39, had nonetheless decided, under Rule 54(3 )(a), to tcenne•" the·~ .. ; 

authorities to clarify a number of points concerning the conditions of the 

arrest and detention and had indicated that it considered respect of the 

rights to put forward his case both in the criminal proceedings and in the pr<>ce,ed 

concerning his application to the Court to beofparticularimportance.It<tccortli 

sought information about whether the applicant would be permitted to 

assistance by counsel in both sets of proceedings. The Government provided 

information concerning the applicant's detention and the circumstances in 

received a visit from two lawyers. On 4 March 1999 the Court asked the 

Government to take interim measures within the meaning ofRule 39, wtutpalrnc 

regard to compliance with the requirements of Article 6 in the proceedings 

against the applicant in the National Security Court and the effective 

applicant of his right to lodge an individual petition with the Conrt through 

of his choice. On 23 March 1999 the Court requested the Government to 

further information on particular points concerning the measures taken in appli•cati 

of Rule 39 of the Rules of Court. On 9 April1999 the legal adviser to the 

Permanent Delegation indicated that the Government were not prepared to 

the Court's questions on the ground that these went well beyond the scope 

measures within the meaning of Rule 39. On 2 July 1999 one of the 

representatives asked the Court to request the Government "to su:;p<m<l CJ<e<:ut:io! 

the death sentence imposed on 29 June 1999 until the Court [had] decided 

merits of his complaints". On 6 July 1999 the Court decided that the request 

plication of Rule 39 could be allowed if the applicant's sentence were to be 

the Court of Cassation. By a judgment of25 November 1999 the Court of 

dismissed the applicant's appeal on points oflawand upheld the 'iuclgnoerrt c1f29 Ju 

1999. On the same day one of the applicant's representatives asked the ronrf toanr 

Rule 39 and to request the Government to stay execution of the death 

imposed on the applicant until the end of the proceedings concerning his ap;plic:atic 

to the Court. 0:> 30 November 1999 the Court decided to inclie;rtetoth<' Govt,rnme 

the followi:ag interim measure: «The Court requests the respondent G<>vemm<,nt 

take all necessary steps to ensure that the death penalty is not carried out so 

enable the Court to proceed effectively with the examination of the adinissib·ilityan 

merits of the applicant's complaints under the Conventi0:1." On 12 Jan<uary :2000 til 
Tnrkish Prime Minister announced that the applicant's ftle was to be transmitted 

the Turkish Grand National Assembly (which is empowered to apJpr<>ve ordi,:appro> 

Appl. 33977196. 
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ofthe death penalty) when the proceedings before the Court were over. 

was declared admissible with respect to the complaints under Articles 

34.7o In its subsequent judgment the Court stated that, in the special 

of the case, the Government's refusal to provide the Court with the 

linfotmati•ondid not amount to a violation for the following reasons: firstly, 

irnm,,nthad furnished the information later as part of their observations on 

!ssibilityofthe application, and secondly and above all, the refusal to supply 

r!Ttatiion earlier had not prevented the applicant from making out his case 

)roplatin•ts con.ceJrning.thecriminal proceedings that had been brought against 

these complaints, which mainly concerned Article 6, were examined by 
which subsequently found a violation. The Court also reiterated in that 

that the information requested from the Government concerned the 

the proceedings that could have led to the death penalty imposed on the 

•ilhtb1,ing amiedout. That risk had now effectively disappeared following the 

the death penalty in peacetime in Turkey." 

dicati•onunder Rule 39willnot be given ifitis still possible to applyfordome;tic 

with suspensive effect. The Commission has also never given an indication 

36 [the present Rule 39] if in t!:te case of an expulsion or extradition the 

in~: State was a Member State of the Council of Europe and had recognised the 

~fi:ndividlual complaint. Apparently, the Commission was of the opini<Jn that 

case there was a sufficient guarantee that the Convention - in particular 

teSL, :>, o and 6 -would be respected by the receiving State, if necessary through 

~~ppliGtticm under Article 25 [the present Article 34], this time directed against 

the manner in which requests under Rule 39 are to be presented, the 

points are the most important to be mentioned. Firstly, the request should 

ibnoit1tedas soon as the final domestic decision has been taken, and sufficiently 

of the execution of the decision, for instance an expulsion order, so that 

:ervention by the Court is still possible.A certain time is required for the Registry 

the case and, when necessary, to communicate with the President of the 

The Chamber or its President should also have sufficient time to obtain 

clllan<JIIOII the matter, for instance by contacting the Agent-of the Government 

about the Government's intentions. For these reasons, making a preliminary 

oestunderRule 39 pending the decision of the domestic authorities or courts might 

Decision of 14 December 2000, Ocalan. 

Judgment of 12 March 2003, Ocalan, paras 241-242. 
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Secondly, the request must be in writing and should contain the required 

mation. A telephone conversation might serve as an announcement of the 

but it cannot as such set in motion the procedure under Rule 39. On the 

communication bye-mail or fax is sufficient provided it contains adequate 

tion. In this connection it is also very important to provide the Chamber with 

of relevant national judgments and decisions showing the arguments which 

put before the domestic authorities and courts and the reasons for the refusal 

the claim.72 

2.2.8.4 Urgent notification 

According to Rule 40, in case of urgency the Registrar, with the authorisation 

President of the Chamber, may inform the respondent State of the inlro•dw:tio' 

the application and of a summary of its objects. The purpose of this Pr<>Vi:si011 i 

prevent surprise on the part .of the Contracting State concerned if aftenvards', 
interim measures prove desirable. 

2.2.8.5 Case priority 

According to Rule 41 of the Rules of Court the Chamber shall deal with apr•lie1tti• 

in the order in which they become ready for examination. It may, however, 

to give priority to a particular application. In the Case of X v. Fr.1nc:e theapj>lit:ani 

a haemophiliac who had undergone several blood transfusivns and was 

to be HIV positive. He started proceedings for indemnity. He lodged his apJ>licati 

with the Commi:::sior1 on 19 !?eb;_-uary 1991, allt:ging thathls case had not been 

wi::hin <'- re2.souahle tir.1e as required ur..der Article 6(1) of the Convention. 

Commission found o \~o!ation of Article 6(1) on 17 October 1991. The 

prepared to give priority to the case and delivered its judgment on 31 March 

finding a violatie>n of Article 6( I). 73 However, in February 1992 the applicant had 

In the Case of D. v. the United Kingdom tbe applicant, who suffered from 

maintained that his removal from the United Kingdom to St Kitts would expose 

to inhuman and degrading treatment. His case was dealt with by the Court 

priority.74 1n a case where the application had been brought by the pretender 

Italian throne, who had been excluded from Italy for fifty-three years, the 

n 
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of Protection of Human Rights", in: Manfred Nowak, Dorothea Steurer and Hannes Tretter 
Progress in the Spirit ofHumanRights, Festschrift fur FelixErmacora, Kehl am Rhein, 1998, 
115. On this more recently: Yves Haeck and Clara Burbano Herrera, Interim Meastlres in 
Law of the European Court of Human Rights, NQHR, Vol. 21/4, 2003, pp. 625-675. 
Judgment of 31 March 1992. 
Judgment of2 May 1997. 

iat,,all:houghthe application was unquestionably important, there was no 
· to communicate it as a matter of urgency. 13 With 

ltedi:;appe:nancc of two members of a Kurdish political party the Court 

1.76- In a case against Moldova and the Russian Federation concerning 

iibility<orvic•latjonsofthe Convention in Transdniestria, a region which 

from Moldova and was under the control of the Russian Federation, 

to give priority to the examination.77 

~tt1tCas<: e<mt:ernedan applicant who was dying of motor neurone disease, 

diseaSe affecting the muscles, for which there is no cure. The disease 

tdvan•ceclst:age and the applicant's life expectancy was very poor. Given that 

of the disease were distressing and undignified, she wished to be able 

and when she would die and be spared suffering and indignity. 

is not a crime to commit suicide in English law, the applicant was 

her disease from taking such a step without assistance. It is, however, 

~s:;ist an:otl1erto commit suicide under Section 2 para. l of the Suicide Act 

'ti'"'""'"'h"d to be assisted by her husband, but the Director of Public 

ions h'tdrefusedher requestto guarantee her husband freedom f.-om prose

hedi<i s<>.lleJraj>pt:al:s alJainstt th,atdecision were unsuccessfuL The applicant 

of a violation amongst others of Articles 2 and 3 of the Convention. The 

registered on 18 January 2002. On 22 )anuary2002 the Court decided 

41 and to give the case priority, and to apply Rule 40 concerning an 

~~ldfi<:ation to the application to the Respondent Government. On 29 April 

:.Looun llav·eits judgment in the case and found no violation of the Conven

p,·etlcv <ited afterwards in a natural way. 

ADMISSIBILITY CONDITIONS 

admissibility conditions set forth in the Convention apply to applications 

ov"ares as well as to those submitted by individuals. These are the con

~atallren1edlieswithin the legal system of the respondent State must have been 

before the case is submitted to the Court, and the condition that the 

must have been submitted within a period of six months from the date 

the final national decision was taken (Article 35(l)).,For the admissibility 

1Jdividual ap]!lication additional requirements 'lre that the application is not 

that the application is not substantially the same as a matt~r that has 

. 53360/99, VittorioEmanueleDi Savoia v. Italy, Information Note 16. 

. 65899/01, Tanis and Deniz v. Turkey, Information Note 27. 
July 2001, Ila~cu. Le§CO, Ivan§OC and Petrov-Popa. 

Ud!lffi''"' ,of <•9 April 2002 , para. 42. 
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already been examined by the Court or has already been submitted to another 

dureofinternational investigation or settlement and contains no relevant 

mation; that the application is not incompatible with the provisions otth<: Conv; 

or the Protocols thereto; that the application is not manifestly ill- tounded; .au, 

the application does not constitute an abuse of the right to lodge an application 

35(2) and (3)). 

Paragraph 4 of Article 35 provides that the Court may reject an ap[Jlic:ati•on 1 

it considers inadmissible under this Article at any stage of the proceedings. 

may do so also after having declared the case admissible at an earlier stage. 

petence of the Court resembles the competence of the former Commission 

Article 29 (old) to reject a case if in the course of the examination of a petition 

that the existence of one of the grounds for non-acceptance had been establish, 

, Strictly speaking, one ought to differentiate between applications 

inadmissible and applications falling outside the competence of the Court, even 

the Convention does not provide a clear basis for such a dis:tin.ction. Applic;•tic>ll 

States may only be rejected on the grounds mentioned in Article 35(1), and 

the ground of incompatibility with the Convention mentioned in Article 
ground on which the Commission sometimes rejected individual applications 

respect to which it had no jurisdiction.79 All the same, it is evident that 

by States may also fall outside the jurisdiction of the Court, for instance 

application relates to a period in which the Convention was not ye<t biincling U<po•n 

respondent State. The Court will have to reject such an application, but in this 

properly speaking, on account oflack ofjurisdiction, not on account ofinadrr>issibil 

the grounds for which are enumerated exhaustivel~r in the Convention. The 

concerning individual applications, however, shows that the Cou;:t usually 

applications outside its competence ratione persorzae, mdonc materi:t.::, rmwrtc lOCI; 

ratione temporis on account of inadmissibility. That is why issues relating to 

jurisdiction of the Court will here be discussed under the heading of ad.mi::sib·il 

conditions. 

In practice the Court applies a particular sequence in the adJmi::sil>ility<:ortdi<tiO 

by reference to which an application is examined. This sequence is based 

logical and partly on practical grounds. But on the ground of practical co11si<ieratio 

the case law of the Court diverges from this sequence on numerous occasions. 

use of the so-called 'global formula' is especially striking. 80 The Courlt m;esthis fcormt 

for rejecting an application, which contains various separate complaints, as a 

on account of its manifestly ill-founded character, although the separate cmnplain 
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'thas entered into force might change the procedure consider-Once I ' . . 
admissibility criterion to the critena latd down 

Paragrap h 3 Of Article 35 will be amended and read as follows: 

;1. :adrnis:sib·ility r•eqt1ir•ement p1•ovid'" the Court with an additional tool which 
it in concentrating on cases which warrant an examination on the merits, 

r6iveringit to declare inadmissible applications where the applicant has not 

;(l,my·si~;nifiGmtdisadvantage, and which in terms of respect for human rights 

ti>ithe:rw•ise require an examination on the merits by the Court. Furthermore, 
~dmissibilitv crit-:tion coptairu: ::tn ,·xplicit exceptior1 tL' ~ns'...lre that it dces 

the reJection of cases which l1ave not been duly ..::rmsidered by a clo:11e~tic 
In the Explanatory Report to Protocol No. 14 it is stressed that the newcntenon 

restrict the right of individuals to apply to the Court or alter the pnnC!ple 

;individtJalapplications are examined on their admissibility. Wh1le the Court 

· ,;:ompetent to interpret the new admissibility requirem~~t and dead~ on. 1ts 
its terms should ensure that rejection of cases reqwnng an exammatwn 

je rne1ritsis avoided. The latter will notably include cases which, notwithstanding 
nature, raise serious questions affecting the application or interpretation 

Convention or important questions concerning nationallaW.
82 

new criterion is meant as a tool for the Court in its filtering capacity. It was 

1
u.,uw'u Protocol No. 14 to allow the Court to devote more time to cases which 

fiu1texa.minationon the merits. Its introduction was considered necessary in view 

ever increasing caseload of the Court. According to the Explanatory Report to 

Explanatory Report to Protocol No. 11, para 105. 
Explanatory Report to Protocol No.14, CETS 194, para. 39. 
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Protocol No.14 it was necessary to give the Court some degree of flexibility in 
to that already provided for by the existing admissibility criteria. The inltef]>ret 

of these criteria has been established in the case law that has been aeveJone, 
several decades and is, therefore, difficult to change. It further pointed out 
is very likely that the numbers of individual applications to the Court will 

to increase, up to a point where other measures set out in this Protocol mayweU 
insufficient to prevent the Convention system from becoming totally 

and unable to fulfil its central mission of providing legal protection of human 
at the European level, thus rendering the right of individual application 

practice. 83 

In our opinion the new criterion may have a filtering effect only after the 
has developed clear-cut jurisprudential criteria of an objective character 

straightforward application. The terms 'has not suffered a significant disad\<ant 

are open to interpretation. Like many other terms used in the Convention, 
legal terms capable of, and indeed requiring, interpretation establishing 

triteriathrough gradual development of the case law of the Court. Moreover, 
in a c~~e ~here the applicant h~s not suffered any sigrtif!cant' d lisatdvarrtaRe, 
application will not be declared inadmissible if respect for human rights as 

in the Convention or the Protocols thereto requires an examination on the 
This~xception also requires clear and objective criteria. Furthermore, 

possible for the Court to reject an application on account of its trivial natutreiftlile c 
has not been duly considered by a domestic tribunal." It might be questioned 
elernent o( subsidiarity could ever be applied in a consistent and w<,Il-balarlCed 

given the considerable differences between the domestic legal systems and 
practices of the High Contracting Parties. In any case it is to be expected 

exarnina,tion of whether this exception clause does apply, will require a 
examination of the part of the file concerning domestic proceedings, an,J e<mseqtlenl 
reduce the gain oftirne that the application of the new admissibility criteria is 

to produce. On the other hand, the psychological costs on the part of the 
of seeing his or her application being declared inadmissible for lack of sigeiificaJ 
disadvantage should not be underestimated. 

It may be expected that it will take quite some time before the Court's Ch.arrtbet 
and Grand Chamber will have developed case law in so-called 'pilot cases'. ~nom. tm 
wording of articles 27 and 28 it may be clear that single-judge formations 

Committees will not. be able to apply the new criterion in absence of such ~u•u•.<M 
The drafters of Protocol No .. l4 were rather optimistic about the time needed 

~amipe ~~flicient "p~()t ~ases", since in Ar!ide 20(2),se<:ortd t:enter>ce, single-Jiudg 

" 
M 
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Ibidem, para. 78. 

Compare with Article 37(1) of the Convention. 
Explanatory Report to Protocol No. 14, CETS 194, paras 81-82. 

Committees will be prevented from applying the new criterion for a 

ears following the entry into force of Protocol No. 14. According to 
y rule set out in Article 20(2), first sentence, the new admissibility 

may not be applied to applications declared admissible before the entry into 

if"Prot<JCo] No. 14. 

14 will also amend Article 38 of the Convention, which according to its 

intended to apply after a case had been declared admissible. In its new 

text will read as follows: 

shall examine the case together with the representatives of the parties atld, if need 

~;'und<>take<m investigation, for the effective conduct of which tl1e High Contracting Parties 

shall furnish all necessary facilities. 

ng<:sare int<,ncled to allow the Court to examine cases together with the Parties' 
and to undertake an investigation, not only when the decision on 

,;n,ilitv .has been taken, but at any stage of the proceedings. Since this provision 
before the decision on admissibility has been taken, High Contracting 

required to provide the Court with all necessary facilities prior to that 

inn AJW prol>lelm l¥hiichthe Court might encounter in this respect can be brought 

, atten1tion of the Committee of Ministers so that the latter can take any step it 

separate admissibility conditions are discussed here in the sequence referred 

THE OBLIGATION TO EXHAUST DOMESTIC 

REMEDIES 

35(1) provides: 

The Court may only deal with the matter after all domestic remedies have been exhausted, 

;'a,oCOI"di<1!: to the generally recognised rules of international law, and within a period of six 

trwn.ths.fro,m the date on which the final decision was taken. 

is the so-called rule of the 'exhaustion oflocal remedies' (tpuisement des voies 

internes) (hereafter: the local remedies rule), which is to be regarded as a 

rule of international procedural law. 
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It should be mentioned at the outset that the local remedies rule does not 
to procedures for affording satisfaction under Article 41 of the Convention.H7 
such procedures do not ensue from a new application, but constitute a cont!lnua 
of the original application after a violation has been found by the Court. 

of admissibility are not involved here at al1. 88 Article 35(1) refers expressly 
general rules of international law in the matter, and in its case law the v>mm

11 
was indeed frequently guided by international judicial and arbitral aec:IS!t>no 

respect to this rule. It, for instance, referred expressly to the judgment of the 

national Court of Justice in the Interhandel Case concerning the raletonalle<>lthel 
remedies rule. 89 In the Nielsen Case the Commission formulated this 

follows: "The Respondent State must first have an opportunity to redress 

means within the framework of its own domestic legal system the wrong 
have been done to-the individual."90 

In the Akdivar C~se the Court recalled that the rule of exhaustion of 

remedies obliges those seeking to bring their case against the State before an 
national judicial or arbitral organ to use first the remedies provided bythe 

legal system. Consequently, States are dispensed from answeriti'g befOre all 

tiona! body for their acts before they have had an opportunity to put m'ttters r 

through their own legal systems. The rule is based on the assumption, reJ:lectei 
Article 13 of the Convention-with which it has close affinity- that there is an 

remedy available in respect of the alleged breach in the domestic system wttetlteJ 

not the provisions of the Convention are incorporated in national law.,.,"'" 11V3 

is an important aspect of the principle that the machinerv of protection establisl 

by the Convention is subsidiary to the national systems safeg;uardin!~ h>urrtart right 

The local tt:metlies rule 1.p~lies in principle to aprlications by States as 
irldividual applkatior& Th1:; cnst~es frvCJ the wording of Article 35(2) and 
compared to that of k'iicle 3s(n The second aU:d third paragraphs of 

expressly declare the admissibility conditions mentioned therein to be applicable 

to applications lodged under Article 34, while the first paragraph of Article 35, 
the local remedies rule is laid down, is formulated in a gene:-al way and is, 

---- ---,_ 
also applicable to applications by States. The same conclusion flows from the 

~he local remedies rule is a general rule of international procedural law. 

" 
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On this, see infra 2.6.2. 

Judgment of 10 March 1972, De Wilde, Ooms and Versyp ('Vagrancy' Cases), para 16. 
ICJ Repom, 1959, p, 6 (2n 

Appl. 3~3/57, Schouw Nielsen V: Denmark, Yearbook II (1958-1959), p. 412 (438). Sec also 
5964/72,X v. FederalRepU.blicofGermany, D&R3 ( 1976), p. 57 ( 60);Appl. 12,>45/87, H.oiji,ono"to 
v. Greece, D&R 65 (1990), p. 173 (177); judgment of20 September 1993, Saldi, para 
Judgmentofl6 September 1996, para. 65; judgmentofl8 December 1996, Aksoy, para.51; 
of27 June 2000, Ilhan, para. 61; judgment of 14 May 2002, $enmse dner, para. 77; judgment 
26 July 2002, Horvath, para. 37. , 

' 'Chopta 2 The Pmcodmc Bcfocc the Euwpcon Cnmt of Homen Rigl:t, I 

Zli\trr•e c<<>cof an individual application the local remedies must have been 
the applicant himself, with respect to applications by States the rule 

local remedies must have been exhausted by those individuaLs in 
according to the allegation of the applicant State, the Convention 

Pfiina!ers Case Austria submitted that, since the right of complaint of States 
principle of the collective guarantee and the public interest, and since 

State need not prove that an injury has been sustained, the local remedies 
hold for States.93 The Commission, however, rejected this line of 

referring to the terms of Articles 26 and 27 [the present Article 35 ( l), 

and held that the principle on which the local remedies rule is based 

>e:!pJ>li<'d a fortiori in an international system which affords protection not 
applicant State's own nationals, but to everyone who is in one way or 

rcSlUbject to the jurisdiction of the respondent State.94 By this statement the 
ussion co:nfu·m,,d its earlier point of view in the second Cyprus Case." The Court 

<fc:ah·enle<lies rule is not an admissibility condition of an absolute character. In 
Case the Court held that the rule of exhaustion is neither absolute nor 

bleofl>ei;o~ applied automatically." On the basis of the reference in Article 35( l) 

<generally recognised rules of international law', this rcle is applied with 

One point of departure is that each concrete case should be judged 'in the 
t'ol'its: D3Lrticu11I fa cis'. 99 According to the Court this means, amongst other things, 

C~t:mt!Sttatce realistic account not only of the existence of formal remedies in the 
hll;ys!:em of the Contracting Party concerned but also of the general legal and 

ltital <:on,tCJct in which they operate, as well as the personal circumstances of the 
pll<:ants. , __ In this respect the Court noted in the Akdivar Case that "the situation 

'The condition applies in international law only when the action of a State is concerned with the 
, b'eatmentt>f htdi>nd>.als,. If a State puts forward its own legal position, the condition is not applied, 

since as a rule a Stat~ cannot be subjected against its will to the jurisdiction of another State. 
, Appl. 78&/60, Yearbook IV t 196J ), p. 116 (146-148); judgment of2September 1998, Yasa v. Turkey, 
para. 64;judgment of27 June 20GO, lllian, para 51. 
Ibidem,pp. 148-152. SeealsoAppls6780/7-1and 6950//5, Cvpn~sv. Tur!:ey, Yearbook XVIII ( 1975), 
p. 82 (100), 
Appl. 299/57, Yearbook II (1958-1959), p. 186 (190-196). 
See the judgment of 10 May 2001, Cyprus v. Turkey, para 102. 
Judgment of 18 December 1996, para. 53; judgment of28 July 1999, Selmoun~ para 77. 
-The Court has frequently stated that Article 35 must be applied with some degree of flexibility and 
without excessive formalism. See e.g. judgment of 19 March 1991, Cardot, para. 36; judgment of 
16 September 1996, Akdivar, para 69; judgment of29 August 1997, Worm, para 33; judgment of 
27 June 2000, lilian, para. 51. 
Appl. 343/57, Schouw Nielsen v. Denmark, Yearbook II ( 1958-1959), p. 412 (442-444). 
Judgment of 16 September 1996, Akdivar, para. 69. 
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existing in South-East Turkey at the time of the applicants' complaints was 
continued to be- characterised by significant civil strife due to the campaign 

rorist violence waged by the PKK and the counter-insurgency measures taken 

Government in response to it. In such a situation it must be recognised that'"'"'" 
be obstacles to the proper functioning of the system of the administration 
In particular, the difficulties in securing probative evidence for the 

domestic legal proceedings, inherent in such a troubled situation, m<w•maketh, 
suit of judicial remedies futile and the administrative inquiries on which om,u rem, 
depend may be prevented from taking place."' 01 

2.2. 10.2 Measures and practices to which the local remedies rule does not apply 

2.2.10.2.1 Inter-State complaints 

The rule does not apply when a State brings up the legislation or adJm.ll1istri 
practice of another State without the complaint being related to one or m<>reco1oc 
persons as victims of this legislation or administrative practice (the so-called 
complaints).- In such a case individuals are not required to have exhausted 

remedies, while the applicant State itself cannot be expected to institute 
before the national authorities of the respondentS tate. An example is the first 

Case where Greece submitted that a number of emergency acts which were in 
in Cyprus at that time conflicted with the provisions of the Convention. In 

the Commission decided that "the provision of Article 26 [the present Article 
concerning the exhaustion of domestic remedies ( ... ) does net apply to the 

application, the scope of which is to determine the cornpatibilitywitb. the'-"""""' 
of legislative measures and administrative practices in Cy;>rus." 102 

Later case law concerning inter-S-::ate appli.:ations has confirmed this""';''"" 
According to the case law an administlative practice comprises two elements: 
tition of acts and official tolerance. The first element is defined as: «an aocmmuolati 

ofidentical or analogous breaches which are sufficiently numerous an•d ir1terco•nneq 
to amountnotmerelyto isolated incidents or exceptions but to a pattern orsvsteno' 
By official tolerance it is meant that "though acts of torture or ill-treatment 

'"' 

'"' 
'"' 
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Ibidem, para. 70; See also judgment of28 November 1997, Mentes and Others, para. 58; 
o£30 January 2001, Dulas, para. 45; judgment ofS January 2004, Ayder, para. 89. 
Appl. 176/56, Greece v. the United Kingdom, Yearbook 11 (1958-1959}, p. 182 (184). 
See, e.g., Appl. 5310/71, Ireland v. 'the United Kingdom, Yearbook XV (1972}, p. 76 (242); 
4448/70,Second Greek Case, Yearbook XIII (1970), p. 108 (134-136); andA.ppiJ, 9'140-9944/82,F" 
Norway, Denmark, Sweden and the Netherlands v. Turkey, D&R 35 (1984), p. 143 {162-163); 
2578I/94 Cyprus v. Turkey, D&R 86A p. 104(138). See also the judgment of 16 September 
Akdivar, para. 67. 
Judgment of 18 January 1978, Ireland v. the United Kingdom, para 159; judgment of 16 
1996, Akdivar, para 67. 

tolerated in the sense that the superiors of those immediately res
cogilisant of such acts, take no action to punish them or to prevent 

titian; oJr ttoata tng1ner authority, in face of numerous allegations, manifests 
ice: &1rre:fusingany adequate investigation of their truth or falsity, or that in 
}roce<,&ngs a fair hearing of such complaints is denied."l(15 In the Case of 

Denmark, Sweden and the Netherlands v. Turkey the Commission 

for it to reaCh the conclusion that there was no official tolerance, "any 
by the higher authority must be on a scale which is sufficient to put an 

tb!·epetition of acts or to interrupt the pattern or system."106 

is always that the applicant State should give 'substantial evidence' 

(isiten.ceottnenationallegislation or administrative practice concerned. This 

;rt\.enltol['s•ob:;tantial evidence' may take on a different meaning depending on 
admissibility stage or the examination of the merits is concerned. Accor
Commission: "The question whether the existence of an administrative 

established or not can only be determined after an examination of the 
the stage of admissibility prima facie evidence, while required, must also 

as sufficient. (,,,).There is prima facie evidence of an alleged administra

.cticewhere the allegations concerning individual cases are sufficiently subs

"'d,. ccmsidered as a whole and in the light of the submissions of the applicant 
!re~p·on<:ler1t Party. It is in this sense that the term ~substantial evidence' is to 

applicant State does not ~ucceed in doing so, the local reme-

m<e ''t iilniVJdutalappiican1:s thae .~an be tto qe~stion of a completely ahstract 

1\ll•aintalJct1t an administratiVP practice. The apphcant :nust submit that he is the 
~o:ftheaile1;ed violation, which means that he is at the same time the person who 

exhausted all available local remedies. 
an applicant submitted that no local remedy had been available lo him, 
complaint concerned the compatibility ofBelgian divorce legislation with 

3m1Vention, the Commission decided that nothing had prevented him from 
iif1·in,, tJ\;, question to the Belgian Court of Cassation. ws And in the case of an 

against the Netherlands concerning the discriminatory character of fiscal 

with respect to married women, the Commission pointed out that the 
could have submitted the question of the compatibility of the challenged 

~,B:.P<>rt •ofSNovember 1969, Greek Case, Yearbook XII (1969), p. 196. 
. 9940-9944/82, D&R 35 (1984), P- 143 (164). 

pp. 164-165. 
Appl. 1488/62, Xv. Belgium, Coil. 13 (1964), p. 93 (96). 
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provisions with the Convention, under (the then) Article 66 of the Dutch 

to the Dutch courts. 109 Both applications were declared inadmissible ""'ucr At 

[the present Article 35(1)].'"' It may be assumed that the Court will take 

position when, in the case of an application by a State, certain leg:islationoran 

strative practice is submitted for review, but the complaint at the same time 

concrete persons to whom an effective and adequate local remedy is 

latter must than have exhausted these remedies. 
As has been mentioned above, however, a legislative measure or 

practice may indeed be challenged by an individual applicant, provided 

satisfactorily that he himself is the victim of it. A legislative m<,asurr' ot: aclmini 

practice may be of such a nature as to justify the presumption that the retneclic 

State in question offer no prospects of effective redress. This is clearly the 

situation complained of specifically involves the absence of an effec!'iv'' jttdi·cial 

required by one of the provisions of the Convention. Thus, in G. v. 
Commission concluded that ((as far as Article 5(4) is concerned, the 

exhaustion of domestic remedies does not arise." The reason, according to 

mission, was-"that Belgi<in law does not provide for a judicial re•me·~"· ,.;h:,c 

make it possible to take a speedy decision as to the lawfulness of the detenti< 

person placed at the Government's disposal." The procedures referred to 

Government did not fulfil the requirement of effectiveness.1'
1 

Ineffectiveness of remediec may particularly occur in th<:case <Jf f>ra•ctic:eso£! 

and inhuman treatment. On that ground, in the Donnelly Case the Co•mJmi1;sio, 

!he view that in such a situation the local remedies rule is not applicable, 

the applicant gives prima facie evidence that such a practice hats c>ecur:recl a11d 1 

was the victim of it. 112 Unlike in the above-mentioned inter-State ap•pLicatiol 

the rule is not inapplicable because the application is assumed to have an 

character, but as a result of the principle, also recognised in general in!'ennation 

that remedies which in advance are certain not to be effective or ad'equato 1ne 

be exhausted. 113 This became quite clear when in the nextsta:ge of' the sarrte J)t 

IH 

"' 

"' 
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Appl. 2780/66,X v. the Netherlands (not published). 
The two applications mentioned were rejected on the ground of Article 35( I), but 

been declared inadmissible on the ground of Article 35{3). In both cases the "~;:,~~,:n::: 
submitted that tl1ey were victims of the alleged violation, so that these cases in 
completely abstract co:np1aints, which the Comm;ssion usually rejected on account ""'"como 
with the provisions of the Convention. 
Appl. 9107/80, D&R33 (1983), p. 76 (79). 
Appls 5577-5583/72, Yearbook XVI {1973), p. 212 (262). See also the report of the 
5 November 1969 in the Greek Case, Yearbook XII (1969), p. 194. Cf. Appls 9911/82 

R, S, A and C v. Portugal, D&R 36 (1984), p. 200 (207), in which t~:;~;::~i;r~~~~~:::;;d 
applicant must provide detailed allegations, if the remedy is to be considered 
For this principle, see with respect to inter-State applications Appl. 299/57, 
Kingdom, Yearbook II { 1958-1959), p. IS<; ( 1'92-!94),, an•d witl""'l'"' to rindivi<luallapplicotic 
5493/72, Handyside v. the United Kingdom, Yearbook XVII (1974), p. 228 (288-290). 
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\intissiOil, <tm're unexpectedly, on the basis of its examinntion of the facts 

rn~fftective possibilities of redress were indeed present, and on that 

olvinl~ fc>rn1ei' Artll:le 29, declared the application inadmissible because 

"'""''"le had not been complied with.
114 

A given administrative practice 
rise to the presumption that the local remedies are not effective, 

is indeed the case is a question subject to investigation by the 

been submitted by Kurdish citizens alleging that an administrative 

the part of the Turkish authorities of tolerating abuses of human 

to persons in police custody. 11
(' In one case an applicant had been 

the submission of his application to the Commission and there were 

iattopu.rStlE the available remedies might have entailed serious risks for 

Commission held that in these circumstances it was not necessary 

:(!tiestion if an administrative practice existed, because the applicants 

could be expected in the circumstances in relation to the local 

;rtt<eJtksovCase the Commission noted the applicant's declaration that 

!he• pt!biiq>rosec:ut•or that he had been tortured. Moreover, when asked 

he had answered that he could not sign because he could not move 

it was found that it was not possible to establish in detail what 

a.<Jmtmg the applicant's meeting with the public prosecutor, the Com-

1dnore:lSu•nto doubt that during their conversation there were elements 

h;rve .m2tde: thq;•ut>licprosecutor initiate an investigation or, at the very 

further information from the applicant about his state of health 

>)r<,abnent !:o ;vhi.chheha<:l beer1 sttb j•ected. The Commission further noted 

detention, the applicant was in a vulnerable position, if he had, as he 

'sutbje:cte:d to torture during his detention. The threats to which the 

rarrne<lto have been exposed after he had complained to the Commission, 

death in circumstances which had not been fully clarifiod, were 

which could at least support the view that the pursuance of remedies 

of serious risks. The applicant could be said to have complied with the 

ilil<edi•es rule.m The Court accepted the facts as they had been established 

unission and, on that basis, held that these constituted special circumstances 

>5T7-5,;83i'72, Yearbook XIX {1976), p. 84 {248-254). 
X andY v. the United Kingdom, D&R 36 (1984), p. 49 (61). Here the 

CGncluded that, since there was no dispute between the parties as far as 

~'',:;'~~~~~;:b~:was concerned, it was not necessary to go into the question of whether 
::4 in the present case because of the existence of a State practice. 
!!91!7/,13,,</croyv Turkey, D&R 79-A ( 1994), p. 60 (70-71); AppL 21893!93,Akdivar v. Turkey; 

t:;agirga. 
~ll98j'/93 Aksoy v. Turkey, D&R 79-A {1994), p. 60 {70-71). 
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which absolved Mr Aksoy from the obligation to exhaust the local remedies. 
reached that conclusion the Court did not find it necessary to pronounce on 
an administrative practice existed obstructing applications being made.' 18 

On an earlier occasion three applicants who had been placed in police 
suspected of an offence coming within the jurisdiction of the State Security 
alleged violations of Article 3 in that they were subjected to torture 
incommunicado in police custody. The Commission held that the c;mrernn1en 
not mentioned any domestic remedy available to the applicants with regard 

detention incommunicado by the police as such. Apparently this particular 
detention was an administrative practice. 119 In the Akdivar Case the 
maintained their allegations before the Court, which they had already made 
the Commission, that the destruction of their homes was part of a St;lle-in1s1 
policy. That policy, in their submissions, was tolerated, condoned and possi!Jlyori 

by the highest authorities in the State aimed at massive population di:sp!.ace:me 
the emergency region of South-East Turkey. There was thus an admilttist!rative pra 
which rendered any remedies illusory, inadequate and ineffective. The Court 

eluded that there were special circumstances absolving the applicants from 

galion to exhaust their domestic remedies. The Court also emphasised u"" uuv 

was confined to the particular circumstances of that case. It was not to be 

as a general statement that remedies were ineffective in that area ofTurkey.12u 

2.2.10.3 Available remedies; procedural requirements 

In connection with the local remedies rule it is first of all important to knowvi 
remedies are available. T!Iat qne'itio!l is to be answered on the basis ofnationall: 
It is for 1te respondent State to btmrluce any objection that the applicant has 

exham:ted Jomtstic remt>die~PJ and to meet the burden of proving the eXJiste:nc< 
available and sufficient domestic remedies.122 The respondent State also has 
of proving that the existing remedies are effective~ albeit only in cases where 
'serious doubt'. 123 

'" 
'" 
"" 
"' 

fudgment of 18 December 1996, paras 55-57. 
Appls 16311/90 and 16313/90, Hazar and Acik v. Turkey, D&R 72 (1992), p. 200 (208). 
Judgment of 16 September 1996, para. 77. 

Appl. 9120/80, Unterpertingerv. Austria, D&R 33 (1983), p. 80 (83); Appl. 25006/94, LS. v. 
Republic, D&R 88-A, p. 34 (39); judgment of28 July 1999, Selmouni, para. 76. 

122 'Appl·9013/80, Farrel v.· the United Kingdom, D&R 30,(1983), p. 96 (101-102); )u<lgrr>ent 
9 December 1994, Stran Greek Refineries and StratisAndreadis, para. 35; judgment of 16 
l996;Akdivar, para. 68; judgment o£20 February 2003, Djavit, para.· 29. 

'" 
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Appls 8805/79 and 8806/79, De long and Baljet v. the Netherlands, D&R 24 (1981), p. 144 
Judgment of 16 September 1996, Akdtvar, para. 68; judgment of29 June 2004, Dogan and 
para. 102. 
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Chapter c 

:fit!ition ofthe term 'remedy' is to be found in the case law. In various places 
i.i,weirer, indications as to its meaning. The concept of' remedy' in any event 

those procedures in which one does not claim a right, but attempts to 

votlf.Exarrtptes are the action for rehabilitation in Belgium, IH the so-called 
;the()m:en' in England, us the right of petition under Article 5 of the Dutch 

application to the Principal State Counsel at the Court of Cassation 
• • 128 

and request for supervisory reVIew. 
onl the judicial remedies which must be sought, but every remedy 

:ationallaw which may lead to a decision that is binding on the 

including the possibility of appeal to administrative bodies, provided 
concerned is adequate and effective. In a case concerning the natio-

~r.fl'i;rr<>W ~)h i1>b "'i[d,ers 'Ull<lerthe: British Acircra ft artd Shi pb uildi n g Industries 
Commission had to face the question of whether the reference of a 

Jn.,cornpen,;atiionto an arbitration tribunal provided for in the 1977 Act con

ar!<,ffecti•reremedyto be exhausted. According to the Commission the tribunal 
iS(liction to determine the amount of compensation under the statutory 

but did aot sit as a tribunal of appeal pronouncing on the adequacy of the 
in the negotiations by the Secretary of State. It thus represented an alter
of assessing the compensation due under the statutory formula, if agree

the appropriate amount could not be reached. As the substance of the 

mt com]Jarty's complaint was not that it received less than the Act en tided it 

4~ .• tth•• v.erv nature of the sta'!:utory compensation formula was such that it 
:bh,fai~ecl to rcl'lect :hecompar,y'spropervd!ue, the Commission held that resort 

i!tJcatiion would not have constituted an effectiv..:: and sufficient remedy.
130 

qU<Stion of w!lether extraordinary remedies must also have been sought 
,~b~ans•were<l :·in a general way.131 In the Nielsen Case the Commission required 

xh;aw;ti<m,in:sofaras tthi;sc<nu.d t>e expected to produce an effective and adequate 
must be decided for each individual case whether the remedy is effective and 

The Commission considered an application to the Special Court ofRevision 

:m,•clv·that should be exhausted.132 In subsequent case law, however, applications 
;.,,.n,"crnftheproceedingswere not regarded as 'domestic remedies' in the sense 

214/56, De Becker v. Belgium, Yearbook II (E>S8-19S9), p. 214 (236-238). 
299/57, Greece v. the United Kingdom, ·rearbook II (1958-l9S9), p. 186 ( 192). 

report of the Budget Committee for Foreign Affairs of the Dutch Parliament, Yearbook II 

(1958-1195\>). p. 566, 

i~~:~;:' o£28 October 1998, <;iraklar, paras 29-32. 
,:;: of8 February2001, Pitkevich. 

332/57, Lawless v. Ireland, Yearbook II (1958-19S9), p. 308 (322-324); judgment of 29 July 

Selmouni, para. 75. 
9266/81, Yarrow P.L.C. and Otltersv. the United Kingdom, D&R 30 ( 1983), p. ISS ( 188-190). 

Appl. 20471/92, Kustannus Oy VapaaAjattelija and Others v. Finland, D&R 85 A ( 1996), p. 29(39). 

Appl. 343/57, Yearbook II (1958-1959), p. 412 ( 438-442). 
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ofArticle26 [the present Article 35(1)] of the Convention,"' unless itw<tsestabli 
under domestic law that such a request in fact constituted an effective .... "'"'' 
application for retrial or similar extraordinary remedies cannot, as a general 
taken into account for the purpose of applying Article 35 of the Ccmv·entionu 

When the applicant has sought an apparently effective remedy in vain, 

be required to try others which may be available but at:e f>robaiJlyin<efft,ctiive . .'" 
over, for a remedy to be considered effective it must be capable of directly 
the situation complained of. 137 

With respect to the way in which and the time-limits within which pnJceeding:>tJ 
be instituted, national law is decisive. If in his appeal to a national court an 

has failed to observe the procedural requirements or the time-limits, and 

accordingly has been rejected, the local remedies rule has not been co1mp•lted \\lith 
his application -is declared inadmissible. us However, non-exhaustion of 

remedies cannot be held against the applicant if in spite of the latter's failure to 
the forms prescribed by law; the competent authority nevertheless exa1mined 
appeal, 

139 
It may be necessary for the applicant to cal! in the assistance nf.rn ... __ 

correctly exhaust the local remedies, if national law requires this. 140 

In some legal systems, such as that of Italy, individuals have no direct 
the constitutional court; they are dependent on a decision of the ordinary 

refer the issue of constitutionality of a specific law to the constitutional court. 

a case, according to the Commission, the individual applicant is required to ha•'C r'ail 
the question of that constitutionality in the proceedings before the ordinary 
If he has not done so, he cannot claim that he had no access to the · 
court.I4I 

The interpretation and application of the relevant provisions of nati_or.al 
principle belong to the competence of the national authorities conc~rned. The o'nn 

on the other hand, is competent to judge whether, as a result of such aninteqJretatiti 

'" 
"' 
'" 

"' 
'" 
"" 
"' 
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See, e.g., Appl. 2385/64, X v. Norway, Coll. 22 (1967), p, 85 (88). In a case which was 
identical to the Nielsen Case, with regard to the future the Commission expressly 

question ofwhether a petition to the Danish Special Court ofRevision constitutes an 

Appl. 4311/69,X v. Denmark, Yearbook XIV (1971), p. 280 (316·2•20.1; Appl. 2394,>!9'1 p,,ifl,·v. !'" 
D&R 77 B, (1994) p. 140 (142). 

Appl. 19117/91, lC S. and lC S.AGv, Switzerland, D&R 78-A (1994), p. 70 (74). 

Decision of22 June 1999, Tumilovich; decision of29 January 2004, Berdzehnishvi/i. 

Appl. 9248/81, Leanderv. Sweden, D&R34 (1983), p. 78 (33); Appl. 14838/89,A. v. France, 

(1991), p. 286 (302); decision of25 April2002, Guna;nlit>; d,,ci,ion of:29 Jlpril21l04,Mo,.,im .Barbas. 
Appl l1660/85,X V. Portugal, D&R 59 (1983), p. 85 {92); judgment of 16 September I m>, 

0
,, • ., •• , 

para.. 66; judgment of28 July 1999, Selmouni, para. 66, · 

See, e.g., Appl. 2854/66, X and Yv, Austria, Coll. 26 (1968), p. 46 (53-54). 
Appl. 12784/87, Huber v. Switzerland, D&R 57 (1988), p. 251 (259). 

Appl. 6878/75, LeCompte v. Belgium, Yearbook XX (1977), p. 254 (274). 
See Appl. 6452/74, Sacchi v. Italy, D&R 5 (1976), p. 43 (51). 

the applicant has becorne the victim of a denial of justice. In theAkdivar 

Court held that this means, amongst other things, that it must take realistic 

only of the existence of formal remedies in the legal system of the Con

"''"'v .:ot1e<Tnea, but also of the general legal and political context in which 
I f h I. "' as well as the persona circumstances o t c app 1cants. -

which for a long time had been left undecided in the case law is what an 
should do when different remedies are open to him. Must he pursue them 

he confine himself to bringing the action which in his view is most likely 

'succ<:ssful?. The text of Article 35( 1) appears to suggest the former, because it 
alldom<esttc remedies'. The Commission, in a 197 4 decision, seemed to take 

stringent approach. It held that, where there is a single remedy it should be 
to the highest ievel. The position is not so certain where the domestic law 

ile:;a 1numl>erofdifferentremedies. In such cases the Commission tends to admit 
26 [the present Article 35(1)] has been complied with if the applicant 

'&sits cmlytl1e Jrerne<iyorrernedit,svvhiich are r•eas;on•ably llik<elyto prove effective.143 

case the CommissiOn added: «Where( ... ) there is a choice of remedies open 

1e ''Pf>licant to redress an alleged violation of the Convention, Article 26 [the 
Article 35(1)] of the Convention must be applied to reflect the practical 

of the applic-ant's position in order to ensure the effective protection of the 

and freedoms guaranteed by the Convention."144 

Airey Case the Court held that it was primarily for the applicant to select 

legal remedy to pursue.145 It is up to the applicant in those cases to indicate 
remedy he has choseP and for what reasons. These grounds have to be objective 

a tea>;ortable. 146 

Dispensation _for remedies which are not effective and adequate 

1 Introduction 

important question in connection with Article 35( 1) is whether all the 
legal remedies must have been pursued Here~ too, a good deal depends on 

irellev;ant national law, and the answer to this question can only be given on a case-

Tudgment of 16 September 1996, para. 69; See also: judgment of28 July 1999, Selmouni, para. 77. 
Appl. 5874/72,Monika Berberich v. Federal Republic of Germany, Yearbook XVII (1974), p. 386 ( 418). 

. 9118/80, Allgemeine Gold- und Silberscheideanstalt A. G. v. the United Kingdom, D&R 32 

(1983), p. 159 (165). 

Judgment of9 October 1979, para. 23. 
Idem. 
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by-case basis. 147 From the very voluminous and rather casuistic case law, the 

trends may be inferred. 

In the Nielsen Case the Commission stated quite generally that 

governing the exhaustion of the local remedies, as they are generally recog11is<,dtc 

in principle require that recourse should be had to all legal remedies availai>lc ( 

the local law which are in principle capable of providing an effective and 

means of redressing the wrongs for which, on the international plane, the 

State is alleged to be responsible.'' 14 ~ 

2.2.10.4.2 Effective and adequate remedies 

An individual is dispensed from the obligation to exhaust certain local 

in the circumstances of his case these remedies are ineffective orin;ld<,qtlate.' 

same .vein the answer to the question of whether non-judicial procedures 

the local remedies that have to be exhausted depends on whether those 

are provided with sufficient guarantees to ensure an effective leg:alpn>te,ction aga 

the authorities. 150 Recourse to an organ which supervises th<' a<hninistration b11t car 
take binding decisions, such as an ombudsman, does not constitute an ad<equ1at~ 
effective remedy in the sense of Article 35(1)."' 

For a given local remedy to be considered adequate and effective it is, 
not required thot the claim in question would actually have been recognised 

'" 

"' 

"" 
"' 

See Appl. 343/57, Sclwuw Nielsen v. Denmkrk, Yearbook II (1958-1959), p. 412 (4412-<144]1:' 

competence which the Commission has iu every case to appreciate in the light of it''~::~:;;~'~ 
w!1ether any given remedy at any given datt> appear<:d to offer the applicant the p 
eF.ecti V'e and sufficient remedy." 

Appl. 343/57, Yearbook II (1958-1959), p. 412 (440), See also Appl. 10092/82, Baraona v. 
D&R 40 ( 1985), p. 118 (136), where the Commission held that "the crucial point is( ... ) 
appeal might have secured redress in the form of direct, rather than indirect, protection 
laid down i~ ( ... ) the Convention." See also see the judgment of 18 September l996,Aksoy, 
52, and the Judgment of 16 September 1996, Akdivar, paras 65-67. 
See, e.g., Appi. 7011/75, Becker v. Denmark, D&R 4 (1976), p. 215 (232-233); Appl. 
Denmark, D&R 7 (1977}, p. 153 {154). A special case is Appl. 7397/76, Peyer v. Swituc/a,,d, D 
II (1978), p. 58 (75-76), in which in the opinion of the Commission the applicant did not"" 
appeal, since he could ::-wt rely or>. the Convention before the national court as it had not vet enl 
into force with respect to Switzerland, while in addition there was no leg:l ground on which 
an appeal could be basd. See also joint Appls 8805/79 and 8806/79, De Tong and Baljet 
Netherlands, D&R 24 (1981), p. 144 (150), in which the action for damage.<: uf Art. 1401 
Netherlands Civil Code was not considered effective to question a detention which was in 

with domestic law. Similarly, in the case of Z v. the Netherlands, the appeal to the '"'""'" vm" 
. . of the Council of State against the Deputy Minister of Justice was considered not effective 

~uch proceedings did not suspend the execution of the decision to deport the applicant; See 
JUdgment of9 October 1997, Andronicou and Constantinou, para 159. 
See, e.g., AppL 155/56: X v. Federal Republic of Germany, Yearbook I (1955-1957), p. 163 
Appl. 11192/84,Mollt10n v. France, D&R 52 { 1987), p. 227 (235) ;judgment of23 May 2001, 
para. 362. 
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In this stage of the examination by the Court the question of whether 

is well-founded is not at issue, but only the quesrion of whether, 

the complaint is well-founded, this particular remedy would have 

applicant the possibility of redress. 1:;
1 In this context it must l~e noted 

;f>licarrt's personal view of the effectiveness or ineffectiveness ot a given 

:lnitsr,lf:not decisive.!).\ 
national authorities remain passive in the face of serious allegations of 

or infliction of harm by State agents, this is a relevant criterion in 

applicant from the obligation to exhaust domestic reme~ies. The,spe~d 
femedy can be exercised may also be a relevant factor m assessmg Its 

::J'J;otttiS<>S C:ase the Court reiterated that the only remedies Article 35 of the 

iort r<,q1unos to be exhausted are those that are available and sufficient and 

breaches alleged. oso In the [atridis Case the Court observed that the 

(made: a spe<:ialapjJ!icati<Jn-- p1rovidcd for in section 2(3) ofLawno. 263/1968 

Court ofFirst Inst~nce,specificallyseekingto have the administrative 

quashed. The court found in his favour, holding that the conditions 

ng.su.ch an order had not been satisfied. The Minister of Finance, however, 

approval for the cinema to be returned to him. In light of the Minister's 

action under Articles 987 and 989 of the Civil Code- assuming it had 

led __ \vottldi'n all probability not have led to a different outcome from that of 

ication tcJ h;!ve th•ee,rict:iml O'rd<:r quashc,d. The applicant could not, therefore, 

for not having made use of a legal remedywhich would have been directed 

the same-end and which moreover would not have had a better prospect 

As regards the second limb of the objection, the Court considered that an 

,'for clannalles might sometimes be deemed a sufficient remedy, in particular 

icomjJentsat:iorl istheonlymeans of redressing the wrong suffered. In the instant 

1ov<ev·er. compensation would not have been ar.. alternative to the measures 

Greek legal system should have afforded the applicant to overcome the fact 

ew'asunableto r,egitin possession of the cinema despite a court decision quashing 

lcti,onor<ler. Furthermore, the various proceedings pending in the Athens Court 

Instance were decisive only in respect of an award of just satisfaction under 

of the Convention. As to the third limb of the objection, the Court reiterated 

35 only requires the exhaustion of remedies that relate to the breaches 

1474/62, Belgian Lingrlistic Case, ColL 12 ( l9G4), p. 18 (27). 
289/57 ,X v. Federal Republic of Germany, Yearbook I ( 1955-1957~, p. 148 ( 149). See also Appl. 

X v. Federal Repr1blic of Germany, D&R 6 (1976), p. 62 (64); Appl. 7317/75, Lynas v. 
,,S•Nit,af,nd,, Yearbook XX (1977), p. 412 (442); and Appl. 10148/82, Garcia v. Switzerland, D&R 42 

{122). 
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alleged: sueing a private individual cannot be regarded as such a remedy in 

of an act on the part of the State, in this instance the refusal to implement 
decision and return the cinema to the applicant. tsc; a 

The Commission and the Court have built up a voluminous case la1.vconce:rnin• 

may be regarded as an effective and adequate remedy. From this case law the 
elements emerge as the most important. 

In the first place the applicant must have used the remedies provided for u 
highest level, only if and insofar as the appeal to a higher tribunal P 

affect the decision on the merits. L>? In addition any procedural means which 

have prevented a breach of the Convention should have been used. 158 An 

may of course refrain from an appeal if the tribunal in question is not comf>et,,ri 

the matter of his claim.'" In some legal systems a higher or the highest 

jurisdiction only with respect to legal issues and cannot pronounce on the facts. 

application submitted to the Commission specifically concerns facts, the 

need not have previously applied to such a court.160 '!'hte sarnte htol<ls ~~ocod ,.vitih r<~ 
to the possibility of appeal to a constitutional court from a decision 

Such an appeal belongs to the remedies that must have been exhausted if and 

as the decision of the constitutional court may have any impact on thesit1"atiorrab 

which a complaint is lodged with the Commission. 161 In Slovakia a petition 

Constitutional Court is not an effective re1nedy, in so far as the formal im:titutio
1 

the proceedings depends on a decision of that court and the court cannot 

with or quash decisions of the ordinary courts. 162 In Ireland the granting 

appeal to the Supreme Court lies at the discretion of the Attorney-General 

Denmark it is the .Minister of Justice who has wide di~crt:tion in granting 

a;>peal. In both lega! systems, m0revvt'r, snch a leave is granted orJ~, exceJ>ti<mai 

\Vithrespectto both cases the Commission ha;:; de-cideci that the appeal to the 

,,. 
'" 

'" 

'" 

"" 

'" 

"' 
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Judgment of25 March 1999, para. 47. 

Appl 788/60, Austria v. Italy, Yearbook IV (1961), p. 116 (172) andAppl. 2690/65, Televiziet 
Netherlands, Yearbook IX (1966), p. 512 (548). See also Appl. 6289/73, Airey v. Ireland, ' 
XX (1977), p. 180 (200); Appl. 6870/75, Yv. the United Kingdom, D&R tO (1978), p. 37 
9362/81, 9363/81 and 9387/81, Vander Sluijs, Zuiderveld and Klappe v. theNethedm

7
d

7
, 

(1982), p. 212 (219); Appl. 16839/90, Remli v. France, D&R 77-A (1994), p. 22 (29); j'< >dgme.nt 
19 March 1991, Cardot, para. 39. 

Tudgmentof6 December 1988, Barbera, Messegueand farbardo, para 59; judgmentofl9 March 
Cardot, para. 36. 

See, e.g:, Appl. 7598/76, Kaplan v. the United Kingdom, D&R 15 (1979), p. 120 (122). Thus 
Court Judgment of 6 November 1980, Guzzard~ para 69. 

See, e:g.,·Appl. 1437/62, X v. Belgium (not published) andAppi. 10741/84, Sv. the vnnea ""'ga<>a 
D&R41 (1985),p. 226 (231). · 

See, e.g., Appl. 1086/61, X v. Federal Republic of Germany, Yearbook V (1962), p. 149 (154); 
5573 and 5670/72, Adler v. Federal Republic of Germany, Yearbook XX ( 1977), p. l02 (132). 
Appl. 26384/95, Samkova v. Slovak Republic, D&R 86 A (1997) p. 143 {151-152). 
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constitute an effective remedy in the sense of Artide 26. 16
J In the 

observed that in the Italian legal system an individual was not 

'""'lvdirecttlyto the Constitutional Court for review of a law's constitution

'"~m.,t1wing the merits of a case has the right to make a reference to the 
of its own motion or at the request of a party. Accordingly, iona!LOUJrt, """" 

>plicatrcon cannot be a remedy whose exhaustion is required under Article 

Convention. 
104 

le tm<• J<R< Case the Court held that recourse to the administrative bodies 

consi.derea an effective remedy in respect of complaints concerning the 

)r\.,oriirrtplem<,ntation of prison regulations. 165 In the CenbauerCase the Court 

that it had not been demonstrated that an appeal to the administrative 

,(to aju•dg<"<:sponsil>le for supervising the execution of sentences offered the 

rli<,p<>Ssmilrrcyofse<:uring:re•dre:ssl~rhi,;co•rnJplaints.lnparti'<~w:ar,theCourt 

f «•cti:on 15 para. 1 of the amended Act on Enforcement of Prison Terms 

i:o•mJplaint cOncerning the "acts or decisions of a prison employee" and 

not provide a remedy in respect of complaints relating to the general 

prison.'" In the Tumilovich Case the Court held that an application for 

similar extraordinary remedies could not, as a general rule, be taken into 

tfortlre rmrpm;e of applying Article 35 of the Convention. 167 With regard to 

have a court decide speedily on the lawfulness of detention, an action for 

"' atgm•nst the State is not a remedy which has to be exhausted, because the 

action for damages on the ground of the defective operation of the 

~ry,of'jnsti<:e i.s to secure compensation tOr the prejudice caused by deprivation 

not to aasert the right to have the lawfulness of that deprivation of liberty 

speedily by chat court."' 

regard to the length of detention in Turkey in the case of a complaint about 

of Article 5 of the Convention the Comn1ission noted that on a number of 

sionsth<' nmtiallaw court had considered whether to continue the applicants' 

10868/84, Woukam Moudefo v. France, D&R 51 (1987), p. 62 (81); Appl. 11256/84, Eguc v. 
D&R57 {1988), p. 47 (67);Appl. 13190/87, Navarra v. France, D&R69 (1991), p. 165 ( 171); 

16419/90 and 16426/90, Yagci and Sargin v. Turkey, D&R 71 (1991), p. 253 (268); judgment 
August 1992, Tomasi, para. 81; judgment of 23 November 1993, Navarra, para. 24. 
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detention on remand and refused their conditional release. It followed that 

authorities had the opportunity to put an end to the applicants' all•eg<:dl]r.,. 

detention. The Commission further noted that no appeal waspossibk: ag;air!St:d~ 
by a martial law court which refused to grant conditional release. In connectio 
this it pointed out that in Turkish law there is a distinction between 

remanding the accused in custody and an order to continue detention on 

the latter being issued at final instance by the court dealing with the case. 

to the length of the criminal proceedings, for the purposes of Article 

Convention, the Commission referred to previous decisions in w"<>c•w na1atle.l 
having regard to the relatively protracted duration of proceedings, it was 

to reject a complaint for failure to exhaust domestic remedies because 

still pending at the time when an application was introduced. The c:onnrntission 6 

observed that the respondent Government had not established th'rt tl1e ''PI•lican 

ar.. effective remedy in Turkish law to expedite the proceedings whose 
complained of. The judgment to be given 

the Government alluded, was not as such a remedy capable of;lff<)rdlin1~ tl1e appl 

redress for the situation they complained of. Therefore, there was noelt:ectiivere 
available. 169 

In a case where the applicant complained about the conditions ofdeltentiol 

Government in quesrtion ctbsenrecl t:bratsh:e hadnc•t exhausted the domestic r:em1 
since she had not requested a transfer to another prison. The Commission, 

opined that even if this might have led to an improvement in the co1nditions.r 
detention, it would by no means have enabled her to assert her rights 

Convention, and in particular to raise her complaint under Article 3. Ccmseq•ne 

the Commission considered that these steps could not be taken into account 

purpose of deciding whether domestic remedies had been exb::1usted as 

The Commission held in respect of alleged ill-treatment contrary to Article 
raising criminal charges against the officials concerned, or filing a civil 

compensation, are effective remedies to be examined pursuant to Article 

However, in a case againstTurkeytheCornmission observed that, under T,:rJ,;,h 

the applicants were entitled to complain at the trial if their statements to 

.had been made under torture and that ill-treatment of prisoners bypolioe o:fficers• 

to be prosecuted ex officio. The Commission was, therefore, satisfied that the 

had availed themselves of a proper remedy under Turkish law in that th<·v "'"" 

... 
"" 
"' 
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Ap!'ls 15530/89 and 15531/89, Mitap and MUftUoglu v. Turkey, D&R 72 (1992), p. 169 
alsoAppls 16419/90 and 16426/90, Yagci and Sargin v. Turkey, D&R 71 (1991) p. 253 (267}. 
Appl. 14986/89, Kuijk v. Greece, D&R 70 (1991), p. 240 (250). 
Appl. 10078/82, M v. France, D&R 41 (1985), p. 103 (119); Appl. 11208/84, McQuiston 

United Kingdom, D&R46 (1986},p. 182 (187);Appl. 17544/90, Ribitsch v. Austria, v~""' '"'' 
p. !29 (133). 

ill-treatment at their trial, first with the Public Prosecutor and 

the State Security Court and the Court ofCa.ssatioh. It concluded 

submissions that the Public Prosecutor did not refer the 
(j\'>er<tmenl:~s Public Prosecutor, because he did not consider the 

Jobecn:dible:, and that, for the same reason, the court did not discard the 

auteu. uc•uo•& the applicant's detention incommunicado. The Commission 

examined-whether the applicants were nevertheless required to avail 

the further remedy indicated by the Government by addressing a 

,fc:ri"nirta!lbeli"'>io•nr to the competent Public Prosecutor. The Commission 
;;;.; thMihecomplaintconcerned primarily·a question of evidence and that 

<:w!hvthe applicants were unsuccessful in raising it at their trial was that the 

lritvC:ourtand the Public Prosecutor did not find that there was sufficient 

j:(}support their detailed allegations. The Commission, therefore, assumed 

tppllicants, if they had availed themselves of the remedy indicated by the 
would have been faced with the same problem of proving that they had 

'" iiTHtre;lte•d.For this reason the applicants were not obliged to exhaust the 
in order to comply with Article 35( 1) of the Convention."' 

iol:ner c;1se ag,airlStTurrkeyth<! Conuntiss:ion observed in this respect, however, 

lei;a!auth<>rities to which the complaint of criminal behaviour was referred 

decisions on detention to be in conformity with law and procedure. 

to the case law quoted by the Government, Turkish courts only grant 

in cases where those responsible for criminal acts of the kind in question 
criminal prosecution. In these circumstances 

1m1mis:sion was of the opinion that the applicants were not bound to attempt 
eottsctf nedr·essindicated by the Government, given that the legal authorities to 

1th.e qjuesti·on of the la\V fclness cf dteir detention was referred had ai I eaCy mhen 

uu,.auu rejected the claim that the applicants' deprivation uffrecriom was iileg:al. 

,ciJrcumstan.cesit would have served no purpose had the applicants undertaken 

for compensation. 173 

i~:Ackdivar c:ase the applicants alleged that there was no effective remedy available 

>taining compensation before the administrative courts in respect of injuries or 

to property arising out of criminal acts of members of the security forces. In 

to demonstrate that the available remedies were not ineffective, the Turkish 

:<rr>mt!ntreferred to a number of judgments of the administrative courts. Some 

!eS<! dt!ci,;iOilS<:ontcelme:d c:aS<!S in which the State Council had awarded compensa

individuals for damage inflicted by public officials or by terrorists, or suffered 

A.ppls 16311/90 and 16313/90, HazarandAcik v. Turkey, D&R 72 ( 1992), p. 200 (207·208); Appls 
14116/88 and 14117/88, Sargin and Yaici v. Turkey, D&R 61 (1989), p. 250 {280). 
Appls 14116/88 and 14117/88, Sargin afld Yaici v. Turkey, D&R 61 (1989), p. 250 (278). 
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in the course of confrontations between the Government, the public and 
According to the Government, claims for compensation could also have 

in the ordinary civil courts. The Court considered it significant that the 

despite the extent of the problem of village destruction, had not been 

to examples of compensation being awarded in respect of allegations 

had been purposely destroyed by members of the security forces or to 

having been brought against them in respect of such allegations. In this 

the Court noted the evidence referred to byth•e [lelteg,tteoftht: Con1rntiss:iotla! 

the general reluctance of the authorities to admit that this type of illicit 

members of the security forces had occurred. It furthet noted! thel,tckofan~;in 

investigation, any offer to co-operate with a view to obtaining evidence or 

payments made by the authorities to the applicants. Moreover, the 

consider that a remedy before the admini,:tntti•re <:ottrtse<mld l>e Jceganiecl as; at 

and sufficient in respect of the applicants' complaints, since it was not 

a determination could be made in the course of such proceedings COJlC<>rn:ingtl 

that their property was destroyed by members of the gendarmerie. 174 As 

civil remedy invoked by the respondent Government, the Court attached 

significance to the absence of any meaningful investigation by the authorities 

applicants' allegations and of any official expression ofconeterrt otr a':sis:tat1C<>nt! 

standing the fact that statements by the applicants had been given to 

officials. It appeared to have taken two yea"s before statements were taken 

applie&nts by the authorities about the events complained of, wh,id> wa<>>m.hd'f 

in resron:se to the communication of the complaint by the Cc>mmiission 

Government. 175 

In the Egmez Case the applicant made a complaint to the Ornbud:sman: 

resulted in a report naming some of the officers responsible for the alleged 

ment of the applicant. Having regard to the Attorney-General's refusal to 

action the Court decided that the applicant's complaint to the Ombudsman 

discharged the authorities of the Republic of Cyprus of the duty to "nnrlt•rta 

investigation capable ofleadingto the punishment (as opposed to the mtereidehl 

tion) of those responsible". 176 The same was true in the Denizci Case, 
Attorney-General refrained from taking any action despite the power he . 

conduct an ex officio enqt!iryand where, under Cypriot law, the Ombudsman 

have had no power to order al!y measures or impose any sanctions. In those 

stances the Court considered that the applicants were justified in coJnsi.deJ:in,gth 

other legal remedy on the national level would bt:! effecth·e in respect 

'" 
'" 
'" 
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Judgment of 16 September 1996, 'paras 71-72. 
Ibidem, para. 73. 
Judgment 21 December 2000, para 67. 
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the Yasa Case the Court held that with respect to an action in 

under Article 125 of the Turkish Constitution based on the 

liaiJtliltY, that a Contracting State's obligation under Articles 2 and 

ciiention to conduct an investigation capable ofleading to the identifica-

6ishn.Jel1t ,,[ t.ho•se responsible in cases of t~1tal assault might be rendered 

[1 ,,,,""'" 
of complaints under those Articles an applicant were to be 

'"•·'-~··o•an administrative-law action leading only to an award of damages. 

the applicant was not required to bring the administrative proceedings 

Case the Court stated that, when an individual formulates an arguable 

afforced eviction and destruction of property involving the respon

State, the notion of an •effective remedy' in the sense of Article 13 of the 

on, eJILau,,in addition to the payment of compensation where appropriate, 

effective investigation capable of leadi.t1g to the identification and 

-~· ~• •lh~''" responsible and including effective access by the complainant 

>eStiga:tive procedure. Otherwise, if an action based on the State's strict liability 

>et:onsidlen'd ;llega! action that had to be exhausted in respect of complaints 

8 of the Convention or Article I of Protocol No. I, the State's obligation 

those guilty of such serious breaches might thereby disappear. N. regards 

ctitm Jforre<lress for damage sustained through illegal acts or patently uulawful 

ctnn t11epartofState agents, the Court recalled that a plaintiff must, in addition 

•lisl1ing a •cautsaJ!ink between the tort and the damage he had sustained, identify 

believed to have committed the tort. In the instant case, however, the 

,nf'th,nse responsible for the forced eviction of the applicants from their village 

not known. Accordingly, the Court did not consider that a remedy before 

lmiini:;tr;lli're or civil courts could be regarded as adequate and effective in respect 

:applicm1ts' complaints, since it was not satisfied that a determination could be 

lnth•e oourseof such proceedings concerning the allegations that villages were 

evacuated by members of the security forces. 179 

e nlov.os Case the Court held that a declaration of incompatibility issued by a 

ihc:outrtto the effect that a particular legislative provision infringed the Conven

regarded as an effective remedy within the meanillg of Article 35( I). 

"In particular, a declaration is not binding on the parties to the proceedings 

it is ::nade. Furthermore, by virtue of section l 0(2) of the 1998 Act, a declara-

in<:ornpatibilityprovides the appropriate minister with a power, not a duty, 

the offending legislation by order so 1s to make it compatible with the 
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Convention. The minister concerned can only exercise thatpowerifiier·or>otA 
there are 'compelling reasons' for doing so. »IHo Thus a remedy which"'; n<ot ,,nfu 

or binding, or which is dependent on the discretion of the executive,tallsctu(\ 

concept of effectiveness as established in the Convention case law, nctlvi•ith'"' 
that it may furnish adequate redress in cases in which it has a successful 

In a case against Ireland the Court held that in a legal system which 

constitutional protection for fundamental rights, it is incumbent on the 
individual to test the extent of that protection and, in a common Ia>v s·vstem1• 1 

the domestic courts to develop those rights by way of interpretation. In this 
it was recalled that a declaratory action before the High Court, with ~ 
an appeal to the Supreme Court, constitutes the most appropriate m•ethtodl UI!de 
law of seeking to assert and vindicate constitutional rights. 182 

The possibility of obtaining compensation may in some circutmstartce,s ccm 

an adequate remedy, in particular where it is likely to be the onlYJJo,;sit>le •Ofl>r 

means whereby redress can be given to the individual for the wrong h.e h.as:suffe 

Applying this case law, the Commission declared an application co:ncerni1 

dismissal of police officers inadmissible under the local remedies rule since t•he· 
officers', action for compensation was pending before the Greek courts 

compensation capable ofbeing awarded was poterttiallysulJst:antialenou:gh 1to r~ 
the alleged violations. 184 However, the Commission has also held th:1t c:onop<"l: 

machinery could only be seen as an adequate :-emedyin a situation where 
rities had talcen reasonable steps to comply with their obligations under 
tion.IBS 

The personal appearance of the applicant belfor•e thte cowrWtkiiJgthede<:isio1 

constitute so substantial an element of the proced1rre t:bat the rejection of a 
to that effecLieacl_ers the procedure i~~ffccti·te. 106 

In the Tome Mota Case the Court supported theGovernment'sviewthatan 
against the administration's failure to decide constituted an effective 

particular, the Government had pointed out that administrative authc>rilies an' u 
an obligation to decide on any request made by a party within six 

proceedings under the Tax OffencesActwhere no other remedy, such as a 
, a transfer ofjurisdiction, lies againstthe failure to decide within th,, g<,neralsix:-m 

"" 
'" 
"' 
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Dec~s~on of 18 June 2002; decision of 16 March 2004, Walker; decision of27 April2004, 
Decision of29 June 2004, B., and L v. the United Kingdom., 

Decision of 19 June 2003/Independent News and Media pic and Imle. P"'d"'' ~/ewspapas (In 
Limited. 

Appl. 12719/87, Frederiksen and Others v. Denmark, D&R 56 (1988), p. 237 (244). 
AppL 18598/91, Sygounis, Kotsis and 'Union ofPolice Officers' v. Greece, D&R 78-B ( 1994), p. 
AppL 12719/87, Frederiksen and Others v. Denmark, D&R 56 (1988), p. 237 (244}. 
Appl. 434/58, X v. Sweden, Yearbook ll (1958-1959), p. 354 (374-376). 
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Chapter 

lt,thepartyi' entitled to lodge an application directly with the Administrative 
the administration's failure to decide under Article 132 of the Fcd~ral 

Court relied in essence on the Commission's case law accordmg 

ne:lsures available to an individual which might speed up the proceedings 
,., wll,ich fall to be considered in the context of the merits of an application 

len th of proceedings rather than in the context of the exhaustion of 

±"n~!IledJICgs. 188 In the Basic Case the Court referred to its decision in the Tome 
'··""«''o it had found that a request under Articles 108 and 109 of the 

of Criminal Procedure to speed up the proceedings was an effective 

were a number of similarities between this remedy and the remedy 

fhe vr'eS<mt case, the Court found that it was required to review the question 
application against the administration's failure to decide under Article 

,~F'ed•eral Oon:;titution constituted an effective remedy, The Court noted that 
\!<i.Ja.wr•wvidedtinoe-lin1its within which each stage of the criminal procee

be completed, If they were not complied with, the person concerned 

reaJe;qU<ostto speed up the proceedings which, if successful, might, inter alia, 
[a tiecisi<In fixing a tinle-linlit within which the competent court or public 
.~.,h,,!J-~ take a particular procedural measure, such as closing the investiga

a date for a hearing. Given the strict tinle-limits within which the 

"" ""'"0 decide upon a request to speed up the proceedings, the use of this 
itself contribute to the length of the proceedings. Similarly, Austrian 
the field of administrative proceedings that the competent authority 

provided otherwise, ~o decide within six months upon any request by a 

time-limit was not complied with, the party might- in a case l~ke the 
;nfte ~.here the possibility to req•w;t a transfer of jurisdiction to the higher 

exd•tded -- lodge aD applicatiou under Article 132 of the Federal 

''"'''m• ""'~ the Administrative Court. If deemed admissible, it resulted in an 
dP,ressed to theauthorityto give the decision within three months, a time-limit 

extended only once. The Court further noted the inZormation given 

?Giove•rmneont and not coP.tested by the applicant, namely, that in the vast 
tvo;tc;cses theuseofthe application under Article 132 of the Federal Constitu

cause a further delay in the proceodings, as tho Administrative Court 

Ja1,es11o, mor•e tlian a month to issue its order. The Court found that there were 

lanner1tal differences which would distinguish the application und" Article 
;tn•e Jl,ustnan Federal Constitution under review in the present case from the 
p

1
mcuwas at issue in Tome Mota. The Court concluded that this application 

of 16 March 1999, judgment of26 July 2001, Horvat, para. 48. 
11296/84, Moreira de Azevedo v. Portugal, D&R 56 (1988}, p. 126. 
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constituted an effective remedy as regards a complaint about the length 
dings. JH9 

In the Horvat Case the Court noted that proceedings pursuant to section 
the Constitutional Court Act of Croatia are considered as being instituted 
Constitutional Court, after a preliminary examination of the complaint, 
admit it. Thus, although the person concerned can lodge a complaint 
the Constitutional Court, the formal institution of proceedings depends on 
discretion. Furthermore, for a party to be able to lodge a constitutional 
pursuant to that provision, two cumulative conditions must be satisfied. 
applicant's constitutional rights have to be grossly violated bytb<: ta<:ttlilatnode< 
has been issued within a reasonable time and, secondly, there should be a 
serious and irreparable consequences for the applicant. The Court noted 
such as 'grossly violated' and 'serious and irreparable consequences' are 
to various and wide interpretation. It remained open to what extent the 
risked irreparable consequences in so far as the case involved her civil 
repayment. The Government produced before the Court only one case in 
Constitutional Court had ruled uuder section 59( 4) of the Constitutional 

to support their argument concerning the sufficiency and effectiveness of the 
The absence of further case law did, however, i'J ndJicate theun.ceJrtaiintyoftttist:e 

in practical terms. In the Court's view the single case cited by the Gt>veTrrment.d( 
suffice to show the existence of settled national case law that would 
effectiveness of the remedy. In light of this the Court considered that a 

pursuant to section 59( 4) of the Constitutional Court Act could not be re1~anjed 
.a sufficient degree of certainty as an effective remedy in the applicant's 

Finally, in cases of expulsion, the Commission has constantly held that a 
which does not suspend execution of a decision to expel an alien to a sp<:cilieclco'u 
is not effective for the purposes of Article 26 [new Article 35( l)) and there is 
gation to have recourse to such a remedy. 191 In the Said Case the Gc.vernm<:nt ar1 
that the applicant had failed to exhaust domestic remedies in view of the f?ct 

had independentlyandvolluntarily,witlilch-awnhis appliC<JLtion f<>r a pr•ovisionalmea 
in the proceedings before the Administrative Jurisdiction Division of the 
State. The Court noted that according to the case law of the President of the 
strative Jurisdiction Division a request for a provisional measure will be 

'" 
>W 

'" 
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Judgment of30 January 2001, para:;. 34-39; Judgment of30 January 2001, Pallanich, para, 
Judgment of26 July 2001, paras. 42-48. 

Appl. 10400/83, Z v. the Netherlands, D&R 38 (1984), p. 145 (150); Appl. 10760/84, X 

Netherlands, D&R 38 ( 1984), p. 224 (225); Appl. 10564/83, X v. Federal Republic of<;mnany, 
40 (1985), p. 262 (265); joined Appls 17550/90 and 17825/91, V. and P. v. France, D&R 70 
p. 298 (3!5). 
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date for the expulsion has not yet been made known. No reproach 
be made of the applicant for withdrawing his rcquest. 192 

neffe.cti•"e and does not, therefore, have to be sought if, considering well
law, it does not offer any real chance of success. 19 :~ In that case, how-

•licant rrmst gtvc:sc•me evidence of the existence of such case law. J•-H That 
not inclined to accept an argument to that effect easily, if the case 

be as well-established as was alleged, appeared from its decision in 
Retimagwas a Swiss company, but it was actuallycontrolled by the 

mnmrtist Party. The latter was declared unconstitutional by the German 

cccins•eq<IenLtly the property of Retimag was confiscated. The company 
Commission the right to the peaceful enjoyment of possessions. 

German Constitution declares the provisions on fundamental rights 
internal legal persons. As a result Retimag argned that it had not 
to the Bundesvetfassungsgericht because it was a Swiss company, 

not an internal legal person. However, after Retimag had lodged its 
the Commission, the Bundesverfassungsgericht decided that Article 

interpreted a contrario and did not exclude an appeal by external legal 
basis the Commission decided that Retimag had not exhausted the 

and it declared the application inadmissible under Article 35(1). 195 

situation presented itself in the De Varga-Hirsch Case, which 
I i11tP>' nl,Ja. the requirement of'reasonable time' of Article 5(3 ). The appli

held in detention on remand for almost five years. Although he had 
rat>Dlied to the courts for release on bail, he had r:.ot appealed t'J the Court 
(In,, e>:cejJt in two cases. In these two cases, however, he did not rely on th..:: 

on comparable provisions of dom~stic law. The applicant contended 
tilseofits limit eel ju risdi<:ti<Jn, the Court of Cassation could not be considered 

remedy. The Commission rejected this argument by referring to case 
of Cassation with regard to detention on r~mand, dating from after 

of 5 October 2004. 

X v. Federal Republic of Germany, Yearbook! (1955-1957), p. 138 (139). See also Appl. 

v. the United Kingdom, D&R 20 {1980), p. 168 ( 170); Appls 9362/81, 9363/81 and 
Van derS/u,ijs, ;~uiobv,,/d aLnd .rGaJ>peov. the M'lh,daa>ds,D&.R 28 ( 1982), p. 212 (219); Appl. 

others v. Ireland, D&R 34 (1983) p. 131; Appl. 10103/82, Farragut v. Frat1ce, D&R 

186 (205); Appl. 13134/87, Costello-Roberts v. the United Kingdom, D&R 67 (1991), 
AppL 20948/92, l§iltan v. Turkey, D&R 81 B (1997), p. 35 (38); judgment of 

eh<norvl<>O 1, Vernillo, para. 66; judgment of 19 February 1998, Dalia, para. 38; decision of 

"d' 2()04, M""ger amd Cros. 
. 788/60, Austria v.ltaly, Yearbook IV (1961), p. 116 (168); Appl 15404/89, Purcell 

70 (1991), p. 262 (274). 
Yearbook IV (1961 ), p. 384 (404-406). 
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the applicant's detention on remand had ended. It held that the appeal to the 
of Cassation was neither a new remedy nor an appeal likely to be 
inadmissible. The Commission added that, «if there is any doubt as to whether 
remedy is or is not intrinsically able to offer a real chance of success, that is 
which must be submitted to the domestic courts themselves, before any 
be made to the international court." 1

% 

Particularly in a common law system where the courts extend and develop 
through case law,- it is generally incumbent on an aggrieved individual to 
domestic courts the opportunity to develop existing rights by W<lY <>fint•eqoretati 

lt thus appears to be hazardous for an applicant to rely on a particular 
tion ifthe latter is not supported by clear and constant national case law. 198 

an applicant cannot rely on case law if the legal provisions on which that 
based, have meanwhile been altered. Indeed, in such a case there is no mctoiinh 

the decision in his case would have been identical with previous decisions, so 
relevant remedy cannot in advance be qualified as ineffective and in<lde:quate. 

. For a situation wl1ere neJi,mc:e o•n s:taridingcru;e, :Ia\\r was 110I10irred, trefi!re:nce 
be made to the decision of the Commission in the so-called 'Vagrancy' Cases, 
three Belgians claimed that they had been unlawfully detained fO>c vatgr<mcy.200 

to these applications being lodged, it had been established case law of the 
Council of State that the latter had no jurisdiction with respect to an appeal 
such detention. After the applications had been declared admissible, the 
State reversed its approach. According to the Commission this was no 
declaring the 1pplications as :(etina:dn>issibl•e b<,cause ofno1a -cxh<l'Jstioin ol 
local remedy.201 

, .. 

198. 

"' 

'"" 
'"' 
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Appl. 23548/94. E.F. v. Cze<h Republic, D&R 78-B (1994), p. 146 (!51); Appl. 57039/00, 
v. Turkey and Appl. 20357/92, Epiizdemir v. Turkey; Appl. 20357/92, Whiteside v. 
Kingdom. D~R. 76-A (1994), p. 30 {87); decbon of 19 hnuary 1999, Allaoui; 
26 October 2004, Storck. 
Appl. 20357/92, Whitesidev. the United Kingdom, D&R 76-A (1994), p. 80 (88); decision 
2003, Martin. 
See-also Appl. 10789/84, K., F. and P. v .. the United Kingdom, D&R 40 (1985), p. 298 (299). 

See Appl. 8408/78, X v. Federal Republic of Germany (not published), whereeth~~,,~~:i:~~':;~ 
attached importance to the fact that the case law had been formed before the C 

·shown in a decision that it took-a different view. In other words, the Commission 
relevant national COurt will take the Commission' viewbytaking;a new case i>crro ,mn<Sidecatim 
consequently will take a different decision. 
Appls 2832, 2835and 2899/66, De Wilde,' Ooms and Versyp v. Belgium, Yearbook X (1967), 
Report of 19 July 1969, De Wilde, Ooms and Versyp ('Vagrancy' Cases), B.IO (1971), p. 94. 
Appl. 8544/79, OztUrk v. Federal RepublicofGernumy, D&R 26 (1982), p. 55 (69). 
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· also considered to be lacking whell I he procedure is exceptionally 
However, that is only the case if a given procedure is structurally 

in all cascs;20
'
1 the fact that a given procedure is very lengthy in a 

:ast,d•oe! not in itself set aside the condition of lite Convention that a remedy 
i>r<>cedU.fE must be sought. In fact, in that case the applicant will fust of all 

redress against that long duration within the national legal system 
was perhaps mainly for this reason that the Commission rejected _an 

by a Belgian as the Court of Appeal had yet to pronounce a verdKt, 
a plicant had flied his appeal more than six years before. Curiously 
p held: "It is true that the Commission finds that the length 

i¢.;<iw·ebefo•r< Belgian jurisdiction cannot be held against either the applicant 
However, the Commission considers that it should put an end to a 

pt,n<ling l:oeftm it for five years. "
1

o.
1 

m-~d-e of the Commission's decision with respect to a complaint 

1~thelet>gth cof crin1intal proceedings. The question arose whether the accused 
~yeim:ti!Jnted a pr•OCt,dttrede:n&rred to accelerate proceedings but which could 

ile.dt<>aJGyotl•er e£fect. In the Commission's opinion, such a procedure could 
orr<idered an effective and sufficient remedy as required by Article 26 [the 
uttCie>:>l 1) ].205 The Commissionalsoheld that, in case of relatively protracted 
pr<>ce:edii" 1gs, it was not bound to reject a complaint for failure to have 
!d•om,estic remedies even though appeals were still pending at the moment 
~tl<onv;a1s u1troduced. 206 In a case against Cyprus, where the Attorney General 

the light of findings by a Commission oflnquiry, to institute criminal 
iftgsin1 connection with the killing of two persons by special police, the relauves 

could be considered to have exhausted the domestic remedies, given 

:1\atthesCvj>e <>f a.n inquest would not be broader than that of the inquiry and 
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that it was undisputed that civil proceedings normally lasted eight yearS: 

instances. 207 

In the Plaskin Case the Court noted that, according to the Convention 
constant case law, complaints concerning length of procedure could be brought 

it before the final termination of the proceedings in question. 2011 

2.2. I 0.4.5 Independence of court 

The prior exhaustion oflocal remedies is not required if the competent 
fully independent, i.e. the necessary guarantees for a fair trial are not pr<'<ei1t;l 

First Greek Case where Denmark, Norway, Sweden and the Netherlands 
about the torture of political prisoners in Greece, the applicant States 

existence of an administrative practice to which the local remedies rule 
applicable. In the Commission's opinion, however, theapplicm1t ~)tates: h'td11ot1 

'substantial evidence' for the existence of such a practice. N everth~ess, th·e a]ppllical 

were not r~jected under Article 26 [the present Article 3 5( 1) ]. The Greek G<>verm 
had discharged several judges for political reasons. Under those cir·cmnstan<:e 
Commission found that there was insufficient independence of the judiciary. 
eluded that the judicial procedures provided for under Greek law no Ion•oeor CC•n<~;• 

effective remedies which should have been exhausted. 209 

A comParable situation arose as a result of the Turkish military action in 
According to the Commission, the action had "deeply and seriously affected 

of the population in Cyprus and, in particular, that of the Greek Cvoriots. 
circumstances were such that the: existing remedies available in domestic 
Turkey or before Turkish military courto ia Cvpn:s could be cc~sidertd as 

remedies which had to be l"xhau!:t~d accvrding to Art;cle 35(1) with 
complaints of inh2.bitants frora Cyprus, only «if i~ were shown thai: suc!l 

are both practicable and normally functioning in such cases. "211 The Coommi:IS 
found that this had not been proved by the Turkish Government. 

In the Yoyler Case the Court considered that a complaint to the chief 

prosecutor's office could in principle provide redress for the kind ofviolatiofls 
by the applicants. However, any prosecutor who receives a complaint 
·criminal act by a member of the security forces must decline jurisdiction and 

the file to the Administrative Council. On account of this, the Court reiter<>te<it 
it had already found in a number of cases that the investigation car·ried out !Jythe ]]a: 

"" 
"' 
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· APpl. 25052/94, Andronicou and Constanttinou v. Cyprus; D&R 82 A (1995), p. 102 (115). 
Judgment of29 April2004, para. 35. 
Appls"332I.:.3323 and 3344/67, Denmark, Norway, Sweden and the Netherlands v. Greece, 

XI (!968), p. 730 (774). 
Appls 6780/74 and 6950/75, Cyprusv. Turkey, D&R 2 (1975), p. 125 (137). 
Ibidem, pp. 137~138. 
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not be regarded as independent since it was composed of civil servants, 

hi•era.rclliCauy dependent on the governor, while an executive officer was 
""·N·m.rvforccs under investigation.212 In the Dogan Case the Court noted 
inediOJl that the applicants had filed petitions with various administrative 

cscoinlf'~"'"""5 about the forced evacuation of their village by the security 
proceedings did not result in the opening of a criminal investigation or 

into the applicants' allegations. The Court was, therefore, of the opinion 

atJ!llicants were not required to make a further explicit request to this effect 
criminal complaint with the chief public prosecutor's office, as this would 

to different result.113 

Submission in substance of the alleged violations to the competent national 

rerne<!iesrule is considered to be complied with only if the points on which 

•libtticm is lodged in Strasbourg have also been put forward in the relevant 
procedure.114 That the Commission took a stringent attitude in this respect 

'" ··le:Ir frornthe case where a complaint was lodged againstN orway on account 
of a Norwegian judicial organ to publish the reasons for its judgment. 

thl:;pcnnr had not been put forward before the highest court in Norway, in the 
of the Commission the local remedies rule had not been comr_Jlied with, 

a number of other objections against the judgment in question had indeed 
in those proceedings.215 This decision of the Commission showed at the 

that the injured person cannot rely on an alleged obligation on the part of 
co11rt to SUtJphmeat the l~gal grounds '?X officio.216 Thi::; was expressly 

by the C::ourt: <'The [act that i.he Eeigian courts might have been able, or 

ro!:•liged, to examine thP. t:ase of their own motion under the Convention cannot 

as having dispensed the applicant from pleading before them the 
or arguments to the s::nae or like effect."217 

the applicants alleged violation of Article 3 because 
_conditions imposed on them both during the period of their detention on 

and during their preventive detention and while serving their senter..ces. As 

;:::~::::~;~':July 2003, para. 93; judgment of 17 February 1994, lpek, para. 207. 
;:-, November 2004, para. 109. 

26ti29,195, Litwa v. Poland, D&R 90 A (1997), p. 13(21); judgment of 15 November 1996, 
/ Ahm<<d Sadil(, p;ua. 30; judgment of28 July 1999, Selmouni, para. 74; decision of 11 December 2003, 

"IPPI. """"'""'A v .. Norway, Yearbook VII (1964), p. 262 (266). See also Appl. 11244/84, Pirotte v. 
'-'"'!!'Um,JJWD>(l988), p. 98 (!04). 

SeeAppl.2322/64,X v. Belgium, Coli. 24 (1967), p. 36 (42);Appl. l5123{89,Braithwaitev. the United 

Kingdom, D&R 70 (1991), p. 252 (256). 
Judgment o£6 November 1980, Van Oosterwijck, para. 39. 
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far as the first-mentioned period was concerned, it was not disputed'"'" theon.,r 

had properly exhausted the domestic remedies available. The final nal:iorraldec 

however, referred solely to the conditions of detention on remand. With 
the last-mentioned period the Commission investigated whether the facts or 

complained of constituted a mere extension of those complained of at the 
concluded that this was notthecaseand declared the applicants' complaint 

ble for not having properly exhausted the domestic remedies, since th<' Jast-mt,nf 

period had not been expressly at issue in the national proceedings.218 

The formula used in the case law requires that the point concerned mtistha·v< 

submitted 'in substance' to the national authorities."' 'The p•re.cis,e irnp•licationst 

requirement will depend on the concrete circumstances of the case. In 

applicant will not be required to have explicitly referred to the relevant arttcie'S\ 

Convention in the national procedure. 220 Thus, in a case where an applicant 

a violation of Article 3, the Commission concluded that the applicant had in 

raised the argument of degrading treatment in the domestic procedure bv;al]el'in 

compliance with a court orde" complained of would bring him into di"s •gnrce.' 

In the Case of Casus Dosier- und Fordertechnik GmbH the Ccmrt obS<:rv,,d t 
was true that Article I of Protocol No. I was referred to for the first time by 

Collector and that the applicant company consistently denied its ap]Jlic:ab:ility 

argued it before the Supreme Court only in an alternative submission. 

both th" Court of Appeal and the Dutch Supreme Court were able to 

allegation of a violation of that provision and in fact did so. Accordingly, the 

company did provide the Dutch courts, and more particularly the Supreme 

with the opportunity of preventing or putting right the alleged violation of 

of Protocol No. 1.222 

In the Cajella Case the applicant had lodged a constitutional ap:plic:atior 

accordance with the relevant domestic rules, inwtriclilhe allege<iavi<Jlatio•n tlfAI 

5(3) and Article 6(1) of the Convention on account of the length of his detentiioJ 

~18 

"' 

l'O 
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AppL 8463/78, D&R 26 (1982), p. 24 (48·52). 
See,e.g.,Appl. 9186/80, DeCubberv. Belgium, D&R28 {1982), p. 172 (175);Appl. 168 
v. Belgium, D&R 73 (1992), p. 136 (l54);Appl. 14524/89, Yanasik v. Twkey, D&R 
(25); and judgment of28 August 1986, Glasenapp, para. 44; judgment of 16 September 
paras 65-67; judgment of 18 December 1996, Aksoy, paras SI-52. 
Thus the Court in the Van Oosterwijck judgment of 6 November 1980, para. 39. See 
C:ommission in Aypl. 1661/62, X and Yv. Belgium, Yearbook VI (1963), p. 360 (366): 
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Judgment of23 February 1995, para. 49. 
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of the criminal proceedings concerning the charge of complicity in 

dm<ur<ler.The application was examined both by the First Hall of the Civil 
Constitutional Court. In the Court's view, by raising the 'reasonable 

before the competent domestic courts, the applicant had invited them to 

length of his trial and of his deprivation ofliberty in light of the Court's 

to determine whether, during the relevant periods, there had been 

for which the authorities might be held responsible. lly doing so, he 

with his obligation to make normal use of the available domestic 

:Aj;.rilost this background it was considered of little relevance that the 

not have explicitly drawn the attention of the Civil Court and of the 

Court to the shortcomings which, according to him, had occurred 

f I d. 211 
stage o t 1e procee mgs. · 

reference to provisions of the Convention may, however, be necessary in 

"In certain circumstances it may nonetheless happen that express reliance 

onveJlti<onbefore the national authorities constitutes the sole appropriate 

)fr<tisi<og !Jefoore those authorities first, as is required by Article 26 [the present 

an issue intended, if need be, to be brought subsequently before the 

bodies."224 In other words, express reference to the provisions of the 

is necessary if there is no other possibility of submitting the issue 'in 

the appropriate way to the national organs. 225 

yeexjpo:>t!llol.dstrue for those Contracting States where the Convention has 

Things are different, of course, in Contracting States where the 

has no domestic status and has not been incorporated. Indeed, in such 

invoking the Convention before the national authorities will be of no 

!osta1ses. c:m1sequently, the Commission decided in a case against th~ Unit..:-G 
, ... n.tnr•lodgingthis application the applicant lodgeG.an appe;;l against her 

sentence. Although in the appeal proceedings she did not invoke the 

iar•mt•eed in Articles 5, 9 and 10, she has to 0e considered to have exhausted 

c[,ern<ediesbecause the Convention which guarantees the said rights is not 

'""' fnr tf•e British courts and it is doubtful whether the rights and liberties 
constitute general principles which could successfully be invoked by the 

of 6 November 1980, Van Oosterwijck, para. 37. 
ourt'3 judgment of the same date, Guzzard, para. 72, where it was held: 'However, a more 
eference was not essential in the circumstances since it did not constitute the sole means 

the aim pursued( ... ). He [the applicant] ( ... )derived from the Italian legislation pleas 
the Court's view, to an allegation of a breach of the right guaranteed by Article 5 of 

ConV<,ntion.' See also Appl. 8130/78, Hans and Marianne Eckle v. Federal Republic of Germany, 
(l979), p. 120 (127-128); App. 20948/92, I§iltan v. Trtrkey, D&R 81 B (1996), p. 35(39). 
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defence in criminal proceedings before the British courts."226 Here again 
the applicant may be required to have invoked legal rules or principles ' 

law which are 'in substance' the same as the relevant provisions of the 

2.2.10.6 The burden of proof 

In general the Court is well informed- especially through its member 

respect to the State concerned - about the remedies available under the 

national systems of law and, in dubious cases, may ascertain their ex>sl<m<:e,' 
Registry. If the Court has established which remedies exist under national 

for the applicant to prove that these remedies have been exhausted or that 
not effective or adequate. 

The main source of information in that respect is the respondent State. 

the Court investigates ex officio whether the local remedies rule has been 

with. In many cases of individual applications wbticl> wer<: dedare<l irtadmissil>le! 

this rule, that conclusion was reached on the basis of such an ex officio iJ' 1V<,gti1,a 
without the application first having been transmitted to the State a~<>inst,•hi'ch i 
directed. If the application is transmitted to the State concerned-auuwnn tnter.' 
applications this is always the case (Rule 51 of the Rules of Court)- the 

proof with respect to the local remedies rule is divided as follo>vs:thtorespt>mlertt 

which relies on the rule must prove that certain effect~ve and adequa:tCI·en1e<liesr 

under its system oflawwhich should have been sought. 228 In the: Borzm1o <:asetlteC 

held that the Government had to indicate in z sufficiently dear way the rernetlie• 

were open to the applicant: "it is not for the Convention bodies to cure 

motion any want: of rrecision cr shortcomings in respondent States' ar
1
gmnents 

If the Srate ~ucceeds in p!oving its plea, subsequently it is for the applicant to 

that tlwse remedies have been exhausted or that they are not effective or ad.eq11at 

In theAkdivarCase the Court elaborated this rule of the bmrden of plroo.fb:yin.di<:al 
that there may be special circumstances absolving the applicant from the req

1
uir·eil) 

of exhaustion of domestic remedies. According to the Court one such reason 

constituted by the national authorities remaining totally passive in the ll1ce nt .<e:r;i 

"' App1. 7050/?S,Arrowsmith v. the United Kingdom, YearbookXX (1977), p. 316 (331-336). See 
6871/75, Caprino v. the United Kingdom, Yearbook XXI (1978), p. 284 (286-288). 
Judgment of 16 December 1992, Geouffre de Ia Pradelle, para. 26. 
Judgment of 18 June 1971, De Wilde, Ooms and Versyp ('Vagrancy' Cases), para. I6;ju<lgrrrcnf 
~7 February 1980, De Weer, para. 29; judgment of 16 September 1996, 
JUdgmentof28 November 1997, Mentes and Others, para. 57; judgmentof29 April £UU•j, LJaakcW! 

· · ··•; para:-107; judgment of29_.June 2004, Dogan and Others, para. 102. 
22~' Judgment of 18 December 1986, para. 46. See also Appl. 14461/88, Chave nee Julien v. France, 

71 (1991), p. 141 (153). . 

See, e.g., Appl. 788/60, Austria v. Italy, Yearbook IV (1961), p. 116 (168) and Appl. 4649/70, 
Federal Republic of Germany, Coll46 (1974), p. 1 (17). 
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c!rJiscr>nrdn<:t or infliction ofharm by State agents, for example where they 
investigations or offer assistance. In such circumstances it can be 

of proof shifts once again, so that it becomes incumbe~t on the 

;(),•enlment to justify its response in relation to the scale and senousness 

fsc:orrtpl<H!lrc<l of."' 

'"~"(Jtnetztthe preliminary objection must be raised; ex officio inquiry 

:.d<es •COJ;ni.satlceof preliminary objections concerning the exhaustion of 

;;,onnlv ins<>ta.r as the respondent State has raised them at the stage of the 

lnllti<m ,0 f;tdrnit;sil>ility, if their character and the circumstances permitted 
so at that moment.231 The latter qualification was at issue in the 

iuuU'eliC:,1se. Here the Government raised the plea of non-exhaustion in 

lions ronthe merits after the case had been declared admissible, because new 

eiits h;tdtaken place in the relevant English case law only a few days before 
had submitted its observations on admissibility. Acconling to the 

fferGove1·nroerJtcould not reasonably have been expected to raise the plea of 
at an earlier stage. There was, therefore, no estoppel on its part to do 

of the proceedings. On the other hand, the Court held that it would 

,\ninst to find these complaints inadmissible for failure to exhaust domest>c 

tecatJse after the Government had raised the issue the Commission had 

of former Article 29 not to reject the application on this ground. 

the applicant was justified in relying on the Commission's decision by 
gh.is <:aseund!er the Cony1ention instead of applying to-the domestic courts. 

233 

(fuestioon may be raised as to whether the Court should institute ex officio an 

yiJ1to•th.e con1plliat1c<: with the local remedies rule after the case has been trans
State, in case the respondent Government has not raised an exception 

admissibility under Article 35(1). The Commission did not institute an 

the admissibility of the complaint under Article 26 [the present Article 

respondent State expressly waived or had waived its right to rely on the 

(en>eclies rule.234 If the State had not waived this right, the Commission appeared 
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prepared to declare an application inadmissible on the ground of non-•exli 

without the respondent State having raised an exception to that effect.m 

general wording of Article 35( I), one might wonder whether the Ccnntmi!~iot 
the Court~ ought not to take a somewhat more passive attitude in this 

local remedies rule is intended primarily to protect the interest of the re,;po1nder 

The fact that the latter has failed to rely on that protection may indicate 

not consider it to be in its interest to raise the exception. After all, the 

application after a thorough investigation may be more convincing and, 

more satisfactory for the respondent State than a declaration ofm;rdtnil;sib 

formal grounds.
236 

And, indeed, usually in cases which have been com
1
nu.nit 

the respondent Government, the Commission has not declared mea1pp,uc,ttioJ 
missible for failure to exhaust domestic remedies unless this matter had 

by the Government in their observations. The Commission took the 

if the respondent Government had not submitted any observations at 

Government, following extensions of the time-limit, had neither sulbm1ittted,,l 
tions nor requested further extension but had raised the question 

i.n 'preliminary observations' long after the expiry of the time-limits fixed 

mission. 
2~ 8 In the Kurt Case the Court noted that tth<: Gov,erriment' sob•jec:ticm w 

raised in their memorial but only at the hearing and, therefore, outside 

prescribed in Rule 48( I) of Rules of the Court [ c£ the present Rule 

stipulated: "A Party wishing to raise a preliminary objection must file a 

setting out the objection and the grounds therefore not later than the time 

Party informs the President of its intention not to submit a memorial or, 

not later than the expiry of the time-lil"lit laid down in Rule 37 para. 1 

of its first memorial." The objection was therefore dismissed.239 

In the Malama Case the Court pointi"J out th<1t accc1ding t::> P.ule 55 of 

of Court, " [a J ny plea ofinadmi_ssibiliry must, in so far as its cha r<::.cter and 

stances permit, be raised by the respondent Contracting Party in its vvritten 

observations on the admissibiliry of the application". It was clear from the 

that that condition had not been satisfied in this instance. The Go,ve~·nn1ent 

m 
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rule; the Convention system, the Contracting States cannot on tl>eir owno utho>city woive ''""'P 
with it": Appl. 9587/81, X v. France, D&R29 (1982), p. 228 {240) and Appl. 10416/83, 
D&R 38 (1984), p. 158 (160). . 

SeeAppL 2547/65, X v. Austria, Coli. 20 (1966), p. 79 (83) andAppl. 5207/71 ,X v. Fed'erai'Rq 
of Germany, Yearbook XIV (1971), p. 698 (708-710). 

The decision on Appl. 9120/80, Unterpertinger -v. Austria, D&R 33 ( 1983), p. 80 (83 ), 
in this direction. 

AppL 23178/94,Aydin v. Turkey, D&R 79-A (1994), p.ll6 (119); Appl. 23182/94, Diindarv. 
Appl. 23185/94, Askerv. Turkey; jofuedAppls 22947/93 and 22948/93, Akko~ v. Turkey, 
(1994), p. 108 (115), .. 

Appl. 22493/93, Berktay v. Turkey, D&R 79-A (1994), p. 97 (102). 
Judgment of25 May 1998, para. 81. 
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Jy<,.l<>P!><d from raising this objection. Nor could the Court accept that 
altered the subject matter of her application, since her complaints 

itlv·al•ways concerned the absence of fair compensation for the cxpropria

The subsequent payment of an amount of compensation contested 

lldmtw,18,ad;mittedly, a new fact, but one which was linked to her original 

has taken a flexible attitude with respect to the moment at which 

must have been exhausted. It considered it sufficient if the decision 

!Stnational court had been given at the moment when the Commission 

admissibility of the application."' Thus the Commission held that it 

reject a complaint for failure to exhaust domestic remedies on 

elltctthat •JPP''aJs were still pending at the time when the application 
in a case concerning the length of proceedings the Commission 

purposes of Article 6(1), having regard to the protracted duration 

it was not bound to reject a complaint for failure to exhaust domestic 

appeals were still pending at the time when the application was 

~m.mitssicm's flexible attitude in this respect could, on tire other hand, also 

])!e1mstor the applicant. The Commission has, for instance, decided that a 

liich ""'snol: OI>en to the applicant at the time of the lodging of his appLica
available only afterwards as a result of a change in the case law of 

ih:~utrt ,cOJOC:,rnteJ, had nevertheless to be exhausted in order to satisfy the 

flowing frora the local remedies rule.244 

Battmza~n Case the Court held that the assessment of whether domestic 

'been exhausted is normally carried out with reference to the date on 

ippiic,ttion was lodged with it.'" Nevertheless, this rule is subject to excep-

justified by the partk1 tlar circumstances of a case. Thus, after the 

uarnertqJas:;ea a special act designed to provide a domestic remedy for 

March 2001, para. 40. 
Ringeisen v. Austria, Yearbook XI (1968), p. 268 (306); Appl. 13370'87, Deschamps 

70 (1991), p. 177 (187). See also the judgment of 16 July 1971, Ringeisen, para. 91; 
v. Tu,key. D&R 74 (1993), p. 93 (106). 

Luberti v. Italy, D&R 27 (1982), p. 181 {193); Appls 15530/89 and 15531/89, Mitap 
Wftuo<,lu v. Turkey, D&R 72 (1992), p. 169 {189); Appl. 16278/90, Karaduman v. Turkey, D&R 

(106). 
:1.2:B50,187, Tomasi v. France, D&R64 (1990), p.l28;Appls 15530/89 and 15531/89, Mitap and 

D&R 72 (1992), p. 169 (189). 
the United Kingdom, D&R23 (1981), p. 102 (112). 

2Hiav 2100 I. 
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alleged violations of the 'reasonable-time' requirement ('the Pinto Act'), 
found a departure from that general principle justified because the growin 
of identical applications threatened to «affect the operation, at both g 

international level, of the system of human-rights protection set up by 
tion".2·16 

2.2.10.9 T11e effect of the declaration of inadmissibility 

The effect of a declaration ofu· Iaclm•sstbtlityon accmml: ofno•n-,exltautstionoftt 

remedies is generally of a dilatory character. The applicant may submit his 

to the Court after having obtained a decision from the national court conceru 

fact such a decision is considered as relevant new information by the ~''"''·, 
the application will not be rejected as being substantially the same as a matt<''" 

examined by the Court in the sense of Article 35(2)(b). The question Ac .... c .... 

local remedies rule must also be applied if meanwhile the national tmte-Jimi 

appeal have exp:ired, so that in fact local remedies are no longer available, 
to be decided on a case-by-case basis. Application of the rule in such a 

peremptory effect, since both the national and the international procedure 
barred. Such a consequence appears justified only when the individual in 

to be blamed for having allowed the time-limit to expire. A clear-cut answ,or to. 

aswellasse1reral<>iliterqu,esltionscono'rr•ingrloe:ap]pli·caliot1oftllelocalt:enne<lies
1 

cannot be given in abstracto. For guidance, use may be made of the 0cuc.rmst,1n 
point that that which can be demanded of the individual is not "what is 

or ineffective, but only what is required by common sense, namely ·the 
a bonus pater familias"'. 247 

2.2.10.10 Special circumstances absolving from the obligation of.priorexlzaolSfi,on' 

The Commission and the Court have accepted the possibility that according 

generally recognised rules of international law there may be special ctrcutns1:an,0e: 

which even effective and adequate remedies may be left unutilised.248 The 

special circumstances have been invoked by applicant" doubt on the part of the 

cant as to the effectiveness of the relevant remedy;249 lack of knowledge on his 

'" 
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Decision of8 November 2001, Giacometti. 

Judge Tanaka in his separate opinion in the Barcelona Traction Case, ICJ Reports, 1970, p. 
Appl. 2257/64, Soltikowv. FederalRepublicofGermany, Yearbook XI (1968), p. 180 (224). 
Appl. 6861/75, X v. the United Kingdom, D&R 3 (1976), p. 147 (152). 

Appl. 3651/68, X v. the United Kingdom, Yearbook XIII (1970), p. 476 {510-514); Appl. 
St@rksen v. Norway, D&R 78~A (1994), p. 88 {93). 
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of) a particular remedy;250 non-admittance of an ap~eal because of 
bytheapplicant;231 poor health of the applicant;N advanced. age 

poor financial position of the applicant or the high costs of the 
legal aid;255 fear of repercussions;256 errors or wrong advice 

authorities; 2s7 the fact that two applicants had filed the same com

@ly<m<:a11plica.nt has exhausted the domestic remedies.m: So far, special 

,SjusltifyinJ~tll< non-exhaustion have been recognised only exceptionally 

A:.mrr,«ethe Court took account of the fact that the events complained 

an area of Turkey subject to martial law and characterised by severe 
situation the Court was of the opinion that it must bear in mind 

vulnerability of the applicants' position following the destruction 

and the fact that they must have become dependent on the authorities 

ftrteh· b215ic needs. Against such a background the prospects of success of 

idings baS<'d <Jn allegations against the security forces had to be considered 
the absence of any official inquiry into their allegations, even assuming 

have been able to secure the services of lawyers willing to press their 

>tetn<' couns. In this context the Court found particularly striking the Com-

hbserval]mltr~atthr: st:atemr:nts rr~ade by villagers following the events com

the impression of having been prepared by the police. Nor could the 

from its considerations the risk of reprisals against the applicants or 

ye1rs iJ'they Jiacl so,ught to introduce legal proceedings alleging that the security 

responsible for burning down their houses as part of a deliberate State 

clearance. Therefore, the Court considered that, in the absence of con~ 

.~pl'm'tticms from the Government in rebuttal, the applicants !1ad J~mon~ 
eXI.stenoe ot special circumstances which dispen:::e-1 them :H the ~ime of the 

!c<i>m]plain<'d of from the obligation to exh<:tA.st the domesticremedies.159 In the 

X v. the United Kingdom, Coli. 39 (1972), p. 91 (95) Appl.15488/89, Delio Preite v. 
p.l4. 

'P.<.m:>0/>4, mow v. Czech Republic, D&R 78-B (1994), p. 139 (144); 25046/94, Grofv. Austria, 
(1998), p. 29. 

: 3788/68, X v. Sweden, Yearbook XIII (1970), p. 548 (580-582). 
·568/59, X v. Federal Republic of Germany, Coli. 2 (1960), p. l (3) . 

. 181/56, X v. Federal Rep11blic of Germany, Yearbook I ( 1955-1957}, p. 139 (140-141 ). 
1295/61, X v. Fedeml Republic of Germany (not published) . 

. 2257/64, Soltikow v. Federal Republic of Germany, Yearbook XI ( 1968), p. 180 (228) . 

. 41250/98, Steglicli-Petersen v. Denmark, D&R 94 (1998}, p 163; See, however, the Court's 
dgn1ent ofl3 May 1980, Artico, para. 27. In Appl. l0000/82, H v. the United Kingdom, D&R 33 

247 (253), the Commission accepted that all domestic remedies were exhausted, since the 
had received counsel's advice that a domestic remedy would have no prospect of success. 

9905/82, A. Association and H v. Am-tria, D&R36 (1984), p. 187 (192) where the Commission 
considered the second applicant's case to be admissible. 

)~;~;:':~: :i :~~September 1996, paras 73-75; judgment of24 Aprill998, Selruk and Asker, para. 65; 
j1 of8 January 2004, Ayder, para. 91. 
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Selmouni Case the Commission had previously held that a situation where 

authorities had remained passive in the face of serious allegations ofmtsoon< 

infliction of harm by State agents, was a relevant criterion in absolving 

from the obligation to exhaust domestic remedies. 260 

In the Bahaddar Case the Government maintained that the applicant 

exhausted the domestic remedies available to him. The Deputy Minister 

rejected the application for revision of his refusal to re<:og:ni,;e theapp]i,:antt's" 

status or, in the alternative, to grant him a residence permit on humanitarian 

The applicant's lawyer had appealed against this decision to the Judicial 

the Council of State, stating that the grounds for the appeal would be 

soon as possible. The lawyer was reminded by the Judicial Division three 

that no such grounds had yet been received and was invited to submit 

a month. She failed to do so, submitting her grounds of appeal only three 

she had not asked for an extension of the time-limit, as she might have 

Court held that even in cases of expulsion to a country where there is an 

of ill-treatment contrary to Article 3, the formal requirements and trrne-lirrtit 

down in domestic law should normally be compl;ed with, such rules being 

to enable the national jurisdictions to discharge their case! cad in an orderly 

Whether there are special circumstances which absolve an applicant 

gation to comply with such rules will depend on the facts of each case. It 

borne in mind in this regard that ia the case of applications fm· re•co1:ni1:iorr of 

status it may be difficult, if not imoossible, for the person concerned to sutJol·v"''id 

within a short time, espe:ially if- as in the present case - such evidence 

obtained from the country from which he or she claiins to have fled. Accotrdir 

til!le-limits "hodd not he so short, or applied so inflexibly, as to deny an 

for recognition of rt:fugce status a realistic opportunity to prove his or h..::r 

the case under examination, however, it would have been possible for the 

to request an extension of the time-limit.261 

In the Case of R.M.D. v. Switzerland the applicant complained about the 

he had been detained for two months in seven different cantons, which had 

him of auy possibility of having the lawfulness of his detention reviewed by a 

as required by Article 5(4) ofth~ Convention. Regarding the question ofwhettter.' 

applicant had fulfilled the requirement of exhat>stion ofdome<shc n'medies, th •e Cc 

noted that it must take realistic account not only of the existence of formal 
in the legal system of the Contracting Parties concerned, but also of the 

which they operate and the personal circumstances of the applicant. In this 

appliCant"'_astiansferredto different counties ofSwitze~land in a short period 

The appHcant filed a complaint about his detentionat the .court in the first 

M 

"' 
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Appl. 25803/94, D&R 88 B (1997), p. 55 (62-63). 
Judgment of 19 February 1998, paras 45-46. 
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C ap er 

transferred, that court declared itself unable to decide on the matter. 

intdr<ln<J< file another complaint at any of the other counties. According 

•hnoo: icant could not be bhtmed for failing to avail himself of the rcmc~ 
in:theother counties, since he was in a position of great legal uncertainty, 

be transferred to another county soon. Furthermore, he had many 

i;fficutlti•eS in arranging effective representation, as many detained persons 

't\tt)blem in this case was not that remedies were unavailable in each of the 
that they were ineffective in the applicant's particular situation. Because 

transfers he was unable to obtain a decision from a court regarding 

as he was entitled to under Article 5(4).
262 

'".,.,~_,.c,.e. where an unqualified undertaking was given by a senior public 

all property owners would be compensated for damage sustained and 

assessmt,nt reportsw<"esulbs<,q<tently· pr·epan,d with respect to each property, 

ttJ'ound that, in the absence of a clear indication to the contrary, property 

legitimately expect that compensation would be paid without the neces-
·- in the admi!listrativecourts. The Court did not 

it had been shown that the need for each property owner to bring 

ejudiciial proceedings was made sufficiently clear. In the light of the foregoing, 

lrt•corrcltJdt,d that special circumstances existed which dispensed the applicants 

xh d
• d·263 obligation to e aust omestlc reme tes. 

Final observations 

cases the issue of the exhaustion of the local remedies may coincide with 
of whether or not the Convention has been violated. In X v. the United 

for example, the Commission decided that: "Having regard to the fact that 

has inchrdcd in his application a complaint under Article 13 of the 

concerning the absence of an effective remedy, ( ... ) the Commission 

that it cannot reject all or part of the application as being inadmissible for 

comply with the requirements as to the exhaustion of domestic remedies."
264 

it deserves mentioning that an applicant deprives himself of the ability to 

local remedies when he consents to the settlement of his claim with the 
· the case, his application is declared inadmissible in Stras-

account of non-exhaustion.265 

r ::::~::::: ::: ~~ September 1997, paras 43-45 
~> January2004,paras 101~102. 

7990/77, X v. the United Kingdom, D&R 24 (1981 ), p. 57 (60). 
See, e.g., Appl. 7704/76, X v. Federal Republic of Germany (not published). 
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2.2. I I THE OBLIGATION TO SUBMIT THE APPLICA 
WITHIN SIX MONTHS AFTER THE FINAL 
NATIONAL DECISION 

2.2.11.1 General 

The six-month time-limit set forth in Article 35( l) serves to pneve;ntth<:co•mn, 

of a national decision, action or omission with th•e C:or•ventiior• b<,ing q[Ue;sti•ori 
a considerable lapse of time by the submission of an application to the 

purpose is to maintain reasonable legal certainty and to ensure that cm;esraisim 

under the Convention are examined within a reasonable time. It ought also to 

the authorities and other persons concerned from being kept in a state of 
for a long period of time. Lastly, the rule is designed to facilitate establish me# 

facts of the case, which otherwise, with the passage of time, would oe.cornemc 

more difficult, thus making a fair examination of the issue raised un:dertlne:r, 

tion problernatic.
266 

On the other hand, the period of.siJcrr•oriths i!;ccms:id<eredt, 
the- perso·n concerned with sufficient time to evaluate the desirability 

an application to the Court and to decide on the content thereo£267 

The introduction of the application, and not its registration by the Kel~istcy 
Court, has to take place within a period of six months from the final decisior 

the Caje//a Case the Court considered that the date ofin1ro.dw:ti<>n ,0 f1'he applic 

was, at the latest, 17 July2001, which was less than six months after 23 Jarruary 

the date on which the Constitutional Court gave its judgment on the <»>ue.··· 

The six-month rule ;san admissibility condition which ap]>li<:s t<>aJ>plicalti< 
States as well as by inrlivid11ds. 

2.2.11.2 Final decision 

There is a close relationship between the admissibility condition of the 

period and the one concerning the exhaustion oflocal remedies. 270 N<>t cm1:rm'e 

combined in the same Article, but they are also expressed in a single se1orenoe w 
grammatical construction implies such correlation. From th•e g'rarnn1a1ic<1l cons! 
tion of Article 26 [the present Article 35(1)], in which the two conditions 

forth, the Commission inferred that «the term 'final decision', therefore, in 

26 refers exclusively to the final decision concerned in the exhaustion of all 

266 

"' 

"' 
'" 
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Appl. 15213/89, M v. Belgium, D&R 71 (1991}, p. 230 (234). 

AppL 22714/93, Worm v. Austria, D&R 83 (1995), p. 17; AppL 32026/96, w•uw-v.rmna·, U·&< 
(!997), p. 141. 

Ap~L-24909/94, Bonomo v. Italy, D&R 92 {1998), p. 5; decision of 6 February 2003, Belchev. 
Dec1Slon of 18 March 2004. 
Decision of 29 January 2004, Berdzenishvili. 

'ilingtotht' g<,n<:rally recognised rules ofintcrnationallaw, so that the 
is operative only in this context."271 From this the Commission 

instance that, if no local remedy is available, the challenged act 
be considered as the 'final deci.sion'.27 z 

Christiam against Racism and Fascism the applicant association 

police order prohibiting all public processions other than those 

ilucatiortal, festive or ceremonial character, for a period running from 

April !978. No remedy was available to challenge the ensuing 

~irap[>licaticm to the association's planned procession on22 April1978. 

six-month period the Commission decided: ('This period must 

:;U<:ul;atedfrom the final domestic decision, but where, as in the present 

decision is required for the application of a general measure to the 

the relevant date is the time when the applicant was actually affected 

In the present case, this was the date of the procession planned by 

!'association, i.e. 22 April1978."273 

a similar line in the case of an applicant who complained 
cc. ,__,,n entitled to have the lawfulness of his detention determined by 

to Article 5(4). As the right guaranteed in Article 5(4) is applicable 

deprived of their liberty, the Commission decided that a person 

provision must, in the absence of a particular constitutional 

similar remedies which could redress an alleged breoch of ruticle 5( 4 ), 

~a com]? lain I to the Commission within six months from the dat~ of his 

tnrl mrm caseofan application concerning the level of compensation after 

an industry the Commission took the position that the six-month 

~oltru.nfccrn tlr.e date of tho national;satiunAct but from the date on which 

±nfe<>mnen"Iti<mfor shareholders vras fiXed. In the Commission's opinion 

present Art'cle 30>( 1)] could not be interpreted so as to require an appli

te J:he C.>m•mission at any time before his position in c01mection with the 

nplairred oi had been finally determined or settled at the domestic level."' 

De Becker v. Belgium, Yearbook II (1958-1959), p. 214 (242). 
7379/76, X v. the United Kingdom, D&R 8 {1977), p. 211 (212-213); decision of 

Oua•rv 21J02, Hazar; Decision of 6 May 2004, Miconi. 

;;;;;~::t;•; 21 (!981), p. 138 (147). 
, X v. Sweden, D&R 32 (1983), p. 303 (304-305). 
Yarrow P.L.C. and Others v. the United Kingdom, O&R 30 (1983), p. 155 (187). 

in Appls 8588/79 and 8589/79, Bramelid and MalmstrOm v. Sweden, D&R 29 (1982), 
the Commission decided that in proceedings concerning the right to purchase company 

to two subsequent decisions, one on the right to purchase and the other on the price, 
time-limit runs from the second decision to the extent that the individuals concerned 

particular about the price. 
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The above-mentioned link between the two admissibility conditions 

Article 35( 1) has as a further consequence, that the criteria used by 
answering the question of whether a given local remedy must or must not 

are also relevant for determing the question of whether the time-limit 
observed;m' the time-limit starts at the moment of the last national 

chain oflocal remedies that had to be exhausted. This means that rerneclies: wh 

applicant did not have to pursue, for instance because they are not 

adequate, are not taken into account as the starting-point of the tin1e-lin 

applicant cannot, therefore, defer the time-limit, for instance by lodging a 

pardon, applying to an incompetent organ, or asking for reopening of 

Decisions on such requests are not regarded as fmal national decisions in 
of Article 35(1).277 

A curious decision of the Commission in this connection is the one 

Case. Although Nielsen's application had been lodged more than six m<Jnths;1u 
decision of the highest Danish court, the Commission did not declare i't t inadJm 

on that account. Nielsenhadin the meantime addressed a request to tht! SJ>ecial< 

of Revision and the Commission took the date of the decision of that 

starting-point of the time-limit for appeal.278 

The dose relation between the two admissibility conditions of Article 

place the applicant in a difficult situation if he is not sure whether a pa>rtic:ul:tr rcr 

must or must not be pursued. If he first brings a certain action and waits 
outcome, he incurs the risk of subsequently not being received by the Court on aCt) 

of exceeding the time-limit of six months, if the remedy in question did 

be sought in the Court's opinion. If, on the other hand, he does not seek that 

he incurs the risk of not being received on the ground of non-exhaustion. In 

case an applicant is well-advised to lodge an application with the Court and at 

time to seek the remedy concerned. Iflater on the Court concludes that 

of the remedy concerned was not required, at least the time-limit will have 

plied with. And if the Court decides otherwise, the final national decision will as 

still be in time, since the local remedies have to be exhausted only at the 

which the Court decides on admissibility. If the national decision is not in 

applicant may again lodge an application with the Court, the final natioJoalde.:ii 

constituting a new fact. In matters like these the Commission used to take a 

attitude. An Italian applicant contacted the Commission for the first time on 21 

'" 

m 
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See, e.g., Appl. 5759/72, X v.Austria, D&R 6 (1977), p. 15 {16};Appl. 7805/77,Pastor X 

ofScientologyv. Sweden, D&R 16 (1979), p. 68 (71); Appl. 152l3/89,M. v. Belgium, D&R 71 
p. 230 (235). . 

See, for example, with regard to a request to reopeni<th~;',,~ca~;'~' .~A~p'p~l;·, I: ~0:44:31!:~'.:8,3:~·/~G~., ;v·,~::~~~:~ ofGennany,D&R 35 (1984),p. 241 (243) andAppl. I 
D&R 36 (1984), p. 209 (231). 
Appl. 343/57, Yearbook II (1958-1959), p. 412 (434-444). 

his letter the substance of his complaint. Subsequently he sought 

'I\r•oceedings in Italy, possibly as a result of the information provided by 
~n<n'sSecre:tatriat The applicant did not contact the Commission again 

I98l, atthecndofthe reopening procedure. The Commission never

his application to have been introduced on 21 July 1978, and, 

Case the Court observed that in Italy there is no time-limit on the 

>.ulica1:im1 fctrreview of a law's constitutionality after the entry into force 

application for review can be made several times at any stage of 

noted that this could have unreasonable consequences as far 

rule is concerned if the Constitutional Court's judgment was to be 

final decision within the meaning of Article 35 of the Convention. 

circumstances of the case, the Court found that the decision of the 

Court given on 20 july 2000 was not the final decision within the 

'Article :35( I)oftht!Convetotion.A5 a result, the six-month period ran from 

,ioforce<>frl!te law complained of. In this respecttheCourtconsidered that 

@j,
1
wcotmf>laiined ofis a provisional act, such as the legislative decree in the 

'final decision' within the meaning of the Convention is the definitive 

b.e
1
nb•adies that act. A1; Legislative Decree no. 166/1996 was never converted 

the Court found that Law no. 448/1998 was the final decision, as it 

the effects of the said legislative decree. Consequently, the six-month 

to run from the date of entry into force of that law, i.e. on I january 

lHhesix-n:torttb time-limit formally starts running f:om the moment at which 

·.na:tional dt!ci,;ioto is taken, the Commission accepted the date on which that 

notified to the applicant as the relevant moment, provided that the 

previously ignorant of the decision.281 If a judgment is not delivered at 

;h.ea1ring, the six-month period starts at the moment it was served on the 

In the Worm Case the Court noted that, under domestic law and practice, 

was entitled to be served ex officio with a written copy of the Court of 

~sjudgrr1ertt, :md that the long delay for this service was exclusively the respon

judicial authorities. The said judgment, which in its final version ran to 

pepa:~e5:, oantained detailed legal reasoning. In these circumstances the Court 

\pph 90241/80 and 9317/81, Colozw and Rubirratv. Italy, D&R 28 (1982), p. 138 (158). 

May 2004. 
X v. Federal Republic of Germany, Yearbook V (1962), p. 136 (144-146}. Cf Appl. 

Bozano v. Italy, D&R 39 (1984), p. 147 (155). 
of9 July 2002, Venkadajalasarma. 
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sha~ed the Commission's view that the object and purpose of Article 26 [the~ 
Article 35( 1)] were best served by counting the six-month period as ru:nn:ingfr 

date of service of the written judgment. Moreover, this was the solution 

Austrian law in respect of time-limits for lodging domestic appeals.m 

adopted by the Commission that the period started at the moment the 

lawyer became aware of the decision completing tht: e>:hatustion <>f clorne:stit: r~~ 
notwithstanding the fact that the applicant only became aware of the 

would seem to be disputable. After all it is the applicant's own decision 

not to file an application in Strasbourg. liH 

Depending on the nature of the case concerned, notification of the op•eraitiv 

of the judgment might be insufficient. For the six-month period to start 

subsequent notification of the full text giving the reasons for the judgment 

d ··l85 hi ectstve. In t s respect, the Commission emphasised that the need to 

person .concerned with sufficient time to evaluate the desirability of suiJmitti 

application to the Commission and to decide on the content thereof, can 

satisfied from the moment when the applicant has been able to ac<jmtint himt;d 

only with the decision rendered by the national judicial authorities but also 

factual and legal grounds for that decision.'" However, if the applicant knew 

decision was taken, but has made no further efforts to become acquainted 

contents, the date of the decision is considered the starting-point of the tmne-·lin 

Unlike in the case of thelocal remedies rule, where th<: m.on1errt atwhic:h the 

decides on admissibility is decisive, for the time-limit of the six-month 

the date of;ece:pt of the application that counts.lr, the case of the local renoediesi 

the Commission evidently relied on the English version of Article 26 [the 

Article 35(1)], which i'ldudes the words 'may only deal with the matter', 

its posit! en conterning the ti~e-Emit for bringing the application it found 

in the French text, which reads: cne peut etre saisie que'. In the [Verser: 
Norwegian Government submitted th;rt thedate <Jf r·egist:ratiorlOf th<e a1Jpl'ic;tticmv 

the Secretariat was to be considered as the decisive date. The Commission 

decided tl<at for the question of whether an applicant had or had not ' 

complaint in due time, the relevant date was "at the latest the date ofits aclmc>wledt 

arrival at the Secretariat-General. "78
& In practice, the Commission took the 

applicant's first letter as the decisive moment, in which he stated that he 

'" 

"' , .. 
"' 
'"' 
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Judgment of27 August 1997, para. 33. 
Appll4056/88,Aartsv. theNetherlands,D&R 70 {1991), p. 208 (212); Decision o£7 September 

Keskin; Decision of 19 December 2002, Pejic. 
AppL 9299/81, P v. Switzerland, D&R 36 (1984), p. 20 (22), 

AppL 10889/84, C v. Italy, D&R 56 (1988), p. 40 (57). 

Appl. 458/59,X v. Belgium, Yearbook III (I960),p. 222 (234); Decision of23 September 2004, 
Appl. 1468/62, Iversen v. Nonvay, Yearbook VI (1963), p. 278 (322). 

· p J••t" llefore the European Court of Human Rights 
T11e race ' .._ -

· 2!\YTj , 
d ave some indication of the nature of the complaint. 1c 

ang . ~c:· "Jn 
of certain documents was considered msuttiCICnt.· 

i/>c.fan applicati,onm respect of the date of in traduction is circumscribed 

applicant's first communication, the ~ourt must also ex·a,J~~in~ 
.-~•t,erdetai'ls of the application should be constdered as legal submi:;:;Ions 

I
. t's main complaint to which the six-month rule would not 

app tcan . . . . 
orwl!ethe:rtt

1
ey shou1aoecons1dered as separate complamts mtl odu~ 

>e-'"''fh•e Conorrti,;ion concluded in a case where the applicant initially 
Article 6( 1) oHack of access to court, that his subsequent submis-

tiie lack of an oral hearing amounted to a fresh complaint. The 

:Mound that the complaint of alack of an oral hearing contained a distinct, 

t 
of the right to a fair hearing. In these circumstances, for the 

respec . l m 
;;,., six-:ncmth rule, the complaints had to be cous1dered separate Y· 
;,,,,f ii 9<-::hiletmnationals and the S. Association the Commission was faced 

of how to treat tbe declaration of 18 Chileans that they adhered to 
with the Commission by another Chilean. The Corn

date of application for the 18 persons as their declaration and not 

filing of the original application.'" . . . 
:evm<:rea period of almost seven years had eiapsed between the t~ltl.alletter 
mil;sionar.d the fuJal completion ofthe application, the Comm1ss10n first 

question of the date of introduction of the applicatio~. The applicant 

Commission for the first time on 12 December 1982 m a letter bnefly 

her complaints. On 8 February 1983 the Secretariat sent her a letter 

attention to the need to exhaust domestic remedies. The letter also 

hci that the application would be registered as soon as she returned the 
form she had been given during a visit to the Secretariat. No mor.e ;as 

applicant until28 Aprill989, on which date she sent the Cor_nmtss~on 
out in detail the complaints raised in December 1982 and mdudmg 

;\fitd<Jettmen<:s.On30 june 1989 she sent the Commission a duly completed 

application form. The Commission recalled that, a~co~ding to its esta

pt;ICtice,it considered the date ofintroduction of an apphcatwn to be the date 

[ppli<:;mt'sfirstletter indicating his intention to lodge an application and giving 

.~L442:9/7'0,J( v.F,cie"d R••public nf<;amany, Coll. 3 7 ( !971 ), p. 109 ( 11 0). See also Appl. 8299/78, 
Ireland, D&R 22 ( 1981 ), p. 51 (72}; AppL 10293/83, X v. the United Kingdom, D&R 45 

p.41 (48). 
9314/81, N v. Federal Republic of Germany, D&R 31 (1983), P· 200 (2Dl). 

12015/86, Hilton v. t1JC United Kingdom, D&R 57 {1988), P· 108 (113). 

10857/84, Bricmont v. Belgium, D&R 48 {1986), p. 106 (153). 
18660/91 Bengtsson v Sweden, D&R 79-A (1994), p. 11 (19-20). . ' . " d D&R37(!984) 

.Aim\,99';9/iU and 10357/83, 19 Chilean nationals and the S. Assocwtwn v. Swe en, , 

87 (89). 
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some indication of the nature of the complaints he wishes to raise. 
a substantial interval followed before the applicant submitted further 
the particular circumstances of the case had to be examined in order 

date should be regarded as the date ofintroduction of the application. 

express obligation laid down in Article 26 [the present Article 35{1) J of the 

concerned only the introduction of an application, and th·e C:ornrrlis:;ion htad 
shown generosity in this respect by accepting that the date 

held to be the date on which the first letter setting out the complaint . 

without imposing any other restrictions, the Commission held that it 
contrary to the spirit and purpose of the six-month rule laid down in 

~f the :onvention to accept that by means of an initial letter an applicant 

~n m~tlon the procedure provided for in Article 34 of the Convention only to 
machve thereafter for an unlimited and unexplained period of time. 296 The 

sion pointed to the fact that it had always rejected applications subrrlittedmo
1 ~ix months after the date of the final decision, if the running of time had 

mterrupted by any special circumsta'lce. It considered that it would be 
with the object and purpose of the six-month rule to deviate from this 

the application had actually been introduced within six months of the final 
but has not been pursued thereafter. 297 

In the Papageorgiou Case ilie Court held that an application is lodged on th<•o 

the applicant's first letter, pnJvi<iedl th'eal'P liicallt l~as:sufficiently indica1ted th,, p,i 
ofth: application. Registration- which is effected when the Secretary to 
mtsston [at present: the Registrar of the CourtJ receives the full case file 

the application- h<Js only oDe practical <::onsequctx~: it determines theord•erin• 
applicat;om will be dealt with. As to the applicant's alleged negligence, the 
considered that parties to proceedings could not be teq:Ii:ed to enquire day 

whether a judgment that has not been served on them has been delivered.298 

In the Monory Case the Court recalled that it had previously stated th'" u,h., 
reasons for a decision are necessary for the introduction of a~ application, 

month period ordinarily runs not from the date of notification ofth,, DJper·ative 
of the decision but from the date on which the full reasons for the decision 

It noted that on 7 April 2000, when the letter enquiring about the outcome 

procee~ings before the Romanian courts was sent by the Hungarian Ministry to 

Romarnan counterpart, the applicant was already acquainted with the outc:on
1
ea 

appeal on points oflaw but not with the reasons given by the court. The date on 

168 

Appl. 15213/89, M v. Belgium, D&R 71 (1991), p. 230 (234}.
lbidem. 

See Appll0626/83, Kelly v. the United Kingdom, D&R 42 (1985), p. 205 (206). 
Judgment 22 October 1997, para 32. 

The Procedure Before the European Court of Human Rights 

oo~:tt~lle :rea,sons for the decision was, at the earliest, 24 May 200 l when 
vfilliSitryComrnuni<:atedthc text of the final decision to the applicant. 2'N 

that the Romanian Ministry represented the applicant in all. the 
Romanian courts. All documents in Lhe case, including prevwus 

sent by the Romanian Ministry to their I I ungarian counterpart, 

'"''anledl them to the applicant. Furthermore, the letter addressed by the 
L,,•~••n their Hungarian counterpart on 5 March 2001 indicated that 

nJMinistry alone played an active role in the proceedings before the 
At no time did the courts communicate directly with the applicant. 

including subpoenas, were sent to the Romanian Ministry in their 

eoJtes•ent:ativeofth<: al>pl.iamt Furthermore, the Court acknowledged that 
was not subject to ex officio service on the parties. It recalled that 

toitsca.;el:aw, if the applicant or his representative fails to make reasonable 

ih(,tinac<>PY ofthe final decision, the delay in the lodging of the application 
deemed to be due to their own negligence. 300 Accordingly, in the 

obligation to make all reasonable efforts to obtain a copy of the 
lleqnaii]IOil tlie<IP!>li<''antand on his representative, the Romaruan Mmtstry. 

>PP'lic,mt, the Court noted that he had made reasonable efforts in order to 
he focnd out, unofficially, that ilie OradeaAppellate Court 

)te<:ftl:1e cleciisio<n, he used the customary channel of communication and asked 
~offrds<iecisi<on. H<,nc:e, <Jn 7 April2000, the Hungarian Ministry asked their 

\li ,00u1nt<,rpart for a copy of the decision to be transmitted to them. N; a 
!tmCe<Jfhisa.cti<on,theapplicant received !he final <:!e.::i<ion of2 February2000 

2000 by letter of24 May 2000. Given the Romanian Ministry'< role as 
ofth.-:! applicant, it.:: obligation to make all reasonable efforts m order 

fn.thecopyofth< final decision was implied. Given that the Romanian Ministry 

f()fthteflorna.ni,mG-ovemment, the Court noted that the Government enjoyed 

ta]Jac:ity in the instant case: that of the representative of the applicant in the 
iGon'•erJticm JlfO,ce<,dings and that of the respondent Government of the High 
:~Cttin,•Party.l[n tthc:secircums:tmoces it considered that the Romanian Ministry's 

obtain a copy of the decision in their capacity as representative of the 
'lUll c.uu<unot be likened to the negligence of a private representative. The 

Ministry constituted part of the respondent Government and that 
\;IT1ment could not invoke in their defence their own failures or negligence. The 

not be overlooked that the applicant was a foreign national living outside 

,ter:rit•ory of Romania and could not be expected to !mow the language of the 
courts, i.e. Romanian. Accordingly, for any such contacts, the applicant 
needed the services of a representative. Under the Hague Convention, this 

Decision of 17 February 2004. 
See the decision of 9 April2002, Ziileyfw Yilmaz. 
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role was played by the Romanian Ministry. The Court acknowledged that 
Convention does not impose on the Government the obligation to serve 

on the applicant. Notwithstanding this, it noted that the Hague Convc:nli< 
impose on the Government an obligation to represent the applicant 

capacity, to make all reasonable efforts to secure to the applicant the en.rovrne 
parental rights. Therefore, the Court considered that the applicant made all 

efforts to obtain a copy of the final decision of2 February2000.lt thus coJosi<lCJ 
the starting date for the calculation of the six-month period was, at the 
24 May 2000.1! followed that the application, lodged with the Court on 
2000, was within the six-month time limit. 301 

2.2.11.4 Continuing situation 

A special starting date for the time-limit applies to cases involving a 
(continuing situation', where the violation is not (only) constituted by an 

formed or a decision taken at a given moment, but (also) by its consequences, 

continue and thus repeat the violation day by day. As long as t:hat C<>ntim1ing siitu: 
exists, the six-month period does not commence, since it serves to make 
decisions from the past unassailable after a given period. 302 

A well-knuwn example is the De Becker Case. De Becker had been ser>ter10 

death in 1946 for treason during the Second World War. Later this serl!er1c1 

converted into imprisonment and in 1961 he was released under 

Under Belgian criminallawsuch a sentence resulted in the limitation ofce1rta.in 1 

-including the right to freedom of expression- which limitation continued to 
after the release. The Commission held that this was a co:ntinuin~: situation and cq 
dered the complaint admissible ratione temporis. It considered that the m:-nlo>>th 

was not applicable here, because the issue was whether, by the application to JUeJ:Sec 
of the Belgian legislation in question, the Convention was still being v'iolr>te<l."'· 

The Commission disagreed, however, with an applicant who alleg~d thc'Cxist~ 
of a continuing violation of Article 13 insofar as no domestic remedy was 
to him in respect of a deprivation of possession. According to the CcJmJmis,si 

"Where domestic law gives no remedy against such a measure, it is iinevitable l:hatl 
less the law changes that situation will continue indefinitely. However the person 
ted suffers no additional prejudice beyond that which arose directly and imme.cliot 

'" 
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Decision of, 17 February 1004. 

SeeinthisrespectAppl. l4807/89,AgroteximHellasS.A. v. Griece,D&R 72 (1992), p. '" I">OJ;A~ 
17864/91, c:;inar v. Turkey, D&R 79-A (1994), p. 5 (7); judgment of 25 March 1999, 
para. 50; judgment of I March 2001, Malama, para. 35. 
Appl. 214/56, De Becker v. Belgium, Yearbook II (1958-1959), p. 214 (230-234). See also 
4859/71, X v. Belgium, Coli. 44 (1973), p. 1 (18). 

measure. His position is not therefore to be compared to that of a 
to a continuing restriction on his substantive Convention rights. "J.{H 

case the Commission held that the failure of the State to pay certam 

1
,;ere<lUe to the applicant, created an ongoing situation in which the six

i(ji,d not<lpf>ly .. n• The same was held to be tbe case when the administration 
with the judgment of the Council of State which annulled the 

decision refusing the applicants' application for a licence to establish 

sdiool.306 

hoVe'm
1
,ntior•ed De Becker Case the continuing situation ensued from a 

In those cases where the continuing situation was due to a judicial 

a d.ecits">n of the executive, the Commission applied the time-limit in the 
The Commission adopted the view with respect to the latter that they 

at a clearly defined moment and that the resulting consequences 

temporary nature and mig~t be terminated. However, it is difficult to 

i\\rwl
1
yr!C<ml:inuir>g ,;ittiation could not thus be called into existence as well. 

&rr
1
ea:sur·es :are of course also taken at a dearly defined moment and, in tht'! 

:];<,cKer, the legal provision concerned became effective with respect to him 
moment. Moreover, the legal consequences of legislative measures may 

fatenlp<>rary nature and may be terminated by the legislator. The distinction 
Commission would, therefore, seem to require more convincing rea

case of McDaid and Others the Commission held that a 'continuing 

)\'referr·ed to a state of affairs which operated by continuous activities by or 

""··' ,,, •he State to render the applicants victim. Where complaints relate to 

e\>i""''"wr•ich occurred on identifiable dates, the f::lct that the events continue 
seJrioUSre!>elCUSSi•OnS on the applicants' lives does not constitute a ....:oatinuing 

1
e}Jal'am,aCase the Court noted that, follo·Ning the judgment of 12 Septemoec 

Athens Court of First Instance had declared that the applicant was 
amount of compensation determined in 1993, the applicant repeatedly 

payment of the compensation, but to no avail. She subsequently applied 

:Ornrr
1
ission complaining that she had been unable to obtain fair compensation 

(e>tpr-op•ria1ti<m of her land. Those circumstances indicated the existence of a 
situation in relation to her complaints concerning the fairness of the pro-

8206/78, X v. the United Kingdom, D&R 25 (1982), p. 147 (!51) . 
. 11698/85, X v. Belgium (not published); Appl. 11966/86, X v. Belgium (not published}. 

18357/91, D. and A. H. v. Greece, HRLJ, VoL 16, No. l-3, 1995, p. 50 (52). See also Appls 
7586/76 and 7587/76, Ensslin, Baader and Raspe v. Federal Republic of Germany, D&R 14 

+1•79l.n.66 (ll3) . 
. 1038/61, X v. Belgium, Yearbook IV (1961 ), p. 324 (334) and Appls 8560/79 and 

Yv. Portugal, D&R 16 (1979), p. 209. 
. 2568l{94, D&R 85(1996), p. 134: Decision of30 March 2004, Koval. 
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ceedings and her right to peaceful enjoyment ofher possessions; act:ordirtglv 

month rule could not be relied on against her. Although the cornpens:ati•>n 

for the expropriation was indeed assessed by the Court of Appeal in 1993, 

clear that the applicant could not at that time have ascertained the pr·ecrse•,a 

(old) paper drachmas per square metre, since that sum was not co:nvtortt•rl;; 
drachmas until21 December 1998. Not until that date did she know 

had been awarded. The six-month rule was, therefore, not applicable.Jo9 

2.2.11.5 Special circumstances absolving from the requirement of the >l.>i:-m:om 

With respect to the six-month rule, the Commission has also admitted 

circumstances might occur in which the applicant need not satisfy this 

The case law on this point is almost identical to that •q;<wuu.1~ >•pecrat crrcttrr 
in connection with the local remedies rule.310 In the Toth Case the Court 

liberal approach taken by the Commission and held that it was hardly 

expect a detainee without legal training to fully understand th<: CO>mJ>Ie;tity• oft 

concerned particulary with regard to the difference between the two tvt>esottorn 

involved. The applicant was, therefore, excused for not strictly complying 
six-month rule.311 

. 

Special considerations could apply in exceptional cases where an 

avails himself of a domestic remedy and only at a later stage becomes aware, 

have become aware, of the circumstan..:es which make that remedy m•ett•ective.] 

a situation, the six-month period migh~ be calculated from the trnne •whenthe: apJ 
becomes aware, or should have become aware, of the.:ie cin.:umstances.312 

2./.! 1.6 A1wnymous applications 

Article 35(2)(a) proVides that the application must not be anonymous. Thrs cond 
makes it possible to bar applications which have been lodged for purely 

propaganda reasons, although cases are also conceivable in wrucJi an app•ltcan•t~ 
to remain anonynwus for fear of repercussions. However, after having lodged his 

plaint, the applicant is asked if he objects to his identity being disclosed. If he 

.his identity will not be disclosed during the procedure before the Court nor · 

judgment or decision.
313 

For obvious reasons th~ condition d<Jes not apply to 
State applications. 

'"' 
"" 
"' 
"' 
"' 
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Judgment Of 1 M<irch 2001, para. 35 •. · 
See supra 2.2.10.10. 

Judgment of 12 December 1991, para. 82. 

Judgment of29 June 2004, Dogan and Others, para.ll3. 
Ru1e 47(3) of the Ru1es of Court. 
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his admissibility condition does not present many problems. The over
of applications contain the name of the applicant and the other 

be supplied according to the Rules of Court. Moreover, the 

isclev·elt>pe:d a t-lcxible attitude as regards the identityof the applicant. 
deClared inadmissible an application that was signed 'lover of tran

onlybecause the documents filed did not contain a single clue as to 

applicant. 31
'
1 The Commission's flexible attitude was also evident 

:h:• nurrlbe:ro,fappltcallons had been submitted by an association. The 

idnlsi<ler·edboth the association and its individual members as applicants. 

dthein•:livid:ual members the Commission held that their identity had 

established and that accordingly their application, properly 

~~inaclmissil>le under Article 27(l)(a) (the present Article 35(2)(a)j. 

,;tJ1e l:omrnis;si<>n pursued the examination of the case on the presump-

:)lroc<:du:ral detect would subsequently be redressed. Eventually, however, 

was declared inadmissible on other grounds.315 In a case where two 

doctors and nurses complained of unjustified and discriminatory 

the right of their member doctors and nurses to respect for their 

the Commission noted that they did not claim to be victims of a violation 

themselves. Once they had stated that they were representing 

liVi.duals, who had thus become applicants, it became essential for the 

to identity these individuals and to show that they had received specific 

from each of them. Since this had not been done, the rest of the 

be rejected as anonymous within the meaning of Article 35(2) (a). 316 

ANTIALL 'J THE SAME APPLICATIONS 

provides that the application must not be substantially the same as 

has already been examined by the Commission or has already been 

another procedure of international investigation or settlement unless 

IS.rt,lev·ant new information. This ground of inadmissibility does not apply 

to inter-State complaints.317 However, this does not prelude the Court 

X v. Ireland, Case-Law Topics, 1\fo. 3, Bringing_an applic'ltion before the European 
Human Rights, Strasbourg, 1972, p. 10. 
Church of X v. the United Kingdom, Yearbook XII (1969), p. J06 (318). 
Confed&ation des SyndicatsMedicaux Franrai5mJd FMiration Nationaledes Infirmiers 
47 (1986), p. 224 (229). 

October 1983, Cyp1·us v. Turkey, D&R 72 (1992), p. 5 (23); App!. 25781/94, Cyprus v. 
D&R, 86 A (1996), p. 104 (133-134). 
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from considering at the merits stage whether and, if so, to what extent 

application is substantially the same as a pfl:vious one. As the Commissio 

in its Report on the Case of Cyprus v. Turkey,"" Article 27(1 )(b) (the 

35(2)(b)] reflects a basic legal principle of procedure which in 

during the examination of the merits. The Commission held that it could 

task to investigate complaints already examined in a previous case, and a 

not, therefore, except in specific circumstances, claim an interest to have 

made where the Commission has already adopted a Report under rotcmt't A 

of the Convention concerning the same matter.319 The same holds good 
judgments. 

II} practice, declarations ofinadmissibilityon the ground 

of two or more applications do not occur frequently. 320 In the 

Case321 the applicants referred to their earlier application322 and alleged 

the United Kingdom Government to implement the judgment of the 

case."' With respect to this part of the application the Commission fin:tpt>U 

that the supervision of judgments of the Court under Article 54 1ut.qore•<ent 

46) is entrusted to the Committee of Ministers and subsequently deo:id<:d 

"'cannot now examine these new developments in relation to the facts 

case( ... ), asitis barredfromdoingso by Article27 paragraph !(b) [thep1restnt 

35(2 )(b)] of the Convention" .324 In the case of Cyprus v. Turkey ( lnefm1rti1 int• 

case) the Commission recalled that in its Reportof!O July 1976 COllcernitog~ 
tions Nos. 6780/74 and 6950/75, Cyprus v. Turkey (the first and second 

cases), it had considered that the evidence before it did not allow a defi1oitive 1 
with regard to the fate of Greek Cypriots declared to be missing. Although 

of 4 October !981 cor.cerning application No. 8007/77, Cyprus v. Turkey 
mtcr-Stat€ ca~e), the Commissio11 had CGDsidu~d that it had found 

indications, in an indefmite number of cases, th::tt Greek Cypriots who 

missing at the time had been uulawfully deprived of their liberty, it 

"' 
'" 
"' 

"' m 

m 

'" 
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Report of the Commission of 4 October 1983, D&R 72 (1992), p. 5(22). 
Appl. 25781/94, Cyprus v. Turkey, D&R 86 A (1996), p. 104(132-133). 

Some of the rare published cases in which thi' "''"' 
5246/71, 5333/72, 5586/72, 5587/72 and 5332/72, Mi,chaeland .M"acgacctl" Reing•ei"'" v.A••tc 
43 (1973), p. !52 (153); Appls 5070/71,5171/71 and 5186/71, 
Yearbook XV (1972), p. 474 ( 482); and Appls 7572/76, 7586/72 and 7587/76, 
Raspe v. Federal Republic of Germany, Yearbook XXI (1978), p. 418 (452). In 
AustriaandtheFederalRepublicoJGermany,ColL28 (1969), p.I32 ( 
account a previously lodged complaint, · 
Appl. 10243/83, D&R 41 (1985), p. 123 .. 

Appl6538/74, Times Newspapers Ltd, Sunday Times and Harold Evens v. the un""' K•nga'om, 
2 (1975), p. 90. 
Judgment of26 April1979, para. 21. 
Appl I 0243/83, Times Newspapers Ltd. and Others v. the United Kingdom, D&R 41 
(129). 
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.,;,m,,certa.in:tythat tilts finding also concerned the cases in the present 

the Commission recalled that an examination of lhe merits of 
G)'prus v. Turkey (the fourth inter-State case) still remained 

these circumstances the Commission reserved the question of 
applications did concern a "matter" which had "already been 

Commission in the context of one of the inter-State cases. For the 

Commission postponed to the merits stage the Government's 

the res judicata effect of the Committee of Ministers' resolution in 

.,,,'h/i,ck(::as:etllte applicant complained under Article 10 of the Conven-. 

to freedom of expression had been violated because the Supreme 

lsmisS<:dthe plea of nullity for the preservation of the law as regards his 

•k defamation, which the European Court of Human Rights had found 

of Article 10 of the Convention. The Commission found that the 

not co>mtpl:ainin:g alb out litis previous conviction, but about the Supreme 

ofl7 September 1992, which was taken afterthe European Court of 

given its Oberschlick judgment on 23 May 1991.326 Consequently, 

was not considered identical. 

th>ec:ase ofC)'fJrusv. Turkey, men~ioned a.bove, the Commission decided 

351:2}(b) did not applywitl1 respect to inter-statt: complaints, it did not 

i<>•m,ld have to consider at the merits stage whether and, if so, to what 

inter-State application was substantially the same as a previous 

'C<>mmi,ssiom,lherefore, :eserved the question whether and, if so, to what 

apjplio:artt c;oorernnmlt c:ortldhavea valid l·egal interest in the determination 

previous Reports of the Commission. The Cvmmission noted in this 

least scme of the complaints raised did not seem to be covered by 

tmdirtgs in earlier Reports, while some others seemed to concern entirely 

ilillnS>ver to the question of whether a concrete C:l:.>e concerns a matter which 

the same as a matter which has already been examined by the Covrt, 

iiy<!wheth<:r new facts have been put forward in the application. These facts 

a nature that they cause a change in the legal and/or factual data on 

Court based its earlier decision. The mere submission of one or more new 

>tz~;78!/94,Cyprnsv. Tuckey, D&R 86 A (1996) p. !04 (133·134). 
,[; !l>2";f92 and 21655/93, D&R 81 A (1995), p. 5(10). 

25781/94, Cyprus v. Turkey, D&R86 A (1996), p. 104 (134). 
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legal arguments is, therefore, insufficient, if the facts on which th,, ap•plicat 
are the same:1211 The Commission did not consider as new facts those 
already known to the applicant at the time of the introduction of 
could, therefore, have been presented by him on that occasion.m 

A new fact is indeed involved when an applicant, whose earlier app!i.catio 
declared inadmissible on account of non-exhaustion 

obtained a decision in the last resort in the national legal system. 

flexibility in this ~espect became evident i.n the following example. 
submitted in a previous application that the final decision in his case 

bytheCourtofAppeal at Liege. On that basis his application was de•cla:red ina 
because he was considered not to have exhausted the local remedies. In a 
cation he proved that he had made a mistake, since the decision in 

reality been taken by the Court of Cassation, from whose de•:isi.ons t11ereis.; 
The Commission considered this as relevant new information in me S•em:e. 
35(2 )(b). 330 Obviously, a subsequent appeal in the last resort do•es ntotavail a1n: 
if his earlier application has been declared inadmissible on another 

A new fact is also involved when new obligations arise from the 

the Contracting State in question. An example is the case where a detaine~ 
complained about the refusal of the German authorities to permit 

Germany and live in Poland. His application was declared inadmissible 
of incompatibility with the provisions of the Convention, because the 

the countrywas not guaranteed in the Convention. In his new atpp•licati•on.h< 
Protocol No.4, which had meanwhile become binding on German·va11d <Nhc>s, 
2(2) confers on everyone the right to leave a country, including that 

national. As a result, the application was admissible under Article 35(2)(b). 
it was then rejected as being manifestly ill-founded, because parag,apn 3 

2 ofProtocolNo. 4 was held to permit an exception with respect to <:!etaintedrefl 

Those cases in which the requirementoCa fair and puf)lic hearing within 

time' of Article 6 is at issue may present a somewhat special feature, as is 
the following decision of the Commission. In his first c:on1plairtttlhe :apJ>Iic:ant. 
a violation of the Convention, because a bankruptcy procedure had been 

·against him for the past three years. This application was declared 
founded. At the time when the Commission had to give its opinion on his 

H8 

m 

"" 

"' 
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See Appl. 202/56, X v. Belgium, Yearbook I (1955-1957), p. 190 (191) and Appl. 82(16/i'S) 
United Kingdom, D&R25 (1982),p.147 (150). 

Appl. l336.'i/86, Ajinaja v. the United Kingdom, D&R 55 (1988), p. 294 (296). 
Appl. 3780/68,X v. Belgium, Coli. 37 ( 1971), p. 6 (8). See alsoAppl. 21962/93,A.D. v. 
D&R 76-A (1994), p.157 ( 161). See also, on the one hand, Appl. 4> 1 m·u, liut""'· Austcia,Y< 
XIV (1971), p. 548, on the other hand, Appl. 6821/74, Huberv. Austria, D&R 6 (1977), 

Appl. 4256/69, X v. Federal Republic of Germany, Coli. 37 ( 1971), p. 67 (68-69). 

P 
"ducc Bcfocc Lhc Emop"n (Amct of I I omen Righ" ·I 

The roc ... 

period had meanwhile increased to four years and eight 

]eapplicm1t<NaS not dismissed by theCo1nmissionon the ground 
iorcoJJStitutes in itself the relevant new infOrmation in the sense 

iit,,d.,Kittgalom the applicant complained about a report prepared 
by the Department of Trade and Industry under sections 

te-C:onap,tnH?S Act 1985 to investigate allegations of an unlawful 
at the time of the take-over byGuinness PLC of the Distillers 

~af>plicartt maintained that the Report referred quite extensively 
containing criticisms of his honesty both in relation to the 

principal subject matter of the Report and his responses to the 

~htent ofthte Report was seriously detrimental to his reputation, all 
intense media interest generated by it. The Court noted that 

1
pi

1
tin<:d ina separate application (no. 29522/95), inter alia, that the 

tiga
1
tron, his trial and conviction and the resultant publicity had 

and led to the annulment of his knighthood. As a result he 
Convention. In its partial inadmissibility decision on this 

,m1mi:ssi<mfound that, insofar as these matters could be considered 
orf<"ertcewith the applicant's right under At~icle 8, that interference 

:li#tb<: justified. urtderAiti,cle 8(2) of the Convention because it fulfilled 
i.~e,withth•elaiw' mquirem<,nt. The Commission had found, as a result, 

complaint was inadmissible as being manifestly ill-founded. For 

~bliication of the Report could not be said to have caused the applicant 

rejUdice to his private life including reputation over and above that 
liiscm1vi•:ticm following a lengthy jury trial. It further considered that 

the ap?licant's newapp-licadon had the ~a me factual C<:lsis as [h:lt 

rejected .:omplaint under Article 8 notw~thstanding lhat he i1ad 

Jrtit"lith a otewlegal argument. Since the application was substantially 
;,.n,.t,erth''' h. ad previously been examined by the Convention institu

;Jn;•drnis:siblle within the meaning of Article 35(2)(b) and (4) of the 

f>rnoutaticm of Article 35(2)(b) it could be inferred that the words 
yt11e s:arrtematter' also cover an application that is otherwise identical but 

1Zl'l/7ll,Xv. the UnitedKingdom,D&R 17 (I980),p.122 (130). Cf.alsoAppl. 9621/81, Vnllon 
v<n<.c>>tl983), p. 217 (239), in which the continuing detention on remand constituted the 
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is lodged by another applicant. The provision is, however, to be interpreted 

that it is only directed against identical applications by the same applican 

not be in conformity with the purpose of the Convention to provide 

protection, if an application from X, who considers himself to be the 

violation of the Convention, would not be admitted on the ground 

identical violation in relation to Y is already being examined or has 

examined. In fact, the Commission did not object to identical apjpl!c:ati< 

different applicants, although it then joined such cases, if possible.33
'1 

Article 35(2)(b) may, however, bar applications from dilfer,ent appli1:a 
concern the same violation against the same person, f'Jr instance if, in 

the same violation both the direct and the indirect victim lodge an applicati 

earlier case law the Commission considered a new examination of the 

only if in each individual case a new fact was involved. 335 In a later case, 

Commission was less strict. This case concerned the execution u<dn<xpu•s: 

from the Federal Republic of Germany to Yugoslavia. At first instance the 

the person to be expelled lodged a complaint with the Commission, 

followed several years later by a complaint by the person himself. 

latter application the Commission decided that it could not be rejected 

35(2)(b) as being substantially the same as the first application, because 

has a specific personal interest in bringing an application before the Comnuo 

Here the criterion was not the identity of the case, but the identity of the 

the applicants involved. In thePeltonen Case thc:af>plicant •:ornp.lau1eclat>ouu 

to issue a p:1ssport. The Government drew the Commission'sattention to 

the applicant's brothf'I haJ submitted a communicatjon with similar 

Human Rights Committee under the Optional Protocol to the Covenant on 

Political Rights. The Comrn;ssion held tha< it was true that the freedom 

by Article 2(2) of Protocol No.4 resembled that protected by Article 12 

national Covenant on Civil anJ Political Rights. The Commission recalled, 

that if the complainants before the Commission and, for instance, the urmeu" 

Human Rights Committee were not identical, the complaint to the ComrniS';io~ 

not be considered as being substantially the same as the communication 

mittee.337 

'" 

"' 
'" 
m 
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See, e.g .. thesuccessivcAppls 6873/75, L~Compte v. Belgium, D&R6 (1977), p. 79 and 
LeuVt:n and De Meyere v. Belgium, D&R 8 (1977), p. 140. In its decision in the l"t-mc,ntion 
the Commission held (p. 160): "In view of all the similarities be!w<:>en the 
desirable that they should be examined together". The same conclusion can obc• bedC'.wntCi 
opinion of the Commission on the Appls 5577/72-5583/72, 

Kingdom, Yearbook XVI (1973), p. 2122 ~~~~:~~:~~::~:~d~:;;,:;:;,~~~~;lt~)e(~~~:;;i:~:~;:~ 
in each case( ... ) thiscomplaintcouldst' 
Appl. 499/59, X v. Federal Republic of Germany, Yearbook II (1958-1959), p. 397 (399). 
Appl. 9028/80, X v. Federal Republic of Germany, D&R 22 (1981), p. 236 (237). 
Appl. 19583/92. D&R 80 A (1995), p. 38(43). 
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which has already been submitted to another procedure of 

ien"at'iOilal investigation or settlement 

decisions have been published in which an application was declared 
that a matter had already been submitted to another inter-

''" tJH <HC .!;W'UHU 

investigation or settlement. In view of the small number of i~ter-
rganschllrgedwii:hthe supervision of the implementation of human nghts 

is not surprising. It is, however, somewhat surprising in connection 

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the Optional Protocol accom

This Protocol confers on individuals the right to submit an application 

nic:ation') to the Human Rights Comrnittee/40 so that a case referred t~ in 

is quiteccmceivable. 341 The Commission held that it would be ag~mst 
:aiJtU>pu:nofthe Convention if the same matter was simultaneously submitted 

lfttc:rnati<Jmll i•ostitutions. AI·ticle35(2)(o) of the Convention aiJns at avoiding 
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the plurality of international procedures concerning the same case. 342 In 
this issue the Commission needed, and the Cou;t now needs to verify 

applications to the different institutions concern substarlti<dlj•thte s:an1e IDei 

and complaints;343 An application introduced with the Commission allegiin•a 
of Article 6( l) in the proceedings concerning a pension claim, where 

an application had been submitted to the Human Rights Cc>mmilttee 
discrimination contrary to Article 26 of the Covenant, could in the 
Commission not be considered as being substantially the same nc•tv.•ii±ISt<m 
they emanated from the same facts.344 

In order not to run the risk of being declared inadmissible by the 
Article 35(2)(b), the applicant has to withdraw his application lodged 

body. It is not sufficient to request a suspension of the proceedings 
that body, because this does not have the same effect as a complete,.,;·, chA .... 

application, which is the only step that allows the Court to examine an 

also brought before it."' 
New events subsequent to the introduction of an application but dire:tlv 

to the fucts adverted to therein will be taken into account by the Court 
the examination of the application. Therefore, an application intro,:Juc:ed bel 

Commission by two applicants, which had the same object as the aplJlic:ati•on,;ul 
to the Human Rights Committee by one of the applicants and joined by 

after the introduction of the application before the Commission, was 
be substantially the same as the one submitted to the Human Rights 

In a case where the application had been submitted by the Council ·of 
Unions and six iPdividuals the Commission held that these applicants 
identical to comp!abts before the ILO organs coa.-:ernecl. The c0mplaints 

lLO were bronght by ti1e T:ude Unicn Co"gress. t!lrough its Generd 
its own behalf. The six individual applicants before the Co:n;nission wc>UJ<l fi< 

been able to bring such complaints since the Committee on Freedom 

only examines complaints from organisations of workers and cn1ployee''· A,coor< 
the application could not be regarded as being substantially the same as the 
before the IL0.347 However, in a subsequent case the Commission 
opposite. The applicants in this case were 23 former employees ofa corr1pany; 

·had been dismissed because of the attitude they had taken as members 

~· 
"' 
"' 
"' 
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Appl. 17512/90; Calcerrada Fornielles and Cabeza Mato v. Spain, D&R 73 (1992), p. 214 
Appl. 11603/85, Council of Civil Service Unions v. the United Kingdom, D&R SO ( 1987), p. 
App. 24872/94, Pauger v. Austria, D&R 80 A (1995), p. 170(174). 

Appl. 16717/90, Pauger v. Austria, D&R BOA (1995), p. 24(32). 

Ibidem. 
Ibidem. 
Appl. 11603/85, Council of Civil Service Unions and Othersv. the United Kingdom, D&,RSU (f 
p. 228 (237). 
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i~<JV<:rnm<lnt subn1itted that the World federation of Industry Workers 
,m,mitt<:d, complaint to the Freedom of Association Committee of the 

'e;th<:ccomplaoint sl·1mdd be rejected as being substantially the same. The 
the present case, although the main complainant was the 

trade unions representing the workers at the company on the works 

:dthepr<Keeding;s, which specifically concerned the dismissal of the 23 

:heveryp•erS<Dn5 who petitioned the Commission. Although formally the 
laj:>piliam!! before the Commission were not the complainants who 

ot<:th.eiLC organs, the Commission adopted the view that the complaint 
submitted by the same applicants. On that basis the Commission 

ha1: the p·arl:ie! were substantially the same. J·lH It seems that the Commission 

lt<:orrdusiveth<It the original applicants were members of the trade union 
participated in the proceedings before the ILO organs, although the 

admitted that individual applicants could not complain before the 

ilfJ\sS<Jci<Iticm Committee of the ILO.'" 
t'ukarwvCase the applicant complained about conditions of detention. In 

the Hnman Rights Committee of the Inter-Parliamentary Union 

rrnpai:ticular I±Ie conditions of the applicant's detention. On 12 September 

le88tllt Ccmf<:reJ"ce of the Inter-Parliamentary Council, the Committee issued 
the applicant's case. The matter was still under consideration by the 
Commission observed that the Inter-Parliamentary Union was an 

of parliamentarians from all ovet the world, set up inter alia to unite 
in common action afid to advance international peace and 

Union is a non-governmental organisation. The organ~ of the Union 

>l)tfe:;otu!Ion' which are communicated by the parliamentarians concerned 
parliaments and to bternational organisations. The Commission 

that the term 'another procedure' referred to judtcial or quasi-judicial 
similar to those set up by the Convention. Moreover, the term 'interna

i!ve:stil~ation or settlement' refers to institutions and procedures set up by States, 
non-goven1mental bodies. The Commission considered that the Inter

Union constituted a non-governmental organisation, whereas Article 
referred to inter-governmental im:titutions and procedures. It followed that 

of the Inter-Parliamentary Union did not constitute 'another procedure 

:im1tional investigation or settlement' within the meaning of Article 35(2)(~') 

Cconv·entio·n. 350 

16358/90, CerecedaMartin and Others v. Spain, D&R 73 (1992), p. 120 (134). 
11603/85, Council of Civil Service Unions and Others v. the United Kingdom, D&R 50 ( 1987), 

(237); Appl. 16358/90, Cereceda Martin and Others v. Spain, D&R 73 (1992), p. 120 (134). 

219!5/93, D&R SD A (1995), p. 108( 123-124). 
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In the Hill Case the Court noted that it appeared fr 
. . . . . ~~fik~~ 

and hts brother had mtroduced an apphcat10n With the U}\J 
. I C c· .1 Human RightsCQI 

set up under the Internatwna ovenant on tVl and p 1. . . 
. . 0 <!teal R<ghts 

that their right to a fa<r tnal had been breached by th S . 
. . , , . e pamsh courts, 

Provmctal Htgh Court of Valcncta. The Court observed b 
. . h d . . . th t at on 2 April 

HumanRtghtsCommtttee a gtvcnttsvtewon ecase fi d' . 
• tn tngSpam 

of several provisions of the Covenant. In an ~ffort to execute this fintdi't ng,, thea] 
had instituted two separate sets of proceedmgs before th S . 

. e pamsh aum'""'" 
had still not ended. The Court noted that the apphcatio d' 

. . n td not concern 
of the applicant's right to a falf tnal guaranteed by Article Converotio 

l d' . h' 6 of the 
framework of the crimina procee mgs agamst 1111 in th p . . . 

. d h e rovmc~al Htgh 
Valencia. The complaints submttte tot e Court con 

. . cerned the "X<:cutim 
decision of the UN Human R<ghts Comm1ttee finding . . -· 

. a VIOlatwn ~<,, ..... 
guaranteed by the InternatiOnal Covenant. However, thee . 

. . ourtdidno•tm:edtc 
whether the application could be reJected as bemg sub . 

. . . stanttally the same 
submitted to the Human Rights Committee, as ttwas in a iimlmissible nycase 
materiae. 351 

In the Smirnova and Smirnova Case the Court asc . 
. ertamed to what 

proceedings before it overlapped With those before the Dn· d . 
lte Nations 

Committee. The Court noted, first, that the comlllun· . . 
1Cahon pendmg 

Human Rights Committee was lodged by and concerned 
1 . . on y the first 

Its effects could not for this reason be extended to the seco d . 
. . . n applicant. 

applicant's complaints m that case were dtrectedagatnst h 
. h th h. er arrest on -'Of\u:gu: 

and raised, in particular, thequestwnw e ert tsarrestw-as 
of challenging it in the courts, and the conditions ofdetenr )Us:tifie"'d:,c t•hp•ee iJonfthoesl 

, li . h C ron. The, 
basisforthe first applicant sapp catwn tot e ourt, alth h . 

. . oug gomg 
of26 August 1995, was significantlyWider.ltextended 

which terminated in 2002 and included the first applic , 
ants arrest on 

occasions since 26 August 1995. It followed that the first. . , 
h 

. . d' b c ttpphcant s applicatt< 
notsubstantiallythesameast epel!twnpen mg e<oreth B . 

'd th f . e uman Rights 
tee, and that being so, it fell outsr e e scope o Artrcle 35( ) 

. . 2 (b) of the 
and could not be reJ·ected pursuant to that provtston Js2 1 · n the Case of 
Mrkonjic and Golubovicthe Court acknowledged that the 
interpreted the concept of' substantially the same applica'-t·Cio'"Il'v,·ention i<lstitu:tioll' 

have found themselves prevented from dealing with an 
1
. . .. 

. app 1cat10n It the 
m the other international procedure was the same as th . 

"' 
352 
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Decision of 4 December 2001. 
Decision of 3 October 2002. 

e applicant who 
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the Commission or with the Court:1'·1 The Court continued that, even 

,, a:rbiitrattlo•n proceedings before the international Monetary fund and 

ro<:eednrgs under the auspices of the Bank for International St'lt!emcnt 

of succession negotiations were pending and thrt their subject matter 

as that in the present cases, that the parties to the IMF and RIS 
not the same as those to the proceedings befOre the Court. It followed 

that an application identical to, or substantially the same 
the Court in the present cases had already been submitted to another 

fln:teruational investigation or scttlement.35
'
1 

of Justice of the European Communities also has jurisdiction to deal 
issues within the Community context._\''' The applicable human 

be identical to issues covered by the Convention. This will be even 

:pnecu Charter of Fundamental Human Rights has become binding. 

question of whether the examination of those issues by the Court of 
considered 'another procedure of international investigation or 

sense of Article 35(2)(b) of the Convention. Leaving apart the fact 
of the procedures the issues raised before the two Courts will not be 

the same' ,556 since all the member States of the EU are also parties to the 
the European Court of Human Rights considers itself competent to 

Complaints against member States of the EU that have a community 
be expected that the Court will consider the procedure before the 

as a '"omestic remedy'. This will certainly be the case after the EU has 

Council of Civil Service U11ions and others 1'. the United Kingdom, D&R 50 (1987), 

law since Case ll/70, Internariorwle Handelsgesellschaft, ECR, 1970, p. 1134. 
February 1999, Matthews, paras 33-35. 

""'''"''"'"iS Appl. 6452/74, Sacchi v. Italy, D&R 5 ( 1976), p. 43, the core of which was also 
Court of Justice in Luxembourg, of which the court of Biel!a had requested a 

na<yn•lin.gin Ca" 1 55,173,, Sacchi·, ECR, 1974, p. 409. MrSacchi, operator of a cable television 
without a licence, refused to pay the contribution for the TV receiving sets, which 

Italian law. Upon this, he was convicted. A request for a licence for trans-
system was refused. A presidential decree of29 March 1973 equated cable TV 

and TV equipment, thus making it subject to the RAJ/TV monopoly. Sacchi 

Ia ;;~;~::::: with the Commission in Strasbourg about violation of Art. l 0(1) of the Con
n. were submitted to the Court in Luxembourg, inter alia, about free movement 

services, competition and national monopolies of a commercial nature. 
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2.2.13 APPLICATIONS INCOMPATIBLE WITH THE 
PROVISIONS OF THE CONVENTION 

2.2.13.1 Introduction 

Incompatibility with the Convention was concluded in the case law of the 

sion: (1) if the application fell outside the scope of the Convention ratione 
ratione materiae, ratione lod,-or ratione temporis; (2) if the individual 

not satisfy the condition of Article 34; and (3) if the applicant, contrary to 

aimed at the destruction of one of the rights and freedoms gu.arantee1 

Convention. 

In relation to the categories referred to ( 1) it has been observed above · 

Commission did not differentiate clearly between itscomf>et<,nc:e andth'' aclm 

of the application.'" Of these categories the territorial and the temporal 

Convention have already been discussed above. 359 In the Case of Cyprus v. 
Commission held that an inter-state complaint could not be rejected 

incompatible with the provisions of the Convention.360 

2.2.13.2 Jurisdiction ratione personae 

Whether an application falls within the scope of the Convention ratione 
determined by the answer to t.'1e question of who may submit an appli•catiio: 

Court (active legitimation) and against whom such an application may 

(passive legitimation). This question has been ansvvered passim above. An 
may be lodged by any of the Contracting States as well as by those natural 

per~ons, non -governmental organisations and groups of individuals who 

the jurisdiction of the State against which the complaint is directed. With 

applications by States it should also be noted that they must be lodged by a 

authority competent to act on behalf of the State in international relations., 

respect, regard must be had not only to the text of the Constitution but 

it is applied in practice.361 

The Court cannot receive applic:1tions directed against a State which is 

to the Convention362 or, as the case may be, to the Protocols relied upon 

'" 
'" 
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See supra 2.2.9. 

See supra 1.5.2. 
App. 25781/94, D&R 86 A (1996), p. 104(135) 

Appls 6780/74 and 6950/75, Cyprus v. Turkey, YeathookXVIII (1975), p. 82 (116). 

For some of the numerous examples, seeAppl. 262/57,X v. Czechoslovakia, Y;::;:;::~I~!:! 
p. 170; Appl. 8030/77, Confederation Franraise Democratique du Travail v. 1 
Yearbook :XXI (1978), p. 530 (536-538); Appl. 21090/92, Heinz v. Co.ntnKring.StmteS<<~'~ 

the European Patent Convention, D&R 76-A (1994), p. 125 {127). 

2 The Pcowlucc Bcfocc the Eumpcon Com! of lim""" Right: I 

an application will be declared inadmissible ratione personae if 
does not come under the responsibility of the respondent State. 

:at<' isinl:er:naltiOnalllyresponsible for the acts of its legislative, executive 
of government. The question maya rise as to whether a particular 

can be considered as belonging to these govermi1ent organs for the 

i> f:ortvetnti<on. The case has already been mentioned of a foreign or 
which is active in the territory of a Contracting State, but does 

responsibility. 36
'
1 Thus, an application brought in substance against 

Office falls outside the scope of the Court's jurisdiction ratione 
Calabro Case the Court held that, in so far as the applicants' 

•.flc:en1ed the Greek authorities' apparent reluctance to co-operate with 

counterparts, it was competent to assure the respect of the European 

in JHum2m Rights and not that of any other international agreement. 366 

the situation may arise where a State is responsible for the interna

a given territory without it being possible for an application to be 

account of the acts of the authorities in those territories. Indeed, 

flon i,;o,llyappliioable: to those territories if the State in question has made 

referred to in Article 56(1)."' 

may be directed only against States and consequently not against 

groups of individuals. Applications against individuals are, therefore, 

~d:mi:ssi!Jie ratione personae.368 In practice, a number of complaints are 

the most varied categories of individuals and organisations, such as 

in their personal capacity, employers, private radio and TV stations 

the rejection of such complaints the Commission generally invoked 

19, under which the Commission and the Court had to ensure the 

engagements which the Contracting States have undertaken, and 

25, which permitted it to receive applications if the applicant claimed 

of a violation of the Convention by a Contracting State. 369 It appears 

law, however, that the Commission did investigate whether a violation 

, tn•eAJ'P"535l/72 and 6579/74,X v. Belgium, Call. 46 (1974), p. 71 (80-81 ); Appl. 22564/93, 

Kingdom, D&R 77-A (1994), p. 90 {97). 
· of the British Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, see Appl. 3813/68, 

unneo<Ju,"ga.om, Yearbook XIII { 1970), p. 586 (598-600). 

Heinz v. Contracting States also Parties to the European Patent Conwntion, D&R 76 
125 (127); Appl. 38817/97, Lenzing AG v. the United Kingdom, D&R 94 A {1998), 

of21 March 2002. See alse the juc!gment of 6 t''-pril2C04, Karalyos and H1tber, para. 40, 
uestion concerned the European Convention on Information on Foreign Law. 

supra L4.2. 

, X v. the United Kingdom, D&R 8 {1978), p. 103 (104); Appl. 19217/91, Durini 
76-A (1994), p. 76 (79), where the complaints concerning the contents of a will were 

d at<Oin•< the testator and did not engage the responsibility of the State. 
Appl. 2413/65, Xv. Federal Republic of Germany, Coli. 23 (1967), p. 1 (7). 
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of the Convention by an individual may involve the responsibility of a 

international law a State is responsible for acts ofindividuals to the extentthatt 

has urged the individuals to commit the acts in question, has given t!SCOt1Senti 

or in violation of its international obligations has neglected to prevent 

punish the perpetrators, or to impose an obligation to redress the injury 
These principles also apply within the framework of the European 

because Article 1 creates that responsibilitywith respect to the treatment 

within their jurisdiction', and not only of foreigners. The Court has • .,.u IIet< 

State cannot absolve itself from this responsibility by delegating its 

private bodies or individuals.372 

The starting-point for State responsibility under the Convention is that it 
all organs of the State, even those which under national law are u· tdepetode:n 

Government, such as the judiciary.373 However, it is not crystal clear 

whether a particular institution must be considered, with respect to the 

as an organ of the State concerned for which the latter is responsible.- It is not 
to provide general answers to.this question; a good deal depends, in each 

on the precise position of the said institution under nationallaw374 and the 
ment of public authorities. Thus, in the Campbell and Cosans Case the 

Government of the United Kingdom responsible for acts occurring at state 

since the State had assumed responsibility for formulating general school 

In a subsequent case, where an applicant and rtism<>thtercom]>lain,,d .aboou:t co 

punishment at a private school, the punishment of the applicant was 

by the headmaster of the private school for whose disdf>linaf]rre:girneth<o Gov<oru 

hac decEned ;eoponsibility under the Convention. The Commission held. 

that the Unit~d Kingdom V!<:~s re:>por._si_ble under the Cvnvention, Articles l, 

of which having impcst:d a positive obligation on High Contracting Parties 

a legal system which provides adequate protection for children's 

emotional integrity: "The Commissbn considers that Contr:tcting States do 

obligation under Article I of the Convention to secure that children 

diction are not subjected to torture, inhuman or degrading treatment or puni1;hn 

contrary to Article 3 of the Convention. This duty is recognised in cu~u:>Jutaw 

provides certain criminal and civil law safeguards against assault or unreason 

punishment. Moreover, children subjected to, or at risk ofbeing subjected to 

"" m 

"' m 
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See I. Brownlie, Priildples of Public International Law, Oxford, 1990, pp. 444-476. 
See Appl. 852/60,X v. Federal Republic of Germany, Yearbook IV (1961), p. 346 (350-352). 
Judgment of23 November 1983, Vander Mussele, para 29. 
See, e.g., Appl. 7743/76, [.Y. Cosans v. the United Kingdom, D&R 12 (1978), p. 140 (149). 
See, e.g., Appl. 1706/62, X v. Austria, Yearbook IX (1966), p. 112 (162-164). 
Judgment of25 February 1982, para. 26. 
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oar·ents, :inc!U<Jing exoessive co•rporal punishment, may be removed from 

""''todv and placed in local authority care."J
76 

iis;;iot>alsonoltea that the State obliges parents to educate their children 

fdtKated in schools, and that the State has the function of supervising 

lil<iardsan•1 u1esuitabilityofteaching staff, even in independent schools. 

th·e eltte<:tof compulsory education is that parents are normally obliged 

in the charge of teachers. If parents choose a private school, the 

the parental role in matters of discipline under the nationallawwhile 

their care byvirtueofthe in loco parentis doctrine. In thesecircum

)rr!lmi;;sion considered that the United Kingdom had a duty under the 

(lscocure that all pupils, including pupils at private schools, were not ex

contrary to Article 3 of the Convention. The Commission consi-

,e.Lrnit:edKirtgdorrt'sliabilityalso extended to Article 8 of the Convention, 

;proyisionit had to protect the right to respect for private life of pupils 

nnl, tot he extent that corporal punishment in such schools might involve 

Hrtterfereno:e,.;rlll cl!ill<lien's physical and emotional integrity."' The case 

settlement;after it had been referred to the Court In the Costello-

h<>w•'ver, the Court has occasion to point out that the State has an 

.secure to children their right to education under Article 2 of Protocol 

relating to the internal administration of a school. such as discipline, 

be ancillary to the educational process. In this respect the Court 

.-rlhn,,l"< disciplinary system fell within the ambit of the right to education 

Jsooe<m recognised in Article 28 of the UN Convention on the Rights of 
Secon<lly, it held that in the United Kingdom independent schools co

ta:systern o•f publiceducati•on. Th~ fun.::!amental right of evzryone to educa
jht Jll!lat.a't:teedtquollly to pupils in State schoob and indepenJ~nt schools, 

stii1ct:ion being made betvceen the two. Finally, the Court referred to the Van 
lejoodllment where it held that a State could not absolve itself from respon

'de:le~;atiing its obligations to private bodies or individuals.378 

to' so-called public industries and enterpcises the case law of the Com

been rather casuistic. In a number of cases it did not reach<:! decision on 

one case the Commission described public transport companies 

>rnes Jom·a-etarti"rues, for which the Government was not responsible.
3110 

Two 

"''""'"· Yv. the United Kingdom (not published). See also the report of the Commission 
of8 October 1991, A247-A, pp. ll-12. 

>ent of'2sM,uch 1993, para. 30. 
v. the United Kingdom, Coli. 28 (1969), p. 89 (93) and Appl. 4515/70, X and tl1e 

. the U11ited Kingdom, Yearbook XIV (1971), p. 538 (544). 
3789/68, Xv. Belgium, Col!. 33 (1970), p. 1 (3-4). 
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later decisions, however, pointed in the other direction. In both cases 

had been discharged by British Rail, because they had refused to join a 

(the so-called 'closed-shop system'). The Commission reached the 

as a public industry, British Rail came under the responsibility of the 

and that accordingly the applications were admissible ratione pe;'sona,e.'" 
Does the responsibility of the Contracting States under the' C<mv·enltiorti 

further in the sense that it also covers cases where there is no question 

sibility for the acts or omissions of governmental organs orofneglige~1ce'w 
to the acts of individuals? One decision of the Commission seemed to 

direction. At issue was whether the Irish Government was responsible 
of an institution which had been called into existence by law, but which 

largely independent of the State. The Commission came to the coJodusi< 

acts concerned in this case (alleged violation of Article 11) did not fall 

responsibility of the Irish Government. However,. the Commission 

accepted the submission that, despite this, the Irish Gc•verrunent•woulclhat~ 
the Convention if it were to be established that national law did not 

or freedom guaranteed by the Convention, the violation of whim 

the Commission, or at least did not provide a remedy for enforcing such 

However, rather than being a mlttte:r ofS•tat<e re'5ponsibility f<>HJcu; of'in<divi< 

is a case of the possible violatior. by the State of a specific obligation 
the Convention, viz. from Article 13. 

In the Nielsen Case the Government argued that the placement of 
psychiatric hospital was the sole responsibility of the mother. Th.e n1aj<>rityof 

mission found, however, that the final decision on the question ofho1;pital 

the applicant was not taken by the holder of parental rights but by the 

oithe Child Psychiatric Ward of the State Hospital, thus "'lsag,in~; th.e r<espo 
of the State under Article 5(1 ).383 The Court disagreed with the Comrnissio>til 

that the decision on the hospitalisation was in fact tal<en by the mother in 
as holder of parental rights.384 

In the Ciobanu Case the Court noted that the applicants' rel>reserttaltiv<" 
submit to the Court all information of relevance to the case under the 

by introducing a complaint in the name of a deceased person, by signirtg tlrl 
of attorney on behalf of the deceased applicant and by omitting to infnnmlh] 

of the applicant's death. The Court further noted that the applicant 

31 December 1996, i.e. before the submission ofhis complaint to the Court. 
the applicant had not expressed any intention to lodge such a complaint, nor 

,, 
,., 
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Appl. 7601/76, Youngand]ames v. the United Kingdom, Yearbook XX (1977), p. 520 
AppL 7806/77, Webster v. the United Kingdom, D&R 12 (1978), p. 168 (173-175). 
Appl. 4125/69, X v. Ireland, Yearbook XIV (1971), p. 198 (218-224). 
Report of 12 March 1987, A.l44, p. 38. 
Judgment of28 November 1988, para. 73. 

The Procedun Before the European Court of Human Rights 
. I 

s.t<!QUtire,aby Article 34 of the Convention, on the date of the appli

tiy,, rt:rou<uuthat the case was not legally brought before it as regards 
as a consequence, lacked locus standi. Moreover, it recalled thal 

not lodge any complaint with the Court in their own name, 

niJ:est' their interlti<m to continue the case of the deceased in their own 
from this that the representatives also lacked locus standi for the 

:pr·oc1eed.in!~S before the Court. Accordingly, the application was 

,(ioneper·sorwe."' 
the issue arose whether the State was liable for the debts 

dcJ>rnpa;oywhKh was a separate legal entity and could be held respon
failure to pay the applicants the amounts awarded to them in 

~g,1instthatcompany. The Court considered that the Government had 

;1.,ltttatthe company enjoyed sufficient institutional and operational 

"'"'mm< State in order to absolve the State from responsibility under 

for its ~cts and omissions. The Court noted that it was not suggested 
' · bythe ~atedals in the case-frle that the State's debts to the 

· paid in full or in part, which implied the State's liability as 

of the company. The debtor company had operated in the 

sphe~e of nuclear ene~gy and conducted its construction activities 

zone of compulsory evacuation, which was placed under strict 

control due to environmental and public health considerations. This 

extended to the applicants' terms of employment by the company, 

salaries. The State had prohibited the attachment of the company's 

l~tOflOSsit<le•COJotaLmimtti<m. Moreover, the management of the company 
theMinistryofEnergyasofMay 1998.ln the Court's opinion these 

fifurm<!dthe public nature of the debtor enterpdse, regardless of its for"'al 

domestic law. Accordingly, the Court concluded that there were 
to deem the State liable for the debts of the company to the appli

circumstances of the case, despite the fact that the company was 

0gar<rruty. The Court found, therefore, that the applicants' complaint was 

! r<IN<mepersonae with the provisions of the Convention.386 

garlS"•er:the question of whether an application falls within the scope of the 

>nrattotte materiae it is necessary to differentiate between State applications 

applications.387 

December 2003. 
""'" or>u November 2004, paras 44-46; judgment of21 December 2004, Derkach and Patek, 

~ppe.<ki"<g,inter-State applications cannot be rejected on this ground. 
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Article 33, which permits the Contracting States to lodge ap]plit:ations 

alleged breach of the provisions of the Convention by another High Co•ntJcactin 

leaves open the possibility for States to submit applications which rel,ateto t>i 

of the Convention other than the articles of Section I. Articles that might 

as such, for instance, are Article 1 concerning the obligation for a c..c•ntt·act 

to secure to everyone within its jurisdiction the rights and freedoms of 

the Convention, and Article 34 in case of interference with tht' eJcercise o>ft~ 

dual right of complaint. The same applies to Article 46 in case of refusal to 

to a judgment of the Court, and Article 52 in case of refusal to furnish 

information to the Secretary General of the Council oflEmror•e conceJ:ni,ngltlJ., 

mentation of the provisions oftheConvention. So far the Contracting 

availed themselves of this wider right of action, except as far as Article I is 

The right of complaint of individuals has a somewhat more limited 

appears from Article 34 that individuals may lodge complaints only about 

set forth in this Convention'; which implies that their complaints may 

the articl~s bfSection I and the 'articles oftthe Protc>co•ls t'onttainnlg :1dclition;ur 

The questioriarises whether an ~xception must be made foi:Ai:ticlc 34; 

whether the'ri!lht of complaint itself, the exercise of which tht! Contricti1ng !St':it 
undertaken notto hinder; may be considered a 'right'. As a rule the Conunis:si( 

with such a complaint in a way different from that of a complaint coriCet:rii 

violation of one of the rights or freedoms ofSectioa I, in that it consulted 

the Government concerned. 

It might be argoed that, apart from the right ofinJividual complaint 

34, if an individual who has been successful before the Court feels that 

has not been complied with, he or she may properly claim to be a viictim <>I 

0f Article 46, which contains the oblig~tion to abide by the judgment 

In tfle r..:a's~ of Olsson I the main issue waS whether the decision of the S>~redlistta 
rities to take the children of the applicants into care had given rise to a 

Artkle 8 of the Convention. The Court found a violation of that or<>visio 

awarded the applicants just satisfaction under Article 41 of the Conven1tio1n.' 

cease of Olsson II the applic:ar.ts complained that despite the Court's v<:»o'" 1 J 

the Swedish authorities had continued to hinder their reunion with their 

The appliccants had still not been allowed to meet the childten under cir·cucms1 

which would have enabled them to re-establish parent-child relationships. 

view Swede11. had contin~ed to act in breach of Article 8 and had thereby 

complywithitsoblig~tion~ u~der.Alticl~ 46(1) of the Convention. The Court 

to ResolutionDH (88) 18, adopted on 26 October 1988, concerning the 

the Olsson I judgment, where the Committee ofMinisters, "havingsal:isfied. itse 

... 
"' 
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For the meaning and scope of Article 1, see supra 1.4.1. 
Judgment of 24 March 1988, para. 84. 
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£Sweden has paid to the applicants the sums provided for in the 
0 

thatthe Committee had "exercised its functions under Article 

)inrentwn." The Court held that in the circumstances of the case no 

'""'e.mtlerArticle 46, since the present complaint raised a new issue 
determined by the Olsson I judgment. NJ The Court thus left open 

there might be circumstances under which a complaint under 

Convention could be examined by it. The late judge Martens 

'po•sitJonthat the Committee of Ministers' competence under Article 

''"'entwn is an exclusive one. He gave two reasons for taking the view 
under Article 46( 1) should not be decided by the Committee of 

the Court. In the first place, the interpretation of its judgments is, 

better left to the Court than to a gathering of professional 

are not necessarily trained lawyers possessing the qualifications laid 

Conven·tion. Secondly, the members of the Committee of Ministers are 

'eC1tattthoriityoflth<,innattional atlmin:istJ:atiort<'lll~ cannot be considered 

tintht!Senst' of'th·e ConveJlticJn.,"'Under Protocol No. 14 the Committee 
has the option to refer to the Court the question of whether a Con-

has failed to fulfil its obligations under Article 46 (the new paragraph 

carmc>t dleaJwith Complaints about rigi1ts or freedoms not set forth ir.. the 

.n.<Comj>la.ints concerning such rights and freedoms are declared inadmissi

beingi11cornpatible with the Convention. In practice, a great many 

sc<moerna varietvof'rights and freedoms'. From the colourful case law 

dmissi.on the following exampl~s of incompatibility ratione materiae may 

to a university degree, right to asylum, right to start a business, right 

protection, right to a divorce, right to a driving licence, a general right 

right to free medical aid, right to adequate housing, right to a natio-

. to a passport, right to a pension, right to a promotion and the right to be 

scholar. In this context it should, however, be borne in mind that a 

set forth in the Convention, may find protection indirectly via one 

---'-'~· .. 0f the Convention. Thus, it is conceivable that, although the right 

to a country of which one is not a national, has not been included in the 

under certain circumstances a person cannot be denied admission to a 

hisright to respect for his family life (Article 8) would be violated. Similarly, 

Convention does not recognise a right to a pension, violation of an 
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existing right to a pension may be contrary to Article 1 of Protocol No. 
the right to the enjoyment of one's possessions is protected. 

Complaints to be equated with those concerning rights not p:rot.ect•odi 
vention are complaints concerning rights which are indeed in•cotrptJratecli 
vention, but with respect to which the respondent State has made a 

Complaints relating to such rights are also declared inadmissible on acc:oUJ~t 
patibility with the Convention. 393 

The applicant is not required to indicate accurately in his appli•:ation 
set forth in the Convention which in his opinion have been violated. Tl,ot'~' 

showed prepared to investigate ex officio, by reference to the sulbmtissio 
applicant, whether there has been a violation of one or more of the 

Section I. This approach is in conformitywith the above-mentioned objective 
of the European Convention.394 Nevertheless, it remains advisable for 

or counsel to raise·all ~portant points of fact and law during the 

admissibility. The possible consequences if this is not done ano a;pp:>rent.l 
Winterwerp Case. The Court held that there was an evident connection 
issue of Article 6 raised before it and the initial complaints. Thtis, inco1mbin31 

the fact that the Dutch Government had not raised a prelimtinary objed]o 
point, induced the Court to talce the alleged violation ofAr1ticle 6into conside 

but its observations indicate that the Court would not be prepared to 
lenient attitude in all circumstances. 

2.2.13.4 The requirement of victim 

The second of the above-m~ntioned <.ategorks of cases in whkh tl>•o aJJyli.:e.lbt 
compJ.tible w!th the pr0visioa'i of the C0nventien- these ca.s~s where 

dces not satisfy the condition of Article 34- '=:::mcerns the condidoa wr.11cr1 na 
beer. discussed at length, viz. that an individual applicant must be able to lurrus 
facie evidence that he is personallythe victim of the violation cf the Ccmv·enlticn 

by him, or at least has well-founded reasons for considering himself to 
If he merely puts forward a violation in abstracto or a violation which has 

m 

m 

'" 
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See infra 38.2. 
See, e.g., Appl. 1452/62, X v. Austria, Yearb~ok VI (1963), p. 268 (276). 
The approach was confirmed expressly by the cOurt in its judgment of6 Noventb~cl980, t 
para. 106. In that case the Commission had..:.. wrongly, according to the Italian 

considered the complaint in light of Art. 5, whereas '7:· f;{l~~::~~d ~~:,:~:;;,~~,: 
On the basis of a detailed motivation the Court held as follows: "The 
hive to examme in the Iighfof the C~ilVentlon as a whOie the situation impugned 
In the performance of this task, they are, notably, free to give to the facts of the case, 
established by the material before them( ... ), a characterisation in law different from 
them by the applicant" (para. 58).-
Judgment of24 October 1979, para: 72. 
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his application is incompatible with the provisions of the 

of incompatibility with the provisions of the Convention is 

bdve··menltioned categories. This concerns applications which are 
sfr:uctiOTI or limitation of one Of the rights or treed oms guaranteed 

and as such conflict with Article 17, which will hereafter be 
J97Even if Article 17 had not been written, such applications 

tillbein:tdrnis:sitole, viz. on account of abuse of the right of complaint 

35(3), which will now be discussed. 

TIONSWHICH CONSTITUTE AN ABUSE 

RIGHT OF COMPLAINT 

ttib>vi•des that the application must not constitute an abuse of the right 
this ground, too, in practice very few applications are declared 

may probably be accounted for by the fact that it is very difficult 

an abuse, since the applicant's motives cann0t easiiy be ascertained 

so early a stage of the examination. 
,nc:e ctftlile •Comtmi:ssi•on in th1s respect appeared from its interpretation 

the fact that the applicant is inspired by motives of publicity 

'.pr·opag:mcla does not necessarily hav~ to i:nply that the application 

inab'''"' ol' tiltt right of com_plai!li.398 In such a case it is only justified to 
if ar.. applicant unduly stresses the political aspects of the case.

399 

respect to a complaint by a teacher of Turkish ethnic origin about 

~~r·ocee<lingsbnJUJshltaf;aiJnst him for using the term 'Turkish' to describe 
(.mtin•>rity iin Western Thrace, the Commission noted that an application 

merely by virtue of the fact that it is motivated by the desire for 

r pr:opagamda. 400 

1.13.3.2. 
36. 

LawlesS v. Ireland, Yearbook II (1958-1959), p. 308 (338). See also Appl. 8317/78, 

United Kingdom, D&R 20 (1980), p. 44 (70-71). 
Iversen v. Nonvay, Yearbook VI (1963), p. 278 (326). 

'.21782.193, Raifv. Greece, D&R 82 A ( 1995), p. 5(9) 
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The Commission also left open the question of whether an abuse is 
the mere ground that no practical effects are envisaged regarding 

It took a quite lenient attitude in this respect and held that anapJllicati,on lth 

to be devoid of any sound juridical basis and to have been lodged for 

purposes, may not be rejected as constituting an abuse of the right 
it is clearly based on untrue statements of fact. 402 

An abuse may consist primarily in the object one wishes to attain 

cation. Such an abuse of the right of complaint was found to exist in the 

Koch. This wife of the former commander of the Buchenwald cot1ce,nttrati.on; 

been convicted for violation of the most elementary h urn an rights. ~n,e sttbn 
she was innocent and requested that she be released, without 

provision of the Convention. In her application she voiced a number 

and complaints which were not supported in any way by the ConV<!tit 

Commission declared her application inadmissible, becatJSe' h<<r s,ole' aim,,...; 
to escape the cOnsequences of her conviction, so that her application' 
'dearandmanifestabuse'.403 . · .. ,_. . , : . 

The condition that an application must not constitute an abuse is also an 
tool for holding querulous applicants at bay. A German had in the 

lodged a great many applications which had been rejected without ex<:eplti~ 
because they were manifestly ill-founded or because of non-exhaustion 

remedies. When- together with his wife- he once again lodged several 

which wer~ moreover substantially the same as previous applications 

him, the Commission declared them inadmissible on account of abuse, 

applicant to understand: "It cannot be the task of the Commission, a 

set up under the Convention 'to ensure the observance otlth<<ertgage:me,nts mrr< 
by the High Contracting Parties in the present Convention', to deal with 

of ill-founded and querulous complaints, creating unnecessary work 
incompatible with its real functions, and which hinders it in carrying 

Not only the aim pursued in lodging an application, but also the applicant's 

during the procedure may lead to a declaration o!Jinadnlis:;i·: biLity •Onact:ocmtol 

'"' 

'"' 

"' 

'"' 
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Appls .7289/75 and 7349/76, X and Yv. Switzerland, Yearbook XX {1977), p. 372 
assummg that the concept of abuse within the meaning of Art. 27(2) in fim' may lbermdot' 
including the case of an application serving no practical purpose." 
Appl. 21987/93, Aksoy v. Turkey, D&R 79-A (1994), p. 60 (71); Appl. 22497/93, Aslan 
D&R SO A (1995), p. 138(146); Decision of5 October 2000, Verbanov. 

Appl 1270/61, flse Koch v. Federal Republic of Germany, Yearbook V (1962), p. 126 
also Appl. 5207/71, Raupp v. Federal Republic of Germany, Coll. 42 (1973), p. 85 
Appls 5070/71; 5171/71, 5186/71, X v. Federal Republic ofGennany, Yearbook XV 
(482). See also Appls 5145/71, 5246/71, 5333/72, 5586/72, 5587/72 and 5332/72, 
Margarethe Ringeisen v. Austria, Coli. 43 (1973), p. 152 (153); Appl. 13284/87, M v. 
Kingdom, D&R 54 (1987), p. 214 (218). 
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rejected because the applicant had delibnately made false 

:'a~lerr>pt to mislead the Commission;ms or because the applicant 
:n,,ce,sSitry information even after repeated requests,~n6 or because 

bail and had flcd,'w7 or because he had used threatening or 

•vi.<-lr-vts the Commission or the respondent Government.'1011 

.repe<lte,jly held that, although the use of offensive language in 

is undoubtedly inappropriate, except in extraordinary 

nnnatrotolv·berejected as abusive if it is knowingly based on untrue 

!{C:as•e tlte Court, while considering that an application deliberately 

:cri:ptiton of facts omitting events of central importance may in prin

abuse of the right of petition, did not find it established that such 

the present case, regard being had to the stage of the proceed

information allegedly withheld only concerned new develop

portationconlplaffited of, and to the explanation by the applicants' 

:iKlyakhJ'n Case the Court considered that, although some of the 

fuent!:w<:reinitpf>ropriate, they did not give rise to such extraordinary 

~~tiifyingadecision to declare the application inadmissible as an abuse 

Case the Court noted, on the one hand, that in some of the 

insulting expressions about Czech people in general 

Czech authorities, and found nothing to warrant the use of such 

eoi•her h:an<l.the Court took into consideration that such expressions 

'!lrtrence in the applicant's voluminous submissions and th2t they had 

Section Registrar's letter in which the applicant was adviseJ of 

asequent:esofhis continued use of insulting hu"!guage. ConsidtTing all 

(Jf1:hecas:e, the Court did not find it appropriate t0 :leclare the appli

as being abusive within the meaning of Article 35(3) of the Con· 

2584/65, 2662/65 and 2748/66, X v. Federal Republic of Germany, Coll. 22 (1967), 
Appl. 6029/73, X v. Austria, Coli. 44 ( 1973), p. 134. 

Federal Republic of Germany, Yearbook I (1955-1957), p. 196 (197) and Appl. 
Republic ofGennany, CoiL 10 (1963), p. 47 (48}. 

X v. freland, D&R 32 (1983), p. 251 (253). 
X v. Federal Republic of Germany, Coil. 28 (1969), p. 26 (41-42) and Appl. 5267/71, 

of Germany, Coil. 43 (1973), p. 154.; Appls 29221/95 and 29225/95, Stankov 

(Mace,do,,ia"Organisation "llinden" v. Bulgaria, D&R 94 A (1998), p. 68(76). 
September 1996, Akdivar, paras 53-54; judgment of 5 October 2000, Varbanov, 

of 6 April2000, I.S. v. Bulgaria; Decision of 10 April2003, S.H.K. v. Bulgaria. 
June 2002, para. 89. 

a '"'0'"" 2003. 
July2002. 
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In the Duringer Case the Court held that the applicant had serrt ronr •• c. 

munications by letter and electronic mail, making serious accusations 

integrity of certain judges of the Court and members ofits Registry. mparti< 
applicant, who.had systematically tried to cast aspersions on judges 

members of its Registry and politicians of the respondent State, ae<:usedcerta 
of extremely serious crimes. Moreover, in seeking to ensure the wi,d.,;t F•ossll 
lation of his accusations and insults the applicant had evinced his deltennh) 
harm and tarnish the image of the institution and its members. The 

addition that the application lodged, by a person who claimed to be 

Grunge, contained the same expressions as those the applicant used. It 11ot:ect, 
more, that in most passages the texts of these communications were 
identical, such as with regard to their presentation and the long lists 
sees. Even supposing that the name <Forest Grunge' was not an alias 

applicant, the Court considered that the applicant had repeatedly 

without any foundation which were totally offensive anod prer•osterous, andc1 
fall within the scope of the provisions of Article 34 of the Convention. In 

opinion.the intolerable conduct of the applicant and Mr Forest Grnn'''

supposing that the latter actually existed- was contrary to the pUirpcoseofd 

of individual petition, as provided for in Articles 34 and 35 of the Con¥ention 

was no doubt whatsoever that it constituted an abuse of the right of••P!•licatioog 
the meaning of Article 35( 3) of the Convention. 413 

The fuct that an applicant had omitteJ to inform the Commission 

introduction '>fhis application he hud instituted proceedings before dmnesti< 
concerning the same facts, was not considered an abuse of i:he right of]petiti<11i 
fact that an applicant publishes certain details of the examination of his case, 

the application to bedechred inadmissible on account of abuse. However, 
mission held that the appearance of an article disclosing confidential 

relating to the proceedings befure the Commission did not coJostitute<m ••bu~e 
right of petition, since the applicant's representative had merely answered 
put to hi;n by the press, who had secured their information from other 
Commission considered that there was no conclusive evidence that the 

representative was responsible for the disclosure of this information. 
sion made a similar decision in a case where the applicants had told the press 
intention to apply to the Convention organs. The confidentiality of the 

proceedings was respected, since the applicant.; did not make public any 
once their application had been introduced."' 

"' ... 
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Decision of 4 February 2003. 
Appl. 13524/88, Fv. Spain, D&R69 (199!), p. 185 (194). 
Ibidem . 
Appl. 24645/94, Buscarini, Balda and Manzaroli v. San Marino, D&R 89 B ( 1997) p. 
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above, the present admissibility condition does not apply to 

''"''"' Nevoortheless, the case law of the Commission shows that the 
exclude the possibility that an application by a State might 

on a~count of abuse. This would not be done on the ground of 

tf<:orrdition mentioned in Article 35(2), but on the ground of the 
_r;nle tl1at the right to bring an action before an international organ 

Referring to its decision in the first GreekCase·
117

lhe Commission 
Cyprus v. Turkey that "even assuming that it is empowered on 

to make such a finding, [the Commission] considers that the 
· . have, at this stage of the proceedings, provided sufficient 

lifo,rmtation of alleged breaches of the Convention for the purpose of 

.\intan' 0 t1jec:tion in the Case of Cyprus v. Turkey before the Court the 
\ment: pl,eacledthat the applicant Government had no legal interest ia 
plic;ation.They argued that Resolutions DH (79) 1 and DH (92) 12, 
Committee of Ministers on the previous inter-State applications, 

i'iudic
1
o.t 'a in respect of the complaints raised in the instant application 

tairrtaineci, were essentially the same as those which were settled by the 
decisions of the Committee of Ministers. The Court did not agree 

'this was the first occasion on which it had been seizedofthe complaints 

ial>plicantG<m:rnmoent in th': context of an inter-State application, it 

:J:tl~at,as:reg;urds: theF•re·vicous applications, it was not open to the parties 
:;hrusswn to refer them to the Court under former Article 45 of the 

in conjunction with former Article 48. The Court continued that, 

ilditceto the question of whether and in what circumstances the Court 
to examine a cas~ which was the subjecr of a decision taken by the 

>fl•Ii11is1'ers pursuant to fanner Article 32 of the Convention, it should 
respect of the previous inter-State applications, neither Resolution 

Resolution DH (92) 12 resulted in a 'decision' within the meaning of 

Th1iS1Nru: cl1,.r fn1mthe terms of these texts. Indeed, it was to be further 
i.tlherespond<ent: Goovc,rnm<,ntaocer•tedin their pleadings on their preli

in the Loizidou Case that the Committee of Ministers did not 

\C.omtmissiion1'sfindings in the previous inter-Statecases. The Courtaccor
that the applicant Government had a legitimate interest in having 

instant application examined by the Court.
419 

80/74 :md. 6950/75, Cyprus v. Turkey, Yearbook XVIII {1975), p. 82 (124); Appl. 2578l/94, 

v. ''"''"'· D&R 86 A (1995), p. 104 (134). 
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2.2.15 THE CONDITION OF NOT MANIFESTLY 
FOUNDEDNESS 

2.2.15.1 General 

Article 35(3) provides that the application must not be manifestly 

admissibility condition, again, applies only to individual applications. 

applications, which may be assumed to be filed only after extensive 

to have been prepared by expert legal advisers of the Government, 

expected not to be manifestly ill-founded. Nevertheless, while reiter·atin1 
wording of Article 35(2) and (3) makes reference only to Article 34, 

"does not exclude the application of a general rule providing for the 

declaring an application under Article 24 [the present Article 33] in,tdnlis! 

is clear from the outset that it is wholly unsubstantiated or otherwise 

requirements of a genuine allegation in the sense ofAltic:Je .24ofth•e C:OntvC! 

Until now this has not occurred m practice. On the other hand a great militvili 
applications have been declared madmissible On the ground ~<t-.~1-,, ~C-'' 

founded. 

In practice, applications a roe declan!d Jnanilces:~yill-f01"n'deci ir1 particutlru:if 

about which a complamt is lodged evidently do not mdicate a violation 

velltion, or if those facts cannot been proven or are manifestly incorrect. 

latter, the applicant is required to give prima facie evidence of the facts 

byhim.421 As regards the former ground, it is not always possible to -distmguiisl 

between manifest ill-fou'1dedness and incompatibility with the Conv.ention 

is incompatibility ratione mate:-iae if ar.. applkativn c~:mcern'> 'i:l:e vic,Jat:im> of 

not protected by the Conve11tion. 422 In tb.at case the a~piic<ltiofl_ falls entir<!IVI 

the scope of the Convention and no examinatior.. ofthe merits is possible. 

cation is !nanifestlyill-founded if it does mdeed relate to aright protected 

vention, but a prima facie examination discloses that the facts pu!: forward 

any means justify the claim of violation, so that an examination of the merits 
tluous. 

The case law in this matter has not always been consistent. An obvious 

is the case law with respect to Article 14. According to this article the enjoym 

the rights and freedoms set forth m the Convention must be guaranteed 

discrimination on any ground. Applications cont,tiniing com!Jlaiinb;al>Otlt discri 

4w - Appls 9940~9944/82; FranCe, NorWay, Denmark, Sweden and the Netherlands v. 

.,, 

.,, 
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(1984), p. 143 (161-162). 

See, e.g., Appl. 556/59,X v. Austria, Yearbook III (1960), p. 288. Similary, see the Courtiud 
of9 October 1979, Airey, para. 18 . 
See supra 2.2.11.8.3. 
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or freedoms which the Convention does not protect, have 

manifestly ill-founded and sometimes incompatible with 

that the power to declare an application inadmissible on the 

narni£estly ill-founded fits into the screening function which the 

tventi.on intended the admissibility examination to perform. For 
function no more is needed than the power to reject those 

II'-founded character of which is actually manifest. In several cases, 

rnnnission has used this competence in a way which clearly went 

the Iversen Case in which the applicant complained about the 
in Norway that dentists who had recently completed their 

,;,);l;v1,dlco work for some time in the public service. The complaint 

il\ifestlvill-· founde,d·- by the Commission, while it raised complicated 

A.rticle 4, which moreover divided the members of the Com

efore,,a mtore detailed exanlination of the merits would decidedly have 

SinJila.rly an application on account of violation of the freedom of 

faeda.re<!m,anife:;tly ill-founded by the Commission on the basis of the 

[fjjroltibiticm that prevented a Buddhist prisoner from sending a 

the publis;her of a Buddhist journal constituted a reasonable application 
concerned and that this rule itself «is necessary in a democratic 

i>r•eve:nt:ior• ol'diso:rder or crime within the meaning of Article 10(2)."
425 

put it mildly, it was doubtful whether this was so obvious an 

th1:s,ti<!provi,i'< )I\ ofth~ Cor..v~ntiun tltat nc diff~renc~ of opinion 

m1nr1g I-eJS0IOdJie persons.li: is submitted that an apvlication should be 

~rntanifc,;tly ill-fo•un,jecl m.tly if i'ts ill-founded character is actually evident 

decision is based on standing case law. 
difficult to accept as e cor;ect interpretation and application of this 

?ro,qtiin,ment the position of the Commi~sion, contained in its report 

Rayner Case, that the term 'manifestly ill-founded' Ul'der Article 

Article 34(3)] of the Convention extends further than the literal 

ine:W<Jrd'manifestly' would suggest at first reading. However, this would 

the Court's position. In certain cases where the.Court considers at 

in the proceedings that a prima facie issue arises, it seeks the observations 

on admissibility and merits. The Court may then proceed to a full 

ecJ<rratJon of manifest ill-foundedness, see, e.g., Appl. 1452/62, X v. Austria, Yearbook VI 
and for a declaration of incompatibility, see, e.g., Appl. 2333/64, Inlmbitants 

v. Belgium, Yearbook VIII (1965), p. 338 (360-362) . 
Iversen v. Norway, Yearbook VI (1963), p. 278 (326-332). 
Xv. the United Kingdom, D&R 1 (1975), p. 41 (42). 
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examination of the facts and legal issues of a case, but nevertheless 

the applicant's substantive claims as manifestly ill-founded notwithstani 

'arguable' character. In such cases the rejection of a claim under this 

missibilityamounts to the following finding: after full information has 

by both parties, without the need of further formal investigation, it 

manifest that the claim of a breach of the Convention is unfounded. 426 

2.2.15.2 Rejection of the application under Artide 35(4) 

Under the old system the Commission could, in the course of its eX<lmina:fi, 

merits of an individual application which it had accepted as;ldJnis:sib•le,de,cjd< 

the application as inadmissible if, on the basis of these examinations, it 

conclusion that not all the conditions of admissibility had been cotnplie<l wiitl 
29). Such a decision of the Commission required a two-t:hitrd tnajorityofitsn 

and had to state the reasons on whicl1 it was based. Former Article 29 

the Commission to stop the procedure even at this phase on the ground 

bility, thus preventing the C:ourt or the Committee of Ministers from 

with the case."' Although the wording of Article 35( 4) is not exactly the 

former Article 29 of the Convention, the Explanatory Report to Pr<otocol 

indicates no significant differences. According to the Explanatory Report, 

4 of A...'iicle 35 does not signifY that a State is able to raise an admissibility 

at any stage of the proceedings, if it could have been raised earlier. Hc>w<:Vet:;th 

will be able to reject an application at any stage of the proceedings- eve·n ~nf 

oral hearing - ifit finds the existence of one of the grounds of non-<lCC< 

provided in Article 35. Copies of all decisions declaring applications 

should. be transmitted to the States concerned for information. 428 From 

Article 35( 4) it cannot be inferred that this provision may be applied 

have become known to the Court. The principle oflegal security and that 

justified expectations might be said to plead for such a restriction of 

"' 
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Report ofl9 January 1989, A.l72, p. 27. See also Appl. 15404/89, Purcellv. Ireland, 
p. 262, where it could hardly be said that the applicant did not have an 'arguable 
Judgment of21 February 1990, Powell and Rayner, para. 29. 
See Committee of Experts, Expla1111.tory Report on the Second to Fifth Protocols to the 
Convention for the Protection ofHuman Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, 
p.27. 
Council ofEurope, Explanabry Report to Protocol No. 11 to the Euccope;u:; C<mvention of! 
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms restructuring the coutrol machinery established 
No. 155. 
A new fact was concerned, for· example, When the Commission found during the 
the merits that the applicant had used the procedure before the eo.nuni>•;im• toeV2;dehC' 0 

of payments vis-3.-vis her creditor and thus had abused her right of complaint in the 
Art. 27(2) oftheConvention; Appl. 5207/71, Raupp v. Federal Republic of Germany, Coll42 
p. 85 (89-90). 
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h 
t the Commission took the view that former Article 

;,wsh<JW> t a · h h 
i<•d ,,nth<' b<JSi:; o:t tacrswhich were already known or mig t ave 

·\i . , .!JU 
during the admissibility exarnwation. 

;ornrruS'non . ht conclude that the Court was prepared to apply 
Ier·e<tseone mig d . I . f 

.jJl In that case the applicant had adduce a VIO atwn o 
··analogy. concerning Article 5(3) had already been declared 

In its report the Commission stated that) as regards 
ComnoiS';tOJ1.f . us exhaustion oflocal remedies had not been 
t!tir·ement o preV10 . . 

the Swiss Government subsequently requested th~ Court to 
"bl "th the requirements of former Arttde 26, the incompatl e wt 

hlcmthaltit:ha<l n•o jttrii:di<:ti<m to deal with the issue, holding among 

k h . that on the point now being considered, the ta est CVleW • .... 

t l·n substance, to an implicit decision ofinadmtssibility, 
amoun s, . l 27(3) """' 

l c to Article 29( 1) or even to Arttc e · 
express y re~er . . . . b . · 

"bl be a question of an imphCit deoston on the asts not pOSSl Y . 
. . fthe Commission had been taken wtth eleven votes deCISlOfi 0 . . . 

and two abstentions. Since Article 29 (old) explicttly reqmred 

b the Court to Article 29( I) would seem to be out of place. 
y , .t. . the Artico Case where it held with reference 

fe<lffinrted ItS pOSI lOll lll , . 
. the apparentgeneralityofthewordmgof Arttcle 

udgrlltesntltha.t"<lestp.tltteed by analogy to the benefit of the provisions 
tate 1s en 1 . 

f the P
roceedings in other words to obtam from the 

stageo ' ... ) 
a supplementary decision, a ruling by majortty vote (Arttcle 34 on 

>fitrri,:di<:ticm cJracdn1i.,;ibility sttbrrutted to tile Commission by the State 

been led to do so by the cl1ange in the legal situation.""' 

K. and T. v. Finland the Grand Chamber noted that neither the 

the Rules of Court empowered it to review a deCis~on by the panel 
' h . g What is more the terms of Arttcle 43(3) of the tor a re eann . ' 

(w·hi<:h l""'vi<les: "If the panel accepts the request, the Grand Chamber 

;rm: ca>< by means of a judgment") make clear that once the panel has 

May 1980, para. 27 (emphasis added). 
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accepted a request for a rehearing, the Grand Chamber has no option 

the case. Consequently, once the panel has noted that the case raises, 

a serious question or issue within the meaning of Article 43{2), it is the 

in so far as it has been declared admissible, that is autornaltbllly re;fenredt
1 

Chamber, which in principle decides the case by means of a new jtJd!;m
1
,n 

that does not mean that the Grand Chamber may not be called 

where appropriate, issues relating to the admissibility of the ap!>Licatit>n j 

manner as is possible in normal Chamber proceedings, for example 
Article 35( 4) in fine of the Convention (which empowers the Court 

application which it considers inadmissible ... at any stage of the 

where such issues have been joined to the merits, or where they are otlleDwi 
at the merits stage. 434 

The Grand Chamber may likewise be required to apply other 

Convention that enable it to terminate the proceedings by a means 

menton the merits, for example by approving a friendly settlement 

Convention) or striking the application out of the list of cases 

principle governing proceedings before the Grand Chamber, as 

Chambers of the Court, is that it must assess the facts as thoev ;mr>ear a1t th, 

decision by applying the appropriate legal solution. Once a case is 

Grand Chamber may accordingly employ the full range of judicial 
on the Court.435 

In the Pisano Case the-Government made a preliminary objection 
asked the Court to declare the application inadmissible. The Court 

35( 4) allows the Court, even at the merits stage, subject to Rule 55 

Court, to reconsider a rledsj_on to dechre w application admi:ssil>lewh.en,it< 

that it shoul<i h.1ve been dcclar~d inadmissible fo: Orte of the reasons 

m"ee paragraphs of Article 35, including that of incompatibility with tile 

of the Convention (Article 35(3) taken together with Article 34). nccu•w 

Court's settled case law incompatibility ratione personae is present if 
cannot or can no longer claim to be a victim of the alleged violation. 

however, that in the instant case both at the time when the applicant 

plication and at the tin>e when the Chamber declared it admissible, the 

perfectly entitled to complain of the criminal proceedings in which he 

tenced to life imprisonment without evidence being heard from a 
whom he regarded as cruci'!l,· }'lis conviction had become final, as he had 

all the remedies available indom<'Sticla:w J'orth<osu1bn1is:;io:n of ai·gum<,ntscq 

the failure to' call the witness; His'complaints to the Court on that 

ArtidJ· 6(i) ~nd(:i)(d) o(ffi'e"(:tiiJ.~entiq~-w~rel1otmanifestly Ill-ltoutaae• 
, __ .. ·"'::' .. ~-,.!_::.-:~._, __ ,·>· ,,,._, --'--':·;:~~-"-:'J-~c--;'--:- -::·'-- .. _,_ .. _," 

,,. 

"' 
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Judgment of 12 July 2001, paras 140-141. 
Judgment of 24 October 2002, Pisano, para. 28. 
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"fore the European Court of Human Rights The Procc ure .._ 

Fdeds.ion on the admissibility of the application, and the panel of 

subsequently agreed, that those complaints. raised .serious 
interpretation or application of the ConventiOn. It was true 

to inform the Court in good time of his application for a 
the Government's assertion, such an application was not a 

mts reqtJin'd to avail himself for the purposes of Article 35(1) of 

'remained to be determined whether the application should be 

omlDat!ible ratione personae with the provisions of the Convention 
a result of his acquittal with final effect after a retrial at which 
gave evidence, the applicant could no longer claim to be the 

l'mean1ing of Article 34 of a violation of the Conventton. In con

he<Cot"rtnotedthat, although the situation of which the applicant 

iSnreimedie:d,the: ]t,uia.n courts dealing with the case had not found 

ff~eJiev:mt provisions of the Convention as regards the failure to 
¢ss: co:nce:rn<ed during the initial trial. In the absence of such an 

~lJ·rtt1e rmtiiontal :authoritiesth<' Court r:on1sirler·ed that it could not, 

which or:curred after the initial declaration of admissibility, 

lteth<,apoplicatiori in.admissil>leand reject it pursuant to Article 35( 4) 

on the ground that the applicant could no longer claim to 

'"'"' .llleu<'d violation.436 

Case the Chamber to which the case was originally assigned, 

:ofth<' a!>pl;icant's complaint under Article 5( 1) of the Convention 

eci!;iont oH12 November 2002. At the hearing on 19 November 2003 

for the first time about his prosecution in December 1999 
in the second set of criminal prcceedings. The Court held O<C<UR>U 

35( 4) of the Convention, it might declare a complaint inad

oftheproceedings" and that the six-month rule is a mandatory 
has jurisdiction to apply of its own motion. In light of the 

bs,,m,tirms and the special circumstances of the case, the Court 
necessary to take this rule into account when examining the 

thio- ... h,;rh the applicant was detained. With regard to the first period 

that the complaint under Article 5(1) was made outside the six-

since the applicant lvdged his application with the Court on 2 July 

this part of the application had to be declared inadmissible as 

As to the complaint concerning the applicant's prosecution on 
99•9 irt the S<e<ond set of criminal proceedings and his detention between 
iS_a.cqtLiitl:al,th< Court noted that the first occasion this was raised befor~ 
pte:ml>er and 19 November 2003. Consequently, it had not been dealt 

\iss'ibulity decision of 12 November 2002, which defined the scope of 
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the Court's examination. It followed that this complaint fell outside the 
case referred to the Grand Chamber for examination. 437 

2.3 THE PROCEDURE AFTER AN APPLICAT 
HAS BEEN DECLARED ADMISSIBLE 

2.3.1 GENERAL 

The decision declaring an application admissible is communicated by 
to the applicant, to the Contracting Party or Parties concerned and to 
where these have previously been informed of the application. 438 AccoJrdunl!l 
37 the Court may at' any stage of the proceedings decide to strike an 

of the list Of caseS where the circumstances lead tO th<> CO>nclusiotl tt<atone 
tions mentiOri~d -there presents itself. 

After theC:ourt has declared an application admissible, it sul>jec:tstl&'~ 
contarn'ed therein to an exa'mination of the merits (Article 38(1)(a)). 

places itsdfat the disposal of the parties 'with a view to securing a tn<:ndlvs< 
of the matter bn the basis of respect for human rights as defined in 

and the Protocols thereto' (Article 38( l)(b) ). If no settlement can be 
case of an individual application, the President of the Chamber will 
the submission of further written observations and the Chamber may 
at the reqUest of a party or of itS own motion, to hold a hearing on 
the case of an inter-State CO.m]>laint theF're:sident o;f ttte <:h.arn,benlrill, afterc( 
the Contracting Parties cOncerried, lay down the tiille-limits for the fi!ing 
observations on the merits and for the production of any further evidence. 
on the merits shall be held if one or more of the Contracting Parties 
requests, or if the Chamber so decides on its Own motion.440 

2.3.2 THIRD PARTY INTERVENTION 

A Contracting Party, o~e of whose nationals is an applicant, has the right 
written ·comnienfS afld. to iake part in hearillgs.441 When notice of an 
given to the t'esponde;,:t Party, a copy of the application will at the 

.:1r;;,:_:!i:~,-:)·t~,-;'>- ----·-- --- , 

m: :. :-. Jud~~J~t~t'i8X~~l~10'4:'b~r2l:i~~6~16T;-
4l~ Rule'56(2)0ftheRulesOfCOWi'~ '':·rh· 

Rule 59 of the Rules of Court "' 
"' 
"' 
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Rule 58 of the Rules of Court 
Article 36(1) of the Convention.·. 

'-, !,U 

other Contracting Party one of whose nationals is an applicant in 

iln•trac:tirrg Party wishes to exercise its right to submit written comments 
a hearing, it must so advise the Registrar in writing not later than 

>.>.·theh·an•snris:;ion or notification.442 Another time limit may be fixed 
inftrte <:h;rmber for exceptional reasons. wIn accordance with Article 
itv4,ntiion, the President of the Chamber or the Grand Chamber444 may, 

proper administration of justice, invite any Contracting Party 
to the proceedings, or any person concerned who is not the 

"'"~''' wTitten comments or take part in hearings. The President of a 
:~<7ra•nd Chamber is left a certain margin of discretion in this respect. 
,Jnrten'Cntioro isonlypossible before a Chamber or the Grand Chamber 

a Committee of three judges.445 The drafters of Protocol 11 have 

~~·who«• na1tio•nals have lodged applications against other States Parties 
the opportunity to submit written comments and take part 

in relation to applications that have been declared admissible.446 

Court has admitted third party intervention in cases where it had 

admissibility. In the Case of T.I. v. the United Kingdom the Court 
comments of the German Government and of the United Nations 

for Refugees, while the German Government also took part in 
.. ""Tb.e ii1terventions w•en made at the request of the Court and related 

of the case. In fact the case finally was declared manifestly ill-

ls,noto-g:ov·errtment:al corg:anisations or groups of individuals muot have 

'"''"'"' in the outcome of the-case, if they want to intervene.'H8 In the 
United Kingdom ccncerning the tdal and sentencing of two minors 

a child, th~ President granted leav~ to the non-governt:leutal 
~sticean<l t0 the parents of the child who had been murdered, to submit 

in connection with the case. The President, furthermore, granted 
parents to attend the hearing and to make oral submissions to 

which concerned the extradition to the United States, 
the applicant being put on 'deathrow' for a long period of time, 

of? July 1989, Soering: Germany intervened because the applicant was a German 

it appears that this power of the President is exercised by the President of the 
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Amnesty International was granted leave to intervene as 'amicus 
examples of non-governmental organisations which have been gnmted 

intervene are Human Rights Watch, lnterights,Article 19, Liberty, ""'"/\Ire.~ 
other hand, in the Modinos Case concerning the pnJhibit:iOil ofh<Jm.os•exttaL 
in Cyprus, the intervention of the International Lesbian and Gay 

refused. Given the Comt's previous judgments in the case ofN<>rthe!rn 
the United Kingdom, the Court did not see any need for third party 

Requests for leave for this purpose must be duly reasoned and sulJmitt¢ 
of the official languages, within a reasonable time after the fixing 

procedure. Any invitation or grant of leave referred to in paragraph 2 
the Rules of the Court may be subject to any conditions, inc:lu<li'ngtirrte-lim] 

the President. Where such conditions are not complied with, th<! Presid<!ntm, 
not to include the comments in the case file. Written comments have 
in one of the official languages, save where leave to use another larlgttag,e I 
granted. They are forwarded by the Registrar to the parties to the case, 

subject to ~y conditions, including time-limits, set by the President, 
observatiOns in reply or, where appropriate, to reply at the hearing.453 

Protocol No.l4, will amend Article 36, by adding a third paragraph 

follows: 

In all cases before a Chamber or the Grand Chamber, the Council of Europe 
for Human Rights may submit written comments and take part in hearings. 

This provision originates from an express request by the Council 
missioner, supported by the Parliamentary Assembly.454 At present it is 

for the President of the Court to invite the Commissioner on Human 
vene in pending cases. However, with a view to protecting the ge:aei-aim>ere: 
effectively, the Commissioner will be explicitly given the right to intervene 

party, even if not invited by the Court to do so. 

45! 

"' 
m 

'" 
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Judgment of7 July 1989, para 8. 
Judgmentof23 September 1994.lersild, para. 5 (Hurn.anRigj,t'W'<tcl•); judjlffi<Olltof2:7S< 
1995, L\.fcCann, para. 5 (Amnesty International, Liberty, the Committee 
Justice, Inque~t, British Irish Rights Watch); judgment of 16 September 
(Amnesty International); judgment of I 7 December I996, Saunders, para 5 (Ube<tyJ; JU< 
IS November 1996, Chahal, para. 6 (Amnuty) International, Justice, L>t>erty, 1\<r<: <.-<1 
Council for the Welfare oflmmigrants}; judgment of20 July 2001, Pellegrini, para. 10 
Judgment of22 April1993, para. 4. 
Rule 44(5) of the Rules of the Court. 
Recommendation 1640(2004), adopted on 26 January 2004. 
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!NG THE APPLlCATJON OFF THE LIST OF 
UNDER ARTICLE 37 

that the Court may at any stage of the proceedings- i.e. including 

'liirlinat<·On:s o;nn<e merits- decide to strike an application off its list of cases 
:i;u:mstan.ces lead to the conclusion that the applicant does not intend to 
!ltiion1, or tl1at the J:na:tter has been resolved, or that for any other reason 

Court, it is no longer justified to continue the examination of the 

of an inter-State application the Chamber may only strike a case off 

1pllli<:antt c:or1tr:acting Party notifies the Registrar of its intention not to 
:the case: antd l:he other Contracting Party or Parties concerned in the case 
t disccmtiinu:ance.455 The Chamber will not make such a decision if it holds 

oll<~<ou<••• character affecting the observance of the Convention and 
'stl1ereto justifies further examination of the application.456 

to strike out an application which has been declared admissible, is 

of a judgment. The President of the Chamber forwards that 
has become final, to the Committee of Ministers in order to allow 

'strpet:vts:e, in accordance with Article 46(2) of the Convention, the execu

In<lentaking:s "'hi<:h may have been attached to the discontinuance, friendly 
rt:solution of the matter. 457 When an application has been struck out, the 

discretion of the Court. If an award of co.<;ts is made in a decision 

application which has not been declared admissible, the President of 
aiso forwards that decision to the Committee of Ministers.458 

~llrltmay:!lso :!ecid' to strike a caoe off its list of cases if the applicant shows 

"'''"''h"""' re!'ponJingto the requesc to provide further information. Thus 

'" "'""''"''' concerning the length of civil proceedings, a lack of interest was 
lb]rtbte appliGmts in the proceedings pending before the Court, which the 

<id<!re<l to be an implied withdrawal constituting a "fact of a kind to provide 
matter". In the opinion of the Court there were no reasons of ordre 

fOOiltirmillg the pro.:eedings. The Court, therefure, ordered these cases to 
the list, subject to the possibility of their being restored thereto in the 

hew ,;itiJatiml jt1stitying such a course.459 

Kurtv. Turkey,D&R81 (1995), p.ll2. In this case, account was taken of the serious 
•oftheco>nplai"nt (the disappearance of a detainee) and grave allegations of intimidation. 

Rules of Court. 

December 1991, Gilberti,Nonnis, Trotto, Cattivera, Seri, Gori, Casadio, Testa, Covitti, 
em, >uno'""'· Daf Sasso; decision of2 I March 2002, Zhukov; decision of23 April2002, Shcpelcv. 
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According to Article 37(2) the Court may decide to restore an ap]pli<:atic 

list of cases if it considers that the circumstances justify such a course. 

had been struck off the list because the applicant's lawyer did not rer>lv :to 

the Secretariat, the Commission decided to restore the case to its list 

the applicant could prove that the letters had been received at the Otticeof! 

after the latter's death, but had not been forwarded to him."~Iti1; evident 1that 

possibility of re-acceptance does not exist with respect to cases which 

declared inadmissible.461 

In the Drozd Case confidential information about th<: procoeedlin1gs b,eforetl 

mission was made public, for which the applicant was responsible. Tbtis:respc 

was established by the fact that the applicant was on the editorial bo<Irds ol't 

papers concerned. Given the serious and unjustified breach of the confi,den 

the Commission's proceedings it was considered no longer justifie<.l 

examination of the application.462 

In the Bunkate Case the Dutch Government, which had referred 

Court after the Commission has adopted its report, notified the Court>!l:>:!( 

not wish to proceed with the case, since the Court had already found 

the. similar Abdoella Case.463 The applicant did not comment on this 

Dutch Government. The Commissio~, however, disagreed with th~ 
because in this way there would be no formal decision and the ap]pli<:anttvi 

be able to receive any just satisfaction to which, in the Commission's 

entitled. The Court agreed with the Commission that the applicant's 

a formal and binding decision on the merits and to just satisf:ICtJiont 01retr 

interest the Government may have had in discontinuance of the case.464 

In the Skoogstrom Case a friendly settlement between the applicant 

Government was reached during the proceedings before the Court. 

Commission for Revision of Certain Parts 

asked to propose and elaborate the details for an amendment of the .... vue'"' 
put it beyond anydoubtthat it was in conformitywithArticle 5(3) of the 

In connection with this settlement the applicant was paid a sum 

legal costs. In ligbt of the settlement reached, the Swedish Government 

Court to strike the case offits list. The Delegate of the Commission pr<>p<>se< 

Court should not strike the case off its list but should adjourn ex;Imimtticmo 

"in order to ascertain what progress has been made in the work to 

legislation, or alternatively to ascertain the timetable for the work which 

... 
"' 
"' 
·~ 
<M 
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Appl 13549/88, MV.,Italy, o&l\69 (i99l),p. 195 (197). ; 
Appl. 16542/90,1 v. France, D&R 72 (1992), p. 226 (227). 
Appl. 25403/94, D&R 84 (1995), p. 114; Appl. 26135/95, Malige v. France, D&R 84 
Judgment of25 November 1992. 
Judgment of26 May 1993, para 25. 

465 The Court, however, stated that it had no cause to believe that 

lidno.tr<,fl<"tthe free will of the applicant. As far as the generai interest 

:the c:ou1rt ·d!Clll<Dt feel able to defer judgment, nor did it see any reason 

isutffl.cientlyconop,ellingto warrant continuation of its proceeding on 

The Court, therefore, concluded that it would be appropriate 

"''rrme list.'11
;
6 

, Case the Italian Government contended that the applicant could 

a victim of a violation of the Convention owing to two events 

the case was referred to the Court, namely the judgment of 

&i"<::.U;sa•tion htol<:linlg that the applicant's prosecution was time-barred 

w<euuathe applicant for a post on the railways, subject to a medical 
noted, however, that there had been neither a friendly settle-

ngt:mt:nt. It considered that the two new facts brought to its notice 

provide a solution to the matter and that a decision had accor

the merits.467 

v. France the Government invited the Court to strike the case 

'&relied on two factors of which the Commission had been unaware, 

jnl'onmation had been communicated to it on the day its report had 

iy1,rs;ailles .Admini,;tr.lli've 1Cou~t h<Id •qu.asl1ed the decision to enforce 

applicant from French territory and a compulsory residence 

againstthe applicant. Those measures meant that the applicant 

deported to the Democratic Republic of Congo and was no 

Court noted that there had been no friendly settlement or 

eillstanlt GtSe. The compulsory residence order made was unilateral 

French authorities ~fter the Commission had ad0pte.::l 

however, that the ordP-r consti!uteci an 'other fact of a ki!"1G 
matter'.ln his bitial application to the Convention insti

main argument was that if he was deported to what was for~ 

/.mule! bt:a <OOIIsi,de!cab•le 1rislk ofhisbeing exposed to treatment which 

3 of the Convention, as he would not be able to receive the 

t~s.m<,di·calcondiiticm 1:equh·edin. his country of origin. It appeared 

the measure reflected, through its continuity and duration, 

intention to allow Mr B. B. to receive the treatment his present 

';lnd to guarantee him, for the time being, the right to remain in 

as tantamount to an undertaking by the French Govern

ljeapplicaJ1t1:o his country of origin, the risk of a potential violation 

at least until such time as any new factors emerged justifying 
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a fresh examination of the case. The Court saw no reason of public policy to 

with the case. In that connection it pointed out that it had had oct:astort to ruleo 

risk that a person suffering from Aids would run if expelled to his cmmtry <>fo 
in which he would beunable t<> receive 1themt:dic:al 'care trtatw"'s at>So.lutcelynece 

for his condition.468 Accordingly, it was appropriate to strike the case nnt nht. 

Although on a number of occasions the Court has accepted that the 

spouses or children of a deceased applicant are entitled to take his place in 

dings,'70 in the Scherer Case the Court held that the applicant's executor 

expressed any intention whatsoever of seeking, on the applicant's behalf, 

proceedings reopened in Switzerland or to claim compensation for ntm-pecu 

damage in Strasbourg. Under these circumstances the applicant's death cnnJ,!h, 

to constitute a <fact of a kind to provide a solution of the matter' .471 Two 

were struck off the list since the applicant's death, together with the sllt:nce olttht 

who showed no interest in the proceedings pending before the Court, 

'fact of a kind to provide a solution of the matter', while there was no •c••uct u~ 

public for continuing the proceedings."' 

In the Cases ofAydin473and Akman474 the applicants did not agree with the 

a proposed friendly settlement of the case. They stressed, inter alia, that tht: pro] 

declaration omitted any reference to the unlawful nature of the killing 

failed to highlight that hew"" unarmed at the material time. In tht: applicMtts'sut 

sior. the terms of the deciMation did not determine any of the !UJnd:1men1talhw 

rights questions raised by the application. They urged the Court to proceed 

decision to take evidence in the e2.se with a view to establishing the facts. 

observed at the outset that the p:uties were unable to agree on the terms of a 

sett!eG1ent of the case. It recalled that, according to Article 38(2) of the Con-.ent 

[riendly-settlement negoti•tions are confidential. Rule 62(2) of the Rules 

stipulates in this connection that no written or oral communication and no 

concession made in the f,=ework of the attempt to set:ur·e alncen<llysettle'ment~ 

be referred to or relied on in the contentious proceedings. The Court, 

proceeded on the basis of the declaration made outside the fr=ework of the 

"' 

"' 
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See in this respect: judgment of2 May 199/, D v. the United Kingdom, para. 53, where the 
that in view of these exceptional circumstances and be2ring in mind th<oc<lttiG•l "'8'' no•w 
in the applicant's fatal illneSS, ihdmplemenl:ation of the decision to remove him wo·uldl an• on 
inhuman treatment by the respondent State in violation of Article 3. 
Judgmentof7,September 1998. par~ ~?.~40~ .. -: 
See, e.g:, the j~dgm~nt 0f24May.i991, Vocaturo, para 9;judgment of31 March 
para I; and judgment of22 Febniary 1994, Raimondo, para. 2. 
Judgmentof25March I994,para·.·32; 
Judgments of3 December 1991, Macaluso andManunza, para. 12. 
Judgment of 10 July 2001, para 32. 
Judgment of26 June 2001, para. 25 
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egtlti,,ticmsbythe respondent Government. Having examined carefully 

herespondent Government's declaration and having regard to the nature 

fiorlS c:orttarn<'a in the declaration, as weU as the scope and extent of the 

fta.kirlgs:reterred to therein, together with the amount of compensation 

te:<:o'"" considered that it was no longer justified to continue the exa

tlleapplicaltion. iW>reov·er, the Co uti was satisfied that respect for human 

the Convention and the Protocols thereto did not require it to con~ 

.lllination of the application. The Court noted in this regard that it had 

and extent of the obligations which arose for the respondent 

cases of alleged unlawful killings by members of the security forces 

and 13 of the Convention. In two more recent judgments, the Cases 

v. Turkey, both concerning disappearances of the applicants' 

based its decision to strike out these cases on a formal statement 

irlcishGovet·nnlen.t, notwirhstandingthe rejection of a friend! y settlement 

entingopini,on, judgeLoucaides opposed this 'striking out' process of the 

a way which W"'S very similM to the arguments of the applicants. He 

there was no acceptance by the Government of responsibility for the 

:'iX>mpl21in,ed of and that there was no undertaking to carry out any inves

fthe disappear:an,ce:dle tfurthcer itrgue,d: "Instead, the Government undertake 

generally 'to issue appropriate instructions and adopt all necessary 

a view to ensuring that all deprivations ofliberty are fully and accurately 

1ythe :mtho.rities and that effective investigations into alleged disappearances 

in accordance with their obligations under the Convention'. However 
not add anything to the already existing obligation of the 

r>.tc;ov·errtm<ent under the Convention." He also disagreed with the Turkish 

statement: "The Government consider that the supervision by the 

of Ministers of the execution of Court judgments concerning Turkey in 

in;hT c1ses is an appropriate mechanism for ensuring that improvements 

de im this cont<"<t." In his opinion that seemed to in>plythat the Government 

Committee ofMinisters as a more appropriate mechanism for ensuring 

me1ntsin cases like the one in respect of which the declaration was made than 
cases by the Court. He feared that "the solution 

encourage a practice by States - especially those facing serious or 

applications- of <buying off complaints for violations of human rights 

tttlq>aym<:nt of ex gratia compensation, without admitting any responsibility 

any adverse publicity, such payments being simply accompanied by a 

fmlde:rtalkll1gto adopt measures for preventing situations like those complained 

~arising"in the future on the basis of unilateral deciMations which are approved 
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by the Court even though they are unacceptable to the complainants. This 
will inevitably undermine the eff~ctiveness of the judicial system of 

publiclyviolations ofhuman rights through legally binding judgments ""'"• as a, 
quence, it will reduce substantially the required pressure on tho"' GovenJmtent 
are violating human rights. "'176 The Cases of Akman and Aydin could, u1nHt op 

be distinguished from the precious decisions in the Togcu Case and in T.A. v. 
because the Akman Case concerned an alleged instantaneous violation, i.e. 
and the Aydin Case concerned the disappearance of a person in respect 

investigation was still being pursued at the time of the decision of the Court 

the case out of the list, while the Cases of Togcu and T.A. v. Turkey concern 
alleged continuing violation, i.e. the disappearance of a person. ABJudge 
pointed out: "Departure from both decisions is justified for cogent reasons, 

to ensure more effective implementation of the obligations of the High 
Parties to the Convention through ceasing to strike cases out as a result 

the method of compensation proposed by the respondent States on the basis 
teral declarations unacceptable to the latter, like the one in the present 

The President of the Chamber; Judge Costa, stated in his cm1cu.rring •opinioJ 
he camedose to the views of Judge Loucaides and stressed that striking out 

not be abused and should only be used in narrowly defined cases.'" He: co>ntiinuc 

saying that "in the circwmstantetetwf'th•e p:res•enl: cases, rutd •without <:allin!linlo>que 
the good faith and sincerity of the respondent State, I am very concerned 

unilateral nature of its undertakings".479 

The Tahsin Acar Case concerning the disappearance of the applicant's 
referred to the Grand Chamber. The Turkish Government had seJt\theCcmrti 

ot a unilateral declaration exprCfsing :egret fm thi! action.:; that harlled to the 
cation and offering to make an. e.\.gratic; payment of 70,000 pounds st<:rllngt< 

applicant for anypecuniruyandnon-pecuniruy damage md for costs. The Gove<tlll 
requested the Court to strike the case out of the list under Article 3 7 of the Conv<,nl 
The Grand Chamber considered that, nnder certain circumstacces, it mi;ght bc,.p 

priate to strike out an application under Article 37( 1) (c) of Lire Convention 
of a unilateral declaration by the respondent Government, even if the ap:plic:antv.i 
the examination of the case to be continued. Depending on the particular 

476 Dissenting opinion ofJudge Loucaides. ' 
m Ibidem.· :, ' 
"' 

that'parocUla:t;caSe; have·a l~gitinlatcHriierest allo~ng it to ·pUrsue~~~~~:~:~~::~~:~~~ 
18 September 2001, S.G. v. France. 

479 Judgments of9 April2002, concurring opinion of the President of the Chamber Judge 
9 September 2002 the Case of T.A. v. Turkey was referred to the Grand Chamber. 
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case various considerations could come into play in the assessment 

ralde•clarat1011. It might be appropriate to examine whether the facts are 

""'eeJL> ""parties, and, if so, to what extent. Other factors that might be 
cotJma10 the nature of the complaints made, whether the Court has ruled 

in previous cases, the nature and scope of any measures taken to 
delivered in such cases, and the impact of those measures on the 

heC<mrt. The Court should also ascertain, among other things, whether 
the Government made any admissions concerning the alleged 

heCcmv'entio•n and, if so, should determine the scope of such admissions 

imvhi>:h the Government intended to provide redress to the applicant. 
C.hamber held that the unilateral declaration made in the present case did 

tel:~ a>ddJ:ess the applicant's grievances. In the Chamber's view, where a 
disap]Jearect or had been killed by unknown persons and there was prima 

supported allegations that the domestic investigation had fallen 
illt.was rtecess;ary under the Convention, a unilateral declaration should 

contain an admission to that effect, combined with an undertaking 

ind'entG:.n'ennrrterttto c;ontdrtct, under the supervision of the Committee 
an investigation that fully complies with the requirements of the 

as defined by the Court in previous cases of a similar nature. As the 
unilateral declaration in the present case did not contain any such 

>t~mdertaking, it did not offer a sufficient basis for the Court to holci that 
contince the examination of the application. The Grand ~ 

cc<mlinlgtyrejected the GoV"ernment's 1eque,;t to strike the application out 
37(1)(c) of the Convention and decided to pursue its examination of 

EXAMINATION OF THE MERITS 

thatJ except for cases &:~dared inadmissible by a Committee, the 
lasto•eJatminc' tlt.,tdrnittSit>ility•an<:l tl:,e merits of the case. There may, how

~·•uv.<<>u. which the Court will not take a separate- admissibility decision. 
for example, where a State does not objec~ to a case being declared 

to Rule 58(1) of the Rules of Court, once the Chamber has decided to 

[\leJ[c":ate application, the President of the Chamber will, after consulting 
~-~.u~rarwes concerned, lay down the time-limits for the filing of written 

of6 May 2003, paras. 74-82. 
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observations on the merits and for the production of any further 

President may however, with the agreement of the Contracting Parties 
directthata written procedure is to be dispensed with. According to Rule 

case of an individual application the Chamber or its President may invite 

to submit further evidence and written observations. 

An application is initially examined by one or more judges as Judge 

whom the Chamber appoints from among its members481 and who 

reports, drafts and other documents as may assist the Chamber in 
functions, The merits of an application will be examined by a Chamber 

tionally, by the Grand Chamber. The parties will pn:se11t their St!brnis,siotns b• 

of a written procedure. The oral procedure will consist of a hearing at 

plicant, or a State Party in an inter-State case, and the respondent State 
their arguments orally. The President of the Chamber fixes the written 

dure.482 

Article 40 of the Convention indicates that oral proceedings are, in 

be conducted in public. It also specifies that documents submitted in 

proceedirigs (memorials and formal written information) are-also, in· 
accessible to the public Thus, documents deposited with the Registrar 

published will be accessible to the public unless otherwise decided by the 

either on his own initiative or at the request of a party or of any other 
cerned. 

2.3A.2 The written procedure 

According to Rule 38(1) of the Rules of Court, no written observations 

documents may be filed after the time-limit set by the l'residenr ot tl>t 

the )udgeRapporteur. For the purposes ofobserviPgthis time-limit the 

is the certified date of dispatch of the document or, if there is none, the 

of receipt at the Registry.483 

According to Rules 17-19 of Practice Direction 3, a time-limit set un,der R 

may be extended on request from a party. A party must make such a request 

as it has become aware of the circumstances justifying such an extension 
event, before the expiry of the time-limit. It should state the reason for the 

an extension is granted, it applies to all parties for which the relevant 
running, including those whiCh have not asked for it. According to Rules 3 

Practice Direction 3, all pleadings as well as documents should be sent in 

'" Rule4s(2j ~th"respectto'mte~-Stateapplications and Rule49( l) with respect to individlual •F 
tions. 

"' Rule 59(4) of the Rules of Court. See in this respect Practice Direction 3 to the Rules .. , Rule 38(2) of the Rules of Court. 
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sent, if possible, by fax. In case of the use of fux, the name of the 

tplea<lingrnu.st also be printed on it so that he or she can be identified. 
and contents, Practice Direction 3 in Rule 3 prescribes thal a 

il irtciu1cte: (a) the application number and the name of the case; (b) a 

nature and content (e.g. observations on admissibility [and the 
tolthe· G•>V<:rnm•ent:'s/the applicant's observations on admissibility [and 
servattiotnS on the merits; additional observations on admissibility [and 
iem.orial etc). In addition, Rule 9 prescribes that a pleading should 

on A4 paper having a margin of not less than 3.5 em wide; (b) be 

preferably, typed; (c) have all numbers expressed as figures; (d) 

fim1betredcolosecut:ive•ly; (e) be divided into numbered paragraphs; (f) be 

Chapters and/or headings corresponding to the form and style of the 

tons ar1u judgments; (g) place any answer to a question by the Court or 

arguments under a separate heading; and (h) give a reference for 
or piece of evidence. According to Rule !0, if a pleading exceeds 30 

sunimary should also be filed with it. Finally, according to Rule 11, 

pnrdutces· documents or other exhibits together with a pleading, every 

jertceshoul<l be listed in a separate annex. Concerning the contents, Rule 
that the pleadings should include: (i) a short statement confirming a 

on the facts of the case as established in the decision on admissibility; 

rguments relating to the merits of the case; and (iii) a reply to any specific 

fin'" fadtJalor llegal!>oint jput by the Court. An applicant submitting claims 

listact:tollS:fiOU!(t ao so in the written observations on the merits. Itemised 
claims matfe, together with the relevant supporting documents or 

llhltould be submitted. If the arpEcr,nt fails to do so, the Chamber may re,iect 

whole or in vart.A(I4 

merits usually takes a good deal of time; apart from exceptional 
r>rr>xim,ttelly two years. In some cases this is inevitable, viz. if it is difficult to 

facts, or if the attempts to reach a friendly settlement take a long time. 
however, the desirability of shortening the procedure is evident, 

· is borne in mind that the time which elapses between the moment at 
11atpp.Jication is submitted and the date of the decision on admissibility is also 

in many cases. In this respect it has to be noted that the Rules of Court 
amended and that the rule which provided that in general an oral hearing 

held, has been deleted. Instead, Rule 59(3) of the Rules of Court provides 
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that the Chamber may decide, either at the request of a party or of its 

to hold a hearing on the merits if it considers that the di!;cb,ar:ge ,ofLitsfmlctio~ 

the Convention so requires. It is now current practice for oral hearings t<l bt,l 

in a limited number of cases. 

The applicant must be represented at any hearing decided on by the 

unless the President of the Chamber exceptionally grants leave to the 

present his or her own case, subject, if necessary, to being assisted by an 

other approved representative.'" According to Rule 64 of the Rules of 

President of the Chamber organises and directs hearings and prescribes 

which those appearing before the Chamber will be called upon to 

or any other person due to appear fails or declines to do so, the Cllarnbt 

provided that it is satisfied that such a course is consistent with the proper 

tion ofjustice,nonetheless proceed with thehearing.486 In theDiennetCase 

took place even though at a preparatory meeting the Court was informed 

applicant's,lawyer was stranded in Paris as a result of an airline srnLKe .. lt<tetJ< 

hold the hearing at the fiXed time imd to fax a provisional record of it to 

lawyer so that she could submit any observations in writir>g f>efi>re th'e d<elil>er:>tio 

All communications with and pleadings by individual applicants or llhe;,., 

sentatives, witnesses or experts in respect of a hearing, or after a L'"'"""" bee11 d<l!\ 
admissible, shall be in one of the Court's official languages, unless the: Presiodeu:t1 

Chamber authorises the continued l!se of the official language of a 
Party.4ss 

2.3.4.4 Investigative measures and inquiry on the spot 

The Chamber may, at tho request of e party or of its own motion, adopt 

tigative measures which it consid<rs capable of clarifying the facts of the 

Chamber may, inter alia, invite the parties to produce documentary evide:nce'' 

decide tc hear as a witness or expert or in any other capacity any person 

dence or statements seem likely to assist it in carrying out its tasks.189 The 

may also ask any person or institution of its choice to express an opinion or 

V~Tt"itten report on any matter considered by it to be relevant to the case. ftc:curwr,, 

Rule AI ( 3) of the Annex to the Rules of Court, after a case has been declared 

sibleor, exceptionally, before the decision on admissibility, theCh.arr>be:rnla)'appd 

one or more ofits members or of the other judges of the Court, as its deleg:at<' 01rd< 

gates, to conduct an inquiry, carry out an on-site investigation or take evJtdence 

·~ 
"' 
·~ 
'" 
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Ru1e 36{3) of the Rules of Court.'· 
Rule 65 of the Rules of Court. 
Judgment of26 September 1995, para 5. 
Rule 34 of the Rules of Court. 
Rule Al(l) and (2) of the Annex to the Rules of Court. 

The Procedure Before the European Court r.f Human Right;; 

. The Chamber may also appoint any person or institution of its 

delegation in such manner as it sees fit. Under the Conve-ntion, 

Statesareobliged to furnish the facilities required (Article 38( l )(a)). 

Rule Al(5) of the Annex to the Rules of Court, proceedings 

investigation by a Chamber or its delegation will be held in 

far as the President of the Chamber or the head of the delegation 

assist the Chamber, or its delegation, in implementing any 

}riJ~evide:nce .. The Contracting Party on whose territory on-site procee

ddegation take place must extend to the delegation the facilities and 

iec.ess:ar:rf<lr !he proper conduct of the proceedings. These include, to 

!necessary, freedom of movement within the territory and all adequate 

gerne1otsfoLr tl-:edelegation, for the applicant and for all witnesses, experts 

may be heard by the delegation. It is the responsibility of the Con

iiccmc:enred to take steps to ensure that no adverse consequences are suf

or organisation on account of any evidence given, or of any assis

'to. the delegation. 490 The Court does not have any means for 
wilne!;s, expert or other person to appear before it. Rule A3 of the Annex 

>fl:oLurt pr·ovidt" that, where a party or any other person due to appear 

to do so, the delegation [and the Chamber, as the case may be] may, 

it is satisfied that such a course is consistent with the proper administra

nonetheless continue with the proceedings. Even without an express 

mth<' R'ule:s ofPro<:eclmdt wouJd seem possible for the Court to communi

to the Contracting State concerned. This State will then have to take 

measures necessary to ensure that the persons in question will co

fact the Contracting States are obliged to give the Court the necessary 

in the performance of its duties. This would seem to also ensue by analogy 

iticlle 38(l)(a) of the Convention, which provides that, if the Court decides to 

· an inquiry on the spot, ·the States concerned shall furnish aU necessary 

delegation may request the attendance of witnesses, experts and 

during on-site proceedings before a delegation. The Contracting Party 

territory such proceedings are held must, if so requested, take all reasonable 

ofacilitatt' that attendance. In accordance with Rule 37(2), the Contracting Party 

territory the witness resides is responsible for servicing any summons sent 

Chamber for sc1vice. In the event nf such service not being possible, the 

Party must give reasons in writing. The Contracting Party shall further 

of the Annex to the Rules of Court. 
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take all reasonable steps to ensure the attendance of persons su•mrnoneciwhc 

its authority or control.491 

The President of the Chamber may, as he or she considers apJprccpriati 

grant leave to, any third party to participate in an investigative measure. 

lays down the conditions of any such participation and m<wlirriitth,,. ... 

if those conditions arc not complied with.4n 

The former Commission availed itselfofthe power to conduct an 

for the first time in connection with the first complaint by Greece 

Kingdom. 493 On that occasion an inquiry was made in Cyprus into 

certain practices of torture and into whether the threat to public order 

the measures taken by the British authorities were justified. In Sej>ternbe 

Commission again went to Cyprus, this time, inter alia, to visit two 

connection with complaints by Cyprus ag;tinst 1rur·key."" lr1 tt~e}vortJr<mli 

the Court expre«ed its disapproval of the fact that, asthe, u>mmissi•onh~: 

its report, the British Government had not always afforded th,, d,esilrable' 

In its judgment the Court emphasised the importance of the oblig;•ticm <>f<j 

States set forth in Article 28(a) (the present Article 28( l)(a) ).'"In 
the five applications which were lodged against Turkey the Comrnis:siorf, 

send a delegation to that country in order to continue its efforts to 

settlement. The delegation haci discussions with, inter alia, the Minister, 

members of the Grand National Assembly and m<omlber·s oftttdililitrury(]IJ 

sation. The delegation also met with journalists, academics and trade 

visited Military Detention Centres, where it was able to talk in private with 

Within the :tam~work of a number ofir..dividual complaiiJts ag;Jirrst1 

Co1nmi::;::;ion and tbe Court organised fact-flndir~g rnis:;bns to Turln·v'" 

cerned allegatk>!ls of gross violations, su~n as disappearances, killing 

south east Turkey. In most of these cases the domestic auth<mties had riel 

an effective inquiry into the alleged violations nor started any serious 

against the perpetrators of the cruelties."' Recently a delegation ot t:hnoe W 
Court took evidence from witnesses in Ankara in the Abdurrezzak 
applicant complained about the disappearance of his two sons, who 

"' 
"' 

"' 
'" 
"' 
'" 
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Rule A -5(4) of the Annex to the Rules of Court 
Rule A 1(6) of the Annex to· the Rules of Court.· 

Appl. 176/56, Greece v. the United Kingdom~ Yearbook II (1958-1959), p. 182. 

Appl~ .6!8917~ and _69?01?4, _Cyprus, y. _'['urkey1 Yearbook XVIII_( 1975), p~ 82._ 
Judgment 'of 18 J<inuary 1978, Ireland v." the United Kingdom, para. 93. 
Report of7 December 1985, France, NorWay, Denmark, Sweden and the Netherlandsv. 

44 (1985), p. 31 (36-37). 
Judgment of 18 December 1996, Aksoy, para 23; judgment 25 May 1998, Kurt, para 
ofS July 1999, Cakici, para 13. 
Report of the Commission of 10 September 1999, Akdeniz, para 384. 
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etliken ir1tO deterit!Cmwith them. He also alleged that his family 

l>e.endestroy,edby security forces in the course of an operation 

Turkish Government submitted that the investigation 

proved that no operation was conducted in the area by 
maintained that the applicant's sons were never 

. · the Grand Chamber decided that a delegation of judges 

"fue-spotinve.;tig;ationinM<>ldovain thell~cu Case. The Court 

to provide further clarification in writing about the case. 

convicted in 1993 for various crimes by a court of the 

of'1rransclni•estr·ia' (MRT), a region of Moldova which declared 

but is not recognised by the international community. The 

,p,:enteriCed t,o capttalpunishment and the other three applicants 

12and 15 years. The judgment was subsequently declared 

Sujpreme Court of Moldova. Three of the applicants were 

striia,,,whi~e lthe!r"st applicant was released on 5 May 2001 and 

he.ap]>llc:anlts complained about the proceedings which led to 

?~an•a clairn«i dial their detention since then had been unlawfuL 

Of-the conditions of their detention and, in substance, of a 
notto be hindered in the effective exercise of the right of 

;l!.TfteaLpf•licantS<:orrsi<:ler:ed' thatthe Moldovan authorities w~re 
eC:On.verlti<>nfor the alleged violations of their Convention rights 

adequate measures to stop them. They further contended 

:raiUo:n slharredl that .responsibilil:]r as the territory ofTransdniestria 

de facto under Russia's control owing to the stationing of i t.s 

equir•m•ml and its alleged support of the separatist regime.
500 

Convention provides for measures to enforce the duty of co

Contracting State. In cases in which, in the Court's opinion, 

absolutely necessary while the Contracting Party refuses to 

~a)>peannost app1rop,riatetor tne Court to appeal to the Committee 

~glr aJres,olutticcn the latter organ may bring pressure to bear on the 

comply with its obligations and to co-operate by making an 

ste>rritotyp,os,sible.ln ;ad<iiti.on, although in rractice this is not very 

Contracting State might lodge an application agamst thz 

alleged violation of Article 38. As was stated above, Article 33 

~a.ung~«me' to complain about 'any alleged breach of the provisions 

ficbyarlother High Contracting Party', so that they need not confine 

by the Registrar, 20 November 2002. 
by the Registrar, 11 October 2002. 
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themselves to the rights and freedoms of Section I of the Convention 
Protocols, but may also refer to an article such as Article 38. In the 
Court held that «It is inherent in proceedings relating to cases of this 

an individual applicant accuses State agents of violating his rights under 
tion, that in certain instances solely the respondent State has access to · 

capable of corroborating or refuting these allegations. A failure on a '-'<JVe·rn, 
part to submit such information as is in their hands without asal~isfilCitoryexplla 

may not only reflect negatively on the level of compliance by a respondent 
its obligations under Article 38 para. I (a) of the Convention, but may 

to the drawing of inferences as to the well-foundedness of the aU.eg;ati<Jns:, 
respect, the Court reiterates that the conduct of the parties may be taken 

when evidence is being obtained."501 

Where a witness, expert or other person is summoned at the re•quest or on 

of a Contracting Party, the costs of their appearance will be borne by th<atl'a"tv 
the Chamber decides otherwise. The costs of the appearance of any such 

is in detention in the Contracting Pa"tr on whose territ•Of)' 011-s:itepr<Jceediirigsl 
a delegation take place, wiU be borne by that Party unless the Cham1beJr dt 
otherwise. In all other cases the Chamber decides whether such costs are to 

by the Council of Europe or awarded against the applicant or third party 
request or on whose behalf the person appears. In all cases such costs are 

President of the Chamber. 502 

Rule A 6lays down the ~ath or solemn declaration by witnesses and "-'J"« ""'"'" 

a delegation. 
Any delegate may put questions to the Agents, advocates or advisers of the 

to the applicant, witnesses and experts, and to any other persons ap]pea,rin•gbefoJ 

delegation. Witnesses, experts and other persons appearing before the de,legati<mr 

subject to the control of the head of the delegation, be examined 
advocates or advisers of the parties. In the event of an objection to a q1ue:sticm (JU 

head of the delegation decides. Save in exceptional circuJmstaiOtces ar1d 1N:ith tlilet:o 

of the head of the delegation, witnesses, experts and other persons to be 
delegation wiU not be admitted to the hearing room before they give ev1de:noe. 

head of the delegation may make special arrangements for witnesses, ex;pe1·ts <>ro 
persons to be heard in the absence of the parties where that is required for the 
administration of justice. Tbe head of the delegation decides in the evr:ntotamr rust 

-,•-'-' 

50
' Judgment of 13 June 2000, para 66. See also judgment of 24 April 2003, Aktas, paras. 

judgmentof9 May2003, Tepe, paras. 128-135 and judgment oflS January 2004, l<!:da!r.P'""'' 
61. 

'"' Rule A5(6) of the Annex to the Rules of Court. 
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objection to a witness or expert. The delegation may hear for infor
a person who is not qualified to be heard as a vvitncss or expcrt.s(u 

record is prepared by the Registrar of any proceedings concerning an 
<me,mre. {fall or part of the verbatim record is in a non-officia(languagel 

r arra"!S" for its translation into one ofthc official languages. The repre
parties receive a copy of the verbatim record in order that they may, 

1et:or1tn>l ,,nne Registrar or the head of the delegation, make corrections, 

:erna'fStiCn corrections affect the sense and bearing of what was said. The 
accordance with the instructions of the head of the delegation, the 

for this purpose. The verbatim record, once so corrected, is signed 

delegation and the Registrar and then constitutes certified matters 

of witnesses or experts by the Chamber 

imemlment of the Rules of Court the provisions concerning the hearing of 

i·ar•d e·xp;ens are to be found in the Annex to the Rules of Court concerning 
measures. The provisions concerning investigative measures by a dele
mutatis mutandis, to any such proceedings conducted by the Chamber 

cco:rdir1g to Rule A 1(1) of the Annex to the Rules of Court, the Chamber 
request of a party or of its own motion, adopt any investigative measure 

COilSKlers capable of clarifYing the facts of the case. 
experts and other persons to be heard by a Chamber are summoned 

le!tis!Jrar. The summons has to indicate (a) the case in connection w-ith which 

',","'""'"""' (b) the object of the i!lquiry, expert opinioP. "' othe" i•westig,tive 
ordered by the Chamber or the President cf the Char.tbcr; and (c) any 

for the paymeal of sums due to the person suarmoned.506 

eChamtJer may, inter alia, invite the parties to produce documentary evidence 
to hear as a witness or expert or in any other capacity any person whose 

or statements seem likely to assist it in carrying out its tasks.507 For example 

ofBroZJ'cek the Court decided to hear five witnesses on a specific point and 

ler:an •opiini<>C by a handwriting expert. 508 The Chamber may also ask any person 
of its choice to express an opinion or make a written report on any 

!t con:sidered by it to be relevant to the case.509 

K"'"'' """"'nn:e>uo the Rules of Court. 
the Rules of Court. 

of 19 December 1989, para. 5, 
(2) of the Annex to the Rules of Court. 
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2.3.5 FRIENDLY SETTLEMENT 

2.3.5.1 General 

From the terms of Article 38 it is clear that the drafters of the Convention 

the attempts to reach a friend! y settlement to tal<:e F•la<:e sirnultan<,Ot!Slj•wiiththe i 
nation of the merits. This makes sense. In fact, on the one hand, a corrrpl•ete~ 

tion ofthe merits is superfluous if a friendly settlement is re<tcltedl. ()nth<' other 

the Chamber cannot mediate in an effectivewaywith a view to re<tcttingsucl1a 

ment until it has gained some insight into the question of whether or not theo> 

tion is well-founded. Moreover, the provisional views within the Chamber 

question may put pressure on (one of) the parties to co-operate with 

settlement. 
The friendly settlement is a form of conciliation, one of the traditional 

of peaceful settlement of international disputes. The term 'conciliation', 

particularly to inter-State disputes, has been replaced in the European 

by'friendlysettlemen:' because disputes berween States and individuals 

for the most greater part are...:.:.concerned.510 A non-legal element has oeenimTO< 

into the friendly settlement procedure..Indeed, this method is not ne,cessar·ily 

on exclusively legal considerations; other factors may also play a part in 

demonstrates the great utility of the conciliation element in Convention 

Thus, fOI instance, 20 percent of the cases declared admissible in 2001 hve 1:ei 
in a friendly settlement, often providing for pecuniary compensation for 

and sometimes referring to a change in the law of the State concerned.511 

Friendly settlement negotiations could be 'guided', or even encouraged, 

(with the help of the registry of the Court). Also, during friendly settlement 

tions, parties may call upon the servicee of the Court's registry to help mt:mm• 

negotiations. A member of a Chamber might at any stage assist the parties 

their case. 

As far as Protocol No. 14 is concerned, the provisions of Article 39 (new) are 

partly from the present Article 38(l)(b) and 2 and also from the present 

However, since under the p;esent Article 38(1)(b) it is only after an ap]pli<:atior 

been declared admissible that the Court places itself at the disposal of the 

a view to securing a friendly settlement, this procedure will be more flexible. 

will be free to place itself at the parties' disposal at any stage of tile pnJCe·eding;s. 

,, See Colleded Edition of the 'TraVauxPrtparataires' of the European Convention on Hu;mar1 Rt;gnts, 
III, The Hague, 1977, pp. 271-272. 

"' See: Council of Europe, Report of the Evaluation Group to the Committee of Minister 
European Court of Human Rights, EG(2001)1 27 September 2001, p. 21. 
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settlements will thus be encouraged and may prove particularly useful 

as well as in other cases where questions of principle or changes in 

la"rar-er!Ot involved. It goes without saying that these friendly settlements, 

to be based on respect for human rights, pursuant to Articl-e 

Article 39 will provide for supervision of the execution of friendly 

1
ts1Jylther C<Jmrmitt<!C of Ministers. This new provision was inserted to reflect 

the Court has already developed. Within the framework of the text 

the Court uses to endorse friendly settlements through judgments and 

for in the present Article 39 of the Convention- through decisions, 
b<ecution of the latter is not subject to supervision by the Committee of 

ft•warm,cognised dltat: aclo!>tir1g :a jtid!;ment instead of a decision, might have 

omnoltatiioros for respondent Parties and make it harder to secure a friendly 

n~wprocedure will make this easier and thus reduce the Court's work-

way in which the Court secures~ friendly settlement 

has wide discretion as to how itmaytryto secure a friendly settlement. The 

does not impose any limitations on the Court in this matter, with the 

requirement to be discussed below that the settlement reached must 

respect for human rights as defined in the Convention. 514 

and informal character of the procedure enables the Court to create 

which makes it easier for the parties to reach a compromise. In this 

forlcth>tthe procedure is confidential plays an important part. Further

it rr.ay be attractive for the respondent State to avoid continuation 

which would lead to a thorough examination of the facts and might 

condemnation, helps to create a situation in which States may be 

a compromise. The individual applicant may also benefit from the 

by having certainty about the outcome of the dispute and reparation, 

damages incurred, at the earliest possible moment. He or she may, 

:en,eraJUy;>lso wish to avoid lengthy proceedings before the Court, involving 

'iffiunfa\'OU'ra!Jlejllligrne:nt. The Chamber may provide the parties with an 

provisional opinion on the merits. The separate decision on admis-

mp>orllant fc>r parties when considering whether they should start friendly 

of the Convention. 
Report to Protocol No. 11, para 78. 
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On the other hand, the friendly settlement procedure entails the 

non-public procedure. Owing to the fact that i.t is a compromise, the 

ment, without further qualifications, would involve the risk that ulltirntatt~va 

ment may be reached which does not meet the standards with respect wnu.m, 

set by the Convention. However, the concluding words of Article 38( I )(b) 

settlement to be reached 'on the basis of respect for Human Rights as 

Convention.' It is the duty of the Court to see to this. Besides the parties 

the Court must agree to the content of the settlement. It is po·ssilbleth,tt tl1e~ 

a violation is ready to accept a given sum of money with which the 
concerned might wish to buy off the violation, while the cause of the 

instance in the form of a legal provision or an administrative practice conflict 

the Convention, would continue to exist. In such a case the C<Jm1~rillha.vetnr 

that the Contracting State concerned, in addition to giving compensation 

takes measures to al~er the .Jaw or administrative practice in question. In 

to secure a friendly settlement, the Court also has a duty ffith respect to 

interest, which constitutes a further indication of the 'objective' charac(e: 

procedure provided for in the-c()nvention. 

Besides the public interest in the maintenance of the legal order 

Convention, the issue offue Rechtsfrieden (peace through justice) als·n plar.sa t>a 
Indeed, if fue Court illd not see to it that the existing violation be ended, 

be considerable risk that repeated applications might be submitted about 

situation conflicting with the Convention in a given Contracting State. 

The former Commission has never refused a proposed settlement for the· 
that it had not been reached 'on the basis of respect for Human Rights as 

this Convention'.516 And a<.:: far as information is av8ilab!e, up to pr.:sentth<osame. 

good w~th respec~ to the Court. 

About the actual course offue attempts to reach a friendly settlement and 

the Court, only a few general remarks can be made, precisely be•cattsetht' p1rac 

is confidential and data about it are, therefore, scanty. 

Article 38 states that the Court places itself at fue disposal of the parties. 

ately after a complaint has been declared admissible, the Registrar, acting nn 

tions from the Chamber or its President, invites the parties to statte·whetlterili<~y 

to make proposals for a possible settlement. A friendly settlement will even be 

after the case has been referred to the Grand Chamber.517 

'" 
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See H. Kruger and C.A. N0rgaard/Reflections Concerning friendly settlement unoderthe' Euro 
Convention on Human Rights', in: F. Matscher and H. 
European Dimension, Cologne, 1988, pp. 329-334 {332). 
See in tills respect judgment of 24 October 2002, Pisano, para 28. 

Ch,pta 2 Tho Pwccducc ndocc tho Eucopcon Couct of Hmmn Ri~hts I 

the Court \ViH first examine the possibilities for a friendly settlement 

::~now;lch one or both of the parties separately. In other cases it will imme

parties into contact with each other because it considers it possible 

to be reached. The Court may provide the parties with an indication 

hvisional opinion on the merits. This separate decision on admissibility is 

parties when considering whether they should start friendly settle

totiiatJtoctS. The Court only makes use of these methods in cases where a 
ettlenoe11t is justified and not in those cases where a decision on the merits 

is important for the further development of the case law.m 

t5i;;,.rre,e tc which fue Court has to be proactive depends on whether it is dealing 

nter-State application or an individual application. In the first case the parties 

on equal terms, so that the Court may confine itself to a more passive 

iils:tit m;ay :also be true in the case of an individual application that the parties 

on equal terms, the respondent State is generally better equip~ed to 

nt.Tlier·eft)re; the latter~ in taking a decision on whether or not to agree to a 
(ttl<:mt,nt may be guided by the Court. The Court, owing to its expertise and 

oce•, will <Jft•enbe better able to evaluate fuecontent of the settlement and may, 

a guiding role, neutralise factual inequality between the parties to the 

to some extent. However, the role of the Court should not dominate to 

it is actually the Court whim determines the terms offuesettlement 

ipc!SeldtmcJreorleS5 upon the individual applicant. Up to the present, however, 

been no indications of such a situation. 

"~ '"v'"' is responsible for the establishment of fue facts and may conduct an 
on U.e underst>nding th>t the parties furnish the Court mfu all the 

;nf0;.·maticn. Parties to friendly settlement proceedings are not at liberty to 

natur~ and content of any communication made with a view to and in 

ero.onWIITI a friendly settlement. Material relating to the friendly settlement nego

must remain confidential.519 In the Familiapress Zeitung Case the applicant 

Jsedoonllid•enltial information of a provisional measure in a procedure before the 

court. The Commission considered that to be "a serious breach of confi

and decided to strike the case of the list.
520 

fafri<,n<lly settlement in the sense of Article 38 is reached, the Court strikes the 

'tint oi'h.< list by means of a decision which is confined to a brief statement of the 

<>n•<tr•ttl>e solutions reached.521 As stated above, the Court now endorses friendly 

c See,otbiS<·"pect::] 'l.llralt,. ,,0 ]\4. O'Boyle, "The Legacy of the Commission to the New Court under 
No. ll "', in The Birth of European Human Rights Law. Liber Amicorum Carl Aage 

. N<>rgaa'd, M. de Salvia en M.E. Villiger (eds.),Baden-baden, Nomos, 1998, p. 387. 

62(2) of the Rules of Court. 
of3 March 1995, D&R 80 (1996), pp. 76-77. 

Article 39 of the Convention. 
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settlements through judgments and not - as provided for in Article 39 

decisions, of which execution is not subject to supervision by the 
Ministers. If the Court is informed that an agreement has been reached 

applicant and the respondent State, it verifies the equitable nature of the 

and, where it finds the agreement to be equitable, strikes the case out 
accordance with Rule 43(3). 522 

2,3,5.3 Friendly settlements reached 

The number of cases in which a friendly settlement has been reached has 

dramatically since the entry into force of Protocol No. II. From 1999 up 

of 2003, according to the available information, 695 friendly settleme:nt,; ha 

reached.523 

The first friendly settlement concerned a special case. In the Boeckmans 

applicant complained about remarks made by a judge during his trial, 

alleged to be incompatible with the right to a fair trial under Article 6 of th,e (2 

tion. The Belgian Government, while upholding the validity of the 

question, agreed to pay Boeckmans compensation of 65,000 Belgian rrancs;~ 

the remarks were such "as to disturb the serenity of the atmosphere 

proceediags in a manner contrary to the Convention and may have 

applicant a moral injury. ,.524 

In a great number of cases the substance of the settlement has cmosi,;te<l.l 

of the Government concerned paying compensation and/or redressing 

quences of the violation for the victim as much as possible. 525 A number 

have in fact been based on judgments of the Court in cases which raised 

issues. In a case against the United Kingdom, for instance, six applicants 

about their dismissal from employment after refusal to join a trade union. 

Court's judgment in the Young.! ames and Webster Case the Ga,vernrnent :;e~l• 

case by offering the applicants compensation in respect ofloss of earnings, 

rights and other employment benefits.526 Similarly, in the Geniets Case llie: admi' 

part of the application was similar to the Van Droogenbroeck Case where 

found a breach of Article 5( 4) because of the absence of an effective and 

judicial remedy which satisfied the requirements of that provision. As a 

sn 

"' 
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peint,;hc>w<:d .itsc:lfpn:pttredto pay compensation to Geniets. 527 With 

:otnp.lail1tS regarding corporal punishment of children at school, the 

paved by the Court's judgment in the Campbell and Cosans 
,f,~hichGovernment of the United Kingdom changed the relevant 

addition made ex gratia payments to the applicants concerned.
51

x 

Case a Jehova Witness complained that the Greek intelligence 

under surveillance on account of his religious beliefs. The Court 

a number of earlier cases it had had to consider systems of secret 

other than Greece and to ascertain, under Article 8 of the 
were adequate and effective safeguards against abuses of such 

i~rm<>re, in the cases ofKokkinakis andManoussakis- in which the facts 
different from those of the Tsavachidis Case- the Court had had 

;.i).Jrt!Cle 9 of the Convention on the application of the relevant Greek 

JieJelitovah'' s VVitne,;ses. In so doing it had clarified the nature and extent 

;tirLg S:tates'oblig<ati<Jn,; i"n that regard, including payment of compensa

that the case was ripe for a settlement and should be struck out of 

the applicant complained under Articles 8, 13 and 14 of the 

ohe,•tthe investigation and inquiries into his sexual orientation and about 

the RAF by reason of his homosexuality, the Court noted that it 

issues raised in its judgment in, inter alia, Smith and Grady, in which 

~fArtic:les: 8 and 13 of the Convention were found. The Court further obser

oW1ingth,tt jttdgm<:nt, the policy of ilie Ministry ofDefence was abandoned 

had been allowed to serve in the United Kingdom is armed forces 

U•am1ary 2000. Furthermore, the respondent State paid a certain :tmount 

cases the Court was notified of a friendly settlement reached betvreen 

and the applicant in respect of the latter's claim under Article 41. 

the principa1 judgment, the Court took formal note of the settlement 

that it was appropriate to strike the case out of its list.531 

•licati<Jm; receiveci in Strasbourg allege that the length of domestic criminal, 

clmLiruistt:ati:ve court proceedings has exceeded the 'reasonable time' stipulated 

ofl5 March 1985, Ge11iets v. Belgium, D&R41 (1985), p. 5 (12). 
January 1987, Townend v. the United Kingdom, D&R 50 (1987), p. 36; report of 16 July 

:7,J)u,ai"•jat1dllak,,v. the UnitedKingdom,D&R52 (1987),p. 13; reportof16 July 1987, Family 

United Kingdom, D&R 52 (1987), p. 150. 
of21 January 1999. 
of29 July 2003, Brown, para 13. 

,,g. j:ud:gmcntof:!9 Septembcc 1987, Erkner and Hofauer, judgment of29 March 1990, KostMski; 
of 2 September 1996, Vogt; judgment of 31 March 1998, Tsomtsos. 
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in Article 6(1) of the Convention (more than 3,129 of a total of 5,307 

declared admissible between 1955 and 1999). A particularly high 

applications concerned Italy. Of the applications registered in the 

1 November 1998 to 31 )anuary2001, 2,211 were directed against ""'r·vtme, 

related to the length of proceedings. Again, of the 1,085 applications 

admissible in 2000, 486 concerned Italy, of which 428 cases related to · 

addition, as of july 2001, there were about 10,000 further provisional 

in total against Italy which fell into this category, of which 3,177 ftles 

for registration but could not be processed for lackofhuman resource:satth.e 

In the period from 1 January 1999 to 31 December 2003, 177 of these 

Italy ended in a friendly settlement in which the Italian Government was 
· c•t•c•SJ2 to pay a certam amount 10r JUS satls1actwn. 

In a very high number of applications against Turkey the applicants 

in relation to the payment of compensation following the expr<>priation. 

property. They alleged that the compensation they received did not 

increase in inflation during the period between the date the amount was 

date of payment. The great majority of these cases ended by reaching 

settlement in'which the Turkish Government agreed to pay a cer~atn·atm 
compensation. ,, , 

There are also examples of more substantive settlements. In this respect 

could be made of the settlement in the case of France, Norway, Denmark, 

the Netherlands v. Turkey, whic!1 was accepted by the Commission in 

substmtive parts of the settlement induced the assurance by the Turkish <Go'•e 

that they would strictly observe their obligations u!lder Article 3 of the 

a vague promise concerning the granting of amnesty md- as regards the 

under Article IS of the Convention- a reference to an even more vague 

i>ythe Turkish !'rime Minister of 4Aprill~85, stating that "I hope that=•wiiH 

to lift martial law from the remaining provinces within 18 months. "533 

the acceptance by the applicmt States of the latter part of the settlement was 
in viewofthefactthat, whenlodgingtheircomplaint, tile applicant States 

a public emergency tilreatening tile life of tile nation did not exist in Turkev in 
Altilough the application, as declared admissible, also included alleged 
the Articles 5, 6, 9; 10, 11 and 17 of the Conventior.., those provisions were 

plicitly mentioned in the settlement. 
Due to their rather lenient attitud.::, the applicant Governments ua,u "'"''v' 

the Commission into a very dillicult position. It may even be argued that 

mission wasleftwitilno choic~ but' to accept the settlement. Indeed, in tile alt'O.': 
· .. ·-, ,.<.;:;.-{h>l0£;"';:.;---,-,<>1::·-.l · -":<:;U)~':.·., - . .-' ' 

·-;:,,_ 

'" 
AildSurvefs.htnL,,.-: i•-,"'- r·-;.,. 

Report of7 December 1985; D&R44 (1985), p. 31 (39). 
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been decided by the Committee of Ministers- Turkey had not 
that time- in which case the applicant States 

obviously have played a prominent if not decisive role. Be this as 

turn the settlement into one which was reached 'on the basis of 
Rights as defined in this Convention.' It is, therefore, questionable 

cOinnus:;lUH sufficiently upheld this requirement of former Article 

ubJnitted that the Commission should at least have insisted on a stricter 

Crt<iion1 o1rer the observance by Turkey regarding its commitments under 
respect to Article 15, as well as to the granting of amnesty, there 

iut>ervision at all: the Turkish Government only undertook to keep the 

inforrned of further developments. As far as Article 3 was concerned, 

confined to a commitment by Turkey to submit three reports under 

57 during 1986, to enter into a dialogue witil the Commission on each 

<•"' ar1d to prepare a short final report on the implementation of the 
;~o,te1·thtan 1 February 1987. All this, moreover, was to be conducted in 

A.<w,.dn be expected, these supervisory arrangements turned 

lequate.Jmr•uutgn martiallawwaslifted in Turkey in tile course of 1987, 

""""""'violations of human rights continued.
535 

had accepted the right of individual petition and tile compulsory 

Court in 1989, mmy applications were brought against Turkey 

of Article 2 and 3 of the Convention. Several cases ended in a 
In some oftilose the Court accepted the friendly settlement. The 

in view cf its responsibilities under Article 19 of the Convention, 

'crthe'le" be open to tile Court to proceed witil its consideration of tile 

of public policy (ordre public) appeared to necessitate such a course, 

lis•cerned no such reason.536 In other cases the Turkish Government 
the use of excessive or disproportionate force resulting in death 

of Article 2 of the Convention and undertook to issue 

, in:>trtlctiortsatld adopt all necessary measures to ensure tilat tile right to 

mgtilt' ol>li~:ati.onto carry out effective investigations- would be respected 
fact, new legal and administrative measures were adopted which 

a J:ed.uctio<n in the occurrence of deaths in circumstances similar to those 
ilic:ation referred to here, as well as more effective investigations.537 In the 
nm,arkv. Turkey tile Court observed that the friendly settlement, inter alia, 

International, Turkey, Brutal and Systematic Abuse ofHunum Rights, London, 1989. 
lent:of:l Octo'be.l9~>7, Sur, para 31; judgment of25 September2001, Ercan, para. 29; judgment 

2001, Saki, para. 14; judgment of9 April2002, Togcu, para. 37; judgment of 19 June 

Dogan and Others, para. 21. 
of 26 June 2001, Akman, para 31; judgment of 26 November 2002, Yakar, para. 32; 

July 2004, drnek and Eren, para 24; judgment of27 July 2004, <;elik, para.l6. 
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made provision for the payment of a sum of money to the applicant 

included a statement of regret by the respondent Government 

occurrence of occasional and individual cases of torture and ill-tre;ttn1ell 
which emphasised, with reference to Turkey's continued participation 

of Europe's police-training project, the importance of the tratinim, oi'T, ••• 

officers, and provided for the establishment of a new bilateral 

Furthermore, it had been decided to establish a cototiowou:; Dan:ish-Ttnk 
dialogue that would also focus on human rights issues and within 

cases might be raised. The Court also took note of the changes to 

administrative framework which had been introduced in Turkey in 

instances of torture and ill-treatment as well as the respondent 

undertaking to make further improvements in the field of human 
concerning the occurrence of incidents of torture and ill-·tr<oatm<,nt-omdl t< 

their co-operation with international human rights bodies, in parti<:ularlth; 
tee for the Prevention ofTorture. Against that background the Court 
the settlement was based on respect for human rights as defined ju 

or its Protocols. 538 

In cases of deportation or extradition, a friendly settlement m•v L<ntnP1 

to an immediate solution. The threatened deportation of a "vuu<.nm•UIII 

gone into exile, allegedly for political reasons, raised questions in COJlll<,ctiol 

prohibition of degrading and inhuman treatment set forth in Article 3 
vention. This case was eventually resolved because the Beigian attthoriities 

the applicant with the documents required for emigration to J<>tq;., "·' u<"lf' 
and paid his travelling expenses.539 In another case a Jordanian citizen 

expelled to Jordan after the Commission had je.cided, in accm·danco wothLJl 
the Commission's Rules of Procedme, to indic~tl! to tht: Swedish Gc>eJ:mi 

it was desifable in the interest of 'the parties a11d th'' ptrO(>er co•ndlucl oftl1e t>ro 

before the Commission not to deport the applicant to Jordan until the 
had had an opportunity to examine the application at its forth<:on1ing s.ossiol 
settlement reached the applicant was granted permission to return to 

reside in Sweden permanently.54° Complaints concerning inhuman tr<,atJnel 
breach of the right to respect for family life were raised in <ISimilarca,;e agaiinstl 

by a 12-year-old Lebanese boy whose deportation was at issue. The appli•cati 
was originally filed on behalf of his two elder brothers who had already 
from Sweden. Under the terms of the friendly settlement that was e'fen.rn,t!ly 

at, the Swedish Government agreed to grant permission to the apJpli<:artt'sb 
to reside and work in Sweden, their travel expenses being paid by the 

"' 
"' 
"" 
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payment as well as a payment for legal expenses, and to revise 

ula.tic>ns concerning expulsion.5
'
11 In the case of Yang Chun ]in Alias 

HrmRarythe applicant alleged that, if extradited to China, he risked 

trial. being detained under harsh conditions, being subjected to 
sentenced to death. Noting that the Hungarian Minister of Justice 

·refuse th<' a>>plicar1t's extradition to China and that he had left Hungary 
the Court found that the applicant was no longer threatened with 

from Hungary and that the matter was resolved.542 

ne11ts .can also be found in which there is, apart from financial compen
on the part of the respondent State to amend the legislation 

to the complaint. In a case concerning the refusal to grant legal aid 

sentence the Government of the United Kingdom issued a practice 

chairmen and clerks opening the possibility of review in cases 

l<l!Ja<t "''""refused and the court concerned considered that, prima facie, 
··~'·""' have substantial grounds for lodging the appeal."' In the 

Case against Austria the settlement resulted in radical ch<'.nges to the 

of counsel assigned to prisoners.544 In the Zimmermann Case the 

ove,rmnet"twas willing to propose to the Federal President to quash, by an 
···the conditional prison sentence of seven months imposed on Zimmer

Vienna Regional Court. In this case fmancial compensation was also 

the Selim·Case the applicant wished to contract a civil marriage with a 
rot1zeto.The MunicipalityofNicosia informed the applicant th>t Section 

Mani••ge Act did not allow a Turkish Cypriot professing the Muslim faith 
a civil marriage. Th~ applicant was thus forced to r.1arry in Romania 

vfhi . .:; family o:· iriend:; being able to attend_. Th<:! case ended ir. a friendly 

The Conrt took note ot th~ agree_T1.1ent reached between the Government 

ppllic,mt.lt noted, in addition, that new legislation had been enacted, which 
application of the Marrioge Act Cap. 279 to members of the Turkish 

thus conferring on them the right to marry. It further noted that a new 

Civil Marriage Act 2002), which would apply to all Cypriots without 
of origin, was also to be tabled in Parliament for enactment.Y!6 

of8 December 1984, Bulus v. Sweden, D&R39 (1984), p. 75 (78-79). See also the report of 
1986, Min, Min and MinPaik v. the United Kingdom, D&R 48 ( 1986), p. 58, and the report 

July 1991, Fadelle v. the United Kingdom, D&R 70 (1991), p. 159 (162). 
tdgtn'"'' oi'S March 2001; see also judgment of21 De<:ember 2001, KX.C. v. the Netherlands. 

"·'--··-·1992, Higgins v. the United Kingdom, D&R 73 (1992), p. 95 (97-98). 
October 1974, Gussenbauer v. Austria, Yearbook XV {1972), p. 558. 
July 1982, Zimmermann v.Austria, D&R 30 (1983), p. 15 (20). 

of 16 July 2002, para. 16 
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In some cases considerations of public interest also playa part, esf>eciall· 
to the prospect that the challenged law will be amended. In the A lam 

a complaint was lodged, inter alia, about Article 6( I), the LomtnisJSio>n 

its considerations the fact that the British Government had introduce<lBi 

aliens were granted the right to appeal against decisions 

Again, in a case against Austria concerning Article 6( 1) the principal 

settlement reached was the fact that the Government had proposed 
of the law as a result of which detained persons henceforth could also 

hearings where an appeal lodged to their detriment was dealt with.548 

the friendly settleto1ent included the readiness on the part of the Governen 

United Kingdom to amend prison administrative practices in order 

prisoner's relatives in due time of his imminent transfer to anotl1erprism 

better safeguard the prisoners' right to respect for their coJrre:;po,ndent:e." 

In a complaint against the United Kingdom the applicant, in ;tddliticm 1 

violation of his right to respect for his family life and home as a resJult:oft 

vibration nuisance, complained that this also affected his pr<>p<,~fic,calted' 

of a mile from Heathrow Airport. The matter was settled by an ex gratia 
the Government.551 

In a number of cases, matters of family law were at issue. In two ofth'''P" 

against Sweden, the applicants complained about the taking into 

their respective children. Due to the fact that in both cases the cru~ru·enh1 
meantime been returned to their mot..lters, they could be settled on 

compensation paid by the Government.552 

2.3.5.4 Other forms of similar arrangements 

Apart from the friendly settlement referred to inArticle 37( I) (b) the' narti,•s sc)f.i 

reach a settlement of the dispute themselves. In those cases the applicant ·wid 

his complaint after having come to some kind of arrangement v.rith the 
concerned 553 

A well-known example is the Televizier Case. In that case the applicant, 

the owner of a radio and T.V magazine, complained about violation 
of expression (Article 10) and about discriminatory treatment (Article 14) 

~' 
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'" 
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idgJmetotofthe Dutch Supreme Court, which was based on the Copy

concerned information provided and comments given on radio 

;
0

gran"nllCs,forwhich usc had been made of summaries of program
Broadcasting Bureau in the Netherlands. Some years after the 

submitted the parties informed the Commission that they had 

anl(enoertt and that the applicant wished to withdraw the application. 

1ean~'""" concluded an agreement with one of the broadcasting 
the publication of the latter's radio and TV guide. 554 In the Case 

;;,..,av· an'dSweden v. Greece the Commission took note of the Parties' 
that the proceedings should be closed. It found that the texts of 

:ovisitms of Greek law were sufficient to show that remedies were open 

•eniOnlS claimi.ng to have been victim of political prosecution under the 

i¢and that these Jrerne,dies also provided compensation. It decided to close 

this case and to strike it off its list.555 

these the Commission was (and the Court is) willing to accept the 

application and to strike the case off the list only if considerations 

ter·estdo not oppose to its doing so. Thus, in the Gericke Case the Com
refused to agree to the withdrawal of the application on the ground 

reS<!ntap]pli<:ation raises problems of individual freedom involved in the 
s, paragraph 3, of the Convention, which may extend beyond 

particular applicants."556 After the adoption of its report in the 
in May 1966, the Commission discontinued the procedure in the 

who had been condemned as an accomplice of Wemhoff, because it 

of public interest no longer made it necessary to examine the case 
A number of other cases were terminated because the issue(s) at stake 

,ni.eaJntime been decided by the Court in comparable cases.559 In some ca~es 
1 elerne11t of the informal settlement consisted of an amer.dment 0f the 

the cause of the alleged violation.560 

is also a possibility that the Court may decide to strike a case off the list of 

solluti'onis reached byway of a unilateral measure. In accordance with Article 

of3 October 1968, N. V. Televizier v. the Netherlands, Yearbook XI (1968), p. 783. 

of 4 October 1976, D&R 6 (1977), p. 5 (8). 
of22 July 1966, Gericke v. Federal Republic of Germany, Yearbook VIII ( 1965), p. 314 (320). 

ofl April1966, B.S ( !969}. 
of Europe, Stock- Taking on the European Convention on Human RiglJts (1954-1984), 

'1984,p.l45. 
or>' M''Y ''"·' ,vow"wv. Switzerland,D&R52 (1987), p. 5 (11); the case was terminated after 

ne (Amrt', Sanc!Jez-Reisse judgment, while the Case of Scotts' of Greenock Ltd and Lithgow Ltd v. the 
Kingdom, report of 5 March 1987, D&R 51 ( 1987), p. 34 {37), was withdrawn on the basis 

Lithgow judgment. 
10664/83, Bowen v. Norway, D&R45 (1986), p. 158 {161); see also the reportof7 May 1986, 

v. Austria, D&R 46 (1986), p. 81. 
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37( l )(c) the Court may at any stage of the proceedings decide to strike 

off its list of cases where the circumstances lead to the conclusion 

justified to continue the examination of the application. The Court 

decide to restore the case to the list again if new circumstance i"t rst:ifvth;,• 

case the applicant complained that, if he was deported to what was 

would amount to treatment contrary to Article 3 of the Convention, as 

his life expectancy because he would not receive the medical tr<'Otrnet"tl 

demanded. The Government invited the Court to strike the case 

relied on two factors of which the Commission had been unaware, 

information had been conununicated to it on the day its report had 

the Versailles Administrative Court had quashed the decision to 

excluding the applicant from French territory, while a compulsory 

had been made. Those measures meant that the applicant no longer 

deported to the Democratic Republic of Congo and was no longer a 

Court noted that there had been no friendly settlement or arranl~entent in 
case. The compulsory residence order made was unilateral in character 
the French authorities after the Commission had adopted its ref>of1t.Jt: 0 

however, that the order constituted an 'other fact of a kind to pn>vi<ie it! 

the matter'. Accordingly, it was appropriate to strike th<' case <Jut: of"thtdii:M 

however, reserved the power to restore it to the list if new circutmstanlCe,;)'i. 

justifying such a measure.561 

AB described above, 56
::- in the cases of Aydin, 5~3Akrnan564 and T ahsir. 

cants did not agree to a friendly settlement of the case. The Court 

examined the tenns of the re<iJ"mc!erttl:rl>'m·n""eJot':s declantticm •:ar·efirlly! 

regzn.l to rhe nature of the adr!lissions .::ontainedin the declaration as 
a!lJ extent of the various undertakings referred to therein, together with 

of compensation proposed, it considered that it was no longer justified 

the examination of the applications. In the case ofTahsin Acar the 

held that, under certain circumstances, it might be appropriate to 

application under Article 37(I)(c) of the Convention on the basis of a 

declaration by the respondent Government even 

tion of the case to be continued. It will, however, depend on the partio:ul:!t 

stances whether the unilateral declaration offers a sufficient basis fvr 

'" 
'" 
"' 
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defined in the Convention does not require the Court to 

of the case.56
(i 

list the Court indicated that relevant factors for deciding 

leclaf'itiO>n is sufficient to decide to strike a case off the list of cases 

complaints made, the question of whether the issues raised 

already determined by the Court in previous cases, the nature 

taken by the respondent Government in the context of the 

delivered by the Court in any such previous cases, and the 

1~UJresonth<e atseat issue. It may also be material whether the facts 

the parties, and if so to what extent, and what prima facie 
be attributed to the parties' submissions on the facts. In that 

b.~o>f s:igrrificatne<e wheth<er the Court itselfhas already taken evidence 

purpc>Se< of establishing disputed facts. Other relevant factors may 

of whether in their unilateral declaration the respondent Govern-

1y ,1dntiss:iorr(s: in relation to the alleged violations of the Conven

sccme,ol:sutchadmissions and the manner in which thf'yintend to 

ap-plicant. As to the last-mentioned point, in cases in which it 

ninatetheeffects of an alleged violation (as, for example, in some pro

fuoer<"ponde.nt tGo•vermme,ntdeclares its readiness to do so, the in ten

likely to be regarded as appropriate for the purposes of striking 

although the Court, as always, retains its power to restore the 

list as provided in Article 37(2) of the Convention and Rule 4315) 

of liability in respect of an applicant's allegations under the Con

regarded as a condition sine qua non for the Court to be prepared 

tpliicalion out on the basis of a unilateral declaratiOn by a respondent 

Howev<", in cases concerning persons who have disappeared or have 

runkno·wn perpetrators and where there is prima facie evidence in the 

allegations that the domestic investigation fell short of what is 

the Convention, a unilateral declaration should at the very least 

to that effect, combined with an undertaking by the respondent 

conduct, under the supervision of the Committee of Ministers in the 

• 1·•#·-·'· dut!es under Article 46(2) of the Convention, an investigation 

!cc>mpliance with the requirements of the Cor!vention.568 

Case the applicant complained that his expulsion to Iran would 

.toa riiskof:irilitunnan and degrading treatment coa~rary to A_rticle 3 of the 

Government took the position that, since the Federal Office foi· 
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Refugees had set aside its decision of 31 August 1998 and ruled that 
to the applicant's expulsion under section 53( 4) of the Aliens Act, 
now fully protected against an expulsion to Iran in breach of 
vention. The new decision could only be set aside by the Federal 

itself and, in such event, an appeal would be available to the adJmiJlist; 

Furthermore, the federal government as such could not give as.mrance 
the grant of a residence permit, as the issue of such permits was the 
the relevant Liinderauthorities. The Court held that the decision of the 

for Refugees was binding on the Aliens Offtce and might only be 

Federal Office for Refugees itself; an appeal would lie to the adminis 
against any new decision. In light of the Federal Office for R<'ful>ees~ 
continued examination of the application was no longer justified.569 

2.3.5.5 Non-compliance with the terms of a friendly settlement 

There is no express provision in the Cconv·ention con,cerniJtg tlort-corn1plia 

seem to be possible for one of the Contracting States to ,;ubmita <:on1plam1 

non-compliance with a friendly settlement to the Committee of:MiimSI:e1 

members of the Council of Europe the Contracting States may take 

the much more far-reaching procedure of expulsion of a Member 
organisation under Article 8 of the Statute of the Council of Europe, 
has seriously violated its engagements concerning human rights·and 

freedoms. Therefore, they must certainly also be considered as being 
put non-compliance with a friendly settlement before dlte tComrnittee of)'i 

order to try, through that organ, to induce the State in question to 
obligations under the settlement. Ia view the;~ofit w.::m!O be advisJble 
mittee ofMinisters, when stating that no further steps in the respective 

sary in view of the settleillent reached, to ...-eserve to itself the right to 
measures at a later date should one of the parties not comply with 

Since the entry into force of Protocol No.1! a practice has been de1relc<pd 
the Court endorses friendly settlements through judgments and not -as r>t 
in Article 39 of the Convention- through decisions, whose execution 
to supervision by the Committee of Ministers. 

Under Protocol No. 14 the new Article 39 will expressly provide for 
of the execution of friendly settlements by the Committee of Ministers. 
the Explanatory Report to Protocol No. 14 this amendment is in no 

out decisio11s ~oyered by Article 37. It would be advisable for the 
Ministers tO distinguish ~~r~ dearly, in its practice, between its supervisid>n 

'" Judgment of 11 October 2001, paras 52-57. 
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Article 39, paragraph 4 (friendly settlements), on the one hand, 

46, paragraph 2 (execution of judgments), on the other.570 

settlement may also be reached when the Court's examination of 

,itite corrtpl<,te, or almost so. It must, therefore, be determined for each 
is the best solution if such a settlement is not complied with by 

State in question: supervision by the Committee of Ministers, or 
application to the list. When a thorough examination of the merits 

place, it would seem to be most appropriate for the Court to place 
of cases again when 'the circumstances of the case as a whole justify 

The consequence of this is that the original application as a whole 
so that no additional difficulties may arise in connection with the 

vconditior1s. Here again, however, the Court will first have to ascertain 

settleineJol has really not been complied with, and it will, therefore, have 
concerned an opportunity to prove the contrary. 

;vr,LviNGSBEFORETHEGRAND 
lfllVUe>LR 

±C:haml>erhas competence both with regard to inter-State applications 
lit.,un<fer Article 30 or Article 43 of fhe Convention as well a< to individual 

when they are referred to it under Article 30 or Article 43. The Grand 
also compelent to C::>11sider rPquests fur advise~' opinions. a function 

ca!:"ried oui: u:P.derth~ form2r s;su·m.511 ln case.s withsredGed 
ipli.cal:im1s a Chamber will be able to relinquish jurisdiction proprio motu 

the Grand Chamber at any time, as long as it has not yet rendered 

·,uJttleSS<Jn'' oft!te parties to the case objects.572 Such relinquishment should 
proceedings. Once a judgment has been rendered by a Chamber, any 

may request that the case be referred to the Grand ChamLer for a re-

Report to Protocol No. 14, para 94. 
of the Rules of Court 
of the Rules of Court. 
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2.4.2 RELINQUISHMENT OF jURISDICTION IN F 
OF THE GRAND CHAMBER 

In accordance with Article 30 of the Convention, where a case 

Chamber raises a serious question affecting the interpretation of the 

the Protocols thereto or where the resolution of a question before it 

inconsistent with a judgment previously delivered by the Court, 

at any time before it has rendered its judgment, relinquish jur·iscliction 

the Grand Chamber, unless one of the parties to the case has ob.iecttedii 

with paragraph 2 of this Rule. Reasons need not be given for the 

quish."' Conferring a veto right on the parties keeps open the po:;sic>ilityl 

to receive a handling in two instances. However, the objection against 

of juriscliction has to be duly reasoned; otherwise it will be considetred it 

2.4.3 REFERRAL TO THE GRAND CHAMBER 

In accordance with Article 43(1) of the Convention within a peJrio•iolfthl 

from the date of the judgment of the Chamber, any party to the case 

tiona! cases, request that the case be referred to the Grand Chamber. 

the case, as envisaged in&ticle 43, will take place only exceptionally, 

a serious question affecting the interpretation or application of the 

s~rious issue of general importance. 576 The purpose is to ensure the: qttality, 

tency of the Court's case law by allowing for a re-examination of the 

cases. The intention is that these conditions will be applied in a strict 

The party must specify in its request the serious question affecting 

tion or application of the Convention or the Protocols thereto, or the 

of general importance, which in its view warrants consideration by 

Chamber.578 

According to the Explanatory Report to Protocol No. 11 serious qu.estioni 

the interpretation of the Convention are involved when a question ofimpt:)l 

yet decided by the Court is at stake, or when the decision is of."imtoortartce 

Cases and for the development of the Court's case law. Moreover, a 

may be particularly evident when the judgment concerned is not coJosii;t~ 

previous judgment of rhe Court. A serious question concerning the appli,cat 

'" ,,. 
= 
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Rule 72(1) of the Rules of Court. 
Rule ·72(2) of the Rules of Court. 
Article 43(2) of the Convention and Rule 73(2) of the Rules of Court 
Explanatory ReporttQ Protocol No. 11, para. 99. See in this respect Article 43(1) 
and Rule 73(1) of the Rules of Court, where the term 'exceptionally' has been used. 
Rule 73(1} of the Rules of Court. 
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at stake when a judgment necessitates a substantial change of 

ibinis;tr<ttn•e practice but does not itself raise a serious question o[ 

r.onv•mtiOil.A serious issue of general importance could involve 

tT<t-h<earing may concern the admissibility as well as the merits of 

also be made if a party to the case has a disagreement with 

~errtconce.rrung,meaward ofjustsatistB.ction under Article41 of the 

~trretltatthe parties are in a position to observe the time limit of three 

of delivery of the judgment, they will be informed about the 

jurlgrner1tisdelivered. A panel of five judges of the Grand Chamber 

:epltance <Jtthere<lue:st .. lfthe request is accepted, the Grand Chamber 

Court so decides, oral proceedings. If the conditions for a 

are not met, the panel rejects the request and the Chamber's 

1eshnal. J.t wlll ;Koept the request only ifit considers that the case does 

as defined in Article 43(2). Reasons need not be given for a 

emrest:.-·· In practice it seems to be rather difficult to have a case be 

ur:an<ILnamr>er.ln the period from I Tanuary2000 to 31 December 

!he: P'mel Oif fi,,,e judges to accept the request for referral. They argued 

rmu wut satisfy the conditions laid down in Article 43 of the Conven

tO>'enorrtenct's submission the case did not raise any serious questions 

.[ltt:rr•reltatiionor application of the Convention, or indeed any serious 

importance. They emphasised that the applicant had not produced 

suggest that it did but had merely referred to the dissenting opinion 

Chamber judgment. The latter opinion, however, was not sufficient 

of the case as it did not in anyway call into question the manner 

6 of the Convention- had been construed. Lastly, the Government 

Grand Chamber, seeing that it had the final say about its own juris

it had been validly seized, was not bound by the opinion of the 

Grand Chamber noted that neither the Convention nor the Rules of 

'""""'""to review a decision by the panel to accept a request for a rehea
the terms of Article 43(3) of the Convention provide as follo;ys: 

the request, the Grand Chamber shall decide the case by means 

ny.R<Dortto Protocol No. 11, paras 100-102. 
May 2002, Kingsley, para. 7 

Rules of Court. 
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of a judgment' and thus make it clear that, once the panel has acc:eptteda, 

a rehearing, the Grand Chamber has no option but to examine the 

2.4.4 THE PROCEDURE BEFORE THE GRAND CH 

According to Rule 71 (I) of the Rules of Court, any provisions gmrenaingp 

before the Chambers shall apply, mutatis mutandis, to proceedings 

Chamber. 
Where a case has been submitted to the Grand Chamber eit,her· unt<f., 

or under Article43 of the Convention, the President of the Grand Chamber, 

as Judge Rapporteur(s) one or, in the case of an inter-State application, 

ofits members.584 The)udge Rapporteurofthe · 

than the judge elected in respect of the respondent Party. The proceedings 

Chamber are normally written proceedings but, if the Court so 

proceedings may be held. The powers conferred on a Chamber in 

holding ofahearingmay,in proceedings before the Grand Chamber; 

by the President of the Grand Chamber.'" From the text of 1\Jtlcte<H 

Convention it may be deduced that, if the decision t~ relinctuish jiurisdictiion 

of the Grand Chamber is taken before a decision as to admissibility has 

the Grand Chamber will also decide on adnUssibility. After all, in 

Article 35( 4) of the Convention, the Court rejects any application wniiCllllt< 

inadmissible. It may do so at any stage of th' proceedings. At this stage 

intervention is also possible.
586 

As holds good forthe Chambers of the Court, the Grand Chamtbe.r must; 

iaci:s <lS they ~pptar at: the time of i!s decision by applying the apprc>pri 

solution. Ouce a case ;s Leferr~d to it, the Grand Chamber deals with the 

and may employ the full range of judicial powers conferred on the 

respect the Court held: ''The Court would firstnotethatall three pa~ragraphs< 
43 use the term 'the case' ('!'affaire') for describing the matter which is 

before the Grand Chamber. In particular; paragr•ph 3 of Article 43 prc•vides 

Grand Chamber is to 'decide the case' -that is the whole case and not 

's€rious question' or <serious ·issue'· mentioned in paragraph 2 - 'by 
judgment'. The wording ofArticle 43 makes it clear that, whilst the 

serious question affecting the_ interpretation orappli·, oatior1 ol' the c:or1ventio 

Protocols thereto, ·or a Serious .issue- of·general importance' (para.gntph 

'"' ,., 
"' 
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Judgment of24 October 2002, para. 26. 
RuleSOoftheRulesofCourt· ,::,,,, ,. - i;; ~,;,,. 

Rule 71 (2) of the Rules ofCourl 
Rule 44 (3) of the Rules of Court. 
Judgment of24 October 2002, Pisi:lno, para. 28. 
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of a party's request, the consequence of acceptance is that 

to the Grand Chamber to be decided afresh by means of 

~ntgrtlph 3). The same term 'the case' ('!'affaire') is also used in 

defines the conditions under which the judgments of a 

If a request by a party for referral under Article 43 has been 

only be understood as meaning that the entire judgment of 

set:asiideinortlerto be replaced by the new judgment of the Grand 

.hvArt:Idt,4> para. 3. This being so, the 'case' referred to the Grand 

l!y<!tnl)!aces all aspects ofthe application previously examined by 

ud!Jffi<,nt, and not only the serious 'question' or 'issue' at the basis 

1m, mere is no basis for a merely partial referral of the case to the 

may also re-examine, where appropriate, issues relating to 

application in the same manner as this is possible in normal 

invo: h1r example by virtue of Article 35( 4) in fine of the Con· 

may likewise be required to apply other provi;ions of the 

it to terminate the proceedings by a means other than a 

for example by approving a friendly settlement (Article 39 

or striking the application off the list of cases (Article 37). 

OF THE COURT 

finds that there has been a violation of the Convention or the 

,, "~"c' in the same judgment a ruling on the application of Article 

if that question, after belng raised in accordance with Rule 60 

is ready for decision. If the question is not ready for decision, 

it in whole or in part and fixes the further procedure.590 

p tmtoe 42 in conjunction with Article 44(2) of the Convention, 

1an1be:rs become fmal (a) when the parties declare that they will not 

be referred to the Grand Chamber; or (b) three months after the 

if ref~rence of the case to the Grand Chamber has not been 

when the panel of the Grand C::hamber rejects th~ request to refer 

Chamber. According to Article 44(1) of the Convention, the 

Chamber is final. judgments have to be reasoned (Article 45, 

11h>lv ''""', K. and T. v. Finland, para. 140; judgment of ll}uly 2002, GOc, para. 36; 
Z40ctob<oc 2!)02., Pi,;am>, p;«a. 28; judgment of6 May 2003, Pema, para.23; judgment 

'"'"'"'"'"· para.63; judgment of28 April2004, Azinas, para. 32. 
2004, Azinas, para. 32. 

Rules of Court. 
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paragraph 1 ). This article does not concern decisions taken by the pa;nelofl 

of the Grand Chamber in accordance with Article 43, nor Comm · 

admissibility under Article 28. 

The judgment will be transmitted to the parties but will not be puDl!s;ht 

has become final (Article 44, paragraph 3). Unless the Court decides that 

will be given in both official languages, all judgments will be given either 

or in French.'" According to Rule 77 of the Rules of Court thej't 1d1;m<,ntma 

out at a public hearing by the President of the Chamber or byan<JthLerjudlge( 

by him or her. The Agents and representatives of the parties are inl-ormtrl 

of the date of the hearing. Final judgments of the Court are publi:shed u 

responsibility of the Registrar in an appropriate form. In addition, the 

responsible for the publication of official reports ofseJ,ected j uu1;memsatldt 

and of any document which the Presidentofthe Court considers it useful 

According to Article 46, the High Contracting Parties undertake to 

final judgment of the Court in any case to which they are parties. The final 

is transmitted to the Committee of Ministers, which will supervise its 

With respect to the binding force and execution of judgments, PrtJtocri 

will amendArticle 46 of the Convention. Tttret' nt,wpat•agrar>hswiU be ao:ldt!d t 

46. The new Article 46, in its paragraph 3, will empower the Comnnitteeo>f!V 

to ask the Court to interpret a final judgment for the purpose offacilitatingtth 

vision of its execution. The Committee of Ministers' experience 

execution of judgments shows that dlifficulties are sometimes eno:ouLntt"e< 

disagreement as to the interpretation of judgments. The Court's reply 

argument concerning a judgment's exact meaning. The qualified 

required on the part of the Committee of Ministers by the last "'nten•:e <Jf[>at 

3 shows that the CommitteeofMi'listers shculd uso this possillilitysp:tri,tgl)'c 

to avoid over-burdening the Cou!."t. The aim of the new parag!aph 3 is to 

Court to give an interpretation of a judgment, notto pronounce on tht, mcea~mat 

by a High Contracting Party to comply with that judgment. No tin1e-Jimith< 

set for making requests for interpretation, since a question of interpretation 

at any time during the Committee of Ministers' examination of the exoecutit 

judgment,, 

. The Court is free to decide on the manner and form in which it wishes 

to the request. Normally, i~would be for the formation of the Court which 

the original judgment to rule on the question of interpretation. More 

governing this new procet:lure may b.e included in the Rules of Court."' 

"' 
"' 
'" 
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Rule 76 of the Rules of Court.-,: 
Rule 78 of the Rules of Court. 
Explanatory Report to Protocol No. 14, paras 96-97: 

du~" Before the European Court of Human Rights proce '~ 

{5tJfl\H"·" 
46 will empower the Committee of Ministers to bring 

__ ''""""e the Court. The Court will sit as a Grand Chamber,5g~ 
State concerned with notice to comply. The Committee of 

requires a qualified majority of tvvo thirds of the repre

Committee. This infringement procedure does not aim 
osrton "'" 

ot,noranon, already decided in the Court's first judgment. Nor 
financial penalty by a High Contracting Party found 

d~46, P'lfa:graph I. It is felt that the political pressure exerted by 

;:o,rnplianoce in the Grand Chamber and by the latter's judgment 

execution of the Court's initial judgment by the state 

'""'""'rv task the Committee of Ministers has invited the Court to 
in its judgments in which a violation of the Convention is 

'"''"''"0 be an underlying systemic problem and the source of this 
uatr!ywrren it is likely to give rise to numerous applications, so as to 

;i>Ain<d~oe appropriate solution and the Committee of Ministers i!1 
. d ts 596 

e){e,cuti,onot JU gmen . · 
Court held in the Broniowski Case that above all the measures 

as to remedy the systemic defect underlying the Court's finding 

to overburden the CorLvention system with large numbers of 

from the same cause. Such measures should, therefore, include 

lU>lW>"'"">> 
to those affected for the Convention violatio_~_l identified 

tdg:m•mt in relation to the present applicant. In this context the Court's 

fa<ilitote the most speedy and diective resolu,ion of a dysfunction 

\;na,nona• !l.uman right:;; ?L'otccti0n. O!lce such a defect ha!l been iden

the national autl:orities, under the !iUpft vision of the Committee of 

retroactively if appropriate, the necessary remedial measures in 

subsidiary character of the Convention, so that the Court does 

finding in a lengthy series of comparable cases. The Court held 

to assisting the respondent State in fulfilling its obligations under 

has sought to indicate the type of measure that might be taken 

in order to put an end to the systemic situation identified in the 

Court was not in a position to assess whether the December 2003 

as an adequate measure in this connection since no practice of its 
has been established as yet. In any event, this Act does not cover 

Mr Broniowski- had already received partial compensation, irre-

''""''Y '"P'"' to Protocol No. 14, para 98. 
(2004) 3 van 12 May 2004 on judgments revealing an underlying systemic problem. 
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spective of the amount of such compensation. Thus, it was clear that 

of Bug River claimants the Act could not be regarded as a m':astireca!>ahl 

an end to the systemic situation identified in the present judgment 

ting them. Nevertheless, as regards general measures to betaken, we c.cturl 

that the respondent State must, primarily, either remove any hindrance 

mentation of the right of the numerous persons affected by the 

respect of the applicant, to have been in breach of the Convention, or 

valent redress in lieu. As to the former option, the respondent State 

through appropriate legal and administrative measures secure 
expeditious realisatiOn of the entitlement !n question in w;pe·ct ·oflthe: ren; 

River claimants, in accordance with the principles for thepnote:ction of'pr•ol 

laid down in Article I of Protocol No. I, having particular regard to 

relating to compensation.597 Since the applicant belonged to a fairly 

victims of similar violations, on 4 July 2004 the Court used the·, o••~•g u,;e, 

for the first time, whereb}rexamination of the many similar cases 

until the required measures have been taken. This procedure ;s ''"'' nf 
choSen-tO'feduce the Court's WOrkload. 598 

In the Sejdovic Case the Court held that the infdn.gernetlt c>f tl1e ;tpp•li,C: 

to a fair trial had originated in a problem resulting from Italian legislatii 

question of trial in absentia and had been caused by the wording of the 

the CCP relating to the conditions for lodging an application for the 

procedural bar. There was a shortcoming in the Italian legal system which 

every person convicted in absentia who had not been effectively 

proceedings against him could be deprived. of a retrial. The Court consi·dert" 

shortcomings of domestic law and practice revealed in the present case 

a large number ofwell-founded applications in the future. Italy had a 

every legal obstacle that might prevent either the reopening of the time 

an appeal or a retrial in the case of every person convicted by default wno, TI<OI 

been effectively informed of the proceedings against him, had not 

waived the rigbt to appear at his own trial. Such persons would thus be 

the rigbt to obtain a new ruling on the charges brought against them 

which had heard them in accordance with the requirements of Article 6 

vention. Consequently, Italy should take appropriate measures to 1nake J>rovi 
and regulate f,uther proceedings capable of effectively securing the 

rt!opening of proceedings, in accordance ·with the principles of the pnJtectioJ 

rights enshrined in Article 6of the Convention.'" 

"' ,,. 
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The Procc ure ,e 

'J:>cpl•"n''totyl!eJDOI'f to Protocol No. 14 the Committee ofMin isters 
:J exceptional circumstances. Neverthe-

. th Committee of Ministers, as the competent organ 
gtve e 

nfl:he Ct>w:t'sjudgments,a wider range of mean~ of pressure 
. Currently, the ultimate measure available to the 

juclgnlerlts. to Article 8 of the Council ofEurope's Statute (sus· 

in the Committee of Ministers or even expulsion from ~he 

t me measure, which would prove counterproductive 
mare . . th . . 
the High Contracting Party which finds Itself m e sttuatJO~ 

of Article 46 continues to need the discipline of the Council 

46, therefore, adds further possibilities ofbnngmg press~re 

stiiig•on•es.The procedure's mere existence, and the threat o~usmg 
eff~ctivr: n<'wiwoertll'feto execute the Court's judgments. It lS fore-

of infringement proceedings will be expressed in a judgment 

ARD OF COMPENSATION UNDER 
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the viewpoint of procedural economy. The judges who examined the 

informed of the different aspects of the case and for that reason most 

determine the amount of compensation to be awarded, if any. Any 

applicant Contracting Party or the applicant may wish to make for 

under Artide41 of the Convention must, unless the President of the 

otherwise, be set out in the written observations on the merits or, if no 

observations are filed, in a special document filed no later than two 

decision declaring the application admissible. Thus, in the 1'-Tasri <:a<;e, •des 

reminders; counsel for the applicant did not file any claims for just 

Court, for its part, saw no ground for examining this question ntit.< m.·~'· 

In the Haase Case the applicants were separated from their chi~dr:enhi: 

2001 and never saw them again. In this respect th•'Y <:lai:m,,d IOOIO-f>eouni; 

on behalf of the children. However, in accordance with Rule 38(1) 

Court no written observations filed outside the time-limit set by the 

Chamber will be included in the case file unless the President of the 

otherwise. The applicants' request to present the application onbehalfofthe: 

as well was submitted on 19 December 2002, which was after the close 

procedure on the admissibility of the application. The Court, · ' · 

that it could not take the damage claimed on behalf of the chJ~dJ·ehin1:o·~ 

The Court specifies in its judgment the period, which is usually 

within which the specified sum must be paid to the individuaL"' And 

with Rule 75(3) of the Rules of Court, the Chamber may, when aftordmg 

faction under Article 41 of the Convention, direct that if settlement is 

a specified time, interest is to. be payable on any sums awarded. It IS suoseq 

to !he Committe~ ofMinistes ur..der P..rticle 54 to determine 

been yaid Vlritf.ju t!:l-:! time-limit set by th\! C-:Ent. 

The Cou't will award financial compensation under Article 41 only 

satisfied that the loss or damage complaked of was actually caused 

it has found, since the State cannot be required to paydamtag.es in resf>ectotl 

which ~tiS not responsible.601 

,','' ; . . :-; :' j ~ ' 
_;__c_c__,.c-.c.._c~ 
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ENDENT PROCEDURE 

law it becomes clear that an application for compen.sation on 

is not considered as an independent procedure, but is dealt with 

1.. rwhole of which the examination of the merits forms the first · arge ' . 
Cases the Court stated that the application for compensat10n 

th,,v:ro<:ee·dirig' concerning the merits before the Court and cannot, 

a new complaint, to which former Articles 25, 26 and 27 [the 

and 35] of the Convention apply. For that reason the original 

to· exhaust the local remedies once more with respect to his LOCU<<U 

1'ornp•ensation:"'" In the Barbera, Messegueand Jarbardo Case the Court 

!rSpar1ishlaw a remedy existed making it possible to obtain compensa

'"'":nemalfunctioning of the system of justice. However, referring 

'iltion•ed .''Votgr<m~v· Cases it did not consider itself bound to stay the 

latingtolneapplicarrts'' cl'1in1s. In this respect, the Court held: "If, after 

'fid.doml1sticr•,mtedieswith<Jut success before complaining in Strasbourg 

rights, then doing so a second time, successfully, to secure the 

iftllle ,00r1vi,:ti<ms, and finally going through a new trial, the applicants 

Ito exhaust: d<JmteSitic remedies a third time in order to be able to obtain 

the Court, the total duration of the proceedings would be hardly 

effective protectjon ofimman rights and would lead to a situatwn 

theaimandobjectoftheCo:avention."606 Furthermore, in the Ogur 

>nrt n>ok into ao.:oun~ the fact that the events complained of took place 

ight yr1ars before. 607 

'lif!ll!tsterCa;e ltneA~strian Government argued that the Comnission h<Hl 

errvr by trar..smitting Neumeister's application for compensation 

Court, whereas it ought to have considered and examined it as a new 

25 [the present Article 34]. This complaint was assumed to 

iallegetd viol,ati<m <>f Article 5(5) oftheConvention,in which it is provided 

has been the victim of arrest or detention in contravention of the 

>f~llisArticlei;h,,U have an enforceable right to compensation'. The princi

nt.nflrhe Court against this line of reasoning was as follows: ('the proceed

~j>res•ent case no longer fall within Section lil of the Convention but are the 

proceedings brought before the Court under S~ction IV 011 the con-
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elusion of those to which the original petition ofNeumeister gave 

the Commission."608 

In the Anguelova Case the Bulgarian Government argued that, 

para. 1 ( 4) of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure provided for 

of reopening criminal proceedings in cases where the European 

Rights had found a violation of the Convention, the applicant ><nJut-a., 

found a violation in the present case, submit a civil claim for damages 

minal proceedings were reopened, The Court noted that the pr<>vi1;io11 , 

of Criminal.Procedure referred to by the Government concerned 

criminal proceedings which were ended by a judicial decision, wbter<!astli 

tion in the applicant's case was terminated by a decisi011 oftl1e lJfCtSe<cut:ing 

It was, therefore, unclear whether the Code of Criminal Proc<!dttre.r

reopeningoftheinvestigation after the Court's findings in the present 

more, the Court held that Article 41 of the Convention does not 

to exhaust domestic remedies a second time in order to obtain jus_t 
have alrea<ly <lone so in vai,;_ in respect of their substantive coJmp<lainlli•:;] 

nection th~ C~urt considered that the hypothetical possibility thaHIIe 

might be resumed many years after the death of1the ap<plicaot',;scm in I•Olii 

and after the first ineffective investigation, and that th''"J'pllic.mt miglttth~ 

opportunity to bring a civil claim, which would only be successful ;ftl,e f,., 
galion produced results, could not reasonably be interpreted as restitutio 
under domestic law.60r _; 

2.6.3 QUESTIONS REGARDING ARTICLE 41 
NOT READY FOR DECISION 

Article 41 appears to imply that the decision on an award ofcomi•ensation 

given together with the judgment on t:1e merits. Rule 75 of the Kltte' utc-u 

ever, leaves the moment of the decision on an award of compensation 

If the Chamber of the Court which deals with the case finds that there is 

of the Convention, the Chamber gives a decision on the application 

the same judgment if the question, after. being raised under Rule 75, 

decision. As an example; reference could be made to the judgment in the 

in which the Court, after having found that there had been a violation 

and Article 8, decided that in the circumstances of the case it was not 

afford to the applicantanyjust satisfaction other than thltl res,t!tingfrc•mtll 
, -.,,"~~,,~.,-.. ~·,,A l ;·c :ir,,:,,,., .. ""<,:'cl'i";-1i;:Irn;h;;;, ,._ -.: ", ; :. '·•::: ,. 

'"" 
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Judgment of7 May 1974, para. 30. · 
Judgment ofl3 June 2002, para. 172. 

The Pcoccduco B<-f<HC \he Emopoon Comt ofHnm'n lbg~ts I 

fsrtgttrs, 610 The majority of the decisions concerning Article 41 are 

isl~{with the judgment on the merits. 

Of'comJJetJsaticm has been raised, but is not yet ready for decision, 

it in whole or in part and fixes the ensuing procedure. If the 

iensatJon has not been raised, the Chamber lays down a time-limit 

!\n,avoe done by the original applicant.~> 11 Thus the possibilities for 

of compensation have been left as wide as possible. At the same 

respondent States are served in this way because, as the Court 

may be reluctant to argue the consequences of a violation the 

they dispute and they may wish, in the event of a finding of a 

the possibility of settling the issue of reparation directly with 

('With<OUt the Court being further concerned."M 2 

applicants complained that as a consequence of the length of 

grn:gs rtheyw·er< deprived of the enjoyment of their property, thereby 

<(l~ilJ.i>fl~ro<tO<:ol No. L Since the Court already found a violation of 

fuid it necessary to examine the complaint based on Article 1 

,'LN~•eiithelless, in the Brigandi Case, where the applicant had sought 

loss of enjoyment of property, the Court found that the measures 

the national courts - which included compensation for loss of 

not made full reparation for the consequences of the breach found. 

awarded the applicant a specified sum on an equitable basis.6
IJ 

Case the applicant had only claimed compensation in respect of 

from t~e alleged violation on Article I of Protocol No, L In its 

day as that of the Brigandi Cat:e, C<mcerningthesar,le responclcnt 

with th.c ~arne type of violat~on, th~ Court ubse!'v~d that ~twas 

the national courts before which the applicant' . .;; action :.-emained 

make reparation for the final consequences of the failure to try the 

reasonable time. Therefore, as a matters stood, it dismissed the 

for compensation of damage.614 After having obtained a final 

Mr Zanghi again requested compensation for the financial 

failure to try the case within a reasonable time. The Court decided 

case on its list. This means that the dismissal of the claim for just 

Cas tl1e 1natte1 stood' in the Court's earlier judgment was only provisional. 

by inlplica1ticm, that the applicant was not estopped, because he relied 

February 1975, para. 46; judgment of26 February 2002, Morris, para. 98; judgment 
>rm<ry200•3, 1\fic,der,&a,,tcr,para. 49. 

the judgment of28 June 1978, KOnig, para. 140. · 
1972, Ringeisen, para. 18. 

•t of 10< Fehn''"~ 1991, para. 33. 
February 1991, para. 9. 
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the first time, in support ofhis claim, on Article 1 ofProtocol No. 1 

6 of the Convention. The Court found, however, that, as it netd rt Ut'"''"' 
on the complaint based on Article I of Protocol No. I, the financial 

an infringement of the applicant's right to the peaceful enjoyment 

could not be taken into consideration. As to the consequences of the 

6( I) of the Convention, which was found by the Court on 19 February 

at the time, even though no claim for just satisfaction had t>een nna.je >Un< 

that it was still possible that the national courts might! rn.ak·e n:paratiottD 

final domestic decision, in the opinion of the Court, was not of 

call for a reconsideration ofthe decision delivered on 19 February 

the second time, and this time finaUy, the applicant's claim for 

dismissed. In its final judgment the Court did not make clear in >whichw..v 

extent the final domestic decision compensated the applicant tnJ:eslJecto 

viola~on of Article 6, nordid it indicate how its final judgment in 

to bereconciled with thatintheBirgandi Case.· 

Iri the WindischCase the Government referred to 1the pcossihility.ofithe 

case being·reopened if the Attorney General decided- as had 

-to lodge ·a plea of nullity for the preservation of the law. The ap]Jlicar 

mentioned, as an example, the UnterpertingerCase (j.iudlgTinetot ,,f;!4 J\/ove1 
where the criminal proceedings involved had been reopened as a res,ult >>£ 

judgment. The Court considered that the co1mp,ensatiort so,ught iin r·es]Ject.) 

of i:he national proceedings was not recoverable because the violation 

principal judgment did not concern this point.616 

In the Vogt Casethe Court was of the opinion that the question 

not ready for decision. It was accordingly necessary to reserve it and 

procedure, account being taken of the possibility of an agreement 

pondent State and the applicant_'!' !n the Papamichalopoulos Case the 

the Government and the applicants to submit, within two months, the 

tions of experts chosen by agreement for the purpose ofvaluing the dispulte< 

to inform it, within eight months from the expiry of that pe1rio.d, <Jf anyfri>en 

ment that they might reach before the valuation."' 

"' 
"' 

'" 
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Judgment of 10 February 1993, para. 8. 
Judgment of28 June 1993; para. 15. 
Judgment of26 September 1995, para. 74. See also the judgment of30 May 2000, 
Ventura, para. 79. 
Judgment of31 October 1995, para. 3. 
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•·"'''"N BY THE COURT OF AN AGREEMENT 

NSATlON 

is reached benveen the injured party and the State found to be 

u11e <:011rtis still involved in the matter. In fact, according to Rule 
. rr~ .. ·• the Court will have to verify the equitable nature of ~uch 

it finds the agreement to be equitable, will strike the case off the 

!dgment. Such supervision of the equitable nature of the agreement 

was eJ<er>:iS<:dbythe Court in, e.g., the Luedicke, Belkacem and Kor 
th<' },fa/on.e c:as,e,621 the Kostovski Case622 and the Katikaridis 

~eJ"(J(:a>:ethejmigtnentunder Articl~ 41 consisted of the unanimous 

to strike the case off the list. The reason for this was that the 

he.Ni:therlands and Wintenverp had come to an agreement, which 

equitable tlatur•e bytiheCourt. This arrangement, in part, even went 

iiiaUysU{\gestcd b·y vVirtterw•err>'S<:otmse!.The principal elements of 
;'t;~,PT<' ,;s· follows: "(!)The State shall promote that Mr. Winterwerp 

raspo·ssible in a hostel. The State Psychiatric Establishment at Bind

prepared to give Mr. Winterwerp medical treatment when-

necessary; (2) The State shall transfer a lump sum of I 0,000 (ten 

Mr. Winterwerp's new guardian to be used for the resocialisation 

agreement concerns only a part of the claim of the applicant and 

pdeci•de,1boutttherest of the claim. Thus in the Barthold Case the settle

tCelmr:d t:he cl:ainos for fees and expenses and for loss of earnings.
625 

The 

ofthis a:grr:enoe11tand considered it appropriate to strike the case off 

ia<th.o.<e claims were concerned. 

10 March 1980, para. 13. 
t of6 F:ebnmy 1931, para. 10. 
:oto16A.pn11985, para. 9. See also the juJgments cf29 Septe!Uber 1987, Erkner and Hofauer, 

judgment of27 June 1988, Bouamar, para. 8. 
March 1990, para. 7. 
March 1998, para. 11. 
November 1981. 
January 1986, para. 9. See also the judgments of9 June 1988, 0., H., W. and R. t'. 
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2.6.5 THE QUESTION OF RESTITUTIO IN INTEG 

As to the merits of the procedure for compensation under Article 41, 

the passage which states that, 'if the internal law of the said Party alloWs 

reparation to be made for the consequences of this decision or m<easuro,'; 
caused problems. 

In the 'Vagrancy' Cases the Belgian Government submitted that 

for compensation was ill-founded, because under Belgian law co.ml>eutsat 

be obtained from the State for damage caused by an unlawful situation 

State was responsible under national or international law. Those wtto <:laimr>J 

sation before the Court, therefore, ought to have applied first to the nat:ioutal 

The Court held that the treaties from which the text of Article 4I has 

undoubtedly related in particular to cases where the nature of the ini11rvwn> 

it possible to wipe out entirely the consequences of a violation butwhe:ret!x< 

law of the State involved p~ecludes this being done. Hc>wo,veor, ''worrlingtc>.) 

this did not:alter the futtthat Article .41 is also applicable. to C<l!iCs:inwhi 

restitutio in integrum is not possible precisely on account of the na1tur<e olft 

concerned.~E The Court added the following: "indeed, common sense 

this must be so a fortiori".'" The Court distinguished here between 

which, considering the natureoftheinjury, restitutio in i·, tt~gntmis ]po:ssilblea> 

in which it is not, and considered it has jurisdiction in -both cases;_in 

however, onlywhen such restitutio in integrum is precluded unde>rn,ttirmaHai 

in the 'Vagrancy' Cases which according to the Court belonged to the seuonct o 

the Court declared that it had jurisdiction to award compensation. It held; 

that the applicants' claims for damages WF!r~ not well-foundeG. Al::hough 

the de::islvn not to graet comp~nsation was taken unanimously, th<ete'V.'<ere cot 

able differences of opiaion within che Court on the argument described 

In their joint separate opinion the judges Holmback, Ross and VVt)!aassem 

the argument followed by the Court was "unsound" and" e<omtplo,telly a:lien to> th 
of Article 50" [the present Article 41) for those cases in which restitutio in 
was impossible."' In the first place they submitted with regard to the 

argument: «It presupposes that there is an absolute obligation on the State 

to the applicants the liberty of which they have been deprived. But this 

because of the maxim impossibilium nulla estobligatio."63° Furthermore, 

that in the two cases distinguished by the Court the jurisdiction ofthe Cc>urtsh 

"' 
"' 

•u 

"' 
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JudgmentoflO March 1972, para:-15, ·.v· -., >i -;.<;_ ·> J!':.-J,\' .11i ·_--'L > 
Ibidem, para'. 20. See in this respect also the judgment of<Jl October 1995, Paj»fftich,alv,(!Q 
para. 34; judgment of23 January 2001, Brumiirescu, para. 20.-.; _,~,,
Ibidem. 
See the opiniori annexed to the judgment 
Ibidem. 
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that «the internal law does not allow full reparation".631 On the 

13,53 and 54 [the present Article 461 they were of the opinion 

le tmtlerlyingthe Convention is that "a party claiming to be injured 

)ef<oreon,ttir>mtl c,ourtsananot before the European Court ofHuman 

,excer>tiCm to this is the jurisdiction conferred on the Court by Article 

tpeonsatl<on in case the internal law in question does not make full 
In their view the Court's conception led "to the Court in fact 

in respect to claims for reparation in all cases where restitutio 

of the state of internallaw."633 

'Vagrancy' Cases as well as in the subsequent Ringeisen Case the 

account the fact that the Belgian and the Austrian Government, 

'"'"u'"u the applicant compensation.634 But in the 'Vagrancy' Cases 
>>,,>. '"r>'" mere fact that the applicants could have brought and could 

]:,cl.ainos for damages before a Belgian Court does not therefore require 

lisinis:•tlloerr claims as being ill-founded any more than it raises an ob-

Case the Court was even more explicit. The necessity to apply 

''once a respondent government refuses the applicant reparation to 

he is entitled."636 

difference between the view of the three above-wentioned judges 

he>Co'urt remains. According to the three judges, the Court may award 

one exceptional cas~. viz. when under internal law there is no 

obtainir1gfull compensation. In the Court's view it is sufficient for the 

oiJ\Til.cte 41 that a Government has refused the comp~nsation claimed 

The view of the three judges resembles most closely the principle of 

:m:atioon,allaw that a State must previously have been enabled as much as 

the consequences of any violation of its international obligations 

context of its own national legal system.'" On the other hand, the 

that, if for the consideration of an application under Article 41 it 
eqtureoathat the local remedies have first been exhausted, the total length 

provided for in the Convention could hardly be considered com

idea of effective protection ofhuman rights.638 Moreover, it might be 

ofiO March 1972, para. 16. and judgment of22 June 1972, para. 14 respectively. 

March 1972, para. 20. 
me." of?? June 1972, para 20. 
par'e the cc.c,espemdingp,indpleof 1:emoral intem,ati,,naJia,w rrnded yi'ng th el oaJ >e<medies rule, 

of 10 March 1972, De Wilde, Ooms and Versyp ('Vagrancy' Cases), para. 20. 
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argued in support of the Court's view that the consideration of 
Article 41 and the examination of the merits should be regarded as 

sible,639 so that the decision that the local remedies have be·enexJhatJSted. 

tion with the finding that a friendly settlement has not beer!reacl1ecl a"td 
has not been found willing to pay damages, must be considered a 

the application of Article 41. The consequence of the latter approach 

respect to the decision on an application for compensation under 
Convention, the internal law of the State concerned becomes rmele•,an 

In the final analysis, the middle course suggested by judge V ecrdross u\' 
opinion would appear the most attractive. From the text of Article 
the Court, when dealing with an application for compensation, 

ascertain whether the injured individual is able to obtain adequate 
under internal law. Ifthatis the case, the respondent State should be 

compensation according to its own procedures, but with the r~""' ... _ 
petent to assure itself that just satisfacti011 h•as indeerl d1uly· beengh•en and 
within which this should take place."!' In thiis c<ons:trutctionthe' St>te •cor<cet 
the opportunity to settle the matter with in the context of its own 

the Court can judge afterwards whether the compensation is equitable run<i 

time keep the total duration of the procedure within reasonable 

The viewpoint of the Court set forth above appears to have be.cornec< 

law, however, since it has been confirmed explicitly or implicitly in a 

ments.641 Thus, in the De Cubber Case the Court noted that Article 50 

Article 41] was applicable; because the conditions were fulfilled: "the 

Belgium after 26 October 1984 ( ... ) have not redressed tl-e violation 

judgment of that date; they have not brought about a result as cb" to . 

integrum as was possible in the nature of things."642 

In the Barberi!, Messegw! and !arbardo Case the Spanish Government 

the Court's principal judgment643 had been executed in Spain in the 

manner. The Constitutional Court's judgment quashing th<: co>nvictiontsall 

that the proceedings in tbteAudiencialiTaciona,lbecrec>pe<1ed, re]>w;ent:ed:ml 

for the Spanish legal system under which previously the finding of a 

the European Court of Human Rights could not constitute a ground 

"' 
MO 

"' 
"' 
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See supra 2.6.2. 

Separate opinion of Judge Verdross in the 'Vagrancy' Cases, judgment of 10 March 

Judgment of 10 March 1980, KOnig, para. 15; judgment of 13 May 1980, 
judgmentof6 November 1980;.11ieSunday Times; para. 16; and th<' ju<lgn.ent of' Him 

Guzzardi, para. 113. 
Judgment of 14 September 1987, para. 21. 

Judgment of 6 December 1988, para. 2, where the Court found a violation of Art. 

all on "the fact that very important pieces of evidence were not adequately ad<lue<'d" 
at the trial in the applicants' presence and under the watchful eye of the public". 
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;sttbseq,uertt proceedings all the guarantees laid down in Article 
complied with and they, therefore, afforded the mos1 

1ninte<?TUN! tltatcould be obtained from the point of view of Article 
observed that it could not speculate as to what the outcome 

~O'U'""""cbeen had the violation of the Convention not occurred. 
>pliicants were kept in prison as a direct consequence of the trial 

be in violation of the Convention. There was thus, in the 

dear causal connection between the damage claimed by the 

~olatiion ofth<' Gon·,er<ti<m .. In the nature of things, the subsequent 

of the applicants could not in themselves afford restitutio in 

reparation for damage derived from their detention. 644 

':otutcoJosi-de<·ectthat the question to be decided was the level of just 
.c_,_ ~<•h''""damages, to be determined by the Court at its discretion 

•'h'''"'~' equitable. 645 

iicltal<>I!£>Ul<JS Case the Court found a violation on the basis of an 

"e'xJpropri:aticin (occupation ofland by the Greek Navy since 1967) 

rlor:ln•oie th;m t:wenlj>-five ]rea" by the date of the principal judgment 

Iniitsj,ud!;m<:nt •On ;iusl:sa1tis£Kti.onth< Court held: "the unlawfulness 

inevitably affects the criteria to be used for determining the 

byl!he Jres!>Ondentt State, sirtce lthepecuniary COI1Se<1Uences of a lawful 

be assimilated to those of an unlawful dispossession. "646 

,,-~ - ordered the Greek State to pay the applicants "for damage 

since the authorities took the possession of the land in 1967, 

of the land, increa;ed by the appreciation brought about by the 

buildings which hctd been erected on th~ land sit ICe the occ'.lpa
constrlJ.ction costs of those buildings.M7 

Case the applicant owned a cinema but did n3t ow11 the land on 

ran was situated. The ownership of the cinema site had been 
ute' betw<,en the lessors of the cinema and the State since 1953 and th;s 

not been resolved by the date of adoption of the judgment. In its 

the case the Court held: "on 23 October 1989 the Athens Court 

heard the case under summary procedure and quashed the eviction 

that the conditions for issuing it had not been satisfied. No 
Iln<tthot decision. From that moment on, the applicant's eviction thus 

any legal basis and Ilioupolis Town Council became an unlawful 

returned the cinema to the applicant, as was indeed recom-

l3 Tune 1994, para. 16. 

18-20. In the same sense judgment of25 July 2000, Smith and Grady, paras 18-19. 
October 1995, para. 36. 

39. Sec also the judgment oflO June 2003, Serghides, para. 23. 
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mended by all the bodies from whom the Minister of Finance sought 
namely the Ministry of Finance, the State Legal Council and the State 

rity. "648 Consequently, the Court considered that the manifest untlal.nl 
Greek law of the interference complained of would justify awarding the 

compensation. Nothing short of returning the use of the cinema to th>eal>Pli 
put him, as far as possible, in a situation equivalent to the one inwluch he 1 

found himself had there not been a breach of Article I of Protocol No. 

pointed out that the applicant did not own the land on which the 
ran was situated. He rented that land from a third party under a 

30 November 2002. The issue of the ownership of the land was at the 
the subject of proceedings in the national courts. In all theS<' circtJmtst,mce 

considered that the applicant should be awarded only compensation 
loss of the earnings that he could have derived from running the cu:terrta u: 

of the current lease (30 November 2002).649 

In the principal judgment in the Case of the Former Kitzg o1 G'reece lite> 

that the iriterference itiquestion satisfied the requirement ofl.awfu!nessal 
arbitrary' J"heact of the Greek Government which the Court held 
the Convention was an expropriation that would have been legitiniate 

failure to pay any compensation.'Thelawfulness of such a di,;po>SS<essioii'i 
affects the criteria to be used for determining the reparation o'Ared. by· there 

State, since the pecuniary consequences of a lawful taking cannot be 
those of ari unlawful dispossession. In thls context the Comi nc>tecl that inte 
case law of courts and arbitration tribunals, gave the Court valuable guidamce 

that case law concernt:d more particularly the expropriation 

commercial undertakings, the principles 
such as the one in the instant (.;ase. In the Amoco International Finance 
Case the !rim-United States Claims Tribunal stated, referring to the 
Permanent Court of International Justice in the Case Concerning the 
Chorz6w, that: "a clear distinction must be made between lawful and 
priations, since the rules applicable to the compensation to be paid by the 
ing State differ actor ding to the legal characterisation of the taking." 

national Finance Corporation v. Iran, Interlocutory Award of 14 nnv '"'" '· 
Claims Tribunal Reports ( 1987-11), para. 192)."650 In view of the above, the 
of the opinion thai in t._;.e present case the nature of the breach found in 

judgment llid not allow the Court to proceed on the basis of the principle 
in integrum. ·That said, the Government were of course free to de:!cide 
initiative to return all or part of the properties to the applicants. In 
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Judgment of25 March l999,'para. 61.: · 
Judgment of 19 October 2000, para. 37. 
Judgment of28 November-2002, paras. 74-75. 

the Government would decide on their own initiative to return 

,),app]liGmts,it deemed it appropriate to fix a lump sum based, as 
Ji ,,m,ount "reasonably related" to the value of the property taken, 

the Court would have found acceptable under Article 1 of 

the Greek State compensated the applicants. In determining this 
into account the claims of each applicant, the question of the 

valuations submitted by the parties and the possible options 

·--: pecuniary damage, as well as the lapse of time between the 
·- present judgment. The Court considered that in the unique 

!h<' ptces•ent case resort to equitable considerations was particularly 

ie Court nc>tecl th:at it.isvvellest:ablished tlzat t:hepriiKif>le underlying 
}ll•:ts;ati•:fac:ticmfor a breach of the Convention is that the applicant 
:;.;,"hi• h• "'"'in the position he would have enjoyed had the procee

the Convention's requirements.652 

!Suadiicatedl that, in the context of the execution of judgments in accor-
46 of the Convention, a judgment in which it finds that a breach 

on the respondent State a legal obligation under that provision 

breach and make reparation for its consequences in such a way 
possible the situation existing before the breach. If, on the other 

'~'" aue> not allow- or allows only partially- reparation to be made 
of the breach, Article 41 empowers the Court to afford the 

satisfaction as appears to it to be appropriate. It follows, inter alia, 
,m muc,,. "'"Court finds a violation of the Convention or its Protocols 

:w;pond•ent State a legal obligation not just to pay those concerned the 
ibv WltV <Jt tust satisfaction, but also to choose, subject to supervision 

fe<,of'Minist<:rs, the general and/or, if appropriate, individual measures 
domestic legal order to put an end to the violation found by the 

so far as possible the effects.653 Furthermore, it follows from the 
from Article 1 in particular that in ratifying the Convention the 

undertake to ensure that their domestic legislation is compatible 
requc;atly, 1t is for the respondent State to remove any obstacles in its 

~.dg1me:>tof2E; Q,;ol>er 1984, Piersack, para 12; judgment of28 May 2002, Kingsley, para. 40. 
Scozzari and Giunta, para. 249; judgment of24 October 2002, Pisano, 

April 2004, Haase, para. 115. 
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domestic legal system that might prevent the applicant's sttl"ation; 

adequately redressed.654 

2.6.7 THE INTURED PARTY 

The term 'illjured party' is fairly dear in the Court's view. lnJIUroed JPartv' 

for 'victim' in Article 34, and as such may be considered «the person 

by the failure to observe the Convention''.655 This also includes legal 

this it follows, for illstance, that counsel for the apJpli<:antt caruoot: brin,,t 

under the claim for reparation pursuant to Article 4i, although it 
part of the reparation awarded to the applicant. In the Belkacem 
had received free legal aid with respect to the Strasbourg proceedings 

stated that he owed his counsel any additional amount. When u><• m<.<er 

claimed a supplementary fee, the Court decided that a l:rw:~er "cam1ot re 

50 to seek juSt ·satisfaction ori hiS OWn account)) .657 

In the Pakelli Case counsel had ·not claimed an immediate· 

because of the financial situation ofhis client. Reparation of costs 

was nevertheless awarded; because counsel had not waived his right 

his costs (as the Government suggested). The Court noted that "ill a 

case a lawyer will be acting ill the general interest if he ag1cee:; to re]presen 

litigant even if the latter is not ill a position to pay him immediatei:y'l"18 aj 

the payment in the the reparation awarded. 

In X v. France the applicant had died dwrill:g tlte p•ro•:eedintgs ibefore: the 

parentt:, however, had expressed their wish to continue the pr•oc:eedlin:gs:: 

decided that the pare!ltS were entitled t0 take his place The ap;pn<:aP!I & 

150,000 trancs for no11-pecumaryJamagt!. The case concerned th<:le;ogth~ 

sation proceedings brought by a haemophi!iacillflicted witth theAIDS vUU! 
a blood transfusion. The applicant had clabned that the length of 

prevented hbn from obtainillg the compensation which he had noJpea roF 

"' 

"" 
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Judgment of 17 February 2004,' Meastri, para. 47. 

Judgmeq.t of 6 Noyemb_er-1~_80, _J)le Sunday Times, para. 13. See a!:;::~':::~~~::~~~:· 
1987, Gillow, p~a:. 23: ccSince this case relates to events and their 
experienced b}r Mf' ru;d Mi-; Gui~W:togethCr, the Co uri considers it equitable 

' in this judgment should be· paid to the sUrvivor of them, Mrs Gillow." 
Judgment_ o_f? July;~98_9,_Uf!i6n Alimentaria Sanders S.A., para. 45; judgment 

v. Portugal, paras 15~20; }udgnient of 19 March 2002, Societiiiulustrielle d'E'~~eti=~
(SIES), paras. 18-24. 
Judgment· of 10 March 1980, para. 15. See also the judgment of 13 May 1980, 
judgment of19 December-1990,De!ta, para. 47;judgment 28 May2002, Beyeler, 
of 28 November 2002, The former King of Greece and Others, para. 105. 
Judgment of25 Aprill983, para. 47. · -· 

~.uld<,p<:nclellctly and in better psychological conditions for the 
Without further observation the Court found that the 

;;'i!noll-pecttm:.u y damage and held that !'ranee was to pay the 

sumsought.18
) In case the Court has (lwardcd just sa tis

the respondent State requests a revision of that judgment 

ncaru1ot be traced, the Court may revise its judgment in such 

cl:Jinp·em;ati.on does not have to be paid.
660 

ii<ientlvbeen requested to award damages to the relatives of a 
' '··'"·'·'rt • .< by agents of the State or had disappeared and for 

the re:;po•ndent State was held responsible."' In the Kurt Case 

that both she and her son had been victims of specific 

ve:ntion as well as of a practice of such violations. She requested 

amount of70,000 pounds sterling (GBP) which she justified 

rt~"hec· srmm respect of his disappearance and the absence of 

investigative mechanisms in that regard; GBP 10,000 for 

the suffering to which she had been subjected on account 

~,.,,nre >nrl the denial of an effective remedy with respect to his 

G!IP30.0010 to compensate both of them on account of the fact 

ns <>fa. practiceot"disappearances' ill south-east Turkey. The Court 

the respondent State in breach of Article 5 in respect of the 

'?l:Jnsidetredthat an award of compensation should be raade in his 

to the gravity of the breach in question. It awarded the sum of 

• emount was to be paid to the applicant and held by her for her 

Jm·emrer,given that the authorities had not assisted the applicant 

h about 1thewhereabouts of her son, which had led ;t to find 

ar..d 13 in her respect, the Court conside:Led that en award of 

justified in her favour. It accordillgly awarded the applicant 

there has been a violation of the Convention, this does not 
" ,,n;rt will be automatically awarded compensation. First of all 

link between the violation found and the damage alleged. cc-----
~g<xl <iarna15e should be substantiated. In the Ogur Case the Court 

pecuniary damage, the file contained no information on the 
ill•COt:ne fr<)mchis '<'rotk as a night~watchman, the amount of finan.:iai 

1992, para. 54. 
May2tJOl: E..P. v. Italy, paras 7-9. 
.Sep•tcrr<bcr l995,McCann, Farrell and Savage, para. 142; judgmentof9 October 1997, 

Corr>tanrir;wu,para 153;judgment of 19 February 1998, Kaya, para. 1; judgment of 
Kurt, p•aca.73; judgment of 8 July 1999, Cakici, para. 8. 

1998, para. 321; see also judgment of28 July 1998, Ergi, para. 330. 
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assistance he gave the applicant, the composition of her family or any 

circumstances. That being so, the Court could not allow the w'"'f''U 

submitted under this head in accordance with Rule 60(2) of the Rules 

most of such cases only non-pecuniary damage is taken into coJosi.der·at; 

Case of McCann, Farrell and Savage the Court held that, having regard 

the three terrorist suspects who were killed had been intending to 
Gibraltar, the Court didnotconsider it appropriate to make an ;aw:rrdun.di 

It, therefore, dismissed the applicants' claim for damages.665
, 

In the Haase Case the applicants claimed non-1>ecun.iary darrtage on be 

children. The Court pointed out that in principle a person who is 

domestic law to represent another may nevertheless, in certain 
before the Court in the name of the other person. 666 The Court rel•emed in.l 

to theAksoy Case where the pecuniary claims made by the applicant 

for loss of earnings and medical expenses arising out of detention-and 

taken into account by the Court in making an award to the ap1>lican1t' s fathi 
continued the application.66?_.::. '';., ,,. 

In the Cadki Case the Court found that it might be taken as est:1blish 

applicant d.ied following his apprehension by the security forces and 

responsibilitywas engaged under Article 2 of the Convention. In the:se<:irc 

there was a direct causal link between the violation of Article 2 and 

widow and children of the financial support whlch he provided for 

noted that the Government had not queried the amount claimed 

Having regard to the detailed submissions by the appli•cartt c:once1:nilogthe 

basis of calcudation of the appropriate capital sum to reflect the loss 

to applicant's death, the Court awarded compensation to be holrl b;' 
behalf of his brother's surviving spouse and children."" 

In the CilirCase the claims for pecnn.iary da•~T>agerelated t•o alUe1;ed lm:se> 

subsequent to the death of the applicant's brother. They did not 

actually incurred either by the applicant's brother before his death or 

after his brother's death. The Court refused compensation. It noted m'Lmte m 

brother was urrmarried and had no children. It was not claimed that the 

in anyway dependent on him. More in general, however, th<e Court ttel<l tbtat 

in "respect of pecuniary damage was not excluded regarding an ap'pli<:ant' 

OM .. , 
'" 
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See judgment of 8 April2004,- paras. 113-120. 
Judgment of18 December 1996, para. 113. 
Judgment of8 July 1999; para. 127. See also judgment of31 May 2001, Akdeniz, para. 
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os<: mtenlb<er of the family has suffered a violation of the Conven-

ic<mflict O''er· a minor's interests between a natural parent and the 

i\iiheauth<Jii:tie:; to act as the child's guardian there is a danger that 

will never be brought to the Court's attention and that the 

of effective protection of his rights under the Convention. 

i'th:ou.gh :the parents have been deprived of parental rights- indeed 
of the dispute which they have referred to the Court- their 

them the necessary power to apply to the Court on the 

fiJst "'tisfaction', the formudation of Article 41 makes it plain in the 
c_ ·"'"···-has a certain discretion in determining it: "as is borne out 

and the phrase 'if necessary', the Court enjoys a certain discretion 

"duep<>w<er c:onferrecl b;r Arti<:le41". 671 Taking this as a point of de par

nC1tly:upl10l•ds that th.e only element qu.ilifying for satisfaction is the 

pre:vicousllyfound violation of the Convention. Injury which is con-
which in fact is due to other causes, does not qualify for satis

therefore, requires a causal link between the injury and the 

ffi<,Quarm1IO' C:lSc·theappHcanthad cbiw_ed C':)mpen<;ation in respect 

om.:ernieg the right t0 liberty \lnder Article 5, wh~teas the 

1u1""""violation in relation to one of the s'Jbsirli<01ry complaints. The 

compensation claim for lack of causallink..674 In cases where the 

of the reasonable time requirement of A rtide 6, it usually does 

•·«•us••l1uiK exists between the violation and the alleged damage. 675 

'!'«muLe Compte Case the first claim concerned a request to the Comt 

to annul the disciplinary sanctions imposed on the applicants. The 

November 1980, Guzzardi, para. 114. 
March 1980, KO~tig, para. 18; judgment of 6 February 1981, Airey, para. 12. 
October 1985, Benthem, para. 46; judgment of 2 June 1986, Biinisch, para. 11; 

;:~~~~~~:~:~~: Ciieme, para. ISS; judgment of27 February2001,Ltlcit, para. 48; judgment 
Maestri, para.46. 

May 1991, para. 43. 
March 2002, Kutic, para 39; judgment of6 June 2002, Marques Francisco, para. 27; 

ofl3 June 2002, Mereu and S. Maria Navarrese S.R.L., para. 19 . 
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Court decided that, even when leaving aside the fact thatthe Court is 110!< 

to do this, "the disciplinary sanctions, which were the outcome otpn,ceet 
by the Court not to have complied with one of the rules of Article 6 § 1 

tion, cannot on that account alone be regarded as the consequences 
As for the criminal sentence, there is no connection whatsoever 
the violation ( ... ) As for the applicant's second series of claims ( ... ), Ul<:< .. c1u1 

it proper to distinguish here, as in the Case o[Le Compte, VanLeuven 

( ... ),between damage caused by a violation of the Convention and 
by the applicant."'" 

In the Canea Catholic Church Case the Court opined that in 

applicant church had no capacity to take legal proceedings, the c..om1c nf 

did not only penalise the failure to comply with a simple fmcmality rtec•essl 
protection of public order, as the Government maintained. It also 

restriction on the applicant church preventing it on this oartic:ul:ar ''''",;" 
the future from having any dispute relating to its property rights det:ennin 
courts. Such a limitation impaired the very substance 
to a court' and, therefore, constituted a breach of Article 6( 1) of the 

Making its assessment on an equitable basis, the Court awarded the 
the whole of the sum sought for the pecuniary damage it sustained on 

inability to take legal proceedings. 677 In theAjdenize Case the Court helld th•t 

calculation of the sums necessary to make complete reparation in 
pecuniary losses suffered by an applicant may be prevented by the inl:tenmt!y1 

character of the damage flowing from the violation. An award may 

notwimstanding the large number of imponderables involved in the 
future losses, though the greater the lapse of time involved the mc•wunr:ert:airi 
between the breach ond the damage becomes. The question to be decided 

is the level dfjust satisfaction in respect of either past and future pe.:urrimry l•os 
it is necessary to award to an applicant, the matter to be determined 

its discretion havll:g regard to what is equitable.678 

2.6.8.2 Factors determining whether just satisfaction will be awarded 

The reparation under Article 41 is intended to place the applicant as far 
in the position he would have been, had the violation of the Convention 

"" 
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case. 
there had been a violation of Article 5(3) and the Court 

Compensation amounting to 30,000 Austrian Schillings. An 
determination of the amount was the degree to which the 

exceeded reasonable limits. In this case, however, there 
lllll<lll''u 
otirnst:anceswhich induced the Court to decide that compensation 
krtotner:es:;ary.ln particular, the duration of the detention under 
:,,,,-!<'the ultimately imposed imprisonment. For the remainder, 

engrante:d a pardon. These factors also amply counterbalanced, 
ri,lthe mont! irojutrywlrich Neumeister had sustained. Even though 

to the Court, constitute a genuine restitutio in integrum, it 

:hrcloselv. The sum of money was, therefore; awarded to him as 

!\h•' dr1m:1ge he had incurred in the form of costs in the matter of 
attempts to prevent the violation of the Convention, subse

be<:::Otnrrtission,an.dthe Court to establish this violation, and finally 

symbolic amount of compensation ofDfl. I 00 was awarded 
was refused to De Wit, Dona and Schul, because the violation 

regard to them only consisted in the fact that the Supreme 

~dde<ut'with their cases in camera. In its judgment on the merits the 

lvfi>urtd that they did not seem to have suffered as a result. They had 
1\ianc.edany new• argum.,nt:s fior:their claims for damages. In awarding 

Cou;t took into account the very short duration of the detention 

injury caused by the violation of Article 5(1) had been largely 
circumstance that Engel had not actually had to undergo his 

hand, in the Guincho Case the Court found a violation of the 
en,quiretneilt of Article 6( 1), which stemmed from two periods of 

on the part of the State. The resultant lapse of time, totaling 
>years:, ata not only<'reduce the effectiveness of the action brought, but 

:he applicartt in a state of uncertainty which still persists and in such a 
a final decision in his favour will not be able to provide compensa

tintenest". Accordingly, the Court awarded the applicant compensation 

'"' LOucmoe< 1984, Piersack, para. 12. 
1974, paras, 30-31. 

November 1976, para. 10. 
1984, paras. 29-30. See also, inter alia, the judgment of22 March 1983, Campbell 

""•1""'"'·12-14 and the judgment of 14 September 1987, Gill ow, para. 11. 
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Other factors may also playa part in the a"randintg c•fn,patral:iorr of'C( 

ses. In the Airey Case, tor instance, it seems to have been an irrrpc>rt;rnt 

British Government had already declared itselfpn:pare<l b<:fOJ:e ~he ]>roo 

to award a given amount.683 On the other hand, no compensation 

fees are borne by an insurance company, since in that case "there 

capable ofbeing the subject of a claim for restitution" .684 Tl1e s:anoe:arg) 

if the applicant has received free legal a:id.685 In the Wassink C,ISeth• 

sought a specified amount for the expenses and fees of the lawyer 

him before the Commission and the Court. The Dutch Gt>Velrntrnertt at 

applicant, who had received legal aid in Strasbourg, ha•d not s;hownth;1t 
his lawyer additional fees whose reimbursement he was entitled to 

Court's view, the mere fact that the applicant was granted legal""' u>uJ 

he was not under an obligation to pay the fee note drawn up by 

attached to,the da:im submitted under Article 4!. In tlie absen,ceo 

contrary, the Court must accept that tlie applicant was required to 

amourtt;set out in_thefe~ note,-. from which the sums receil{ed 

Europe are to be deducted. 686 And in tlie Pakelli Case, althm1gh 

have to pay tlie bill of his.lawyer irnmed:iately, because of his EmLan•cial 
could ask for-tlie amount he needed to pay that bill.'" 

The fact that ao applicant has accepted an out-of-oomt S<:ttl,,m,,ntdo.< 

the awardof compensati::m. In the Silva Pontes Case where the ap]~lic:antth 

an agreement with t!J.e private party defendant, tlie Court held 

concerne4 the consequences of a road accident and not those, for wltic!r.t]r, 

be held responsible, flowing from the failure to comply with the reasonabl< 

rement. The Court, tlierefore, awarded the 'pplicant a spe6fied 
aP<l non-pecuniary dar:1age.688 

The Court also takes into consideration whetlier tlie finding of a vi<>laltior 

beyond tlie C!'Jnfines of a particular case. The respondent State is 

obligation to take the necessary mea~ures in iis domestic legal system 

performance of its obligations under Article 46 of the Convention. Thus 

Case tlie Court took into account tlrat Irelaodhad to taketh<: n<:cessarys;te 

its obligations under Art:ide_46. In this respect tlie Court referred to 

law which had been effected witli regard to Northern Ireland in co1npilian 

'"' 
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Judgment of 6 February 1981, para. 10. 
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Judgmeilt of 27 September 1990, 'para.--42. Similarly, ·see the judgment ·of 
Koendjbiharie, para. 35.· 
Judgment of25 Aprill983, Para. 47;- \-: 
Judgment of23 March 1994, para. 46. · 

· the Dudgeon Case. This lead the Court to the decision 

constituted adequate just satisfaction for the purposes 
Court held in the Dudgeon Case that changes in the 

,l':trhr•Cti•:e after the finding of a violation cannot constitute per 
of facts which occurred previously, although they may 

urth<>a'•ar·d of non-pecuniary damage.6'~0 Moreover, it may 
[tf.en:sp<m<lent Sl:at< has made the necessary changes. In fact 

years before the Criminal Law (Sexual Offences) Act 

~~vt<>d·ecrimtinali:;e<:orrsensua'l h•orrtosexuai acts between adult 
Court noted that the judgments concerned had been 

pfeviOusly. The Court considered it now appropriate to 
for non-pecuniary damage in a case like the present one, 

Code concerned had recently been repealed and the 

ttllten{OJ:e, achieved the objective of his application. In fact the 

litt•otl!e£acttliatttlre applicant had been prevented from entering 

pbtodimgtohisidisp<>Sil:ion until he reached the age of eighteen."' 

1ve developedin tlie case law of tlie Court to tlie effect that injury 

can be made good, as far as it was "incurred by the applicants 
. . · the violation found by the Court or to obtain redress 

in particular, three criteria are fulfilled: costs and expenses 

st.r•:ncm must have been (1) 'actually incurred', (2) 'necessarily 

l"ea.smJal>le :as to quantpm'. 692 These criteria apply to costs described 

well as to costs referable to pr0ceedings.693 

proceedings 

,fV,·wwerat•le insofar as they relate to the viohtion found.'94 In the 

litwe:ntin·totthe matter of restitution of costs of proceedings exten
an applicant is entitled to an award of costs and expenses 

:6 Clctr•bcr 19F8, para. 50. 
1983, para.!4. 

lan,uruy200Ji, P'""· 52. See aiso 10 Fe!Jruary 2004, B. B. v. tl1e United Kingdom, para. 

October 1982, LeCompte, VanLeuven and De Meyere, para. 14; judgment of 
Dudgeon, para. 14; judgment of27 August 1991, Philis, para. 76; judgment of 12 

. 34; judgment of28 March 2000, Baranowski, para. 82; judgment of29 June 
judgment of26 July2001, flijkov, para. 124. 

me~1t of6!'1m•cmbcr 1980, The Sunday Times, paras 23-42; judgment of24 February 
19-22; 43; judgment of25 April2000, Punzelt, para. l 06; judgment of22 June 

2::~.:;.~:~:~~r 1992, Pham Hoang, para. 45; judgment of 19 Aprill994, Vander Hurk, 
,.., May 2002, Beyefer, para. 27; judgment of28 November 2002, The fonner 

··-·"''''··-· para. 105; judgment of 10 June 2003, Scrghides, para. 38. 
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under Article 41 when these costs are incurred in order to seek, tm·on'"h 

legal order, prevention or redress of a violation, to have the same 

Commission and later by the Court, or to obtain reparation therefore, 

"were actually incurred, were necessarily incurred and were also 

quantum". Considering, however, the proceedings in which the 

·in this case, the claim for restitution of costs and expenses im:urre<!in 

before the Koblenz Court of Appeal was rejected because: "it shou.ld tlotb.t 

that the complaint in question was not airne•d at se·curing a mtJre· expetlitit 

of the proceeding: the complaint was directed ag,ainst t'he urtre;asonablel 

detention on remand and had as its sole object Mr. Eckle's release 

could have been of relevance in relation to Article 5, para. 3- if( ... ) 

had not declared the application inadmissible on that score- but not 

Article 6, para. 1."695 In relation to the claims for restitution of costs 

'review' procedure before the Regional Court ofTrier, the Court cot>si<llet 

Tiewofhisnothavin~ra~'edthei,:sueof'rea:;ot>at»etmie'hims:elf'the~p~~ 

recover in full:Mr :von: Stackelberg's fees and -rusburserilents~\~96 ; 

recovery of costs in relation to the procedure m Strasbourg, tht: Gt>vermnen 

the view "that it deduction should be made in view of the appi>catiorts h 

unsllccessfui m·rclatioi1'to t:h.ree complaints declared inadmissible 

sion". The Court did not agree with this, because "in contrast to what 

case ofLe Compte, VanLeuven and De Meyere, to which the Government 

the complaints in question failed at the admissibility stage. t'Ulfltten 
Commission did not reject them as being manifestly ill-founded, 

preliminary inquiry into the merits, but for beiog out of tffile and for 

of domestic remedies. ( ... ) As is apparent from the decision on adJanssil 
examination of these two questions of admissibility( ... } Has not of ::.w.:h · 
that its outcome could warrant the deduction called for by the Governnte 

On the other hand,in the Can;pbell and Fell Caoe698 the restitution 

expenses was made condition~ on the degree to which the complaints were. 

The costs made with respect to the Strasbourg proceedings must have been 

a view to establishing the violation of the Convention by the Court. Just 

may be afforded for costs incurred at all stages of the proceedings. Ttte rernnl>u 

may cover the costs and fees of the lawyer as well as travel and subsistence 

The Court will also take other costs, such as services of experts, phot<>eo•p 

postal costs, a~d translation f~es, into consideration, as long as these costs 

695 . ~ 

"' 
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Ibidem, para. 28. 
Ibidem, para. 51. . 

Judgment of 28 June 1984, para. 146. See also the judgment of 18 December 
para. 86.-; 
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However, the applicant must seek the reimbursement of these costs 

according to the Court, this is not a matter which it has to examine 
69~ In the Brogan Case the applicants did not submit any claim for 

of costs and expenses and the Court held that the question of the 

Arttct<' 41 was not ready for decision in relation to the claim for compen
suffered.700 When the Court had to deal with the question of 

41, the applicants sought not only compensation forpre

fdbUiiai:;o for reimbursement of costs and expenses incurred before the 

However, the Court stated that it had held that in its principal 

no call to examine the application of Article SO [the present Article 

\ t<> reimbu.rSt:ment oit arty costs or expenses incurred. The Court referred 

present Article 42 J according to which the earlier decision was final. 

Court could not entertain the applicants' subsequent claim in this 

and v. v Austria the applicants asserted that following the Court's 

:her c<JSts hadto be incurred in order to remove the consequences flowing 

the Convention. They argued in particular that- in case of a 

Court- they would be entitled, pursuant to Article 363a 

fC:rirnirtaiPr•oct:dtlfe, to have the criminal proceedings reopened in order 

'c<mvictiorts set aside and to have them removed from their criminal 

¢applicml's therefore, requested the Court to rule that the respondent 

to pay any future costs necessary for removing the consequences of 

issue and to reserve the fixing of the exact amount to a separate 

Court considered that such a claim was sPeculative. The Court noted 

that bo~h appli.:a11t3 wer~ sentenced i:c a prison term suspeno:kd on 

1997 and th<~.t the t!ue-e -year pro"oationary pt:rioJ had already expired. 

wa.-i the entry of their convictious in their ai.minal records. In this 

open to doubt whether there would be any need for the applicants to 

itrcin;II f>ro·ce•edi.ngs against them reopened, as the respondent State might 

~ther means to have their convictions expunged. The respondent State 

ns1:ance,, at"I<le to grant the applicants a pardon and have their coavictions 

.uu1 u•cu criminal records. Having regard to these circumstances the Court 

l • 'I'Cfu t702 app ICants c arm 10r ture cos s. 

the applicants complained that notwithstanding the order in the 

ju<lgrneJJt for costs to be paid in pounds sterling, the respondent Government 

of24 Aprill990, Huvig, para. 38; judgment of 19 February 1991, Coladoppo, para. 16. 

of29November 1988, para. 71. 
of30 May 1989, Brogan and Others, para. 7. 

of9 January 2003, para. 68. 
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had paid only part of the costs owed, in equal divisions, into bank 

by the authorities on behalf of each of the applicants. The sums 

Turkish liras some four months after the delivery of the principal • 

13 january 1997. As a result, the applicants stated that there was a 

5,681.89 as of13 january 1997, a sum which had accumulated 8% 

The Court pointed out that by Article 53 [the present Article 46] 

the High Contracting Parties undertake to abide by the decision 

case to which they are parties. Furthermore, it considered that the 
in the payment of costs ordered in the principal judgment is a mtttte•r,..ht 

the proper execution of a judgment of the Court by th'"'"P•on<:lertt s:tate: J1 
it is a question which falls to be decided by the Committee of Ministers 

of Europe.703 

2.6.8.4 Other damages that might be compensated 

hat other kind of damage may be compensated in addition to <trrect C<>sb 

dings? In the Konig Case, according to the Court, the extenttt<> "'hi•:h lthe•' 
time' had been exceeded had left the applicant in prolonged untceJ1:ainn>r, 

career; which in the Court's opinion.ought to be compensated in 
30,000 of damages.704 In the Goddi Case the applicant maintained that, 

an opportunity to have his rlefence adequately presented, he would 

received a lighter sentence. The Court did not accept so calteg:ori•calari 

However, it held that the outcome might possibly have been different 

had had the benefit of a practical and effective defence and that, the,refcore; 

of real opportunities warranted the award of just satisfaction. 705 A 

was followed by the Court in the Colozza Case, where it had found a vi<>la1ion 

6(1) of the Convention, since the applicant was never heard in his 

'tribunal' which was competent to determine all the aspects of the matter; 

noted that an award of just satisfaction could only be based on the fact 

cant had not had the benefit of the gottratlte<es of Alrticle 6, and a1.varded 1 
to the applicant's widow for loss of real opportunities. 706 Reparation ro1: w:ss o 
is also possible/07 as well as the repayment offines and costs unjustlyaw;ardc 

"" 

'"' 
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~lr<ir<:irrtbttrs•emtent oftliE travel and subsistence expenses met by the 

iillrit<th< hearings before the Commission and the Court. 70~ Repara
dm be awarded for suffered unccrtainty,710 feeling of 

unjust imprisonmenf12 and feeling offrustration.m 
play a part in the determination of the amount of such kinds 

the Ringeisen Case the Court had found that there had been a 

5(3). The Court awarded the applicant compensation of DM 
amount of this sum, took into account the following factors. 

detention under remand had exceeded reasonable limits by 

the period of imprisonment to which he had ultimately been 

dbytlteclurati<>n of the detention under remand, he had always 

innocent and on that account had undoubtedly felt so long 

ietrennartd as unjust. Secondly, the fact that his detention had been 

6ce:Jit.had been impossible for him to undertake anything to avoid 

the Court took three elements 'into consideration, viz. the 

,,;,,nv <erveci. the additional imprisonment which the applicant had 

in consequence of the lack of effective legal aid and the isolated 

had been placed as a result of this. The Court held that "none 

lri:etntsof•darna!le lends itself to a process of calculation. Taking them 

~quutable basis, as is required by Article 50, the Court considers that 

ldb•eaffm:de,d Sttti;;faction assessed at three million ( 3,000,000) Lire."ns 

Lonnroth Case the Court had found a violation of Article 1 

ofthe Convention. In order to decide whether or not the applicants 

diced,, th•e Court had to determine during which periods the continua
complained of had been in violation of Protocol No. 1, and in 

lfc<ln.stitm:nt elements of damage warranted examination. The Court 
that a municipality should, after obtaining an expropriation 

isom<' tirneto •un.det'talce tmd complete the planning needed to prepare 

'"' "-'-··--· 1980, De Weer, para. 60; judgment of 8 July 1986, Lingens, para. 53; 

2~~::~~.~:; para. 40. 
f 1 1982, Corigliano, para. 53. 

1984, Guincho, para. 44. 
1986, Bi.htisch, para. 11;judgment of23 April1987, Ledmer and Hess, para. 65; 

1987, Baraona, para. 61. 
Noven;b" 1986, Unterp2rtinger, para. 35. 
May 1994, Keegan, para. 68; jurlgment of31 October 1995, Papamichalopoulos, 

""' U.}une 1972, paras. 25-26. The Cou;1 did not exclude that a third factor - the 
due to the detention -could also have played a role, but Ringeisen had not 

onv •'"·'•nc• for that fact while from medical reports the contrary could be inferred. 
1980, para. 48. See further the judgment of21 June 1983, Eckle, para. 14; and 

theju<lgrr;ent of 18 December 1984, Sporrong and Liinnroth, paras. 19-21. 
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the final decision on the expropriation contemplated. Whilst a 

the beginning and the end of the periods of damage did not shc)wth,,, 

were prejudiced in t1nancial terms, the Court nevertheless did not 

was no loss within that period. There were, in fact, other factors 

attention. Firstly, there were limitations on the utilization of the 

clition, during the periods of damage the value of the properties 

Furthermore, there were difficulties in obtaining loans, secured 

Above all, the applicants were left in prolonged uncertain I:]> as th•evclirln; 
the fate of their properties would be. To these factors had to be au,>cuu 
niary damage occasioned by the violation of Article 6(1) of the 

applicants' case could not be heard by a tribunal colmp•ett:ntto.deterrninte 

of the matter. The applicants thus suffered damage for which rep•arattio1 

vided by the withdrawal of the expropriation permits,"' As regards 

earnings, the Court's case law establishes that there must bea dea1: causa 

between the damage claimed by the applicant and the violationof 

that this inay,-:iri the. appropriate case, include compensation;iri. 
earnirigs: ?1?.'_';' -·-</ • 

In the Bozano Case the applicant claimed just satisfalcti•onfortht:vi,,latid 
5( 1) of the Convention. The Court concluded that tht:ap•plicarlt'sdelte111tic 
involved a serious breach Of the Convention, wbticl1 iim~t,tblycau:;edlhim 
non-pecuniary damage. With reg arc to his subsequent detention 

Italy the Court found that it had no jurisdiction to review the co1npatib 
detention with the Convention, since the Commission had eiL"ler 

plicant's complamts agamst those two States inadmissible or 

Nonetheless, there was a need to have regard to the •ppEcant's del:entioj 

phce prior to the enforcement of the Jep~rta!ion ~rder. L1 the L<>Uit'svt< 

drunagewasth,ltsustmrtedasac.oru;equenc<:of~h.epro<:es!:of'enfurcin~theck 
order and of the unlawful and arbitrary deprivation of liberty."' 

If the damage or the costs do not lend themselves to a process ofcallculati 

calculation presented to the Court is unreasonable, the Court ftx,es the1n oi 
table basis."' In the Young, James and Webster Case there was no dli!:puteth' 

costs andexpense~.referable to the Sli·aslbour!\P'ro<:eediilgs, but o:ertrun <:laillli 

with regards to their quantum, the sums offered by the British G<JVe.rnrrie 

"' Judgment of 18 DeCember I984,'para. 26. 
717 

- JudginenhJf;l3 -Jtine~l994;<Barb&~'Messi!gut 'aild !abimlo; paras:-16~20; ju<lgrioentof 
:. 'Cakid;pai£ 127; judgmknt of:IO·Aprii200l;·Tanli, para.' 18b": · , .. : 

718 Judgment of 2 December 1987, pari. 9.: 

"' Judgmentof13 May 1980,A.rtico, para. 48; judgmentofl8 October 1982, rmmg;Ja,m" a< 
para. ll; judgment of2 June 1986, Biinisch, para. Il. 
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settlement negotiations. The Court observed that "high costs 

't!l,,mselve!;ccmstit<"te a ':entottS ilmf>edliil'tent to the effective protection 

;Jtwcmlct be wrong for the Court to give encouragement to such a 

awarding costs under Article 50. It is important that applicants 

"""' m1d11e financial difficulties in bringing complaints under the 
Court considers that it may expect that lawyers in Contracting 

to this end in the fixing of their fces." 720 During the settlement 

IRI'iti:;h •Go•vermme:ntottered to have the costs in question independ

a Taxing Master. In the opmion of the Court this would 

method of assessment. However, the applicants did not take 

circumstances the Court accepted the figure of 65,000 offered 

in respect of all legal costs and expenses. w 

r,e<,mpel]Sation will be rejected when there is nothmg to suggest with 

tainl:]>thiatwilth<ml the violation the result would have been different. 711 

:re:!Sons ltorrejc"tllOn of reparation claims are: the Court's fmdling that, 

(!rt:hepurpc"es of Arti<:le 50;723 the conclusion that the applicants did not 

the fact that the domestic court has imposed a sentence identical 

the judgment of the Court, but now after a trial attended by all 
laid down by the Convention;725 the circumstance that the applicant 

·msuliicierlt evidence or information in support of his claim;726 or the 

that the "claims stem from matters in respect of which it has found 

ofAbdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali, the applicants sought 'substan

!'!Jua:ntifie.d, compensation for non-pecuniary damage in the form of 

t'miliat;cn and anxiery, They .rg:Jed that the interference complained of 

llvitaleleme:ntm ::o<:iety, namely family life; that sexual discrimination wa' 

Y:.c<mdlerrmed; and that the existence of a practice in breach of the Conven

!la.gg~-av;atiilg factor. The Court held that by reaso" of its very nature, non

i<Jama:ge of the kmd alleged could not always be the object of concrete proof 

October 1982, para. 11. 
October 1982, para. 12. 
March 1972, De Wilde, Ooms and Versyp ('Vagmnc/ Cases), para. 20; judgment uf 

""''' ''""''m, para. 40. 
October 1982, LeCompte, VanLeuven and De Meyere, para. 12; judgment of 18 
F. v. Switzerland, para. 45; judgment of22 April1993, Modinos, para. 30. 

nn"n'" November 1976, Engel, para. 10. 
of26 October 1984, Piersack, para. 15; judgment of28 Jrme 1993, Windisch, para. 11. 
of21 November 1983, Foti, para. 18; judgment of 29 May 1986, Deumeland, para. 98·, 
of 14 September 1987, Gillow, para. 14; judgment of 20 June 1988, SchOnenbergcr and 
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However, it is reasonable to assume that persons who, like the apJpli<:ants. 

selves faced with problems relating to the continuation orino:er•ticm ·of 

life may suffer distress and anxiety. The Court, however, considered 

stances of these cases its findings of violation of•tht,msclve:;cc>m;titut<,dst 

satisfaction. The applicants' claim for monetary compensation could 

be accepted. nH 

In the Case of A.D. T. v. the United Kingdom concerning a cot•victionfm·h 

acts with a number of consenting adults, the Court awarded 10,000 

in respect of non-pecuniary damage. 729 In the Smith and Dttvi,es <::a:;e t·h•' 

submitted that both the investigation of their sexual orientation and 

discharge from the armed forces on the sole ground of their ho1mosex1 

profoundly degrading and humiliating events. Moreover, and as a 

not now pursue a career in a profession which they enjoyed 

led.730 In its principal judgment the Court recalled that it had wucuu ma 

investigations and cOnsequent discharges constituted 'espe.ciallygr•av<!'jil\ 

with the applicants' private lives for three reasons. In the firJ;t,p•lac:e; :the 

dered that the investigation process was of an' exce(>ticmallyintrw;iv<' dtantC! 

that certain lines of questioning were-'particularly intrusive and c>ff<:nsive•';. 

the Court considered that the discharge of the applicants had a 'pr·ofo,unt 

their careers and prospects' and, thirdly, it found the absolute and gertenrrj 

of the policy striking, leading as it did to the •dis<:harge ofttheap[>licants Otllll 

of an innate personal characteristic irrespective of their conduct or 

The principal judgment had also noted thatthe High Court, in its jiudgment< 

on 7 June 1995 in the domestic judicial review proceedings, had described 

cants' service records as 'exemplary' and had found that they had been 

by their discharge. Although not found to give rise to a violati0n of 

events were described in that context as haviog been 'undoubtedly 

humiliating for each of the applicants'. The Court considered it clear thattth! 

gations and discharges described in the principal judgment were pnlfound 

bill sing events in the applicants' lives which had and, it cannot be exc:lu<led, < 

to have a significant emotional and psychological impact oneac:h c>ttl1en1. 

therefore, awarded, on an equitable basis, GBP 19,000 to ea<:h ''Pf>licant in, col 

tion for non-pecuniarydamage.731 With respect to the pe<:urtiatry clarna!les,, tl 

referred to the VogtCase and recalled that one of the reasons why it 
Vogt' s dismissal from her-post as a schoolteacher to be a 'very severe 
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Judgment of28 May 198So:PaTa. 96:·

Judgment of31 July2000, paras 43-45. 
Judgment of25 July 2000, para. 10. 
Ibidem, paras 12-13. 

z 'fh< Pwccdme Bcfoe< th' Eumpe<>n Coun of Hnnnn Right' I 

scftOC>lteac:heJCS in her situation Would 'almost certainly be deprived 

to exercise the sole profession for which they have a calling, for 

ieentrai:•e.i a:ndmwhich they have acquired skills and experience'. n" 
Case the Court was of the opinion that the significant 

military service and civilian life and qualifications, together with 

psychological impact of the investigations and of the consequent 

it difficult for the applic<1nts to find civilian careers which were, 

to be, equivalent to their service careers. Both applicants had 

0 ,31,u«u forces' resettlement services. However, the first applicant 

was too psychologically affected by the events surrounding her 

keimrneojtate<tnd full advantage of those services. The second applicant 

a resettlement programme and received a resettlement grant of 

Mc>re<lVe:r, the Court considered significant the loss to the applicants 

ttribu.totry J;ervicqoentsicmscheme. The lump sum and service pension 

pplic.an1t would receive on retirement were substantially less than the 

have received had she not been discharged, even if she had not 

prediict<;d promotions before retirement. The same held true, but to a 

the second applicant. In such circumstances, and making its 

'an equitable basis, the Court awarded compensation (inclusive of 

to the applicants for past loss of earnings, for future loss of 

the loss of the benefit of the non-contributory service pension 

'lvi<" C:ase the Government contended that the applicant was not entitled 

tpe.nsattio•n because he had not shown that he 'Iad suffered any stress or 

of the violation. The Court observed that some [orms vf non

including emotional distress, by their ve1y nat~;r~ canr..ut alwu ys 
:tofc<mo:rete proof. This did not prevelJt the Court from making an aw:.1rd 

that it was reasonable to assume that an applicant had suffered injury 

inlmc:ial compens1tion. It was reasonable to assume that the applicant 

anxiety and frustration exacerbated by the unreasonable length of 

The Court awarded the applicant 4,500 euros.735 

Greek Refineries and Stratis Andreadis Case the Court held that the 

compensation might be diminished if it is paid without reference to 

jrCiom"ta.nces likely to reduce its value, such as the lapse of a considerable 

July 2002, para. 38. Similarly, see judgment oflO October 2002, D.P. and].C. v. the 
"'"'ga.om,para. 142, and judgment of28 January 2003, Peck, para.ll9. 
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period oftime.736 In the Guillemin Case the Court took note of the 

tinuing duration of the proceedings the applicant had br•OU];ht tosecun:c 

for an expropriation which the Court ofCassation had held to be 

observed that since the principal judgment was given, the proceedings 

courts, which were still pending, had deprived the applicant 

which she was entitled and would doubtless continue to deprive her 

the Court of Cassation gave judgment. The Court considered it ''PP•ro1)r 

prejudice to the amount that would fmally be paid to the apJomcant at 

proceedings in the Court of Cassation, to award her compensation for 

lability of the sum already awarded in the judgment of the Evry 
Instance on 26 May 1997 that has been caused by the town council's 

with that judgment."' 

In the Selim Sadak Case the applicants alleged that they had sus:tai11e; 

damage corresponding to what they would have earned as tnemlter:;of'par 

they not been forced to vacate their seats and the loss of earnings 

result of the restrictions to their civic rights. The Court considered 

of the dissolution of the DEP; because of the forfeiture of their parlia:me1 

the applicants undoubtedly sustained pecuniary damage, wlticl], ltov,ever 

be assessed with precision. To that must be added non-Jpet:urliaty clan1ag' 

finding of a violation ill this judgment was not sufficient to make 

In the Teixeira de Castro Case the applicant claimed, firstly, cotnpens:al 

of earnings during the three years of the six-year sentence he spent in 
ground that without the two police officers' intervention he would 

convicted. He also requested compensation for loss of earnings because, 
out of prison, he had been disnlisse<1 and was unable to find another 

:abelled a drug trafficker. Owing to the fact that he had been in 

<jUently had no earnings, his wife and son had gone hungry and had 

of intense anxiety. Since his conviction their life had be•ena sceri<es c•fhuntili 

had lost friends and bewme estranged from members of his family. 

that the documents in the case file suggested that the term of inlprisotlnl 

plained of would not have beeninlposed if the two police officersna<u noutn 

The loss by the applicant both ofhis earnings while he was deprived 

of opportunlities when he came out of prison were actual and enltitJ,ed l:tirr1 to: 

of just satisfaction.739 However, in ca~es of deprivation of liberty, com]petlS 

pecuniary d:amages wiJI not be given if a causal link between the vit>lattiot1 fo 

the claimed damages does not exist. 740 

m 

"' 
"' 
·~ 
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Judgment of2 September !998, paras 24-25. 
Judgment of 11 June 2002; para. 56. 
Judgment of9 June 1998, para. 49. 
Judgment of 4 June 2002, Yagmurdereli, para. 69 

~rimoodue< Befmc the Eucopcon Couct of Human Right< r 

a State to take certain measures 

!le•clalred thatHiacked jurisdiction to direct the States to take 

abolish the violation found by the Court and to repair 

~otes regularly that it is left to the State concerned to 
domestic legal system to give effect to its obligations under 

,the Cowrt d.edared the claim inadmissible to order the State 

Penal Code inapplicable to 'political and social trials'. 

rienfthe case brought before the Court" .712 Also, the request 
Court's judgment in local newspapers or the removal of 

:tirontl's •COtWitcti.on in the central criminal record fall outside 

of the Court.743 

th•ea]rpllie<mt h,td requested the Court to recommend that the 
Italian authorities through diplomatic channels 

c"'•"·'~" 'presidential pardon' -leading to his 'rapid release' 

i.crinliinal proceedings taken against hinl in Italy from !971 to 

l!lt,ar~rued that the Court did not have the power to take such a 

ith·~rn1or·e. they maintained that it would in any case be uncon

P,-ma1tte" oftl1e ciispute, since it would amount to recommending 
· enf~rcement of final decisions of the Italian courts. The 

these arguments. It merely pointed out that Mr Bozano's 

ifolvw·ere not in issue before it, as the Commission had declared 
cailnot escape the impression that the Court did not want 

of whether or not it had the power to make a recommendation 

~ appllicant. It might be argued that in cases where restitutio in 
as !n the present case, the Court has no other option but to 
However, what Mr Bozano in addition requested from the 

!l:om,nettdclti<m and such a recommendation should, in general, not 
comparable as it would seem to be with the recommendation 
for which there is also no express basis in the Convention. 

the applicants claimed, inter alia, compensation under this 
incurred as a result of the destruction of their houses by the 

forced them to abandon their village. They further subnlitted 

~<Jlllldl e<mfirrn :1s a necessary implication of an award of just sa tis-

)ccemhe• 1982, para. 51. 
''"'o.c-. ·- 1992, Manifattura FL, para. 26;judgment of23 Aprill992, Caste/ls, para. 54. 

>fli!Decembc< 1986, para. 65. 
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faction, that the Government should ( 1) bear the costs of necessary 

village to enable the applicants to continue their wayoflife there; and 

obstacle preventing the applicants from returning to their village. The 

if restitutio in integrum is in practice impossible, the respondent 

choose the means whereby they will comply with a judgment in 

found a breach, and the Court will not make consequential orders 

statements in this regard. It falls to the Committee of Ministers act.ino·,j 

54 of the Convention to supervise compliance in this respect.745
· . .--

In the Papamichalopoulos Case the Court held that "thelossofall 

of the land in issue, taken together with the failure of the attempts 

to remedy the situation complained of, [had] entailed sufficientlyseri•ousci 

for the applicants de facto to have been expropriated in a manner 

their right to the peaceful enjoyment of their possessions"; The 

Government which the Court held to be contraryto the Conv<!n~iol1, w.>Srl 
priation that would have been legitimate but the failure to pay tail· comll 

WaS a taking by" the State ofland belonging to orivate il1dividual~i1Nhicl 
twenty~eightyears, the authorities having ignored th'' d<:ci,:iO!lS <ifn,ation~ 
their own promises to the applicants to redress the injustice cornrrritt,e(J 

the dictatorial regime. 746 Consequently, the Court considered that 

land in issue- as defined in 1983 by the Athens second EXJ>ropri:Iticm E:o 

put the applicants as far as possible in a situation equivalent to the one 

would have been if there had not been a bre"ach of Article 1 · 
award of the existing buildings would then fully compensate them 

quences of the alleged loss of enjoyment; The Court held that if the 

did not make such restitution within si>: months frow th<' d•eli•.•er7 otthcts 

it was to P<\Y the applicants for damage and lo.o;s of enjo~.rlfle!lt ;i~ce i:he: 

took possession of the land in 1967, the current vo.lue of the land 

appreciation brought about oythe existence of the buildings and the 

of the latter.747 

In the Scozzari and Giunta Case the Court held that aju<lgnoerrt ir1 wlhicl 

finds a breach Of the Convention imposes on the respondent state a 

not justto pay those concerned the sums awarded bywayofjiust sa.tisfactio 

to choose, subject to supervision by the Committee of Ministers, the 

if appropriate, individual measures to be adopted in th<'ir .doJmesti•olegal. OJ 

an end to the violation found by the Court and to redress so far as 

effects. 748 

-~--'.,+:-'C-CC-''!'-,?\:'.''-. ~,,i [' 
14s · · · judgment'ofr'April199s."p~ 62ijU:d~eni:of24 April1998, Sdfuk,md~-~.<k,,, P"'"'' 

'" 
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,C:aiSelthe applicarrt claiJmedlOO,OOO French francs in compensation 

ffi:rcin!~ re:sulltintgfrom the violations of the Convention. She asked 
that this amount be paid directly to her in full, free of taxes 

ta<:hn1errtby the government or by third persons. The applicant 

to order that there should be no negative consequences for 

>n i!n sociiall>erretJts due to her as a result of the receipt of the above 

'f1(:1:>nt;id<ored that the compensation fixed pursuant to Article 41 

a jtrd~;m<,nt of the Court should be exempted from attachment. 

t)ein<:orrgruo'US to award the applicant an amount in compensa

lep•ri•ation oflife constituting a violation of Article 2, if the State 

tO attach this amount. The purpose of compensation for non

inevitably be frustrated and the Article 41 system perverted, 

ere tobe •deem<:d sati:;fa1:tory. However, the Court held that it had 

an order exempting compensation from attachment. It, 

to the dis~retion of the Bulgarian authorities. 749 

>fnoealSllres is theoretiCal in the sense ihat it is constrained by the 

!ti<m,th<' Court can itself directly require certain steps to be taken. 

let!Seoflthi:s p<>Ssibility• orrlyon two o'cclSi<ons. In theAssanidze Case 

release of the applie"ant who was being arbitrarily detained in 

ofthe• C<>mrenttio•n. It held that as regards the measures which the 

to take, subject to supervision by the Committee of Ministers, in 

the violation that had been found, its judgments are essentially 

and that, in general. it is primarily for the State concerned to 

to beused in its domestic legal order if' order to discharge its legal 

· i\1 t!cle "'"of the Con\'ention, provided that such means are compa

ncllusi.>ne set out in the Court's judgment. This discretion as to the 

of a judgment reflects the freedom of choice attaching to the 

of the Co!ltracting States under the Convention to secure the rights 

1Jillcan·tee.d. However, by its very nature the violation found in the 

ilotle:rve any real choice as to the measures required to remedy it. In 

,mrvurg regard to the particular circumstances of the case a!ld the 

an end to the violation of Article 5(1) and Article 6(1) of the 

Court considered that the respondent State had to secure the 

at the earliest possible date.750 In the Ilajcu Case the Court 

unlawful and arbitrary detention of the three 
necessarily entail a serious prolongation of the violation of Article 

:orrrt 'md a breach of the respondent States' obligation under Article 
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46(1) of the Convention to abide by the Court's judgment. Regard 

grounds on which the respondent States had been found bytht' C•outrtt.1 b 
of the Convention, they had to take every measure to put an end to 
detention of the applicants still detained and to secure their n· nrrtediot. 

In this respect it should be noted that the Committee of Ministers 
Resolution considered that the execution of judgments would be 

existence of a systemic problem is already identified in the jwigrnetlto 
Therefore, it invited the Court "I. as far as possible, to identify, in 

finding a violation of the Convention, what it considers to be an·underlyi 
problem and the sourc~ of this problem, in particular when it is 
numerous applications, so as to assist states in finding the apprtlpr·iatesb 
the Committee ofMinisters in supervising the execution of judgments; 
notifY any judgment containing indications of the existence of a systenoicpi 
of the source of this problem not only to the state concerned and to 
of Ministers, but also to the Parliamentary Assembly, to the Se·cretaryC;e 

Council of Europe and to the Council of Europe Commissioner 

and to highlight such judgments in an appropriate manner in '"'' "''"' 
Court."7sz 

In the Explanatory Report to Protocol No. 14 it is inclie<tte<ithtatiitw·oulc 

if the Court and, as regards the supervision of the execution 
mittee of Ministers, adopt a special procedure so as to give priority 
judgments that identifY a structural problem capable of generating 
number of repetitive applications with a view to securing speedy ex<,CUti! 
judgmenes~ 

In virtue of Protocol No. 14, paragraphs 4 and 5 of Article 46 ofthc' Ct>h 

accordingly will empower the Committee of Ministers to bring 

proceedings before the Court (which will! sit as: a (;randCh:arrtber ),ha1rin1s fir> 

the State concerned with notice to comply. The Committee oLMinisters' cle< 
do so requires a qualified majority of two thirds of the representat:ves 

on the Committee. This infringement procedure does not aim to reopen 
of violation already decided in the Court's first judgment. Nor does it 

payment of a financial penalty by a High Contracting Party found in 
Article46, paragraph !. It is felt that the political pressure exerted by prc>ce<"l 
non-compliance in the Grand Chamber and by the latter's judgmer.t 

to secure execution of the Court's initial judgment by the state concerned. 

"' 
"' 
"' 
'" 
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. The Pwcoduce Bcfmc the Euwpcon Comt of Hum"n Righ" I 
FOR INTERPRETATION OF A 

OF THE COURT 

of Court deals with the possibillty of requesting the Court to 
party may request such an interpretation within one year follo
judlgrrtent.The request must state prcciselythe point or points 

judgment of which interpretation is required. The 

,;;,, dc:cicle of itS own motion to refuse the request on the ground 
~rrant considering it. Where it is not possible to constitute 

~;thePn,.i<lertt o,ftl>e Court will complete or compose the Cham
If the Chamber does not refuse the request, the Registrar will 

other party or parties and will invite them to submit any written 
.tinoe-Jrrrut laid down by the President of the Chamber. The Presi

fis the date of the hearing should the Chamber decide 
cM-,.;.,·,w;J decide by means of a judgment. A request for inter

;]{~Vitl>;acc<Jrdi~!l to•Rt.rlc 102 ofth e Rules of Court, in proceedings 

1me uuuu.ru pnJCeeding' before the Court. 
Court- Only· decided <o.n a request for interpretation on three 

sDc:cernher 1972, on the basis of a letter from the original individual 

irlunission sr1brnitted to the Court a request for interpretation of the 
1d11m>ent in the Ringeisen Case of 22 june 1972. In this judgment 

awarded compensation ofDM20,000. The question whether this 

to be paid directly to Ringeisen or whether it might be claimed 
bankruptcy of Ringeisen had been left by the Court to the 

Autstrian Government. In this connection, how~ver, the C0u~t ha0. 
ustria10 l<ogis:Jatiort ccmc:en1in.g COillpconsatltOU on account of detention 
,Jri.chim]plit,d that no attachment or .seizure may be made against such 

money was, however, sent by the Austrian authorities on 
~~j•adicialtribtrmtL The latter decided that upon requestofthe persons 

a final judicial decision the money was to be paid. The Commis-

16Urt1~h:,t;vas meant bythe order to pay compensation, in particular 
currency and the place of the payment, and whether the term 

be understood as an amount that was exempt from any judicial 

'">•<mmtaw or, on the contrary, was subject to such claims. The Court 
cornpen:sation was to be paid in German marks and was to be made 

Fe•deral Republic of Germany. Furthermore the Court ruled that tl1e 
tO Rillgeisen and was personally exempffrom any claim or title 

ll!< ... thereforce. implied disapproval of the position taken by the Austrian 
U,Strial1adlcailed into question the competence of the Court in the matter, 
hecornp<,tetlCe of the( ... ) Court( ... ) for interpretation of its judgments 
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( ... )is based solely on the Rules of the Court. Therefore, in the light 
the( ... ) Convention, the well-founded question may even be raised 
institution is compatible at all with the Convention." The Court 

the sole purpose of Article 52 [the present Article 42) is to 

another authority from decisions of the Court.755 It submitted'"'""'"'" 
of appeal when the Court deals with a request for interpretation. In 

Court exercises inherent jurisdiction, because such a re<JU<:st <:ontcetrnsonl1 
of the purport and scope of a preceding judgment. Furthermore, 

out that Rule '56 (the present Rule 57) had been submitted to the 
at the tiffie of itsadoptionand that no objections had been . 

those St<ites. 756 

In its judgment ofl 0 February 1995 in theA/lenet de RibemontCase the .. 

the appli5~nt under(\rticle 50 an overall sum ofFRF 2,000,000 m•p«:urn 

pec)"'\~,rf,(l~~~g~~ t?g~t)i~[.Wfh {~, 100,000 for~os~ a~d -~~>ens e.~, 
the applicant's requ~~t;f?r, ~.r~ that France should g,_Jantnt<'~ 
applicatl;:,n for· ~nforcerrient of a judgment delivered by the: Pa.ris 

Instance on 14 March 1979, the Court said that "under Article 
juriSdiCtio~-t~ iSsue su¢11 .an ~rderto a Contracting State". 
applicant was informed that an attachment of the sums awarded to 

had been effected at the request of the parties in whose favour rhe 
Paris Tribunal de Gr~ndelnstance had been given. Following a re<tuest frm!l 
de Ribemout the Commission submitted to the Court a request for· in1eem 

the jud~eni of 10 Feb!Uary 1995. The request was worded as follows: 

toLe unrl~rstoi>d that Article 50 of the Convention, which provides 
j•r;t satisfactiou to the injured party if the domesticiaw of the High 
allows only partial reparation to be made for the consequences of the 

measure held to be in conflict with the obligations arising fi-om the: C<mvent 

that anysum awardedun?er _this head must be paid to the mJun:a [Jar<y 
and he ei:emptfi-om attachment? Secondly: In respect of sums subject to 
tinder Freiiclilaw, sh~tdd a distinction be ffi3.de between the---~ ~•·•·- _,., 
under the head ef pecuniary damage and the part awarded under the 

pecu~iarydamage?and Thirdly. Ifso:whatwere the sums which the 
to grant the applicant in ~espect of pecuniary danrage and nota-f>w.mici 

-, _., .. -))' - './,''-' ' ' 

respectively? . . . . . . . • . . . . . . ... 
The Courtobse.Yed; firstlr, !hatwhen considering a request for 

i-~ exe~a~k:g~fuli~i~~~-j~r~~~~p: ~! g~~~ ij_O _further ~all . _ _ :. , 
,;-; ·;i>;:"_i_'lj_J;LJ_\Fl[;flJ(;[lJ{.j,;L•~\:>\((~<.:-,IC '-'•w,-,-, · · ,_.·_• · ,., 
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to give to a previous decision which issued from its own 

if need be what it thereby decided with binding force. The 
first question put by the Commission as an invitation to 
general. abstract way. That, however, went outside not on! y 

by Rule 57 of Rules of Court, but also those of the Court's 
under the Convention. In any event, the Court had not in 

iiecl thatatnysmn awarded to Mr Allene! de Ribemont was to be fi-ee 

(Jes:tion p•utbyth<' Corr1mission. As I<> the Commission's ::.econd and 
teC:Ourtsaidthat in its judgment of 10 February 1995 it had awarded 

1jl,IJUU>,vc•v 'for damage' without distinguishing between pecuniary 
tyclanrage.In relation to the sum awarded the Court had considered 

•et•o i<lenttifrtlre proportions corresponding to pecuniary and non
respectively. It was not bound to do so when affording 'just 

Article 50 of the Convention. In point of fact it was often difficult, 

to make any such distinction. The Court held that the judgment it 

Ill tO F<,bruary 1995 was clear on the points in the operative provisions 
~etati<m had been requested. To hold otherwise would not be to clarify 

of that judgment but rather to modify it in respect of an issue 

decided with t>inding force. Accordingly, it was unnecessary to 
tlmisstton·s second and third questions.758 

Case the Court had ruled in its judgment of 3 July 1995 on just 
French Government should pay a specified amount of money. 

interpretation the applicant complained of the delay in paying the 

.·c-F•apnetat t>eirrg rna>ie <m 1 December 1995-and she claimed default 
awarded. This was not considered a matter for interpretation.759 

'f4WILtatJoerta ''1Ttcte 46(3) to empower the Committee of Ministers to 
interpr<t a final judgment for the purpose of facilitating the super

The Committee of Min i.sters' experience of supervising the exe
disagree

!Jlteq>reltationofjudgments. The Court's reply is designed to settle anv 
tcer·nirtg a judgment's exact meaning. The qualified majority vote 
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required by the last sentence of paragraph 3 shows that the <...o•m•nittee' 

should use this possibility sparingly, in order to avoid ovcor-1Jur·de11in-

No time-limit has been set for making requests for nterp•·etattionsi 

of interpretation may arise at any time during the Comrnitteeof,Mi1oist 

tion of the execution of a judgment. The Court is free to decide on 

form in which it wishes to reply to the request. Normally it would 

of the Court which delivered the original judgment to rule on the 

pretation. More detailed rules governing this new procedure may 

Rules ofCourt.760 

2.8 REQUEST FOR REVISION OF A JUDGM 

The competence of the Court to deal with requests for revision of 

likewise not regulated by the Convention. Like the competence to 

tion of a judgment at the request of a party, the competence to 1:eviise laju<l: 
also he considered as inherent in-the jurisdiction ·of the Court; 'T'he ;,.,_,., 

followed in connection with a ·request for revision is also to be fotmcl in:tl 

Court, viz. in Rule 80> · ·· 

A party may, in the event of the discovery of a fact which might 

a decisive influence arid which; when a judgment was delivered, wo<t>nlcn, 

Court and could not reasonably have been known to that party, req1ue:•t 

within a period of six months after that party acquired knowledge ofllhe for 

that judgment. The original Chamber may decide of its own motion 

request on the ground that th~re·is nG rc:~:>on to wa;:rant Cottsidering 

not possible to constitute the origi!lal Chamber, tt.e Pre:ndeat oft~c: 

plete or compcsc the Chamber by drawing lots. If the Chamber cioe> 

request, the Registrar will communicate it to thE: other pilrlf o:r P'lrt:[esanciin: 

to submit any written comments within a time-limit laid down by the 

the Chamber. The President of the Chamber will also fix the date of1hehe<uin 

the Chamber decide to hold one. The Chamber decides by means 

request for revision will be dealt with, according to Rule 102 of the Rnles 

in proceedings largely resembling the normal proceedings before the 

Explanatory Report to Protocol No. 14, paras 96-97. 
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eight requests for revision had been honoured by 

ir req11eslts had been dismissed.762 This rather low figure is not 
an originally unknown fact of decisive impor

final judgment are very rare. It is even less likely that such 

lengthy local proceedings and the elaborate proceedings 

!lhteapplic;mtcomplained, inter alia, of a breach of his right to 

in commercial litigation in the Aix-en-Provence 

had the opportunity to present oral arguments on the 

•th,.t t11e President had announced that there would be a further 

its judgment the Court held that there had been no violation 

Pardo's request the Commission submitted to the Court a 

onoft:hatju.dgm<•nt. The Commission noted that the Court, prior 

1993, had asked the participants in the proceedings to pro

the reasons given at the hearing these requests were not 

the applicant had been able to obtain certain of these docu-

culllr.tl>eietter from Mr de Chesse to Mr Davin (both lawyers) of 

fP,telist c>fdoc•urntents contained in the appeal file. The Commission 

the Court had asked for these documents to be produced, they 

have had a decisive influence on its judgment. The Court took 

documents submitted in support of the Commission's request 

ifrcleC:hesseto Mr Davin of25 March 1985 and the list of documents 

);dlocurr.ents to which Mr Pardo did net have access 101til after the 

1dwme11t of 20 September 1993, could be regarded as facts for the 

[the present Rule 80( I)]. Tl:te Court noted that, under the terms 

58( 4) [the present Rule 8G( 4) ], the Chamber constituted 

fo•· revision could only determine the admissibility of that 

tce<orcfin:giy, to confine itself to examining whether, prima facie, the 

WeJ:es•ucn as 'might by [their] nature have a decisive influence'. The 

ng•whcether they actually had a' decisive influence' lay in principle with 

tid> gavethe original judgment. A decision on the admissibility of the 

•te,in .noway prejudged the merits of the request. H owcver, h1 c:arryi.'lg 

the Court had to bear in mind that, by virtue 0f Article 52 [the 

of the Convention, its judgments were final. Inasmuch as it called 

3 May 2001, E.P. v. Italy; judgment of 23 October 2001, Tripodi; judgment of 
Viola; judgment of 26 November 2002, Frattini; judgment of 8 April2003, Perl1irin 

; ju<lgrn,ent of:29 !'pri! 2003, Grasso; judgment of8 July 2004, Karagiannis; judgment 
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into question the final character of judgments, the possibility of1revisio 

not provided for in the Convention but had been introduced by 

was an exceptional procedure. That was why the admissibility of 
revision of a judgment of the Court under this procedure was sul)iecu.-.., 

In order to establish whether the facts on which a request for 

'might by [their] nature have a decisive influence', they had to be corlSidei 

to the decision of the Court the revision of which was sought. 

this connection that a request to those appearing before the Court>fo1rd 
be produced was not in itself sufficient to warrant the conclusion 

in question 'might by [their] nature have a decisive influence'. On 

Court could not exclude the possibility that the documents in 

[their] nature have a decisive influence'. It fell to th'' Clilainber •which gave 
judgment to determine whether those documents actually cast 

elusions it reached in• 1993.The Court accordingly declared the r<~Ju~''L 

admissible and referred it to the Chamber which gave the origin1al jud:giil 

judgment of29 April 1997 the Conrtdecided that the docurnei1ts iin q[u~i 
provide any information on the proceedings concerned wh10S'' c<mrse I 

dispute before the Court. The documents would not have ha<i a ·de<:isi•,e'u 

the original judgment and did not constitute any grounds for revision. 

request was disrnissed.:65 

In the Gustafsson Ca<e the applicant complained that the Jack ot St:ate 

against industrial action conducted by the Hotel and Restaurant 

(HRF) against his restaurant, gave rise to a violation of his right to 

dation as guaranteed by Article II of the Convention. The Court 

Article II of the Convention was applicable in the applicant's case uuo. u""' 
been no violation of this Artide.766 In requesting the Court to revise its 

25 April1996 the applicant adduced evidence in relation to tw<> alleg;1tions1 

by the Government for the first timo in their memorial to the Court 

proceedings. This concerned firstly their assertion that in 1986 one ofhis 

who was also a member ofHRF, had contacted the HRF to co:mF•lain a.bout,t 

of employment. Se<:ondl)', itcoJKernt,d the 'Governrr1ent' s •alle·gatior1 that the; 

could not substantiate his own assertion thftttlile ''mpl<>yrneJlt terrns ·whicb1h 

were, as regards salaries,- equal to or better than those required under a 

agreement with the HRF; The Court held that, although the judlgu1ent n{err< 

additional information in question, this only disposed ofo1 p•oin1t of p1ro<:edure, 

to the applicant's contention that the Government were estopped from 
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Judgment of 10 July 1996, paras 24-25. 
Judgment of29 Aprill997, paras 20-22; see 'also in this respect the judgment of28 
McGinley and Egan, paras 35-36. 
Judgment of25 April1996, paras 51-55. 
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({adopted before the Commission and from adducL11g the evidence 

The Court's answer that it was not prevented from taking the infor

oUJlt if it cc>nsido"ed it relevant could not of its own be taken to mean 

ctl:Lallv clidhavc regard to the information. The reasons stated in the 

original judgment were sufficient to support, and were decisive 

,; c<mclus:ionthat there had been no violation of Article 11 of the Con

jrir!edno moention of the additional evidence and arguments submitted 

Nor was there anything to indicate that the evidence had been 

J\!cJr<lid other parts of the Court's reasoning and conclusions mention 

1ct:s IDI OISPI"te, namely the Government's allegation that the trade union 

(ia<:kgrotmd in a complaint in 1986 by an HRF member employed by 

the second set of disputed facts concerning the term':> and con

jJo;vrnent:w;lS alluded to. However, the reasons contained in the relevant 

lgrnet1t11ietre Inerelyawessoryto those mentioned above. Furthermore, 

ln<>t state anything sugg,esting an acceptance on its part of the arguments 

'ad•=cecl b}'th·e Govc,rnm<,nt in rebuttal. It did not regard the additional 

t€dbythem :aS<osta1blish<'d 1\tclts.lRather titan detennining the disagreement 

apjpli•:arlt and the Government as to the terms and conditions of employ

>urll"'u regard to the general interest souglilt to be achieved through the 

particular the special role and importance of collective agreements 

lti<m <>fl:ibcmr rellati.onsin Sweden. It followed that the evidence adduced 

carttvm•IId n<>t l1a,,e had a decisive influence on the Court's judgment of 

far as the applicant's complaint under Article II of the Convention 

Norwouldithave had any such bearing on its conclusions with respect 

under Article I ofProtocol No. I or Article 6 or 13 of the Conve"· 

the evidence did not offer any ground for revision.757 

m•qmosts for revision concerned the issue of just satisfaction under Article 

>oiiiVeJnti•on. In a number of cases the applicant had died before the Court 

a decisicm in his case, finding a violation of the Convention and awarding 

compensation under Article 41. Subsequently, the respondent State 

revision of the principal judgment concerning Article 41 of the 

Court found that it had not been informed to whom it could lcgiti-

the just satisfaction due, and decid~d to revise its principal judgment 

be awarded for non-pecuniarydamage."• In the CaseofE.P. v. Italy 
i<>ci<J,,.J •·n revise its principal judgment and not to award costs and expenses, 

of30 July 1998, paras 27-32. 

of3 May 2001, E.P. -v. Italy, para. 6; judgment of23 October 2001, Tripodi, para. 5. See 
'ju<lgrr~ent of26 November 2002, Frattini, para. 3, and the judgment of8 April2003, Perhiri11 

umm.pO<a.5, where the Court revised the judgment concerning Article 41 with respect to 
damage awarded to the deceased applicants and their heirs. 
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because the applicant's lawyer had not provided the information 

Grasso Case the Court revised its pri.ncipal jttdg;mt,nt concc,rninilArtit:l~. 

that the payment for moral damage should be paid to the leg;itilnal 
deceased applicant.'"' In the Viola Case the applicant's lav'}'erirtformedt 
he had received news of the applicant's death. He, therefore, reqjue:sted 
take the necessary steps in order to pay the just satisfaction to the 

The Court agreed and revised its principal judgment in that sense.77_1 

the applicant requested revision of the judgment previously deliveJred' 
concerning his application, in which the Court found a violation 
account of the length of the proceedings but made no financial 

damage. Noting that no sum had been awarded to the applicant becaus:ei 
reached the Registrywithln the time allowed, and that no new in£ornoatio 

revision of the earlierjudgment had been received, the Court decidedte 
application for revision.?72-, - _,, 

In the Stoiescu Case the Court had held that there had been a 

6(1) on account of the lack of a fair hearing and the denial ofacc:ess:to.q 

as a violation of Article 1 ofProtocolNo. L The Court had ordlered tl1dtoljj 
to return the .property in question to the applicant or, failing rn•t.·,,,,.., 
270,000 for pecrmiary damage. It also. awarded hin1 EUR 6,000 wrnon 
damage.7_~_3 The Romanian Government requested revision of the 

on account of the discovery of a new fact, namely that the apjplic:antt hadlo 

as heir when his certificate of inheritaace was declared null and void 
applicatior>. by a third-partywho i:lheri!ed unda the terms of a will. 
that following proceedings in the Romanian courts between 1995 

applicant's certificat:.! of inheritance, whidt fonrted. th.e hasi:; ol'hi:s clainofc•r: 

of the property, had been de<hred null and void. That decision w<uu''"''" 
affected the admissibility decision and the judgment that had been 
the Court in the case in 2000.and 2003. The Court considered that, due to 

a computerised database of pending cases iit Romania at the material· 

Romanian Government could not reasonably have been aware "' ·""""'• 
the applicant had been involved in the proceedings concerning the:validitvo 
ficate of inheritance for over seven years and could have informed 

position before it gave its judgment, but had knowingly declined to do so. 
1999, when the Bucharest Court of Appeal declared his certificate ofinthe,rit 
and void, the applicant had lost his status as his aunt's heir and his right to 

of the property. In those circumstances he could no longer claim to be 

769 - Judgment-of3 May 2001, para. 7. 
Judgm.'entof29 .April2003; paii.>·7)n~._ '<'! > 

Judgment of7:November 2002,-panis 5-10. ~'· ·.· 
772 

· Judgmentof2 October 2003, para; 10. 
m Judgment of4 March 2003. ''' ,,~ ' 
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Convention, of a violation of his rights. Accordingly, the Court 
the Government's application for revision admissible. 

t .aenM<u Mr Stoicescu's application inadmissible and revised the 

2003 in full."' 

ORY JURISDICTION OF THE COURT 

force of Protocol No. 2 on 21 September !970, the Court has 

ivead•,iS<Jry op•inions on legal questions concerning the interpretation 

and the Protocols thereto (Article I (I) of Protocol No.2). 
jurisdiction of a court may be of great importance for a uniform 

the further development of the law. With regard to international 

:e ev1ueu< from the practice of the International Court of Justice and 
of the European Communities. Via its advisory opinions the Inter-

ofJustice has made an important contribution to the interpretation 
development of the law of the United Natio!!s in particular. The 

International Court ofJustice is formulated very broadly, 

:onciiti·ons being made as to the scope of such advisory opinions. Accor
ofthe Charter of the United Nations in conjunction with Article 

it'sStatute,the Court may give advisory opinions 'on any legal question', 

)st·variedissues ofinternationallawmaybe submitted to the Court. The 
Court of Justice of the European Communities is very limited as 

comprises the field of the conclusion of treaties, which is of great 

the Communities. 
importance of the advisory jurisdiction of the European Court of 

on the other hand, has been reduced to a minimum from the outset 

1e restrictions ·which are put on it in the said Protocol. In fact, Article I ( 2) 

ltadvi.smyopinions of the European Court: 

ileal wi'th cmy· quesrionreutrintg 1<1 the cc>ntt:nt .or scope of the rights or freedoms defined 
"1 cJftl1e (:on<VC'Jtio•n and in the Protocols thereto, or with any other question which 

the Court, or the Committee of Ministers might have to consider in 
•nee· ofc;nv wc:h proceedings as could be instituted in accordance with the Convention. 

Or;m,!d>'isccryopinionmt1Stintfic1tein precise terms the question On which 
nofthe c:ourt is sought, and in addition the date on which the Committee 

rs.d.ecidec:ltt>re:qu.est an advisoryopinion, as well as the names and addresses 
persons appointed by the Committee to give ilie Court anyexplana-

of2l September 2004, para. 33. 
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tions which it may require (Rule 83 of the Rules of Court). A copy 
transmitted to the members of the Court (Rule 84 of the Rules 

dent lays down the time-limits for the filing of written comments 
(Rule 85 of the Rules of Court). The President also decides whether 

of the written procedure an oral hearing is to be held (Rule 86 of the 
Advisory opinions are given by majorityvote of the plt:natrvCtmrt i 

the number of judges constituting the majority, while any judge 
opinion of the Court either a separate opinion, concurring with 
the advisory opinion, or a bare statement of dissent (Rule 88 or t:nel{u 

The advisory opinion is read out by the President or his 
hearing, and certified copies arc sent to the Ctrmmittete ofMiimist<:rs,tht 

States and the Secretary General of the Council ofEurope (Rules o~a"'" 
of Court). 

If the Court considers that the request for an advisory opinion is 

consultative competence, it so declares in a reasoned decision \KU!e',8Z 
of Court). 

It is obvious that a high degree of inventiveness is required 

of a question of any importance which could stand the test ofruuae,IIiL' 
No. 2 and could, therefore, be submitted to the Court. 

So far, at any rate, in June 2004 the Court delivered its first det:ision on.itsi 
to give an advisory opinion. The request concerned tht: Contmtontw<:alltho 
entStates (CIS) which was established in 1991 byanumberofformer 

and at present comprises 12 States. It provides fur th'' estat>lishntent o;fa H 
Commission of the Commonwealth oflndependent St.tes (the CIS C:ort 
monitor the ful3lment of the human rights vblig<t_tjoes entt 'red into 

Convention entered intv force on II August 1998. ln May 2()01 the 
Assembly of the Council of Europe adopted a Recommendation that 

ofMinisters request the Court to give an advisory opinion on th•e Q<ne5:tion! 
the CIS Commission should be regarded as 'another procedure of 
investigation or settiement' within the meaning of Article 35(2) (b) of the i::"c 
The Parliamentary Assembly referred to 'the weakness of the CIS Comnlil 
institution for the protection of human rights' and expressed <he· ,,;,,u,th• 

not be regarded as a procedure falling within the scope of Article 

Committee of Ministers followed the recommendation and requested 
giVe ari advisor}' Opi~ion\m "the c0-'6cistence of the Convention on null! 
arid Fundam~ntal FreedolliJ of the Corillnonwealth oflndependent 
European'Corive1ltion'ori Human Rights". The CoUrt considered th;tt tlltCi 
an adv:iSory'opiiii~ri relatdd essentially to the specific question whether 

Recommendation 1519(2001). 
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leecartied as 'another procedure of international investigation or 
theme:ant· ng of Article 35(2)(b) of the Convention and was satisfied 

to a legal question concerning the interpretation of the Con-

by Article 47(1 ). It was, however, necessary to examine whether 

PPnce'"'"'' exclttde'd by Article 47(2), on the ground that the request 
the Court or the Committee of Ministers might have to 

ue
11

ce: of" any such F'rocet,dings as could be instituted in acc0rdance 
'proceedings' in this context referred 

to applications lodged with it by States or individuals under 

'th<:O>m<ention resf>ectiv<,ly and that the term' question' extended 
the admissibility of applications under Article 35 of the Con· 

the question whether an individual application should be 

the ground that the matter hed already been submitted to 

fir1tern:tti<>n;al investigation or settlement' had been addressed 

cretet:as•es in the past, in particular by the former European Com-

iOII tl:oe <::Otlrt en.do•rS<:d the Commission's approach, which showed 
of this question was not limited to a formal verification of 

been submitted to another procedure but extended, where 

,as,sessment of the nature of the supervisory body concerned, its 

:eEfectoJ'itsdecisions. The question whether a particular procedure 
of Article 35(2)(b) was, therefore, one which the Court might 

connection with proceedings instituted under the Convention, 
to give an advisory opinion was in principle excluded. As far 

prccedure was :.:oncerned the Com t noted that sev~ral States 
Conv~ntion u:t Human Rights vrere members of the CIS and 

and one had ratified the CiS Convention. Moreover, the rights 

Convention were broadly similar to those in the European 
"Rights. It could not, therefnre, be excluded that the Court 
in the context of a future individual application, whether the 

'another procedure of international investigation or settlement'. 
that the request for an advisory opinion did not come within 

l!l":tertce.'" 

iti,;regre:Wtble that the advisory jurisdiction of the Court does not 
Wid<:ningofth•e S<:Oi>C of the Court's advisory jurisdiction would, 

eam<:ndmt,nt of Protocol No.2. It would seem desirable that the 

io 1iVhich requests for an advisory opinion may relate be extended to 
t!Jc:ontceming.the Convention and the Protocols, though on condition 
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the Committee of Ministers was not set up in connection with the 

:.Etlrojpea.n Convention. It is the policy-making and executive organ 

of the Committee of Ministers concerning human rights results 
e~ratluteofthe Connell ofEurope, viz. from Article 8. By virtue of this 

supervises the observance of the obligation contained in Article 

according to which every member of the Council of Europe 'must 
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accept the principles of the rule of law and of the eniO\'lTI:ent b,, oil 

jurisdiction of human rights and fundamental freedoms' The . · more 
the Commtttee of Ministers with regard to human rights, however 
down in the Convention. 

3.2 THE DECISION-MAKING COMPET 
UNTIL 1998 

Apart from its function of supervising the judgments of the Court 

Article 54 (the present Article 46(2)), before the entry into force 

the most important function of the Committee of Ministers was 
from the former Article 32. In those instances where, after a 
declared admissible by the Commission and a report on the merits 

the Committee of Ministers, the case was not referred to the C<>tn-t'-' 
of three months, the Committee of Ministers decided whtetlter' the 
ViOlation of the Convention. With respect to those cases the c:ornn>itt. 

had a task comparable to that of the Court, although the pfl>ce,dur'efc 

two organs differed quite substantially. The decisions of both or,,.,,,, 
the Contracting States had also undertaken to regard as binding 

by the Committee of Ministers undec former Article 32( 4). However, 

was declared in defuult by the Committee of Ministers, had to 

measures within a prescribed period (former Artide 32(3)), while a 

Court had to be complied with directly (former Article 53). 

Under former .Artide 32(2), when the Cc•lTilmit:te<' of"Mini:steJrs htadfou 
had been a vio!ation of the C:ouvention, the Contracting State coneoernte< 
to take the measures required by that decision within a period to bevr<SC 

Committee ofMinisters. The Committee ofMinisters exercised this 
power for the first time in the Greek Case. 2 During the exltminatio1n in 

concerning a violation of Article 6 on the ground of the non-tmb:lic:, 

disciplinary proceedings, the Committee of Ministers was informed 
Government that it accepted the opinion of the Commission and that, 
judgments of the Court,' it had changed its legislation to the effect 

disciplinary proceedings would henceforth be held in public. Th< 

Ministers took note oft~ information and recommended that the 

!, :-j;_;'l:i-uL>Jri'._i; ··'·'''"·'''''"''"' ,·-, 

.__.,_,...,...'T_C',_!-:,'T,7in" ·-":-' __ , ~;;·· -:---, -_-
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YearbookXII (1969), pp. 513~514. 
Judgment of23June 1981, LeCompte, VanLeuven and De Meyere, and judgment 
1983, Albert and LeCompte. 

>ecorrJ<';ta 1ndin~\PJracticdor the Committee of Ministers to also 
amount of money be paid to the original applicant for 

proceedings before the Commission or as just satisfaction 
5 

of <Grt"a v. ihe United Kingdom the Committee of Ministers 
were needed after Greece and the United Kingdom had 

Committee of Ministers was also inclined to stop the 
between the parties had been reached but certain 

ie'dthe situation complained of. In the Bramelid and Malmstrom 
Jt]p:laiJled that they had been compelled to surrender their shares 

value and alleged, inter alia, that the arbitrators to whom 

!JT·ed•dJd not constitute a 'tribunal' within the meaning of Article 
report the Commission had expressed the opinion that 

of Article 6( 1) of the Convention.' During the examination 

of Sweden informed the Committee ofMinisters thatthe 

1
adladoptecl an amendment to the legislation according to which 

arbitral decision could start a procedure before an ordinary 
of Ministers decided that, having regard to the information 

\lernrnLent of Sweden, no further action was called for.' 
former Article 32 of the Convention 

tose\\•hen therec1uired two-thirds majority in the Committee of 

faund, either for the view that there had been an violation, or 
'Vi<>iation !tad occurred. In such a case no decision as required by 

was taken, while there was no question of some kind of 
parties, nor was i:here any guarantee that the situation held 

.tO•COlltlJICtWJith Jtne Convention, would be corrected or made good 
respondent State. An example of the above situation 

its report the Commission had expressed the opinion that 
6(1) of the Convention with respectto the applicant.'The 

sa!!:efi·on1 tlte resolution of the CommitteeofMinisters in this case 
in accordance with the provisions of Article 32( 1) of the 

the Protection o{Htunatl Rights 
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Convention, but without attaining the majority of two thirds otl:heme 
to sit. .. [D]ecides therefore that no further action is called for in 

power of the Committee of Ministers under former Article 32 

guarantee that the supervisory procedure should ultimatelyw;ull:ina bi 
on whether or not there had been a violation. However, a conS<:qtierl 

thirds requirement was that such a guarantee did not exist in nr:lrt;c• 
from the Huber Case and also from the East Africans Case," 

Case,12 the Dobbertin Case13 and the Warwick Case.'" 
. When the Committee of Ministers found a violation of the 

obliged, under former Article 32(2), to prescribe a period wuturt WJ't 

question was to talce the measures required in the light of the Comnm1 

However, no cases have been reported in which such a period has 
measures other than remunerations. This might be accounted for 
that only in a few cases has the Committee of Ministers found a violati, 

ventiori ':"hichiii it~ op~ion called for further action other than~~ 
faction an~ costs. :. !:.,·; · · · 

The first case in wbLidt tbte c:ornntittee ·oflvluliSiter:; woulldllave had t! 
to prescribe a compliance period for measures otlterth;m JrenouJoerati•ori 

Case, in which the Commission had concluded that a great 
Convention had been violated" However, before the Committee 

found in its resolution that there had been a violation of lheConv<mtio 
already withdrawn from the Council of Europe and denounced the 

Under these circumstances the Committee of Ministers observed 

upon to deal with the c'lse in conditions which are not 
the Convention" and concluded "t!:lat in the present case thei'e i3 

action ur..der paragraph 2 of (former) Article 32 oftl:t 
The only ot.1.er occasion known to us, in which the Com"tti~:ee.;• 

considered imposing a compliance period for measures other than 
offered by the first two cases of Cyprus v. Turkey. On 21 October 1977 

of Ministers decided in those cases that "events which occurred in 
violations of the Convention''. In addition, the Committee ~cuinioh 

Turkey to .take measures {(in order to put an end to such violations 
to occur ahd so that such events are not repeated". and urged the 

" 
" 
" 
1J -. 

" 
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R". DH(75)2 oflS Aprill975, YearbookXVlll (1975), p. 325 (326). 
Res. DH(77)2 of21 October 1977,<Yearbook XX (1977), p. 642 (644). 
ReS) DH(85)7 of UApril.1985. :ic,:·-- · '.: -1 • 

Res. DH(88)12 of28 September 1988;- · 
Res. DH(89)5 of2 March 198-9. 
Yearbook XII (1969), p. 512. 
Ibidem. 
Ibidem, p. 513. 

.1sBya resolution of20 January 1979 the Committee ofMinisters 

again. It regretted to find that its request that the negotiations 
the Greek-Cypriotic community be resumed, had not been 

parties and subsequently decided «strongly to urge the parties 

mrnunal talks under the auspices of the Secretary General of the 
to agree upon solutions on all aspects of the dispute", after 

considered this decision "as completing its cunsideration of the 
<r ••• t-.• ,".19 Cyprus and Turkey, contrary to former Article 32(4), 

the original decision of the Committee of Ministers. When the 

1jv:as:tdc>pt•ed,there were no indications that they would as yet take 
in the original decision. In fact, therefore, the Committee of 

""' u'"'c case and shirked its responsibilities under the Convention 
to the Secretary Gene<·al of the United Nations. 

SORYTASK SINCE 1998 

force of Protocol No. 11 the Committee of Ministers performs 

vt,tskuntder tl1e European Convention in connectior.. with judgments 
out above, Article 46(1) 0fthe Convention provides that the 

"undertake to abide by the final judgment of the Court in any case 
. This undertaking entails precise obligations for respondent 

to he in violat:iou uf th::: Convenricn. On the one hand they 

uu.M•>m of ~pplicants to put an znd to these violations and, as 
consequences (restitutio in integrum), while, on the other 

the measures needed to prevent new, similar violations. A 
is tho payment of just se.tisfaction (normally a sum of money), 

award the applicant under Article 41 of the Convention and 

case may be, pecuniary and/or non-pecuniary damage <tndf or costs 
tqJaym<,nl: of' such compensation is a strict obligation whi<..h is clearly 

J A1:ticle 46(;~) of the Convention, once the Court's fmal judgment has 

the Committee ofMinisters, the latter invites the respondent State 
steps talcen to pay the amounts awarded by the Court in respect of 

~:ar•d,w~tere appropriat<,, cof~heinodh~dual an4 general measures taken 

of20 January 1979, Yearbook XXII (1979), p. 440. 
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to abide by the judgment." Once it has received this ml'nc'~""--, 

examines it closely, According to Rule I (c) ofthe Rules of the 

fortheapplicationofArticle46(2) of the Convention, in case the 

Committee of Ministers is held by the representative of a State 
case referred to the Committee of Ministers under Article '"ILI.th' 

shall relinquish the chairmanship during any discussion of that 
The Directorate General of Human Rights helps the C<:•m1mi11~( 

carry out this responsibility under the Convention. In close 
authorities of the State concerned it considers what m<oasur<es 11ee:d to I 

to comply with the Court's judgment. At the Committee 

supplies opinions and advice based on the experience and pr<Ictiiceofi 

bodies. 

In accordance with Rule 3(b) the Committee of Ministers sh,<U exanni1 

just satisfaction awarded by the Court has been paid, including, 

default interest: To the extent reqUired the Comm1ttee shaU also 

discretion Of the State concerned to choose the means ne:cessarvto 

judgment. In aU cases it wiUstrive to ascertain whether individual 

taken to ensure that the violation has ceased and that the injured 

as possible, in the same situation as that party enjoyed prior to 

Convention> and/or> whether general measures have been adopted, 

violations similar to that or those found or putting an end to coJothJuir 

!tis the Committee ofMinisters' weU-established practice to keep 

until the States concerned have taken satisfactory measures and to o:oritin 

explanations or action.22 When there is a delay in the execution 

Committee of Ministers may adopt an interim resolution ass:es.:inll'' 

towards eXecution. AB a rule this type ofinterim resolution contains 

any interim measures taken and indicates a timetable for the retorrnsj 

resolve the problem or problems raised by the judgment once and for 

obstacles to execution, the Committee wiU adopt a more strongly 

resolution urging the authorities of the respondent State to take the 

in order to ensure that the judgment is complied with. 

that it is _not yet in a position to inform the_ Committee that the 

'.':, 
;! 1_'-! : ~ -.- '; ' 

~-1, :•; :: ~~-!-"?-~-~~~ qff~5! P,~nUtt~~,of~l~~~t~s_ for the application ofArtide46(2) 
· http://WWW.i:oe.ifit/T/E!Hi.uiian~dght:S!~XecutioD/: UaleSs ·indicated otherWise, in 

RuleSTefer-to this set ofRules:---~---1<·-.: 

" 
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Ruk4(alpr0vides that, uri. til the St3.te concerned has provided information on the 
just satisfaction aWarded by the Court or concerning possible individual m"""''"• l 
placed on the agenda of each human rights meeting of the Committee of 
Committee decides otherwise. 

I, 
. Task of the Committee of Ministers 

The SupcrYlsory 

is entitled to consider any communication from the 

to the payment of the just satisfaction or the taking of 

&::;:~~=:~~;,;:R~ul~~e~S~p:r~oVI:·:;des as foUows: "Without prejudice rE . deliberations, in accordance with 

Council of Europe, information provided by the State 

fuisters iin :lc<:ordance with Article 46 of the Convention and 

~'dterJ!tosha.U be accessible to the public, uuless the Committee 
rotect legitimate public or private interests. In deciding 

p £Ministers shall take into account reasoned requests 

~ortcern<
0

ed, as well as the interest of an injured party or a tltird 

heir identity." 
7 the Committee of Ministers may in the course of its 

of a judgment adopt interim resolutions in ord~r to 

the state of progress of the execution or, where appropn.ate, 

cdl<>rto nlal<ce relevant suggestions with respect to the executwn. 
· h"ch the adverse consequences ofthe violation suffered 
IDWl . 

not always adequately remedied by the payment of just saus-

the circumstances the execution of the judgment may also 

Jeri< ,,..,,e to take individual measures in favour of the applicant, 

:i,h,fi<nfoi< oro<:ee1:ling' if domestic law allows for such reopening, 

~fo#n.atiorigal:herecl in breach of the right to privacy or the revoca
mor<oer issued despite of the risk of inhum~ne treatment in the 
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country of destination. It may also require general measures_ 

oflegislation, rules and regulations, or of a judicial practice
violations. 

After having established that the State concerned has 

measures to abide by the judgment, the Committee adopts a 
that its functions under Article 46(2) of the Convention have 

Finally, Article 17 of the Statute of the Council olliim·ope provid, 

tool for the Committee in fulfilling its supervisory powers. fi.CCOJ:d, 

the Committee of Ministers may set up anvisoryr m· te·chilical c:on!m 
sions if it deems this desirable. The Committee of Ministers 

for the purpose of taking evidence and other tasks within th<: cn,nt,.~ 
under the Convention. 

3.3.2 SCOPE OF THE OBLIGATION TO COMJ,'L 
JUDGMENT I'. 

A judgment of the Court does not eXJ>ressly ord<:r ~he :respo:nd<ent St,Ite 
measures to rectify the applicant's situation and prevent tmth•en<iolatic 

Convention States are free to choose the means whereby they implem 
or general measures. 

·This is not to say, however; that the payment of just satisfaction 
gation that may derive from a judgment of the Court. To execute 

one ~r more violations of the Convention the respondent Stat€;: may, 
the crrr:umstances, also be required to take certain measures. This 

irrdividual measmes for the applkant's benefit, so as to end an unllawfu 
that situation still continues, and to redress its consequence (restitutio 
and secondly, general measures to prevent further violations of a 

This has been stressed by the Court in the Papamichalopoulos 
Court pointed out that from the obligation under Article 46 of the 

follows, inter alia, that a judgment, in which the Court finds a breach 
respondent State a legal obligationnotonlyto pay ' 

byway of just satisfaction; but also to choose, subject to Sllpenrision 

For _instance, the striking oU:t of an unjustified criminal conviction from the crimi>l 

of impugned dornestiq>Iocoeedling" I 

changes of case law or 
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if appropriate, individual measures to be taken in their 

an end to the violation found by the Court and to redress 

that the respondent State has to pay just satisfaction under 

.hv<mtLLOn within three months of the delivery of its judgment, the 

will examine the case at its meeting following the delivery of 

a number of cases against Italy concerning violations of the 

~·Oll<able l<en!~th. of.proc·ee<lings, the Committee had recommended 

within a time-limit of three months, just satisfaction to the 

ilian(;m•ennmtentdisagn:ed with the proposals of the Committee 

"uso:u. w pay the applicants. The Committee subsequently noted 

that, a~th:oughthe time-limit had been extended, the Government 

1es:unls it h'ld ''green to pay following the Committee's recommen

ftc> sbrorlgl]r urge the Government to proceed without delay to pay 

to the applicants. It further decided, if need be, to resume 

tllese c:as·es at each of its forthcoming meetings.28 In its subsequent 

ofMinisters again adoiJted resolutions in the Italian cases and 

in accordance with (former) Article 32(2) of the Convention, 

<Ofltalvv.as to pay the applicants before a fixed date a certain amount 

;.satisl:ac11Gl1. The Committee of Ministers invited the Government 

ltirne.asttres tftke·n in consequence ofits decision, having regard to the 

)b~iga110IIS under (former) Article 32(4) of the Convention to abide 

l7Sef>teinber !992 the Committee ofMinisters ended the conside

by declaring, after having taken note of the measures taken by 

¢rrtm<:nt, that it had exercised its functions under (former) Article 32 

1995, para. 34; see also the judgment of 13 July2000, Scozzari and Girmta 

lime-limit has b!"come standing practice since the judgment of 28 August 1991, 
para. I ofthe operative ~art of the jcdgment 

of6June 1991, Azzi; Res. DH(9l)l3 of6 June 1991, Lo Giacco; Res. DH(91)21 of 
1991, Savoldi; Res. DH(91)22 of27 September 1991, Van Eesi;eeclr:; Res. DH(91)23 

""''em, Sallustio; Res. DH 91(24) of27 September 1991, Minniti. 
February 1992, Lo Giacco; Res. DH92(4) of20 February 1992, Savoldi; Res. 

February 1992, Van Eesbeeck; Res. DH(92)6 of20 February 1992, Sallustio; Res. 
February 1992, Minniti. 

;~~4~7 ~~~:·,~~::~;;; i992, Azzi; Res. DH(92)46 of 17 September 1992, Lo Giacco, Res. 
'0 1992, Savoldi;Res. DH(92)48 ofl7 September 1992, Van Eesbeeck; Res. 
of 17 September 1992, Sallustio; Res. DH(92)50 of 17 September 1992, Minniti. 
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In case the respondent State is unable to :shc>wpn>of'ofpavrnent 

on the agenda of the Committee of Ministers and will be dealt With at"' 
meeting of the Committee until it is satisfied that the payment 

It has become practice that, from the expiry of the initial mree-:m, 

for the payment until the final settlement, interest should be payal>le. 

at a rate equal to the marginal lending rate of the European~''"''"' 
default period.31 

On the whole the respondent States are willing to pay the comr>ensat 

the Court to the applicant. However, apart from th<: al:•ove-rner1tic>ned; 

cases concerning Italy, in a few instances, such as in the Stran 

Stratis Andreas Case and the Loizidiou Case, the Committee of 
with the unwillingness of the respondent State to pay comr>ensation, 

After delivery of the judgment of the Court in the Stran 
Andreas Case32 the Greek Government informed the Committee 
considering the size of the just satisfaction awarded to the applicants 

problems in Greece, it was not able to make immediate tu~ pay;me:nt,:T 

of Ministers strongly urged the Greek Government to pay the antoumt.• 

to the value of just satisfaction as of March 1995 and decided, 

consideration of the case at each of its forthcoming meetings.33 

September 1996, the Chairman of the Committee of Ministers 

of Foreign Affairs of Greece underlining the fact that the cn:dil>ililtyan 

of the mechanism for the collective enforcement of human rights 
the Convention is based on the respect of the obligations freely 

Contracting PartieS and in particular on respect for the decisions 
bodies, According to its Final Resolution of20 March 1997 tl:e Co'11r:Utt< 

was informed thet the Gree!c Goverrunent had transferred 5U,,oo.>,o.to.l 

to the applicants, which sum the applicants were entitled to 
interference whatsoever. The Committee, ha·vintg sati:sti<:d itself tl1at thei 

increased in order to provide compensation for the loss of value 
in payment, corresponded to the just satisfaction awarded by the 

it had exercised its supervisory function under th~ Convention.34 

In its Interim Resolution concerning the judgment in the 

Committee of Ministers noted that the Government 
sums awarded by.:he Court could ouly be paid to the applicant in 

._,.,.;,_. __ , . -:,'-J ;n 

-----:--:-c;,-;,:li\;\ ;t(': '·':>+-;:·_<c'::-·: .';-,-:,,_,-;··,' 
31 

- · ']udgmetit•of-18June·_2002; Onyerildiz,.,para.,168; judgment of 30 Nc>ve>nb>:r;2 
para.-.34; judiruent·of30:NoVember-2004o-Klyakhin.; para. 134; judgment 
YarOslavtseV, para. 42~' 
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Judgment of9 December 1994.-·: ·-
Interim Resolution of 15 May. 1996, DH (96) 251. · 
Final Resolution of20 March 1997, DH (97) 184. 

The Supervisory Task of the Committee of Ministers 

'all prop·erty cases in Cyprus. It concluded that the conditions of 

the Government of Turkey could not be considered to be in 
oblig<1ticms: tlc>wingfrc>m the Court's judgment. It strongly urged 

~p.osition and to pay the just satisfaction awarded in this case in 
conditi<ms set out by the Court so as to ensure that Turkey, as 

met its obligations under the Convention. 35 

Resolution the Committee once more stressed that Turkey 
fulfil in good faith its obligations in the case concerned. It 

!2'fitilure on the part of a High Contracting Party to comply with 
~riiJtr!1Nas unprecedented. It declared that the refusal ofTurkeyto 

•nt. ot me Court demonstrated a manifest disregard for its inter
both as a High Contracting Party to the Convention and as a 

~et::Otmc:il ofEurope. In viewofthe gravityofthe matter it strongly 

iWcmnply fully and without any further delay with the Court's 

subsequent meeting on 26 June 2001 the Committee 

deplored the fact that Turkey still had aot complied with 
judgment of the Court." 

12 November 2003 the Committee urged the Turkish Govern

just 
to the applicant by the Court, within one week at the latest. It 

inittee' s re:solve to take all adequate measures against Turkey, if the 
lent faile<l moce more to pay the just satisfaction to the applicant.'" 

the Chairman of the Committee of Ministers announced that 
~llrneutthad executed the judgment of28 July 1998 in the Loizidou 

app!icantthe sura which had been awarded to her by the Court 
sa<isf,tctioc.39 

UAL MEASURES 

!P,cliviidual measures at the domestic level, in addition to the payment 
tip<:ns:aticm if determined by the Court, is considered by the Com

the established breach continues to have negative conse
pp.liamt, which cannot be redressed through pecuniary compensa-

Of60ctober 1999, DH (99) 680. 
Tuly 2000, DH (2000) 105. 

of26 hme 2002, DH (2001) 80. 
of12November 2003, DH (2003) 174. 

of Europe: http://press.coe.int/cp/2003/620a(2003}.htm. 
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The reopening of proceedings at the domestic 
means of redressing the effects of a violation of the Convention, 
serious shortcomings in the procedure before the national courts. 
ning of domestic proceedings was also within the powers of 
Ministers to suggest during the period before the entry into force 
in cases which had not been referred to the Court and where 
Ministers acted under the former Article 32 as the final arbiter. 

In the joint cases of Pataki and Durnshirn the applicants ua•,IJtleg 
the right to a fair trial, because they were not represented in a parti<:ul; 
criminal proceedings against them, whereas the Public Prosecutor 

Commission considered that the Austrian Penal Code co:ntlict•edwi1htl 
on this point. In the last phase of the proceedings before the 
amended its legislation to eliminate this conflict. Atth•e S<unet:ime atert 
gementwas made which enabled the applicants to have their case 
Austrian judicial authorities. At the suggestion of the Co-mrnission,· tl 
ofMinisters then expressed its satisfaction with tht,.rne11runent <1fthella\ 
that no further steps were necessary.41 

In the Unterpertinger Case the applicant claimed that he had 
the basis of testimony, namely statements made to the police by his 
stepdaughter, in respect of which his defence rights had been apJprecial 
The Court found a violation of Article 6." The Austrian Go•ver:nn1enti 
Committee ofMinisters that the Austrian Supreme Court, ontht:grounl 
refusal to admit supplementary evidence, had quashed the judgment 
Appeal by which the latter had dismissed the applicant's appeal aga:ins:tlij 
by the Innsbruck Regional Court. As a result, the case was ref'err·ed; 
Innsbruck Court of Appeal for re-examination and decision. That 
applicant's conviction and acquitted him on the ground of lack of 
Committee of Ministers decided, on the basis of the information 
Austrian Government, that it had exercised its supervisory function.43 

In the Barbara Messegue and farbardo Case the Court found a 
ground that the applicants had not received a fair trial.44 The ~p,mr5:h <c 

informed the Committee of Ministers that the Constitutional Loun n~u 
reopening of the proceedings before the Audiencia Nacional in the 
That court acquitted the applicants as there was not sufficient evideJnct: ag 
The problems of a general nature raised by the Court in its _juclgn1ertt h.adbe 

" 
" 
" 
" 
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Yearbook VI (!963), p. 714 (738). 

Ibidem, p. 730. See also Res. DH(64)1 ofS June 1964 concerning the Glaser Case. 
Judgment of 6 December 1988, para. 33. 
Resolution of 18 January 1989, DH (89) 002. 
Judgment of 6 December 1988 on the merits, para. 89; judgment of l3 June 1994 
of just satisfaction, para. 16. 

The Supervisory Task of the Committee of Ministers 

and by the development of the case law of the Constitutional 
Court. The Committee of Ministers agreed and decided that 

I
. . 45 

ob tgatlons. 
and Dublin Well Women Case the Court found a violation of 
High Court's injunction had prohibited the dissemination of 

women about abortion services in the United Kingdom."16 

injunction with regard tot the Dublin Well VI/omen Centre. 
of the information supplied by the Irish Government, the 

decided that it had exercised its supervisory function.47 

the Court held that there were insufficient guarantees to 
;CihiP clmthtas to the impartiality of the Supreme Court which had 

cassation petition.48 The Government informed the Com

rs1ha:t thte clonne5:trc proceedings had been reopened on 29 January 
Criminal Chamber of the Supreme Court. This reopening 

t6ln>'1chP application of the new section of the Code of Criminal 

IRi.ghlts'~;which entered into force on !5 Octoher 2001. Following 
national proceedings, on 2 April 2002 a plenary session of the 

oi>rofthe Supreme Court annulled the previous cassation judgment. 
ju<lgnaertt, the cassation petition submitted by the President of 

1\,mtoer of the Supreme Court was not taken into account. The 
ortsubmitte:d t>y l\1r O.ak1tara>,as well as that ofhis legal representative, 

of the domt:stic proceedings is the only form of restitutio in 

a violation of Arride 6 by previous proceedings. In view of the 
certain cases of the lack of appropriate :aationallegislation, the 

Mir1isters has adopted a recommendation to Member States on there
treopten:ingofcertaincases at the domestic level following judgments 

the recommendation the Committee of Ministers invites the 

to ensnre that adequate possibilities exist at the national level to 
possible, restitutio in integrum. It further encourages them "to 

na1tionallle;gal systems with a view to ensming that there exist acfequate 

~datio"' ofl9 jam<at]< 2000,onthe re-examination or reopening of certain cases at domestic 
judgm<mC; of the European Court of Human Rights, R (2000) 2. 
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possibilities of re-examination of the case, including reopening 

instances where the Court has found a violation of the Cc•m'entio•n,, 

(i) the injured party continues to suffer very serious ne:gative conse 

of the outcome of the domestic decision at issue, which are 

died by the just satisfaction and cannot be rectified except 

or reopening, and 
(ii) the judgment of the Court leads to the conclusion that 

(a) the impugned domestic decision is on the merits 

vention, or 

(b) the violation found is ba.;edonprc•cec!ur,aJ ermrs or shortc 

gravity that a serious doubt is cast on the outcome 

proceedings complained of." 

In the explanatory memorandum to this recommendation it is 

regards the terms, the recommendation uses "re-examination" as 

Theten11 "reopening of proceedings" denotes the reoperting of 

a specific·means of re..:examination. Violations of the Conventkiri 

by different measures rangirig from administrative re-ex;lmimttio•ri 

granting a residence permit previously refused) to the fulJI reoop<tno1g r>f 

dings (e.g. in cases of criminal convictions). The re<:ornrrrendationar 

to judicial proceedings where existing law may pose the gn:at<tst <Jbs;tar:leJ 

The recommendation is, however, also applicable toad.minis:tn•ti,re r>ro 

or proceedings, although legal obstacles will usually be less serious · 

Sub-paragraph (i) of the recommendation is intended to cover 

which the injured party continues to suffer very serious negative 

capable of being remedied by just satisfaction, because of the outcom 

proceedings. It applies in particular to persons who have been seilteiW 

prison sentences and who are still in prison when the Court eXilmi.ne.! 

also applies, however, in other areas, such as when a person is 

certain civil or political rights (in particular in case ofloss of, or 

legal capacity or personality, bankruptcy declarations, or pnohilbitioE 

activity), if a person is expelled in violation ofhis or her right to farnilv ill 
has been unjustifiably forbidden contact with his or her parents. It is 

a direct causal link must exist between the violation found and the· contu1~ 

of the injured party. 

Sub-paragraph (ii) is intended to indicate, in cases where the 

conditions are met, the kind of violations in which- R-e>:anlintatiion 

reopening of the proceedings". rillbeo.fp.' ar.t icu.1.' ri i#{•ortairce. El~i1L1pJ.es 
mentioned u~deritem ( a)are crimiflal conv:ictio~s vic•lating: Alcticld.U 

statements characterized as criminal by the national authorities conslitutt< 

exercise of the injJfred pa!ty:s freedolllof expression, or violating 
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as criminal is a legitimate exercise of freedom of religion. 

i\sme:ntiorrcd under item (b) are those where the injured party 

m<tta.CIJni<:s to prepare his or her defence in criminal proceed

was based on statements extracted under torture or on 

party had no possibility of verifying, or where in civil 
were not treated with due respect for the principle of equality 

text of the recommendation, any such shortcomings must 

1t seri•ous doubt is cast on the outcome of the domestic proceed

does not deal with the problem of who ought to be 

qrrec•pemrrg or re-examination. Considering that the basic aim 

is to ensure adequate redress for the victims of certain grave 

!'v(mtion found by the Court, the logic of the system implies that 

should have the right to submit the necessary requests to 

~or.otloerdomestic organ. Considering the different traditions of 

:ies;ri(jp:ro,iisionto this effect has, however, been included in the 

recommendation also does not address the special problem 

a:<e,.'irt whii;h a certain structural deficiency leads to a great number 

tCrmvml'iml. It was considered preferable to leave it to the State 

!eit intsutch cases reopening or re-examination is a realistic solution, 
ipe;asures are more appropriate. 

jfru1 in.dh"dttalmeast!fethat may be called for following a judgment 

•verson·s Criminal rec:ord in respect of a conviction that led to a 

?mrention. Such a measure may be taker.., for instance, where the 

served a senten.:e and the referen..:e to his cunvic.tion in hit: 

le<ml'yrerrtainitlg consequence oftheviolatiot:. In the Marijnisst:n 
;,wn hM to•und a VI•olatic•n of the reasonable time requirement und~r 

was not referred to the Court, so the Committee of Ministers harl 

Article 32 as the final supervisory body. It agreed with the 

of the Netherlands informed the Committee of 

'Cejpte<Ht.l decision; the sentence served against the applicant would 

no mention of this sentence would appear in the applicant's 

fhttGorrlmittooeofMinisters decided that no further action was called 

dec.heltmCase the Court had found a violation of Article 6(3)(d) on 

]leap;pli,cartts"conviction was based to a decisive extent on statements 

tifi,ed,witnes;seswho were members of the police and whose reliability 
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could not be tested by the defence. 53 During the examination 
Committee of Ministers the Government of the Netherlands 

information about the measures taken with a view to reine,dyin1 

situation and preventing new violations. The applicants were 

on 25 April1997 on the orders of the Minister of Justice and were 
letter of22 july 1997, informed that they would not be r<yiuu<a 1cos1e~ 
of their sentences. Furthermore, the reasons why the sentences 
their entirety were mentioned in their criminal records. 5~ 

In the Ben Yaacoub Case a friendly settlement was 

Government had decided to lift, as of30 August 1992, the effects 

made against the applicant. 55 The Belgian Government notified 
Ministers of the date on which the effects of the expulsion order 
were lifted. Prior to that date, it undertook to examine any 
enabling the applicant to enter Belgium, provided that it was 

and wassupported by appropriate evidence. The CC>mmttte•e ot l\11in\ 
resume_~_onsideration of this ,case.at its first m_eeting after 30 1\lJlUJSt 

if appropriate, 56 

In the Case of D. v. the United Kingdom the Court had u<.<u,•na< 

proposed removal from the United Kingdom to St. Kitts would 

reduced life expectancy, of inhuman and degrading treatment and 

physical integrity. 57 The Government of the United Kingdom 

intormatio'l about the measures taken to avoid the impending: vi•olat 

the judgment. The epplicantwas granted an indefinite leave which wo 
to rem~in in th~ country, wher~ he :would continue to t"_eceive 

treatment ~d palli~tive car~. 53 

In the CaseofA.P and T.P. v. Switzerland the 

6(2) since, irrespecHve of any personal guilt, the applicants had 

heirs, of an offence allegedly committed by a deceased person. 59 Th'"''""' 

informed the Committee of Ministers that by a judgment of the 

of the applicants had been revised. Following this revision th<: cant<m3J 1 

were obliged to reimburse the fine imposed on the applicants, with 

on the sum. The Committee ofMinisters decided to tcestnne e<mside:rat 

as far as general measures were concerned when the legislative 
carried out, or at the latest at its first meeting in 2001.60 

Judgmentof23 Aprill997, para. 66. 

R~ol~~o_n, }?.~t:~~ary)~.~?? J?I:I.- (?9). ~24. 
Judgtl_len~ of27_~ovember 1987~ para. 14. 

56 - -R~tutiOriOfig'septthhb~'Y98s, DH (8-s) 13.--
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Judgnient of2 May 1997, para.· 54. 
Resolution of 18 February 1998, DH (98) 10. 
Judgment of29 August 1997, para. 48. 
Interim Resolution of 18 January 1999, DH (99) 110. 

3 The Supervisory Task of the Committee of Ministers I 

:~.,,vhic~t remea to, firstly, the unlawful seizure and the continued 

respect to which the domestic courts had accepted the 
and, secondly, the lack of access to an independent tribunal 

the Court had found a violation of Article 6(1) and 

1.61 The Romanian Government informed the Committee 

th<! c:ortsti.tuti"onal Court of Romania had rendered a decision 
to comply with the Constitution, Article 278 of the Code of 

right to appeal decisions of the public prosecutor 

to the effect that a person who had an interest could chaUenge 

prosecutor. This decision became final and 
na:ma.n taw with its publication in the Official Journal of Romania 

for,:eableergaomnes. The Government considered that similar cases 

in question had been confiscated without any order from a 

not likely to recur. The Committee of Ministers 
::Ontsid.e"ttio,nofthe case until legislative reforms had been carried 

one of its meetings at the beginning of2001. 62 

SocialistPartyv. Turkey, relating to the dissolution of this party 

. statements made in 1991 by one of the applicants, the Party's 

the Court had found a violation of Article 1 !.63 The 

. noted that it had been informed that in a judgmentof8 july 

JU<'gment of the Court- the Court of Cassation of Turkey had 

conviction imposed on Mr. Perin~ek by the First State Security 
15 October 1996, according to which the sanction of dissolution 

itpersonalcriminal responsibility. It noted, furthermore, 
thi,;co,nvictiion, Mr Perint;ekhad been sentenced to a 14-month prison 

to serve on 29 September 1998. He had furthermore been 

political activities. The Committee of Ministers insisted on 

under Article 53 (the present Article 46) of the Convention to 

through action by the competent Turkish authorities, all the 

resiultiingfrom the applicant's criminal conviction on 8 July 1998 and 

resume consideration of the case at each forthcoming meeting. 64 

the Committee of Ministers noted with regret that action had 

to give full effect to the judgment of the 
heCctmmittee's interim resolution. It urged Turkey, without further 
illi>ec:es.;ary acti<>n to remedy the situation of the former Chairman of 

Mr Perin~ek.65 

May 1998, paras. 41 and 54. 
October 1999, DH (99) 676. 

para. 54. 

•-:::::::::: 4 March 1999, DH (99) 245. 
R< of28 July 1999, DH (99) 529. 
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In the area of the execution of the Court's judgments positive 

taken note of in the Sadak, Zaua, Dicle and Dogan Cases "o·""'" 1 

decision by the Ankara Court of Cassation suspending th<eprciscm s:ent 

Turkish former members of Parliament, this court decided, on 

the Ankara State Security Court's verdict in the retrial of four 

and to order a fresh hearing in an ordinary court. Tlte<Comrmi•tte,eof 

that the Court of Cassation had found that shortcomings i', derttified b 
Court of Human Rights in the 1994 trial had not b<:en pnopr:rly·ad,dres 

proceedings. It considered this to be a convincing example of the 

recent constitutional amendffients, wltic.h ~rere aimedat <em:urin1:thedU 

of the European Convention of Human Rights to the Turkish 

With respect 
ofMinisters had noted that after a period of some years durin~ which ri 

rare, at recent meetings concrete information had been presented 

to register progress towards the execution 
In particular, the COmmittee ofMinisters had been infonne·d tl1atas•cf 

for Greek Cypriot pupils in the north of the island and that the Cortirirrdt 
Persons had taken steps to bring its terms of reference tmrther.inlfri 

requirements of the Court judgment. That said, there were obviousl'v stiill 

to be resolved. 67 

3.3.5 GENERAL MEASURES 

In certain cases it is clear from the circumstanc~s thet the violation 

varlicular domestic iegis!atioa or froG! rh~ abt:ence of legislation. 

order to comply with the Cou,·f s JU<:'gment<, ilie State 
existing -laws or introduce appropriate new ones. In many cases, 

structural problem that led to a violation, lies not in an obvious 

domestic law and the Convention but rather in case law 
situation a change. of case law of the national courts may preclude 

violations. When courts adjust their legal stance and their 
law to meet the demands of the Convention, as reflected in the 

they implement these judgments byvirtne of their domesticlaw. In 

similar violations may be effectively prevented:· However, it is 
judgment concerned is published and circulated among the national 

including the-coUrts, and accompanied, where appropriate, 

" 
" 
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Documents of the Committee of Ministers, CM/ AS (2004)9 of 4 October 2004. 

Ibidem. 

in the fersild Case, the Danish Supreme Court 

of:28 !Jctober 1994, a journalist who had been charged with 

[j}'entermg an area without permission which was not accessible 

Gilv(:otrrtofCo,penh,agen and in the Eastern Division of the High 

been found guilty as charged. However, the Supreme Court 

as it found that this result was most in keeping with the 

;.Et.rope;m Court of Human Rights concerning Article 10. In this 

:fetneConrll mad·e asp<ecial reference to the fersild judgment as the 

:ore:ov<er, following the Jersild judgment of the Court, the Special 

lecideclon 24 January 1995 to allow the case against, inter alia, Mr 

Court had held that the exclusion from public service in the 

ii:mlVi on account of the applicants' political activities as a member 

!nlinruoist Party, constituted a violation of her right to freedom of 

1erfre:edont o:f a.:sociatiom and also discrimination in the enjoyment 

'he•Gerrm;m Government informed the CommitteeofMinisters that 

fai.Ministryofthe Interior had transmitted the judgment of the Court 

,...,,uu•o' indicating that the authorities would have to examine all 
in detail, in the light of the Court's judgment, in order to 

of violations similar to those found in the present case. The 

of the opinion that it would not be possible to reopen olJ 

urr;son theba.;i's of judgments of the Court. The Government noted 

CoJnvr:nt'ion is directly applicable in Germaillaw and considered that 

will not fail, in case they were to be seized with new cases of the 

l\terpr·ct the law in accordance with the judgments of the European 

~Sl"-Z •~"-';e a Turkish national complained about violation of Articies 

COnvention and of Article I of Protocol No. 1 by the Austrian 

jsa]l tognmterrrerlgerrcyas!;istan<:e tc the applicant, an unemployed man 

entitlement to unemployment benefit, on the ground that he did 

ialJ..nationlalilty. The Court found a violation of Article 14 in conjunction 

"""u'-u' "'"· 1.71 The Austrian Government informed the Committee 
the Austrian Constitutional Court, which was 3eized with several 

iga~ding the constitutionality of the discrimination against foreignt::rs 

uu ucr<' 33 and 34 of the Unemployment Insurance Act, had changed 

>ru•de:nce according to which benefits such as emergency assistance did 

of26 !;,ptm<b<e 1995, paras. 61 and 68. 

January 1997, DH(97)12. 
September 1996, para. 52. 
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not fall under Article I of Protocol No I, and had aligned it with 

the Gaygasuz Case. In consequence, the Austrian Cc>m;titutiior:al 'Cc 

with immediate effect the two provisions in question insofar as 

to emergency assistance to Austrian nationals. It had found it 

circumstances to deviate from its usual practice of postponing 

judgment to a future date. Immediately after this judgment the 

had adopted a new law providing that the amendments to 

Insurance Act entered into force on l Aprill998 and not on l 

In the Kalashnikov Case concerning the poor conditions in 

was held in detention before trial between 1995 and 2000, due 

prison overcrowding and to an insanitary environment, andcon.cerni 

length of both this detention and the criminal proceedings, the 

violation of Articles 3, 5(1) and 6(1). 73 The Russian (;c,vetrnnner•Hri 

to the Committee ofMinisters, referred in particular to tw•o Inaior ref 

already resulted in significant improvement of the conditions 

and their progressive alignment With the Convention's recruitren>ents.! 

ofMinistf:rs decided to examine at one of its meetings, no 

any further progress had been achieved in the adoption 

necessary to effectively prevent these kind of violations of the 

With respect to the length of proceedings in Italy the Court has 

continuous problems. In the Bottazzi Case the Court dr,ewatt.entiol\ 

since 25 june !987, the date of the Capuano Case, it had delivered 

which it had found violations of Article 6( I) in proceedings exo;eo,din] 

time' in the civil courts of the various regions ofltaly. Similarly, under 

31 and 32 of the Convention, more than I,400 repcrts of the 

in resolutions by the Committee of Ministers finding Italy 'n un:ac11.< 

the same reason. The frequency with which violations were found 

was. an accumulation of identical !Jreaches which were suffio:iently, 

amount not merely to isolated incidents. Suchbrt!aclhes: re:Uec:tecl a •:orttir 

that had not yet been remedied and in respect of which litigants 

remedy. This accumulation of breaches accordingly constituted a 

incompatible with the ConVention.75
. 

In its Interim Resolution the Committee ofMiinicsters tcecaUedth,It el! 
in the administration ofjm;tic:e<:on:stitutt"m iim]portantda;ngoer,in ]prutid 

for the rule oflaw; The Committee further noted that the question 

" 
" 
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Resolution of 12 November 1998, DH(98)372. 
Judgment of 15 July 2002, paras. 103, 121 and 135. 
Interim Resolution of 4 June 2003, DH (2003) 123. · 
Judgment o£28 July 1999, para. 22; see also judgment o£28 July 1999, DiMauro, 

'iore'•ent new·vi·ob:ticJm of the Convention of this kind had been 

l6J'Miniistc,r; since the judgments of the Court in the 1990s and, 

f.fb,eexis:tet1Ct of serious structural problems in the functioning 
At its session in October 2000 the Committee of 

that recently the highest Italian authorities had 
·-·,national level and before the organs of the Council of Europe 

to eventually finding an effective solution to the situation. 

expressed appreciation regarding the progress made in the 
~Jinrrel'orm to the Italian judicial system, undertaken in order 

ensure special expediency in the treatment of the oldest 

and to alleviate the burden of the Court. It noted that the 

the Italian authorities, had included three different lines of 
modernisation of the judicial system for better long-term 

the introduction of Article 6 of the Convention into the 

\he:siJ·eatnlinii1g of the jurisdictions of the civil and administrative 

l'feliancc on the single judge, the creation of the office of justices 
competence to minor criminal 

dispute settlement mechanisms, and the modernisation of 

special actions dealing with the oldest cases pending 

rt<IVIIL ccmtu or aiming at improvements which, while being of a 

already produce positive effects in the near future (in 

chambers composed ofhonorary judges, 

sol•uti<JD of civil cases pending since May 1995, an important in

of judges and administ!'ative personnel and two important 

iuprenl< Council of the Magist;·ature laying dovm a number of 

and guideline~ fer judges in orJer to p1evem feri:her un

irocee:di11gs ae.d also in order to speed up tho'e which have already 

the European Court of Human Rights); and 3. reduction of the 

to the Court and the speeding up of compensation procedures 

of a domestic remedy in cases of excessive length of proce-

acknowledged that the measures in the first group, aiming at a 

[Ofthe entire Italian judicial system, could not be expected to produce 

a reasonable time had elapsed, although it was already possible 

of a positive trend in the statistics recently provided to the 

bytheltalian authorities. The Committee concluded that Italy, 

:de:niable efforts to solve the problem and having adopted measures 

allowed concrete hope for an improvement within a reasonable 
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time, had not, so far, thoroughly complied with its ob·ligati•on:;to ai 

judgments and the Committee of Ministers' decisions w<u•ng vii 

of the Convention on account of the excessive length ofj'udici:al r>r 

upon the Italian authorities, in view of the gravity and oersisten. 

to maintain the high priority now given to the reform of the 

and to continue to make rapid and visible progress in the 
reforms; to continue their exan1in:ati!OnL ol fu:rth.erm<oasur•es that co. 

prevent new violations of the Convention on aocoLJOit ol' the exc<,ssiii, 

proceedings; and to inform the Committee of Ministers with the 

of all steps undertaken to this effect. It decided to continue the 

of this problem until the reforms of the Italian judicial•ro•<<<u <JLaaoe< 

effective and a reversal of the trend at the domestic level had be 

. Meanwhile, the Committee ofMinis:ter·snesum<'d itS<:onLSiclen1ti~ 
made, at least at yearly intervals, on the basis ofa C<)mpneh<:ns.ivere110 

each year by the Italian authorities. 

report presented by the Italian. authorities, on 29Septeml)er 2004.: tJ, 

Ministers noted with concern that an important numbe:r of•refi"rni>. 

2000 were still pending for adoption and/or for effective i'r nplerr1eJ 

minded the Italian authorities of the importance of respecting 

to maintain the high priority initially given to the reforms of the 

to continue to make rapid and visible progress inthe: in1pl•em.emtation i 
As regards the effectiveness of the measures adopted so far, the Comrai: 

deplored the fact that no stablein>provement could yet be·'"'"' ,,h;.rt 

tions, the situation generally worsened between 2002 and 2003 78 

both the average length of proceedings and the backlog of pending 

mittee of Ministers accordingly confirmed its willingness to nnoro><A' 

until a ;eversal of the trend at the national level had been fully 

and consistent data. In light of this situation the Committee -c"'·-' 
of the information provided by Italy concerning a follow-up plan 

the respect of the expected execution objectives. It invited Italy to 

complementary information requested, as well as to complete the 

follow-up plan by irnplementin.g an action plan. It also decided to 

report by April2005 at the latest." 

In the Cases ofAkdivar,Aksoy;(:etin,Aydin, Mentes, Kaya, Yilmaz, 
Kurt, Tekin; Gilles:; Ergi, and Yasa, the. Court had found various 

Convention by Turkey, which allresultedfrom the actions ofits sect;rity 
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Interim Resolution DH(2000)l35 of25 October 2000. 
See CM/Inf(2004)23 rev. 
Docwnents of the Committee of Ministers, CM/AS (2004)9 of 4 October 2004. 

a region subject to a state of emergency for the purposes 
The Turkish Government informed the Committee of 

an important process, including notably the drafting 

rei\Ul,lti<Jn> and training, in order to implement fully and 
and legal prohibition of the use of torture and 

~lri.ittee•ot JVllnl<:tm noted that the actions of the security forces 

"'"'' "'ok place in a particular context, i.e. the rise of terrorism 
However, it also noted that the principal problems, which 

found, had subsequently remained unaddressed, and that, 

relatingtotheseviolations, when they took place, had not 

J s:atis:factory results. 
j{ ,Mini,:te:rs noted, in respect of the efficiency of criminal 

agents of the security forces, that still, more than two 

·<iglments of the Court denouncing the serious violations of the 

case at hand, the information provided to the Committee 

!iidicate,my significant improvementofthe situation with regard 
jur·isdliction of the state Security Courts and/or committed 

~l<)a:ffilte<>f <:meq;en1cy. The Committee ofMinisters called upon 

to rapidly complete the announced reform of the existing 

pr<>Ceedin!;s against members of the security forces, in particular 
powers of the local administrative councils in engaging cri

to reform the prosecutor's office in order to ensure that 
had the independence and necessary means to ensure the 

>till1isbtm•ent of agents of the security forces who abuse their powers 

rights. The Committee of Ministers decided to continue, in 

reSponsibilities under the Convention, the examination of the 

tih•eaS11re: had been adopted which would effectively prevent new 

!ZO•nv<:ntion 
80 

Resolution the Committee of Ministers noted with satisfaction 

and enhanced its reform process with a view to ensuring that 

other law enforcement authorities respect the Convention in 

thus prevent new violations. In particular, the Committee 
for the Government's efforts to effectively implement the 

regulations concerning police custody through administrative 
[d!:culan issued to all personnel of the Police and Gendarmerie, which, 

for stricter supervision of their activities. It also took note of the 

and legislaclve amendments, particularly those which limited 

iriaxirnum periods of detention before persons accused of collective 

a judge, and those which introduced the right of access to 

of9 June 1999, DH (99) 434. 
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a lawyer after a maximum period of 48 hours in police cw;to,dyin 

offences committed in the state of emergency regions and fallingw,th 

of the State Security Courts. The CommitteeofMinisters eJq:>res:sedl,l 

about the continuing existence of new complaints of alleged tottwrea 

as evidenced notably through the new applications lodged 

with concern that, three years after the adoption of Interim 

Turkey's undertaking to engage in a global reform ofbasic, in-.servic<oa 

training of the Police and Gendarmerie remained to be fulfilled., 

concrete and visible progress in the implementation of the Conncil,of 

Training Project was- very urgent. The Committee of Ministers 

accelerate without delay the reform of its system of criminal pr•>se:cui 

by members of. the security forces, in particular by abolishing 
prosecutors' competence to conduct criminal in,restig.ations agai.nstSt 

reforming the pn>Secwtor' sc>flice:anci b:re>:taiJlis:hi1og :sufficiientlydeltet. 

prison sentences for persons found guilty of grave abuses suo:h" l'nrh,; 

ment.It called upon the Turkish Government to co1otunwe tc>in1p1·o"e~ 

of persons deprived of ilieir liberty in the light of the recomtme:nd:atic1n 
mittee for the PreventionofTorture (CPT) and decided to pursne 

In 27judgments against Turkey the Court had found that the crimiloa 

of the applicants, on account of statements contained in articles, 

messages addressed to, or prepared for, a public audience, had vio•lat•ed ~ 
of expression glJ.ara!lteed by Article lO nf the Conventioa. In its 

on -.riolati0n:> oi the fr~edon, of exp!es~i0n !11 Turkey, tte Cc>m<niltte<:.l 

encogaged the Turkish aut!10rities to bring to a s:.Ic.:essful co1oclus:iort th.ec 

sive reforms planned to bring Turkish law into conformity with the 
Article, 10 . of the Convention. 81 At its subsequent meP.ting,- having 

significant progress achieved in a series of reforms undertaken with a 

Turkish law and practice. with the requirements of the Co!!vention 

freedom of expression:, the Committee of Ministers welcomed the 

the Turkish Constitution, in particular to its Preamble, to the effect 

constitutional activities instead of thoughts or opinions could be 

as to Articles Hand 26, whiclo introduced the priinciple of pror1ortionali~ 

cated grounds for restrictions ·of the exercise of freedom of expression, 
contained ill paragraph lofArticle:lO of the Convention; It noted 

important legislative measur~s adopted as a result of these refornls, 

" 
"' 
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Interim Resolution of 10 }uly20-02, DH (2002) 98. 
Interim Resolution of23 July2001, DH(2001) 106. 

The Supervisory Task of the Committee of Ministers 

1\:nti-:terrot:tstn Law and the modification of Articles 159 and 
Code. The Committee of Ministers welcomed in this 

trainers' programme currently being carried out in the 
~f Europe/European Commission Joint Initiative with 

~"hilitvofthe Turkish authorities to implement the National 
of the Community acquis {NPAA) in the accession 

of democratization and human rights, noting that this 
other things, at devising a long-term strategy for integrating 

initial and in-service training of judges and prosecutors. 

~ltiisters expressed appreciation in this context of the recent 

iJ<lici;u ltca.dem;r, as well as many Convention awareness-raising 
itorllta!~es and prosecutors initiated by the Turkish authorities. 

the amendment of Article 90 of the Constitution, which 

byth<o TtJr1istt P;trliarrtent to facilitate the direct application 

ildStr·as!JotJrg case law in the interpretation of Turkish law. It 

1Sh auth<>ritiesto consolidate their efforts to bring Turkish law 

ilY'wilth the requirements 0f Article 10 of the Convention. The 

nst:ers: de:cicled to resume consideration of the general measures in 
hlrte rnontl1s,and outstanding individual measures concerning the 

!ltsatits897ili meeting (September 2004), it being understood iliat 

oG.rninati<m c>ftttoS<' casesinvolving apjJlicant3 cc•nvicted on tltebasis 

Anti-terrorism Law would be closed upon confirmation that 

measures had been taken. 83 

Giw<ta C2.se the Court found two violations of Article 8 of the 
ao:ount, Ofl the one hand, of th~ delays in organising contact 

number of such visits between the first applicaut and her 

'"""'> .. A been taken into public care and, on the other hand, of ilie 

£c!:>Jldn'n in a community among whose managers were persons con
eatlme:nt ;md sexual abuse of handicapped persons placed in ilie com

>mmilttee of Ministers noted that, followingMs Scozzari's taking up 

the Belgian Government had approached ilic Italian auiliorities 

arnfin,e t!,. possibilities of organising, by judicial means, the placement 

!1.i1oE>el!~ium, near the mother's place of residence, under the guardian
oll11peten.t youili court. It found iliat such a proposal cuuld provide ilie 

~lritio.n r'esp•edtin:g tl1e Court's judgment. Considering the urgency of the 

R"oluloon of2 June 2004, DH(2004) 38. 
July 2000, paras. !83 and 216. 
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situation the Committee of Ministers encouraged the Belgian and 

to implement the proposal without delay so as to put an end 

At its next session the Committee of Ministers expressed 

one year after the Court's judgment, the latter had still not been 

several problems that lay at the basis of the Court's finding of a 

of the placement in the Forteto community had not been re1medi, 

Italian authorities to rapidly take concrete and effective measures 

the children from being irreversibly separated from their mothtero. 

their placement respects the superior interests of the children and 

as defined by the Court in its judgment."' The Committee of 

certain general measures remained to be taken and that further 

clarifications were outstanding with regard to a number of other 

where appropriate, information on the impact of these measures 

that the obligation to talce all such measures is all the more pr·ess.ing 

procedural safeguards surrounding investigations into cases raisin•gis:<U 

2 of the Convention are concerned. The Committee ofMini:steJrs·ile< 

thesupervisiontofthee~ctilioJoofthejludg;meit~concem<~UJlill,illm 

all necessary individual measures had been taken to entsethc' ccmseq1.l0 

lations found with respect to the applicants. It re:mrneci oom;id•eratim 

as far as individual measures were concerned, at each of its DH 

regard to outstanding general measures it decided to review their 

months from the date ofits interim resolution at the latest.87 

Following the idea submitted in the context of the Cc'mimi1ie<' of"Mini:;tet 

of the implementation of the Ryabykh judgment, a high-level sernintar' 

the participation of the highest Russian judiciary, prokuratura, exc,cutN 

and the Bar to discuss the prospec~ for further reforms of t11e 

procedure, one of the topics at the heart of Russian judicial reform. 

the Convention found in theRyabykh Case was due to the quashing, 

of the Belgorod Regional Court in March 1999, of a final judicial 

applicant's favour, following an application for supervisory review 

President of the same court under Articles 319 and320 of the Cc,de ofCiv 

as they were then in force. The latter gav~ the President discretionary 
lenge at any moment final court decisions. The Court found that this · 

review by the Presidium infringed the principle oflegal certainty and 

" .. 
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[nterim Resolution of29 May 2001, DH (2001) 65. 
Interim Resolution of3 October 2001, DH (2001) 151 . 
Interim Resolution of23 February 2005, DH(2005} 20. 

'i"'·Subs<:qu.enuy, the Russian Federation adopted some general 

i>'iemtedyiit1 the systemic problem at the basis of the violation. 
Procedure, the time period for lodging an appli

~""""''wa: limited to one year (Article 376) and the list of state 

such an application was significantly narrowed (Arlicle 

o&;.,.,,rewt,lc<)fi"tedl b1•th< Committee ofMinisters, doubts were 

measures taken were sufficient to prevent new, similar 

eofk:gal c<"t;tin.ty. The Russian authorities were thus invited 

supervisory review procedure, bringing it in line with 

dire:ments, as highlighted, inter alia, by the Riabykh judgment. 

oftheiss:ue antd the ongoing reflection on the matter in Russian 

at the Committee of Ministers' meeting (8-9 December 

Seminar be held with a view to taking stock of the current 

(odiscm;sirtg prospec~ for further reform of this procedure in 

fequirernents.89 

ibire•cto:ralte General of Human Rights organized a seminar in 

February 2005, in close co-operation with the Russian 

~t the Conference welcomed the reforms of the 

(t)lrocedllre adopted by the Russian Federation through the new 

Commercial (Arbitration) and Civil Procedure (in force 

2002, I January 2003 and 1 February 2003). Notably it was 

<Pi•rticir>anL~ thatthesupervisoryreviewin its amended form more 

jeleg,tl oertaintyprinciple enshrined in the Convontion, especially 

iruneJrci;t! noatier:s. jM<>re re:serva1tiom were, however, expr..:s~ed, front 

~"'"P'oirtt, as to the existing supervi~ory review procedure in civJ 

tchiSi<Jns of the seminar will be report~d to compelent Russian 

lvi"'' to contributing to their reflection on possible further reforms 

Commit~ee ofMinisters will also be informed regarding 

I<<:ortte:<t of its supervision of the execution of the Court's judgment 

Given the time needed for the enactment of the new legislative 

)I'IJmittee of!\1irtisters decided to postpone its examination of the case 

.verefonmshave been carried out, or at the latest, until its first meeting 
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3.4 MONITORING FUNCTIONS PERFO 
THE COMMITTEE OF MINISTERS 

3.4.1 GENERAL 

During the Council of Europe Summit in Vienna in October 
discussed was dbe implications of the geographical enlargernetlt( 

Europe as a resUlt of dbe political changes which had '""'"'¥"'""""' 
Europe as from 1989. On that occasion the Heads of State and 

Member States of the Council of Europe stated dbat "the Ccmctcilis. 

European political institution capable of welcoming, on an 

permanent structures, the democracies ofEuropc freed""'"''"'""" 
Fo~ that re~son the accession of those countries to the '-"<Jui.Iut u1 

f,;ctOi-:i~-the-ProC·~~s9f~u~opean construction based o~ our 

Such accession presupposes db at the applicant country hasonJu!:\'tl!s 

legal system Into l<ne widb dbe basic principles of democraq, dbe · 
ofh~mal1rights."91 

• 

In that context dbe Committee ofM!nisters has re1Jea.tec11yex1Jress 

dbe openi!lg up ofCentral and Eastern European countries canmot t 

cost oflowerlng dbe norms and standards of human rights pr<Jte•cticm 

dbe Council ofEurope. In connection widb dbe requests for ae<:eso;iml~ 
states, the {juestion arOSe of how to d~t~rrnine whether the State 
the requpcements fur membership. Apart fron:: the p>ncedure 

c~iiveritloll, 92 the Council ~f Europe lades a mechanism under 
States nut be kept end~r constant surveillance regaring their 
CQtr..rr..itnlents accepted within the framework of the Council 

Against this background and inspired by the Vienna Summit, 

of State and Government resolved to ensure full compliance with 
accepted by all Member States widbin dbe Council of Europe, dbe 

Mmistersadopted a dedaration on compliance widb dbese coJmn1itrnet1t 

ratio D. eiwiS~ges·-~ p?litkai ~~chanism under which the Members 
ofEurope, its Secretary General or its Parliamentary Assembly may 

~fimple~elltati~ll Of <.:O~nlitmellts concerning thcesitu.lli<ons ot d•em.o< 
rights and dbe rUle of law to tbe Committee of Ministers. On 20 
Committee of Ministers adopted the procedure for implementing 

" 
" 
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Cowicil of Europe Summit, Vienna, 9 October 1993; see NQHR, Vol. 11, No.4, 
See infra, Chapter 4. -

Declaration of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe of I 0 
Compliari.ce with Commitments accepted by Member States of the Council 
XXXVII (1994), pp. 46!-462. 

The Supervisory Task of the Committee of Ministers I 

enc:ortSiclentngissues referred to it, the Committee ofMinisters 

teleVJllltinformation available fron1 different sources such as 

•inlblv· artd the Organisation for Security and Co-operation in 

)echa1msm will not affect the existing procedures arising from 

,[!alc<mrro• mechanisms. At least three meetings of the Ministers' 

in advance, will be devoted to this question every year. At 

iubsec1uenuyevery second year, unless decided otherwise, the 

factual overview of compliance with the commitments. )res<:ma 
Confidential and held in camera "with a view to ensuring 

\itlitnoeiltS, in the framework of a constructive dialogue". The 

will diletl e<Jn:stcter, m' a constructive manner, matters brought 
member States, through dialogue and co-operation, to 

to conform with the principles of the Statute in the cases 
cases requiring specific action, the Committee of Ministers 

- the Secretary General to make contacts, collect information or 
·opinion or recommendation; to forvrard a communication 

Assembly or; to take any other deci~ion within its statutory 

IN PRJ'.CTICE 

1 ofdbe 1994 Declaration on Compliance widb Commitments, 

Jtnen1:ation of commitments concerning the situation of democracy, 
rule of law In any member State" may be brought before the 

by member St1tes, hy the Secretary General, or on the basis 

from dbe Parliamentary Assembly. To date, the Committee of 

twice on the basis of this paragraph. On both occasions this 

~dJic r;itttation in the Chechen Republic of dbe Russian Federation. 

first time by dbe Secretary General in june 2000 and a second 

hetltatry PlSS<iml>lyin i\pr112UUHn its Recommendation 1600 ( 2003). 

irtrle<>fp,aFJ>grap'ils Sand 6 of the 1995 Procedure for implementing 

any Delegation within the Committee of Ministers or the 
may ask to put the situation in any member State on the agenda of 

monitoring meeting, on the basis of its own concerns or with 

"""""""' dbe Parliamentary Assembly. The request should be accom
.CqlrrestiOtlS These paragraphs were used once bydbc Secretary General 

>pc:err1ing the situation in Moldova.94 

19 January2005, p. 2. 
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I Thoory •nd P"ctko of the ECHR 

3.4.2.1 Thematic Monitoring 

Thematic monitoring was set up in 1996 and covers aU member 
1996-2004 ten themes were dealt with by the Committee 

dom of expression and information; Functioning and prott:ction) 
institutions; Functioning of the judicial system; Local democracy; 

Police and security forces; Effectiveness ofjudicial remedies; l'<>n-di,:c1 

emphasis on the fight against intolerance and racism; Freedom 
religion and Equality between women and men. Work on th<:seth,e.n 
terminated.95 

Further to discussions on the theme relating to the ftutctiontinJlOI'd< 
tutions, the Committee of Ministers, by virtue of paragraph 4, 

1994 Declaration, forwarded a communication to the Parli<tmeJJ 

in January 2000 on the basis of its thematic monitoring on the 
cratic institutions.96 

In Jun,e 2000 and 2001, folloWing the examination otth<: tl1ten•e:l 
pression and information', the SeCretary General was instructed, 
4, first indent, of the 1994 Declaration, to make contacts and collect 

this theme." The Secretary General carried out the request thr·ou,gh, 

visits to 4 Member States in 2000 and 2001 (Albania, the Russi<m l'ede! 
and Ukraine) and to nine Member States in 2002 and 2003 (the 

mentioned as well as Azerbaijan, Georgia, Moldova, Rc>mania <mel tbte6~! 
Republic of Macedonia)." 

3.4.2.2 Specific Post Acce<sicn !vfvnitoring 

Since Aimenia and Azerbaijan joined the Council of Europ~ in 
Ministers' Deputies Monitoring Group (GT-SU1VI.AGO) has 
developments in both countries through dialogue and in loco ~visits. 

are discussed by the Conunittee ofMinisters on a regular basis. Indlep<!!l 
appointed by the Secretary General and assisted 

examined cases Of alleged political prisoners in both countries. 

" Monitor/Inf(2005)l; 19 

on restrictions concerning political par#~ !:/t:;:~::~~:~~;~~ 
the Assembly in November 2002, a~ ~eit ~·. 'A:~~~~,::E~~~:~= 
(2004) and 1363 (2004) on the functioning of democratic institutions in 
Georgia. 
See Monitor/Inf (2005)1. 
See CM/Monitor(2003)8 final2. 
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[gp•ro<:edun:shave been instituted with respect to the obligations 
and Herzegovina, Georgia, and Serbia and Montenegro. 

submitted on a quarterly basis with respect to Bosnia and 
and Montenegro, and on a six-monthly basis with respect 

by the Ministers' Deputies' Rapporteur Group on Demo-

mechanism has been in existence for more then ten years, 

ma.keanevaluation of its functioning. It in fact does not provide 
riniisters •wtth more powers than it already had. It also may result 
,gs<on ,,u0 part of the member States to make use of the inter-State 

sin Uildt:rArtide 33 of the Convention. The new mechanism has, 
11metl1at it may create a platform for the Committee of Ministers 

discuss and examin~ on a structural basis the human rights 
States of the Council of Europe. It also provides a more 

Member States to employ a kind of' early warning system' 

thatoneofthe Member States does not fulfil its obligations. 

(:S <Ire fully <lW<tre of their responsibilities concerning the collective 
rights, the new mechanism may adrl a new dimension to the 

:u.>.<g<«<> in Europe. In the more -::han SO years of tile Cuuncil of 
there have been situations in which silent diplomacy might have 

the existing complaint prccedures. 
Iti<>n <>f'!t< i994 Declaration on compliance with commitments, the 

has developed three distinct and sometimes interrelated, 

lur·es:mcmiltoringthe application of the 1994 Declaration, thematic 
post-accession monitoring. The 1994 Declaration may be 

mechaflism that enables the Committee ofMinisters to examine 
llbjiect rellate:dto the implementation of commitments in the fields 

rights and the rule of law and to take specific action, when 
ltic: monito•rir>g is a Committee of Ministers' tool which permits it to 
1en.tatiionofcommitments accepted by member States from the angle 

procedure can lead to the re-adjustment of co-operation and 
and intergovernmental work, where appropriate. Specific 

of the 1994 Declaration, may also be taken to this effect. The 
.-futistershas also set up country specific post-accession monitoring 

to closely follow progress achieved and difficulties encountered 
",,m·,es with respect to their specific obligations and commitments. 
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procedure under Article 52 of the Convention ........ 326 

to explanations received under Article 52 ............ 330 

complaint procedure, the Convention provides for yet another 
pervising: the obst:rv;mc:et>ytheCo•nttracting Stat•es of their obligations 

Thb form of· ~uperv~sion is ba.<:.ed on Artkle ::;2 (formed~' 

,.o,mrentio•namd is e:1trusted to the Secretary General of <he Cuuncil 

52 re.ds as follows: 

an explanation of the manner in which its internal law ensures 
inplement.,tio•n of any of the provisions of this Convention. 

!origitnates from the work of the United Nations. In 1947, within the 

l[mvaux pn!parcttoiresof what later developed into the Universal Decla

Cc•venatots on Human Rights, a text was drawn up which related 

rights. This text contained a provision according to which the 
United Nations would have the right to request States, after 

Parties to the treaty then under preparation, to report on the manner 

implementation of the provisions of the treaty was ensured in 
During the preparation of the European Convention this idea was 
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I Thcocy '"d Pmct;cc of the ECHR 

adopted in a British proposal to the Committee of Experts and 

Committee. 
Under international law there are several ex;Jm,pltes <Jf I>rctcedures 

have to submit reports to make possible the assessment of the 

obligations. This system of supervision, which in general is referred to 

procedure, may also constitute an effective instrument of control 

protection of human rights. 
Treaties for the protection of human rights are not concc,rnted priE 

interests of the State, but with the interests ofthe individual. If such 

for an inter-State complaint procedure, the Contracting States' 

to file an application will also depend on political co1nsidetcati.ons. 

because the interests of a State are affected to a lesser extent by a 

likely to lodge an application against another State only in very 

this respect, the practice with regard to Article 33 (formerly 24) 
Convention is self-explanatory.1 As: a~cesult oflh•e latck ofirlitiatti,•e em th 
to start a complaint procedure, a gap in the supervision of the 

readily arise. A reporting procedure, such as is provided fnr 

gap, because the initiative for the reporting pn1cedure tna·y hoe take1n by lUi 
organ and is not dependent on a decision of one of the Ccmtracting S 

In the case of treaties providing for an individual right ofcmnplair1t, tJ 

uf initiative to start the complaint procedure has less serious cotrrsequ< 

the initiative may also be tal<en by those individuals who have a 

interest at stal<e. It should, however, be borne in mind that the 

complaint is optional under most human rights treaties that provide 

which implies that it can only be exercised if the State concerned has 

possibility. In this respect the Convention constitutes an exception. 

into forceofProtocol No. 11 on l November 1998 the right ofitndivitlu~ 

has been set out in Article 34 without any condition or rectuitcerrtent "'' t1 

of this right by Contracting States. However, situations which alltoge•iiY• 

the Convention but have not yet created any victims in the sense 

submitted for review by the Court only by Contracting States .. ' II1 sttch. cas 

vision of the observance of the obligations under the Convention, 

dependent on the lodgbg of a complaint by a State, with all the 

restdctiOnSinvolv_ed. Here-again a reporting procedure may have an 

pleme~t:ui'.~~~e._._¥<?~e?~er,_:~e!e ~ay;be situation& where there 
however;· fOf O~e reasori ·or'an·other;-do riot take the initiative to 
'>i-~ ' ·~;:,-lnJ ;!lJFI:.,_,J _,·,),/_-' ,,, ,-_ . ' 

See supra,;l.12.5:--·-"' 
See supra, 1.12.2 and 1.13.3.1. 
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The Supervisory Function of the Secretary Genera{ 
of t!:c (:ouncil of Europe 

question of whether the complaint procedure provided for 

reatvlfurtct<orlS effectively or not and whether or not the initiative 

;heharJdsofthc individual concerned, the existence of a reporting 

with a complaint procedure may be of great value. A reporting 

because its character differs from that of a complaint 

effectiveness of the international supervision in a number of 

reJDOJrtirlgpnK<cdtrre all the Contracting States can be supervised 

in a complaint procedure usually the acts or omissions of only 

The first advantage of this is that the resistance to the super

all the States are equally subjected to examination. Further, 

1ihMv c>tcomparison, a more balanced picture may be obtained 

with respect to the implementation of the treaty in question 

coup ofOonl:rat:tirtg s:tates, which may facilitate the taking of mea

reroertt of tlte situation. In addition, the reporting procedure makes 

>teth•• niich1re ofimplementation, because this form of supervision 

pp)\'isicmsofthe.treaty in question simultaneously, while in a 

one, or at best a few of the provisions at a time will be 

mc>re,. arep<Jrting; proct,dtrre has the advantage that the international 

assure a certain continuity in the supervision, because it can 

aspects are to be examined and when, while in the case of a com

vu•o ,.,~,wait until a complaint is submitted, in which case the super

ad hoc character. The continuity of the reporting procedure 

with the situation in the past and may thus greatly enhance the 

supervision. Finally, the reporting system will in general assume 

tor<' IltexJDle than the much more formal complaint procedure. 

ab,Dv<o-nnerlti•oned advantages it is not surprising that many inter

for the protection ofhuman rights, both those concerning civil 

and those concerning economic, social and cultural rights, provide 
>rocedu:re.' 
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4.2 THE REPORTING PROCEDURE 
ARTICLE 52 OF THE CONVENTION 

In comparison with most other human-rights treaties that 
gations for the Contracting States the provision of Article 52 ~•"-· n< 

tion is very concise and leaves a great number of questions unansw 

lack of clarity, however, has been removed by practice. At artv>'•'··' 

text of the article that the Secretary General has the power to 

States to furnish' an explan.itiOn ?f the manner in which in 

fective implementation of the provisiOns of the Convention is 

Contracting States have the duty to provide him with this infornlla 

mainder, little can be inferred with certainty from the artide itseU[anr 

tan! to look at the practice which has developed under .this 
. Tod~te, th~'Secrefury General has used the power 

~CCasiOllS~':()'n' th'e fifst fiVe .occ~sions, an Contractffig C•'··"·' 'c.C .... 

reports ·~n tile application of the rights laid down in the Convr,ntiri; 

development-of the practice was initiated in December 

the Secr~tai:y General addressed a request to a single Conti·aclirig 

Russian Federation, asking it "to fUrnish, in the light of the cas:r,'Iavh 

Court ofHuman Rights, explanations concerning the manner m '"""'" 
is currently being implemented in Chechnya, and the risks~'··"-'-' 
result therefrom." And the next recourse to the Article 52 prr>ce,dui 

2002) also concerned a single State: Moldova was requested to 

about the implementation of the Convention in the light ofcertaiit'i 

mer..ts in ihat country. 
As reganls the subject-ma1:ter of the request for explanations 

Secretary General has, on some occasions, referred to all or to a 

of the Convention, and in others to only one of them. In 1964 the 
were requested to furnish information on the question nf"hm•• t~,e;c·lo 

law and their administration practice give effect to the fwtru1mei 

freedoms guaranteed by the Convention and its first Protocol" . 

. they had to report on all the rights set forth in the Convention and 

1970, on the other hand, the request of the Secretary General co1ocerni 

5(5), while in 1975 information was required on the application 

'· In October!964, july 1970, April.1975; March 1983 and july 1988, m1•ectively. 
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development;which therefore canilot be 
Article 52 fOr the eighth:tirife On 

agencies on the territory of Contracting 
and transport of individuals 
(2006) 5. 

The Supervisory Function of the Secretary Genera!' 
of the Council of Ec1ropc 

ttll<e<wc• occasion the Secretary General reserved for himself 

explanation of certain points in connection with the 

States. In 1983 the Secretary General carried out an enquiry 

jn,ofl:heC<m•;errti'r m"in respect of children and young persons 

following a decision oft he administrative or judicial 

the request concerned Article 6(1).5 The 1999 enquiry 

Federation referred to recent developments in Chechnya 
erventionby Russian forces in the autumn of 1999) which raised 

il.ce:rniing the effective implementation of the Convention. The 

one or more specific provisions of the Convention.6 The 

lpi•ocedur< in relation to Moldova was prompted by the decision 

thc>rities to suspend for one month the activities of a political 
,;, Jl;ftthe administrative parliamentary immunity of three leaders 

~tir,tconomtedl all provisions of the Convention and additional 

!ashr>rt,er dea~e for the explanations to be given concerning 
:cUl4'•0r ·me Convention. 7 

,,h,efn,reth<• :iJrstmewas made of this proceciure, then under Article 

Secretary General expressed this view in a statement made 

'ohnmitt<'" of the Parliamentary Assembly: "The Secretary General 

:st•uncier 1uticle57 is acting under his own responsibility and at his 

liitrtue of prlw<orsmnfem>d ltpcm him by the Convention independ

rs ltetna·y h.a·te in virtue of the Statute of the Council of Europe. His 

57 is not subject to control or instruction."8 To date not a single 

officially objected to this interpretation by the Secreta. y General 

ypowers. It may. therefore, be assumed that the above-mentioned 

a generally accepted interpretation of Article 52. This is not to 

Secretary General's actions in this field are always welcomed 

States. Three States have refused to furnish a reply to his fourth 

Information Slwet, No. 21, Strasbourg, 1988, p. 95. 

· manner in wl1ich the Convention is implemented in Chechnya 
which may result therefrom, Report by the Secretary General 011 the use of his 

52 of the European Convention on Huma11 Rights in respect of the R1:ss:an 
of Europe document SG/Inf (2000) 21 and Addendum of 10 May 2000. 

the use of his powers under Article 52 of the European Convention 

igt~::;:~;;;~[,:~:;d:;:~;~:;:f:~~of~E~ur:o;~r:e;document SG/Inf(2002) 20 of6 May 2002. :n Convention on Human Rights made before 
of the Consultative Assembly in Oslo on 29 August 1964, Council of Europe, 

Strasbourg, 1994, pp. 235-236. 
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request: the Federal Republic of Germany, Iceland and Malta, 

has met with broad opposition so far. The sixth request has no't be,er 
explanations from the Russian authorities."' It should be noted, 

recent practice of using Article 52 powers in respect of a single 

contested by any Contracting Party, including the two States 

It follows from the discretionary nature of this power that the 

has discretion notably in deciding whether and when to issue 

the State or States to which it will be addressed, in determining 

the request, and in fixingtime-Iinaits forthesu!Jm.issiort of' the eJ<plan 

appears from the above-mentioned practice under Article 52. 

An interesting development occurred in the contextofthe 19'l9r·enni 

Federation about Chechnya. The Secretary General considered 

reply from the. Russian authorities only referred to the Convent:im,1 
summary way and that it did not contain th<: e>:phtmtticms~etjU~:1te:d., 

letter to clarifY his request, ;efenfug inter alia to the recrnilrenoertt of~t 
ity of the use of force set ~uti,:, Article 2 of the Conventio;,' 

details of precautions taken by the authorities in the chooiC<e'of mtear 

of the operation of the federal forces in Chechnya so as to 1res;pe<:ttl1e<>ll 

Article 2. The second reply was still not cor1sicler·ed :mti.sfacto•ry;md 

to a third and last letter of the Secretary General did not add mttcheitl 

transmitted to the Cctmmittee of Ministers and the Prurliam<:nt,tryA 

Secretary General, therefore, concluded that the "affirmations of a 

contained in the replies "cannot be considered as satisfactory 

purposes of A._rt:ide 52 of the Conventbn". He rcq:.1es.ted a 

in internatiuPJl human rigPt'i lav.rto analyse tlte correspondence i'l 
the ligh of the oblig•tons incumben: O!l a 5igh Contracting 
recipient of a request under Art 52". 11 

The report submitted by the three CJ<perts opens with a general 

framework of the Secretary General's request set out in Article 52. 

discretionary nature of the power·(whlch includes the possibility 

information from one specific Contracting Party in a specific context), 

'" 

" 
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The recent request about detenrion and transport of suspects of terrorism has 
refusal, but some of the reactions led to a second round. 
Copies were sent, for information, to the European Court of Human Rights, the 

Corilmissiot~er for Human Rights and the Unit"! Naticm'Hillh <::Ornmission<" for 
See supra nOte 6;:!':-_;;-;: · : -~!\->·-or. , -, '\":-' :;-,;<,~:.;;- 'd"r ·;•-..!_.y,,_, ,. :) -( 
ConSOlidatCd report containing an imlllysis·of thi cOrrespondenCe between the 
Cotindl Of Europe and the Russian Federatio'il under Article 52 of the Ew·op<'anCo'"""' 
RightS, prepared by Tamas Ban, Frederic Sudre and Pieter.van Dijk, emma" or 
SG/Inf (2000) 24 of 26 June 2000." The three individual reports which torm"" m 
consolidated report are contained in document SG/Inf (2000) 24Addendum 

The Supervisory Function of the Secretary General 
of the Council of Europe 

are no guiding principles at all for the exercise of this 

The experts' report listed six principles derived from the 
whiCh is the principle according to which the provisions of the 

nt<orvreted and applied in such a manner as will make them 

are: 
choice of the State and of the occasion must be obvious 

must be exercised in an objective manner; 

Je ;1d<:qu.ate arid sufficiently detailed; if necessary, additional 

requested and provided; 

must be open; 
ieralinu,sto:lntwcondlustimos from the outcome of the procedure 

e "' u•o politicll and legal bodies within the framework of the 

recipiomt: .. State, the experts stressed that such a State 

) pr())ri~e u·uthfttl explartatiOilS ''bcmt the effective implementation 
· intermillaw. This is an obligation of result: the State cannot 

explanations of a formal nature. Bearing in mind also the 

treaty obligations in good faith (Article 26 of the !969 Vienna 

. of Treaties), the State must provide precise and adequete 

make it possible to verifY whether the Convention is actually 

l(sinterrtal:la"'· A.coarcling to the experts, this necessarily implies that 
J¢clin1for!ll.ati.on mm:t be provided aboat nJtionallaw and practice, 

jwlicial atTthoritles, and about their :onformitywitlt Convention 
• • 15 
tis superv1mry organs. 

!li!alys<:d the correspondence under Article 52 in light of these require

rts •COrtctttaeath•t the replies were not adequate and that the Russian 

r•ueum i<Slegal obligations as a Coatracting State under Article 52 
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4.3 THE FOLLOW-UP TO EXPLANATION 
RECEIVED UNDER ARTICLE 52 

Practice under Article 52 has also produced smneclaritv e<mt:en1inoth'i 

what is to be done with the reports submitted by the Cc•ntractin~·· 
consequences, if any, may be attached to a violation 

this way. The Secretary General compiles the answers of the ~.>o•nt1rad 
requests in a document which is subsequently brought to the 
tracting States and of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council · 

Therefore, the answers of the Contracting States an: mad<e P<Jblic 'I 
already constitute an element of sanction for those cases in wnllctl, a.cc 
answers, there has been a violation of the Convention. For thM ,,,,, 

of (comparative) analysis with the assistance of iU<ler•endetot 

desirable, as was done with the results of the thi~rdin·~uirybyth(, s 
In this way the defaulting State is exposed to criticism 

Parliamentary Assembly and public opinion. However, it is do·ubtfu!; 

Seri~Us vi01iti0ns have been found, this sanctiOn will be suffi<:ie:otly< 

an· end to the violation. The Secretary General has not b•eeroernp•owb&< 

via a complaint procedure to the Court. Sucha poS<;ibilinr mtigl>t enhan~ 

ness of the supervision under Article 52, altlhotugl1 otoe tmay"rontderwhel 

would not place the Secretary General too far outside his proper 

seem more appropriate to place such a right of application in the 

a separate institution. During the drafting of Protocol No. 14 fo 

(opened for signature on 13 May 2004) tbe Council of Europe 

Human Rights suggested that he be given such a right of appli<:ation. 

body, the Steering Committee for Human Rights, considered that such 

role could easily interfere with the Commissioner's main t.,;ksdefinted 

of Ministers Resolution (99) 50, which are based on a co-operative 

tween the Commissioner and the Member States. However, the 

did agree that it would be useful to give the Commissioner a right 

merely the option of asking to be invited, which already existed) 

party in proceedings before a Chamber or Grand Chamber of the 

strengthening the general interest factor in Convention proceedings. 18 

in Article 13 of Protocol No. 14, which introduces a new thud par·agra! 

36 of the Convention, granting the Commissioner such a right of 
Under the present c~cumstances, in many cases a violation found 

procedure can be ~ubject~d to a further examination resulting in a 

The more recent reports were also transmitted, fot inl'orrnation. purpcoses, tootlterl>o< 
the Court. 

" Explanatory Report to Protocol No. 14, paras 86-88. 
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The Supervisory runction of the Secretary Genera! 

of the Council of Europe 

iatesis preJmcd-JJCrhapsalso on the basis of the information 

52- to make use of its right under Article 33, provided 

:on<liti<)l1S of Article 35(1) arc fulfilled. It should be noted, 
the compliance with the Convention by Russia in the 

in<:h<ochnya, no inter-State application was brought during or 
of the Article 52 procedure, despite dear appeals from the 

thiim,;elf can do little else but bring the issue, if there has been 

tO the notice of the Committee of Ministers. Under a political 
,., (:trealtedby the Committee of Ministers' Declaration on com

accepted by Member States of the Council of Europe 

Member States, the Secretary General or the Parliamentary 

cmatters.to the Committee of Ministers regarding <questions of 

)J.nmi.tmtents <:OtlCerrrin1: the situation of democracy, human rights 

member State.' This is in fact what the Secretary General 
· ·. · . the expert analysis ofhis correspondence with 

under Article 52. In October2000 the Committee ofMinisters 

matter as part of the regular discussions on the Council of 

to re-establishing the rule oflaw, respect for human rights and 
20 No measures were taken on the ground of Article 8 of the 

of Europe. 

was specific follow-up to the next Article 52 enquiry. The replies 

Mo·ldc>van autlwriti<:s n.ot only indicated that the decision tc suspend 

opposition party in question had been revoked but also that tl,ey 

were numerous elements of Moldovan law which ra1sed s~rious 

conformity with the Convention. In his repor-t: the Secretary 

~t>on1ec:ssential additional problems of COlnpatibilityand stated that 

Mt>ld,ov;m authorities to conduct a thorough review of domestic law 

to take steps rapidly to rectify the shortcomings already found. 

ie.<:xp,eclted the authorities to provide him with further information 

actions. This indicates that the Article 52 procedure in respect 

rl<'l~ opeo, pending receipt ofinformation about such domestic follow

Committee of Minister~ subsequently adopted a targeted 

was partly designed to assist the Moldovan authorities 
necessary reviews of domestic law and practice in areas identified 
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in the Article 52 procedure. The Council of Europe has 

comments by Convention experts on existing and draft teg,tSI<tticon 

not yet been completed. 

The comparison with the follow-up given to the Article 52 

of the Russian Federation concerning Chechnya indicates that, 

allegations of massive and serious human rights violations,""'·~··'" 
not bring any practical results if the State concerned is not 
obligations under Article 52 and if the procedure's outcome is 
political support, notably from the CommitteeofMinisters. 

the State co-operates in the procedure, and if the Committee 
to act, the procedure has the potential to lead to concrete steps to 

with the Convention. 

t;,i' 
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N 

the nature and scope of restrictions that are contemplated 
:he: aroal~rsi': wf tloe case law reveals four types of restrictions: first, 

est1rictioros applicable to all the substantive rights under Articles 

and uader the Protocols; second, the limitation clauses 
1 of the Convention, Article 2 of Protocol No.4, and Article 

tlllJrd.the possibility of restrictions allowed to demarcate or del.imit 

of certain Convention rights; and fourth, the question of 
lintitaJtio•ns.The first type of restrictions on the Convention rights 

the rights of individuals as contemplated under Articles 15, 
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17-18, which are discussed in connection with these articles.' 

on the other three types of restrictions. The assessment st;lrt•< ,.,;.L 

the limita:ion clauses and thereafter turns to 'limitations by 
theory of mherent limitations. 

5.2 LIMITATION CLAUSES AND THE 
FOR APPRAISAL 

5.2.1 GENERAL REMARKS 

The structure of the second paragraphs of Articles 8- I I of the 

third paragraph of Article 2 ofProtocol No.4 i11 aLmost i·derttical, •witli 
designed to qualify the exercise of the rights guaranteed ~"u" .m1, 11 

those provisions. 2 The limitations based on similar textual formula 

the second sentence of Article 6( I) relating to the right to a 

of the Seventh Protocol which guarantees the right of an alien 

territory of a Member State not to be expelled.' Despite a vru:iety ol 

used to describe possibilities of qualifying the exercise of<Co1oventi< 
paragraphs, such as 'interference'," ~limitations' 5 

' 
conditions, restrictions or penalties'/ 'depriv{ation]'8 and 'c<mtroll',' 
categorized as 'limitations'. 

With respect to the limitation clauses under Articles 8-11 

Article 2 uf the Fourth Protocol, the same principles apply in assessiingj 

of interference with the requirct!lents of the Con•:ention pr~r.'isi0as 
When the Cvurt idtntifies (1ll interference \vith a righ~ orovided in 

a further examination is required to determine whether such 

justified on the basis of the three standards laid down in the 

elaborated upon in the case law. The first standard demands th,,t anvin 

theCorwenMnrigbtmttsthe'inacaoroa,~e•~thlaw'or'I>resc~~dl 

Infra Chapt~r~ 34,36 and 3]~ 
In the case of Article 2(3) ofthe Fourth Protocol, this clause qualifies the 
paragraph and the second paragraph. : ~ 

The case law, pn_ Artic~e, l of the Seventh Protocol is limited to admissibility 
ins~nce, _decision of8 J~ly ?004·'· Bolat_(admissible). 
Article 8(2)'ofthe Convention:·-~·· ' - · 
Article 9(2) of'the ConVentiOii)Ji·,·;;:;::: ,., .. · _.:· -~ 

. Fir~t ~d ~econd sent~~e~ .O.(~~de. 1 J (2) of the Convention; and Article 
Protocol. ' - · · 

Article 10(2) of the Convention. 
Second sentence of Article 1(1) of the First Protocol. 
Article 1(2) of the First Protocol 
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any of the legitimate aims that are exhaustively laid 

of Articles 8-l L Third, an interfering measure must 

in a democratic society'. The methodology established in 

three standards in sequence. Y ct, it is clear that in case 

of the first or the second standard, this will obliterate the 

on the third standard, save in very special circumstances 

l'esrel;•tirrg to these standards is such as to require examinations 
,,_ .. o.Hihe case law reveals the tendency of the Court to focus 

third standard.11 As regards cases relating to the second 

the general policy of the Court has been to stress the 

of those rights in a democratic society and to intensify the 

as a point of departure that "those paragraphs of Articles 

provide for an exception to a right guaranteed are to be 
and any restriction "must be convincingly established" . 1 .~ 

_on the_rights under Article 11, a caveat must be entered that 
(2) expressly recognises 'lawful restrictions' on the 

rights by members of the armed forces, the police or the 

Where such issues arise, the Strasbourg organs have 

·:;,odutsh•el]r under the second sentence, finding it unnecessary to 

fin;tsen<tentce .. Tillis metttoclol•ogy may be considered as a variation 

·de.limitatiOJo', which will be discussed below. It is submitted that 

implicit operation of the margin of appreciation to justify 

ie, 14 tl1e ]princiipl<' oifpt:OI>ortionalit)roltot!ldbe deployed to e:~amice 

The Court has stressed that the phrase 'lawful restrictions' 

same manner a'5 the expressions 'in accordance with the 

in the seconti parazraphs of Articles 9-11 and entail the 

>ts·ee<:billil) aad of r.on-arbitrariness. 15 However, the case law has 

ionofwhetlterth< principle ofproportionalitycan be deduced from 

first ond second paragraphs ::>f Article I of Protocol No. I 

restrictions based on deprivation of possession or on control 

The survey of the case law reveals elaborate crite:da for assessing 

restrictions, including the legal basis test, which is similar 

:e,jud!iffi''"' <of22 February 1994, Raimondo, paras. 39~40; and judgment of23 May 
para. 406 (Article 2 of Protocol No.4). 

,ju•lgn>enl of28 October 1999, Wille, paras 55-56. 
1983, Silver and Others, para. 97. See also judgment of 6 September 1978, 

.42. 
judlgm<Cnl of25 February 1993, Funke, p~a. 55. 

Rekvinyi, paras. 62-64; and judgment of20 May 1999, para. 61. 
1999, Rekvinyi, para. 59. 

Appl. 11603/85, Council of Civil Service Unions and Others, 50 D&R ( 1987), p. 228. 
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to the 'in accordance with law' standard (or the 

legitimate aims, the public interest test, the fair balance test, 

proportionality. 17 The development of the case law has also 

the test of accessibility and precision/foreseeability as part of 
lawfulness 1\ and of the principle oflegitimate expectation 

proportionality. 19 In that sense, restrictions as allowed under 

Protocol can be assimilated with the limitation clauses as seen 

paragraph of Articles 8-11 and are discussed in detail in the 

property.20 

5.2.2 PRESCRIBED BY LAW/IN ACCORDANC 

LAW 

The English teXt uses the different terms 'in accordance with. 
law' ,22 aS w~ll ~s <subject tO ilie conditions provided f01: b·~··· lav,',''bii 

blished ~ the case law that all of them must be interr>re1:ed 

general principles." The French text, which is · 
expression, 'prevue(s) par Ia wi', in the second paragraphs 
Convention and Article 2(3) of the Fourth Protocol. The req.uir·em,eni 

mean literal conformity with national law. What matters most 

law'. The casclaw reveals three essential components of the nolttOtiot 

First, the national legal provision that provides for an in1ed'erin2ni 

accessible to the citizens, which means that «the citizen must 

cation that is adequate, in the circumstances, of the legal rules 

case".26 The test of accessibility does not require States to codttv ever 

t7 See, for instance, the report of8 October 1980, Sporrong and Liinnroth, B. 46, 
ta Judgment of22 September 1994, Hentrich, paras42 and 47;judgment of27 

G' Ltd and Mebaghishvili, paras 61~63. · · 
19 Judgment of6 October 2005 (Grand Chamber), Maurice, para. 88. 
2o As will be discussed, Article 1 of the First Protocol is the only provision 

fying phr3ses iudn to limitation ~auses but is nonetheless subject to inherent 
· 21 Article 8(2) of the Convention, Article 2(3) and ( 4) of the Fourth Protocol, 

Seventh ProtocoL 
n Articles 9(2), 10(2), 11(2) of the Convention as well as Article 2(2) of 
23 Article I of the First ProtocoL ·' '·_ -: ·- ' 
2~ Tudgment of25 March 1983; Silver and Others, para. 85; and judgment of2 

para. 6G. See clso judgmerit of26 Apri11979, Sunday Times (No. 1), paras 47 _ 
25 See; for instmce, the judgment Qf26 Aprill979, Sunday Times (No.1), 

March 1983, Silver and Others, paras 86~88; judgment of24 March 1988, 
and judgment of20 May 1999, RekvJnyi, para. 34. ·. ·: . · - · 

26 See, inter alia, the judgment o£26 Aprill979, Sunday Ttmes (No. l),par" '17 art< 
25 November 1999, Hashman and Harmp, para. 31(Artide 10); judgment 
and Others, paras86-88 (ArticleS); judgment of24 February 1998, Larissisand 
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is sufficient that the law is at the reasonable disposal of 

oflegal experts. The test of adequate accessibility has not 

for national authorities, and the Strasbourg organs' 

test has remained relatively curt. 
be formulated in such a way as to enable citizens to foresee 

and meaning of the provision so as to enable them to 

1:h<! c..oun has noted that a citizen 'must be able- if need be 

idtO ton,.ee, to a degree that is reasonable in the circumstances, 

given action may entail' 28 This foreseeability or precision 

a crucial interpretive device to heighten the standard of 

safeguard for the citizen, requiring the law at issue to be 

with 'adequate indication' as to the conditions under 

such as secret surveillance and interception, are to be 

•:nnrrieOisson (No.1) Case,30 the notion of' quality of the law' 
lrrjroJ'the fi>rese.,ac•ili;ty 1es1:, a•dec1wate safeguards against abuses 

ibiltan:nerthat would dearly demarcate the extent of the autho
iil<•fir•e:lthe circUmstances in which it is to be exercised.31 The 

lys1'ressedthe importance ofsuchsafeguards, linking the notion 
!a".' with the overarching principle of the rule oflaw. According 

i~t confl"s discretion is not in itself contrary to the requirement 

such law must satisfy the condition that '<the scope of the 

of its exercise are indicated with sufficient clarity, having 

of the measure in question, to give the individual adequate 

interference". 32 The need for legal safeguard against arhi-

more important where the executive exercises a power in 

of17 February 2004 {Grand Chamber), Maestri, para. 30 (Article ll); and 
Landvrcugd, para. 54 (Article 2 of Protocol No.4). 
of26 Aprill979, Sunday Times (No.1), paras 46~53, the issue was tbe 

26 April 1979, Sunday Times (No. 1), paras 47 and 49 (Article 10); 
Silver and Others, paras 86~88 (Article 8); judgment of24 February 1998, 

>!11, para. 40 (Article 9); judgment of 17 February 2004 {Grand Chamber), 
11); and judgment of 4 June 2002, Landvreugd, para. 54 (Article 2 of 

idgmeootof25 June 1997, Halford, para. 49; and judgment of25 March 1998, Kopp, 
Msc•in<lgnl'nt of'24Aprill990, Kruslin, para. 33; and judgment of24 Aprill990, 

1988, para. 61. 
of 2 August 1984, Malone, para. 67; judgment of24 March 1988, Olsson 

of 11 April 1997, Valenzuela Contreras, para. 52; and judgment of 

jud!gment of24 November 1986, Gill ow, p. 21, para. 51; and judgment of24 March 
1), para. 6L 
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secret. 33 The Court has, however, recognized the relative nature 

required, which depends on three factors: the content of the 
the field it is designed to cover, and the number and status 
matter, the Court has consistently recognised that «many laws 

in terms which, to a greater or lesser extent, are vague 

application are questions of practice", referring to the 
absolute certainty in framing laws and the risk that the search 

excessive rigidity. 35 

The ·in accordance with law, standard has served as a crucial 

condemn national measures under Article 8. With respect to smrveill•, 

cation and a prisoner's right to correspondence, the forest:ealoilitytesf 

to curb the Member State's discretionarypower.36 In relation to 

or detainees to correspondence37 as well as the protection ~~'n·'··-· 

veillance.:measureS,38;-the Court has engaged in thorough' 

impugned national measures on the basis of the .fm:est:eabilityor.pi 

contrast, the same standard has not provided mucl: of an ela:borait 

Strasbourgorgans under Articles 9,40 10 and II of the Conv•ention 

Protocol No.-4, e;,:cept for a small number of cases. 41 Yet, when 

" 
" 

" 
" 

See, inter alia, judgment of24 Aprill990, Kmslin, para. 25; ""d C:On,mission'sro 
l996,"KQlaf, para. 42~ 
Judgment of25 Angus! 1993, Chorherr, para. 25; and repvrt of 27 Fet>rmny t: 
See also judgment of25 March 19_83,Silverand Others, p. 33, para. 88; 
Groppera Radio AG anrl Others, para. 68; and judgment of24 September 
!Jara."89. 
See, :u'long others, judgment of26 Aprill979, Sunday Times, p. 31, para. 
1999, Rekvenyi, para. 34; judgment of2l December 2C04, Busuioc, para. 
of 4 June 2002, Landvreugd, para. 61 (Article 2 of the Fourth Protocol). 

of any formal law authorising interference. See, · 
judgme~t of25 March 1998, Kopp. 
See, among others, judgment of25 March !9!!3,Sil•-er.an<f0th<rs, Jiudgm<enlt of2.' 
Herczegfalvy; and judgment of13 September 2005, Ostrovar, paras 100-102 
See, inter alia, judgment of2 August 1984, Malot:e; and judgment of 24 April 

Kalaf, paras 41 et seq .. . 
Here again, this standard has been corutrued as r.1eaning that "the law in 
adequately accessible to the individual and formulated with sufficient 
regulate his conduct"~. Tiris suggests the requirements of accessibility and 
instance, judgment of24 February 1998, Larissis and Others, para. 44. 
For findings of violation 9f Article 9 based on the stringent evaluation oftth<fi>e<S 

, ;-'·.'~ -for.instanCe,judgment Of26:0ctobei2000;-Hasan and Chaush, para: 
10, judginent·Of25 November 1999, Hashman and Harru,p;"' 

Reportof9JWr:~~r~l~-~~l!~~i~~;~~;;~~:~~~~~7~~~~~~~~~ to be met judgment of20 May 1999). With 
under Article ll, see, for instance, judgment of 17 February 
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offre,edtJmof religion and conscience under Article 9, the 

enhanced vigilance in applying the precision test. For 
law allows public authorities discretion to impose 

for breach of the constitutional principle of secularism, 

define the scope of such discretion and the manner of its 

.rit:vand pr·ovid<: ttoemwith an "adequate protection against 

clauses under Articles 8-ll, the test of foreseeability or 

the expressions •tawful' and 'in accordance with a 

in Article 5( l ). 43 This test also serves as a crucial safeguard 

oti•onof'v,:ryeS>:entce'as regards the right of access to a court 

the development of the tests of accessibility and foresee

in ascertaining the principle of null urn crimen, nulla 
Article 7, 45 and its derivative principle that criminal law 

;,rcmstruted to the detriment of the accused, for instance, by 

aims or purposes laid down in the limitation clauses 

:th,, Oomrention and Article 2 of Protocol No.4. The catalogue 

+atereotsofJoatlorlclsec:ur'ity,territorial integrity or pub lie safety, 

or crime, the protection of health or morals, the interest 

auld ailsobe>n"'ie tv judgment of 5 October 2004, Presidential Party of Mordovia, 
for the interference in question). As to the detailed evaluation 

oility,eq,W:em<:ntunoler Mticle 2ofJP,o•to<:olN o. 4, see, for instance, judgment 
Inc> h•·eoo·h of the foreseeability test in a close vote of four 

of Judges Gaukur JOrundsson, Ttirmen and Maruste 
of 4 June 2002, Olivieira, paras 52-59 (no breach of the 

to three); and the joint dissenting opinion of Judges Gaukur 
Marustc (breach of the foreseeability test). Note should also be taken of 

Denizci a;1d Others, par.1s 405-406 (sheer absence oflegal basis for the 
L'l.e lack of nece~sity). 

Kalnf, paras 44-5. While the Commission found tfte precision test to 

'"~~~~;~;:;:;relying on the theory of inherent limitations, did nvt consider 
ii1 :judgment of I July 1997. 

l"'"· .>teet and Others, para. 54. 
ju<lgn>ent o:f23 1996, Levage Prestations Services, para. 42; and judgment 

~~~~:~~~~Cavanilles, para. 47. requirements of certainty and foreseeability are inherent in 
Kokkinakis, p.22, para 52; and judgment of24 February 1998, 
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ofwell:.being of the country, the protection of public order; 
public, the protection of the reputation, tht: pt:otecl:toJG of rights a~ 

the prevention of the disclosure of information received 
maintenance of the authority and impartiality of the JUt!icilaf]r) 
purposes enumerated under the second paragraphs of 
paragraph of Article 2 of Protocol No. 4 is exhaustive. The 

very rarely found a violation of Convention rights by retere:noe 1 
standard.47 This can be explained partly by the strong cornmitl 

governance· and the protection of human rights, which· 
membership of the Council ofEurope. A more substantial 

of this standard is normally carried out in conjunction 
'necessary in a: democratic society', and in particular, 
proportionality. : , . , 

5.2.4. NECESSARY IN A DEMOCRATIC SO 

The Strasbourg organs' detailed assessment of the merits is 

the third standard, 'necessary in a democratic society', which 
the limitation clauses (the second paragraph of Articles 8-1! 

Article 2 ofProtocol No.4). It is the concept of democratic net:essi~ 

the most significant principles ofinterpretation, including tht' m.arg 

doctrine, the principle of proportionality, the evoJutive u· Itetrpretalti< 

tive alternative doctrine48 and the chilling effect doctrine. The Cow! 

held that the adjective 'necessary' is n0tsynonymous with ·mt1IS!>em 

it the flexibility of .such exp;:essions as 'admis . .::ible', 'ordmary', 
or 'desirable:' ,49 but it suggests that the interference m11st, inter 

'pressirig social need' and be''propo~onate _to_the legitimate 

" 
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See, for example, judgment of 23 October 1990, Darby, in which the Court 
to exempt a non-registered foreign worker, as opposed to a · 
tax, did not pursue the legitimate aim.: 
For the application of this doctrine under Article 9, see judgment of 16 
Holy Council of the Muslim C;Qmmunity, para, 97. For its application 
instance, judgment of 9 June: 1998,. !neal, para. 54;-judgment of 8 July 
Commission's reportof4Apri11995,AhmetSadik, para. 51; judgmentof8 
46-50;judgmentof8 July 1999.Baskayiland0kpwglu, paras62-67. In the 
for instance, judgment of25 May 1998;!The Socialist Party and Others, para. 
Judgmentof25:March 1983,'Silverand Others;para;'9V :_;' 
See,-_ inter alia, judgment·Of25 March- 1983;'Silver,and Others, 
14 December 1999; Sirif, paras 49 and 54; judgment of 13 :De<:em,be.: 200J,:M 
Bessafabia"and Others, paras 119 and 121 (Article 9);j'• >d!:m<,ntof;IDecemt.er 
48-49; and judgment of25 November 1996, Wingrove, para. 53 (Article 
1998, 

i'oert,ain but not unlimited margin of appreciation' in eva
/1 inclnding the necessity and extent of the inter

has consistently emphasized that it is for the Court to 

the limitations as applied are compatible with the 

held that the principle of proportionality employed 

of Articles 8-11 entails a subsidiary requirement that the 

spc.ndent State for justifYing interference must be both 

'relevant reasons' test, which is related to the legitimate 

met. In contrast, the 'sufficient reasons' test requires a 
ittt>rsin•:ludit:tg the nature, severity and effects of obstructing 

any expected harm caused to the rights of a citizen. 54 It is 
tlu: prop•ortion.ality atsst:ssrnet:tt, with the failure to meet the 

'lll'"'ll~ w the proportionate balance being upset. 55 Assessment 
facilitated by the method of evolutive interpreta-

.il!lrr~ frctm !Precedent through a progressive decision-making 

'D;ocemb•e< 1976, Handyside, paras 48-49; judgment of 17 February 
and Others, para. 96. 

March 1983, Silver and Others, para. 97 (Artide 8); judgment of25 
47; judgment of26 September 1996, Manoussakis and Others, para. 44 

1999,/anowski, para. 30; and judgment uf 16 l'\fovember 2004, 
38 (Article 10). 

'" 't'e!evruc't rund ,;uffidenl "'~ons'test wzder Arti<le il, "" inter alia, judgment 
Ulg.wn, p,ua, 54; judgrTJ.ent of21 March 198n, Olsscn (No. 1}, para. C8; and 

0/s;on (Nt). 2), paca. 87. Fo,· ..:ases iuvoiving ArtiUe IO, see, inter 
1976, Handyside. para. 50; ;udgment o~26/,pri! 1979, The Sunday 

judgment of8 July b86, Lingens, para. 40; judgment of22 February 
judlgm.ent of 11 January 2000, News Verlags GmbH & CoKG, para. 52; 

and Others, pa,a. 70; judgment of 17 December 2004, Pedersen 
10). For cases relacing to Artide 11, see, for instance, judgment 

Communist Party ofTurkey and Others, para.i 46-47; judgment of 
(The Welfare Party) and Others, para. 100; aud judgment of 

\~dCh.,nber), Gorzelik and Others, para. 96. In contrast, with respect to Article 
to Article 2 of Protocol No. 4, the Strasbourg organs, presumably due to 

relevant case law, have yet to enunciate the 'relevant and sufficient reasons' 

judgment of 8 July 1999, Ceylan, para. 37; judgment of 6 February 2001, 

u~;;;::~~:,:~~March 2003, LeSnik, para. 63; judgment of 16 November 2004, 
;'a of2l December 2004, Busuioc, para. 95. 

judlgm.ent of 16 November 2004, Karhuvaara and Iltalehti, para. 54; and 
~y -<lJU>, Halis, para. 38. , . · ·, 

to this interpretative method was seen in.the Tyr~ case, which involved 
, form ofjudicial corporal punishment. When finding the exercise 

treatment' as proscribed by-Article 3, the Court held that 
which ..• must be interpreted in the light of present-day 
Court cannot but be influenced by the developments and 
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policy. Further, the chilling effect doctrine comes into operation 

the Court emphasizing the importance that obstructing m<!asurces r 
deterrent effect on the exercise of the rights by the general public. 

on this doctrine in the case law is limited to cases concerning 

and freedom of association. Applied under Article 10, this doctrine 

nalists, press or the public in general should not be discouraged 
authorities by the threat of criminal or civil proceedings tor· defun 

the 'dominant position' that it occupies, a Government must 
sanctions against freedom of expression and show prudence in 
of a less restrictive kind. 57 

Restricti?nS on the Convention rights may ensue from the way \n
been forinulated, With a clause or phrase delimiting the .. 

rights and explicitly excluding specific areas or persons from thc'ir :;001 

or 'delegating' to ~>tat:e acJthorilties th'""''ponsilbility of regulatii1g the.,; 

rights. First, such 'limitations by delimitation' can be seen in th<: casd 
expressly refer to- Certain areas or subject-matters as not encom1>asse 

of application ratione materiae. Article 2(2) expressly rules oult thre, 

as not constituting a violation of Article 2, subject to 1the co1ndition tl1a 

that results in deprivation oflife is no more than absolutely necessary. 

4(3) excludes from the notion of'forced or compulsory labour' 

of the second paragraph the four types of service or work, 

envisages six exhaustive cases oflawful arrest or detention as 
to liberty and security as provided in the first sentence. 

Second, 'limitations by delimitation' may be conceived in 

a provision expressly states that national authcJritie:sslwtild talke •certaii 

such as regulatory measures, to govern their scope of guarantees. 
national authorities are give.n a margin of appreciation in demarc.ctin 
application of certain rights~--with the result that certain areas are 
teach of those rights. The phrase under Article 12 'according to th•' n;1tio 

ning the exercise of this right' suggests that national authorities are 
task of delineating the ambit ofprotection of the right to marriage 

" 
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-,,- .. 
commonly accepted standardS in the penal policy of the In ember States 
in this field"; judgment of25 APril197S;· Tyrer, para. 31. 
See," forinstimce; judgment 0£23 Aprill992, Castells, para: 46; juclgrr1en<t of27l\1:atc 
para. 39; judgment of28 October 1999, Wille, para. SO; judgment of21 March 
54; judgment of 13 November 2003, Eld and Others, para. 714; judgment of 16 
Selistii, para. 53; and judgllient of 17 December 2004, Cumpd'mi and Mazdre, 
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ins:titutional guarantees' and conditions for the exercise of the 
Tl1e t.1atio1.1al authorities are 'assigned' to govern the scope 

rights also in relation to the four rights guaranteed under 
chapter does not examine issues relating to those pro

ofthisnaturcarediscussed in connection with the respec-

OF INHERENT LIMITATIONS 

(;;(Jmtm:issi:on took a view that, apart from expressly provided 
eoJ'th•eCon'fen.tion rights may be subordinated to implied limi

flowingfrom delimitation as described above, the legal 

utatiot1S cannot be found in the express textual formulation. 

, restrictions on certain Convention 
riot ~mounting to 'interference' on the ground that they are 

guarantee of these rights. When invoked in relation to the 

are subject to limitation clauses, denying that a specific 
arrcou.nts to interference would exonerate national authorities and 

scrutinizing whether ornotsucha measure can be justified 
clauses based on the established criteria. It must, however, be 

logically impervious to implied limitations 
even with respect to 'special categories of persons'. 
law demonstrates that the Court's recognition of'implied 

to specific contexts (rather than in a general manner). This 
to the right of access to court, which, as an implied right 

has been held to be susceptible to inherent limitations. 59 

has been invoked by the Court to broaden 
of appreciation in relation to the right to vote and to stand 

3 of the First Protocol." 
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The application of implied limitations can also be <ec•n '"'"' ·-' 

on the right to property under Article 1 of Protocol L Accor·dirtg 

law, restrictions on the right to property as guaranteed un.dertn,;., 

be analysed under the second sentence of the first paragraph. It 

whether a contested measure amounts to a deprivation or 

pertyconcerned. Then it must be examined whether such 

control of use of prop~rties within the meaning of the second 

these two possibilities of limitations are found to be inc::ap;>blt 

interference in questiOn, thiS iriayfall within the (inhererit' 

sentence of the first paragraph. The Court has re1Jeated.fy <Jbservet 

the permits fell within the ambit neither of the second sentence 

nor of the second paragraph does not mean that the in•terlfen,nce• 

vi<>latedl tliJe.rule. contained in the first sentence of the """ ~'""'Kl 

graph. ()!';!h~ IJ.a~is qf!h~ 11~e<iJ<>. strike a fair ballance.lqe[\Ve''IIJ:I;\< 

the cg/'Il.rrnmity as,.a, ,who!~ aJl<L the individual's right to Pr<>P<~rty 

•c;L 

The most controversial application of the th<,orr o:f inhe1cent litni 

relation to the rights accompanied by express limitation clacUS<:s; 

paragraphs of Articles 8-11. In its earlier decisions the Ccttrunissil 

theory .concerning prisoners: rights under Articles 8 and 

K.H.C.,Gase,the Gommission took the view that with 

stopping of a prisoner's letters in general 'the limitation 

person_t9_ conduct correspo~dence-is a necessary part of his 

which is inherMtin the punishment ofirnprisonment ... not di.sclos[i 

of Article 8, paragraph ( 1)'.64 However, such methodology was 

. ., 

.ftili ;_ri~cipteha~ b-~en eS~blished sin~~--the j~dgment ~f23 -September 
parn."69. see~o-the judgment012J0ctober 1997, TIJ.eNational& i'ro•rino 
Leeds Permfl.netit Building Society and The Yorkshire nuu·, ""''' o<m<y, 
According to the Court, the search for such a balance is inherent 
and reflected in the structure of Article 1: judgment o£23 September 
para. 69; and judgment of27 October 1994, KC'tte Klitsche de Ia 
See~·for inStanCe, Ar)pl. No~ 1-860/63,X v.~Federal ~epublic o((;ennmw, >Nhk 

. ,..~~!:f~~iE~ ,, . fr~f:k~J,~ 
peorio<lic'"' OUtSide the quOta under Articles 8 and 10). 

64 ,-AppLNo:.2'?49/66~ Kenneth Hugh de Courcy, decisiori of 11 July 1967, 
(emphasis added).:·_:,,, - · ·-- · · 
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tt.deciisic:ms in the Vagrancy65 and Golder Cases66 on the ground 

restrictions on the Convention rights are enumerated in 

with no room for 'inherent limitations'. Similarly, in the 
d. pUbtt'c pronouncement of judgments under Article 6( l) the 

for the notion of implied limitations.67 However, in the 

ftlte t~ourt recognized that a detention regime is susceptible to 

the exercise of certain Convention rights, such as the right 

"Similarly, a methodology akin to the theory of implied 

Mim;tif~ttte non-recognition of interference itself, resurfaced 

theKalafCase. There, the Court, contrary to the Commis

!ntt!fft,reJnce with the right under the first paragraph of Article 

:ed reJtin,mmt of a judgead•mc::ate from the air force due to his 

Islamic fundamentalism.
69 

These cases must be treated as 

There is an encouraging sign that, except for Kalaf, 

~l''u"~''!r"• as freedom of religion or free speech are involved, 
ln,•crittica~ e'~aluat:ion of the merits under the second paragraphs 

OF SPECIAL STATUS REGIME AND 
LIMITATIONS 

~stitu1:ioJnal theorit!S,
71 

t.i.e Commission developed the doctrine 

ISspe<:t!icallylto justifi greater restrictions on certain Convention 

:tsoons •Ofa1 special legal status or regime, such as detained persons, 

/soMi.ers and civil servants. For instance, the Commission held 

'"'''>"<rejected t.he mbmission of the respondent State based on this doctrine 
mpJly "''"'"dtc fvl!ow the :nethodo!ogy of implied limitations and examined 
lhe.sec•onc! p•.rag:caf•hof Article 8: judgment of21 Febr~ary 1975, Golder, paras 

<dg>ncrlt of28_June 1984, Campbell and Fell, para. 90; ancl judgment of24 .\vril 

Km?dom, para.·44; concurring opinion of Judge Bratza, !Jara. I; 
l.O<ocaide• j<>in,,d by Judge Tulken, para, 2 . 

wo; 1\tam,e<k<. (No.2), paras. 144 and 152. 

:;~~!:~~:•mr<knrtisocheo• So/daten Osten•ei<chs and Gubi, para. 36; judgment of 

~ Bl!eckmann, Staatsrecht II -Die Grundrechte, 4'0 ed., (1997) section 3, para. 24; 
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that the right to respect for family life72 and correspondenceJ 
susceptible to broader restrictions with respect to a 
interpretation of the Convention may support possible 
categories of individuals such as members of the military and -

Articles 4(3) and under tl1e second sentence of ll(2).74 Ae<:orodinj 
and practices, the rights of those belonging to such a special 
of the army, can be subject to inherently greater limitations than 
ofhierarchical and disciplinary features of the military. Such 

subject to the application of inherent limitations; with 
restrictions on their rights do not amount to 'interference', 
the affected provisions containing limitation clauses there is no 
under these clauses, such as under the second paragraphs V'-'Ul:tae 

questioned whether the Convention ever allows wont tcor inhere:nt.r 
rights of individuals pertaining to' special regime'. The imjplir:atiQill 
controversial approach would be that the State or local go·verruri 

rights and freedoms of those belonging to this special puwe.r.n"' 
specific legal basis, and that they could be denied the ri'~ht ofiudlii 

5.4.3 CRITICISMS OF THE DOCTRINE OF I 
LIMITATIONS 

Three arguments can be put forward to support thr: e>:dtlSirm •ofinhe 
applied in the contextofrights susceptible to limitation clauses. 

paragraphs of Articles 8-11 and the requ!rement for public 
judgments under Artide 6(1) are furmalated in such a way 3S to 

the concept of implied limitations. This textual formulation needs 
in light of the fact th2.t the ECHR is a law-making treaty designed 

effect to rights of individuals, as can be supported by Article I 

" ,, Appi. No. 2676/65,X -v. Austria,- Coli. 23 {1967), p. 31. 
Appl. No.2375/64,X v;Federal Republic of Germany, Coli. 22 (1967), p.45;an<1No> 
Hugh de Courcy, Yearbook X (1967) p. 388. 
The Strasbourg organs consider that once the two requirements of 
arbitrariness are met under the Second sentence of Article 11 ( 2) ,, th<ore :isno se:par 
nations· based on 
Rekvinyi, para. 
'duties 
para, October 1999, Wille, para. 64; 

75 The exception-Offuh'~~~f:-limitatioD:s that the Court has am>wea vnm 
accomPanied by limitation datises relates to the issues of [>OSi'tiv<e ol>lig;•ticmsw 
so far examined these issUes solelyunder the first paragraph to the exclusion 
under the second paragraph. 
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principle. 70 The limitation clauses include phrases such as 
interference( ... ) except such as'/7 'shall be subject only to such 

restrictions shall be placed on the exercise of these rights other 
•neab,;ence ·ot a comparable, qualifYing adverbial expression and the 
"Artrcie I 0( 2 )"suggests that the enumerated list of public ob jectivcs 

not exhaustive. However, in line with the effective protection 
any possible restrictions on the rights to be construed 

consistent to argue that all the limitation clauses must be inter

aeltasluonfor the benefit of applicants. Once the exhaustive nature 
anr15 enumr:ralted in the second paragraph of Articles 8-11, which can 

restrictions on the rights under the first paragraph of those 

ert:ained, the better view should be that possibilities of limitations 
an exhaustive manner and only in express form.81 Tfthe drafters 

1w:<pecial r<:strictioniS on the rights of particular categories of persons, 

J<l)r·essly statr'd this in each individual provision. Second, the principle 
as recognized under Atticle 14 militates against 'inherently' 

·the rights of certain categories of individuals. As the Commis-

Kalaf Ca1Se,82 any exclusion of the Convention's application and 

:gruns'jurliciialJreviev;willr:nn connter to Articles I and 14. It held that 
jurisdiction' of the Contracting States shall enjoy the Conven

'\Yit:hout•dis·criminatiml on anygr<Jurtd'. Third, Article 18 ensures that 

:allrJwr:d under the Convention may not be applied for any purpose 

which they have been prescribed. 

,, "'l"''ssi:r ce•c<>nni,,d the la w-mllidng, rather than, contrat:ting, chata<"ter of the hCER. 
"''""'''"rr in which the C.ourt emphasized th.at "~gJiven that it [the Convention] 

necessary to seek the interpretation that is most appropriate in order 

~~~~~~j~~~jgff;~:;;~;~i~,:~~ notth'ltwhich would restrict to the greatest by the parties": judgment of27 Iune 1968, paia. S. See 
m>, <~o.,m, para. 36.Asimilartenor can be found in Austria v. lta!y, 

that "the purpose of the High Contracting Parties in concluding 
mn.cedeto each other reciprocal rights and obligations in pursuance of 

. free democracies 

of safeguarding their common heritage of political traditions, ideals, 
oflaw": Appl. No. 788/60, Yearbook IV (1961), p. 116 (138). 

Convention. 
Convention. See also Article 2(3) of the fourth Protocol. 
sentence of Article 6(1) of the Convention, and Article 1(2) of the Seventh 
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It is submitted that the theory of implied limitations in the 
review of interfering measures cannot be applied in the Cc•m•enri" 

overhaul. Its application must be confined to cases where certai~ 
visions, which are susceptible to derogation, lack express rel'eneni: 
whether by limitation clauses or by <limitations by delimitation'; 

of restrictions on the rights subject to limitations clauses, 

these clauses based on established criteria. A caveat must be enrerea 1 

circumstances the application of an amorphous doctrine of the 

in evaluating the rights of persons belonging to 'special categ<>ri<"' 
and members of armed forces might result in as wide a sc<me: of'm•tri• 

contemplated by the inherent limitations doctrine.83 Yet, this 
Court should be capable of providing greater transparency, as all 
at least subordinated to the judicial scrutiny under the limitations 
8-11 and to the general restriction clauses such as Article 

Whenever the theory ofimplied limitations is irivoked 
accomparued neither by ]imitation clauses nor by OUialifvinenhraSi 
delimit their scOpe of proteCtion, 'the Court must scrutinise

limitations based on transparent and consistent criteria. For in1itruk~ 

the 'implied right' of access to a court under Article 6(1) the Court:ha 
methodology of assessing the limitation clauses of Articles 8-11; 
pririciple of proportionality. It is submitted that the articulation 
should serve to ascertairi whether a contested measure applied to 
of persons are 'ordinary and reasonable' ,-as envisaged within 

regimes-such as prisons and 
iriclude critical evaluations of the necessity and severity ofres·tric:tions 

nature of the rights affected. 

5.4.4 VARIATIONS .OF IMPLIED LIMITATIONS: 
OBLIGATIONS 

The variation offnhere~t ~-itations can be s'e~n ln the S.tr<tSbourgor:gll! 
iri assessing the scope of positive obligations under Article 8 of the 

" .. 
" 
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See, for instance, judgment of21 February 1975, Golder. 
Se<! the observations m"'.de by the Commission in its report of 11 October 
B. 51 (1987),p. 72. ,.. ' ,,· ... 
JudSJmint'o£21 Feb'ruary 1975,'Golder,"pari ~5. Si!e also Engel, wher~the 

ments 
(198l),p.5, 
of marrying would be an encroachment on this right to marry. 

eCourt l1as b<:en to treat a failure to comply with a certain positive 
to 'interference' within the meaning of the first paragraph of 
possibility that contested omissions relating to the right to 

can be examined pursuant to the tripartite criteria under the 
fnAb,dulm:izTu<lge Bernhardt criticized that the Court's reasoning 

of respect' for family life under Article 8(1) would result in 
ere:ntlin"itations' not susceptible to justifications by reference to 

of Article 8. 86 

reasoning of the Court suggests that the applicable principles 
relation to negative obligations and to positive duties under 

;'n,nt;nn of fair balance serving as a criterion.H7 However, the very· 

is obscure and amenable to a varying margin of appreciation, 

1toaden:ing the scope of margin in respect of issues of positive 
way issues of positive obligations have not attracted rigorous 

(nrusug1~ests that though not explicitly mentioned, they may be 
I;, the Stjerna Case Judge Wildhaber proposed a 

to i~Stresoflbolth positive and negative obligations, arguing that the 
;..•,;n.~ •• the first paragraph should be interpreted as covering both 

but his proposal has not been followed in the case law. 
of the case law demonstrates two innovative features of the 

of a 'fair balance' wich respect to the bounds of positive duties. 
come to embra~e elemer.ts oflegitimate aims under the second 

8 as factors relevant for assessmg a fair balance under the first 

mrovisio.n." Second, it has iricorporated the ptinciple of effective pro
iir<:ment that the Convention rights must be 'practical and effective', 

or illusory') into this assessment and reinforced the rigour of 

the Court has yet to integrate the priri ciple of proportionality into 
fillnplied limitations relating to positive duties. 

May 19BS,Abdulaziz, Cubalesand Balkandali, concurrent opinion ofJudge Bernhardt, 

judgment of20 May 1994, Keegan, p1.ra.19; and judgment of 24 February 1998, 

November 1994, concurring opinion of Judge Wildhaber. 
the judgment of 7 August 2003, Hatton and Others, para. 98; and judgment of 

r~~;.:;;;::~G~o~m~e:z,,Jp:•:''~·~SS~.T2ll04,Aiom"o<;6""~·P•~s56, lC 61-62;andjudgment 
T~kin and Others, para. 117. Note that in cases involving environmental 
Article 8, the Court also emphasized the procedural safeguards, such as 

fin,,estlgatim>S a.nd studies into effects of certain economic activities on environment, 
conclusions of such studies by the public: judgment of 19 February 1998, Guerra 

para. 60; judgment of 9 June 1998, McGinley and Egan, para. 97; and judgment of 
2004, T~kin and Others, para. 119. 
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Limitations can also be deemed as <inherent' in respe.ct c>foth''"' 
a greater degree of positive obligations on the partof:itate amtloo1:itie 
to effective (domestic) remedies under Article 13 of the Co-nvent;~ 
education and to periodic free elections under Articles 2 and 
No. L The fact that these provisions do not contain lirriit<tticm c:lau 
for the notion of implied limitations to be slipped into the apr>rai!sa 
protection. 
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T TO LIFE (Article 2) 

REVISED BY LEO ZWAAK 
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protect life. : .............................. 355 
to protect the life of individuals against the 

parties .................................... 358 
,)ig;Iticm t:o conduct an effective investigation ............ 367 

and procedures in Turkey during the emergency 
of the 1990s .................................. 372 

...................................... 378 
disappearances ................................. 380 

end of physical life ............................ 387 
............................................ 387 

........................................... 391 
................................................. 392 
penalty ......................................... 392 
force than absolutely necessary ..................... 395 

is non-derogable ................................ 403 

life shall be protected by law. No one shall be deprived ofhis life 
!'ff' in.the• execu1tion of a sentence of a court following his conviction 

PCI"al.ty is provided by law. 
'fl~fe shmll not l\e~w.or<ledas inflicted in contravention of this Article 

, the use of force which is no more than absolutely necessary: 
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(a) in defence of any person from unlawful violence; 
(b) in order to effect a lawful arrest or to prevent the 

lawfully detained; 
(c) in action lawfully taken for the purpose of quelling a 

6.2 INTRODUCTION 

Article 2 is formulated in a somewhat strange way. Unlike the 

6 of the Covenant, it does not expressly recognise the exitst<,nc:e c<fth 

imposes upon the national authorities an obligation to pn,tectc-ve1C\' 
followed by a prohibition of intentional deprivation of life. 

As to that prohibition, the question may be raised whether 

to the national authorities or also to private persons. In any · 

invoked in Strasbourg only when its violation is (also) due to a . . ' 
the pari Of the natiOrial-a:Uthodties, because complaints'"'"' oJ<uy 

acts and omissions for which the State bears responsibility.' Th_ eptroh 

tiona! deprivation of life iinplies the duty to abstain from acts 
endanger life.' · . ' 

The duty to protect the right to life seems to have been im]~ose<l 

partic!!.lar on the legislator: 'shall.be protec:ed by law'. What 

imply? Is a State in default under this provision if, for instance, 

j~cted to ce!cain .;peed limits, although such a measure might 

road victims? The right to life does not afford a guarantee aglttniltaJ 

but against intentional deprivation and careless endangering 

be prohibited and made punishable by law except for those cases 

permits such depi·ivation of life. The protection provided by the 

realityonlyifthatlaw is iinplemented. Omission on the~"""'"·"'''" -···•" 
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The Contracting State's obligation to guarantee protection against the 
individuals may be deemed implied in the first sentence of Article 2 in cm<jmoction' 
of Article 1 .. The content and the scope of this obligation, however, are 
abstracto. For the i~sue of Drittwirkungin general, see supra 1.7. 
See, e.g., Appl. 5207/71. X v. Federal Republic of Germany, Yearbook XIV (1971), 
a complaint based on Article 2 on account of an order of the national court 
health from her house was not considered manifestly ill~founded l'y the Co•m•n"' 
Simon-Herold.v. Austria, Yearbook XIV (1971), p. 352 (394-393), where 
Artcile.~ !=_Q~ce~ed them.e.~ical~are ~a pfi~.op; Appl. 7154/75,Assodatiot!X v. 
'o&R'1'4 '(i979); 'il:, 31 (32-33); ~hC~e_ the,COmmission'deCided tlt~t in the 
programme to which certain 'riskS tO life wcie' attached, it tould Dot be" Said 
enviSaged such possible conse<J:uenceS; and Appl. 7317/75, X v. Switzerland, 
p. 412. (436-438), where extradition to the United States was concerned and the 
fea~~d n!prisal.S on the p~rt of the CIA, but the Commission held that this fea[ 
insufficiently concrete. 

Chaptec 6 Right to Life (Art ide~) I 
in case of an unlawful deprivation of life is, therefore, in 

by the Court.3 Consequently, the first sentence of the 

ad•dr<:SS<'d exclusively to the legislator, but refers to a general 
to take appropriate measures for the protection of life.'

1 

Austria the Commission held that Article 2 "does ( ... ) v. 
feclttoto a15a,.,,,deprivation oflife only". At the same time it did 

the possibility that protection of physical integrity also 

but if so, then exclusivelyprotection against such injuries 

Other injuries to the physical- and mental- integrity may 

under Article 3. 

1ea\ltltor·itit!S obliged to prevent deprivation oflife by individuals? 

:eittlin'd to put a bodyguard at the disposal of each citizen. 
6 
Their 

security does involve, however, the duty to observe a certain 

:ttr>the li-vesofltheinrliviidual c:iti>eens, but in this duty they cannot 

ebliga·tiOJIS towards other citizens are jeopardised. They will have 

Committee of Experts on Human Rights to the Committee of Ministers, 
the Co-Existence of the United Nations Covenants on Human Right and the 
on Human Rights, Doc. H(70)7, Strasbourg, 1970, where it speaks of "an 
take the necessary deterrent measures w-ith a view to preventing by law (i.e. 

la~~:u:::. its enforcement) intentional interference with life whether by a State or 
0 certain discretion will have to be allowed to the national authorities as 
""'"oct p<mcy,but the fundamental character of the right to life stringently restricts 

case of an individual complaint the applicant must be able to prove that he 
of the omission of the authorities, a complaint concerning deprivation of life 
in the case of a so-called 'indirect' victim; see supra, 1.13.3.5. 

X v. Ireland, D&R 7 (1977), p. 78, the Commission still left open the 
'"~u\<·Ucte 2 mayal~o entail an obligation to take measures, it held in Appl. 7154/75, 

Kingdom, D&R 14 (1979), p. 31 (32), that the State has a duty to take 
pst<>"ll'll"'·'dlif<.SeealsvAppl. 9348/Sl, Wv. the UnitedKingdom,D&R32 (1983), 

Appl. 16734190, Dujardi~ v. France, D&R 72 (1991_), p. 236 (243), where the 
that Article 2 "may indeed give rise to positive obligations on the part of the 

18 (1980), p. !54 (156). 
Wv. the UnitedKir~gdom, D&R32 (1983), p. 190 (200) andAppi. 9829/82, X v. 

and Irelattd (not published), the Commission added, that from Article 2 one 
a positive obligation to exclude any possible violence. 
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to weigh these obligations against each other and thewaytheydo 
in Strasbourg for its reasonableness. 7 

Thus, in theDujardin Caseweighingtheprotection of the 

against the State's legitimate interests, the Commission decidledll 

French amnestylawadopted in the context of a settlement beltw<:en 

ties in New Caledonia, resulting in a discontinuation of the 

pected murderers of the applicants' close relatives, di<i notinfdn,ge\ 

by Article 2." In the Taylor, Crampton, Gibson and J.:in:~ft•m,'lie:; ( 
submitted that the State, in view of its positive obligation tnn;,"'; 

where an unlawful killing or life-threatening attaclc h<lS tak<:n ]Jla.:d 

for which it is responsible, must show that it has sought out 

brought him/her to justice. The Commission held that the obligatti1 

includes a procedural aspect, involving the minimum re<juirernerlt 

whereby the circumstances of a deprivation of life by agents of a 

and independent scrutiny. In this case the death and serious 

of the applicants in a public hospital had been caused by a nurse 

illness. According to the Commission the procedural re~tuil:err•ent.'< 

satisfied because ,there had been criminal proceedings against 

her conviction and imprisonment.? In Cyprus v. Turkey 
weighed in favour of the applicant State. Cyprus accused the 

ofhaving murdered citizens, indudiag women and aged pe·op!e,m •:d 

cases were declared admissible by the Commission, 10 and th<: Co>m.mil 

decided on the basis of the Commission's report "that events which 

constitute violations of the Convention" .11 

In the Ergi Case the Court held that under A rtide 2 of the 

c0njur1crion withArtide 1, the State :nay l;e required to takt! ce;ctai.nrn< 

to 'secure' an effective enjoymer~t oi tb.e right to life. u 

.. 
" 
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However, in Appl. 9348/81, W v. the United Kingdom, D&R 32 (1983), p. 
applicant complained about her husband's and her brother's death in 
Commission came to the conclusion that it was not its task, when e::::!, 
Article 2, to consider in detail the appropriateness and efficiency of the 
Kingdom to combat terrorism: in Northern Ireland .. · 
AppL16734/90,D&R 72 (1992), p. 236 (243-244); • ""' 
Appl. 23412/94, D&R 79-A (1993), p; 127 (136). 
Appls 6780/74 and 6950/75, Yearbook XVIII (1975), p. 82 (124) . 
Resolution of the Committee of Ministers, DH(79)I of20 January 1979, 
p. 440. See the ieport of 10 July 1976, Cyprus v. Turkey, in 

Judgment of28 July 1998, para. 79. · 
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TO PROTECT LIFE 

in the Court's case law that where an individual is taken 

health but is later found dead, it is incumbent on the State 

ixo>Iar~ation of the events leading to his death, failing which the 

Jfi;p<m,:ibl!eunder Article 2 of the Convention. u Thus, in the 

_,;I~Jth<It>Vh<:reth•'"''en:ts in issue lie wholly, or in large part, 

owlecigeofthe authorities, as in the case of persons within their 

ifrrmo· nr·es11mptions offact will arise in respect ofinjuries and 

e't!Iatdeten:tio:n. Indeed, the burden of proof may be regarded 
to provide a satisfactory and convincing explanation. 

14 

d b·vtheCcourtin such instances is the 'beyond reasonable 

Such proof may follow from the co-existence of sufficiently 

~~druot inti:renoes '" <>f sim:ilar umeb•utted presumptions offacts. 

IV:a:rema vulnerable position, the authorities are under a duty 

f~t>ro.vi<le'lt pllau.sil>le explanation ofhow injuries in custody have 

part of the authorities to account for the treatme~t o_f an 

fis ·pruticula:rly· stJ:inJgertt v;h<:re that individual dlies. Depnvatwns 

tat·e gem"aUy:ml>je<:teo:lto the most careful scrutiny by the Court, 

lisideJratiion not ouly the actions of Stare agents but also all the 
the Velikova Case, in which the applicant com-

relative in police custody following intentional infliction 

failure of the authorities to provide hinJ with adequate 

)urtnooted ~ile implausiuilityof1te explanation by the Government 

ha•i6tllen, ar.d thu; injured himself, in light oftheautopsy reports 
inflicted through beathJg. Considering further the failure of 

any evidence that Mr. Tsonchev had been examined by a 

in custody with care warranted by the seventy of his 

concl•Jded that there had been a violation of Article 2.
17 

In the 

•'rnn•t rohserv·ed that the fact that police officers were not medii cal 

relieve them from the responsibility for failing to detect a 

y, J>articula:rl}' in the light ofstro:n8 evidence that deeth haJ occurred 

riv!,tv21l00, Velikova, para. 70;judgmentof27 June 2000,Salman, para. 99;judgment 

. 391; judgment of 18 June 2002, Orhan, para. 32·6· . t 

:J~••.e21000, para.lOO. See also the judgment of8 July 1999, {:ah~, para. 85;Judgmen 
f.bfrlak,pa•oo 32; judgmentof13 June 2000, Tim_urta§, para. 82;Judgment of 18 June 
ua. >2:1 ,oee alSo the judgment of14 February2004, Ipek, para. 164 .. 

Tomasi, para. 108; judgment of28 July 1999, Selmoun~, para. 87 
7Tt:ne20CIO, Salman, para. 99. See also the judgment of13 June 2000, TllnUrta§, para. 

June 2002, Orhan, para. 327; judgment of 14 February 2004, Ipek, para. 165. 

2000, para. 97. 
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in their custody and also in light of their failure to provide a 

to the skull fracture and serious bodily injuries of the aplJlicant's; 
held that there had been a violation of Article 2. '" 

In the Tanli Case the Court noted that, where an individual 
custody in good health and died, it was incumbent on the 

explanation. The Court recalled that Mahmut Tanli, a LL-year-ol 

health when taken into custody, with no medical historyotilln<,Ss 
his military service one year before without any medical 
twenty four to thirty six hours after being taken into 

interrogation at the Uluyol police station. The 
procedure was defective in fundamental aspects. The Istanl>ui 
Institute, which carried out a second examination of the body on 

there had been no dissection of the heart. It concluded that in 
findings in the first report were without scientific value. The 

by the applicant also considered that the alleged basis wr· ut.e .a 
insufficiently recorded or detailed to be relied on. Nc>r did t!heex.mli 

rebut the allegations made by the applicant that his son was tc>rtlrrec 

apt to establish the presence of subtle signs of torture were crum<'d o 
post mortem procedures accordingly failed to provide an exPia~na 
Tanli' s death. It certainly could not be considered as established, 

Government, that he had died from natural causes. Ttte <~otnt, thet 
the. Government had not accounted for the death of MahJnut· 
detention at the Uluyol police station and that their w;po•ns.ibility 

engaged." 

The Court has also dealt, in a number of cases, with allegations 

fulfilled its positive obligationto protect the right to life ofpri.sm1en, 
diction, who either committed suicide or were killed byotl1er priso1nen 

In such circumstances the Court applies a two-pror..ged analysis 
of whether a State has failed in its positive obligation under 
ascertained whetherthe authorities knew or ought to ha'<e lmo,wnt th! 

concerned was in any real and immediate risk, and secondly, itcortstd 

authorities took all necessary operational measures that could 
from them to prevent that risk from materialising. In the Keenan 

complained that the. prison ~uthorities, through their treatment 
his suicide, had failed to protect his right to life contmry to 
particular that by not assessihf(properly his' fitness for segregation 

·, ·' _ •- .· - ' -' ; ~: o.·,: .,.., - ·- ,_ ,I' ;•; , ·_. ~ 4" • .- ·- :·· • - •• '" ;, • • • 

disciplimrypimishment onhim, the pnson authc>rities ha.d ii:tcJ'eased; 

" 
" 
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Judgment ofl3 June 2002; paras 126~131. 
Judgment of 10 April2001, paras 143-146. 
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and had, therefore, induced his suicide. In its judgment 

was no formal evidence pointing to the fact that the 

rtnguuw schizophrenia and concluded that the applicant's 
speculative as the reason for Mark Keenan's suicide 

Despite the lack of evidence pointing to ~ark Keena~ 
the prison authorities, being put on notice upon h1s 

suicidal tendencies, considered that his unstable mental 
be monitored carefully for symptoms of deterioration. 

iusinstartces in which Mark Keenan evinced suicidal tenden-

ilital car<' artd subjected to regular consultations with psychia-
the Court was of the opinion that the authorities had 

reasonably be expected from them to protect the life of the 
the Court concluded that there had been no violation 

however, in the Paul and Audrey Edwards Case, , .... ,.,_,.,", 
~.C<',r)lpl~~~d oftheauthorities' failure to protect their son's 
Cl1ris:to]Jh<"Edwards was killed while detained on remand by 

ilJl>ri';9ner, Richard Linford, who was placed in his celL Noting 
aS-encies involved in the case- medical profession, police, 

"'-· tn ms< information about the condition of Richard Linford 

thev"'er<' all aware as it was considered to permanently commit 
on .to the prison authorities, and also taking notice of the 

screening process on Richard Linford's arrival in prison 

'ss it was observed that his behaviour was disturbing), the Court 
t(l[aU<'u 1nits positive obligation to protect the life of Christophe' 

of Article 2." 
v. the United Kingdom, where the opplicant, who suffered from 

Jautghter of a soldier who had been on Christmas Island during 
nuclear tests, the Court noted that it was not suggested that 

tonau~· sougrn to deprive her ofher life but examined under Article 
done all that could have been required of it to prevent the 

being avoidably put at risk. It found that the State had not failed 
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6.3.3 OBLIGATION TO PROTECT THE LIFE 
INDIVIDUALS AGAINST THE ACTS 0 
PARTIES 

The Court has firmly established in its case law that the first 
enjoins the State not only to refrain from the intentional an•:! u.nt 

but also to take appropriate steps to safeguard th<,li•resofthctse·wr 
The Osman Case concerned the alleged failure of the 

right to life of the first applicant's husband and of the secon•a aJ>pll 
son, from the threat posed by an individual, and the lawfulness 
applicants, right to access to a court to sue the authorities for 

said failure. The Court noted that it was not diispute·d thai: Article 2, 

circumstances imply a positive obligation on the authorities 
tiona! measures tO protect an individual whose life is at risk 
another individual. As to the scope of that obligation the 
bearing irlll\ind the difficulties involved in policing mc>dern :socieH 
ability' ofhurnim conduct and the operational choices which 
of priorities and resources, any such obligation must be in1:eq>ref, 
does not tin pose an impossible or diSproportionate burden on 
dingly, not every claimed risk to life can entail for the au>thoriti 
requirementto take operational measures to prevent that risk 

a positive obligation to arise it must be established that the autho.riti• 
to have known at the time of the existence of a real and imm<:di:!te. 
an identitied individual or individuals from the criminal acts of a 
they failed to take measures Within the scctpe: ofth<'ir JP0'NCJ:s ~rhi·ch,juc 
migb.t have been expected to avoid that risk. 

According to the Court it is common ground that the State's 
respect extends beyond its primary duty to secure the right to 
effective crirhinal law provisions to deter the coJnnlisl;ioto of olfer>ee:s ag 
backerl up by law-enfurcementmachineryfor the prevention, sur>pr.essii 
ning ofbreache3 of suchprovisions. Another relevant COinSi<:JeratitJJ1 
~nsurethat the police exercise their powers to control and prevent 

which fully respect~ the due process and oth~r guarantees which 

restraints on the scope of their action to investigate crime and 
justice. In the particular case the Court did not accept the Gc,veJrnnoentt' 
failure to perceive the risk to life in the circumstances known at the 

preventive meaSures to 3:V0id that ·risk must be tantamount to 

willful disregard of the dutY to prOtect life. Such a rigid standard 
to he incompatible With the requirements of Article I of the Ccmv·en:tioi 
gations of Contracting States under that Article to secure the practical 
protection of the rights and freedoms laid down therein, i"J1cluding; A1:ti 
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protected by Article 2, a right fundamental in the 

f. iti,;ufficienl for an applicant to show that the authont1es 

,reasctnahl)•expc•:ted of them to avoid a real and immediate 
or ought to have knowledge. This is a question which 

li ht of all the circumstances of any particular case. In 
g "I . 

the Court noted that the applicants had fa1 ed to pomt 

heseq•ue1oce of the events leading up to the tragic shooting 

L>''"' n,,]ir·e knew or ought to have known that the lives of 

immediate risk from the shooter. Therefore, the Court 

in this case. 23 

Court held that there was nothing to suggest that, even 

son feared that his life was at real and immediate risk, 

fears to the Cypriot police. Nor was there anything to 

.ta~othcOriities o•ugl1tto have known that the applicant's son was 
acts of a third party and failed to take steps to protect 

th•' Go wit conclude•:! tltal there had been no violation of Article 

account.24 

concerned the murder of the applicant's son by three 

'n~:Jki11g their getaway after robbing a bank. It was subsequently 
three had been serving prison sentences pursuant to final 

Ffor n,peate:d violent offences. At the material time one of these 

fatal shot, had been released on prison leave; the other was 

regime. The judges responsible for the execution of their 

eclpri:sorJleoave an.d the semi-custodial measure on the ground that, 
iSoJOaJ"thioflities' r·ep·ori:E on their conduct in prison, they were not 

three cri.rrUnals were later sentenced to lengthy terms of 

ap]JHc.am applied for compensation under a law which made 

paid to the victims of terrorism and organised crime, but his 

by the Minister of the Interior and then by the President of 
2 of the Convention, the applicant alleged that the decisions 

for the execution of sentences who had granted his son's 

led to his death. 
Court :ecalled the situations it had earlier examined in the Osman 

reyEdwa,rdsCases con«,min!\ the requirement of personal protection 

iidivi<imth identifiable in advance as the potential target of a lethal 
that the Mastromatteo Case differed from tho::>e cases in that it 

18 O•ctol>e< 1998, Osman, paras 115-116. See also the judgment of28 March 2000, Kilir, 
May 2001, Denizci, para. 375; judgment of 17 January 2002, Calvelli and 

iS; judg:m<nt of 18 June 2002, Oneryildiz, para. 63; judgment of20 December 2004, 
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was not a question here of determining whether the w;po•nsibility 

was engaged for failing to provide personal protection to Mas\rot 

at issue was the obligation to afford general protection to socrety;1ga 
acts of one or of several persons serving a prison sentence mr av""" 

determination of the scope of that protection. On the question 

of alternative measures to imprisonment engaged the res:ponsi!bilityi 

Article 2 of the Convention, the Court observed that one of the 

a prison sentence was to protect society, but it recognised me ~e:gn:rm: 

of social reintegration. The Court noted th:at ltaliartle:gislati.on !aide 
on alternative measures where crimes committed by members 

tions were concerned. It considered that the system introduced 

sufficient protective measures for society, as evidenced by the 

the respondent State, w.i1ich showed that few crimes were comrni~ 

subject to a semi-custodial regime or by prisoners who had aOliCOU<Iec 

leave. Accordingly, the:re was nothing to suggest that the systen>;c 

measures applicable in Italyat the material time should be •callediint9. 
Article 2. 

As to whether the adoption and implementation of the 

disclosed a breach of the duty of care required in this area by 

vention, the Court pointed out that the relevant risk in the present 

life for members of the public at large rather than for one or more 

duals. In granting the alternative measures the judges responsible 

of sentences had based their decisions on reports from the prison 

gave positive accounts of the conduct of the two prisoners. Ttte (;ottrt < 
there was nothing to malce the national authorities fear that th~ 

men might pose a real and immeJiate thre:u to life. Nor was then~ 

the authorities to the need to take additional measures against 

been released. Admittedly, O<Ie of them had been granted pnsorue:ave.a 

plice had taken advantage ofhis own prison leave to abscond, butt th:at 

Court's view, establish a special need for caution, since there was no 

that they would commit an offence whicl:r would result in the loss 

Consequently, the Court considered that it had not been establisb1ed 1 

leave granted to the prisoners gave rise to any failure on the part 

authorities to protect the right to life of the applicant's son. It 

had been !lo.violation of Article 2 as regards the complaint relating 

lack of diligence." As the killers had been prisoners in th<' State:' S<:harge:a 

time, the Court indicated that a procedural obligation arose to dettennm 

stances of the \'PPlicant's s9~'s. <!e~th. As a result of1the: inve,;tig,ationtb~'/i 
bee~foundgciltyofm.;rder,S<' :n. ·,ten. ,·, ed l:ole:ngtb.tyt<,rrrts ofirrtprilsortm<,nt: 

Judgment of24 October 2002, paras 69-76. 
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Consequently, the Courl was of the opinion that the State 

,;nn 1mctcr Article 2 of the Convention to guarantee a criminal 

the procedural obligations under Article 2 required a 

could be lodged against the State, the Court noted that the 

claim had been dismissed on the ground that the statute 

to the case. However, he could have sued the State for 

\ur·vc•seth<:rc h<ld been two remedies available to him. namely 

hrre: under Article 2043 of the Civil Code and an action against 

the execution of sentences under the Judges' Liability Act. 

Courtobserve•Httal Article 2 of the Convention did not impose 

to, provide compensation on the basis of strict liability. 

•urrnoe10 u••• the procedural requirements under Article 2 of the 

tht: u'"'t''a Kingdom the applicant claimed that both the State's 
;o'r.•nt,;ofthe.possible risk to her health caused by her father's 

fiCI!erurtests· and its earlier failure to monitor her father's radiation 

ovi.olattOJOS of Article 2 of the Convention. The Court held that 
2(1) enjoins the State not only to refrain from the 

ilfuhatkir1g <>flife, hut also to take appropriate steps to safeguard 

its jurisdiction. The Court's task is to determine whether the 

been required of it in order to prevent the applicant's life 

lyput:>t r.isk." Having examined the evidence submitted to it, the 

.edtha1t it had b'ee11 e1;tal>l.,;hed that there was a causal link between 

to r::tdiativn ~ad the leukemia fuurld in a chaD that w:=ts 

Therefcre, th~ C0urt could r..ot r.:a.<>on'lbiy hold that at the 

·the United Kingdcm could"' should have talcen action 

In addition, the Court found it clearly uncertain whether 

>,plicant's health from birth would have lead to earlier di?.gnosis 

such as to diminish the severity of her disease. 28 

ta.(Aglto Case the Court held that the same principles applied in 

as well. The positive obligations implied in Article 2 require 

compelling hospitals, whether public or private, to adopt 

!sf<)[ thepnlte•:ticm of patients' lives. They also require an effective 

system to be set up so that the cause of death of patients in the 

llf•mfe5l;io:n, whether in the public or the private sector, can be 

mo, p"'a. >b.;ee also the judgment of28 March 2000, Kaya, para. 85; judgment 
and Giglio, para. 48; judgment of 18 June 2002, Oneryildiz, para. 62. 
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determined and those responsible made accountable. Hc>wt•vp, 

of the right to life or to personal integrity was not caused 

obligation imposed by Article 2 to set up an effective judicial 

sarily require the provision of a criminal law remedy in 
sphere of medical negligence the obligation may, for instance, 

legal system affords victims a remedy in the civil courts, either 

with a remedy in the criminal courts, enabling any liability 

to be established and any appropriate civil redress, such as an 

for the publication of the decision, to be obtained. Disciplitnary 

be envisaged.29 

In the particular case the applicants complained of a vit>ialtior 

Convention on the ground that, due to procedural delays, a 
making it impossible to prosecute the doctor responsible for the 

that had died shortly after birth. The applicants' comp>launt '"'"' 
criminal penalty was Uffiposed on the doctor found liable forth;. <f. 
in the criminal proceedings at first instance beca~e of the 

The Court noted that, in cases of death through medical ne1~genc 

system affords injured parties bo:th Inand,ato.ry.criJffiUnalpnacemings' 

ofbrmging an action in the relevant civil court. The Govei·nnlent] 

the applicants did not deny, that disciplinary proceedings 

doctor was held liable in the civil courts. Consequently, the 

litigants remedies which, in theory, meet the re<1mrernei1tsot .1\rt:Icl< 

provision will not be satisfied if the protection afforded by 

in theory: above all, it must also operat-e effectively in pr:1cti.ce •withil1 

that the courts can complete their examination of the merits 
case. The Court noted that the crUffimal proceedmgs ms:titt1te•d allat•lS. 

cerned became time-barred because of procedural shortcomings 

particularly during the police inquiry and judicial imreSitig,ttion 

applicants were also entitled t•a ir>Sti:tul:e F>race<:di11gs: intht! civilcotlrfl 

they did. It was true that no finding of liability was ever made 

a civil court. However, the case file showed that in the chilj>rOcet,dilill 

Court of First Instance, the applicants entered into a settlement 

dactor's and the clinic's insurers and voluntarily waived their 

proceedings, which could have led !o an order against the do•ctorlo•r 

damages and possibly to the publication of the judgment in the' Dr·eS: 

The Court accordingly considered that the applicants had denied 

to the best means-and orie that, in the special circumstances of the 
have satisfied the positive obligations arising under Article? -nf,,],i,";no 

of the doctor's responsibility for the death of their child. Conse,qweii 

Judgment of 17 January 2002, para. 53. 
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of a deceased person accepts compensation in settle

medical negligence, he or she is in principle no longer 

That conclusion made it unnecessary fOr the Court to 

instant case, whether the fact that a time

'.beingprt>Se•:u led for the alleged offence was compatible with 

jhc:en>ed the death of nine members of the family of the 

snanl1rto•Wll that comprised a collection of slums haphazardly 

rubbish tip which had been used jointly by four district 

W:lS under the authority and respuusibilily of the ntaiti 

An expert report drawn up on 7 May !99! at the request of 

to which the case had been referred by the Dmraniye 

authorities' attention to, among other things, the tact that 

with regard to the tip in question to prevent a possible 

being given offby the decomr>osing refuse. The report 

ispt"tes b•etl\reen tl1e 1mayo:rs c:once1me·d. Before the proceedings 

.u.><"'""'u been concluded a methane-gas explosion occurred 

>e.>vaste"coJ~ectto•n s:tte and the refuse erupting from the pile of 

situated below it, including the one belonging to the 

members ofhis family. The Turkish Government submitted 

llilostall,ttio•n forthestorageofhousehold waste, which mvolved 

shr>ul•d n•at t>e regarded as the exercise of a potentially dangerous 

tolmparable: to those pertaining to the spheres of public health 

installations. 

[iril'<Ci]p!eset out in the Osman Case, the Grand Chamber held that, 

the authoritits knew or ought to have known at the time of the 

1diim1nediate risk to the life of an individual or individuals, they 

under Article 2 of the Convention to take such preventive 

and ·sufficient to protect those individuals, especially as 

had set up the rubbish site and authorised its operation, 

ieriskin question.31 Among these preventive measures particular 

p••.cn•• uu the public's right to mformation, as established in the 

iVeJoticm institutions. This obligation indisputably applies in the 

Ot <lartgerotJS at:tivities, where, in addition, special emphasis must 

ati<>nsge<tre<lto the special features of th~ activity in question, parti

the level of the potential risk to human lives. They must govern 

operation, security and supervision of the activity and must 
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make it compulsory for all those concerned to take practical 

effective protection of citizens whose lives might be mctaiJge,recl! 

The Grand Chamber held that this right, which had already 

Article 8,32 may also, in principle, be relied on for the pn>te.:tio 

particularly as this interpretation is supported by current 
standards. In any event, the relevant regulations must also 
procedures, taking into account the technical aspects of the 

identifying shortcomings in the processes concerned and any 

those responsible at different levels.33 

The Court continued by considering that the oblig;lticmsder 

do not end there. Where lives have been lost in cir·cumstarices P' 
the responsibility of the State, that provision entails a duty for 

all means at ics disposal, an adequate response- judicial or 

legislative and administrative framework set up to protect 

implemented and any. breaches of that right are repressed. 

infringement of the right to life or to physical integrity is not 

positive obligation to setup an 'effective judicial • dc>esnot:I 
criminal proceedings to be brought in every case and m'ty t>e satisfi 

strative or even disciplinary remedies were available to the 
According to the Court, however, in areas such as that in 

Case, the applicable principles are rather to be found in those 

already had occasion to develop in relation notably to the use,ot ;leth 

which lend themselves to application in other categories 

it should be pointed out that in cases of homicide the int:eq>rettati< 

entailing an obligation to con<luct an official investigation is jus;tifie<l 

<~ny allegatio~ of sach :m of[er...:e norm::tllv glve rise to criminal 
becaust'" ofte11, in practice, the true cirettmstances uf the death are, 
confined within tite knowledge of State officials or authorities. 

that the negligence attributable to State officials or bodies on that 

an error ofjudgment or carelessness,·in that the authorities in 

the likely consequences. and disregarding the powers vested in 

measures that were necessary and sufficient to avert the risks 
·activity, the fuct that those responsible for endangering life ha1re ntot loe 

" 
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Calvelli ahd Ciglio, para. 51; judgment of 24 October 2002, Mastromatteo, 
8 July 2004, Vo, para. 90. 
Decision of II January 2000, Caraher. 
Judgment of27 September 1995, McCann, paras 157-164. 
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may amount to a violation of Article 2, irrespective 

individuals may exercise on their own initiative; )'WJHCU 

Jevd<>ptnents in the relevant European standards. 
311 

position as follows: "the judicial system required by 
for an independent and impartial official investigation 

f,iitl mtinitrnturn standards as to effectiveness and is capable 

~ertal1tles are applied where lives are lost as a result of a 
extent that this is justified by the findings of the 

the competent authorities must act with exemplary 

~dlmuS!t of' their o>vnm<Jti,oninitia,te investigations capable 

~ii-cutmSitances in which the incident took place and any 

of the regulatory system and, secondly, identifying the 

involved in whatever capacity in the chain of events in 
of Article 2 go beyond the stage of the official inves

to.th<,.instit:uttion of proceedings in the national courts; 

$1Jotnrurtg the trial stage, must satisfy the requirements of 

"(}t<:ctlivt:s thr<m!~h t:he law. It should in no vray be infurred 

,u~,,- ..... , entail the right for an applicant to have third 

for a criminal offence or an absolute obligation for 

lcconvictionL, or rrtaeea in a particular sentence. On the other 

not under any circumstances be prepared to allow 
unpunished. This is essential for maintaining puolic 

'adheren<:e to the rule of law and for preventing any ap

>i"C'olltiSit>n in uulawful acts. The Court's task therefore con

«<•·~ """""'extent the .:CJurts, in reachingtheirconclusion, 
~:>Imttcct the case to the careful scrutffiy required by Article 

deterrent effect of the judicial system in place and the 

isreqtlii<'d to play in preventing violations of the right to life 

:lil''ons;ibtlity borne by the State for the deaths in the Oneryildiz 
the,ou.tset that there were safety regulations in torce in Turkey 

I,Vlty t:enLtnU to the present case- the operation ofhous~hold
l!tanoto Olt surm areas. The expert report submitted on 7 May 

to the danger of an explosion due to methanogenesis, 

of preventing an explosion of methane occurring as a 
rort <>t ntoUISellOla waste. The Court considered that neither 

odi,tcyoft:hedatog<:rin question was in dispute, seeingthatthe 

a'CJearly come into being long before it was highlighted in the 

inbt,c21l04, One,Yifdiz, para. 93. 
2004, Oneryildiz, paras 94-96. 
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report of 7 May 1991 and that, given the site's continued 

conditions, that risk could only have increased over time. 
administrative and municipal departn1erttsresponsibk' for sttperv 

the tip not to have known of the risks inherent in m<ethan•ogt,nesis 

preventive measures, particularly as there were specific re1~ul:rtie 

The Court likewise regarded it as established thatvatriotJS autl:rq 

aware of those risks, at least by27 May 1991, when they had 

of7 May 1991. Since the Turkish authorities had known or 

there was a real or immediate risk to persons living near th<e ntbb,Js 

an obligation under Article 2 of the Convention to take su.cnn""' 

measures as were necessary and sufficient to protect those 

they themselves had set up the site and authorised its opera:tion, 1•! 
to the risk in question. However, Istanbul City Council had 

necessary urgent measures but had also opposed the rec:on1men<la 

Minister's Environment Office to bring the tip into line with 

It had also opposed the attempt, in August 1992, by the m'rvor oiTii 

ning, the Turkish State's consistent policy on slum areas naa ene<>ur 

tion of such areas into the urban environment and had thus 

existence and the way of life of the citizens who had gnrdtrally caus• 

up since 1960, either of their own free will or simply as a result 

1988 until the accident of28 April1993 the applicant and his 

entirely undisturbed in their house, in the social and f,rnih'"'wi•·n• 

created. It also appeared that the authorities had levied council 

and other inhabitants of the Omraniye slums and had provided 

services, for which they were charged. Accordingly, the G:overrtment• 

tain that they were absolved of responsibility on account nfth•· virt 

or lack of foresight. 
As to the policy required for dealing with the social, economic 

in that part oflstanbul, the Court acknowledged that it was not 

its own views for those of the local authorities. However, the tin1ehri 

gas-extraction system at the 0 mraniye tip before the situation be<:aniet 

been an effective measure which would have complied with Turkish I 
general. practice in- such matters without placing an impossible or 

on the authorities~.Sucha.meaSure-would·also have been a better 

humanitarian-~OllsideratiOllS.;.Whlch.the Government had relied on 

to justify the fact that they had not taken any steps entailing the imtme<lit 

sale destruction of the slum areas. The Court further noted that 

not shown tbat any measures had been taken to provide the slum 
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risks they were running. In any event, even if the Turkish 

cle,d tlte rigltttc information, they would not have been absolved 

absence of more practical measures to avoid the risks to the 

conclusion the Court held that the regulatory framework 

case had proved defective in that the tip had been allowed 

no coherent supervisory system. That situation had been 

policy which had proved powerless in dealing with general 

and had undoubtedly played a part in the sequence of events 

The Court accordingly held that there had been a violation 

0 tbte ~·ar(,nts of the victims who were shot dead in Gibraltar by 

Air Service (SAS), which is a reginlent of the British Army, 

ift\Iti<:lel. The Comt held that the obligation to protect the right 

~t<>miOI[ efifedtivt' official investigation when individuals have been 

ihe:use off<>rce by agents of the State. However, the Court did not 

'" <i'eci.de what form su<b an investigation should take and under 
be conducted, since public inquest proceedings in which 

)eg;.UyTeJ>re:sented and which involved the hearing of seventy-nine 

ctt:i!Ken p•lace. Moreover, the lawyers acting on behalf of the appli

!ii<amiJie and cross-examine key witnesses, including the military 

:elinv<>lvedin t:hephmrting at1d <corrdutct of the anti-terrorist opera

the subrrti5':iotls they wished to make in the course of t.'te procec

i•b:rckgnmrrd the Court did not consider that the alleged short

proceedings substantially hampered <he carrying out of a 

and careful examination of the circumstances surrounding the 

there had thus been no breach of Article 2(1).41 

A,,.;"'"'"" reached in the Jordan Case, in which the applicant also 

had been no effective investigation into the circumstances 

eatlh ol'hi' son, who had been shotandkilled by a police officer. The 

a·number of factors distinguished this case from the McCann 

ilv<osti_gation into the killing was headed and carried out by police 

,;, ,,nhiect tv the supervision of an independent police monitoring 

hierarchically linked to the officer subject to the investigation. 
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Secondly, the investigation reJ>ortdtd 1101: contttinany neason·ed jius1 

the shooting was to be regarded as not disclosing a criminal 

a prosecution of the officer concerned. The lack of such 

Court's view, could not be considered compatible with muctte las 

a concerned public and the relatives affected that the rule 

Thirdly, the inquest proceedings conducted into the kil' linll ol'th•ea 

not provide, according to the Court, the same procedural guarani 
McCann Case. In Northern Ireland, unlike in England and 

suspected of causing death could be compelled to g"re e:Vlt!entce;Jn 1 

under consideration, the failure of the authorities to require the 

for the killing to provide them with his testimony, detracted, in the 

the inquest's capacity to establish the facts immediately relevant 

ficallythe lawfulness of the use offorce, and thereby to •cornplly"rith 

of Article 2. Furthermore, the absence oflegal aid 

fumily in the proceedings and the non-disclosure of witness 

appearance (on· the basis of public interest inlmunity, wi't tho•uta·fa 

struck between the interests· of the two sides concerned) at the 

according to the Court; the ability of the applicant to patrticipale ilti 

contributed to the long adjournments of proceedings. Lastly, the 

that the inquest had not been pursued with reasonable eXJpetlitionas, 

Court's judgment, more than eight years after the inquest's 

had still not been concluded. On the basis of tl:;e afcoretnetntic>n<:d co~ 

Court concluded that tho. procedural shortcomings of the 

applicantson' s death had been suCh so as to sulJSt:ant:ially ltannpter an iJI 
thorough exal!lir..at:io-n into the killing in question. Accordingly, 

brecclled. P 

A slightly different set of circun1stances compelled the Court 

of Article 2 in the McKerrCase, in which tile applicant alleged iliat 

unjustifiably killed by security forces an.d tl>atilie:re lilac! be:ennoeffi'cti~ 

into his deaili.•lt was noted iliat the existence of an independent 

supervising the officers·. carrying out the inVestigation could not 

sufficient safeguard where ilie investigation itselfhad Le.en- fcJT'Lll ~orac 

- conducted by police officers connected to those being nv.•stintec 

although ilireepolice officers were put to criminal trial for the death 

failier, the same Shortcomings of the inquest procedure, as ilit>Sedetatl 

reference to the jordan• Case, did oblige'ilie Court to find a 

Differentfroi:ri.'ihe]ordan.Gase; however; the afore-mentioned 

evaluated in;a broader coritext;'wifrranted by a violation of ilie 
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tioneadtirttonal account- particularly disturbing in the Court's 
of the authorities not to charge the three police officers, 

forth•' killirrg t>fthe :apjJlic:ant's father, with an attempt to penrert 

•Aithollgh in the course of investigation it had been established 

to withhold information concerning their belonging to a 

and their acting on intelligence information, the inqt!est 

.J>h>pe:rly ex:amine the matter. The Court, in its turn, considered 

(lnc:ealmen1~ ot mrormfmcm and the investigators' failure to react 

a'nd legitimate doubts as to the integrity of the investigative 

case in which it had been established that a person had been 

cSec:ur.ity•op<etaltiOI" -a situation raising issues pertaining to the 
in counter-terrorism proccdures.'14 

the part of the national authorities to include in the inquest 

(IS cau•,u• possible collusion by security force personnel in the 

:.ofth<' af>plicatlt'S son in the Shanaghan Case, led ilie Court to 

'"··'"''" t>een a breach of the procedural requirements of Article 
iat,ial1thooughthe investigating officers had been made aware of 

'h.efacttltatPa·trit:k ~>hanagh;m lilacl b<:en subjectcxl to harassment 

k~fm:ce,, it lilac! n•ot been deemed necessary to extend ilie inquest 

events having taken place before the particular incident 

; Oon>:idc:rirrg thi's drawback of ilie investigation proceedings in 

re otttlte authorities to identifY ilie perpetrator of the applicant 

~ofin<lop•enceroce ofi.:he investigating authorities and the general 

(procc:du~rein l'lorthern Ireland (as discussed above with reference 

ind the' MlcKerr Case), the Court concluded that there had been 

ofinqJuestj>ro•ce•1UI'e> in Northern Ireland aGd the lack of inde

iiOJ:itic" invc,.ti.ga:ting aUe{;attiontS of polio:e involv·errtent in killings, 

of Jordan, McKerr and Shanaghan above, were once again 

the Kelly Case46 and in the more recent Finucanl7 Case, 

lm:ttlreq•Jir•ements of A:rtide 2 were deemed violated, the Court's 

beinginconformitywiili its previous judgments. The Court 

)tiroemcmt, imposed on States by Article 2, to carry out effective 

when individuals had been killed a;; a result of the use of force, 

there had been allegations of complicity of police or security 
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forces in the killings. 48 It also stressed the need for the mves;t; • ., 
independent- hierarchically, institutionally and also pr:Ktically 

implicated in the events under investigation.49 The Court 
obligation of States to ensure promptness of the investigation 

scrutiny, which may vary from case to case but must ahvaJI'"Lllow 

of the next-of-kin of victims in all investigative proceedings so 
legitimate interests. 5° 

In the Denizci Case the Court noted that with respect to 

immediately after the killing was reported to the authorities, 
scene, a plan of the incident site was drawn up ana a Hs:t ottlte<>bj 
blished. Relevant samples were taken and scientifically ex<tmmed! 

arrived at the scene a few hours after the killing proceeded to 
mination and, later on the same day, carried out an autopsy on 

also noted the numerous acts accomplished by the localf>Olice.iur 
opened into the killing of the applicant's son and his rrllencLw·n 

a year, to a case-file of more than 600 pages. In thelightn"'"••h· 
mined the investigation file submitted by the dome:stic: attth•oriti< 

element which would allow it to conclude that the imresliga;tion: 
inadequate. There had been accordingly no violation 

In the OneryildizCase, discussed supra in subsection o.o•.o,me 

under Article 2 to conduct an independent and intpartial 
issue. With respect to the responsibility borne by the State as 

investigation the Court considered that the administrative 
plicant to claint compensation could not satisfy the rectuiJrenten;ttc>c 

investigation into the deaths of the applicant's close relatives. 
remedies used, the Court considered that the investig::tting 
regarded as having acted with exemplary promptness and as 

in seeking to establish the circumstances that had led bNh to the 
1993 and to the ensuing deaths. Thoseresp•msible fortheeve:ntsin< 
identified and prosecuted, eventually being sentenced to the 

applicable under the Crintinal Code. However, the sole P'"fl'OS<' ofth; 
dings in the present case had been to establish whether the 
liable for 'negligence in. the performance of their duties' under 

Criminal Code, which provision did not in my ~rayre!lat<' tc• lite-en 

'" 
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to life within the meaning of Article 2. The judgment 

in abeyance any question of the authorities' possible 
oftheapplicant's close relatives. Accordingly, it could not 

;rirnin.al JUStJCe system had secured the full accountability of 
for their role in the tragedy, or the effective implemcnta

law guaranteeing respect for the right to life, in 

ft!llctl<Jn of criminal law. The Court, therefore, held that there 

OLIU''"'". concerning the inadequate investigation into the 
relatives. 52 

e~en though an administrative investigation had been 

Jjeincidr:m, the Court observed that there had been striking 

In particular, the Court attached significant weight to the 
utb:oritleshadfailed to identify all the policemen who had taken 

iep•()li•cenaen had left the spot without identifying themselves 
re,:!hr:ir 1/fe,tpcms so that some of the firearms which were used 

... also appeared that nothing had been done to identifY the 

een.u•• u~'' in the area when the incident had taken place. 
bullets had been collected and that, other 

tad! be:en remcm,d !'rom Mr Makaratzis' s foot and the one which 

itheooli>ce llacln<ever found oridentified the other bullets which 
Those omissions had prevented the Greek court from 

of fact as it might otherwise have done and had resulted in 

officers on the ground that it had not been shown beyond 

was they who had injured the a::>plicant, since many other 
unidentified weapons. In those circumstc.nces tl:e Co:.trt 

itbmiti<,. had failed to carry DUt an effective in·vesti3J.tion int'J 

lCOillj>lette and in~dequate character of the investigation was 
even before t.l-te Court, the Government had been unable 

who had been involved in the shooting and wounding of 
concluded that there had accordingly been a violation of 

in that respect. Having regard to that conclusion, it did 
!o•ietenniJaewttetheJr tlte lfailin:gs iidentifi,,d iin this case were part 

by the authorities, as asserted by the applicant.5
J 

N'm<om<be<2004, paras lll-ll8. 
DeC<>mb•e< 2004, panes 76-80. 
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6.3.5 MEASURES AND PROCEDURES IN TU 
THE EMERGENCY SITUATION OF THE 

The Court has also examined a great number ofco1mp•laints ag;ainst' 

the emergency situation in the South-East region in the 1990s, 

produced a series of findings of failures by the authorities to 

ofwrongdoingbythe security forces, both in thecontextofthe 

under Article2 of the Convention and the re•1uirernent l'orefliectiive 
by Article 13 of the Convention. 54 A common feature 

the public prosecutor had failed to pursue complaints byin<livJidhal 

security forces were involved in an unlawful act, for example 

statements from members of the security forces implicated, 

the reports of incidents submitted by members of the sec:uriity lfon 

incidents to the PKK on the basis of miiiimal or no eviideno,;'•:J<' 

In the Ergi Case the Court observed that the m:ponsibility •of 

cOnfined tO-rucUmstanCes ·where· there was significant evide'nce 

from agents of the State has'ld!led a civilian. It may also be 

to take a!Heasible precautions iii the choice of means and 

operation mounted against an opposing group with a view tO 

event, to minimising incidental loss of civilian life. Thus, cv<,.«nuJo~ 

established beyond reasonable doubt that the bullet which killed 

fired by the security forces, the Court had to consider whether 

operation had been planntd and conducted iii such a way as to 

to the greatest extent possible, any risk to the lives of the villagers, 

firepoweroft;le i'KK members caught in the ambush. In this n1sethe 

tion tonk place in a village. Even though the security forces had 

hit the civilians iii their fire, the terrorists of the PKK could not be 

same. Therefore, the Court found that it could reasonably be inferr•ed t 
precautions had been taken to protect the lives of the civilian 

investigation of the situation by the State; the c:ourt ,,tl:lchtedparti<:Ul 

procedural requirement implicit iii Article 2. It recalled that, ac<:or•din 

the obligation to pr0tect the dght to life under Article 2, read iii 

State's general dutyimder Article I ,requires by implication that 

form of effective official investigation when indivl.duals hove been 

of the use of force by agents of the State. However, this obligation 
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li<tab!ish•ed that the killing was caused by an agentoftheState, 

;,"nernb<efl of the deceased's family or others have lodged a 
killing with the relevant investigatory authority. In the 

inthemer< knowledge of the killing on the part of the au tho
under Article 2 to carry out an effective investigation 

iswrro1"ncling the death." 
?C>omrtnot<:d one particular omission in that the investigating 

e preliminary investigation clid not have in his possession the 

,
0

,, wuuu among other documents, a deposition referring 

in custody, and had not in the course of his investiga

the applicant or other persons named by the applicant 

Court found that it had not been established beyond 

,State agent or person acting on behalf of the State 

killingofZiibeyir Akko~. It found thatZiibeyir Akko~, 
'!!;'"'\ '"'" engaged in trade union activities perceived by the 
.;.A o<rnin.<l the State interest, was at particular risk of falling 

tta<:k.'The authorities were aware of this risk, in particular as 

informed the public prosecutor that they had received 

threats to their lives were made. The authorities were 

been aware, of the po><ibilitythat this risk derived from 

or groups acting with the knowledge or acquiescence of 

itvforces, The Court, therefore, had to consider whether the 

that co:rld oe reasonably expected of them to avoid the risk 
,If, th••rewere large numbers of security force personnel in the 

nelNUJ:K of law in place with the aim of protectiiig life, the 

law in respect of unlawful acts allegedly carried out with 

~e<:mityfi>rre~rusck>Sedlparrtic•liarch,,racteristicsiiithesouth
b~cio<i.I"~tly,wloei·eo•ffenoes,verec•orrurritte:dt>y~;(ateofficials 

the public prosecutor's competence to investigate was 

councils which took the decision whether or not to 

already found in two previous cases that these councils, 

under the o.Lders of the Governor, did not provide an 

prm:edure for inyestigating deaths implicating the security 

~~·''ttributtio·n of responsibility for incidents to the PKK had 
as regards investigations and judicial procedur~, since 

nsl:criim<esrtad. beengh•en. to the State Security Courts, which had 

not to fulfil the requirement of independence imposed by 
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Article 6 of the Convention, due to the presence ofa rrlilitaryju:do, 

gave rise to legitimate fears that the court may be unduly 
extraneous to the case. 

The Court found that these defects undermined the' effective 

protection, permitting or fostering a lac:k C>f a·cccmrttalbilitvc>frn-. 

forces for their actions incompatible with the rule of law in 
respecting the fundamental rights and freedoms guarantc:edun, 

This removed from Ziibeyir Akkoc; the protection which 

law. Furthermore, the Government had not provided any 
steps to investigate the existence of contra-guerrilla QnJUtJS c>rtloee 

officials were implicated in unlawful killings during this period. 

taken by the public prosecutor in response to the applicant's 

threats to their lives. The Court concluded that in the ciw"msta~ 

authorities had failed to take reasonable measures available to 

and immediate risk to the life of Ziibeyir Akkoc; and, aocor·dit1gl1 
violation ofArticle 2.'?.The Court also noted that the in,restig;ttic>ri 

the gendarmeshadeffectivelyended by25 January 1993. o •• Jv.,ne·• 

at the scene. Though Seyithan Araz, tried for separatist 

member, was alleged in an indictment before the Di'yarbaldr !5talte 

have killed Ziibeyir Akkoc;, there was no direct evidence linking 

cular crime. There was no explmation either as to why he had 

the killing of the teacher, shot with the same gun at the sa1me tinn~• 

Seyithan Araz was in any event acquitted of the offences. No 

investigate the possible sonrce of the tlneats to the applicmt 

to the shooting. Having regard, therefore. tc tho limited oe<me an,d i 

the investigation in this ccse, the Court fcund thJ.t the a'.lthoriti·.!s 

an effective inYestigation into the ci.tcumstances surron;l(iing 

Akkoc;. It concluded that there had been, in this respect too, a vrollm 
!n the TanZi Case, concerning a 22-year old individual wh,n .,., 

custody in good health but died during interrogation twenty-four 

later, the Court observed that the autopsy investigation was ~•--'•'

determining the facts surrounding Mahmut Tanli's death. This 

launched promptly by the public prosecutor, had been shown to 

number of fundamental respects. It also appeared that the aoctorS> 

the post mortem report were not qualified forensic pathologists, 

provision in the Cc1de· ofCrimin'u Pro•:edlur,e whic:h 1cequiredthe: preseJ 

doctor. In the light of the.'defective forensic investigation it "'' 0 "''' 

the COurt proceedings resri!ted in the acquittal for lack Of c'vicfenLCe',Oftl 

" 
" 
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iterTOigating Mahmut Tanli before he died. The Court con

to carry out an effective investigation into the circum
death. 59 

Court held that the mere fact that the authorities were 

~erif A V§ar by village guards and others holding 

officers following which he was found dead, gave rise of 

2 to carry out an effective investigation into t!Je 

incident. The Court concluded that the investigation 

prosecutor, and before the criminal court, did not 

investigation of the circumstances surrounding the 

'"'"''".;was, therefore, in breach of the State's procedural 

to life. This rendered recourse to civil remedies equally 

IJlstances. The Court, therefore, held that there had been a 

his res:pec:t. The Court was satisfied that Mehmet ~erif Av§ar 

>Vin~dic:d after havmg been taken into custody by agents of 

that the crinie was committed· by persons acting in their 

authorities and thereby beyond the scope 
iilitv.1Lhe Ccmrl recalled thatthere was a lack of accountability 

ill south-east Turkey in or about 1993 and furthernoted 

ly ltigllli!:ht,ed the risks attached to the use of civilian volunteers 

had been established in this case that guards were used 

including the apprehension of suspects. 
:rilaLtions provided by the Government, village guards were 

the district gendarme commander. However, it was not 

was, or cou!d be exerted over guards who we:e engJ.ged 

!lrisdi"cticm uf the district gendarme commander. Nor, as the 

the normal structure uf discipline and training applicable 

officers, was it apparent what safeguards there were against 

abuses of position carried om by the village guards either on 

instructions of security officers who them3elves were 
'!'· ,'\..l~ilmJgh there had been a prosecution which had resulted in 

guards and Mehmet Mehmetoglu, there was a failure to 
effectively the identity of the seventh person, the security 

establish the extent of official knowledge of or connivance in 

As the investigation and court pro
"(jvided Slutliicie:ntreclre:ss f(mthe applicatlt' s complaints concerning 

portsib•ility fc>r his brother's death, he might still claim to be a victim, 

of a violation of Article 2. No justification for the killing of 

arl'"'''" provided, the Court concluded that the Turkish Govern-
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ment was liable for his death. There had accordingly been a 

respect.60 

With regard to the investigative measures taken following a 

noted in the Demiray Case, firstly, that the Lice public pr<1Secul:or' 

pear to have arranged a visit to the site of the incident in ondet:to•c•• 

gations or, at the very least, to confirm the accuracy of the 

the gendarmes. Furthermore, none of the gendarmes present at 

Demiray's death appeared to have been questioned. Lastly, 

by a general practitioner and contained little forensic evide:nct::TI 

elusion that a classic autopsy by a forensic medical exa1minetrw,15 l1 

in the Court's view, inadequate given that a death occurred 
described in the present case. The Lice public prosecutor's 

confined itself to giving a decision on 29 May 1996 that it had no 

materiae. In that decision.it established that Ahmet Demiray 

booby-trapped grenade planted by the PKK. The Lice pulolit: prosett 

that conclusion solely on two documents which had been sent 

gendarmerie command which constituted "all the information 

Court considered, in the light of its observations on the lack ofinve:st 

that such a conclusion could be regarded as hasty given the 

mation available at the time to the Lice public prosecutor's 

investigation carried out by the administrative bo·dies hartllyre<netli< 

ings referred to above. The Government asserted that this 

pending, but had not provided any concrete information on u••y.,,5 ,, 

galion despite the fact that four years had elapsed since the case 
to the Kocakoy District Commissioner's Office. The rnuric fplt ;,Hn>~i 

out, as it hac! done in earlier cases, that serious doubts arose as to 

administrative authorities concerned to carry out an in•1ej>erld<:nt.ir 

required by Article 2 of the Convention, having regard to their 

tion. Lastly, the investigation referred to by the Government, 

was initiated in order to identify and arrest those sw;pecte-d ofh:avill! 

applicant's husband, was apparently also pending, but the Go•VeJrnrnel 

duced any evidence concerning such an investigation. The C:o.urt CoJflS 

authorities had failed to carry out an effective investigation into 

Ahmet Demiray' s death. It found that the authorities co11ce:med Jhatl dis 

essential responsibilities in this respect. Ttte (cmrrtwas oret>aredto 

as indicated in the Y"§a Case and Tanrikulu Case, the fact that loss 

and frequent occurre-nce it1 the context of the security situation in 

which might have hampered the search for conclusive evid"nce. 

Judgment of 10 July 2001, paras 399-416. 
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have the effect of relieving the authorities of the obligation 

:.C '""""''"'tan effective investigation.t" 
~~·•"' fnund that, while an investigation into the incident had 

ietJUt>ltc prosecutor, there were a number of significant om is
the actions of the officers involved required careful and 

O{espoJn:;ible<tuthorities,the public prosecutor did not take ;_my 
JJ\fm·w,erethe officers required to account for the use of their 

regards the investigation by the administrative council, 

findings that the investigations undertaken by administra

by security forces failed to satisfy the requirements of an 

in particular since the council and the officers under 

thl1ie.rar·chica1Jy· su.bo·rdimtteto the governor. The Court consi-

1in;u f>rocet,dings curt'd ·the defects in the investigation into the 

criminal court heard evidence from the three officers 

statements. It called no other witnesses. The applicant and 

were In Oil infor·m·ed :that the proceedings were taking place and 

~~·<lpp•on:unity of submitting to the court their very different 
requested two expert opinions (from a gendarme lieute-

··eitperts) which contained an evaluation of events based on the 

officers) account was the correct one. They both reached 

of fault of the officers which were based on that general 

anon arty l}n,dirtgs of technical expertise. The court's decision to 

was based entirely on the opinion that there was no fault. 

as to why the police officers) account was preferred to that 

ngitst,lf>without ;an]r atiditional explanation on the experts' legal 

MfirPr<' actions, the court in this case effectively deprived itself 

the factual and legal issues of the case.62 

enl8as:etlre Court held that rather than carrying out a serious and 

the preliminary phase, the competent authorities appeared 

the assumption that it was the PKK, not State security forces 

responsible for the killings. Similar criticism could also be 

seq[uent iinvestiga1tic•nbefore the State Security Court. The Court 

totJCltJsicm of those proceedings, nothing had come to light which 

aulthc•rities h'td taken further investigative measures that could be 

for the purposes of Article 2. The Court, therefore, found that 

to carry out an adequate and effective investigation into 
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the circumstances surrounding the killings and that there 

Article 2 in that respcct.63 

6.3.6 MISSING PERSONS 

In the Case of Cyprus v. Turkey the applicant Government 

of missing Greek-Cypriots was 1,485 and that the evidence 

that the missing Greek-Cypriots were either detained by, or 

under the actual authority and responsibility of ilie Turkish 

were last seen in areas which were un.der tlre<:ffe:ctivec011tr•ol <tf rlie 

They maintained, in addition, that the Court should prt>ceed >on lth 
the missing persons were still alive, unless there was evidence 

Court noted at ilie outset iliat ilie applicant Government na.anot< 

as found by ilie Commission; Like ilie Commission ilie Court.di 

appropriate to estimate ilie number ofpersons iliat fell into. 

persons". It limited itself to observi<llg iliat figures were cotrurmnicate. 

Government to the United Nations Committee on Missing 

revised in accordance with the most recent information whLich.b 

Furthermore, the- Court _shared the. Commission's concern 

ascertaining the extent, if any, to which the authorities of the 

clarified ilie fate or whereabouts of the missing persons. It was 

findings on the evidence on whether any of these persons were 

been killed in circumstances which engaged ilie liability of ilie 

The C::ourtohserved iliat the •pplicant G0vcrnmcnt cotJtendt:dtte 

tltat tGe :nissing perso~:; mus-:: be yresu.mec! to he still clive unless_ 

evidence to the contrary. Aliliough tile evidence adduced before 

firmed a very high incidence of militruryand civilian deailis durin• trte. 

tions of july and August 1974, tlte Conrt reiterated iliat it could 

wheilier my of the missing persons had in fact been killed byeW~er ilie 

orTurkish-Cypriot para<ntilitaries into whose hands tltey might 
that the head ofilie "TRNC", Mr Denkta§, bnoadlcru;tedl a stat<omt,nton 

admitting iliat the Turkish army had handed over Gree•:-Cypt'iot prison< 

Cypriot fighters under Turkish command and iliat these prisotJers.h 

killed. !twas equally the caseiliat, in Februrury 1998, Professor IaJ.t,;u."'' 

a serving Turkish officer in 1974, asserted iliatilie Turkishannyhacdet1! 

spread killings of civilians. Aliliough all of iliese statements had 

doubted concern, especially in ilie minds of the relatives of ilie 

Court considered iliat they were insufficient to establish ilie respondcent S1 

Judgment of 14 May 2002, paras 88-92. 
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he.mu;Strtg persons. It was mere speculation that any of these 

~circumsmrtce>described in these accounts. The Court noted 

>fkillUJgs carried out directly by Turkish soldiers or with their 

beriod ~rht•chwas outside the scope of the present application. 

that the Commission had been unable to establish on the 

e nris>dnJ> persons were killed in circumstances for which the 
responsible under the substantive limb of Article 2 of 

iurltco<ndlUOlea, ilierefore, iliat it could not accept the applicant 

the facts disclosed a substantive violation of Article 2 

of any of the missing persons. 

there was no proof that any of the missing persons had 

L Bio><•evter,m its opinion, and of relevance to the instant case, 
>to<:eaturru obligation also arose upon proof of an arguable claim 

last seen in ilie custody of agents of the State, subsequently 

kl\l;'WIU<:!Imightbe considered life-ilireatening. Against this 

bp:se11cea iliatilie evidence bore out ilie applicant Government's 

tnsnow rnissingwere detained eiilier oy Turkish or Turkish-

f~t1mtiort oc:curre:d a1t atinJe >«henili<: cocnduc1t ofmilitary opera

by arrests and killings on a large scale. The Commission 

h¢:sitltatlionc as lite-thr<:at<oning. That the missing persons disap

•itcl;grtmrtd could not be denied. The Court could not but note 

)f~~erespona.ent State had never undertaken any investigation 

ilie relatives ufilie missing persons iliat ilie latter had disap

in circumstances in which there was real cause to fear for 

'"'' "''"''·.,,this connection iliat iliere was no official follow-up 
'mingstaten1entt. No attempt was matle to identify the names of 

reportedly released from Turkish custody into ilie hauds of 

ranlili1;arieS<>r to inquire into the whereabouts of the places where 

roc·uv•·" ~'""'J' appear eiilieriliatanyofficialinquirywas made 
[;r<:ek-CyptCio1 prisoners were transferred to Turkey. The Court 

ilie CMP's procedures were undoubtedly useful for ilie 

t>Ose fr>rv<hicf they were established, they were not of themselves 

standard of an effective investigation required by Article 2 of 

peciall'V m view of the narrow scope of that body's investigations. 

that there had been a continuing violation of Article 2 on 
respondent State to conduct an effective 

d a;tcl;rrilyintg ilie whereabouts and fate of Greek-Cypriot missing 

tisaLppea!:ed in ii<e-thr<:at•oning circumstances. 64 
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6.3.7 FORCED DISAPPEARANCES 

It was not untill998 that the Court had to deal with th<, qttes:tioto of 
ances. In the Kurt Case the applicant requested the Court to find 
facts established by the Commission that the disappearance 
responsibility of the respondent State under Articles 2, 3 and 5 
that each of those Articles had been violated. The Court recalled 

had accepted the Commission's findings of fact in respect of 
applicant's son by soldiers and Village guards. Subsequent to tbi:s dete 

and a half years had passed without information as tohiswh:er<,.bo1 
ding to the applicant, in such circumstances there were 
drawing the conclusion that her son had in fact been killed in umtcktod 
at the hands of his captors. However, the Court held that it\\ronll<l. 
scrutinise:whethei' there· itr'fact existed concrete- evidence; 
conclude that the applicmt's son was, beyond reasonable aotoot,1<11 
rities either while in detention or at some subsequent stage.ltriot•ed t 

where it had found that a Contracting State had a positive obl1gatiot 
to conduct an effective inveStigation into the circwmstartce:sstirt<>li 

unlawful killing by the agents of that State, there had existed 
fatal shooting, which had brought that obligation into play.65 

Turning to the particular case before it, the Court then obs:erv·edihat 
claims rested entirely on presumptions deduced from the cir•cmnst:aD.; 

initial detention, bolstered by more general analyses of an alleged 
practice of disappearances and associated ill-treatment and ext:ra-iud 

detainees in the respondent State. The Court considered that these 
not in themselves sufficient to compensate forth<: at>S<.ne<:olmor<: pe:rs 
tions that the applicant's son had in fact met his death in ct.smdy. As 
argument that there existed ·a practice of violations of, inter alia, 

respondent State, the Court considered that the evidence which 

not substantiate such a claim. In the light of these considerations 
that the applicant's assertions that the respondent State had failed 
protect her son's life in the: circumstances described fell, instead, to 
the standpoint of Article 5 of the Convention.66 

In the <;a kid Case the applicant put forward a similar claim all<,girtg~i1' 
had been taken into unacknowledged detention and had si'ne<: dis:ap]Jeatr~' 
to the Court, however,' this' cise had to be distinguished from the 
although the applicant's sol!'li~d been, taken into detention, no 
evidence existed regat<ling hisn·e~tment or fate subsequentto that. 

., .. 
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it,ref'(Slrortginferences could be drawn from the authorities' 
"" ~rthe applicant's brother was found on the body of a dead 

on that basis that there was sufficient circumstantial 

elements, on which it could be concluded beyond 
applicant's brother had died following his apprehension 

forces.67 The Court furthermore held that, as Ahmet 
dead following an unacknowledged detention by the 

~nsibillityortne respondent State for his death was, therefore, 
authorities had not offered any explanation as to what 

apprehension, nor any-ground of justification in respect 
by the Government's agents. Liability for Ahmet <;;akici's 

t!friibutable to the respondent State and there had accordmgly 
On that account. Furthermore, having regard to the lack 

lsafeguaads, disclosed by the inadequate investigation carried 
mc1ean:<l t11e alleged finding of Ahmet <;;akici' s body, the Court 

t<fcioUitat:e had failed in its obligation to carry out an effective 
met .<;;aki.ci':s d·eath .. ·Aocm·ditogly,there had been a violation of 

account also. 68 

as evidenced by the Kurt Case, to accept that there existed 
.. in the early 1990s an officially tolerated practice of forced 

.... _"'""'""extra-judicial killings by security forces of detainees, 

olvem.eri~ tlie 1:::o•urt sub«:qt<ently re--examdn,ed iits position. The 
serVed as a central point of reference in later cases co!lcerning 

- <it1d alleg~.:d killing~, Were the MahrnutKa;'a CJ.::.eand the Kiliy 
e,e:casesthe Cvu:rt considered th.:t for la.:k of concret~ evidence 
onnsne:a beyond reasonable doubt that any State agents were 

killings. However, the Court did acknowledge the so-called 

>tr>henmme.om,' increasing1y spreading: in the south-east parts 
:errted. that iheTttrkish au:th,oritie:s were aware, or (mght to have 
[>h<:nom<,non was largely attributable to the activities of persons 

l.thekno·wl<:dge or a<:qtdes:cetoc<, ofce:rtain elements in the securitY 
conclusion the Court based itself on a report by a 1993 

itig:aticm Commission, presented to the Turkish Prime Minister's 
"tovided :stnmg substantiations for allegations, current at the time 

September 1998, Ya~. para. 106 . 
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and since, that certain <counter-guerrilla' gr<>U]:>S,in•mlviilgtterror 

were targetting individuals perceived to be acting against the 

support of the PKK, with the acquiescence and possible 

security forces. Although the Turkish Government refus.•rl tn 

value to this report, it had relied on it in taking ap]pro•priate 

Therefore, the report was considered by the Court to be a 
Furthermore, the Court recalled previous judgments in 

that there existed substantial defects undermining the effiecti.vet>e 

afforded by criminal law in south-east Turkey during the 

1990s against alleged unlawful acts on the part ofthe secur_i ty £tirct 

lingness of the prosecution authorities to undertake 
doings and also lack ofindependent and imoattial PI·ooedttreforin 

involving security agents. In theligbt of the above cotosi·det:ations th 
that anyperson, identified by the security forces as;t PJ(](sm:pe•::ta:rrc 

hended and detained, could be considered aS ha·vinLg b•eeJO e:<p<>Se•dtQ 

diate risk of being killed, especially if Jisappearance upon 

unaccounted for by the authorities. The failure of the State to 

mate~ialising, even in the absence of a body, and to 
investigation into any instance of disappearance involving se<:urit)' 

Court's opinion, suffice to engage the responsibility of the State 

Convention.72 

In the Timurt~ Case the Court held as follows: "Article 5 
on the State to account for the whereabouts of any person taken 

who has thus been placed under the control of the authorities 

on the part of the authorities to provide a plausible . · 

in the absence of a body, might also raise issues under Article 2 

depend oa all the circumstances of the case, and in particular 

sufficient circwnstantial evidence, based on 
concluded to the requisite standard of proof that the detainee 

have died in custody( ... ). In this respect the period of time which 

the person was placed in detention, although not decisive in. 
to be taken into account. It must be accepted that the morettrne 

news of the detained person, the greater the likelihood that he or 

passage of time may therefore to some extent affect the weight to be 

elements of circumstantial evidence before it can be concluded 

cerned is to be presumed dead. In this respect the Court 
gives rise to issues which go beyond a mere irregular detention 
5. Such an int~rp~etation is in keeping with the effective or•otectiono(t 

7! Judgment of28 March 2000, Kaya, para. 91; judgment of28 March 2000, Kilir. 
n Judgment of 28 March 2000, Kaya, paras 94-99; judgment of 28 March 2000 
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which ranks as one of the most fundamental provisions in 

that there were a number of elements distinguishing this 

'th<• KtlftL3LSe.ln the first place, six and a half years had elapsed 

1rt,tS"'"sap]Jrehend<cdand detained -a period markedly longer 

between the taking into detention of the applicant's son 

in the Kurt Case. Furthermore, whereas Ozeyir Kurt was 

>V ltol<lie:rs in his village, it had been established in the present 

Jirnm:ta§: w'tstaken to a place of detention- first at Silopi, then 

whom the State is responsible. Finally, there were few 

file identifying Ozeyir Kurt as a person under suspicion by 

the facts of the present case left no doubt that Abdulvahap 

authorities for his alleged PKK activities. In the general 

~)liinsouth-e.,;t1'urkey in 1993 it could by no means be excluded 

teddeten.tio:n of such a person would be life-threatening. It was 

held in the Kilif Case and the Mahmut Kaya Case that 

\ill•e <:lfecti·verress of criminal law protection in the south-east 

relevant also to this case permitted or fostered a lack of 

of the security forces for their acticns. The Court was 

·h•n T';mnrto< must be presumed dead following an unacknowl

;hesec:uriity:forces. Consequently, the responsibility of the respon

engaged. Noting that the authorities had not provided any 

fiatoc<;urred.aft:er Abdulvahap Timurt~'s apprehension and that 

ground of justification in respect of any use of lethal force 

lo•ve<il thatliab:ilityfoJI his death was attributable to the respondent 

:th,e r:nnrt observed that, although the applicant's son was taken 

Pdtob,er 1993, no entries were subsequently made in any custody 

an:liable evidence has been forthcoming as to where he was held. 

in the knee by a bullet, there were no medical records showing 

to receive treatment after being seen by Dr Can at ~irnak 

apprehension. When, finally, more than a month 
lrecei•vedlne:ws of his son on or about 18 November 1993, he was 

escaped from the security forces during an operation with them 

on 9 November 1993. This assertion, based on a report by 
allegedly used code names and could not be identified by the 

Uu>>e 2000. paras 82-83. See also the judgment o£27 February2001, <;irek, para. 145; 
2002, Orhan, para. 329; judgment of 14 February 2004, Ipek, para. 166. 
2000, TimurtaJ, para. 86; See also judgment of 14 November 2000, Ta§, paras 

February 2001, <;irek, para. 146; judgment of 18 June 2002, Orhan, para. 330. 
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Government, was lacking entirely in credibility and was not 

reliable evidence. The Court drew very strong inferences 

mentary evidence relating to where Muhsin Tas was uc•:auieo~an• 

of the Government to provide a satisfactory and plausible eX[>larial 

pened to him. It also observed that in the general coi,textcJfthesitt 

Turkey in !993, it could by no means be excluded that 

of such a person would be life-threatening. For these reasotlSthi 

Muhsin Ta~ must be presumed dead following his detention 

Consequently, the responsibility of the respondent State 
Noting that the authorities had not accounted for what l>appe11ed.d 

detention and that they did not rely on any ground of justilic:atic~l 
use oflethal force by their agents, it followed that liability for 

to the respondent Government. Accordingly, there had been a 

on that account."· The Court recalled that the public pn>Se<:ut•or\1, 

no investigative steps in response to the petitions of the apJ~li<:anl;.il 
sed his fear that his son had been killed in detention. While 

tained that the public prosecutor was not required to im•esligltte :ir 
clailn,the Court observed that it is inc:urnb•ent ort th.e corr1 petertt aut 

that persons in detention enjoy the safeguards accorded hvlaw· anc 

The lack of any reaction to a report that the security forces had 

on suspiciOn of committing :;erious offences was incompatible 

Also in thelightofits previous case'lawtheCourt found that the 

out into the disappearance of.the applicant's son was neither 

effective and, therefore, disclosed a breach of the State's pn>ee•dw 

protec: t'te right to life/6 

The Cop_rt: ft"!.ri:her refi.!led:!ts rtasouing i.n L'I:: Cl'>d:OI8e, 

complained about the unacknm;le:lged detention an•d disapp•earano 

who had been tal< en into custody during a military operation in 

ofTurkey. Six and a half years had e!apoed since their detention 

\If the applicant's sons and their fate had remained unknown. 
in the hands of soldiers. It was considered that a number -' ··'··~·~ 
this cas~ from theKurtCaseand, therefore, warranted a ciifferenlico•n: 

plicant' S sOri.s were identified as persons under suspicion bythe autho: 

tal<en to a place of detention by state security forces and sulosequent 

The Govermnent for their part hadfailed to adduce any infoornJati.on· 

whereabouts of the applicant's sons, aliliough the facts of thecas:e had< 

the two men had been tal< en to a.detention centre by authorities lor>wll< 

" 
n 
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The Court also recalled that in the context of the situation 

the period relevant to the case, it could by no means be 

1acJkm>wl'edged detention of a person, regarded as suspicious by 
be life-threatening. 7~ For the above reasons the Court was 

sons could be presumed dead and held that the responsi

ntS;tatefc•r tl1eir death was engaged. Accordingly, there had been 

that account. As the official investigation into Tahsin and 

on for an unreasonably long time, the authorities failing 

testilrwrty from co-detainees of the C,:i<;ek brothers and ignoring 

•rm.ati•on,the Court also found that the investigation had been 
in breach of the State's procedural obligations to protect 

had accordingly been a violation of Article 2 on this account 

Court observed that, although the applicants' relatives were 

f9tol2 ()ctc>beT1993, no entries were subsequently made in any 

1111til abo1ot 17 to 19 October 1993, at which point some of them 

loaded onto a helicopter. There had been no news of the mis

lOomct d're1"very' st:rcr>g inferences from the length of time which 

:k ofmoyc:loc:urneJltary •evide1oceorelating to their detention, and the 

vernmterrt to provide a satisfactory and plausible explanation as to 

to them. It also observed that in the general context of the 

Turkey in 1993, it could by no r.>eans be excluded that an 

,;jetention of such persons would be life-threatening. The Court also 

recent judgments it had held that defects undermining the 

law protecrion in the south-east region during the perbd 

case permitted or fostered a lack of accountability of meinbers 

rces fo•r tlileir ac;ticms. For these reasons the Court concluded that the 

:Ves might be presumed dead following their detention by ilie security 

responsibility of ilie respondent State for their death was 

authorities had not accounted for what happened during 

detention and that they had not relied on any ground of 

reSJ>ect of a11y 1oseoflethal force by their agents, the Court found that 

he •:Ieath,; of'th•eaJ>plicants' relatives was attribut2.ble to th~ respondent 

ccor<tinol.v. there had been a violation of Article 2 on that account. 79 

June 2000, Timu~, para. 85; judgment of 18 Jnne 2002, Orhan, para. 330. 
May 2001, paras 87-89. 
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The Court followed the same line of reasoning, and reached 
in the Av§ar Case,su in the Bilgin Case,H1 and in the Orhan 

In July2002 the Committee of Ministers adopted an interim 

mentioned judgments, where the Court had established a 
respect of forced disappearances. The Committee ofMitnitste.rs too 

two judgments and decisions finding that Turkey was 

breaches of the Convention relating notably to homicides, 
of property inflicted by its security forces and the lack ctf effe.:th·e 

against the State officers who had committed these abuses. u ''"scm 
of other cases involving similar complaints which woere st>mch,ff, 

following friendly settlements or other solutions found, ncttal>lv, 

Government's undertaking to take rapid remedial mooasuroes. 

Ministers noted that most of the violations in the cases here 
against a background of fhe fight against terrorism in fhe 

recalling fhat each member State, incomt>at1ing te>rrorism,miJSt;i, 

its obligations under the Convention, as set out in the Euro1Jea1n C 
It recalled fhat since 1996· !997, when the Court adopted its 
to the violations of the Convention committed by the 'J',,J,;,h ,,.;;;. 

consistently emphasised that Turkey's compliance wifh them 

fhe adoption of general measures so as to pn,vent Jnel¥v:iohlticmssinli 

in these cases. 

The Committee ofMinisters also referred to its earlier Interim 

it noted with satisfaction some progress in the adoption of such 

fhe same time calling on Turkey to rapidly adopt further co1mprehte1 

The Committee of Ministers finally urged Turkey to accekrate 

form ofits system of criminal prosecution for abuses by·:nerrlbetrsooft 

in particularbyabolishingall restrictions on the prosecutor's 

by establishing sufficiently deterring minimum prison sentences 

guilty of grave abuses such as torture and ill-treatment, and 

supervision of the execution of the judgments concerned until 

had been adopted and fheir effectiveness in preventing ne<w simil"rviol 

established. 84 
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ND END OF PHYSICAL LIFE 

>retatJion problem that Article 2 raises concerns the question 

of the physical life of the human person. 

not exclude the possibility that unborn life falls under 

more than this is true of'every human being' in Article 

i.ikeS the view that such protection is indeed included, it 
must in principle be prohibited by the legislator and 

thfre is no con<>ensus yet at the national and the inter

was expressly I eft open by the Commission in its report 

Case.87 In a later decision in X v. the United Kingdom 
!.\ii'h r.esc•ect to the word 'everyone' in Article 2 that bofh the 

general and the context in which the term has 

'"--·~'- the Co·innl·iSsion paid attention in particular to the 

which apply exclusively to individuals already born) 

n:leant to ill elude the unborn child. 88 The Commission 

this, but subsequently examined whether the term 'life' in 

thelifi' ol' an individual already born or also ind udes the unborn 

siated, first of all, that fhe views as to the question at what 

to diverge widely, and that the term 'life' may also have a 

context ill which it is used.89 Next, the Commission 

three possibHities: (1 -J 1\rtide 2 is no~ appEcable to the 

recognises the right to life of:he foetus with specitic irGplicd 

2 recognises an unqllalified right to life for the foetus.90 

{e thiapoint •was expressly left open: UN Doc. N3764, para. 112. 
of the Parliamentary Assembly concerning a "European Charter 

, Pari. Ass., Documents, Doc. 4376, which contains the words "the right 
the moment of conception". See also Recommendation 1046 {1986) on 
and foetuses for diagnostic, therapeutic, scientific, industrial and com

\~~::~:,:P.~:trliamentary Assembly stresses that a definition of the biological status 
ie expresses its awareness of the fact that scientific progress has made 

and foetus particularly precarious, and that their legal status is at 
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The third possibility was excluded by the Commission, 

that Article 2 also protects the life of the mother, certain w;rncl!·or 

to the life of the unborn child, as it cannot have been tntenc!ed 

priority should be given to the latter life, particularly in Vle'Wt>ft!h, 

Convention was drafted, nearly all the States Parties allowed 

tion of the mother'slife.91 The Commission subsequently noted 

for it to take a position in a general sense on the two other 

case under discussion concerned an interruption otpregtOa!lC)•ii 

pregnancy and exclusively on medical opinion. Even if one 

2 is applicable to the first months of pregnancy, in any case an 

concerned here, viz. the protection of the life and the health 

The. line of reasoning of the Commission makes it all too 

confronted here with a complicated question, which it 

answered.in a general way. 93 The rejection of the third 

problematic. However, the Commission subsequently ooocu.c~·'", 
tion'~·~·~·in ~hich ab~rtion is necessary to spare the lltc' ot tt.e 

to th~ ~ituati~n where it is not the life oi the mother that is at 

is consid~~ed desirable for some other medical reason. · ""'' c "'• "'"' 

difference between the protection of the life of the mother as a 

whkhensuesdirectlyfrc•ll1Artidle2rtseliand~;na~trt>wlyd~finetl,an, 

ground ~medkal opinion', whim Article 2 is held to also imply. 

that a womm's right to physical and mental integrity, ""'"'' "'"' 
3,94 may_ b_c inte:preted in so wide a manner that it provides 

conscious injury to physical and mental health, and if on tile; oUilerl! 

ru!e out that .A Jticle 2 protects the unborn life, it is by n0 means 

former right has priority, so that the protection of that right · 

enjoyment of the latter right by the foetus. The 
by the Commission is, therefore, that, in the Commission's 

case, even if one assumes that Article 2 protects the unborn life, 

involved had been weighed against each other in a reasonable 

question of whether Article 2 is applicable io the unborn life has 

in th~ negative, this reasonableness will have to be reviewed in ea 

Since a generally accepted stand~_rd still seem::. to be lacking, such a 
be a rather marginal one.-

" 
" 
" 
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,corrtm•»•vutook a somewhat different approach, but with 

Here again it started by observing that it did not exclude 

the foetus may enjoy a certain protection under Article 

,r,:ctthat the Contracting States show a considerable divergence 

extent Article 2 protects the unborn life. The Com

not have to decide this question because it was clear that 

differ considerably. In these circumstances, and assuming 

be considered to have a certain bearing in this field, the 

in such a delicate area the Contracting States must have a 

Norwegian legislation in this respect was rather liberal. It 

abortion within the first 12 weeks of pregnancy. From the 

stl1 weelk of pre1sn:mt:y, a termination could be authorised by a 

conditions had been fulfilled. After the 18th week, termi· 

·ea .. m1uc" there were serious reasons for such a step. According 

thi1degislation did not exceed the discretion allowed to States in 

tlleafcoretmentionedrec:apitulatiort ol'the position of the Commis

llrelstalnces examined by it- i.e. regarding various national laws 

consider the unborn child as a 'person' directly protected by 

1vention and that, in its opinion, even if the 'unborn child' were 

a 'right to life', such a right is implicitly !imited by the 

an>te:rests. It did not rule out, however, the possibility that in certain 

might be extended to the unborn child notwithstanding the 
Contracting Parties a considerable divergence of views on 

•·<xl:enttArtlclle 2 pro\e::ts nnbornlife, and accordingly notwithstand

iff<>rd.edto member States in this area. This is what appears to have 

Commission in the BrUggeman and Scheuten Case, where 

>ri<:vcmtnot be said to pertain uniquely to the sphere of private life. 

pregnant, her private life becomes closely connected with the 

case law is concerned, in the Boso Case, although holding that 

th>detem>ine "wltethetrtlte foetus may qualify for protection under 

2", the Court went on to also examine the claim in the 

the supposition that in certain circumstances the foetus's right 

. protected by Article 2. Although this did not alter the Court's 

law had struck a fair balance between the woman's interests 

the protection of the foetus, the Court did leave open the 

Hv. Norway, D&R 73 (1992), p. 155 (167). 

d S•ch""'" v. Federal Rep11blic of Germany, D&R 10 (1978), pp. 116-7. 
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possibility that Article 2 might apply to the unborn 

conditions are in place. However, no indication wats g;ivt:n tiSt< 

might be. Nor is the Court's hesitation on this point a 
the course offurther case law development, the protection 

to the unborn child. In any case each particular co:m!>la~intwiU 

on its own merits by weighing the rights, freedoms and 

to one another or vis-3.-vis an unborn child.97 

The Court re-affirmed its position in the Vo Case, in 
complaint by a woman who intended to carry her pn:gnanc 

unborn child was expected to be viable, but whose pn,gntancv 

result of a negligent error of a doctor. She claimed that the 

authorities to classify the taking of her unborn child's life as 

was in breach ol Article 2 of the Convention. In its judgment 

that it was neither possible,-nor desirable,- to answer in 
whether an unborn child is a person for the purpose ot.l\rlidiery, 

the lack of consensus- scientific and legal- e.s to the: natm·e a:nd• 
and/or foetus, the difficulty in seeking the harmonisation 

the inappropriateness of imposing one exclusive moral code. 

that the issue of when the rigbt to life begins comes within 

which States enjoy. 

The Court furthermore affirmed, albeit indirectly, the 

earlier case law, stipulating that the lack of a clear legal status: un 

or Convention law, did not necessarily deprive tht: utlb<>m child 

As Article 2 impo,es on States a duty to refrain from intentiortal~ 

obligation to take. appropri2te steps to oafeguard the li·res of 

juri'idictioPs, Stdta:: "Jrt: requiTed to :::egulate thP.i: ~)Ublic uc<><u<><LL 

patients' r!ghts. This requirement extenrlt: also to the existence 

pendent judicial system, set up so as to hold medical pr<>fe5;sionals a< 

misconduct. When such misconduct. however, has resulted in 
of the rigbt to life, the positive obligation imposed on States by 

necessarily require the provision of a criminal-law remedy in evt,rval5 

tive procedure accompanied by all requisite safeguards, u· 1dudi1ng·~ 

civil redress, should suffice. As such a procedure had been avttilablf 

in the particular case under consideration the Court considered 

no procedural violation of Article 2 of the Convention. Thus the 

re-affirmed its unwillingness to rule on whether an unborncn:tluen.luy 

tection of Article 2 but left open the possibility that Article 2 

Decision of 5 September 2002: 
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always subject to certain restrictions derived from 

t)>ebe1ginnin,g,lmt as to the end of the life protected in Article 2, 

'itbt«tthanasia. Here again a uniform regulation in the laws of 

an_international standard are lacking. It would seem, 
situations where it must in rt"ason be assumed that human 

does not per se conflict with the Convention. It might be 

•ilfthelifeto be protected should beweigbed against other rights 

ti011, p•arlticti!aJr!yhi5:riJ;ht.,laid down in Article 3, to be protected 

!egJrad.ingtreahnent. Whether the will of the perscm is decisive 

on whether the right to life is or is not to be regarded as 

resp<:cr, too, a certain t.tend may b~ discerned, bui.: nut ye'!: a 

is as yet hardly any standard for a strict review by the 

2tl04, p<lrat. 91-95. 
,Briigg'm'"""andScheuten v. FederalRepublicofGermany, D&R 10(1978), P· 100; 

Xv. the United Kingdom, D&R 19 (1980), p. 244 (253). In its dedsio~ ~n Appl. 
Nurwuy, D&PA2 (1985). p. '.?:47 (256), the Commission tooktheposttion that, 

potential father, but a minister of religion within a State church, he~as 
the abortion legislation than oth~r citizens and therefore could not cl~Im 

he lost his office was, according to the Commiss!on, 11ot due to the Abortton 
that he, because of his views on the Act, refused to p"erforrr. functions tPat were 
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Strasbourg organs, neither as to the weighing between th,ev'";" 

in question, nor as to the establish mentofthe · · 
· 1·c 102 vegetative lie. 

According to the Strasbourg case law as it stands at "''' n1or 

whether to permit euthanasia and assisted suicide falls 

appreciation. According to the Court Article 2 cannot be said 

a right to die, and, therefore, it cannot be regarded as an 

national legislation prohibiting euthanasia. The 
blished by the Court in the Pretty Case. There the Court 

ithaddealtwith concerning Article 2, 
positive obligation to protect life. The Court was also explicit 

2 is unconcerned with issues having to do with the quality 
chooses to do with his or her own life. Such issues, as far as 

from State interference, might be reflected in other 
Article 8) or other international human rights instruments; 

Article 2 creates a right to self-determination in the 
vidual an entitlementto clJoosedeath rather than life, would in 

stitute a gross:distortion of interpretation. Therefore, 

applicant's claim thatthe natiorial authorities' refusal to permit 

suicide, despite her suffering and imminent death, and her 

on the basis of informed consent, violated Article 2, · 
of whether countries that do permit euthanasia, are to be 

Article 2, the Court noted that the extenttowhiclJ a 
the possibility for the infliction of harm on individuals at 

another's hand, may raise conflicting considerations ofpersona[ frt 
interest that can only be resolved on examination of the cono·ete 

each particular case. 103 

6.5 EXCEPTIONS 

6.5.1 DEATH PENALTY 

Article 2 mentions a nuffiber of cases to which the prohibition 

does not apply., 

102 •. The H~b~~W~ogd :~p~rt me~~oned ~·fue ~receding note, ~.lso <>nh' rn<n<ato 
a more uniform regulation. It holds that "the prolongation ofhfe 
overriding aim of medical practice, which must be co~cerned '"'. ". llv 'Nith 
The report contains a recOmmendation to the Commtttee ofMrmsters to 
of the Member States to set up committees for the drafting of ethical roles; 

'"' Judgment of29 April2002, para. 41. 
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the very formulation of the prohibition, an exception is 

iar>en;on is deprived of his life in the execution of a sentence 

tortVi<;tiC>n of a crime for which the death penalty is provided 

tecution ofth•e death penalty or extradition to a countrywhere 

lex:wJted, does not in itself constitute a violation of Artidc 

Protocol No. 6 concerning the abolition of the death 

•fm·ce~~~~ And for those States which have not yet ratitied this 

provisions of the Convention that not every death 

court is permitted under the Convention: ( 1) the judicial 

t!st:ha.vebe<:n JJrece<iecl bJ•• fair and public hearing in the sense 

((li:shrnent must not be so disproportionate to the crime com

place and manner of execution must not be such, that 

iihttm:m and degrading treatment in the sense of Article 3; (3) 

fune mmst have been punishable by death at the moment it was 

I4no discrimination is permitted in the imposition and 

1\p•maJty, an din the granting ofpardon.10
' Finally, Protocol No. 

j0Jishm•en1: ol'thte cleatth penalty in all circumstances has entered 

·the issue of whether the death penalty is still allowed under 

considered in the context of several Convention provisions. 

tht,Ki'rklvoo•d Case, 108 a difficult dilemma may present itself with 

tOceedlin!~s, which will inevitably delay execution of the death 

convicted person will be gripped with uncertainty as 

appeal and, therefore, as to his fate. On the one hand, a pro

om:geuter<Ites acute anxiety over long periods owing to the UllC~rtain, 

outcome of each successive appeal. This anxiety could possib!y 

rmm <>nle1:ra•dir11 treatment and punishmentcvntrarytoArt~de 3. 

a sound appeal system serves to ensure protectioil of the right to 

py./illtiCJe .<. artc to prevent arbitrariness. The Commission declared 

~dlrnil;silJie because the applic<ant had not been tried or convicted, 

established whether the treatment to which the applicant 

ffild the risk of his exposure to it, w2s so serious as to constitute 

treatment or punishment contrary to Article 3. The British 

the position that, since the second sentence of Article 2( I) of 

i:J<J>ressi"ypro•,id'ei for the imposition of the death sentence by a court, 

Hv. Spain, D&R37 (1984), p. 93. 
into force on 1 March 1985. See infra, Chapter 24. 
· have abolished the death penalty in general, but have maintained it in 

timeofwaror imminent threat of war, the requirements under (l) and 
from them is not justified under Article 15. 

into force on I July 2002. See infra, Chapter 31. 
37 (1984), p. !58 (18H90). 
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following conviction for a crime for which that penalty is 

associated with the appeal procedure must be assumed to 

2 and Article 3 of the Convention read together. 

The Commission rejected this argument. It acKnow•Ie<!ged 

must be read as a whole, but it stressed on the other hand that''iti 

must be given appropriate weight where there may be 
Convention organs must be reluctant to draw interferences 

restrict the express terms of another. As both the Court 

recognized, Article 3 is not subject to any qualification. Its 

This fundamental aspect of Article 3 reflects its key position 

rights of the Convention, and is furtherilhiStJrat•ec c•ythetermsoj 

permit no derogation from it even in time of war or 
threatening the life of the nation. In these circumstances 

that notwithstanding the terms of Article 2( 1 ), it cannot be.,xclui 

stances surrounding the protection of one of the other nghts:co. 

vention might give ~ise to-an issue-under Article 3;"109 
.: ·"r.:::· 

The Soering Case concerned the imminent extraJition 

United Kingdom to the United States of America, where he 

to death on a charge ofcapital murder and would be suiJje<:tecl 

phenomenon'. The Court held that extradition ot :a p:ersonro :a C<JU 

the death penalty could not, in itself, raise aoy issue under 

3 of the Convention.' The Court considered that Article 3 

intended by the drafters of the Convention to mclude a ger1er>~ 1 

death penalty since that would nullify the clear wording 

cpening for signature in 1983 of Protocol No. 6 showed that 

Contracting Parties as recently as 1983 was to adopt the nonr:aune:m• 

of the text in order to introduce a new obligation to abolish ca1ma1 pt 

of peace and, what is more, to do so by an optional instrument 

choose the moment when to undertake such ao en:gage1ment.""' The 

however, that the mannedn which the death penalty is impo:sed 

personal circumstances of the condemned person and a dispr·op 

gravity of the crime committed, as well as the condition ofthe deteo· 

Such that an inhuman treatment in the sense of Article 3 ari'ieS.111 

·~ 
'" 
'" 
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Ibidem, p. 184. For further details, see the discussion of Article 3, infra 7,6.2. 

Judgment of7 July 1989,-para. 103:·· 
Ibidem. See also the discussion in this respect in connection with Art. 3, infra 
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N ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY 

cases of deprivation of life are mentioned which also 

of the first paragraph, These are cases where depri

"''' ol torce for a given purpose This is, however, subject 
used 'is no more thanabsolutelynecessary'. There must, 

:Ii.l'~bdl/o/e<On the measure of force used and the purpose 

.w--·~-
among the purposes mentioned in the second para-

'tttetiSe of force in the case of an arrest, where the arrested 

.iloratterl1pts to flee, but only refuses to furnish certain data, 

consequently cannot constitute a justification for a 

Moreover, the words 'absolutely necessary' have to be 

there inust also be some proportionality between the 

,t punme<l Thus, the use of force resulting in death will not 

tlie: es1caJ>e' t>ht pl:iS<>n<er, or to effect an arrest, when no serious 

·• '"'''"" 'fr6rri the person concerned. 
fu1inkillled b}•th:q>olice dt1ri1nga riot complained of a breach 

the Commission declared her complaint to be 

1
arguing th:at rtwas a case oflawful self-defence of a policeman 

while there was no reason to assume that the latter had 

1.U' B;~th:el;rtt<:r a r gJJm ent ttte (::0 1nn1iS<do n o bvi o usiFeferred 

of deprivation of life in the first paragraph of Article 

Since there was no question of intent in the case under 

irJission's reasoning there was no need to examine whether the 

ely neces:sa1:y for One 0fthe purposes mentioned in the second 

this way the Commission largely deprived the second para-

fact, in the ;::ases mentioned in the second paragraph the 

il1t:enltimtal, but on the contrary will be the unintended result 

!.diffet·ent purpose. This is also evident from the words 'when 

~otfoJ:ce·. It has, therefore, to be presumed that the function of 

merely to impose a restriction on the prohibition in the 

first paragraph. If the latter was intended, it would have been 

aaa tnec•:,es·, mentioned in the second paragraph, to the excep

in the first par:1graph, or to refer expressly to the second 

par:agr:aph in the second paragraph, Instead, the second paragraph 

contravention of this Article', which imply at the same time 

sentence of the first paragraph and the general protection of 

therein. The correct interpretation, therefore, seems to be 

1ta!:ra11h prohibits any use by the authorities of force in such a 
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measure or form that it results in death, with as the 
mentioned there and irrespective of the question whether 

not. 
This interpretation was indeed adopted by• thte <=otmrnissiot 

Stewart Case. The case concerned the death of a boy as a 

caused by a plastic baton, fired by a British soldier during a 

The Commission had to examine whether the death of the 

the use of force contrary to Article 2. The British Gc>vernrnertts~ 

2 extends only to intentional acts and has no application 
acts". The Commission, however, adopted the broader 

tection afforded by Article 2 goes beyond the intentional 

ofthe object and purpose of the Convention the Ctrm:mi,;sio·n~ra 

it could not accept another interpretation. The text 

cates in the Commission's opinion that paragraph 2 uo•es rtotpt 

tions where it is permitt~d)ntentionally to kill an intiividtJal, btl!! 

use of violence is permitted, which may then, asanuntintertti<maJ,< 

in a deprivation of life. This us.e offorce has to be ab:soltotelyrteq 

purposes in subparagraphs (a), (b) or (c). With regard to 

Commission held, with reference,. inter alia, to the Sunday 

'necessary' .inoplies a 'pressing social need'; (2) the 'n<:ce:ssit 

assessment as to whether the interference with the Cc>nvenltioJrrright 

to the legitimate aim pursued; and (3) the qualification 

Article 2(2) by the adverb 'absolutely' indicates that a stricter 

test of necessi!y must be applied. This led the Commission to 

Article 2(2) permits the me offorce for the purnoses entomeratcd 

under th~ condition that t!l.e empioy::!d b.::'ce is str·ictbnrt>D<>rtion 

ment cfthe permitted purpose. In asses&ingHhether thu~ c0adtll1m 

must be haJ to "the nature of the aint pursued, the dangers 

in the situation and the degree of risk that the force employed 

life". 113-

The Commission followed the same line of reasoning in a 

Northern Ireland had been shot by soldiers as he attempted 

checkpoint in a stolen car. )'n the circumstances of the case and 

background of events in Northern Ireland, which was facing a 

killings had become a feature oflife, the soldiers had reasons to 
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Appl. 10044/82, D&R 39 (1985), p. 162 (!69-171). See aJ,o AppL 
Kingdom, Yearbook XXV (1982), p. 124 (143); Appl. 16734/90, Dujardin 
p. 236 (243). . .... 
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applied a very strictproportionalicytest. The Court 

;at<:gum,uo the right to life and sets out the circumstances 

be justified, ranks as one of the most fundamental pro

which no derogation is permitted. Together with 

of the basic values of the democratic societies making 

rh<:cilrcum,;taJ1C€:S m which deprivationoflife maybe justi

[ctl·rc<mstrued. The object and purpose of the Convention 

pro•tection of individual human beings also requires that 

ihd.ap>pu.easo as to make its safeguards practical and effec-

2; rea<! as a whole, demonstrates that it covers not only inten

sit•uatiorts where it is permitted to 'use force' which may 

t~ome, mme deprivation oflife. The deliberate or intended 

m:r,,,un•r· one factor to be taken into account in assessing 

7rorce)nus1·:be no more than 'absolutely necessary' for <:he 

of the purposesset out in sub-paragraphs (a) to (c). This 

when determining whether State action is <necessary 

Ll1d'erJ~aragJrap•hs2o,fArl1,dC' 8 to II of the Convention. Con

·rn'"'t be: sllicltlypr•op,or1:w:natte to the achievement of the per

ht •of the imtpo•rtame< of the protection afforded by Article 2, 

tde:priva1iorts of life to the most careful scrutiny, taking into 

'""•"'·'n<•oofState agent' but also all the surrounding circum-

British, Spanish and Gibraltar authorities were aware that 

planning a terrorist attack on Gibraltar. The intelligence 

and Gibraltar authorities was that an IRA unit (which had 

out an attack by means of a car bomb which would 

remote contt·ol device. It was decided that the three sus

,Soildiers of the SAS in plain clothes were standing by for that 

that the three suspects were trying to deto11ate remote 

shot them at close range. No weapons or detonator devices 

United Kingdom, D&R 74 (1993), p. 139 (146-147). 
l995,_paras 146-147. See also the judgment of 9 October 1997, 

Para. 171; judgffient Of 28 July i998, Ergi, para. 79; judgment of 
judgment of 10 July 2001, Av§ar, para .. 390; judgment of 

-~;::,~5; ;:~;~:,m;;;(~: 17 February 2004, Ipek, para. 163. 
i~ 1995, McCann, paras 148-149; judgment of 27 June 2000, 

l;mentof20 December 2004, Makaratzis, para. 56. 
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were found on the bodies of the three suspects. The car·wttidt h; 
of the suspects was revealed on inspection not to contain 

The Court accepted that the soldiers believed that it was nec:essar 

in order to prevent them from detonating a bomb and cau.sino.; 

actions which they took, in obedience to superior orders, 
absolutely necessary in order to safeguard innocent lives. The 

of force by agents of the State in pursuit of one of the aims 

2 of Article 2 may be justified underthis provision where·itid ... 

which is perceived, for good reasons, to be valid at the time, 

turns out to be mistaken. Having regard to the dilerr=, Ct>nfro 

in the circumstances of the case, the reactions of the soldiers

give rise to a violation of Article 2. 117 

In connection with the control and organisation of the 
observed that it had been the intention of the authorities 

appropriate stage and that evidence had been given. 

procedures had been practised by the soldiers and that effi>rtshl 

a suitable place to detain the suspects aft•er their arre-stThe C<>urtc 

why the three suspects had not been arrested at the hord<" i<nn,..t 

in Gibraltar and why the decision was not taken to pr<:veiiLt 

Gibraltar if they were believed to be on a bombing mi,:sion.l 

warning of the terrorists' intentions, it would certainly have 
authorities to have mounted an arrest operation. The sec:urityse1:vi 

authorities had photographs of the three suspects, kuewth,,ir 11a 

aliases, and would have kuown what passports to look for. 

that the authorities had made a number of key assessments, 
terrorists would not use a blocking car; that the bomt> woulld t>edle' 

controlled device; that the detonation could be effected by 

that it was likely that the suspects would detonate the bomb 

would be armed and would be likely to use their arms ifcoiunmt! 

of these crucial assumptions, apart from the terroi:ists'iiltentiontot 

turned out to be erroneous. In the Court's view insufficient 

have been made for other assumptions. A series of working 

by the authorities to the soldiers as certainties, th<,.ehy makitng; the 

unavoidable. In the Court's view, the above failure to make 

of error had to be considered in combination with the training 

tinue shooting once they opened fire until the suspect was 
c~roner in the inquest proceedings, 'all four soldiers shot to kill 
this bacliilro~nd the authOrities wefe bowid by the.ir . 

to life of the suspects to exercise the greatest of care in evaluating 

Judgment of27 September 1995, para. 200. 
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[srruttJtn, g it to soldiers w~~se use of firearms automatically 

fatlure by the authonttes suggested a lack of appropriate 

jtg.anisatio•n of the arrest operation. In sum, the Court was 

of the three terrorists constituted a use of force which 

rfelly nteC<OS$ary· i'n defence of persons from unlawful violence 

2(2)(a). There thus had been a breach of Article 2.'" 

liamtalJ,ege:d that his brother had been unlawfully subjected 

by gendarmes and that the authorities had failed to carry 

investigation into the attack. He argued that there had 

:'/r>ftl<e Convention. The Court recalled that the force used 

not in the event lethal. This does not exclude an 

under Article 2. In three previous cases the 
mp,laints under this provision where the alleged victim had 

; inrputgu.edconduct.'" In the Osman Case the applicant had 

- man fired a shotgun at close range at him and 

Court concluded on the facts of that case that the 
had not failed in any positive obligation under Article 

.'Ottheirright to life within the meaning of the first sentence 

ie 'tpplic<mt was shot in the street by an uukuown gunman, 

but sumvmg. The Court, finding that the authorities 
the applicant's life, held nonetheless that they had failed to 

- _ under Article 2 to conduct an effective investi ~ 

Court noted th~t Abdilllatifilhan suffered brai" danoage 

the head With a nfle butt inflicted by sendarmcs who 
>pr·ehe:nd him during an operation and who kicked and beat 

hiding in some bushes. Two contemporaneous medical 

. This had left 
of function. The seriousness of his injury was, therefore, 

was not persuaded in the circumstances of this case 

by the gendarmes when they apprehended Abdiillatif 

~r de~ree as to breach Article 2 of the Convention. Nor 

m this context concerning the alleged lack of prompt 
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medical treatment for his injuries. It followed that there 

Article 2 of the Convention. 122 

The Andronicou and Constantinou Case concerned the 

armed intervention by a unit of the Special Police Forces 
domestic dispute between Lefteris Andronicou andEilsi·e C:on.stan 

called by neighbours to the flat which they shared. Mr 

armed and was apparently holding Ms Constantinou against 

a lengthy period of negotiations involving, among others, 
Andronicou's doctor and members of Ms Constantin au's 
afternoon, efforts were made to persuade him to release Ms 

of Police decided to approve a MMAD rescue plan. Earlier 

Minister of Justice, who had left the decision to the 

post-mortem examination found that death was caused by 

submachine gun;. As regards the planning and control the' C.:m 

concern should be to evaluate whether in the cir•cutnsltan.ce!: the pi 

of the rescue operation showed that the authorities had 

ensure that any risk to thdives of the couple had been mi.n!tnis:ed 

not negligent in their choice of action. Within tht: fr.amework:of 

Court had particular regard to the context in which the inc:ide,nb 

to the way in which the situation developed over the course 

context was concerned the Court stated that the fact that the 

taken together w:ith the fact that the woman was 
the State's special armed forces every rigatto enter tht ap:'.rt:ment' 

was being held and to use force in order to free her and to arres( 

addition, the armed fnrces where strictly instructed as to when 

their weapcns. Moreover, the State never intended to use 

au!horitles were very anxious to avoid any harm to the 

the kidnapper dead were justified in their belief that it was 
order to save the life of the woman and their own li;es. Thoerel:ore 

under Article 2(2) is justified where it is based on an hn1nest bo,liefwl 

for good reasons, to be valid at the time but subsequendy turns 

To hold otherwise, according to the Court, would impose an 

the State and its law-enforcement personnel in the execution 
the officers wer·e entitled to Open fire for the purpose of saving 

measures which they horiesdy and reasonably beileved were 

any risk. Furthermore, the accuracy of the officers' fire was 

kidnapper's action.in clinging on to the woman and thereby 
Therefore, there was.no breach of Article 2 (2) (a) of the Conv,enti01 

"' 
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Judgment of27 June 2000, hhan, paras 77-78. 
Judgment of9 October 1997, paras 183-186. 

(i;c.urtheld again that the use of force may be justified under 

irovicled that a balance is struck between the aim pursued 
achieve it. The gendarmes had used a very powerful 

any lighter weapons available to them. The lack of 

the more incomprehensible and unacceptable because 

de:no,nstrattom ,·n question took place, was a region in which 

declared and where at that time disorder could have 

quc,ttonof whether there were armed terrorists among the 

llo·te<lthtattht: Gov·errtmentproduced no evidence to support 

pJ,1ce; mo g;endarrrte sustained a bullet wound either in the 

Son died or in other places passed by the demonstration. 

ipt,ntcattridgces supposed[ to have belonged to PKK members 

Vlore<lV<:f, prosecutions brought in the Diyarbakir National 

e"01N11''rsof lthurteo'n JriHeS<:on:tis,catedaftoor the incidents, from 

beom ,collected by the security forces, ended in acquittals, 

>Jnni"h•h'n part in the events in issue. In conclu~ion, the 

disperse the demonstrators, which caused the 

kO.:n<>t absoolu1telly rtec:eS!;ary><ntlli·:n the meaning of Article 2. 114 

applicants complained that their relatives had been 

'Violation of Article 2(2) ofthe Convention, as they had died 

~a:nd practice,whlch permitted the use oflethal force without 

thus violated Article 2( 1) per se. The applicants' relatives had 

officers in an operation to effect their lawful arrest. 

itru1ces otthtecasethe Court noted that the two men shot had 

they had been serving short sentences for being absent 

mpuJs,ory military szrvice. They had escaped without using 

their place of work, which was outside of the detention 

l'as arm<'d or represented a danger to the police officers or to 

had a previous record of violence. Against this back

that it was in no circumstances 'absolutely necessary' 

2(2) to use firearms to arrest a person suspected of a 

known not to pose a threat to life or limb, even where 

!htha•reresulted in the opportunity to arrest the fugitive being 

fo<lktloticeofevidetlce suggesting that automatic rifles had been 

that the fugitives had been shot while attecnpting to 

riopo·int had the police officers attempted to minimise the risk 

a bro:ldt,.<:orttext that relevant national regulations on the 

were not published, did not make the use of firearms 
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dependant on an assessment otthte stmoundin!~ CITC\JmtSt:Lnces; a 
did not require an evaluation of the nature of the offence 

and of the threat that he or she posed, the Court concluded 

violation of Article 2 of the Convention. The Court was 

differentiate this case from earlier judgments in which the use 

to have been justified.A1l of these other cases concerned 

involved had acted in the belief that there was a threat 

apprehend fugitives suspected of violent offences.125 

In the Makaratzis Case the applicant complained that 

pursued him used excessive firepower against him, pctt!Ing hi:• Iii 
authorities failed to carry out an adequate and effective 

dent. The applicant had been chased by a large number of 

made repeated use of revolvers, pistols and suOmachine ~uns.J\o 

it was clear from the evidence adduced before it that the police 

in order to immobilise the applicant's car and effect his arrest, 

instances contemplated by the second paragraph of Article 2; 

circumstances of the case and in particular to the degree 

Court concluded that, irrespective of whether or not the police 

to kill him, the applicant had been the victim of conduct 

put his life at risk, even though, in the event, he had smvived;, 

applicable."' Although the Greek State had since passed" ucwmw 

the use of firearms by the police, at the relevant time the apjpli<:ahl 

from the Second World War when Greece had been ocrupied 

Greek law did not contain any other provisions regulating 

police actions or laying down guidelines on planning and c<Jit!lt:t er 

Having regard to the criminal wnduct of the applicant md to 

marked by terrorist actions :Igainst for~ign interests, the Ccmrt ac:ct 

of force against him had been based on an honest belief which 

for good reasons, to be valid at the time. However, the Court 

way in which the firearms had actually been used by the police 

arose as to the conduct and the organisation of the operation. 

the police officers who had been involved in the incident, had 

to evaluate all the parameters of the situation and to c. an:ful~y <Jrg:aniis< 

the Court conside"ed that the degeneration of the situation had 

the fact that at that time neither the individual police officers 

a collective police operation, had had the benefit of the ap]prcopri:ate 

should have been provided by domestic law and practice. At 

'" 
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Judgment of26 February 2004, para. lOS; judgment of 6 July 200S (Grand 
119. 
Judgment of20 December 2004, paras SO-SS. 

Cbpler 6 Rit~ht to Life (Artide 2) 

still been regulated by an obsolete and incomplete law 

The system in place had not afforded to law-enforce

and criteria governing the usc of force in peacetime. 

had thus enjoyed a greater autonomy of action and had 

initiatives, which would probably not have been the 

of proper training and instructions. Consequently, the 

authorities had failed to comply with the positive obli

adt:qu•are legislative and administrative framework and had 

reasonably expected of them to afford to citizens the level 

v fl"" .• 2. Accordingly, the Court held that there had been 

TO LIFE IS NON-DEROGABLE 

the list of articles from which under Article 15(2) no 

in any circumstances; it belongs to the so-called 'non

ollSt:quentq,aS>vas correctly submitted by the Irish Government 

United Kingdom, the British declarations addressed to the 

!!'UinCin!~ tttatwith respect to Northern Ireland measures dero
taken, could not be invoked against accusations 

the Court held that Article 2 ranks as one of the most 

in the Convention, from which no derogation is permitted. 

!t :tlso e.:1shrines one of the basic values of the democratic 

Coun..:il of2urope. '!'he c!rcumsta::Ices in which deprivatiur,_ 

therefore, be strictly construed. The object and purpose 

instrument for the protection of ir..dividual human beings 

2 be interpreted and applied so as to make its safeguards 

'"'""· o ;•na Article 2 of Protocol No. 13 concerning the abolition of the death 

>i~,:~~~'7~'~7~~~1 from Article IS of the Convention. 
•I (1972), p. 76 (96). 

110. 

199S, para. 146; See also the judgment of27 June 2000, Salman, para. 
1997, Andronicou and Constantinou, para. 171; judgment of 13 June 
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T!<eory and Pra.:ticc of the ECHR 

7.2 TORTURE; INHUMANT TREATM 
PUNISHMENT; DEGRADING TR 
PUNISHMENT 

Article 3 undoubtedly is one of the core provisions of the 
submitting a person to torturet inhuman treatment or punisl~m. 
treatment or puri.ishment. The distinction between the --~·w ... v 
inhuman or dC:grading treatment or 
in the intensity of the suffering illllicted."' As the f'.AJmtnissio.n: 
the Greek Case: "[tis plain that there may be treatment to>whiirh• 
apply. for all torture must be illhuman and d~gradiltg llre;atnleJilt,i 
ment also degrading." Starting from the concept of inhuman 
sion elaborated th<: foUowiJ>g ''l'eci£ica:tio1ns:"Theno:tio:n ofinhul!ll 
at least such treatment as deliberately causes severe sulffet·inll. r& 
which, in the particular situation, is unjustifiable. The word 
describe inhuman treatment, which has a purpose, such as 

mation or confession} or the infliction of punishment) «uu "' !>'"'~!! 
form ofinhuman treatment.' Treat:m<:nt orpumi,;hrnet1t<>f an undiv 
to be degradillg if it' grossly humiliates him before others or 
his will or conscience."3 In the Greek Case the Commission 
that it had been established that ill severalilldividual Gt.•:e.,tMtm,r'o, 

been illllicted, that there bad been a practiceoftcrture aThd ill-treiitrr 
Security Police a.nd that the conditions ill the cells ofthe Se<curityPol 
contrary to Article 3.4 

!n its report i,, Ireland;·. the Ur.itcd KingJ.nm the C<Jmtnissiot.l) 
on this definition. In domg so, it held unanimously that the 
techniques of illterrogation- obliging the illterrogated persons . 
period on their toes agairist the wall, covering their 
them to constant ill tense noise, depriving t.'Jem of 'leep au<Jsiifi1cieJ!lt 
-constituted torture and inhuman treatment in the' sense 

However, in the same case the Court reached the conclusion . 
of interrogation did involve inhuman treatment, but not torture. It 
distinctive element that by the term 'torture' a S]>e<:ial stign:1a i:s atta<:hed 
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Judgment of 18 January 1978, Irelond11. the United Kingdom, para. 167. 
Cf. Article l of the_peclaration, ~n,~-~ ~otet;tio~ of all persons from "· .'!11. 11!.~~"!.;~ 

- other ~Net, inli~Ordegkifuigtiea~eni:orpun1shment. UNGA Res. 
1975: ''Torture oorutitutes an aggravated and deliberate form of cruel, 
treatment or punishment ... 
Report ofS NovembeT 1969, The Greek Ct1Se, YearbookX1l (1969), p. 186. 
Ibidem, pp. 503-505, 
Report of25 January 1976, B.23/I (1976-1978), p. 411. 

'"'- '~"-from Torture and Other Inhuman or Degrading 
Treatment or Punishment (Art!dc 3) 

serious and cruel suffering'\" and held that the 
not occasion suftering of the particular intensity 

torture as so understood''.' In addition to the severity 
:ili1~i, aoco•·di11g to the Court, be a purposive element, as has 
.i\iiiterlNations Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, 
:ft<:attne!ll c1rPunishment, which defines torture in terms of 
i.nfsc:ve1re pain or suffering.8 

" " ''"''"' referring to the qualification in the Ireland v. the 
'l;<,,;.,!,,. fi ,.,,time found that treatment had to be described 

l'atiai>Plicantwh.o was subjected to 'Palestinian hanging': he 
llilltisarrns:lled together behind his back, and suspended by 

that "this treatment could only have been deliberately 
taill a1tnount of preparation and exertion would have been 
iit.wc•uld appear to have been administered with the aim of 
rUiformittic•nfrotn the applicanL In addition to the severe pain 

time, the medical evidence shows that it led to a 
:.Wll!CI~IIISI<:d for sometime{ ... ]. The Court constders that this 

serious and cruel nature that it can only be described as 

:;.:tlhe <Court concluded that the accumulation of acts of physical 
!.llliflic:ted on the applicant and the especially cruel act of rape 
!e,~cotliicleri"ll that "rape of a det2inee by an official of the State 

especially grave and abhorrent torm ofill-treatment given 
th.i:offentder am exploit the vulnerability and weakener\ resistance 
<;rnoot·e, 1mp'e leaves deep psychological scars on the victim which 
>e p<!SSa!{<: of"ti111e<ts quickly as other forms of physical and mental 
:ant also •eJq>er:ienced the acute physical pain offorced penetration, 

debased and violated both physically and emotion· 

C.se the Court again concluded that the physical and mental 

pain and suffering, and was so serious 
uniiun.ted to torture. The body of the applicant was covered with a 

he was dragged along by his bair, had to run along a corridor 

of 1& December 1996, Aksoy, para. 63. 

l97B,Irdand v. the United Kingdom, para. 167. 
'luroe 2il00. Salman, para. 114. 
I D<:cen1ber 1996, para. 64. The Court's interpretatkm of the no lion of"torturc" 

by the defmition of"'torture" in Artide l of the 1984 UN Convention 
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. Cf. also the 

t~~·~:~~:; ~;;;:•:; para. H4. 
~~ 1997, paras 83 and 86. 
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with police officers positioned at either side to trip hitU 

officer's penis, was urinated upon and was threatened 

In the ll"§cu Case the applicant had spent a very 

tainty and fear of execution) and while this sentence had 

he was detained in very strict isolation, his cell was ""'neateda1 

or ventilation~ he was deprived of food as a pttmishltllent,, ccould 
rarely and did not receive appropriate health care. Th1e c:011ri~ 

sentence coupled with the harsh conditions he was u'"'o •nw 
and cruel so that they could be considered to amount to 

Finally, in the KrastanovCase the Court found th,ar thei~> 

but that it could not be qualified as torture, because it u"' !K>t' 

on the applicant intentionally for the purpose of, for in:sta1oce 
or breaking his physical and moral resistance, and because 
period <Jftiille.J~-·, 

The difference between inhiu:nan treatmentorpuuil:hn"ei>tanc 
or punishment is likewise one Of gradation in the suffering 

be kept in mind that the Court does not always draw a sharp 

qualifications such as 'inhuman and degrading tr<:at•:nent'.'' 

Court held that it "has considered treatment to be 'inhu•man'loeC, 

premeditated, was applied for hours at a stretch and caused 

or intense physical or mental suffering. It has deemed 

because it was such as to arouse in the victims feeHngs 

capoble of humiliating and debasing them."" 

Inlmman treatment can take many forms. For instanc~ 

Case the Court held that the destruction of the applicant's 

personal circumstances~ caused them suffering of sufficient 

as inhuman treatment. The applicants were 54 and 60 years 

lived in the village all their lives. The de<;tnKtiionoftheidtonlesruu 
pertyforced them to leave their village. Thedertn1ctiion wacs nrenrte 

out without respect for d1efeelings of the applicants: they were 

to watch the burning of their hoines, their safety was not 

protests were ignored and nO assistance was providedaften¥aJ:ds. Tl:ie 

H 
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j'..ldgment of28 July' 1'999, paras 102-105. 

iudement of 8 July 2004, PM¥ 435--,440. 
Judgment of 30 September 2004~ para.· 53. 

Cf. thejUdgmentof27 AngUst~992)Tortuui, !""::· :~:~:!,:;~~~~::::~ 36;reportof7March 1996,Mentes, Turhall~ 
homes by Set-'Urity forces amounts to "inhuman and 
Article 3 of the Convention"). 
Judgment of26 October 2000, para. 92. 

from Torture and Other Inhuman or D.;graJing 
Treatment ur Pu11ishmcrrt (Article 3) 

'-"''·'"''"' purpose of preventing their homes being used by 
!il,i~rnenl to others, this would not provide a JUStit1cation for 

held "that the suffering occasioned must attain a 

iurtistlment can be classified as 'inhwnan' within the meaning 

it\te<lnom•e<i the punishment of caning for certain offences, 

actually applied in the Isle of Man to boys between 

iui1tCa>nclurled, in conformity with the opinion of the Com

:C.:mstitutr torture or inhuman punishment.t7 Then it exa

hn'.entwaSitr be considered degrading. Assuming that every 

cel<ement of degradation, the C'A>urt indicated as a distinctive 

.tlnishn1en1 the degree of humiliation, which must then be 

:irc:unnstanw;oif""'ch separate case> in particular "the nature 

itself and the manner and method of its execution." 16 

father then the views at the moment the Convention was 

il;'i)ntion is a !ivinginstrumentwhich ( .. ,)must be interpreted 

a)'ronditi•ons" .19 Having regard to all the circumstances, the 

""'''"'"'''•ht to the fact that physical force was used by a com-
;(itJuti•>milizedfOJ:m,, co•nclucled that the punishment concerned 

erea .1ro1m the Tyrer Case, a serious degree of humiliation or 
argument to qualify' a certain treatment or 

Publicity can be a relevant factor to assess whether a 

but the absence of publicity will not necessarily mean that 

j)ltdegr,•di:ng, because the victim can be hnm'liated in his own 

of cases the Commission held that there is ~l!estion ef a 

'l!t.orpuni,;hrnentofthe penon concerned ''ifit grossly humiliates 

drives him to act against his will or consdence".21 

Court held d1at humiliation or debasement of a particular 

'degrading'. 23 In the Albert and Le Compte Case it ruled that 

1969. Greeu v. the United Kingdom, YearbookXIt{l%9), p, l86; report of 
v. the Uttited Kingdom, B.23-l (I976-t97S), p. 388;reportofl4 December 

(1977-1978), p. 23; and report of7 December 1978, Guz.zardi, 8.35 {1979-1980), 

1918, para. 3{t Cf. also the judgment of 26 October 2000, Kudla, para. 92. 
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I Theo')' and Pmticc of the ECHR 

while the withdrawal from the register of the Ordre des 
imposition of a sanction for misconduct and not th<! d•eh!tsCJilli 
it did not amount to a breach of Article 3;

11 and in the 

Balkandali Case the Court observed that the difference of 
United Kingdom immigration policy, wh.iie it did not 
of respect for the personality of the applicants and was not 
humiliate or debase them, could not, therefore, be regarded as 
Case, however, the Court held that the mere absence of a 

debase cannot conclusively rule out a fmding of violation 

A family member of a 'disappeared person' can himself be 
contrary to Artide 3. Relevant elements which should be 

proximity of the family tie- in that context, a 
child bond~ the particular circumstances of the rel:>ticms,hip,tli 
family member witnessed the. events in question, the 

member in tlie attempts to obrain information about the disapt>t'! 
v.-ray in ·which the authoritieS responded to those enquiries?.~~ · 

The Court often applies as standard of proof that the •PJ'Iicant 
beyond reasonable doubt that a violation of Article 3 took pmce,.K! 
criterion. However, «such proof may followfromth<1 C<>exi'l lteJ1.:< o!' 

dear and concordant inferences or of similar unrebutted 
conduct afthe Parties when evidence;s being obtained has to l>etok 
Furthermore, this srandard is not always applied; not, for inS1tan•oe 

(see 7.5) and in asylum cases (see 7.6.3). 

From Article 3 flow some important positive obligations, 

natnre.ln the case that an individual raises an arguable claim 
ill-treated by the police or other Srate agents
-this provision requires that there should be an effective ot1iicial.in1 
should be capable ofleading to the identification an<:! prmishrnerttol 
Otherwise the protection of Article 3, «despite its furldacmr,ntal irn[ 

·ineffective in practice and it would be possible in some cases 

4!0 

Judgment of lO February 1983, para, 22. 
fudgm:ent of28 May 1985, para. 9L Cf. also Judgment of 25 February 

paras 2.8:30 •. _ .. _ , , -, < _ : -_ ·- . 
Judgmentof19April :?-001, para. 74. , 
Judgmentpf& July' 1999, <;akici, p~ara. 98; judgment of 17 Fet<ru1<')'2004, lpai,; 

of31 May 2005,Akdetti4 para. 121. , ; · 

See for instani::ethejudgmentofl8 January 1978,/relandv, the u~:~:.:~:::~~~ 
of 25 September 1997. Aydin, p;,ra. 73; judgment of28 July 1 999, 
12 April2005, Chamar~·. para. 338.--. 

Tnr!un: Mid Other Inhuman M Degrilding ' J 

Tn;;atmcm or Punishmcn~ {Artkk 3) I 

;sc'wicthintheir control with virtual impunity".'"The Court 

1ueswuuare confronted with dear information in official 

,pu•ssiblcviolation of Article 3 and are not competent to take 
!Ci1nse:lvt:s, should hring this information to the attention of 

r~cmnp•et<1nt !n the matter.!() 

[~:\tion u:nclerArbclle3 is more or less similar to the obligation 

i~v'estiglttirm under Artide 2.J1 Under Article 2 there are some 

tfiejn,resl:ig•ttic•nto be effective: it should be independent li:orn 
aU reasonable steps available should betaken to secure 

incident, including eye witness testimony) forensic evi

.ruttn roe a prompt response and a reasonable expedition and 

<telerneJnt o[ public scnttlny.·11 

oOJm:tson>etimes discusses flaws in procedures and investi

md.some:tinncs under Article 13.33 In the]abar' Case it found 
~~~cha·nicabtpf>licati<onof t>hcort:tirrte-llimlits fur submitting an 

.inaru;we·ring the quest!on of whether a family member of a 
avictiimoft:re:lt!Tlen,t oonitratryto Article 3, is the way in which 

inquiries of the family. Here the violation does not lie in 
earari<:e' l)ut: rathe:r oon•:ernsthc: reactiorlS of the authorities and 

when it is brought to their attention.35 

irias}'lUJm rm<l CJ<tr<<ditio:n cases States also have an obligation 
ngaw:n> when the Court or its President by way of interim 

39ofitheRu.lesofCourt has so requested. In general such re
Article 3 plays a prominent role. In the MamatkulovCase 

. virtue of Article 34 of the Convention States undertake to 

or <>miss;ion that may hinder the effective exercise of the right of 
a~a''"'"m:eof a State to comply with such interim measures must 

the Court from effectively examining the complaint and 

1998, Assctmv and O!hers, par:L 102; judgme1tt of 6 April 2000. Labitfl, 

Ahmct Ozkm; para. 359. 

'"""· A'""IOV, p<:n1. 101 ("this inve:;tigation, as v.ith that under Article 2"); 
, Slimani, para. 31 ("an mvestigation qf that sort (under Article 2) must 
an individual makes a credible as~ertion that he ~1as suffered tn:atment 

Kelly, paras 95-98; judgment of27 Ju1y2004, Slimani, para. 32. 

llltan, paras 91·93; judgment of 31 May2005, Yasin.4tes, para. 134, 
paras 39-40 and 49~50. 

(:akici, para, 98~ jndgmcnt of 17 Fcbruary2004, Ipek, pam. 181; judgment 

? ''~"'"' para. 12 L 
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as hindering the effective exercise ofbis right to complain, 

Article 34." 

States are also required to take measures desigued to 

their jurisdiction are not subjected to treatment by 
Article 3. "Children and other vulnerable individuals, in 

protection) in the form of effective deterrence; against 

integrity."" In the Case of A v. the United Kingdom a 

his stepfather with a garden cane applied with co:nsi•derabl¢ 

occasion. The stepfather was charged with assault, but th<> ;,,,,; 

because the treatment was considered to amount to 'reascina) 

Court held that the law did not provide adequate prootecti•an 

ill-treatment, which constituted a violation of Article 

v. the United Kingdom the four applicant children suffered 

physical and psychol<'gical injury and had been subjected 

experiences. Although !he Ccurt acknowledged the diffic1ilta 

facing social services and the important countervailing 

preserving fumily life, it concluded that the failure of the 

children from serious, long-term neglect and abuse arr>ounl!:d..)S 

3.39 And although the treatment complained of in the Co;:tello~ 
act of a headmaster of an indepcn<ient school, the State 

under the Ccnvention if that treatment was u· lCC>m]patible '><~t.rr 

7.3 :r-.1INJMUM LEVEL OF SEVERITY 

«The borderline between harsh treatment on the one na.no1 ar1q1 

3 on the other is sometimes difficult to establish."* Tt!ereill'·l 

standard for the kinds of treatment and pur.ishment 

question whether treatment or punishment is inJimm'm <)I 

by the circumstances of the case and the prevalent \~ewsoft:hetim 
in the Greek Case, the Commission considered with 
detainees: "It appears from the testimony of a number 

" 
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Judgment of 6-Februa!y 2003;· paras 109-111; judgment of 4 

Mamatkulov, para.- 128. · · · ·' d':·.· 

Judgmentof23 September 1998, A: v, the United Kingdom, para ... ,,., • .,... 
and Others)r,' United KOrigdorri, para: 73< ::~ ;:. '·· 
Judgmentof23 Septend:re:r-1998; p.aras 23.:.24 .. 
Judgment of IO May 2001, para. 74. 
Judgment of25 March 1993, para.-28. · 
Report of 4 May 1989, McCallum, para. 77. 

from TOiture and Other lnhuman <>f Degradin'g 
Tu::atrnent or Punishment (Artide 3) 

~fdletainees by both police and military authorities is tolerated 

"' '·~'"'"for granted( ... ). This underlines the fact that the 

and the public may accept physical violence as being 

between different societies and even between 

,·.·.··· r.nu in its judgment in Ireland v. the United Kingdom 
must attain a minimum level of severity if it is to faH 

The assessment of thjs minimum is, in the nature of 

all the circumstances of the ca.•;e) such as the duration 

~ <anment:al e>ffed5iarld, in some cases. the sex, age and state 

fiatti<m iisiJatroduced in a norm formulated in absolute terms, 

the case of the application of an abstract norm, containing 

!Q.t<mcrete cases, For instance, the question whether a penalty 

l'•<lep<md on the crime committed, "An exceptionally harsh 

!of"fun,cemi,ght raise a question under Article 3",44 while the 

d: t>e ''cc:eptal>le in case of a more serious crime. Likewise a 

may be so out of proportion because of the age or the 

3, 

entirely justified for others having committed the same 

Jfiil!it· pl'Ocedunor<:sultiJog in a sentence may make it inhuman, 

Iiovte•er, that the nati0nal alithorities are often allowed a wide 

The Commission has beld that "the Convention does not 

;ep<:rai:ig.ht to CllJii1ntu questiontb.<· lex1gtlwf a sentence imposed 

!"'{}nly' wld>"!Z <Jxceptional ci:cun1Stan,w a particular sentence 

Article 3. For instance} the mere fact «that an offence is 

one country than in another does not suffice to establish 

c,isinhunlan or degrading"." So, although the death penalty has 

West•em Em ope, having regard to Article 2 that expressly 

not yet been prepared tc> state explicidy that this penalty 

~d<:reci., an inhuman and degrading punishme'lt within the mea-

ltletl\169., Yearbook Xll ( i969), p. 501. 

llljt'Y '"'''' P''" 162. Cf. also the judgment of25 Aprill978, Tyrer, paras 29<\0 
. 100, 

(1973), p. 160 (1(.0). 

May2005{GrandChamber), 
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ning of Ankle 3." However, the legal status of the death 

considerable evolution since the Soering Case. All CrJntracti1 
Protocol No.6 concerning abolition of the death penalty, 

ratified it. Moreover, Protocol No. 13 provides for ""'"''Oil:llo 
in time of war. Consequently, the Court has adopted""' D<lsitin 

be excluded, in the light of the developments that have 

the States have agreed through their practice to modifyth<:se1:0 
2 para. 1 in so far as it permits capital punishment in 

background it can also be argued that the itripl<,men>tatilon 0 f 1 

be regarded as inhuman and degrading treatment co11tntryto 

that the Coun may qualify the death penalty as inhuman! 

However, in the Dcalan Case the Court found it not ne':e"'"' 
conclusion on this point.5n 

In the WeeksCasetheC..ourl found asentenceofliifeimpri1;oll1 

year-old who had committed an armed robbery, to be notinhwtrul) 

reservations: ~Having regard to Mr. Weeks' age at the tirrte 1md 
of the offence he committed(.,.), if it had not been for th•e Sf>ecif!c 

for the sentence imposed, one could have serious doubts 

Article 3 of the Convention, which prohibits, inter alia, ;,· 1httmar 

In the Bonnechaux Case both the Commission and the 

agreed that there was no violation of Article 3 in the ca<eoJF a 

from diabetes and cardiovascular disease who had been deltaitied 

months." More generally, the Commission seemed un·willin!;, ir1d0l 
ditions of detention, to attach much importance to de'<elcJprueii 

Views.53 

" 

Judgment of7Juty 1989. Soerlng. para. 103. 
Judgment of 12 Match 2003, paras 195-198; judgment ofl2 May 2005 
paras 164~165. 
ibidem. It is rather surprising that in the judgment of 12 Ajl•ril :2005, (;ha.mal 
reaffirmed the position it took in the SoeringCaa_e, _that 
prohibiting the death penalty _because th"at would nullify the dean,mdin•g i 
Judgrueittof2 March 1987. para.' 47. 
Appl. 8224/78, O&R 15 (1979), p. 211 (241) .md ll<port of 5 December 
p. 100 (148); Resolution DH (80)1. D&R 18 (1980},p. 149. 
In this connection, see the "Minimum Rules ii><thr· T1catment<>f Prisc>ne.i•, 
the Committee of Ministers, European Y~rrb>ooi:Xla (l!97}),pp. 32:2-3!50;o• 

on l2 FeU mary 
Commission took t1u position that ~the 
"European Prlson~~:R~ul;.es~~"1,;J;aid~d;own~:;in~R~es~~ol~u~tio~n~~;~~~~;:~~~ 

-- -; cumeup tO the standard Ofthe-:Minimum:Ru1es' 

degrading treatment*. See also Appt ~4::0:18~17~6~, X:·~·~·,:~~:~!.:~:~:!~: p. 221 (222);where;:Ontheoneh~d, 
applicant was not in confonnitywith 
came lo the conclusion that the treatment was not inhuman or degrading. 
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'>tlle<jU<:sti.oo: whelther Article 3 has been violated, aithough 
rr,,;laJie<:S of the case) including such factors as the 111ental 

not entirely dependent on his subjective apprecia-

e Eias:tA,rm:an' ft>Jans Case the Commission did not accept 
treatment of a person is degrading in the sense of 

position, reputation or character) whether in his 

and argued that- given the general purpose 

!litinterferenc<OS with the dignity of man of a particularly 

lowers a person in rank, position, reputation or 

· 'degrading treatment' inthesenseofArtide 3 where 

;~"·•ritv", "4 And in R v. France the Commission found that 

a discrepancy between the appearance of a transsexual 

'~rthc.ug:h <:reating embarrassment for her in respect of third 
to reveal her particular situation, docs not attain the 

:re<; .of.se,>erity for an infringement of Article 3.55 

same approach. For instance, in the CampbeU and 
dt<o.rtneontheapplication of corporal punishment in British 

conclusion that in that case it could not be said that 

asinvr>lv·ed,be.:ause tlle corporal punishment had not been 

i[dten•ofthetwr> •F•plicarus and the gravity of the punishment 

person concerned could not therefore be measured. 

feelings of apprehension, disquiet or alienation~ but 

tt.diff<:reJlt category from humiliation or debasement",:,:; And 

Gc;urt h<,ldth;lt "wtoile the legal niles at issue probably present 

may feel to be humiliating. :hr.y do n;Jt constitute 

fitning:.within the ambit of At tide 3."57 

m<SSliJn, the r..:ourt is 0f the opinion that HI-treatment must 
level of severity in order to fall within the ambit of Article 

:t:!SLase the Coun once again had to address the issue of 

llritisJh S<:hc•ols. The applicant was a young boy punished in 

l.istipli.na1ry rules of his schooL The Court distinguished the 

iurlisrom•ent from those in the Tyrer Case which was found to 

para 66. 
1978, Ireland v, the United Kingdom, para. t62, 
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be degrading within the meaning of Article 3. Tyrerw,ts s1onb 
to three strokes of the birch on the bare posterior; his 

three weeks later in a police station where he was held 
administered the punishment. CosteUo-Robert's "'""iolt,-:··· 

amounted to beingslippered three tirrtesonhi'' bttttc>cks th,rm/; 
shoe by the headmaster in private. In his case the Ct>urt fc>und;l 
of severity required to conclude that Article 3 was violatred,\1!, 

In several other cases the Court likewise ruled that 
unpleasant or even harsh, did not amount to i"r lhttm;rn ''' (le< 
situation of Mr. Guzzardi, detained on an island, was "urtdo·ubt 
irksome"; nevertheless, his treatment did not attain the 

it falls within the scope of Article 3."' 1:be'fe:fusal to grartt ~.fr..i; 
permit after his divorce and his resulting deportation dkl nr>tir 
not undergo suffering of a degree corresponding to the 
1
' degrading" treatment.61 The conditions in which cvus L•ovecz c 
- near: a plant for the treatment of liquid and solid wru;ie .. :Wf; 

shutdown continued to emit fumes, repetitive noise ,,;,1 "'"" 

amount to degrading treatment within the meaning 

that Mr. Popov might have experienced due to tthe nrm-ex<:cu:ti~ 
give him back his parents' house was insufficient to 2liiHltll1lttrrinl:\l 

treatment.<>> 

7.4 OTHER GENERAL ASPECTS 

7.4.1 MENTALSUFFERING 

Both the (',Ommissionand the Court have left no doubt •h•o.•<·th: 

does not refer exclusively to the infliction of physical but 
The Commission defined the latter as covering "the inflicttiOil'O 
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' ' .~ ., '· ' 

Judgment~f25 Maiclll993. paras. 31-32; The United Kingd<>mhas '"'P"/ 
by passing legis!ntion to prohibit corporal punishment in schools. 

Judgmentof6 November 1980, para. 107. 
Judgment of21 June 1988:. paras. 30-31. 
Judgmentof9 Doccmber 1994, para. 60. 
Judgment0f 18 January 2005, paras 26-27. 

-from Tortur<.: and Other Inhuman or Degradi1;g 
Treatment or Punishment {Article 3} 

~h':ariiiS!trc.ssby means other than bodily assault" ,'d Even 
~·rt:<Juire a "physical act or condition ",t/:, 

i\:nbir1ation of mental and physical suffering, a5 may be 
•J1Jnth,·da•m>'s. in which the Commission dealt with the 

result of tbe sexual abus.: of the victim.M There the 

suffering leading to acute psychiatric disturbances 

tt\>.ent p:rol1ibi"t edby Artide 3 of the Convention".67 How
measure taken by a public authority that has 

kind for the individual falls within the scope of 
measures as ''inflict severe mental or physical 

~v!!oftheacting person to cause [>hysical or menta! suffering, 
In@: irtffi.cted or the humiliation experienced, constitute a 

t"t!'l'"'of"trc:atrneJ!t rrohibited in Article 3? It is obvious, for 
fnet:<ess:ary operation or treatment, however painful it may 

t6J:>e c:onsidered as torture or inhuman or degrading treat· 
~ecessarysuffering is avoided. So, in the Herczegfalvy Case 
al(>atJientsare under the prottction of Article 3, but that 
;of'm,,di.oine a:re ( ... )decisive in such cases; as a general rule, 

regarded as inhuman or degrading."" But, 
om·ts 1md the Strasbourg Court must satisfythem.selves as to 
~ p•articularform of treatment. Thus, a medical experiment 

infringe Article 3, although the aim is not to inflict 

The Greek Case, Yearbook XII {1969). p. 461. For the Cnurt, see, inter 
1989, ,<;oering, para" 100. 

repo1t of 14 December 1973, East African Asirms, D&R 78~A 

definition of"torture" in Article I of the UN Convention against 
Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment "'the lenn "torture' 

· · whether physical or mental, hintentionaHyinflicted 

93, In its judgmentof26 March 1985 in that case, para. 34, the Court, 
Article 8, decided that tt was not nec.-ssary to examine the case undEr 

~:;~~,~~~,;~~~:::':.has declared that Zen gin's husband was a terrorist and 
>t the scope of Article 3. 

1992, para. 82. 
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suffering) but to advance medica) science. 

had concluded byunanirnousvote that there had been 

the treatment accorded to the applicant, who had been 

a mental mness, went beyond what was strictly necessary 

period necessary to serve its purpose: he was torciblv 

neuroleptics, isolated, and attached with handcuffs to 

weeks." Rather surprisingly, the Court, though expressing 

length of time during which the handcuffS and security 
. b t ,, necesstty test to e me . M 

In the Peers Case the Court held that the absence of 

debase, cannot condnsivelyrule out a findhrg rtf dleg:radlinj!lne~~ 
Similarly treatment of a detainee which in itsdfis mtrurnar1 dt>e 
through the mere tact that its only motive is thre en:ha:ncemrnt•~l 

against crime. AstheCourtstatedin the Tomasi Case, the 

gation and the undeniable difficulties inherent in the figlilbrgai 

result in lhnits being placed on the protection by Arllcle 3 t01 
of the physical integrity of individuals." 

It is, therefore, notthe intention of the acting person, lbuicth~) 

its effect on the person undergoing- the treatment which · 

Court used too general a phrase when it observed in the 

that the disciplinary measure of withdrawal of the right 

doctor, had as its object the imposition of a sanction and 

personality; not this is decisive but the question raised~o·ri '""1" 

the consequences of the measure adversely affected the 

manner incompatible ,.yjt!l ;\xtide :?-}5 

7.4.3 CONSENT 

It cannot be said in general whether the absence of consent 

part of the pefson in question constitutes a necessary e]e,mc,nt •. ()t_ 

"' See, for examplc,Appl. 9974/82, X. v. Denmark, D&R 32 (1983), p. 

experiment made with a slightly different instrument, but wru'cn """ 
the operation as sue b. According to the Commission, the op<eration"caortnl 
a medical experiment which, if carried out without cnr\Se<>t, COUld am"""~ 
3oftheConvention";: ;_,-' -~ 

Report ofl March-1991, paras 245~254. 
Judgment'of24 September 1992. para. 83. 

n - Judgment-ofl9Aptil200hpara. 74.'<: · · · 
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Judgment of 27-August 1992; para. 115;- cf. also the judgment of 4 
para. 38, -
JudgmentuflO February 1983, para. 22. 

lie.':dont fn>ln 'fortm< and Other Inhuman or Lkg;;tding 
Treatment or Punishment (Ar!ide 3) 

liit idev:mtfactor.71
' The consent of tbe person concerned 

be felt by another to be lnhuman or degrading, of 

'"''ori1rnents and treatments are conceivable which arc s.o 
to such an extent that the person in question, 

l;otJSCIOt,rmcy fed himself to be the victim of a violation of 

atlliCCimser>tof a particular victim need not bar a Cornpiaint 

abstract complaint by a State concerning a general 
absence of consent does not in all cases give an 

affecting human integrity. Thus the Commission 

Since that treatment had been declared medically necessary 

by-a court decision. 78 The Court endorsed a similar view 

"·rlovve,•er, the will of the person in question, in so far as he 

'apr<ossingit,mtiStweig!Jih<eavily, sittcein principle be must 

his life and body as long as the life and the health of 

NT, DETENTION AND ARREST 

rttll<1ftra.sb<Jurg c:aselav' Artt<:le '!has frequently been an issue 

amedper·sm>s. Of course, as the Court held in the Kudla Case, 

execution of detention on remand itl itself raises an issue 

:..rtvetlticm. Nor can that Article he interpreted as laying down 

>,reilea~;c a detain« on health gronnds cr to place him in a civil 

G.toQbtai:n a parll•cula< kind of medical treatment. "M Neverthe

necessary. In the K rocher and Moller Case the Commis-

.question that arises is whether the balance hetween the 

rartd l>asic individual rights was not disrupted to the detriment 

prison conditions bclnded, inter alia, isolation, constant 
W~lnent :mrveilllance by dosed-circuit television, denial of access 

"*"'"'tu the lack of physical exercise. Although the Comrnission 

>hcern, with the need for such measurest th~ir usefulness and theiL 

3 of the Convention", it concluded that the special condi

\~~ppilicamts could not be construed as inhuman or degrading treat-

1992, paras 82-83. 
2000, para. 93. 

[982,D&R 34 (1983), p. 52. 
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ment. This conclusion was reached afiterit l>a<l h•eerrstdncie; 
of the Commission, that these conditions W<?re mx:essarv:to, 
outside the prison. Furthermore, the applicants were<:onsid, 

alleged to be terrorists and there was a risk of escape and 

have been accepted by the Commission tojw;tifyst:rirtgentini 

dangerous behaviour of the prisoner, the ability to 

encourage other prisoners to acts of indiscipline, the 
use of firearms at the time of arrest.'n 

In the Kudla Case the Court held that "a State mrJStens.llriiti 

in conditions which are compatible with respect for 
manner and method of the execution of the measure do 
or hardship of an intensity exceeding the unavoidable 

detention and that, given the practital demands ofim'"''"'""' 

being are adequately secured by, among other things, pnwiclit 

medical assistance:> .84 The Court further observed mat.wt • ..n 

detention, account has to be taken of the cumrliat:iv<: effects c•ft 

as the applicant's specific allegations."-Attention should be 
stances, such as the size of the cell and the degree of'ov•ercrovrdir 

opportunities for recreation arid exercise, medical tr<"'-tm<•ntru 

prisoner's state ofhea~th".66 That the detention centre is 
justification: ('lack of resources cannot in principle iw;tifV' nri.k1 

are so pour as to reach the threshold of treatment contrary fu\ 

As may be concluded from the Weeks Case," life imprisoiun•entis 

of Article 3. Further, the Commission has held that '~'-'-· >' 

that sentence reconsidered by a national authority, judicial 
a view to its remission or termination'>_av 

It is as yet unclear whether a death penalty in pe:acetirrfe it;' 
Article 3 (supra 7.3 ). It is at least clear, however, that ad<liti•onaHa,: 

sentence to be contrary to this provision. Relevant factors ar~-
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Ibidem, pp, 52 and_ 57. respecti\'ely. 

See,respectivdy~Appl. 99()7/82, M. v. the United Kingdom, D&n 351 "'•"'· " 
X. v, the United KirigdDm.notpubllshed; Appl. 824t/78, X. v. th<> UtJitoil 
Appls. 7572/76, 7586n6, 7587/76, Ensslin, Baaderattd Raspe, Ye><rbooi:X 

Judgment .)[26 October 2000, para. 94; cf. the judgment of24Ju!v 21l0l, 
Judgmentof6 March 2001,-Dougoz,·para. 46. 
Judgment of 28 Ot1ober 1998, A~ol' and Othm. para. 135. 
Judgment <Jf29 Apri12003, Po/wrankiy, para. 148. 
Judgmentof2 March 1987, para, 47. 

Appl. 7994177, Kotalla, D&R 14 (1979), p. 238 (240); Appl. 15776/:!9.8.,1 
D&R 64 (t990), p. 264 (270). 

Tor\,lr;::- and Other Inhuman or Degrading 
Tt\<><Jtment or Punis:hm2nt {Article 3) 

~clorexen.l!ed, the personal circumstances of the con~ 

&l;tior.alitytto the gravity of the crime committed, as well 

execution" .'JtJ Moreover~accordingto theCourt
1 

"-'•Anor•er!;on at1er an unfair trial is to subject that person 

NH:Wlll '"executed, Having regard to the rejection by the 
punishment, whkh is no longer seen as having any 
--society, the imposition of a capital sentence after an 

muo•eu, to amount to a form of inhuman treatment."91 

into account a moratorium on executions. on the 

goes on and the morato
~e,-er!heless, in every single case regard must be had to the 

run will be implemented.?> 

lwa~ r:ai,:ed ofwlletliler- sc•lit;•rv confinement of a detainee 

the Commission took the position that such 

ile •lln<les:iraiJle, particularly when the prisoner concerned 

might only be justified for exceptional reasons. For 

:inlmrnil!l or degrading treatment is concerned, regard must 

circurnstan;::es, including the particular conditions, the 

its dttration, the objective pursued and its effects on the 

!O.tnequesrwn of whether a given minimum of possibilities 

inleftto1>hener.<c•n in question." Absolutesensoryisolation 

2te,;ooial isolation can destroy the personality and constitutes 

·Y'""''" no security requirements can form a justification 
haracter of the right laid down in Article 3." Moreover, the 

~distinction between absolute sensory at1d sodd isolation on 

association with othe; prisoner~ for security, 

ye.reaso11S" on the other, and has taket, theviewthatthe latter 

the prison commurJty normalJy does not amount to 

para, i04, 

<1Jll3, <Jcalan, para. 207; judgment of 12 may2005 (Grand Chamber), Ocalatt, 

"utl4, <ii.B. v. Bulgaria, para. 00; _judgment of 11 Jl..farch 2004, lorgov, para.79. 
Ocalan, paras 209-210; judgment of 12 May 2005 (Grand Chamber), 

~~:~~;;~~·~~~::;:;~~~~ll~::; (1973), p. 115 ( 119); Appl. 6!66/73, Baade,, 
11 !975), p. 132 ( t44-146);Appls 7572176,7586176, 

attd Raspe, Yearbook X.'CI {1978); p. 418 (454-460); report of 
and MQller, D&R 34 (1983). p. 24 (51-5S); judgment of 4 February 

Baaderam:l Rmpe, Yearbook XXI (1978), p.418 (456). 
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inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.w. In ua: Ia!ttez·c 
to meet prison officers, medical officers, lawyers, relatives 
with the outside world through newspapers, radio and 

Court in the Sadak Case and the Yurttas Case. the duration 

be taken into account to decide whether this measure is in 

3.97 However, in the Ramirez Sanchez Case, in which the 

relative social isolation, because otherwise he could use 

outside the prison to re~establish contact with members of 

to proselytise other prisoners or prepare an escape~ the Cc•urt h 
ofits duration (eight years and two months), which in itS<:Ifi<;r 

cant's continued solitary confinement has not, given his ag'e arid'' 

suffering of the level of severity required to constitute a vmt;Itio1.n 
On the other hand, a detention cell may not be OV<!!Cl'O><rd 

sufficient sanitary and sleepingfucilities." The European Co•m!rli~ 

of Torture and Inhuman and Degrading Treatment or PUJnisiun< 
square metres per prisoner as a desirable guideline. It is no<SUiTpl'!S 

Court concluded in the Kalashttikov Case that a dettention e·ellwbiei 

square metres of space per inmate, is se•,erel)• o•eer·wowde.d, 

issue under Article 3.100 In the Novoselov Case the Court cortclttdett 

the detainee was obliged to live, sleep and use the toilet m lthe sa1m~: 

other inmates and with less that 1 square metre of]per·soJmu sp,ace 

to cause distress or hardship ofanintensityoxceeding the: urtavoici;l] 

inherent in detention" .101 in the Peers Cnse the ap]pli<:an:t hadto ,:hat<>• 

matcly 7 square metres with another inmate. The Court coJndude~ 

'liolation r.f Article 3 hecaase the applicant bad to use the toilet · 

othu inmate a11d had to spend almost the wbtoh' 2•1-h.ourperi·odpfi 

Report of 25 Januacy l976, Ireland v. the tm<tea lUffgarom, 

and 75S7/76', Enss1in, Batiderand Raspe, Yearbook XXI,"'" 1, P·"" 
D&R20 (1980). p. 44 (82);report ofl6 December 1982, Krild"" "'"d1\1ol'/et, 
(53);Appl!02.63/83,R. v.Denm•rk.D&R41 (19BS),p. l49;Appl.l46!0/!19, 

168 (190-191). Seefut example the decision JfS June 1999, 

preventioll ofreccivingvisits from persnnsother 
prohibition of recreational and sporting activities and 
outdoor exercise and withdrawal of the right to receJve certai11 too"' i>ndOO:I." 
was in accordance with Article 3 beca-use of the-danger that the app•nca,nnn'I!Ol 
with criminal organizations and the riskofbringing dangerous tools il>totbe p~ 
wing.--

'11 · . Judgment of 8, April2004; para-:46; judgment of 27 May 2004, para. 48.. 
~·· Judgment of 27 January 2005;.paras -113 amrt2Q. --· 
99 

• ,. Judgment of 6 March:2001~- DOugQZ. para. 45. 'The CouJ<<t:;·,;;:~~:.~~·~~~~ 
observed that "it was·even impossible for hlm to read a b~ 

100 Judgment of 15 Jllly 2001, para. 97. 

'" Judgment of2 June 2005, para. 43.-
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freedom from Torture aml Other Tnlmm;J.n or Degrading 
Tr~atmenl or Punishment (A1iick 3) 

~er:ethe:re ••vas· neither ventilation nor a window. wi In contrast, 

novi<>iation of Artide J was found~ because the restricted space 

counterbalanced by the unlimited freedom of movement 

.6t>lig:ation on the State to protect the physical well-heing of 

":it liberty. Health, age and severe physical disability are amongst 
be taken into account.:o4 Jn the Keenan Case the Court 

,a; . .v '"'d inability of mentally ill persons had to be taken into 

Jt~iru:ntallJrillperson could be incompatible with Article 3, even 
lJ.ynot b·ea'hle: to co,m•placin coherently, or to point to any specitlc 

case the Court concluded that to detain a person who was 
ij c.onditiOIIS which were inappropriate to her state of health, 

The detention of elderly, sick persons for a 

~~,>.disCtJ:sse:din the Papan Case, where the Court held that this 

a violation of Article 3.w7 In the Mouisel Case the Court 

t)'eat:m<)!lt cf a detainee suffering from cancer amounted to 
:dirig tre<ttrrtenct,because the prison was scarcely equipped to deal 

let1o scpecial mea•rures were taken and he was handcuffed and kept 

"~·- •·· " hospital. 
108 

~s1riollalion of Artid~ 3 was alleged, because of the adverse effects 

,.;;n,g d.etaim:don the health of tbe detainee. In such cases reports 

iilJi'P'!<ir to be of great importance.109 The question to be answered 
health of the detainee is directly affected by his detention. 

:fre"!u,encyofvisits by medical staff and medical treatment are taken 

as the question of whether the detainee has sought medical 

latter does not take away the primary responsibility of the 

~medical care of the detainees. 

the negative consequences of detention as such on the health 

"'"'"'•r" of proper medical care while being detained which is the 

fN'<rn>m(,ec2002, Mouisef, paras 36~40. 
"p•u••ru•,paras lll and 113. See also the judgmentof30 fuly 199S,Aetts, para. 66. 

pata. 30. 

. 9554/81, X. v. Ireland (not published) and the report of7 October l98l, R 

D&R 32 (1983). p. 5 (35). 
report of B De-cember 1982, Chnrtier, D&R 33 {1983), p. 41 (57~58}; Appl. 

0&-R SO-A ( 1995 }, p. 108 (128- DO); judgment of 29 April 2003, McGlirtehey, 

v. the United Klngdmn, not published. 
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main issue. 111 In the Hurtado Case the Commission t01111,Jt!,oi 

of Article 3 notto bringtheapplicantto a do•ctor fc>t a m•,di,ta!; 
days after his arrest in the course of which he suffered a 
In the Nevmerzhitsky Case the applicant contracted various 
detained in an unsanitary environment with no respect for· 

concluded thatthcse conditions had a detrimental ett.ectonh~ 
and amounted to degrading treatment. Furthemtore, the 
without any medical justification was considered to arrootontt< 

In two cases: the Commission declared the apjJli<:atioros;~ 

detained in a mental hospital who complained of •nolation ofA 
the treatment and living conditions in the hospitals in 
sight these complaints were sufficiently well-founded to 

a case which concerned the question of whether a deilaiitee 

deranged, could be detained in a dosed ward "'"' mooma!n<>S!>iti 
was reached with the respondent Austrian Government; 
a general order that was to prevent such treatment 

amentallyderanged person in anonna:l priS<Jn v<asconside.·eda~ 
mission after it had found that the person in qu.est!ion, re·cei·•C<ll!ti 
Segregation of accused persons from convicted persons 

Convention, nor does it ensue per se from Article 3. 113 

In subsection 7.2 it was mentioned that the C-ourt often 
nab!e.doubt' -test as standard of proof, but that "such 
coexistence of sufficiently slrong, dear and concordant 
unrebutted presumptions offart. Tbe conduct of the Parties 

"' 

IH 

'" 
"' 

'" 

S<e Appl. 7994/71,Katiilla, YenbookXXI (1978), p. 522 (521l). ,,be.ret!>e,'1 
view of the Dutdo court that the deterioration of the physical 
was not due to his detention. See als:o the report of7 Dect>mbcr 

pp. 34~35 and the report of 5 December 1979.-Bonno::haux, U<!<L!UH \ ''""" 
Rm>ort ofS July 1993~ paras 75-80. Q', also theju<lgrroenil of29 .Aptil1003,/l 

Judgment of 5 April2005, paras 87 and 98. 
AppL 0840/74, X Y. the United Kingdom, Yearbook XXI (1978), p. 250 
th' United D&R 10 (1978), p. 37 (67).ln the 

of patients: D&:R 20 (1980), p. 5 (S~ll). fn the latter case, th£ Co•m'""''ioo! 
of 7 October 1981 .tha~ although the facilities in the · i 
unsatisfactory"', they did not amount to irihuman or degrading tr<3tm<iit.< 
Convention: D&R32 (1983), p. 5 (30). ,_ .. " 
AppL 4340169, Simon-Herald, CoiL 38 (1972};--p. 18..· , .. 

m ' Appl. 5229/7l,X._v. the{JnitedKingflqm, Coll.~42 (1973), p. 
118 AppL 6337/73, X -v. Jklgium, D&R 3 (1976), p. 83 (85). See, 

lnternationalCovenan:~o:n~~c~··i~vil:~an~~d~::::~~;:;~~~~~~~;~~=~~~ 
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Rules, which stipulates 
persons unless they consent to being accommodated or involved 

beneficial to them". 

from Torwre ;;nd Other Inhuman Qf De£rading 
Treatment or Punishment (A;tidc 3) 

hn>a,;count.)>~J'J It seems that this rathC'r strict standard is 

coJodi.ticms are concerned. This was not always manifest in 
As regards the effects on detainees, the Commis!5ion 

l11•odical evidence to show that the prison conditions 

'rn1er>talor physical health. 1NThis medicai evidence should 
direct relationship between the prison conditions 

i~tecriorating health of the applicant,'" but also that these 
thi>v r·o11ld"d•estrov the personality and cause severe mental 

ftppHcant. 121 From the Court's case law we. may also 

tilt sour•:e<Jf •:vi'de:nceconcerning detention conditions are 
!jeEuroJ>ean Committee for the Prevention of Torture and 

Tr•oali:ne:nt or Punishment (CPT).'" 
discussion of the case law concerning soli.tary confine~ 

leDTS 1me Commission regularly has taken lnto account in 

w.u<u"<a violation of Article 3 has occurred, are the behaviour 
w~,'ality',md the seriousness of his crimes, In particular, when 

a result of the unco-operative attitud< of the de-
"'"·L--- very reticent in concluding that a violation had 

Commission declared complaints of IRA prisoners 

th•e ~1ruteprison and the treatment they received there inad
)scclecision does contain the important finding that the fact of 

a c:>rnpai.gn against the authorities does not relieve the latter 

Article 3."' 

kj:u<!tlm<ontoi !8 jar.uary 1978, [relaml v. tlu? United !(ingdom, p-tra, t6L 
v, the United Kingdom, not pubilshed, and AppL 8601179, X Y. 

1~~~~;:~~:::~~·~~;~;~~~~~:~!~; were presented, but they did not isolation in rda.tion to their physical 
, Yearbook XXI (lns}. p. 418 (458). 

)lutUtoit•IKi:ng<lornr, D&R. 2! {1981 ), p. 95 {99} and report of l6 December 1982, 

>< 1m.ll. p. 24 (56). 
46..-47;judgment of 15 July 2002, Kalashnikov, pata. 97; 

Nov<>Sdm>, pa!ca.43. 
the United Kingdom, D&R 28 (1982), p. 5 (27~28), where the detainee 

""'' cle>th<,,and the report of7 October 1981, B. v. tfu United Kingdom, D&R 
38), where the-applicant had cnnstantly refused to accept medical 

'lifusod to clean his cell himself. Sec also Appts. 9911182 and-9945/82, R., S.,A, 
p. 200 (206). 

20 (1980), p. 44 (17-89). See also Appl. 8231178,X. v. the United 
concerning the obligation to wear priwn clothes. 

l"!<K2tl (1980),p. 44 (61). SeealsoAppls. 7572176, 7586/76and 7587/76, 
Yearbook XXI (1978), p. 418 (458~460); and Appl 9907/82, M. Y. the 

( 1984), p. 130 (133-136). In the latter case the measures taken with respect 

nosuli of his extremely dangerous behaviour. 
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Not infrequently the complaint conocms physical force.JSc•d a1raii 
or a det.1inee by policemen or prison officers, On the one 

use of a certain amount of force in case of resist.1nce to 

an assault on a prison officer or fellow prisoner may be i'; ne•titrtht, 

the form as well as the intensity of the force used should be 

and the seriousness of the resistance or threat. 
The Court has laid down some general principles, wt>ictrt() 

alleviate the applicant's burden of proof. In the Ribitsch 

inspired by the concurring opinion of Judge De Meyer in 

ruled that~'in respect of a person deprived ofhisli· bern•. a1ovrer·n<< 

which has not been made strictly necessary by his own coJnd!rct 

dignity and is in principle an infringement of the right set 

course, it has to be established that the injuries actually oc<:ur~re< 

by the applicant, in that they resulted from physical fm·re>rin 

detention. u9 In th•eAks.>y!Case ·-n1aldu,g c<xp•lititthe prin<:ipleu 

Ribitsch- the Court comideredth•at "wb,er<! art indiv·idttalls t<li< 

in good health but is found to be injured at the time ofrel<"'S<,, it 
State to provide a plausible explanation as to the causing 

if those allegations were backed up 

under Article 3". 130 In the Salman Case the Court held that ih a 

c·;ents in issue lie wholly, or in large part, within the exclirs~· 

authorities1 as in the case of persons within their controlmcuo><vu 

tions of fact will arise in respect of injuries and death Mrmni1w ,,j,\, 

Indeed, the burden of proof maybe regarded as resting on 

a satisfactory and convincing explanation.,;m A fact also 

Criurt is the time the applicant has been waiting before he-~-·~,,,~, 

Balogh Case the applicant waited two days, 

on his arrival in his home town. The Court stated to be •,.tnrbi 

decisive importance to this delayf which, in any event, cannmoe9 

ficant as to underrnine his case under Article 3.') 132 FinaUy, it is 
neither the acquittal of the police officers suspected of having 

J!S 
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Concurring opinion attached to the judgment ofZ7 August 1992, 
ludgmentof4December 1995, para. 38. See · 
paras. 69· · · 
while od the one ha.r.d th~ police intervened becaw;e of a simple""~-·-
reasons to assume that lhr applicant<> waeV.olent, dangerous or 
applicants It ad many and-significant matks of inllictions on !herr b•Od<V• .,od; 
temporarily unable to wOrk. ; ·- · · · : · 
Appt. 18764191, Hippin; D&R 79-A (1994), p. 23 (29). 
Judgment of 18 December l9%, para. 6 L See also the judgment of28 July 
Judgment of27 June 2000, para. 100. 
Judgment of20 July 2004,., para. 49. 

,,7 f 1"ciiom fwm Torture and Other Inhuman or Degrading' 
Treatment or Punishntent {Article 3) 

<~:.tiottol.State agents, nor the f3.ilurc to find State agents guilty 

"""'n:nsc>IV<?S the State of its responsibility under Article 3. 1
JJ 

C(mrt to substitute its own assessment of the facts for 

This has been made particularly dear in the Klaas Case. 

provide a specimen of breath after allegedly committing 

e'ilsued, resulting in Mrs Klaas being handcuffed. She 

J!pC(j!nsciotlS fur a short period when she banged her head on 

'eiyed.1tSe.no•Js long-lasting injury to her shoulder. The Com

''L'-'<r·~-•n,.;· judgment, concluded that the Government had 

1\citi~eJCjplauation and the treatment of Mrs Klaas, therefore, 

i~pit6f>ortiona>te u•seoflforce 1that violated Article 3. The Court 

mi<si<)U .. A·cccm]ling to the Court the injuries were conslstent 

and the arresting officers~ version of events. While the 

the applicant and while there were no cogent reasons 

lieirfind,ing$, the Criurt had to assume that the officers had 

·no violation of Article 3 had occurred.'" The relevant 

the Tomasi and Ribitsch Cases seems to be that 

ifu<!nts.wert notable to provide a plausible explanation ofhow 

caused. 

AND ASYLUM, EXPULSION AND 

Sznot <Cor1tam a genernl right of admission to a certain country 

~~lexpn<:l1 right to asylum. Article 3 of Protocol No.4 prohibits 

naJ~, imCll?lves them the right to be admitted to their country; 

prohibits only collective expulsion of aliens; and Article 

OO.'atainscertain procedural guarantees against expulsion. Lis 

i'ort tr> otctllteexpulsion of an alien from a country may, however, 

tiJ<•.tir1friinges Article 3. In the East African Asians Case the Com-
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mission concluded that legislation imposing restrictions 
Kingdom of UK citizens and Commonwealth residents 

against persons of Asian origin on the ground of race and 

ference with their human dignity which :amounted to 

sense of Article 3.'" A report of 1983 seems to imply that 

discrimination" in immigration ruliesm''Y''Is<> h<lV<!SULch de~tt,l<l 
3 may be applicable. ut However> because these aspects 

in connection with Article 14, the Commission did nnt r''"''" 
a further examination in the light of Article 3."'PUJrtherrnoJce, 

an individual whose identity is impossible to establish, 

admission is not guaranteed7 may raise an issue under 

Expulsion and extradition may infringe Article 3 he.:ause~ 
or mental effects. The Strasbourg case law indicates tn<' at>nli 

criteria. The Commission has held that extradition W11tl11Il a<Ja.y 
to commit suicide did not violate Article 3.'"' In the Cruz 

not consider that the applicant's expulsion to Chile excee:dea' 
Article 3, although he suffered from a post-traumatic 

expulsion and his mental health deteriorated following his 

tlte Nsona C.ase the return of a nine" year -old child to Zaire 

of which was unaccompanied,, was n•>tr•egarded"'' inl~urnartordej 

An issue under Article 3 may also arise intrutt e:xp•:tlsiioncmigb 

in question being separated from a person or group ofpe.rsol!s 

close link, even apart from the prote<:tion of family lifi:trnd'"' J. 

Finilly, the violation of Article 3 may also consist in ill-tre<ltrrlent; 
or degrading treatment or pudshrnent- to which~ on 
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Report of 14 December 19731 D&R 78~A (1994), p. 5 (62). 
Report of 12 May 1983, Abdula.ziz, Cabale$ and Balk4ndali, paras 
Ibidem. Iu itt Judgment of28 May 19,85 in tl:tU case, 91, the 
Article 3, because- the difference of treatment did not den,ote a01rwnte1mpl 
personality of the applicants and the measures complained 
hum.iliate or debase them. 
Report of17July l9W, Giama, D&R21 (1981), p. 73 (89). 
Appl. 25342/94, Raid!, D&R82-A (1995), p, 134 (146-147). 
Judgment of20 March 1991, para. 84. C(. also the dec~sion 
Judgment of 28 November 1996, para. 99. 
Judgment of24 March 1988, Olsson, para. 86, where :the applicants 
3 mainly in two different respects. First. they contended that :the taking 
them without sufficient reasons was a deprivation -of the ~:hildnm' s right 
Secondly; :they of one child from one 
treatment in his foster~f.tmily. In 
Appl.l0730/84, Berreluw om! ;::o,w, D&I\41 (1985), p. m; (2tl9),wh>"e.t 
that where an expulsion raises issues under Article 8, a complaint""'""' Ml"' 

should not, fur that reason alone, be declared inadmissible. 

from Torture nnd Othcr lnhum:m or Degrading 
Treatment m l'un!shment (Ankle 3) 

eive•otedto be subjected in the country to which he will 
',lt;blishced ca.selaw of the Commission, "the deportation 

'cetJii•oti;ll drcumstances, raise an issue under Article 3 ot 

reason to believe, that the deportee would be 
:Stlnation,, to treatment prohibited by this provision:•Hr 

itc>Jnc:errled extradition, the Court had to deal for the first 

;d1crdetJortation would engage the responsibility of the 

Confirming the Commission's jurisprudence, gave an 

; ffi,llo·ws: "That the abhorrence of torture has such impli-

3 of the United Nations Convention Against Torture 

fo1r Degt·adinE;TJreatmenlt or Punishment, which provides 

extradite a person where there are substantial grounds 

in danger of being subjected to torture'. The fact that 

spell out in detail a specific obligation attaching to the 

tlOt mean that an essentially similar obligation is not 
eial tetnm; ofArtide 3 of the European Convention. It would 

, tl1e otmdeJrlv:in~ values of the Convention, that 'common 

ideals, freedom and the rule of law' to which the 

intraciinLg s:tatC knO'wUlgf·y (()SUifr<,ndiet a fugitive to another 

ib~tantialgrcmn.dsfor believing that he would be in danger 

however heinous the crime allegedly committed. Extra-

while not explicitly referred to in the brief and general 

plainly be contrary to the spirit and intendment of the 
;.,•,,,;, .• , this inherent obligation not to extradite also extends 

·;..:,fiw• wom.llrt be faced in the receiving State by areal risk of ex

Or degradirtg treatment or punishment prescribed by that 

has applied this principle also to expolsion, H' The reaso

di:!illllieidea that a State is violating Article 3 if ir. act of extra

~tl!;tlnttes a crucial link in the chain of evenfl; leading to torture 

iitorpunit:hrneJrrt in the State to which the person is returned. 

18¢JtheS!ate<"xpelling or extraditing him must be held indirectly 

treatment in that other State, regardless of whether that 
from pubHc authorities or from non-State actors,_~<~? regard-

v. Switzerland, D&R 46 (i936), p. 257 (269). 

"
0
''

0 
·-- 88. 

'~;lru::::!:! November 1996, Chahal, paras. 73-74;judgmentoft7 December 
:3 of2 May 1997, D. v. the United Kingdom, paras, 47~49;judgment 

3-8;judgment of 6 March 2001, Hila~ para. 59. 
1996, Ahmed, para.. 46; judgment of29 April t997, H.LR v. Franr..e, 
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less ofhow great the- evideJ1tl11 n<>t corr•pl<ite\ySIIccess:ful "-> 

have been to prevent such treatmentHs and regardless 

is not a party to the Convention, WJ In exceptional 

person to a country where his situation would be · 
cannot be attributed to human interference in that 

adequate medical facilities·· may equally engage the 

State:'"' the existence of the obligation under Article 3 

of the risk. Finally, the expulsion by State A to State B 

to State C where he might run the risk oftorture or inlmnnae 

or punishment. may create a responsibility for State A 

B is (also) a party to the Convention."' 

7.6.2 DEATH PENALTY AND LOSS OF 

In the Kirkwood Case and in the SoeringCase the Cnmrnisl!im>• 

since Article 2 of the Convention expressly permits the im;p<)sil¥1 

extradition of a person to a country where he risks the·deatbl iJ' 
raise an issue under either Article 2 or Article 3 of the Convcort 

not exclude the possibility of an issue arising under Anticle>tii 

and circumstances in which the death penalty is implemente~ 
as an example protracted delay in carryiJng <JUtth<,d<:atlr p<rialltY~ 
which concerned a possible extradition to C..alifomia, the c,,;; 
factors to be consider~d in as'iessingwhether such a rlel!>vrt•<•''"· 
(the 'death row phenomenon') amounts to inhuman tr<,.ttne\ 

appeal system for the p1 otection predsely cf the 1ig."l) t i:o life-; ~ 

backlog of ce.sos before the 
of a commutation of sentence b1•ttoe ''ery rea;>or• o!f tt•e <lmati< 

the 'death row'. The Commission reached the follovlin;g«>!ld 

purpose of the California appeal system is to ensure pr•otecti•on. 

to prevent arbitrariness. Although the system is subject to 

themselves are subject to the controlling jurisdiction of the 

· the applicant has not been tried or convicted and his risk 

''" 
·~ 
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Judgment o£:7 July 1989, Saering, paras 97~98. 
See,e.g.,AppL !802/63. X. v. Federol R<publicofGermany,, y.,.ro,mkVH:t' 
!:WSSm. X. v. the Netherlands andAppl. 9821/82, X. v. Spain, 
however; 

-.Parnes· to theHurOpeitiConve.ntioD. Which had.,· xel>te<1 ll1<e n><m 

1030S/ll3,Aitun, D&R36 (1984), p. 209 (23'\-234), fu:.::: ~~:~~~ 
the right of individual petition was taken into a<:rount 
Judgment of 2 May 1997, D.· v. the U11ited Kingdom, para. 4.9. 
Decision of7 Matdl2000, T.I. -v. the United Kingdom. 

(rom Torture and Other Inhuman or Degrading 
Treatment or Punishment (Artidc 3) 

lftloe>e~eas.on:s ( ... ) the Commission finds that it has not been 

which the applicant will be exposed. and the risk ot 

as to constitute inhuman or degrading treatment or 
rti<;l~ :> olf the c:o ntvention." '"The element which the Com

,o[l5i<ier·ation:s,t'iz. that the applicant has not been tried or 

rivictirm to the death penalty is still uncertain, is a rather 

be the case when the complaint concerns extradition 

those cases is that there is a real risk of the applicant 

f!a.c~•ncenredla possible extradition to Virginia (USA), the 

'Qnitewded that the applicant did not in reality risk the death 

~wrimce 1thath:1d been given by the Commonwealth Attorney 

beini'onmed o.ftl1e wish of the British Government that the 

rdl:<) Uhe<dip<]mmaticcoJnSi·deJ:ati:ons relating to the continuing 

@itior~telat:ion"hi'p between the two countries. Therefore, the 

be sentenced to death was considered a serious one. 153 

view endorsed in Kirkwood that extradition of a person 

the death penalty cannot) in itself) raise an issue either 

of the Convention. As to the question whetlH!r an issue 

iit<isp•ecit olt tt1e manner and circumstances in which the death 

~mented, the Commission reached the conclusion- be it with 
1Ve-u~atthere was no indication that ::he machinery of justice 

be subjected, was Jn arbitrary or unreasonable one, 

w..1s not contrary to Article 3. 1s4 

that the Convention has to be read as a whole and that 

con~trued in harmony with the provisions of Article 2: 
:3 c:.i,jer>tly cannot have been intended by the drafters of the 

prohibition of the death penalty since that would 

!t'g:ofArticle:t, p•ar:agt:ap•h l.'t~ss Furthermore, the Courtempha-
a subsequent written agreement, showed the intention 

'"'''"'"' p. 158 (!90). 
!y,l.""''' P'"" 114-120. In the same sense the Court in its judgment of7 July 1989 

22742/93, Ayivr~Da-vi>, D&R 76-B (199'4), p. 164 (172), the 
no issue under Article 3, while the unde-rtaking under oath 

hewould no1 call for the death penalty excluded the risk that 
United States, would be sentenced to death and 
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of the wntracting States to adopt the normal method of 
order to introduce a new obligation to abo[ish capital 

optional .instrument allowing each State to choose the 

such an engagement. In thr:sec011ditionsArlidc 3<0r11dnot 

prohibiting the death penalty.'"' 
The Court added, however, that this did not mean that 

to a death sentence could never give rise to an issue under,<\ 

treatment or puni'lhment was to be brought under Arttcl.e 3 inct 
the particular circumstances of the case, the length ofdetenrtii 
conditions on death row and the appHcanes age and m<:ntal!;~ 

with the C:Ommission that the machinery of justice tn ·whirh 

subject in the United States, was in itself neither arl>itr·al']r n< 
rather, respected the rule oflaw and afforded coJosi·der·ablef>ril< 
the defendant in a capital triaL Nevertheless, it concluded'-"u'n 
-that in this case the decision to extradite would arrtotrnt. to ~j 

It held as follows: ''However, ill the Court's view,ha,vingn,gard!J 
of time ·spent on deiltir row-in ·such extreme conditions, 
mounting anguish ofawaiting execution of the death peital~~~; 
circumstances of the applicant, especially his age and mentlrlsi 
offence, the applicant's extradition to the United States 

risk of treatment going beyond the threshold set by Article 3. 
of relevance is that in the particular instance the legitimate 

could be achieved by another means which would not invo.lvesl\l 
tional intensity or duration. Accordingly; th·e Secr·en•ry· ofSt<Ite'~sd 
the applicant to the United States would, if implemented, 
Article 3.n157 

Although the Court held in the Soering Case that the""'""!~"" 
incompatible with Article 3, there has since been a considerat>le.•'lJ 
tracting States have signed Protocol No. 6 and almost all 
Moreover. Protocol No. 13 provides for the abolition ~<•h .. A ••• 

of war. The Court observed in the Opllan Case that "it ~•mv• '" 

·the light of the developments that have taken place in this 
agreed through their practice to modifY the second sertteJoce' inAr 
far as it permits capital punishment in peacetime. Against this 

be orgued that the implementation of the death penalty can be 
- ' . / 

Ibidem. 

'" Ibidem, para. 111. 
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rccrntraryt<J A.rtidc 3". 1sa This suggests that at the present time 
6 ~country wl1er·e the person involved runs the risk of a death 

·a breach of Artidc 3. Although in the Ocalan Case the 
ifio•t n,ec,essatyto reach any firm conclusion on this point, it 
,e(;Qt!ff, in its judgment in the Chamai'ev Case, reaffirmed 

the Soen'ng Case~ that Article 3 cannot be interpreted as 

penalty because that would nullifY the dear wording 

:aoetrson after deportation v,.illlose his tife, not as a conse

dcath sentence within the meaning of Article 2( I) but 
.J/'1mirtation will amount to a violation of Article 2 and/or 

c()nsidered that in such a case a real risk of loss of life 
(<aril'vst.rffiiceto make expub:ion 'an intentional deprivation 

2, aJt11tourghcit ·would amount to inhuman treatment within 
"·''"''.'rho r'.nnrt however, has not yet decided whether 

i\imcmntti<) ar1 irtfriing.errrent ofArti<:le 2, or Article 3, or both 

·ha~ becc•m•o a ·very bnp,ontantfa,ctr>r in asylum cases, although 
syt:urrras such is not contained in either the Convention or its 

;'n<ltthetask of the Court to decide whether the e:.:pulsioG of 
Refugee Convention.:63 e._,pulsion of an ct.:>ylum 

foi>iirrv ,,f <>ritrin in violation of the ;nohibition of refoulement 
~efi1gee C:On:ve,nti•on) may also infringe Article 3 when heis thus 
~[l>eil1g ,;ul:,je<:tcd to treatment going beyond the threshold set 

held in the Vilvarajah Case (and many other cases). 

'"'"''"''"''''"of an asylum seeker may give rise to an issue under 
the responsibility of that State under the Convention, 

have been shown for believing that the person concerned 

Balwd,iar,para. 78. 
Gonw1ez. 

i\rejnilgrr"nt of 30 October 1991, Vilmrnjah, para. 102 and the j\1dgm~nt of 
O(Rnnu<t, p'ara.38. 

Repu!J!icofGermrmy, Yearbook XII! (1970), p. 806 {822). 
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faced a real risk of being subjected to torture or to inhuman 
or punishment in the country to which he was returned."!64 

This raises the question what the relation Ls between 

Convention. It is submitted that these norms are overl.apjlintUt 

the sense of Article l(A) of the Refugee Convention- has 

persecuted in his country of origin, his forced return to 

Article 3. It has to be admitted that for a long time the ''--"-s
differentiated between these norms. The Commission has 
whether or not a decision to deport is "covered by the Gene>"• 

on the Status of Refugees is not at issue as such", His and 

political persecution, as such~ cannot be equated to tor1:Utre,mh 

treatmenf' .166The Commission has often stressed that the 

not figure among the C.onvention rights, and th,at theex:pulsio•n: 

individual could prove to he a breach of Article 3 only 

circumstances.1
.
6? This caseJaw implies that refoulement 

Article 3 if the ensuing persecution will reach a high level c>f st,vetti1 

refoulementofrefugees leading to l?etSe<:uti,cnthat d<>esnotreac)l 1 

has been held by tl1e Commission to be compatible with Art>rle: 

The protection to asylum-seekers provided by Article 3 has 

that the Commission and the Court have adopted a rathe•· rP<trirl 

regard to the assessment of the risk of ill-treatment. According 

d€.cision to expei an asylum-seeker only gives rise to an issue 

substantial grounds have been shown for believing 

a real risk uf being subjected to torture or to inhuman or 

'" 
"' 

Judgment of 30 October 1991; para: 103. Constant case law, see for' 
15 November 19%, Chahal, paras 73~74. and the judgment of 17 D~:err•b~r.l! 
AppL 4!65/69, X v. the Federal Republic ofGermn.ny, Yearbook XIII 
Af>Pl. 1.0760/84, c.· v. ~he Nether!Onds, D&R. 38 {1984), p. 224 (226). 

167 
- Appl4162/69,X l'.'FederalRepJJblicojGemtany, YeaTbookXIIf(1970),p. 

"' 
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X. v. Federal Republic ofGernumy, Y<MbookY.m (!970), p. 900 (902): 

Republic of Germany, D&R 1 ( 1973), p. 73 (75); AppL 7465176. X. '·Den"'"''! 
Appl. 11017/84, C v. Federal Republic of Germany, D&R46 (1986), p, 
Lukka, D&R 50 (1987), p. 268 (273). 
Appll0633/831·X. v. the Netherltmds (not published): "although the 
as sucil, cannot 
exclude that expulsion or 'refoulement> may, in a 
brings about a prejudice for theindivid~ 
it within the scope of this provision"; cf. a1soAppL 10760184, C.v. 
p. 224 (226). . 
Appl. 4162/69. X v. Federal .Republic of Germany, Yearbook XIII ( 1970), 
10032/82, X. v. Sweden, not published. 
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which he is to be retumedY\l it did not come as a 

itfsOtse the Court tOund that such substantial grounds 
asylum-seeker had remained silent about his Jtleged 

Until more than 18 months after the first interroga
each time he was interviewed he changed his story; 

reform was taking place in Chile which had led to 

~lsituati•>n. 171 However, in the VilvarajahCaseconcerning 

~>;,.j,.,,.,.sec:kers to Sri Lanka, where a civil war was going 

was applied by the Court in a rather restrictive way: 

cmocc:rning the background of the applicants, as well 

,e'snote!:taiJ!i:;h that their personal situation was any worse 

m<:m!.ers of the Tamil community or other young male 

Jtntht:in:oumttrv. Since the situation was still unsettled there 
·.i .... ,;.c.:.,.,, be detained and ill-treated as appears to have 

of some of the applicants ( ... ).A mere possibility of 

cir·cutru;tanoes, is not in itself sufficient to give rise to 

~claitr1ed that the second, third and fourth applicants were 

,tli,,f:ntfollowitog theirreturn ( ... )Be this as it may, however, 

;$ti!1gtuislhintg features in their cases that could or ought to 

~~·fSitatco to' foresee that they would be treated in this way." 1" 

1\itj.xltl:tatthi~ app,roach is open to criticism. The au:x of the 

because of the absence of special distinguishing 

only a general risk- "a mere possibility"-· that the 

be treated in a manner inconsistent with Article 

l>llitlf 1na!e Tamil returning to his country would run, was in 

!Hc>o>ualifvas a 'real risk' to bring their removal within the 

facts of the case, however, it appears that there were 

a1E:ltit1R lfeattures to conclude that there was a real risk that the 

eXJ><>Sedto ciclmrnan treatment. Indeed, after the applicants 

fiiJ:;,illtkain February 1988, appeals were instituted on their 

be ;\djud:icaltorcoJ1dudcxlthatt the applicants had had a well
that they were entitled to politicalasylumandshould 

Kingdom. In fact, they were allowed to return. The 

the accounts given by th~ applicants of their personal 
'rliment did not co11test these findings, nor did the Court. It 

under·stand why the C.ourt held that these facts were not 

1991, ""'" 77-82. 
VifWlrajah, paras 111-112, 
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sufficient as special distinguishing features justif)'ing the 

indeed a real risk of treatment contrary to Article 3 altertthe dei 

The Court applied a standard of assessment that was nten.<nt:i 

already very strict test in refugee law that the aS'I!Um--se•,k<'rl 

"singled out for persecution". Such a restrictive apjpr<>ach vrmtld 

ble with the Court's position that its examination of a risk 

of Article 3 must be a rigorous one in 

It seems, however, that in more recent cases a more n"oeJracapJ?TQ 

which amounts to the assumption that returning a 
where he has a well-founded fear of being persecuted ips,o fact~' 
Commission had already applied concepts that were related,l<il 

in earlier case law. For instance. in a case concerning 

found it necessary '"to determine whether in this case there 

prosecution for political reasons whidh 
sentence being passed on the applicant and as a result inbLtiril(!l 

" ' fte 1· d ' fu es "'A n•or'e e>cplicitref! criterion 1s o n app 1e m re gee cas . 
ohefugee can be found in the Commission's report C011cerning! 
Ahmed, whose refugee status was forfeited by the Austri:analll:liJ 

that be was convicted for particularly serious crimes withirtth 

33(2) of the Refugee Convention. The Commi.<Sion "attache<dp! 

fact that the applicant Wds.granted asylum in May 1992. 

the Interior (.c.) found that he would risk persecution in 

proceedings; the Austrian authorities had to consider ' 

under Austrian law as the Commissbn m11st 
in Somalia harl not changed funJam>:n-:::ally <>ince the ti.~.ne 
granted asylum, the <..onunission concluded that he <'.ill 

returned to 
that the applicant would then face a real rcsk <>fbeings•Jbject,ed t:oJ 
of Article 3.177 The Court followed the same reasoning, and 

sion. 173 In the same way in the Jabari Case the Court, in 
would give rise to a violation of Article 3, attadhed great 

UNHCR that the applicant qualified as a refugee."' 

m 1bidem,parli.108. · ;\:-:.->:-·\ -· ' 
"' Appll03C8/83,Aitun,D&R36 (t984), p" 209 (233); cf.a!wAppl.ll9'l3/S:6,. 

<6 (!986), p, zs1 (21n ·. -· · 
176 \ See UNHCR, Htl-ndbonk ~tl Promlur.es and 

paras57,8Sand169 .. --- -._ 
m Report ofS July 1995, paras 65j 66 and 70. 
m Jud:grnmtofl7D&ember 19%,parns42-47.- ~ 

:79 Judgment of 11 Jnly 2000, jabari. paras 18 and 41-42. 
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tendency in the Strasbourg case law to adopt a less 

:wl\idtusnot fundamentally different frorn a liberal ~·singling 

adopted a less stringent standard of proof is evident 

which it concluded that expulsion of the applicant to 

,Y{q•latJJOll of Article 3, although he bad not supplied much 

""d,-ne:wehim the benefit of the doubt while it considered 

oa_pp!lies a more liberal criterion is less dear. The fact is that 

iiiY: rC]Jellted that there should be 'special distinguishing 

1rm~th:atthcre is a real risk. In several post-Vilvarajah judg

the conclusion that there was a violation of Article 3. In 

to India of an alleged Sikh terrorist was regarded as 

ituJat·w,eightwas a,ccclfdled to the general situation) especially 
fllnrr•an rights. 131 In the Ahmed Case the Court found that 

lb1'the d•epc•rtattiou because the asylum-seeker earlier was 

ia:reifug:eeand t:he situation in his country of origin had not 

'fi.(:::ts,etl•e t:otJrtconcluded that no substantive examination 
as a relevant fuctor that UNHCR had recognized the 

&dbeHilaiCase it W'asfotm<!l that the 'internal flight option' 

l'etnDOCJlthad relied, was not reaUy secure.1
&<

1 Finally, in the 

the light of credible statements of the asylum seeker 

iliJlfomJationooncerning the situation in Eritrea) expulsion 

\jldi arno1unt to a violation of Article 3. '" 

liberalapproadh is provided by the decision in the 

'"'"•"'" This case""'' ab<>ut the removal of the appncant by 
;Jt;erffia,ny ar,d the risk tl-,et Germany would >nbsoquently 

homo country, Sri Lanka. The Court found it sufficient 

to concerns as to the risks faced hy the applicant 

Lanka", a11d only after a thorough investigation of the 

didl the Court rome to the conclusion tlJat removal to Germany 

vkllation of Article 3.'u 

nolc'd<'"r whether and to what extent the Court has departed 

iigVibvar,aja.h-t-est. Ctmhallmd a high profile as a leading figure 

paras 83-102. The Court did not decid~ on the merits of this case, 
local n:mcdics had not been exhausted: judgment of 19 February 1988, 

.;, 
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supporting the cause of Sikh separatism which in itself 

general, and thus made it plausible that he was "singled 

were rec-ognized as refugees by the Government and by 
also hnplied that to a certain extent they were •targeted'; 

It is, therefore, plausible to assume that the Court still 

personal situation gives substtanctia,l grooln>ds >for be·lievirtgth 

of being subjected to treatment contrary to Article 
individualization and whatstandaod ofproofis ap]plie:d u;yet\ 

that the Court does not demand that there be 'special 

more. In the Said Case, a combination of consistent). more or 
and infOrmation of a general nature supporting these 

sufficient to condude that deportation to his home co•untn 

real risk of being treated contrary to Article 3. 1
" Furrttren:nori 

may be concluded that the standard of proof that the 

extraditions-th<!criteriono:fapn>Of''b•eyetndlreMaonabledo~ 

in asylum cases.· 

A conceptual argument against the thesis that the denotrtaJ,on 

country where be has a well-founded fear of being per·secdt\ii 

amounts to a violation of Article 3 might be, that perse,::ution 

l(A) of the Refugee Convention does not always attain the 

required to full within the scope of Article 3. ~iuch acmmter-,aro 

the said thesis1 which does not equate •(persecution" with 
Artide 3", but posits that tbe deportation of a person to a 
founded fear ofbeing persecuted will in general amount to 

to ill-treatment in the sense of Article 3. It may be true tfutt n,ot.<v• 
Gill be qualified as torture or inhuman or degrading treatnoeiic~ 
it is plausible to assume that when a well-founded fear 

person, if returned to his country, will suffer from such an 
is a real risk that he will also be subjected to (additional) 

within the scope of Article 3. 

It, therefore, may be concluded that a person who has a 

persecution within the meaning of Article I (A) of the Refi\!;ee. 
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Judgment oilS November J-)96~ Ch::ha,~para.106. 
Decision of22 Odober 2002,~ri; judgm::nt of 17 February 2004, 
jUdgrnent of 17 February 20041 Thnmpibiilai, p'aras 62-66; judgment 
paras l62-l6S.' 
Ju:dgmentOfS July 2005, paras 50-56. 

Judgment of 12 April2005,-Chamatcv, para. 338. It is re~~,r~:~~~~:~=~~ 
such a strict standard in extradition cases is difficu1t to be 
7 July 1989. 

Torture ;;nd Other tnhuman or Degrading 
Ttc'~llment or Punishment (Article 3) 

;!'ri?{brllei•ne1,,, in Article 33(1) of the same Convention, 

he returner to his country of origin because that would 

iiniisu:bi<:ctt:d to treatment prohibited by Article 3. The 
a wider scope than Article 33( l) of the Refugee 

fits th<ecriteJciE of Article l (A) of the Refugee Convention 

Artoc!e55t 1) wben there arc serious reasons for consi~ 
as mentioned in Article l(F),as well as when he 

! atlanger to the security of the country of reception or 

l)f:fpartitt<lairly serious crime, constitutes a danger to 
;;tiA11:icl< 33{2) of the Refugee Convention). Jn all these 

~tlicle 3. As the Court observed) "the activities of the 
undesirable or dangerous, cannot be a material 

;.affor<ied by Article 3 is thus wider than that provided 

Nations 1951 Convention on the Status of 

3 is also wider than the prohibition of 

of persecution in Article l(A) of the Refugee Con

against refoulement (Article 33(1)) is often believed 

,'()!'§t:aleauth<Jtilty, and is linked to a limited number of 

'¢,r·ell1[lion, nationality, membership of a particular social 

,v/trere:al the applicability of Article 3 solely depends on 

:;.n•otcm thesm1rc< or the grounds of this treatment. Thus 

"p•>sition of the Austrian authorities that there is no 
carltSin<:etheSt;>te authority had ceased to exL'Itin Somalia 

rffi,:ieJll that those who hold substantial power within the 

the Government, threaten the life and security of the 
;w;IS protectedbyArtide 3 although the inhuman treatment 

one of the persecution grounds mentioned in the 

1996, Chahal, para. SO;judgment of 17 December 1996, Ainncd, para. 
1989, Soeting, para. 88: "it would hardly he compatible with the 

•t:'~:::~::~;;·~ ;:were a Contracting State knowingly to surrender a fugitive 
\_e grounds for believing that he would be in dangerofbeing 

the crime allegedly committed.» 
68. a. also the judgment of 17 December 1996, Ahmed, 

1 the •!•pli>canlt's deportation w Somalia would amount to -a violation of 
by "~l.e current lack of State authority in Smnal.ia". 
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7.6.4 MEDICAL CASES 

In exceptional circumstances the removal of a person 

would be inhuman because of factors that cannot be attribut• 

in that country, may engage the responsibility oftlherernn'"' 

the obligatio11 under Article 3 is not dependent on tn<:sol!rci 

mostly concern the lack of adequate medical facilities 

deported to. In D. v. the United Kingdom the Court co:odudi 

terminally iU person (in the final stage of AIDS) to a 

adequate medical care, would expose him to ;ue:al rristc ol' dy 

circumstances and would thus amount to inhuman 

Court stressed m this judgment, aliens cannot in pri,nciiplee c 
remain on the territory of a State in order to benefit 

forms of assistance.:?~, The mere fuct th;at tthe: circttmstal!lces. < 
favourable than those in the country where one is cut:retltly 

from tile pomt of view of Article 3 .. 1% And indeed, that D. 
an exceptional case becomes clear in the Bensaid Case 

patienL TheCo!'rt did not detly t:beseriot1Snessof1the ap:Pli<:8: 
there would be difficulties in obtaining medication in 

deported to, nor that the suffering associated with an,la;>Seooll 

of Article 3. Nevertheless, it found that the risk that the 

deterioration m his condition if returned and that, if he 

adequatesupportorcare. was to a large extent specu1ativt". 
his removal would not violate Article 3.197 

Rece~t decisi~ns als-o ar-rive at the conclv.sion that altlhottgh 

s0ci~! ca;-e will be ':;Caret, t:"emova~ will not vlolate Ankle 

the .i.nain f&ctors an: that it does not appear th11t the ap•pliicrnt's j 

advanced or final stage, nor that he has no prospectofme-di<:al< 
in his country of origin.198 

7.7 DEROGATION 

Article 3, which "enshrines one of the fundlrmen:talvalue;wl' the d: 
making up the Council ofEurope" ,,"' ;, intdu,de<l in th<: lis.t ofrild!!~ 

·~ 
'" 
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Tudgmentof2 May 1997, para. 53:!; <·eN<" .. :··
Ibidem; ptrta.-54.---i--- ' 'ok:<~:;;:; ,., -- ... ;. -, >;· · --;--,;," 

JuJgment of 6 February. 2001, Bemiu'd,. tiara. 38. 
Ibidem, pam 36-4t::•: •,· :;·"· · < u: 
Decision of23 June 2003, Hemu:r. decision of20 January 2004. Meho; 
Ndangoya; decision of29-Jurie 2004.. Salkk. 
Judgmentof7 July 1989, Saeri'ng, para. 88. 

,md Other !nhurnan ur Degt;\.ding I' 
Treatment or Funi~lunent (Article 3) 

·ltitimrarrte<CS an absolute right, not only in the sense 
for limitations by law, as a number of other 

·~"" •hor no derogation is permitted, not even in the 
)re~.tenirrg the life of the nation. 1

ml The Commission 
v, tl1e Unite<l Kiugdom: "It follows that the 

th<:Conve11ti•on is an absolute one and that there can 
international law, a justification for acts in 

il$lm<rliies, for instance, that "it is never permissible 
are contrary to Article 3, whatever their 

th<:rerJuirenicntsc<ftttei!Ivest~,ati<Jn<>(andthe 

cannot result in limits being placed on 
"Even in the most difficu]t circumstances, 

organised crime~ the Convention prohibits in 
~tlmlil11 or degrading treatment or punishment.''21

N 

3 against ill-treatment is equally absolute in 

States, even when protecting their communities 

~t,im'o":e national interests to override the interests of 

!ial,grcmnds l>a>'< beertsb<o""' for believing that he would 

~lren; expel~ecl.205 Norca11 tltey invoke the interest of the 

i<tt:suSJ!"'Ctedoflienclers: w!to flee ;abroa<l should be brought 

inferred .. that there is any room 

reatrn~enta:gainst the reasons tCr expulsion in determining 

Article 3 is engaged. "207 

Ireland v. the United KitJgdom, para, 163; judgment of 1.5 Novewber 
of 17 December 1996, Ahmed, para.. 40. 

.,., u.:B-J (1976-t978), p. 390. 

para, 31, 

To,oa<i. """ !15. 
'• Selmouni', para. 95; judgment of 6 April2000, Labita, para. 119. 

Cfu!hal, paras 78-80; d. also the judgllk."'nt of 17 December 1996, 
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ROM SLAVERY, 
D FORCED OR 

LABOUR (Article 4) 
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'' sen•itude. 
or compulsrrry labour. 

llf+t """'~term 'forced or compulsJry labour' shall not 
1 

in the ordinary course of detention imposed 

"' .4rtoriP 5 of this Convention or during condi-

acter or, itt case of conscientious objectors in 

cOgnised, service exacted instead of compulsory 

of normal civic obligations. 
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8.2 INTRODUCTION 

In Article 4 slavery and servitude are dealt with separately from 

labour. The first two terms refer to the entire status or 

cerned. Slavery indicates that the person is wholly in the 

person, while servitude concerns less far-reaching forms of 
instance. to the total of the labour conditions and/or of the 

render services from which the person in questioncartno•w:ca1~ 
change.' Forced lai:•OUlr andcointmlSO!)' Labcmr, 010 tile tlthedJaJ 

entire situation of the person concerned) but exclusively to t·hein 

of the work and services to be performed by him, which may, 

have a temporary or incidental character. 

Since the entry into force of Protocol No. 11, the ~u·u'""'"'e: 
complaints concerning Article 4. For this reasons1 thc: pi·est:ntaJ\a 

madly, on the decisions and reports of the former Cc•rrumil;sic>n. 

8.3 SLAVERY AND SERVITUDE 

The first paragraph of Article 4 bas been invoked mainly in 

plaints of detainees agamst the obligation to perform work in 
the Commission took the position that the terms 'slavery' and 

plicable to such a situation, while from the third paragraph 

is evident that the drafters of the Convention did not wish to 

of such an obligation. 2 

In the Van Droogenbroeck C<~se the applicant submitted 

been placed at the disposal of the Government as a re<:tdJivis,t, 

condition of servitude~ sinCe in fact he was subject to arbitrary 
administrative authOrities. The Commission took the viewthat . 

of servitude, because the measure was one of limited duratiorrorilr 

judicial review and did not affect the legal stahiS of the pCJrso.n u1qt 

The· first paragraph was also invoked before the O:>mJmi>:sio•n b•}' 

who, at !he age of 15 and 16, had joined the Navy for a peno-u o·rnm 

some time bad applied for, discharge. In their complaint .. ~,,,~,·• '' 

authorities tO discharge theffi they daiuled, inter alia, that in 
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See the report of9July 198(), Van- Droogenbroeck, BA4.(19S5), 

to provideanother_with certain services, the co~~1:;:,~:~~~:~~~~.::: 
of the ·~crt" tO Ii~ ~n aiicith~~~'PrOPeftr-arid 
Appls 3134167,3172/67 and 31SS~3206/67, Twenty-one detainees v. 
Yearbook Xl {l%8}, p. 528 (552). See al$0 Appl. 7549/76, X v.Jreland 
Report of9 July 1980, B.44 (1985), p. 30. 

iil &-omSJ,.wry,, Servitude and Forced or Compulsory Whou'r 
(Artidc 4) 

of:;ervitt.Ide in the sense of Art ide 4( l ), After first having 

form an exception to the second, but not necessarily 

"tb<: Cr>mlrnis:sion rejected the complaint JS being rnanifest!yiU · 
based in particular on the circumstance that the relevant 

consentofthe parents and that in this case such consent 

COMPULSORY LABOUR 

!il\JfAriicle 4 has played a greater part in the case law. Hitherto 

""""'~ ... n have refrained from giving a definition of the term 
However, in the Schmidt Case the Court reiterated that 

intended to 'Hmie the exercise of the right guaranteed 

dJ!I,imit' t:heve:ry c:ontte<ll c>f tl1at right, for it forms a whole with 

·•••• w·h•t the term 'forced or compulsory labour' shall not 

oils•cor!Sidlere conmie 'travail force ou obligatoire'): This being 

•as,1na1a to the interpretation of paragraph 2. The four subpara

;';;,1twithstandin£; theirdhrer:;ity, are grounded on the governing 

nt.erest, s·ocial solidatdty and what is normal in the ordinary course 

:in<••r•d the Court have made reference to conventions of the 

q,:ga,nisati<)ll, which contain far more detailed norms in this 

iin:~olfthet<:nn 'forced or compulsory labour', the Commission 

igo·rie:; en1un1erated itt Gon,rention r,Jo.l 05 of the International 

"p<>lltical coercion or education or as a punishment for holding 

Views •On•ie,vs i•dec>lo!;iaillyoppo:;edto the established political, 

mobilising and mting labour for purposes of economic 
d~;cii•line; punishment for having participated in strikes; and 

discrimination. "7 

'forced or compulsory labour' mentioned by the Com· 

work or service is performed by the worker against his will 

X, Y and Z v. the United Kingdom, YeartmokXI (1968), p. 562 (596-598). 
para.22. 

~odo!LO Convention No. 29 by theCourtinitsjudgmentof23 ~ovember 19S3, 

. Feder-al Republic: ofGennany, D&R 10 (1978), p. 224 (230). 
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and, secondly, that the requirement that the work or 

or oppressive or the work or service itself involves avoi<lah 

With respect to the first element - its involuntary 

adopted the view that consent, once given, deprives the 

sory character. If the decision mentioned above cone<"nin~ 

the Navy, which related to the first paragraph, 

connection with the second paragraph, the conS<:ntofth<, ~ 

take the place of ti1at of their children under age. 

Such an interpretation of 'forced' and 'compulsory' 

restrictive. Even if a person has voluntarily entered m•to \llabo< 

to perform certain_ services, the circumstances may change 

tions to the work inqwestcion:, e~;peciallyin '"'!"g•em.enls o,flon 
so fur-reaching that holding the person unqualifiedly to 

in issue Article 4(2). It is submitted that this provision 

alternative possibilities should be offered to the person 

different work if the objections are directed against the 

nation of the contract coupled with the obligation. to oav "'""'" 
And, indeed, in the Van der Mussele Case the Court did not 

to be dedsive.9 

Within the framework ofthe second criterion, l'iz. that· 

the work must have an unjustifiable or oppressive chara:cte:r; 

involves avoidable hardship for the person concerned, the 

a number of elements which allow a considerable margin 

authorities. If this second criterion were to he aprlied cum111ali; 

iil !act a general ground of justification wocld be added to 

third paragraph to be discussed hereafter. Ev<fl work or a serv1ce 

to perform against his will and which is felt by him to be op]pre:ssiV• 

view, constitute a violation of Article 4(2), provided that the 

submit prima facie evidence that this oppressive character 

or that the hardship was unavoidable. ThetextofAl'ticle 4would 

therefore, the second criteri6n should rather be handled 
suggested above, viz. that even work or a service to which the 

previously consented may assume a compulsory character for 

resulting therefrom involve such unjustified or avoidable bardt;hil 

longer be deemed to be covered by his consent. In its report in 
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8410t78,X v; Federal RepubliccfGennany, uo""'' ••••'"~>P· ·""'"'-•! 
Naherlands, D&R 32 (1983), p. 180 (182-183); Appl. 27<•33/9S,Stadter·v.,,u 
Judgment of23 November 1983; para 36. 

fioinSlavc'J' Servitude: and Forced or Compulsory Labo(sr 
(Article 4) 

speaks of 'a subsidiary argument' in connection with 

)!e-disser>Si<>r \-r:ithin the Commission about the clements 
This is: evident from the Jversen Case, [n that case 

"''"'' '''"' brought into issue concerning the basis on which 
till a vacancy for some time that bad failed to be filled 

t,;,,,tised. The complaint was declared by the Commission 

Two of the members of the Commission belonging to 

N<>r>~regian measure justified on the basis of the ground 

~r>tgr;Jpb under (c), viz. 'emergency or calamity threatening 

llec_omtnunilty'. 11 Four members of the majority of six, how~ 
question of forced or compulsory labour, because the 

W..se>mcte<l for a limited time, was properly remunerated and 

:<;profess<ion chosen by Iversen, while the law in question bad 

sHtint irt a11 arbitr2•ry or discritninatory manner. 12 A minority 

i:l!Ttmissl,on, finally, wereoftheopinion that the above-men

in.)\ exd<ud< the applicability of the second paragraph, and 

ali<>n<>fthethirdpa•ragrarJh called for a further examination. u 

'~<1ifvnfviews within the Commission it is very curious indeed 

rej.ect<'d as being manifestly ill-founded, which barre<:: a 

in:•>fthefaccts;m<iade.cisior• olfth:e c:01rrton. this ''vi<iet1tly centro-
:v~Hl>eoec·<>n;~ paragraph. 

lawyer who complained about havi:lg to act as unpaid or 

,ferH::eco•Jm:el the Commission dedde<l thnt the imposed obli

:as<mabk and Gid not, therefore, WI under the prohibition of 

urumil>si<m did not review this form of compulsory service for its 

~tbtir£1 paora1,raph. In fact, the Commission based its decision partly 

[tltloatan·vor~e who voluntarily chooses the profession of a lawyer 

ernlanla\lrl31qyers are obliged to defend clients who lack the means 

those cases where they have been nominated to do so by a 

drcu.._rnstances it \:Ouid not be said that such a service had to 

will of the person in question.14 Here the Commission seems 
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to follow the reasoning which already was hinted at by 
Iversen Case, viz. that when certain obligationsareattact<edt< 
choosing that profession accepts those obligations Implidti 

A similar decision was taken in the case of a notary 

the system according to which in speciHc cases hew'" c•nl•vali 
fees for his services. The Commission obse!Ycd fir1;t c>f aU thil 
advanced that he had been fOrced in one way or another 

cases~ so that the question might beaslzecl whethc!rthefi"stelem 
With respect to the second element the Commission ov•w<>ula! 

could not be qualified as 'unjust or oppressive', since it 
tasks of a notary public and erumed from his aln1ost eJccli•siv•ea 
the services concerned, 1" And also in the case of a Dutch 

ned that he was, after renouncing the contract w1t:h t1is ltonme£1 
fwm joining another football club in view 
by the former, the Commission took the view tha1t theapploaJl\~ 
a professional football player, knowing that by doing so 
rules governing the relationships between his future em:pl<>yers 
mission was of the opinion that the system complained 
certain inconveniences for the applicant, could not becmJSicle" 
or constituting avoidable hardship, especially since it didr>otdir>ec: 
tual freedom. 16 

The above-mentioned argument applies only if the obliga1flc 
normal exercise of a profession. The Corn.nllssion, th•erefot·el 
professional work', 17 The obligation to lend free legal •m .v;:m< 

obligations of a lawyer in the Federal Republic ofGerman]r, a:<i 
member States of the Council of Europe, and the obligation 
if necessary, a position in the public dental service in the I'n·rttten 
formed part of the normal obligations of a dentist in Norway 
his studies," This does not, however, alter the fuct that it mu~tstil 
each individual case whether the concrete content of the oblli!}'ttif1 
so oppressive fur the person concerned that he can no 
consented to it by choosing his profession. 

" 
" 
" .. 
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Under the Convention. The First Thirty Years: 1954 Unti/1984, 
ArpL 8~ 10/78, X v. Federal Republic {,If Germany, D&R 18 ( 1980), p. 

Appl 9322181, X v:theNethednnds, D&R32 (1983), P' •nu !"••·•o>J• 
Appl. 4653/70~X v, Federal Republic of Germany, Yearbook XVII 11G•74l. n . 

See, however, thereportof3 Marth 1982, Vander Mu.ssele,B.55 {1987), p. 
distinguishes the situation from that of the Il•ersen Case. 

slavery, Servitu-de and for<::ed or C',ompulsory tabDtlr 
{Ariide 4 i 

invoked Artide 4(2) on account of his obligation to 

th<oCorrimission followed a somewhat different line of 
6(3)(c) and submitted that, since in the Convention 

L.e h•••nrecognised, the obligation for a lawyer to give legal 
constitute forced or compulsory labour in the sense of 

established here by the Commission between the two 
a very logical one. Indeed, the right to legal aid per se 

ii>>ittlhe·wa•vin which the authorities must effectuate this right 

;,.>rnnl!vtllatthL< should be done via an obligation for lawyers 
i(jerC<ln<liti•onsto be laid down by the authorities. In its report 

the Commission impliedly indicated that this line of 
(rlsl~ctory,byhol~ir•gtli~ilienblngatioJnol'thc:St,ate~provide 

in that case because legal aid was organised by the Bar 

are,ag,aiu: enapl>asise•i tl~attheobligation imposed on ilie appli
)r!laal 'profes,sioJnalwork and left him so much freedom that 
ceil or' comp•Iili:ory labour, though the Commission conside-

>UF•il t>ancist•erssu•ch as ilie applicant were not paid at all when 

: MusseleCo<se the Court took a somewhat different approach. 
)in:ffur th:e ir1terprc,ta1ior1 olf' CClmpullsoil' ];alxmr' the definition 
ID) c:onven:tionNo. 29:" "all work or service which is exacted 

of any penalty and for whidt the said person has 
illlirnt;uily.'"" Although a refusal to act as a free legal aid counsel 
(atty,:anctiim of a criminal law ch>racter, the Court concluded 
tce•ofa:nyperlalty', ,since 1;rith such a refus:tl the a ppHc"nt would 

me•bein15 st:ru.:ktJffth•e tclil of pupils 0t oi a rej~ction ~.;fh is appli
.the: register of advf}Cates.n As regards the voluntary characte-r of 
!.th,e Cou:rt held that the argument used by the Commission that 

ic. advance «correctly reflects one aspect of the situation; 

cannot attach decisive wcight thereto".24 The Court subse

applicant had to accept the requirement concerned, wheilier 
!n<ordentobecome an avocatand that his consent was determined 

of exercise of the profession at the relevant time. Moreover, 
it should not be overlooked that the acceptance by the 

Fr..deral Republic<>[Germany, D&R 10 (1978}, p. 224 {230), 

(1987), p. 34. 

>Oin'065ce, Conventions and Rewmmendations1919-I966 (1%6), p. 155. 

'•v<mbec 1983, Vander Mussele, paras 32-33. 
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applicant was the acceptance of a legal regime of a 

decide whether the service required fell within the pr.ohibitio 

the Court held that it should have regard to all the dt·curni\ 
light of the underlying objectives of Article 4." 

At first sight the approach of the Court seems di!fer.entJrn 

sion, especially since the Court distances itself from th·e:«:c(i; 
by the Commission, viz. that of the 'unjust' or 'o]>pr·essive' eli, 
be perforrned.17 It is, however, striking to see that most of'd 

cas:e taken into consideration by the Court have also been 

s.ion in its report. In fact) the main difference lies intl!oe weioh! 

of' consent in advance'. Indeed, the view expressed by theC:ol 

was too restrictive. The approach ofthe Court, therefore, 

the Court also fails to give dear guidelines with respect to 

or compulsory labour'. It restricts itself to an investigation 

of the case, . each of which, •according to the Court, 

evaluation". ~s These. standards were in this case the f<>llt>wiing:t1 
outside the ambit of the nornial activities of an avocat; a 

be found in the advantages attaching to the profession; the 

professional training of the applicant; the service i.s am'""''' (l 
laid down in Article 6(3)(c), and can be seen as a 'nt>mlal •civile< 

to inArticle4(3)(d);and,lastly, the burden imposed was 
it only took up about 18 hours of working time." 

Both the Commission anJ the Court concluded that, 

be characterised as unsatisfactory because of the absence 

reimbursome>'lt of incurred expenditure, it did not ctms•tiru:te a 
of the Conventio:t.;..) 

8.5 EXCEPTIONS 

With respect to the exceptions mentioned in the third parag~a!>ltlf\ 

vations may be made:Theex<eption formulated under (a) 

and conditionally released persons is put in quite general'"'""' w• 

2(2)(c) of ILO Convention No. 29- does not exclude -.vork 
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Ibidem.· 
lbidem.\' ·,, "-~.-x:r'.~ ·,(: 
Ibidem, para. 37.: 
Ibidem. patlL' 39. . . , 
lbidem, pari. 39. Cf. the repOrt of3 March 1982, Vander Mussele, H.5> l'""' 
Ibidem, para. 40. See also Appl. 20781192, Acker~ GrOtzback. Glawischnig, 
and Limberger-y, Austria,D&R 78-A (1994), p. 116 (118), 

~.\:;oinFian1t with respect to \YOrk of such a character have~ 
~ ' ' j[ 

iai.lmi,;sib1< by the Commtsswn. 
ll~~plie;Oitlyto ·work 'in the ordinary course of detention.', 

Court to mean that it must 

of the prisoner:n Moreover, the Court's 

,.;.,;,Jv that Artidc 4 is violated if the detention itself, in the 

S>'.nd he performed, conflicts with the first paragraph of 
the Commission that also in case of a conflict with 

5 reliance on Article 4(3)(a) by the authorities is 

the Court. This is curious, since the authorities may 

is found to be in conformity with Article 5(1), but 

arv•.to AJCtiC:Ie :>t ~ -the applicant has not been able to have 
Such a review could precisely result in the domestic 

consequence of which the ground for the obligation 

,,;t," "n<r." It should finally be pointed out with respect to 

ill>at this ''xc:eption does not relate exclusively to convicts
j], Conve11ti•Jn No. 29 - nor exclusively to persons whose 

[;\li<iliciial t>rder- as Article 8 of the UN Covenant on Civil and 
to all the situations of lawful deprivation of liberty 

·\'>lll·agrapb of Article 5." 

~exi:e;•tion utnde• (b) departs from that of Convention No. 29, 
of'any work or service exacted in virtue of compulsory 

ofa purely military character'. Due to the fact that in 

nn<!M<mtto 'compulsory military service' has not been adopted, 

that "'it wa'l intended to cover also the obligation to 

into on a voluntary basis".'' However, in view of the 

as it appears in particular from the reference to the service 

and 3188-3206/67, 1'wenty~one detainees v. Federal Republic ofGamauy, 
{552-558} andAppL 9449/Sl,X v. AI<Stria (not published}. In some of 

~t;~:~,:~~th~,0~courts will have to apply that restriction on the grotmd of the 
f-1 No. 29, ratified by those States. 

, para. 90. See:alsoi'.ppl. ssoon9,X v. Switzerlan.d, D&R 18 (1980},p, ~38 
of the detention of a minur the Comra..ission t"Xamined urtder Amde 

T«Juir<'d "'"'""was abnormally tong or atdu,.rus in view of the applicant's :age 

89. 
, Ooms and Versyp ('Vagrancy' Cases), B.lO {1971), pp. 'J&-97. 

State should be confronted heJe with the adage nemo suam 
Howe>;er, the Commission followed the Court in its report of 

(1985), p. 31. 
, (248}, whic:hwasacaseun-der Arttde5(1}(-d). 

Y and z -v, the United Kmgdom, Yearbook XI {1968), p. 562 (594). 
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exacted instead of compul<>ory military service. such an 

for those cases where this voluntary military service 

military service. In fact. in other cases it is ll01t self-•evide1""' 

be entitled to a special position as compared with other 

interest. such as, for instance. service in public m''dical lrii 
companies. 

The fact that Article 4(3 )(b) also mentions (civil) 
pulsoryrnilitary service in •Case of nn,dentious objectc·•~ <ini 
the Convention contains a right to such alternative Mv;,." '"-. 

the provision contains the limitation 'in countries 1.vhere·thei 
a right for conscientious objectors is not recognised in a 

might have to be reviewed for its confOrmity with Article 

The exception mentioned under (c) is self explanatory. Here 
situation an ~emergency or calamity threatening th<diJ'e orw•elL 
nity' is involved Ali has been pointed out above, in th<:<>l,inini4 

the Commission even a shortage of dentists could constitul:~. 
would, however, appear to be more in keeping with the te1:1llJiri<J 
here of structural inconveniences like those concerned in 
emergencywith a temporary character. Thus, one should 

in extinguishing a fire, urgent repairs of transport systems an,d 
and food in case of a sudden shortage, . 
of persons threatened by some danger, and similar im:id<!ntal ,,.;, 
required of everyone in the public Ulte:rest d1:pendin1~ 011 "''enmo: 
possibilities. 

The exception mentioned under (d), on the contrary, refers' to 

tions, whkh means that no urgent and unforeseen calannity*;5 
restricted, however, to work and services in the general m1:er<!st. .1 

the provision under (c) is mainly one of degree: the cin:unnst:l.tl<el 
as serioUs and urgent, but on the other hand the duties which 

be as burdensome for the person involved . .ro The formulation 

not exclude special duties for particular professions in the pubfi.clt~t 

word 'normal~ does not necessarily refer to what m••y lbe .rec1uiredleqt 
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Appll0640/83, A v. Smturland, D&R 38 (1984), p. 219 (222-223): 
See supra 8.4~ , , ' 
In the Strasbourg case law'a deai distinctioD hils not: yet hecn mo•de, '"'l'P'~ 
on Appl. 9686/82, S l'. FederaJRepublicofGermany, D&R39 <I>'" ;1, p. wt••l> 
of a person enjoying shooting rights in a hunting district (fa,<;dpachter) 
offoxholeswasconsidered to be justified either under (c) or un<lerl: d)''" ~'<V" 
to control epidemics. 

Savi!mk aml Fow:J Cmnpuhory Labour 

Iven circumstances may be required of the person 

-:sage. 11 The rationale of the provision implies that 

obligations resulting from a profession, such as free 

·.'~·'•«n"' night duties for nurses and the like, since no c~m ~ 
clnvo'lved, ,15 the person concerned may resign from the JOb. 

to have stretched the concept of 'norma[ civic 

~""ifi<:ati.on in a decision in which it declared this term to 
of the lessor to keep the rented premises in good 

a-practice based on any of the above-me~tioned exc~p
Jei:liaracter if it involves discrimination. By vJrtue of Art1de 
:bari<:ter of compulsory labour contrary to the Convention. 

instance, in the Grandrath Case, where a member of 

·~:01r1lained that alternative civil service had been required 

~.,bj•ect•" to military service, although within his religious 
onsuuua. to that of ministers of other religions, who were 

intllte1ich1ni,!tC:ase the applicant complained about the system 
:~;,,~'''~'" ii>ut not women, to serve in the ftre brigadem pay 

lieu of such service. He claimed to be the victim of discri
breach of Article 14 taken in conjunction with Article 

1
ru:id(:re•d tl>at compulsory fire service constituted ('normal civic 

It observed further that the finandal contr

in lieu of service- was a" compensatory charge". The 

'""""'"'" on account of \ts dose Hnks with the obligation to 
,J(,;,_,,.,,,,0 (eJl wirhin tnescopeci i\rtick 4(3)(d). Howe'.'er, the 

Article 14 taken in C011joncti0n with Article 4(3 )(d).'' 

~hlo derc•v,alion from the first paragraph of Article 4 is permitted 
Derogations from the second paragraph, apart from the cases 

tlir:dpantgraplil, :u:e allowed only under the conditions and restnc

' hi'irle !5. 
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9.1 TEXT OF ARTICLE 5 

1. Everyone has tl~e right to liberty and seatrity ofJ>e,;on. N.i, 
of his liberty save in the following cases and in aa:·ori.l,;.; 
prescribed by law: 
(a) the lawful detention of a person after conviction by 
(b) the lawful arre·stotr det'ention ••f a ,pers:on }i>rl!on-•comi>l: 

order of a courl or in order to secure the: fulfilme·ntol 
scribed by law; 

(c) the lawful arrest or detention of a perscn effi1ct<:d fi>rt~. 
him before the campeknt legal authority on reasonab/< 
committed an offence or when it.<sreastma:bl)•COnsideretft 
his committing an offence or fleeing after having 

(d) the detention of a minor by/awful ord'er for the J>u1J!>oS<1ofJ 
vision or n is lmv F.tl detentic n.fo•· the P''"1""'' o j'lminJ~in~'Jt 
p?tent !egu! autlwrity; 

(e) the lawful detention of persons for the prevention 
infectious diseases, of person5 of unsound rnirul,aloolro•l/(s 
vagrants; 

(f) the/awful arrest or derenti<'n of a person ro l'''"vent hisef;~ 
ised entry into the· co,untT)"Or<>f ape~e>otoaJ~ait!1Stwhom tiel 
with a view to deportation or extradition. 

2. Everyone who is arrested shall be informed promptly, in " 
uttderstamls, of the reasons for his arrest and of any clu'"''' ao·m 

3. Everyone arrested or detained in accordance with the· provisio.>t$ i 
of this Article shall be brought promptly before a judge or 
by law to exercise judicia! power. and shall he entitled to tria! 
time or to reJ,,ase p.emlin,gtrial. R,,/e<"ISemt>r h•e c.antliti"oned i'ry >:U01 
for triaL 
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liberty by arrest or detention shall be etllitled to take 
;, {,,wj~drtess of his detention shall lJe decided speedily by 

if til< detention is no!lawful. . . 
· of arrest or detention in conttaventwn oj the 

have an tmforceable right to compen::aticm. 

""'f ne,..on ~nd that to security of person are mentioned 

1
tJ,

1
e 6JU<rwingpart of the article it is only the right to liberty 

right to security of person must be se~n in th: ti~t 
;f>

0
,
0 

and the protection of the individual agatnst arbttran

i'i';f'nersonhas playe<:l a role in cases where prisoners have 

"-ri<lnt.~ tl•e ~pplicant's insistence that the individual con-" 
life. The unacknowledged 

>f~ne:;af<:guardlsofArticle 5 was considered a particularly 
liberty and the right to security of person.' 

held os fullows: "The Convention here( ... ) also 

,I'! odep•rivingtbe individual ofhisliberty must be compatible 

[.'s,,n•melyt:o protect the individual from arbitrariness( ... ). 

illo1:()1)1ytbe'right to liberty', but also the 'rightto security of 

!'lit~:, h<JW<"'er, whetber tbe purpose of tbe inclusion oftbe 
tbus done justice. After all, tbe obligation <o give legal 

t<'lil-i,·m•ofnerscm and the prohibition of arbitrariness in the 

're;ultt.fr•>m Article 5 and the system nfthe Convention even 

ff:\lid:;ocurity',,'"'bil,e the term <security; according to normal 

~n,ereprot~ctiml aj;aiJ:tSt!iniit;!ti(m <>fliberty .. The Contract

~-guarantees against other encroachments on the physical
4 

(1/grot!psby the authorities as well as individuals, for instance, 

~atsto the physic,] integrity of spectators during police action 

'""~riinn against a particular group of persons'. 

?ml,~IQR•paxa. 54. 
1976, Engel, pam 58. . . 
it follows that, here, 'security' refers exclusively to phymcal secunty and 

ceio.normc,m: social security. Cf. for 'liberty\ ibidem. 
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9.3 DEPRIVATION OF LIBERTY 

9.3.1 THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 

RESTRICTION OF LIBERTY 

With respect to the right to liberty of person, in the~""" so 

protection exclusively against deprivation ofliberty1 nolt •• ;;;. 

the physical liberty of a perSOlL The Court infers this tromthl' 

Article 5, where the terms 'deprived ofhis liberty', m·eo<·'o

and also from the fact that Article 2 of Protocol No. 4 

concerning the restriction of freedom of movement." The 

individual liberty in its classic sense, the physicallib·er~vo:ftll 

In order to determine whether there has been det•riv,oti# 
point is, in the opiniOn of the Court, tht: indh>id•aa!situat:iorio 

Further, a·c :cotmt rnw:t be: tal<. en <Jftite sr>edal drcumstancessui 

effects and manner 'of implementation of the ffi('<lSJare 

sup~rvision and the effects on the possibilities 
are a!so relevanL 

Certain restrictions of the liberty ofmrtvemc:ntofsolidir"sc 

present in the barracks at particular times, also durin:g leisu:re- ;v~ 

a deprivation of liberty for civilians, may be permitted 

"beyond the exigencies of normal military service".' In u~<:nnge< 
the following distinction: it held the so·called 'light .rr.e,t'' >n>l'o: 

to be in violation of Article 5, because the sol.dit"scoJae<:rn•ed.'wi 

were able to perform their normal service; this in co<ntrast witlfJ 
did imply confinement and, therefore, bad to be re,rie1Ne<!fu,ri<siii 

.renCe to the exceptions of Article 5.1 In the Raim~mdo Case 

placed under police supervision. He was also required to loclgea>.s< 

lire as a guarantee to ensure that he complied with the COJJS!laitl 

measure, e.g. an Obligation to return to his house by9 p.m. 

7 a.m. uniess he liad valid reasons for doing so and had first 
~uthorities Ofhis intention.' This n1easure did not, according 

boundaries of the mere restriction of liberty.' A different 

Guzzardi Case. In this case a measure of police supervision 
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lbidem;judgmcntof240ctob~l979,_WJntenwrp,para.37;j•ud!:m<>o!o!f6N'o' 
para, 92; judgment o.f 22 Febfuary 1994. Raimonda, para. 39. In its 
CommiSsiori caiDc to the CtinCtusioll that Art. s amounts to a lexspr,ciali.~ 
of movement; report of7 December 1984, A.lll, p. 35. 
Report of 19 July 1974. Engel and Others, 8.20 {1978.), pna. 69., 
Judgment of8 June 1976, paraS 61·63. 
Judgment of22 February 1994, paras 1.3 and 39, 

\ere ft·eetiOl11 of movement was limited at night to a few 
area of the island, while the possibilities of 

~nr; at,.rl' fr<>m the nearest relatives was very limited. The 
\VdS involved.'~ [n the L(ll'ettts C,ase a detainee 

it hospital. The Court found that the stay in the 
i\l.t1fliberty.Jt took into consideration that the applicant 

under constant supervision, while the restrictions 

In theAmuurCase asylum-seekers from Somalia 

'" 'Thev:sta·vea in a transit zone of the airport. The Court 

iflcve trte uransit :wr;e of an airport is only theoretical ifthere 

to grant entrance to the asylum-seeker and to offer 

protection that he e.xpects to find in the country 

'I'Ire nreasm·esamounted to a deprivation ofliberty. From 

<•••hatt~ie dividing line between deprivation ofliberty and 

)\:is py no means clear-cut; the distinction is one of degree 

•\leofriatur·cor substance. 

assented to his detention does not imply that the 

tinl•iwful deprivation of liberty. In the 'Vagrancy' Cases the 

lihertv is too important in a 'democratic society> within · 

for a person to lose the benefit of the protection of 

noler•<'ason that he gives himself up to betaken into deten-

Switzerland the adult applicant complained that she 

i$Jtrg !Jorneag'tin.stl;erwi'll. The relevant statutory provisions 

S~};cre.fen:edto the measure at issue as one of'deprivation of 

iit2'utonomou<; interpretation vn t!1e b<~.Sis of the specific 

rorsw.ercthe degree offrecdor.t of movement, the possibilities 

ttac:l with the outside wo:ld and the fact that she, dfter moving 

to stay there. The Omrt also took in account that the 

(indered 1theplacement in her own interest 'o provide her with 

and satisfactory living conditions. Although it is not very 

dement may influence the assessment of whether the 
home can be considered as a deprivation of liberty) all 

\.;lburt conCludledthattheapplicant's placement in the nursing 

a deprivation oflibertywithin the meaning of Article 5( I)." 

'1980, para. 95. 
iubcr ,;·oo2. para. 63. 

·""'"• pan. 40. Sci: also the judgment Qf'l7 November 2003, Shamstt, paras 22· 

De Wilde, Ooms attd Versyp ('Vagrancy' Cases), para. 65. 
2002, paras 44~48. 
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In some cases the (delay in the) transition from a 

more liberal one is at stake. In theAshingdane Case thr'fellai 
1ong failure to implement the applicant's transfer from 

to an ordinary psychiatric hospital with a more liberal 

the place and conditions of detention had not LL<~>e<no: bo. 

nying the lawful detention of a person of unsound 

mischief against which Article 5(1) afforded protecti<>n.'l' 
the transfer implies a change of the type of' deprivaliOll of] iii 
is subjected. In the Mancini Case the District Crmrt h••d ,·epliic 
of the applicants with the security measure of house 

organisational shortcoming that was attributable to 
been able to leave the prison until six days later. Althc•ughtf 

imprisonment and house arrest deprivations of libertY~ 

complained of fell v.-ithin the scope of Article 5(1) 

violation .. Decisive was that the replacementofdelten:tio!J in 

entails a change in the nature of the place ofdet,ntio:n froni 

private home." Besides the gradual difference be:twr:en de 

restriction ofliberty, th<' C<>urt inttrc•ducecl cb,an;ge r>f tl1e typ.i'i 
as a possible criterion that may bring a delay of such d!al1jl<Vii1 

5. This makes the case law rather casuistic. The place 
relevant in connection of Article 5 ( l) under e." In that 

applicability of Article 5 is more easily understandable, 

deprivation of liberty in those cases is often directly relate.rt: 

detention, often a clinic, and the possibilities of treatment; 

9.3.2 DEPRIVATION OF LIBERTY BY P 

Under which circumstances are the Contracting States 

of liberty that is primarily carrierl out by private peltsOJ>S?Ir 

question arose whether a deprivcation oflibertywas at 
hospitalisation for approximately six months of a 12··ye,ar-•old bo 

· ataStat~hospitalagainst his will, but with the consent ofl,l<>mo 

of parental rights. The Government's primary contention w.fs 

apply, because the deprivation oflibertyresulterl from the de<:isi<>'! 
Court, although accepting that the powers of tl-te holder ol' oarcntt 

be unlimited, was of the opinion that the applicant was still 
be normal for a decision to be made by the parent even on>ln<tthl>i 

H 

" 
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fudgment o(2 August lOOl, paras 17-26. 
Sec, e.g., the judgments of ll May 2004, Morsink and Brar~d. 

' 't tor iberty ,nd Sccodty nfPmoo (Midt S)' I 
Rigrl ' 

d)c' pcissible for a child like the applicant to be admitted 

ilie'holder of parental rights. furthermore~ the Court 
the applicant was subjected in the ward to be 
child of 12 years of age n~ceiving treatment in 

ct r<;ad1cC the opinion that Article 5 was not applicable 

·•--· .. " a responsible exercise of custodial rights by 

;ti.retll v'h''" thecOJ1tainrner1t rtft!Je juv.enilr applicant 

Ireland. The Court held that the applicant was 

;{!lie rne:tmitlg of Article 5." 
Iiial'l>liccants>ver< members of a sect, who were arrested 

them was taken, the applicants were taken 

''rifliid,11vehides tc a hotel, where they were handed over 
recovering their psychological balance. Once at 

~stubjecterl to a process of'deprogramming'. They were 
supervision of private persons and they were not 
first three days. After ten days they were allowed 

.Sttw<>d;ays ofthr,irstay in the hotel they were questioned 
Co1l1ftto>JSirler•ecl the transferral to the hotel and the stay 

iti l!COOUill of the restrictions placed on the applicants, as 

iiib,tilter< was no legal basis for the deprivcation of liberty, 

!lrtl1er<thedetent.ion feU under the responsibility of the State. 
'<Westion in the affirmative. The contribution of the autho

hlll1twithor"t it the deprivation of!iberty would not have 
ii\riplies ,, causaJ connection between the part played by the 

ofliberty. 
police had played an active role. The question arises 

)ptovi·olatedl ifthe·autth•orrties merely playa passive role and 
Depending on the circumstances of the case, it is 

:ee,;ol AJticle 5 are also applicable in situations in which the 
deprivcation of liberty and in the position to put it 

In the Storck Case the Court stressed that Article 5(1) 

~lli&:.rthe St.ttet:o protect its citizens. The lack of any effective 
tWfUin.ess of the detention in a psychiatric clinic was held not 

tlri,;t><>sitive ob·ligatir>!t.19 Article 5 also requires the authorities 

er l'l88,, pa>:a;, ]'0-]'2. ln theAsltingdaneCase tbeCourthcldthat theettfilfced 
illitlric J>os1pttal amounted to a depriV3.tion ofliberty. See the Judgment Df 

paras 72-73. Sec also the admissibility decision of 12 October 2000, 

..Xi999', pams29.<10. !iee ;liso the judlgmentofl6 / cme 2005, &an:::k, paras 90~ 9 L 
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to take effective measures to safeguard against the nsk ofd'i.< 
about the investigation after a disappearance in a 

reasonable doubt that the authorities had taken away 

examined under Article l3. 1
' 

!u cases where individuals are under control of the 

strict. In the Bilgin Case, the Court held as foUows: "Bearitl,cii 
of the authorities to account for individuals under theicc·nn>~~· 

to take effective measures to safeguard against m'Tts:K "'' ,,,,. 

a prompt and effective investigation into an arguable 

taken into custody and has not been seen since. •m In 

considered an unacknowledged detention of an imlivid11:allti 
guarantees in the Convention and a m<JStgr:m:viol<tti<m •ofJ(t 
control over that individual it is incumbent on the autho•riti 
her whereabouts. For.this reason Artide 5 must be seen 

to take effective measures to saf.eg>uaJcd !lgaciruJttherisJkof d:isa1ol 
a prompt and effective investigation into an arguahle 
taken into custody and has not been seen since.U 

9.3.3 EXTRATERRITORIALITY 

The applicability of Article 5 is not limited to actions of a 
its owu territory. In the Ocalan Case the Court accepted 
authorities of one State on the territory of another State, 
letter, affects the person's individu~l rig.ltts to security 
Cor,_vention rloes r: vtp cev~qt o::.~ op..?nti::m hr-tw~ec St,ttei: fo.rthc~ 
fugitive offenders to ju..stice, provtded that it does not inted~re·wl 

rights recognised in the Convention.lnth<>Se cases the r11bs esto 
dition treaty or, in the absence of any such treaty, th<,CC>-opeJ:ati0:'!\'1 
concerned are also relevant fdctors to be taken into ac<;oumtfor de 
the arrest that has led to the subsequent complaint to th<: OouJ:t ~ra 
noted: "lndependendy of the question whether the arrest 
the law of the State in which the fugitive has taken re~Jge- a qu:estl! 
to be examined by tbe Court if the host State is a party to the 
be established to the Court 'beyond all reasonable doubt' umru"; 
State to which the applicant has been transferred have a<ted 
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ludgm~t of 25 ~~ 1_9,98, Kurt, para·~--124; juagci~ri~ ~f 'i3 June Woo·, 
Tudgtnento.£22 May2001, Sarli,·para. 69. \ 
Judgment of 17 }tdy 2001, para. 149. See a1;Q judgment of 18 June 1002, 
Judgment of 25 May 1998, para. 124. ln the same sense the judgment 
para. 103. _ 

the .sovereignty of the host State and therefore 

THE PROHlBITION OF 
OF LIBERTY 

1
\lJ'oet'<ltionof the cases in which deprivation of liberty is 
~stive•ermrneration,h that must be interpreted narrowly. 

coh~istr:nt with the aim and purpose of Artide 5 to ensure 

t!~v.riv•ed of his liberty."' 
~tlusilonc in the second sentence of the words <in accordance 

all the cases mentioned that the 

iicli tJ:,edlep:riv:ati<>n oflibcrty bas been imposed, be regulated 
fn'rjue·sti•6n. That law does not have to he wtitten law. In the 
!h,!fewa.s no l'renclb s1:at1otc,ryprov:isirm or any international 

t{le enfo,rcem<,nton French territmy of criminal convictions 

jualitl•ofAndorra. Nevertheless, the Court held that Franco· 
aw. dillhlgba•:k,se,•er:llcenturies, had '(sufficient stability and 

1
ra•basis" for the detention of the applicants." The words 
~tim!>lyth<ttin all cases a judtcial pr::>cedure must have been 

up:•rticularfrom the cases under (c) and (f). 
th<,. ,, dt:tention co.mj~li<os '"ith the requirement 'a procedure 

related m the question of whether the detention was 

rentents, the latter of which is expressly mentioned in the indivi· 
,£(a)·( f),, ancd ;vhi.chare:usuai~y ib.,tcketed together by the Court, 
,.16naitimlalla;v. It means that the deprivation ofliberty must be 

the substantive and procedural ndes of the applicable 
Is competent to review whether this requirement has been 

: nc1t callt:d upon to give its own interpretation of national 1aw.
111 

i992, para. 107. 
of 24 October 1979, Wintttwerp, para. 46; judgment ofl8 December 1986, 

S;j,ldgm•nt of 10 June 1996, Benham, paras 39-47. 
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It is also not its role to assess the facts which have led a 
position rather than another.19 The interpretation and 
primarily left to the domestic authorities/0 but in cases Wllcer•e a: 
domestic law entails a breach of the Convention, the Court 
to examine whether national law has been observed. 

A period of detention is) in principle, 'lawful' within the 

if it is based on a court order. Even flaws in the detention 
render the detention unlawful, since not ev<!ry de,fe<:t i:l oltaJlatu): 
detention ofits legal basis under domesticlaw.31 Relevant is 
the court order may be considered to have been dear to the 

the domestic court acted in bad faith or failed to apply 
detention which extends over a period of several months 

ordered by a court or by a judge or any other person 'authrorised .. , 
pmver1 cannot be considered 'lawful' in the sense of 
opinion, the protection afforded by Article 5( ll against arbi!r.11rY<i 
would be seriously undermined if a per·sorJ cowu be <let•lin·ed l>y~ 
following a mere appearance before the judicial authorities 

3 of Article 5,. as happened in the Baranowski Case." A 
procedural rule of national law," but even the non-fulfilrrren:tof 
may lead to a violation of Article 5( 1 ). The latter occ:un·edin 
a judge failed to comply with national law inasmuch as he autho1ri«1 

of the applicant after a hearing held without a registrar." 
Moreover, the Courl must ascertain whether domestic law; 

the Convention. The answer to the questions of whether thc,courl:~ 
a, c and d) and whether the arrest and detention are lawful, 
on the basis of national law. In that respect Article 5(1) lays 
complywith the substantive and procedural provisions ofllationialfl 
also requires that any measure depriving the individual 
compatible with the purpose of Article 5, namely, to protect 

arbitrariness.36 

The words (prescribed by law-> are not merely a reference 

refer also to the <quality of the law' and require that the law is 
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Judgmento£24 Now:rnber 1994, Kcmmachc (No.3), para. 44, 

}udgm~ntof1S DeWnbfr 19l18~6;•;B~o:;'"':;"::·~· :~;:~: :::)::!;::~:~·;~~: ~,::~: 
Judgmentof4August 1999,0 
See, e.g,, the judgmentof31 July2000; Jec.iu;;, para. 68. 
judgmt-'tltof28March2000,para.57>• > •' ·,~- ~- ·-
j utlgm.ent Of 18 December l9S6, Bczano, p3ra. 54; judgment of2l 

22. 
Judgment of27 September 1990, paras. 23-27, -· 
See, fur example, the Lukanov judgment of20 March 1997. para. 41; the Gill//(! 
ofl July 1997, para. 21, and K-F. v. Germtmy, judgment of27 November 

9 Right to Liberty and Sccuri!yofP-er;on (Art!de 5) 

as the Court held in the KemmacJu: Case, "The notion 

('in accordance with a procedure prescribed l1y l~1w') 
nroe<:dutr··e,, namely that any measure depliving a person of 

·on>a:"u'"executcd by an appropriate authority and shonld 
Jt•mentionedrcquircmcnt~ the measure should not be taken 

the terms <in accordance with a procedorc prescribed 

,!il!CJ'eganled as the guiding principle for the interpretation 
iJ\,1tr>rirrciple it must also be examined whether less severe 

of liberty could have sufficed. The detention of an 

nl<,aS<Jre that it is only justified where otber, less severe 

deDe<hmd found to be insuffidentto safeguard the individual 

figures in the indi;idual exceptions, may also imply 
discussed in the next section. 

kconce·rns the lawful detention of a person after conviction 
hr<'<,llotimrsare to be discussed: 'competent court\, 'lawful' 

!>ll•es that: the a>n,ficlioJ1 nmst be imposed by a judicial organ. 
prosecutor is not sufficient, 41 no more than a 

,furrtruodr"" or of an adrninistr~tive o:gan:n For an organ to 
'independent both of the executive and of the parties 

"'~'"'· '~"''""• para, 50; judgment of 23 September 1998, Steel nml Othcr's, 
, Barmwwski, paras51~52. 

""'" 1'9'14, P''ra.34,, See also the judgment of24 October 1979, Winterwerp, 

february 1933, Bouamar, para. 47; judgment ofll February 1990, 

Wirold Litwa, para. 7ft 
~gian .Ad,roaate-fis,cru, see the report of 4 March 1978, Eggs, D&R IS ( 1979}, 

""'"/ """ '~"''~, B.20 (19/8), par 84. Amilitaryconunandercan, however, 
id,·which riH<JVacedby paragraph 1( c): judgment o£22 May 1984, DeJong, 

fl~E~~::~~this,~·::'iee~:Council ofEurope. Collected Terts, Strasbourg, is based on a judicial decision, the requirement 
there is a sufficiently direct link between the two: 

Cn.ci'"'"'' D&R 17 (1980), p. 35 (54); report of 9 July 1980, Van 
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to the case~.44 lt is not required that the members be;,,;,,,.,., 

nominated for an indefinite period. 46 The question oh.vh,,.t;,;;,; 

is to be answered on the basis of national law, 

The requirement that the de1ori·vatior1 ol]itoerltvnnl 

this particular penalty must find a sufficient basis in 

concerned. but also this in connection with Article 7 

sentence relates constituted under municipal law, at 

mitted, a punishable act for which the imposition 
addition, the sentence' Oll which the deprivation nCI;h-·• 

provisions of the Convention. It must, for instance, ha•velJee•tl!): 

of a fair and public hearing in the sense of Article 6~ In 

the applicants were serving a term of 14 years imprisonn1ettti10: 

conviction by a court of the Principality of Andorra. 

Article 5 ( 1) because the French courts had not carried out.arr~r 
of the foreign court, whose composition and pr•oc<:dure.¥1 

applicants, not in conformity with the requirements'"'"'''""'· 
arose whether the above-mentioned requirement also appli,ci;(J 

been passed in another country. The Court expressed as 

State< are obliged to refuse their co-.operation ifit etrterl>eslltli~ 

result of a flagrant denial of justice~ However, there is noobliga; 

the proceedings which resulted in the conviction were 
41 h I' · f th · "'atldrutd requirements of Article \i. T e app tcatlOn o 1s "~ 

conclusion, by 12 vctes to 11(!), that Article 5(1) was not 

minority of the Court because of the factth•t tl.e French 

had tho power to ensure that the Convention was respected: 

and the competence to appoint judges in Andorra 4..' 

The mere fact that a judidaJ sentence is annulled on· 

imprisonment imposed in execution 
the matter may be different if the ground for annulment is 
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judgment of27 fune 1968, Neumeister, para. 24. See also the judgment~(. 
Onm; and V-::rsyp ('Vagrancy' C:tSes), para. 77; judgment of 16 July 
judgment of 8 June 1976, Engz!, pr.ra. 6~. 
Appl. 5258/71, X v. Sweden, CoU. 43 (1973), p. 71 ('79}, 
The Dutch Supreme Military Cc'.lrt was recognised a$ a judid;u u1rgru> m:u 
the four military members could be discharged from th"Jr hmcl,on oymc 
the Commission and the Court the fact that these members had taken 
the militaryoathalao did no:t bar_their independence: judgmentofB 

19 july,1974, B.20 (1978), parn. 99. 
Jud~t'of26 June 1992, paras 108-110. See also thejuclgrrteni:of2410ctob 

paras 30-32.,,---'-
Ibidem, pp~ 4<l~43 •. 
Appl~ 3245/67,X v.Ausltia, YeacbookX!l (1969], p~ 206(236); tepo,rtof9 ~~ 
13 (1979), p. 57 (61)~ 

be understood as signifying both a finding of guilt 

(iria•ccc>rdance with the law that an offence has heen 

a penalty or other measure involving deprivation 

~00 .1iviicttod or .sentenced in view ofhis lack of criminal res-

5(1) under (e) instead of( a)~" A person 

~ci)ruad•ered,tromthe mornentofhis conviction by a court 

:'aJ~er: e<>mricltion', so that from that moment and during 

iiness of.thatdetention must be reviewed by reference to 

nolorige r by r·eferertce to that under (c)~, This holds true 

person is stili considered as a remand prisoner. The 

not, according to the Court, simply mean that "the 

cort\1c:tion' in point of time"' but also that "the detention 

l\' ·'"or>«••~ or occur by virtue of, the conviction";;.:;. 

'i:kO.se.•theapplicant was senten(ed by a criminal court 

lmrntailcdwas ordered to be 'plar:ed at the Government's 

1\.e•Co•urthad to decide whether there was sufficient con

.,,,.n.,uc•o Sy between the sentence and the order, and the 

flll>ertv •on two occasions as a result of the decisions by the 

ilg''PF•lic;ant' s dlisappearan<;es,. A<:cording ·to the Court, the 

and tneon.ter to be placed at the Government's disposal 

The execution of the order could take several 

:ofdisnetion ofttte Minister of)ustice.ln this case the way 

t&.t!<ercis•ed rres·per:tait!te r·eq•uirerrtents of the Convention." 

l\Jl,thce "su1ffic:ier1t r:ausal connection between conviction and 

<atimiC,He.re the applicant was sentenced to life imprison

n<e•some ten years later. However, the licence was revoked 

!m<,S<m,tary. The reason for the sentence to life imprison

"subject to a continuing security measure in the 

Sii1ce there w:ts no medical evidence justifying an order to 

:tlt•uti•on, this "indeterminate sentence" would enable the 

·progress. The Court took the position that there were 
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several slrniiaritics with an order to place someone at :thr:dist><; 

However, the Court continued as follows: "Applying the 

Droogenbroeck judgment, the formal legal connection bet:weenJ 

in 1966 and his recall to prison some ten years later is not 
justify the contested detention under Article 5, para. l(a). 

by subparagraph (a)( ... ) might eventually be broken if a 

which a decision not to release or tore-detain was based on 

sistent with the objectives ofthesentencing court.lnthr>secira 

that was lawful at the outset would be transformed into a 

was arbitrary and, hence, incompatible v.rith Artide 
conclusion that the sentencing judges must be taken to have"kn,M. 

it was inherent in Mr Weeks' life sentence that his liberty 

executive for the rest of his life, and that it was not for the 

of Article 5, to review the appropriateness of the original 

accepted a rather loose link between the original sentence 
However) the Court' next examined whether the grounds ori 

was based, were sufficient. Although, here again, the Court 

that a certain discretion has to be left to th<' n<ttitma:l a~utbtor,ities in 
ducted its own examination of the grounds in a rather deliailiti<Vt 

background of the original sentence. 57 

In the Stafford Case the Court noted that the finding.,,'""""' 
the mandatory life sentence according to English law constituted!]: 

and had to be distinguished from the discretionary lift'Bentenc•,;• 

regarded as reflecting the real position in the domestic criminalj1 

mandatory life prisoner. That means that, <>nee the punishrrte 

sentence (a& reflected in the tariff) has b~;en satisfied, co.ntinneddti'tet 

tionary life and juvenile murder<r cases, depends on coJJSi·derat<mis 

erousness as~ociated with the objectives ·oft:he• original sentoem:e.ln ~ 

the continued detention relied on the 

sentence was based on murder. The Court found no sulncient C•aJ 

In the Eriksen Case, which seems to be rather exceptional, the 

security measures was expired: The applicant, who had 

suffering brain damage as a result of a traffic accident, stayed 

pending proceedings instituted in order to 

stated that the detention in issue was directly linked to the •PJ?lic,.,lt' s.t 

and could thus be regarded as ."lawful detention ... after conviictioir 

.,,. __ -'{ ' < _,., 

.-.Judgmeutof2Mardi1937.·para..-49<<i'?'' ., · · ·'. ><·<· 
Ibidem, paras 50-SL See aioo the judgn.ient-of 16 December l999, 
para. 118.- - • -

Ibidem, paras 50~5 L Sec also the judgment of 10 Decemher 2002, Wait<,piU";L <~i 
Judgment ofZS May 2002. paras 79-81. 
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5(1) under( a). It considered that the prolonged 

been based on the offences which had grounded 

Furthermore, the detention was consistent with 

1orisation, in particular the serious danger that the person 

Clttrti1er criminal offences;'" 

tbf. decprivatio'n rJflibe'f!)l moentic,ned tmrleno >-o'n account 

;];;;:,f'nloroder of a court- is dear. Here one may think, for 

f.inee ·with orders of the courts to pay a fme"0
> of a refusal to 

1 or to submit to a blood test/2 or of a measure to enforce 

statutory declaration of assets which the applicant had 

;i)urt e>"unirted whether the binding-over orders to keep the 

h).J,•vioutr that had been applied to the applicants, were 

roi'Jeclesc:ribed '"''lawful order[s] of a court'.ln this respect 

expressed in rather vague and general terms; the ex
(!if. behaviour' was particularly imprecise and offered little 

O:bou11d over as to the type of conduct which would amount 

£;Iiosv"''er, in each applicant's case the binding-over order was 

she had committed a breach of tl,e peace. Having con

"'"'""''· tf1e (emu! was satisfied that it was sufficiently dear that 
:in1~ l"r"!••este<l to agree to rf;!fra!n from causing furtherj similar:. 

the enstllitg twelve month;.~»' 

'llefer•tio>n must be assessed in connedion with the specific aim 

WI<:Jca l..<lse the applicant~s detention was carried out pursuant 

fulfilment of her obligation to submit to a psychiatric 

.<:allttwas rteld in custodyduringseveral days before the (brief) 

and she remaffied in detention after the examination 
(b) was violated. 65 

D&R lB (1980), p. 154(156) . 
Republic of Gennany (not published}, 

1998, paras 75-76. 
2002, para. 61. 
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The second exception mentioned under (b) -clcp,ri,•ati:on 

fulfilment of an obligation prescribed by law- is less dear, 

tion would seem to pave the way for a great many forms 

without any judicial intervention, simply by the· · 

additional possibiHtyofevcn taking preventive action before 

It is true that in those cases the fourth patagraph allo»'Sappealtt 

not alter the fact that such a wide interpretation of the second ·, 

would erode many of the guarantees contained in the <>tloe.· "· 

In the Benham Case the applicant claimed that his de1tentio1 

because he had not paid the Poll Tax owed by him, did not 

(b) since he did not have any means to pay the debt and, tlle:reftl!\ 

not have been intended 'to secure the fulfilment' ofhis obl!igatit 

this argument by merely stating that subparagraph'"·''"" •t~P• 
of the detention was 'to secure the fulfilment' of the apjplir:ant~s 

In the Engel Case the Court held that 'any obligation' mt!Slrel 

concrete obligation which the applicant has until then 

the Supreme Military Court had invoked Article 5( I) (b) in 

'strict arrest' as a provisional measure. The Court re}ectedthi'spos 

sidered the general obligation to comply with military 

specific." In the above-mentioned Steel Case the •P!Plir:an·ts 

para. 1 (b) was violated since a requirement in general terms 

not sufficiently concrete and specific to amount to an 

1beCourt did not agree. It observed thntthe elements ofl)readt ol 
quately defined by English law. Furthermore, it was clear 

>-atisfied, on the basis of admissible evidence, that an inrlividu•i!l 

breach of the peace and that there was a real risk that heorJ;hewa'u 

accused may be required to enter into recognizances to keep 

behaviour. FinaUy, it was also clear that. if the accused refuses 

an order, he or she may be committed to prison for up 

A balance must be drawn between the importance in a 

securing the immt-diate fulfilment of the obligation in question 

of the right to liberty. The duration of the detention is a 

such a balance. 63 Other relevant factors are; the nature of the 

the relevant legislation, including its underlying object and purpcose;' 

detained; and the particular circumstances leading to the deltention,'J 

Case the applicant had been arrested because she refused to 

Judgment oflO June 1996, pam. 39. 
Judgment of& June 1976,para', 69; report0f19 July 1974, B.20 (1978), 
of6 November 1980, Guwud~ para. 101. 
Judgment of3 December 2002, Nowkka, para. 61;. judgment of24 M''ocht 2005;.N 
Judgment of25 Septembet 2003, Vasiieva, para. 38. 
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police. Although the dedsion to arrest her was in con

~it!1eduration of the detention was, in the context of the 

•~ .• "'''"'-not proportionate to the c--ause of her detention.N 

n l\rt!CI<: "' 1) permits arrest or detention if there io; a reaso

has been committed, or if this measure is reasonably 

an offence or to prevent flight after an offence has 

i\n.ifu: relation< be:twcctt tl:tcst: th w"il:uatiom will be discus

legal authority', '1awful'71 and 'reasonable suspicion' 

paragraph of Article 5 requires that everyone who is 

ta~>li (c J, :man oe brought promptly before a judicial authority 

a reasonable time or to release pending trial. These 

in ·connection with that provision. -

,d$!11enti.onedin J>arag>caph lunder (c) have been placed side 

made cumulative, the provision would appear to justify 

<aji:ait1Stpersons on suspicion that they will commit crimes 

~eltccommitted the:m. This interpretation is also corroborated 

viz. in the report of the Senior Officials) in which it is 
be necessary in certain circumstances to arrest an 

t>r•evellthis committing a crime, even if the facts which show 

the_ crime do not of themsdves constitute a criminal 

~of!'l,.sonin!!isexpnossed bytheCommission in th.zDe Jong, 
Itassign.edan independent ;;ueaning to each of the tiuee 

"The wording •o/ separating these three categod<?s of 

''h"ti;his enumeration is not cumulative and thatitissufficient 

!Jls, uttdc" one of the above categories". 73 

wh,v thefe;tr that the accused may flee after having committed 

idlrrdt'd''" separate ground, ifthesuspidon that such an offence 

committed is in itself already a sufficient ground for 

!ijlretation is reached if it is assumed that in this provision the 

trtl<i,ci( t) tmder (c} makes no express reference to 'regularity'. Thls is without 
'lawful' is a general one which applies to the whole of Article 5( l ); 
Guzzardi, para. 102. 

cf the 'Travaux Prtparatoirel of the European Qmveutian on 

Srr••bouq;. !9n. p. 260. 
34. In its judgment of 22 May 1984, para. 4.4, the Comt did not 
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grounds for arrest and those for continued detention 

then producethefollowingpkture: arrest is peronltted irnc,!Se. 
that the accused has committed an offence or if the "nest.,, 
dered necessary to prevent his committing an offence 

of planning to commit For continuation of the deotenctic•n.it 
that it is likely that he will abscond orthatthere are reasortabil~ 
that after his release the arrested person will again comrnit.a~ 

however, the problem that it will then also have to beassumedt 
of continuation do not constitute an exhaustive en•ctmten>tio 
organs have al;;o recognised as such grounds the nsKo>rsrJpJ?~ 

the danger of collusion.76 

If a person is arrested on reasonable suspicion that he has 
in order tO prevent his committing an offence or to prcoventl 
done so; the conditions of the Convention are only met 

really aimed at bringing the accused before a co1npete:nt j 
took thls;position as early us 1961 in the Lawless Case." The 
in Ireland v, the United Kingdom and the Jedus Case.'" 
cants alleged that their arrest and detention were not inl:eride;:f 
the competent legal authority; in fact they were neither 
a court. The Court held that the existence of ;;uch apurpc>se rmu 
pendently of its achievement. There was no reason to 

detention was not intended to further police inv'esligattio•n 
dispelling concrete suspicions which grounded thf'lr arr:es·r: :m 

vague term <~egalaathority, must) in •COJ1fr>m:rityw•itfr ttcethirx!pl 

b~;; d.:.':en:ted t0 wean: 'judge or other officer authorised 
powee. m The provision under (c) does not require that the 

also originate from a judicial authority.81
· 

" 

'" 
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Ste Rerommendati.Qn R(80)1I· of the Committee of Ministers 

remand, where the gt.Jun& are indeedfnrmulated cumulatively 

nevertheless excejltionally be justified ia C~l taL..-; 
Judgment of27 June 1968, Wemhoff, p. 25, paras iJ-14. 
Judgment of28 March 1990, FJ. v. Ai<itria, paras 42~43. 

Judgment of 1 July 1961, para. 14, 
Judgmentofl8 January 1978, para.l96 and judgment of31 July2000, 

~~~~!~~s·~·~l·:s:f·~· :pa~"'~';s~!2i·:s~·~-. ~s:·~·~al~,:o~•h:··~;~:;::~::1~ or~bem,g biOught ;; 
Judglneiit0f18 January1978-.Irelaildv.1he United Kingdom, para.1••· m·•" ~ 
Lawless, para. 14, the Court speaks of'judici:al authority' and nf'''""''';CI 
4 Dece:tnher 1979, Schiesser, para. 30. 
Appl. nssm. A v. Austria, D&R 9 (1978), p, 210 (211). 

detained on remand is later released under a judicial 

i{earrest unlawful with retroactive effect.~2 Article 5{ 1 }(c) 
;t'rreasornalJle suspicion'. At the moment the arrest is made 

@stabl:isrted that an offence has actually hccn committed or 

,ftJ,at offer1Ce is, The ob.ject of questioning durlng detentlon 
further the investigation by way of confirming or 

Whether the mere continuation of sus pi don suffices 

~nof:the:dr:tention on remand is covered not by the first but 

~sp:ici<Jn'presupposes the existence of facts or information 

observer that the: person concerned may have com

the offence. Thus~ the reasonableness depends on all the 

Court must also assess whether the conduct of the 

offence."' In the Fox, Campbell attd Hartley Case the 
~<)rih<!rnlreland were at issue. The applicants complained 

legislation enacted to deal with acts of terrorism was 

US!>icion.The Court, although acknowledging that terrorist 
latte"~ory, stressed that this cannot justify stretching the 

:~<;'h>•vondrhe point where the essence of the safeguard secured 

lirrpaireri .. Scrutiny lead the Court to the conclusion that 
acts oftcmJri:;m canr.ot constitute the sole basis of a su.,pidon 

years later;s' In the Murray Case the Government of 

lth<mt reve.r~in:gits secret source that formed at least part of 
lsuce<:edied in convincing the Court that there was a 'plausible 

~the s·US!>icion that the e.pplicant might have committed the 
~,in th•e C<J!lecti•:m of f=ds for the IRA." 

detention under Article 5( 1) under (c) comes to an end when· 
convicted by a court of first instance. His further deten-

under subparagraph (a). If no conviction or sentencing 
of criminal responsibility on the part of the person 

;fuenl'al r:ap,acilty, the eventually ordered prolonged detention 
Inth<' OuitrnCasethe Paris O>Urt ofAppealset aside 

the detention on remand of the applicant. It directed that 
forthwith ifhe [was] not detained on other grounds". 

Unired Kingdom, D&R 19 (1980), p. 223 (225). 
Fox, Campbell and Hartley, para. 32. 
LuJ:anov, paras 42-45. 
paras 16-18. 
paras 50-63. 

1992, Herczcgfolvy, paras 62-64. 
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ThL'> decision was not notified to the applicant nor 

commence its execution. On the same day) eleven 

delivered its judgment, the applicant, who was still 
with a view to ex:tradilion. The Strasbourg Court 

execution of a decision ordering release ofadeta•in<ee is under 
detention for ll hours was nevertheless dearly uv<. uJv<ore, 
did not taU under the other subparagraphsofArltide 51:1), 
there was a period of 7 hours between the decision 

moment the applicant left prison, The Comts CO<>Chrdedtl! 
violated. It took into account that some delay in carrying 

detainee is often inevitable, although it must be kept to-a; 

The Court is stricter in cases where the pe.riod C<f dletr,ntio)\ 
order, but is laid down by law, In K,-E V, Germany the 
hours' detention for the purposes of checkingide:ntilty'w.,;ei 
Since the maximuin period; which was lai·dd:o~rn lbyla"' a11d i 
in advance, the authorities responsible for the detention 
necessary precautions to ensure that the permitted duratiQiiJ 
Court concluded unanimously that Article 5 w1der (c) 

As a rule Article 5 under (c) does not provide a jm:tificati 
or continued detention of a person who has served a 

specific offence where there .is a suspicion that he ""'Y 'w'' 

offence. However. in the Court's opinion the position is 

detained with a view to determining whether he should 
the maximum period prescribed by a court, to a fiuther 
imposed following conviction for a crirr..inal offence. In 
ritieswere emitted, having regard to the 2pplicaPt':: anp"ited nrrc 
sive history as W':!il as to his established and forr:s~eabte 
detain the applicant pending the determination bya cowrt ofttte 

for a prolongation of the authorisation to detain hiiTL 
•bridging> detention was of a short duration, was imposedL it) 
applicant befure a judicial authority and was made necessary 
updatedmedkalreports, 
so the implications of the Court's judgment should not be 

Article 6(2) of the Convention provides that a person who 
must be presumed innocent until proved guilty. This r>resurnpltiolt()l 

.. 
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Judgment of22 March 1995, para. 42. 
Judgment of l July 1997, para. 25. 
Judgment of27 November 1997) K.-F. v. Gennany, para, 71. 
Judgment ofZ7 May 1997, Eriksen, para. 86, 

,grliel1earm:gin court; out of court, too, the accused -and 
~onrem,and- should not be treated as if his guilt were 

ctificatiml ot the limitations to be imposed on the person 
;fr1er,efo,re,. be based on other criteria than the limitations 

of imprlsonment.92 This may also impiy that persuns 

;tl)<esegre·galted if f>Ossible frornoon·viclted persons, although, 
toll ,__,mandPolitical Rights, this is not explicitly provided 

e<;~··umler (d) one has to think of an order- judicial or not 
~st1pervi>;iOJ1, combined with a restriction of freedom, for 
a.l'eform!at<>ry institution or in a clinic. Most legal systems 
>fl're<:ck>m in the interest of the minor, even if the latter is 
)Jllmiitte<latly <:rirnirl<ll offence, It is then required that it may 

lbatfr<e <levelo,pnrrer>tor the health of the minor is seriously 
the case of drug addiction and/or prostitution- or that 

text speaks only of'lawful order',so that it does not appear 
emanates from a judicial organ. Under paray:aph 4 of 

~JmJirroJrstoo-or if the law so provides, their legal representa

in$titutecourt proceedings in order that the lawfulness of the 
may be reviewed.93 

emanatiug from Article 5(1)(d) h"ve leJ the Court to 
~la!'a'llt<:es that the educational purpose is indeed served by the 
,,;,,;,,,r~,"" a milior was repeatedly confined in a remand prison 

e.dilcatioJoal supervision'. Although the confinements never 
of 15 dJys, the detentions (nine in total) amounted to a 

!lll dJ!Ysinlessth;m one year. The Court held that, in order 
ati<>nofliib<"tvlawful for educationalsupetvision, the Belgian 
iran o•bligatimlto put in place appropriate institutionol facilities 

of security and educational objectives; the mere detention 

of virtual isolation and without the assistanceofstaffwith 
"'"·rt~• "~regarded as furthering any educational aim"," InD. G. 
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v. Ireland the institution where the minor was """«" w•><i> 

a penal institution. The educational and other recreatlni 

voluntary~ while the minor was unwilling to cottperat,e• 

detention could also not be considered as an interim 

educational supervisory regime which W.lS toUlo>~•edspr:edi~i 

a regime.95 

When the applicanthaspassed the school leaving 

'for the purpose of educational supervision' may still 
5 (I) under (d). 

According to the travaux preparatoires the second 

concerned \-'lith the detention of minors for the purpose 

court to secure their removal fiomhatrmfulsurroundittgs, so 

by Article S(l)(c). This would, therefore, seem to be a 

is proteded 'against himself in order to prevent his ........ ,,.". 

clear, however;what specific reason could bring tne·personoor 

if no crime has been committecL The only case known 

a measure concerned an enforced stay of eight months m acn oos 
the authorities examined whether theft and traffic offences 

any case, the measure of bringing a mioor before a judicial· 

the prolongation of the detention, must be the purpose 

liberty; consequently, there must be a sullicienct grotm<l fo,r tl!at 

is competent to execute this deprivation of liberty is 
('lawful detention'). 

Since Article 5(1) under (d) confers such far-reaching 

authorities with regard to minors, the age at which a person 

greatest importance. This age is determined by domestic 

the Committee of Mini.•ters of the Council of Europe has 

age at eighteen.97 Domestic law also determines whether 

has the legal capacity to institute proceedings himself, so 

right in the Strasbourg proceedings may be dependent on 

the exhaustion of the local remedies. 
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1udgment of 16 February 2002, paras 81 ~85. 
Appl. 8500/79,X. v. Switzer/4nd, D&R 18 (1980), p. 238. 
Res. (72)29 "Lowering of the age of full legal capacity' and Explanatory 
Europe. Strasbourg, 1972, 

Lih<'riY end Sec uri~· nf l'mon (Artide 5) I 

Widely divergent categories of persons. There is 

they may be deprived oftheir!iberty either in 

because of considt.:rations dictated by social 

rc!a.lg:rocmcls.911 A predominant reason why the Con
in paragraph !(e) of Article 5 to be deprived 

:Ji,:v rrrav· be dangerous for public safety but also that 

.; "· ·•·~'· detention. 99 

the ·general criterion, while under the fourth para

es,~,m:relfen·edto are also entitled to have fhe lawfiJ!ness 

court in accordance with the legal rules applying in 

htteris imi>ortartt in particular tOr those cases where the 

g(t<ir tn.uni<:ip:allaw by an administrative organ. If and 

l"<"lle,V,the court determines a civil right in the sense 
set forth therein have to be observed.100 

fsubp;ara:graph( e) is essentially determined by the terms 

s of rmsound mind', ~alcoholics', 'drug addicts' and 
•CSJ1otco1aram a definition of these concepts. In deciding 

detained fur one of the reasons stated in subparagraph 

a certain discretion. However, in reviewing these 

'!'lei~ pre1>ar•edto carry out an independent examination of 

tli~deptivat:iOil oflii)ertyis in conformity with the Conven· 

roricepts 'infectious diseases·, 'persons of unsound mind'. 

L~-·~1..~-·~ clarified to some extent. 

. the lawfulness of the detention of a person 'fur the 

infectious diseases' are whether this spreading is 

oo;rsafetv. and whether less severe measures than detention 

to be insufficient to safeguard the public interest. WI 

Court emphasised that fhe term 'of um;ound mind' 

imcortditionts h:ave to be satisfied: (I) the person concerned 

be of unsound miod (which" calls for objective medical 

lre.otde:gree oHlte mental disorder must be such as to justify 

(:l) continued confinement is only valid as long as the 

Luberti Case the question of whether the detention had 

Witold Litwa, para, 60. 
!""'" "'•u, Guzzardi, para. 98. Sec also the judgment of10 February 200.1. 

·•.• •Jcto>ber 1979, Winterwerp, para. 73. 

- r ""''"• Enhorn, para. 44. 
""'" lY•'Y,para. 39. 
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continued beyond the period justified by applicant's 

by the Court in great detaiL"" Jn R.L and M. -f. D. v. 
reason for the continued detention of the applicant1 but 
because the physician in charge was not allowed to 

judged thatthe applicantwas held onad:mi:oistrativ<o gt·ounds.t 

with Article 5(1) under ( e).104 

No deprivation ofliberty of a person considered to 
deemed in conformity with Article 5(1) under (e) Af<ch.n~: 

ordered without seeking the opinion of a medical expert. 

where a person is arrested because ofhis violent bcha•<iour,, itt 
such an opinion be obtained immediately after the 

consultation is necessary. V\lherc no other possibility <XJsrs,, rotc~ 

of the p~!rson concen1ed to appear for an examination, 

medical expert, based on the actual state rn rn<11tat ht,.llth,on t 

be sought. ~~5-I~- the Courfs view, it does not automaticallY_ 

an expert authority that the mental disorder whkl> joLstifie.ta; 

confinement no longer persists, that the latter must be im1ne<lia6 

ally released into the community. The authorities should 

measure of supervision over the progress of the person once 
community and to rhat end malte his discharge subject to 

safeguards are necessaryto ensure that any deferral of<!iS<:haJrgeti· 
purpose of Article 5( 1) and with the aim of tht restriction 

that discl1arge is not unreasonably delayed.'" 

In the Witold Litwa Case the Court interpreted rbe 

alcooiique) on the basis of the ratio legis. The Court cot>Si,dered 

purpose of the exception undor (e) cannot be interpreted as 
tion of 'alcoholics in the limited sense of persons in a di'r tical ~ti 

Persons who are not medically diagnosed as 'alcoholics\ 

behaviour under the influence of alcohol pose a threat to pul!>liccoD 
can be taken into custody under Article5(1) under ( elfor· th<em·ott 

or their own interests, s.uch as rheir health or personal 
that someone i-; under influence of alcohol, however, is not 

deprivation of liberty. The detention must be assessed in 

mentioned ratio legis of the exception under (e). Decisive is 

'"' 

'" 
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Judgment of2} February 1984, para. 29. See a1so the report of7 
Kingdom, D&R 32 (1983), p. 5 (37-38). .c.• 
Judguientofl9 May 2004,"pMa.d24-128.' 
Judgment of5 October 2000,Varbanov~ para. 47 and judgment of 19 
v, France, para. 117. ·;', 
Judgment of24 October 1997, johnson, paras 61~63. 
Judgment of 4 April2000, Witnfd Litwa,. paras 60-63, 

to Lihcrty <Hid Security of Person (AI tide 5} 

to pose a threat to public order. llm The purpose 

threat. The same wiil apply to 'drug addicts'. 

i!'\renwP(Vagrancy') Cases the question arose whether 

as 'vagrants', The Belgian Crimina! Code defined 

avrt n<>wccu abode> no means of subsistence and no regular 

nliM tnthe Court this definitiofl did not appear to be in 

1 'threucsu:al meaning of the term 'vagrant'. A person falling 

lJ',tP<r~••" Criminal Code in principle comes under the 

fer(e)l.llla<ldition tlhe •Court held that the national courts 

Jrn>ation available that the persons concerned met the 

ugl~ c-onfincing itself to a marginal review of the national 

rather active position when it comes to a review of the 

with the wording and meaning of Article 5( I) under 

created against too wide a national interpretation and 

•sn>entione<:l und•er (e) .1 10The necessity of a restrictive inter

the Court in the Guzzardi Case, where it held 

lfr<>mtheexception permitted under Article 5(!) under (e) 

<)nn••ho may constitute a greater danger than the categories 

is ~>enmittteri C<qu•lllyand a fortiori.'" 
utinetot r>fElh !lCCUSI'd person in an observation dinic in most 

'jll>dr:rp•aroagr-aph 1 under(e)) because as a ru[eitisnotcertain 

'llnso<mdmind. This deprivation oflibertymay perhaps find 

I under (b)~ in case the measure is provided for in a 

enforced ifit is not complied with voluntarily. 

not contain any limitation as to the duration of the 
t<IS!t W1ithth<' othe:r caLtC);cries of detention regulated in the same 

.. ,,. ,,, .... importance whether paragraph 4 conferS on the 

rth.eri:ghttohave the lawfulness of the deprivation ofhis liberty 

or also the right to have recourse to a court periodically 
'Ql1•riged. This question will be discussed under Article 5(4). 

had been argued on behalf of the applicant that 

pet:son detained on one of the grounds mentioned there 

treatment in order to ensure that he is not detained longer 
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than absolutely necessary. This submission) however, was 

theAshingdaneand Aerts Cases the Court 
Court, the lawfulness of a deprivation ofliber!yconcerns 

order of the liberty-depriving measures, but also its 

measure must 
of the restridions laid down in Article S(i). This also 
Convention. Therefore, there must be "some rel:ation.sh.iri b 

permitted deprivation ofliberty relied on and the place and 

Except for this relationship, however, Article 5(l)(e) is not 

treatment or conditions.10 

In theMorsink and Brand Cases the relationship between 

and the place of the detention was at stake, During the 

of the non-punitive measure, the applicants were held in 
an ordinary remand centre until they could be placed m <lcust(>< 

noted that, in principle, the •detention' of a person as a rr~entall 
be ,'lawful' for the purposes of paragraph (1) under (e) ' 

or other appropriate 
the applicants to a custodial clinic did not result ·aul:on>aticallj 

the detention was unlawful under Article 5 (l ), The Court 

to this provision to commence the procedure for · 

custodial clinic after the order had taken effect. It would be 
a place be immediately available. 
and required capacity in custodial cliJoics irlev'ital>lean•da•ccepJ>,.b 

of six months in the.admi<iSion of a person to a custodial 

the view of the Court. Hoi 

In the Wittterwetp Case the Court conddered the int~ rval 

the expiry of the eadier order and the making of the 
unreaso·nable or excessive.11:;.ln the Erkalo Case the appucar•n• 

at the government's disposal. The request of the public Pr<>S<>Cut< 

of thepl~cement order was not received by the competent 
the expiry of the statutory period, and, as a result, for eiohtv•-tvrc 

of the applicant was not based on any judicial decision. The 

was alack of adequate safeguards to ensure that the applicant's 

would not be unreasonably delayed. The 'bridging 

constituted a breach of Article 5(1) of the Convention.'" 

111 Judgmc~t. of24 OdOber 1979; para. 51. 
1t> Judgment 0 (28 May 1985, para. 4:4; judgment of30 July 1998, 
Ju Judgmeutofll May2004, Mor.sink. paras 63-69 and judgment of11 

us Judgment of24 October .1979, para. 49. 
u;; Judgment of2 September 1998.. pants 57~60. See for a justified 'bridging 

24 July 2001, Rutten, paras 3946. 
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i-tight to I ilwrly and Security of Per:;on (Artid(' 5) 

t(l\nsion under {f) .consists in that, although the Convention 

;htof'admiissi.on to or residence in any of the Contracting 

pending the decision on his admission, deportation or 

; "-·•~'•" in the guarantee that such arrest or detention must 

be in conformity with the applicable pro,1sions ofboth 
'"'"ana may not be .imposed arbitrarily.1n This right is 

ft!1e 1>ersm1 in question under paragraph 4 to have this Jawful
'i.J{o•weorer, Article 5 does not merely refer back to domestic 

applicable national law is 'sufficiently accessible and 

m<: '"'""" this is especially required with regard to asylurn
;,,,~ii<P F'rer1ch national law did not meet this requirement and 

1et•<Ll<nt<'f •<m~ Tnat the national courts lacked jurisdiction to 

nun.der (f) <!oes not require that the detention of a peroon 

taken with a View to deportation or extradition must 

d n,eoessa!j•.f<>r<:xamJ>Ieto p(event his committing an offence 
Article 5 (I) under (f) provides a lower level of protection 

under (c): all that is required under (f) is that action is being 

!pc1rtll1tin•n or extradition. It is} therefor~ immaterial whether 

be justitied under national or Convention law. no It is 

reviewing the lawfulness of the detention. tire lawfulness 

r ¢>1raditilon will often also be at issue. This is especially the case 

law, the lawfulness of the detention is !11llde dependent 

the applicants had received orders to leave the territory of 

t(ltob<:ythC!:e~>rd•ers. The Belgian authorities tried to gain the trust 

in,lita.tion t<>e<>met<> the Ghent police station, The authorities 

atl:endUilCC was required "to enable the files concerning their 

to be completed"'. In fact the applicants were on their arrival 

1aJcm:ttd in 'new of their deportation to Slovakia. The Court 

l«<·ml>" !986, Bo:umo, para. 54. 
19%, Amuur, para. 50. 

1996, Chahal, pa:ra. 112 anJ judgrnentofS Februacy2Q01, Cot!ka, para. 38. 
D&R 40 (1985}, p. 42 (55}, The fact that a domestic court has 

ofbisdaimtobea vlctim 
reason ofhis arrest: report of7 December 1984, Bo:mno, p . .12. 
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with a view to arresting and subscquentlydepo~:ting th<:mm.r 

the general prindples stated or implicit in the C<>mrentic•n. 

of the exceptions of Article 5(1) must also be reflected in 

tions. Misleading the individuals concerned about the 

make it easier to deprive them of their liberty is not 

Artide 5(1) under (f) implies the guarantee that 

purpose other than that of preventing the admission of 

country or of making it possible to decide on his deporta:tiottlol 

of the C..onvention, which proh~bits restrictions of the 

purpose other than that for which they have been pr,esc:ribi:d,) 

the first place, this means that the deprivation ofliberty is 

order, and the way in which it is enforced, constitute a 

second place, it follows thatthe de•tentio:n rrmst m>t be at:tertde.d 

for the; person concerned and must not last longer than 

conduct of the proceedings. In the Quinn Case the "''un' m~< 

wording ofboth the French and the English versionsoL!\.rtic!e S.§ 

of liberty under this sub-paragraph is justified only for 

proceedings are actually taking place. It follows that if 

being conducted with due diligence, the detention ceases to 

§!(!))"."'Thus, although the duration of detention i"''""'"'''" 
3 of Article 5 and this provision refers only to detentions 

Court stipulates that the period of detention may not eJt:ce<:da rta 

reasonableness of the length of detention has to be assessed 

In this respect not only the length of the extradition or 

properly relevant, but also the length of connected pnxedures s•. 

summary pro.:eedings which may result in a stay ofoxwtti<m.o• 

it has been cecidecf to prolong the detention in the interest 

person concerned, e.g. in order to find a suitcabbcotmltrywliicliliS' 

him~ or in order to obtain certain guarantees from the e..:troditio 

with regard to his treatment, 126 he cannot claim afterwards 

prolonged detention. Thus, in the Kolompar Case the Court 
in detention- it.lasted for over two years·- pendin!~ CJ<~racditiott 

Nevertheless, it held that it did not amount to a violation 

,,. 

'" 
"' 
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Judgment of S February 2002, Conka, paras 4L -42. 

Report of7 December 1984, Bozano, para. 69. 
Judgmentof22 Much 1995, para. 48. See also the judgment of 15 No•,.,..b.et 
112-113 and the judgment of 9 October 2003, Sliw:nkv, para. 146. 
See also judgment of25 June 1996, Amuur, para. 53. 
Appl. 9706/82, X. v, Federal Republic of Germany (not published). 

Righ< to Ltbecty md Secucity of l'm<m (Mide 5) I 

not be hdd responsible for the ddays to which the 

viol.ati<)l1 of pJragraph 1 under (f) is ofli:red by the Bozmw 
rtc• d•:ct1je whether the deportation of Bozano from France 

'in accordance with a procedure prescribed by law'. 
Court, also implies theabsc:nceofany arbitrariness. The 

; ~ •• im·alia thefa,ot that tlle<tutho•rities waited about a month 

iti»n orde:nuoc prevented Bozano from makinganyeffective 
judicial remedies, and the fact that the French 

rtb.,0s1vis:sacrthorities although the Spanish border was much 

ll~muro rvas ar1rest:ed led the Court to decide that the depri-

ihe>ila,.vfu•ln•>• compatible with the right to securityofperson. 

h,j,:hteache,d tlile same conclusion. The way the deportation was 
the French authorities had in mind to get round the 

toltalvorde:red by the Limoges Court of Appeal. That was 

been delivered to the Swiss authorities: Switzerland 

Italy. The Court concluded, therefore, that the way 

'""''''"-'amounted in fact to a disguised form of extra-

THE DIFFERENT EXCEPTIONS 

.eciun•derdifferent subparagraphs of Article 5(1) successively. 

i;:r;:m<md is co11.victed by a cou;t offm:t iustance, his detention 

pb;;ar<>gr:aph (c) b·tlUnder sub[Jaragraph (a). In rhe Herrz<gfalry 
1pplicant was ordered tc be placed in an institution 

Without convicting or sentencing him, was quashed on 

deprivation ofliberty one-:: more came under paragraph 
~ ~ that-~the detention falls under more than one subparagraph 

Eriksen Case the 'bridging detention' betw,en the expiry of 

th<! d<:cision on a request for prolongation fell under the pro
( a) and (c) simultaneously.'}() In the Kolompar Case the 

ll\:<t!lt<:am.e Sttwessivel:r m>derArticle 5( I)( c) only, under (c) and 

ilnilt>:r i'fl only, under (f) and (a) at the same time, and finally once 

1992, paras 40~42. 

1986, paras 59-60. 
1992, pa!ll. 22. 
para. 86. 
1992, puas 35~ 36. 
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It appears sometimes to be difficult lorlelrernlin.ewhether 

or under (e) is applicable. In X v. the United Kingdom the 

but this conviction contained solely the cstablishmenH 

criminal conduct concerned. No punishment was im1oo~ed 
admission to and detention in a mental hospital for 
assessing under which subparagraph the detention 
with, the Court came to the conclusion that, although it 
between the subparagraphs 5( l)(a) and 5(! )(e), bottlSttbpani1 
applicable to the applicant's deprivation of llibrortjr, atleastrnit 

the applicant was placed at the disposal of the go•rernn1ent U,1a 
The Court considered that the applicant's detention fell 

S(l)(a) and (e) of the Convention."' 

9.5 THERIGHTTO BE INFORMED P 
THE REASONS FOR ARREST 

9.5.1 GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

Article 5(2) grant' to everyone who is arrested the right to 

a language which he understands, of the reasons for his amest<md: 
him. If the national authorities fail to do so, the arrest and detentir 

if they can be brought under one of the cases m<rntiion,edin :patagt 
of this second paragraph necessarily ensues from the idea 

liberty of person is the rule and is guaranteed, and an enr:roadJmr~r 

only in the cases expressly provided for and in conformity 

In order for the person arrested to be able to judge, from 

whether these two conditions have ber:n rnet ar1d rto <lccid<rwlletll 

for recourse to a court, adequa~e information must be ;>vailattle1:6 

are to be discussed successively: the applicability of Article 

should be given to the arrested person and, finally, the reC[WlCCll!~ 

A violation of paragraph 2 of Article 5 may also imply a 
paragraph of this article. This question will be dealt with 

discussion of the fourth paragraph. 

I .II 
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Judgment Qf2 September l998, para. 5L See also the judgment ofll 
and the judgment of 11 May 2004, Brand, para. 59. 

I 
Right tn Lih<:rty <>.nd Se\:urily of Person (Artkk· 5) j 

·ge'.us<rdin paragraph 2 could create the impression that 
nito e<tsesarising under critninal law. However, the Court 

*'nd paragraph applies not only to the detentions referred 

any person arrested. 131 Therefore, paragraph 2 

~d'tllttlcfirst paragraph of Article 5{ l). The Court clarified 

~litorlornOillS meaning of the terms of the Convention and 

uo•>.J• "'addition, according to the Court, the use of the 

at'""''tion· 1 showed that the intention of the drafters was 
the applicability of Article 5{2), but to indicate an 

kesao:otmt. Finally, the dose link between the paragraphs 

oflsidered to support this interpretation.'" 

fieqUiires that any arrested person shall be informed of the 

(~1y <:harg<: mad•e a:lai:nst hiln. As the Court held in the Fox, 
"'''"'""''''he told, in simple) non~technical language that 

iS"'umue~•· and factual grounds for his arrest, so as to be 
rourt to challenge its lawfulness in accordance with 

he ICourttook the position that the infom>ation required by 

>/Worried. in a particular form and need not even be given in 
· Court held in the Lamy Case, there ,Qstf ot this stage 

nm1ti011 to make the file available to the defence of the "cuscd 

assessing whether the appncanr is adequately informed, 

$ideratio:nthe special features of the case and the person of 

Ca:mJ>be,llandHa'rto')'(:asea.ndth<:.M'u~rayOtsethepersons 

'""" arJuttt their alleged activities forth~ IRA. The Court held 
legal basis for the arrest, taken on its own, was insuf

?filrti.clc5(2). 138 However, here the obligation of paragraph 2 
be<:aw;ethe persons concerned had been able to infer the 

Fox, Campbell and Hnrt(cy, para. 40; judgment of 28 October 1994, 

1990, Van dcr Leer, paras 27 ·28. 
l'll>O, I""'· 40; reilterwil in the judgment of28 October l994,Murray, para. 
'nt<,t5Ap>it200l, H.B. v. Switzerland, paras 48~4-9, 

. 31. 
!ejti<lgnoent of30 August 1990, Fox, Campbell and Hartley, para. 40; judgment 

72 and judgment ofS April2001, H. B. v. Switzerlimd, para. 47. 
r;up~m. Jb, respectively. 
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reasons for the arrest dearly enough from rm: cc<nt<,ntnft 

place after the arrest.'" In the DikmcCase the Court ev•ent 

sity and frequency of the interrogations> from which 

some idea of what he was suspected of. Wi The ratron:ale 

question of whether the Court should not be a little strir:terit 

rests of the arrested person which paragraph 2 is deJ;igt1eGit 

guaranteed only if the prescribed information is comrntt1"i'' 
unambiguously. 

9.5.4 PROMPTLY 

Article 5(2) prescribes that the infurmatiou about the 

charge must be given 'promptly' ('dans le plus rnt<rt ,1,1.,;11 

that it need not be conveyed i'tt its et1turetrbytl1e <lft<estiingQ! 
of the arrest. In the Fox, Campbell and Hartley Case 

sufficiently about the reasons for their arrest during the 
views took place four and a half, six and a half and three 

arrest. These intervals could. not be regarded in the cot1teorrc 

outside the constraints of time imposed bYth<o n<>tt<>n ·Oli1to111t 

In its decision in the Durgov Case the Court concluded that, 

a delay of ten and a half hours did not fall outside the contstnlu 
the .notion of promptness, while in the Lowry Case 

between the applicznt's arrest and his questionillgwas 
Article 5(2).141 

According to the Court, the arresting officer is not Obl1g<~ 
mation at d1e very moment of the arrest This impli<:s tnat at lea! 
mation should be given at once. 

"' ,., 
Hl 
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i:n the same sense: judgment of 11 July 2000, Dikme, para.-56. 
Judgment of 11 July 2000, paras 55-56. 

Judgment of 30 AuguSt 1990, para. 42. tn the Murray Case, judgment 
an interval of one hour and 20 minutes did not violate the provision 

Decision of2 September 2004, Vurgov, and decision of6 Ju1y "''' ~m'I 

Righ1 to Liberty and Security ofrersou {Artldc 5} 

BE BROUGHT PROMPTLY 
OR OTHER OFFICER ru··u~ 

to the category of detainees mentioned in the first 
on remand. 143 The main purpose of this para~ 

.se•nt<ou•wis to afford to individuals deprived of their liberty 

of a iudkial nature designed to ensure that no one 
'~fhis liberty'" and, furthermore, to ensure that any 

short as possible. 

tedlete:ntt:on must be anautomatkone. 145 It cannot be made 

~g·ilPl'lic:atJ.on by the detained person, Such a requirement 

'of•tltesafeg<mt·d prmry', dedfor under Article 5( 3 ), a safeguard 

might even defeat the purpose of the safeguard 

pr<>tect the iridividual from arhitrary detention by 

liberty is subject to independent judicial 

~~ t•evie\li of: de:tet.tti·, 'n'is also an important safeguard against 

o* att in addition to the rigbt to ·prompt information 

!paragrap•h, tl1e right to be brought 'promptly' before a judicial 

a person cannot always be heard by a judge immediately 

in the case of the obligation to inform him of the reasons 

.thi.rdpeJ:son iJ1Vr>lv•ed in his first contact with a judge. The word 

rext speaks of 'aussitot'- therefore must not be interpre~ed 

esti.gatin!rjudge must be virtually dragged out ofbed to arraign 

urgent activities for this. However! adequate provisions 

z'itnat!e in order that the prisoner can be heard as soon as may 

view of hi::~ interests. 

of28 March 1990, B, v, Austria, paras 33~36;judgmenl of22 i..tarch 1995, 

1979, Schiesser, para. 30. 
1984, De]<Jng_ Bnljet and Vnn den Brink, para. 51. 
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l Theory and Practice of the ECHR 

The Court gave its opinion ab•oU!t thee iJoterpttet:!li<m ,,(If, 
De long, Baljet ami Van den Brink Case. The Court 
whether the referral to a judicial authority seven~ eleven 

the arrest was in conformity with the requirement 

Although this question was answered in the ne;gative, 
developing a minimum standard. It only noted that 

be assessed in each case according to its special '""'u'"' 
the Court on the same day it also refrained from in<lica.tii>J 

In the Brogan Case the Court had to deal with tn<t qrlesti 
case of arrest and detention, by-virtue of powers gremt<::d 
persons suspected ofinvolvement i11 terrorism in Northern· 

under ordinary law in Northern Ireland for bringing an 
expressly made illapplicable to such arrest and de1tentio1a. 
in fuel brought before a judge or judicial officer during 
from four daysand six iu.>ur~ to six days and sixteen and a · 
ted that the investigation of terrorist offences presented 
problems and't!lat, subject to theeristence of adequate 

terrorism in Northern lrel~nd had the efft'C! otprc>IOJlgiJogl 
the authoriti;s :Uay; with6utviolating Article 5(3),keep 
terrorist offences in custody before bringing him before 
officer, However, it also stressed that the scope for flex:ibi!i~ 
applyillg the notion of 'promptness' is very limited.; ev.,n.lih.i 
periods of detention, namely the four days and six nuur. sp·en~ 
outside the strictconstraillts as to timepermcitt.edbyth<,fir:stjx 
Court held as follows; "To ~ttach such importance to the. 
as tQ justify so lengthv a period of d!!tention wtthout 

other judic<al officer would be an unacceptably wide 
meaning of the word 'promptly'. An interpretation to 
Article 5 § 3 a serious weakening of a procedural guarantee 
individual and would entailcmlse•qU<!noes ilrnpauingtheveryeSi 
tected byth.is provision. 

exceeding 4 days for terrorist suspects are not compatible 
In the Koster Case the applicant was not brought ht•fnr.e thte 

five days after his arrest. According to the Court this period 

the lapse of time had occurred because of the weekend, wn''" "' 
period, and the two-yearly major manoeuvres, ill which the 

,., 
'" 
151 
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1 udgment of 22 May 1984, para.. 5.2. See also the judgment of28 
Judgttlentsof22 May 1984, VanderSluijs, Zuidervefdand Klappe, 
pam. 41. 

Judgment of29 November l98S, para. 62. 
Judgment of 16 October 2001, para. 46. 

,, h' 1,, t ibect" and Secodty of Pmon (Article 5) 'I 
1:\Jg ' ·' I -

(:ju:Sttltjf any delay in the proceedings. The demands of 
d:!not,:alt<!f this point of view. m 

1e 11ccusea should be brought before a 'judge' or 'other 
'ex<>ti:ise judicial power'. In the Schiesser Case the Court 

of whether a person can be regarded as such 
:~rtnillatt<i>ns not identical with 'judge', but "nevertheless 

attributes". The first condition is illdependence of the 
'l!'llisdo.es not mean that the 'officer' may not be to some 

<(r cjud.ge!t or officers provided that they themselves enjoy 
is a procedural .requirement: the 'officer' is 

lnctividwal brought before him. Thirdly, there is a sub
the 'officer' under the obligation to review "the 

orii)\a:inst detention", and to decide "by refereuce to legal 
to justify detention" and, if this is not the case, to 

1n this case the complaint concerned the £1et that 

18 c:harg<:d in certain cases with the prosecution also had 

ofth'' d<>tetltllon, The Court concluded that the provision 
>vi•olated. It held ln particular that in the case under consi

>hlentlillgof fulilCtiOJns, that the functionary had been able 
(te(l,u1d<pendeni:ly,and tloat th< procedural and substantive 

itlle ~letht~:ler1ds dements cf the Dutch Military Code were 
5(3). The Erst question raised was whether the 

considered as an 'officer authorised by law to exercise 
[tc•ill• judgro<mt ill the Schiesser Case, the Court answered 
!Ye,,sirtcethe auditeur-militairwas only competent to make 
th•e O(Jplicant''s det<!ntion,but he had no power to order bis 
!l~•istrbrnittedi that, in practice. these recommendations were 
~a tot•tl fie vision a•f tl1< Military Code in order to complywith 

Court this practice was an insufficient 

1991, para. 25. .. 
""• prura, 3LSee also,e,g., tbejudgrnentof22 May 1984, Vander SltttJ$, 

';"•· 46; jU<Igrr•ent of22 May 1984, Duinhofand Duijf, para. 36; and judgment 
48·55, 

paras 32~38. The presence of couru:cl was not included by the Court 
; ibidem, para. 36. 
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guarantee. I% Furtherm.ore, as tht, miditettt-,lfnltl'lin:mddai 

ting functions in the same cas~ he likewise could not be 

from the parties. 157 The Court reached tht: Si1•moc<on<:lusio·~~ 

commissaris, especially on the ground of the iackotpowerii 
detention or release. 15

!\ In the Pauwels Case th<: invcs:tigati<lt\< 

were also performed by one and the same au,ditew-cnzifit 
although the auditeur-militair is hi<,aJrchka:Uy sub01rdi:na\• 

and the Minister of}ustice, he is comj>le:tel;r irldt:p<:n~lent 

twin duties as a member of the public prosecutor) s otticeaij, 

of Inquiry. However, the fact that the legislation 

perform investigation and prosecution functions in 

the same defendant, led the Court to the conclusion 

impartiality could give rise to doubt.'" 

In two of the three cases against the Netherlands,"• 

the Pauwels Case, the impartiality'" 

because he could also be in charge of prosecuting frn1ctioij 

this reasouing, the Court implicitly deviated ftom its 

where it was held that only the effective concurrent exe:rci:se o 
Article 5(3 ). This development was dearly confirmed 

Brincat Case. In the Brincat Case, the Court held as 

appearances at the> timeofthe decision are material: if it 
authorised by law to exercise judicial power' may lo· :ter in1ferv 

proceedings) as a representative of the prosecuting authclrit 

impartiality may arouse doubts which are to be held 

Assenov Case the prisoner was brought before an u· m!StigaltGl; 

formally charged him, and took the decision to 

Bulgarian law, investigators do not have the power to 

as to the detention or releaseofa suspect. Instead, an:rd<oci,:itllll 

is capableofbeing overturned by the prosecutor. It £oll<lwe,dlll; 

'" 

"' 
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Judgments of22 May 1984, DeJong, Haljetand Van den Br,ink, P""'' ·16-<iQJ 
and Klappe, paras 42-44;: and Duinfuifand Dt~ijf, par<~:> 42~4-5. 
Ibidem, 
Judgments of22 May 1984, Van dcr Sluijs, Zuiderveld and Klappe, 
plras 39~40, respectively See also the judgment of26 May !988, 
Judg:mer>t of26 May 1988., para. 38. In the same sense: judgment of 
57 and judgment of 14 March 2000,JIJrdan, para. 28. 
Judginetitsof22 May 1934,De]tmg,.Baljr:tand Van den Brink, para. 49 
and Klapp&, para. 44. 
ln the C3ses. against the Netherlands the Court used the • 
Judgment of26 November 1992, para. 21. 
43. This case law is doselyrdatcd to the case law concerning Art. 6(1): 

R!F,ht to tib·_·! ;y -and Security ofPcrsoQ f Artkk 5} 

!ntpf<)p<o<lj•tobe described as an 'officer authorised by law 
~,,,~wtmthe meaning of Artide 5 (3), u,.J 

REASONABLE TIME 

Contains for the person detained on remand the right 

. tirneorotiletrwitse to be released pending trial, ifneces

tt:<!l; for his appear·ance at the trial. The way this provision 

a free choice to the judicial authorities: either 

int·enlattd,provide'd that it has been imposed in accordance 

moment of the judgment, which must then be given 

topr<>viJ;io:nal!yt·el<oase the detainee pending trial, which 
"'"tbjeetto a given time-Hmit. Such an interpretation has 

r tllteo<.AJtm .. In the Neumeister Case the Court held with 

ilii!s pl'o•lisioncannot be understood as giving the judicial 

v,,,, .. ,,, •• _ ·bringing the accused person to trial within a 

provisional release even subject to guarantees. The 

1ei:t hyruo a<:cu~ed person in detention up to the beginning 

inrel<!tia:n to the very fact of his detention. Until oonvic-

itmtoe<Jnt, and the purpose of the provision under conside

provisional release once his continuing detention 

in the Wemhoff Case the Court held as fotlows: "It 
r(tlle(;on:trnctiJag ~)ta1:es I should have intended to permit their 

hemiice of release of the accused, to protract proceedings 

would, moreover, be flatly coutrary to the provision 

to Article 6(1) is indispeusable for the Court's 

lkthew<Jrd'moreover', therefore, might as well have been 

as soon as the accused has been released, Article 5( 3) 
ohligation that in these cases, too, the trial takes place 

be based only on Article 6(1). But precisely because 

*iruitoalproceedings, it is evident that Article 5(3) does not 

,-.------ release or trial within a reasonable time~ but the 

longer in detention on remand than is reasonable and 

~nable time. 

July 1995, Vander Tang, para. 58, 
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I Theory and Prac.ti,~e of the ECHR 

According to the quotation from the N<,un>ei!;ter·Ca,se,\ 
the word 'reasonable' .with the processing of the''"~"·'"· 
the length of the detention. The long delay of the 

view, for instance. ofthecomplexity of the caseorth•e n·um 
moned, but this does not mean that the continued 

nable. The Court takes the view that Article 5(3) refers to 

at the same time that the criteria for 'reasonable' iri 

those for the same term in Article 6(1) or) at least, 

way.167 Some delays may in fact violate Article 5(3) 

Article 6( 1). '"This is also corroborated by the' vi<tVlt>f tlo•C 

that «an accused person in detention is entitled to have __ 
conducted with particular expedition".

169 

With respect to the period that has to be taken int,o ""' 

mination of whether the trial has taken place within a 

taken the position in the Wemhoff Case that this is •h"' n•.i: 
of arrest and that of the judgmental first instance. •ro II ftl>nti>• 

or discha~g-eJrom further-prosecution,,at aU events 
release, while in the case of conviction henceforth it- is 

person after conviction' .b the sense of Article S(l 

concerning detention on remand no longer apply. 
171 

its position adopted in the Wemhoff Case; it mzynow 

that the period to be taken into consider2-tion ends w!!tn 1 "" 

first- instance judgment.112TWo diff•rent periods cfdeter.tlonc~ 
charge, interrupted, by a release, may be taken into 
determining the total period and its reasonable chara.cter,~1~. 
ass~&s(Xl se~ara!:ely. 114 If a detent!on 0n :remand has oeenpn:o 

&.noLlter character or in relation to an.otlhet: crimtimal <harge, 

taken into consideration when determining the period to 

to the former one~ The continuation 
scope ofArtideS(l) under (a). This period may not.betakenin1 

assessing whether the pedud is reasonable within the m<taruliig 

first judgment is quashed, the period between :he m•oment:' 
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The rebtion between-th~' two ~rmis!ons is dealt with ex:pHcitl;tln 
1969 in the Stiigmu!ler Case and in the Matznetter Case, para, 5 and 
Judgment of 10 November 1969, Matznettcr, para. 12. 

Judgrnentof_Z7 }~e 1968, pa~a-_17. 
Ibidem, para.'t_6~8:-:: -·:\':, •, '-!<' 
lbidem,p'ara9 •. -·' ··<-'':rr;dt-~'\-'~·:~;c! 1. "." .' 

see; e.g. judgment of28 March 1990, R v. Austria, paras 34-40; juilgmt<ij! 
para. 147; judgment of 15 July 2002. Kalashnikw, para. 110. 
See, e.g., the judgment of26 June 1991, Letellier, para. 34. , 
Judgment of27 November 1991, Kemmache, patas-46-48. 

Right to Lih~cty '"" Sma·ity of Penon (Artidc 5) 'I 
'·"'·"''"' secondjudgrnent is delivered must be taken into 
tlJC'.leJll);'"' of the detention was reasonable. 1 

:;. 

suspicion', as mentioned in subparagraph 5(1) 
for the lawfulness of the continued detention. 176 

ceases to exist, the continued detention becomes 

ffi•~q;ues,tion as to its reasonableness does not arise at alL 

[(!l<:ntlon on remand to be considered rea'lonabld This 
redi inabstract·o; the answer depends on the special features 

drual case and at each moment the interests of the accused 

against the public interest, with due regard to the 

ofinnoatnce.m The national authorities have to establish 

~')IC!l possibl<t to shift the burden of proof to the detained 

g,rllltaf)' t<>.1Jhe principle that detention is an exceptional 

(tll•·lilr~ty and one that is only permissible in exhaustively 

cas~s!n -
is\lrei~;hir1g is in the hands of the national authorities. They 

fgtU1llmts in their decisions on t.lte applications for release. H\1 

that it considers itself competent, on the basis of the 

~iion<>llld :the st:<t!P.rue.nts ofthttaf>?licant, lo review for their 

:)lnrveJ>ti•onth•' gr:<>lmr!s ou which a request for release Cas been 

t~u:tfulrilies:.'"The mere fact that the 'reasonable suspicion' 

(Srlffi:d<:nl, in the Cot~rf~ opinion, to justify, after a certain 

of the detention. According to the Court's case law, 

epenuuspmLm detention on remand is reasonable> consists 

ftrst question to be answered is whether the (other) 

~ortal j•udi•:ialauthorities ar.e 'n~evant anthufftcient' to jus tHy 

the second question to be answered is whether the 

~special diliger.ce• in the c0nduct of the proceedings. 

of6 June 2000, Cesky. para. 71. 

ij~~~~1~~;~:!9~6~9, StiigmiUler, para. 4; judgment of27 August 1992, 
W. v. Switzerland, para. 30; judgment of6April2000, 

January 2003, Shishkov, para. 58. 
Switterland, para.30; judgmentof6 April2000, Labitn, para" 152. 
para.SS. 

!'J:9f2fi, Jur>e 199l.I~reU,~r.paca 35; judgmentof27 NGvember 199l,Kemmache, 
August 1992, Tomasi. par;~:. 84; and judgment of B June 1995, Mamur, 
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If they did, the period spent in detention can be consider 
in case the first or second question is to be answered 

detention on remand did exceed a 'reasonable time': 

Various grounds have been adduced by the national 

continued detention. Thus, for example; in the N'"""eistei 
and the A4atznetterCase the Court held that the danger

constituted a sufficient ground for the detention on 

to exist as a ground, spedficaUy because of the 

absconding cannot be gauged solely on the basis olth''""' 
it must be assessed with reference to a number of 

character of the person involved, his morals. his assets 

The riskofa further offence is the other ground 

the Clooth Case the danger of repetition was form<ieel otll 

ofthe applicant. Nine months after the beginning 

described the applicant as dangerous and m•,ntior1edl th·en•ze 

psychiatric care. In these circumstances the national 
period- of detention on remand without ordering an 
measure, They did not order such a naeaLSure,conS<:qu;,nltlyJ 
not sufficient to justify the continued detention. '"'rh•e Goti1:H 

reference to a person's antecedents cannot suffice to 
reviewing the lawfulness of the (prolongation of the) 

consider itself confined to the grounds forde:tenti':on onm:ma!jl 
in paragraph 1( c), but has also accepted as such groumls tli€1 
evidence, 185 the seriousness of the offence in co:nn•ection 

safety of a person under investigation'", (implicitly) th<:dan~e 

'"' 

'" 

"' ,., 
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Sec, e.g., the judgment of IO November 1969. Matznetter, para 
Letellier, para. 35;judgmentof26January 1993, W. 
Mansur, para. 52; judgment of 17 March 1997, M•""''· pam.>>; 
paras 152·t53 and judgment of9 January 2003, Shishk()l', para. 

Judgment of27 June 1968, paras 7-1:4;~' ~·n~1d1~j:u•:dg~m~;e~n~ts~~o:;f1~1:0l~~:;~!l andMfl-tznetter, para 11, respectively. 
the fuct dtat on the part of the detainee there- was no evident 
27 June l968, para. 15. 
Set; e.g., judgment of 26 June 1991, Letellier, para. 43; j~~::: 
para. 98;judgment of26 January 1993, W. v. Switzerland, para. 3 
para. 43. 
Judgmentof12 December 1991,-para; 40. 
See also the judgment of17 March 1997,-Mui!er, para, 44. 1• • • 

Judgment<>f27 June 1968, Wemhoff, para. 14. 
Judgminfofl7 November 1991; Kemmache, para. 49;judlgm:ent:of2TJ 
86-91, judgment of23 September 1998, JA. v. France, para. 104; 
Gombert and Gochgarian, para. 46. 
Judgment of23 September 1998, I.A. v. Ftnnce., para. 105. 

{'fJ ;md the risk of pressure being brought to a 

r~richG.m:rnment rdled a mung other arguments on the 
:fdius'tity the continued detention. The Court held that, 

may give rise to a 'social disturbance' cupable or 

Hov.:ever, it added that "this ground can be regarded 

~'tiro,·id<:d that it is based on facts capable of showing 

~ldactua,uyru:sturo public order. In addition detention 
,;,~•lvif rmt>l'ic order remains actually threatened. " 192 This 

asesl:ab!is'hed case law/93 places the national courts 

reasons carefully when deciding to prolong the 

.~~Ust: ol'st<oreo!:JIP'' criteria referrrn'g to the requirements 
~fortlle!>urposc of Article 5(3). This conclusion mutatis 

f(li.the oth<!r 1:roundsca:paiJle ofju,;ti()'irrg the continued 

Q~_.IM'"'" Case the grounds of the continued detention 
¢j}ig'b•ro1ogl1tto bear on witnesses and of evidence being 

lf.d1t'<lCCUsc;d were dangerous, the complexity of the case 

~irtve,;tigati•on.The Court considered the grounds very 
hegrrJurtds W<,enotconsideredsufficient, 

-"'·"'""·~ .... no further evidence is uncover~d durL'lg the 

same reservaticns must be made with respect to 

!,l<m;rm,m, paras 105-106. 
(9U, "'''· Au;"·•a paras42-4-3; judgment ofl2 De<ember 1991, Clooth, para. 

. v, Switzerland, para. 35. 

para. 39; judgment of 27 November 1991, Kcmm.u:he, 
•7':.---o·--· 1992, Tomasi, para. 95; judgment of 6 April2000, Labita, par.as 

ovemo•:r cm.Kemmache, para. S2;judgmentof27 August 1992, Tomasi, 
~'Pl=•ber l998.l.A. v, Frrmce-, para. 104; judgment of 13 February 2001, 

!D<xembe<2003, Y ankov, para. 172. 
Letellier, para. 39; judgment of 12 December 1991, Clootlt, 

1992, Tomasi, para. 95; judgment of 26 January 1993, W. v, 
of 16 November 2000, Vacmro, para. 38. 156-16!. 
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Generalizations and Article 5(3) appear not to tit ''<r•Wi 
ex dudes any possibility of the release of a pcrrson against wli 
gation is pending, is incompatible with Artide 5(3).>n 

in the Pantano Case in thespecificcircumstancesofthe 

sumptionofdangerousness. !twas relevant that this Pl«S1Ulit 

A'i has been observed above, if the prolongation 

on well-founded reasons, the question rernains w!1etherrttie: 

diligence' in the conduct of the proceedings. Article 5(3) 
length of pre-trial detention; the rea,sonal>ierness cam1otbe1 

The case law shows that even a very long duration 
W v. Switzerland this was slightly more than foUl venr<'·~• 
bthle. On the other hand, in the ShishkovCase a period: of:>pp 

and three weeks was ·considered to exceed the re.tSo·nal>lei 

Case even a period of four mcmths :an<ifcmrteen dlay:s crmstitJ 

5(3). The Court motivated; against the background 

that Article 5(3) does not authorise pre-trial del•en•tiOJl tlia 
certain minimum period. Justification for any period 

short, must be convincingly demonstrated by the authoriti•e! 

With regard to the criteria byw!l.kh the reasonableness 

dure is to be assessed.- three factors seem to be ofw <>c4u ""!'' 
of the CJSe, the conduct of the detainee and the condr"ctotlth.~ 

length of a period spent in detention on >emand does 

attributable either to the complexity of the case or to 
the authorities di<\ not act with the necessary prr>mJptness, Ar 

If a detention on remand hos been preceded by a deltentiono 

in relation to another criminal charge~ th•e bLtt<:t dlet•en1:i01o isrn< 

ation when determining the period to be considered in 

However, that preceding detention must be taken into 
reasonable character of the period spent in det:ention on r•emali<:[~ 

'" 

'"' 
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See the judgment of 11 December 2003, Yankav, para. 173. 
Judgment of 6 November 2003, paras 69~ 70. 
Judgment of27 June 1968, Wemlwff, para !0, ;m.! judgmcntuf26 

para. 30. ' 
Judgment of 9 January 2003; Shishkov, para. 66; judgment of 

Therighto~:;~~~~~~~;~~:;~;::~~~~:~~:~~~::;~!~ unduly hlnd"r the effOrts 
-TOth, para:77; ~ -<-·r_-' 
See the judgment ofl2 December 1991, Toth, para.77 ,mdl th<:ju.dgll1entof 
para, 102.
JudgmentofS June 1995, Mansur, para. 51. 

Right to Liberty and Security of Penon (Artide 5} 

rio<lsc>firtactivitywithout '' ju•sti:ficcrtio•n. In the Ka/aslmikov 
in the proceedings. The hearing had to be 

&el1bs•once oftrrcapplicant's lawyer. lbe Court iound that 

faritial!y contribute to the length of the proceedings. The 

e<il[OlllUbk time.lN 

wsfmc m:akmg the release of the person detained on remand 

toappe<!f for triaL The rationale of this is obvious: if and 

detention would be allowed, certain guarantees may 
is important in particular becauseofthe obligation 

from it for the national authorities. 

riot guarantee an absolute right to release on bail, the 

laid down there entails for the judicial authorities the 

by means of such a guarantee the same purpose can 
detention on remand. In the Jablonski Case the 

,; '''k'' ir1to account any other guarantees that the applicant 
l'JieOlurtconcluded that the prolonged detention could not 

the point of view of ensuring the due course of the 

ic .acceptaible reasons for refusing bail can be distinguished: 

to ap?ear for trial and the risk that the accused, if 

llttO f•rejludice the administration of justice, commit further 
.disot:deT. If there are sufficient indications and guarantees 

,.,., '"-·--offered to the detainee, the detention loses its reaso
Cj\<:ealsoitsia;vfu:l,. character. This will be the casein particular 

"' liletcrntion is !he risk of lllght. "'' If the detainee declines the 
aa:e!>table alternative, he has only himself to blame for 

On the other hand, the guarantee demanded for release 

~rlmrdeJIS on the person in question tban are required for ob· 

ie•eof S<rcurity.l'f,for instance, the detainee is required to give 

cam10t possibly raise, while it may be assumed that a 
fQ'I'id.e a.dequate security for his compliance with a summons 

lptokm!;ation of the detention is unreasonable,1
U& This also 

t'he :Imount of the security demanded must be related to 
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the grounds on which the detention on remand is ba,;ed:thif.C 

of the amount the damage caused by the accused may not 

the other hand, the financial situation of the person cortCe!"!Ji 

the person who stands bail for him must be taken into 

of the bail must be assessed principaUy in relation to 

accused must provide the requisite information about 

the authorities from the duty of making an inquiry into 

able to decide on the possibility of releasing him 

inquiry about the sum and form of the bail! as ted fotlr rnOJlths.1 

the competent judicial 
The applicant had promptlyprovided the rel.ev.mtinforrnatio• 

of these facts, the Court concluded that Article 5(3) was 

9.7 HABEAS CORPUS 

9.7.1 GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

Article 5(4) grants to everyone who is deprived of his 

the right to take proceedings by which the lawfulness 

v.'iil be reviewed speedily by a court and his release Of<ler<edi11 

thedetentionis unlawful. This resembles the renaeclyoflurbei>SCo 

English law. 
The fourth paragraph constitutes an independent prc•visio~ 

found that t!!e first pra'lfaph has n"t been ;iolated ani! 

iugly, hail a lawfhl charact~rl an inquiry into the possible 
paragraph may uevertheless be !Tlade.111 This implles that 

Court leads to the conclusion that the detention was lawful, 

made of whether the detained person at the time had the 

ness reviewed by a domestic court. The procedure of l>ar<agc•pr! 4 

be considered as independent of the possibility of .apf>lyingfuf 

The fourth paragraph of Article 5, like the second oaragnaP 

, arrested person be informed of the reasons of his arrest in 

to take proceedings with a view to having the lawfulness oflus ·det)'l 

In X v. the UnitedKingdomtheCourtconsidered thatthe 

200 See, e.g .• the judgment of 15 November 2001; Iwanczuk, para. 66.<"''"' 

tm Report of 11 December 1980; Schcrtenleib,l.J&R 23 (19~1}, p. 
lH See, intir,alia, the judgment of 24 October 1979, Wmterwetp, 

24 September 1992, Kolornpar, para. 45. 
m Report of ll October 1983, ZmniT. D&:R 40 (1985), p. 42 (59}. 
m Judgmentof5 November l98l,X v, the United Kingdom, para66.' · 
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,vit>lation was found of Article 5(4).'" ln the Va11 dcr Leer 
that it was not necessary to examine the question 

aragra,p!J 4 because it dealt with it under the second 

1lt<esexte:ndto aU cases of deprivation oflibertyprovided for 

•.j!J;""'""· The content of the obligation is not necessarily the 

sa.JllU.<<> regards every category of deprivation of liberty.'" 

Iter coJnvi<ctirrg a person of a crimjnal offence, imposes a fixed 

ntfhrthepurposes of punishment, the supervision required 

in that court decision. This view is based on the 

;.,.<;esthe judicial review of the lawfulness of the detention, 

5( 4), has already taken place. This situation must be 

~\i!>nsinwhich an indeterminate sanction is imposed. In X, 

:<>appUctmtwas convicted of causing bodily harm and was 

fur an indefmite period. According lo the Court this 

initiaH•vatleru;t,within theambitofbothArtide 5(1 )(a) and 

thot "By virtue of Article 5 § 4, a person of unsound 

a psychiatric institution for an indefinite or lengthy 

pie en.titl.ed, at any rate where there is uo automatic periodic 

proceedings at .reasonable intervals before a court 

) of his d·etention,whether that detention was ocdered 

,.,,., c•· h,, '"''"" othe~ authority ... w 

placing of a recidivist at the Govern

by court order. This order was given together with a 

cprisortm<mt. On the completion ofhis principal sentence Van 

in semi-custodial care, but he disappeared and, after his 

i>yadecision of the Minisrerof)ustice. Although the Court 

!!Otlrh,ationoflibertyoccurred 'after conviction' in a-:cordance 

'l;o1>sidleredthe fourth paragraph of Article 5 to be applicable, 

v'"'"Y'»U, para. 34, 
1981, X. v. the United Kingdom, para. 52; judgnlent of 20 January 2004, 
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which required in the instant case «an appropriate 

determine 'speedily' ( ... ) whether the Minister of 

detention was still consistent with the object and purpos~ 
The same line of reasoning was followed in the \Veeks 

age of 17, was convicted of a.nned robbery and sentenced 

sanction was not imposed becauseofthe gravity•)fthe 

took account of tbe age and dangerous and unstable 

decided that he should impose the sentence of life 

Secretary of State to release him 
of years. After nearly ten years the applicant was rcleasedohlit 

this license was revoked. He complained thatheha•in-ot i>eett: 
to prison or at reasonable intervals throughout his det:entiOJllS 

required by Article 5(4). The 
or to re-detain the applicant should becotJSu;teJot;vitli tltec•blct 

court. If not, the detention wonid no longer be lawful for 

(a): Because the ' 
of deprivation should be subject to the discretion of the <X<!CU!ti;ie 

susceptible of change", the Court conduded that Mr 
. d d h4 219 

proceedings as ment10ne un er- paragrap • 

In the 1'hynne, 
offences and had been sentenced to Hfe imprisonment. The 

sentence should be imposed was at the 
need of punishment the applicants were considered to 

disturbance and to be dangerous and in need of tre:atrne11L. ' 

sentence was imposed to ellilble the administration to assesstlteit 

to act accordingly. The Court decided, in line of the Wi>ek; Case. 

were entitled to take proceedings, hut it had to establish 

would be the case. To this end it distinguished between the 

element of the sentence"" and concluded 
ment had expired."' According to the judgment in the Staffmrd(: 
is also applicable to mandatory lif€: "sentences.

222 
To >w:uuy, 

distinguishes between 'the conviction by a competent 

Article 5(1 )(a) as "the decision depriving a person of his 

and the "ensuing period of detention in which new iss•oes aflrect 

the detention might subsequently arise", on the other hand. 

:m. Judgment0f24j~e 1982; para.·49.~>· :··J---- _,,. · 
m Judgment of 2 March 19.37, para.· 59.-· ··<''. - · 
;l"1.1l, • This distinctirinWascoUfin:nedbyEnglishlaW,·at least according to the 

the opposite View~-·· .,.-L 
m Judgmentof25 October 1990, paras 71-78. 
m Judgment of 28 May 2002. paras 87-89. 
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period. Thus, whenever the latter period starts, the 

'no longer incorporated in the initial conviction. 

p.an1graph, the Court takes account not onJy of the 

the legal system of the Contracting Party couC(THtd, 
they operate and the personal circumstances of the 

(enoe<lie:; h;we: to be sufficiently certain, otherwise the require
ili~:eflfectivene:;s are not fu!filled.m In R.M.D. v. Switzerland 

of great legal uncertainty. He had to expect to be 
to :an<otr•eratan'prmrne.nt, in which situation eventuality 

;1t1gcantortn<D l<>Ill?erhad j:urisd:iction. to decicle the lawfulness 
any remedy ineffective, which led to a violation of 

also app!ly to the detention on remand, now that the third 

fili<~s.tha1: an accused person, after his arrest, shall be brought 

by law to exercise judicial power? 
¢p,ers.onin question has thus been brought to trial it can hardly 

exercise the right 'to take proceedings', while moreover 

fdecision. on the lawfulness of the detention by a 'court' in the 

;.n W<mld. therefore, appear justifiable that in certain cases 

ilej;>er:son detained on remand a right of (periodic) recourse 

decision to detain him or to prolong the detention has 

Baljet and Van den Brink Case tl,e Court reached the 

the procedure, prescribed in AJticle 5(3 ), "may admit

ii;l<t¢n;ceon compliance with paragiaph 4. Fvr example, where 

rt'e:srnta.:le.:i:" ;ion by a <court' ordedugorconfirmingdeprivation 

~j:l1e judici;il control of lawfulness required by paragraph 4 is 

if!ald<,ci:;iOJo. ( ... )However, the guarantee assured by paragraph 

and additionai to, that provided by paragraph 3.""" 

Court held that Article 5(4) did not cover proceedings 

st,igatli>g judge for the extension of the pre-trial period. The 

decide on the request of the judge, had to confine itself to 

R.M.D. v. Switzerland, para. 47. 
_ l of the Committe<? of Mlnisters of 27 June 1980 on detention on 

· "Custody pending trial shall be reviewed at reasQnably short 
authority shall fix.. In such a review, «<:count shall be taken 

i<c>>>rult:uicel which have occurred since the person concen1ed was placed in 
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'setting out a framework' within which the i't we·sti:gat:(ri 

decisions. The national court itself did not review 

nor gave it a decision on the question of whether""' ai'Pik 

9.7.3 REVIEW OF LAWFULNESS AT RE 
INTERVALS 

In the Wiuterwerp Case the Court took the view that 

of unsound mind ~·would appear to require a review of 

reasonable intervals11
• 
223 This requirement was initiaUysollel\(~ 

of unsound rnind}~29 In the Bezicheri Case, however, th¢ 

remand. Subsequent to a first judicia!re>oe>vofth:e h•wi'ulrn'"fo 
according to the Court, entitled "after a reasonable interval'il 

which the· lawfulness of his continued detention" was 

According to established case law the right to take 

where there iS no "automatk periodic review of a JU<llclaJc. 

clear if this right also exists in case the nationalleg:is~lti<m.•d< 

system. Anyway, the wording of paragraph 4 suggests an 

On the other hand; one might presume that t:he na;tio;nal auth<\ 

possibility to reject an application for judicial review if no 
if shortly before an automatic periodic review of judicial 

negative decision for the applicant."' In the Bezicheri 
detained under Art ide 5( 3 ), submitted his •P!>licati·~n ·forrelt:!lt$6• 

first judicial review. The Italian Government argued 1fu:t t!Jtis 

be reasonable, but the Court held that "d<,terlti<m <>n r·errmnd all! 

Consequently, in this case a period of one month was not uur<'•"' 
Baljet and Van den Brink Case the applicants were in rennantds• 

days respectively without any remedy against th<:irdej>ri•<atiori 

held that this amounted to be a breach of Article 5(4)."' 
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Judgment of 12 Dc-cet:Obcr 1991 1 para. 57. 
}uUgment of24 October 1979, para 55. See also the judgment of23 
artd the judgment of22 May t984, De }Mg. Balj~ttwd Van den Brink, 
See, e.g., the judgment of23 Pebruary 1984, Luberti, p. 31. 
Judgment of25 October 1989, para, 2Ct The restriction to 'pe<oon,s olfnn:sn<llu 
in the judgnlf..nt of 12 May 1992. Mcgyeri, para. 22, but, on the 
judgn1ent:6f23 Noveri:ib~r 1993, Niimrrn, -para~ 26 {concerning a 
Sc'e, e.g:, the judgment of5 NOvember 19tU; X v. the United KiHg®m, 
1992, Megym. para, 22;- · · . ' ' 

Compare the'report of the Commission of 15 December 1977, Wi11terwetp, l 
and para. 109. 
Judgment of22 May 1934, paras 5S-S9. 
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kotnSl>ftni';otma mtnd, the intervals can be longer tha.n 

5(3). !n the Herczegjalvy Case concerning the 

ie•<ietenuon of a person of unsound mind, intervals 

dl,trespe<:ti'tely, between two judidai decisions were not 
However, a period of nine months was notcriti·· 

:seemed to meet the requirements of the fourth 

1(jji,~d ,0no~ienders due to considerations of mental insta
~ese circunlstan•ces may change over the passage of time. 

who was sentenced to Hfe imprisonment, com-

jib<ctv'leen his Parole Board Reviews was unreasonable. 

Court was not satisfied that the period of two years 

of rehabilitation and wonitoring and took into 
(Se!Hhat Jtne applicant underwent to address his problems 

n~rn<mths of his recall. m_ The Court seems to require a 

lni11~ thepeJ~0<1, which must reflect the fact that there are 

r;tl1te!>ersoJ1al ci:rc<•rnstamces of the prisoners under review. 

~a:risedto;a decilsi<mbya 'court'. In theNeumeisterCase, the 

;,,d<:Cisive criterion that the competent authority "must be 

H:<ecutive;an<i o:fthte F•ar:tics· to the case" .'36 Subsequently the 

, ..... w ~--.-<>~.review i;-; not .:>f such a st.:.opr! ~s to ~!mpower tl:e 

t.'ldr cwn discretion for tlu:t of tl1e dedsion-malcing 

pure expediency.237 To satisfy the requirements of the 

6fthenatior•al court should complywith both the substantial 

'th•~ilii!itmat!le:gi':lation and be amducted in conformitywiili 

]Jr<rte<:tion of the individual against arbitrariness."' What 

to the procedure under the four'll paragraph of Article 5 

\JiC:frcurrlStlmcesof ,,.,h c:aS<,,in which context in particular U1e 

person concerned from the decision to be taken in that 

1992, para. 77. 
rem:<><" muu,O/tfl.l(lm, paras 34-35. 

<YO>, para. 24. In this case the p.rocedureitsdfwas not yet considered decisive 
>,!so·.tlt<' jmlgn1ent of'!81une 1971, De Wilde, Oamsand Versyp ('Vagrancy' Cases), 

l9S9, Bezicheri, para. 20, 
1982, Van Droogetrbroeck, para, 49; judgment of29 August 1990, 

, judgment of25 October 1990, Thynne, Wilson and Gunnell, para. 79, 
1990, Koendjbiharie, para. 27, and Keus, para. 66, 
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procedure must be considered.2
)
9 Consequently, th<' gtJar~i 

of Article 5(4) must afford need not necessarily be the 
Article 6( l) for a 'fair tria1'.~40 Nevertheless, because 

liberty on the fundamental rights of the person COJ"C<:rn•ed 
under Article 5(4) should in principle also meet, to 
the circumstances of an ongoing investigation, th<: ba~ic re< 
The proceeding must have a judicial character and 

to the kind of deprivation of!ibertyin question, TLLe p•ra<:ticat' 
circumstances of the detained person must be taken 

The procedure must be adversarial and must alw>ays e 
between the parties. HJ ·Equality of arms is not ensured 

those documents in the investigation file which are 

both parties have the opportunity to be aware th<tt obse:rv•:ti 
have~ real opportunity to comment thereon. 245 WheltheTo'~' 
prosecution deserves a reaction is a matter forth<' d<,feno' tc•as 
not impose an oblig:ttion on a court examining an apJ("'" a!!!llt 
every argument contained in the appellant's submissions. 

treat as irrele\-ant~ or disregard, concrete facts invoked by 
of putting inlD doubt the existence of the conditions essenti:ll(l 
the sense of the Convention, of the deprivation ofliberiY.''" 
applicant's counsel did not h11Ve th•eo]pp<>rtLuniity•to ''ffecti·vei:re 
or views which the prosecution based on these do<:urner!ls,.Wc 
inspect the documents in question in order to challenge 

warrant effectively. Article 5( 4) was violated.'"' 
The Court recognises that the use of confidential rnltter:ial 

where national security is at stake. This does not mean, 

authorities are released from effective control by the dome•ti•::'< 
choose to assert that national security and terrorism are 

into acwunt that techniques maybe employed which both 
security concerns about the nature and sources ofu' 1teUi!;enLcei 

Judgment of 18 June 1971, De Wilde, Ooms- """ v-.-,~ I'Vaw.ancv' (~sis 
Judgclentof24 October 1979, \-Vinterwerp, para. 60; judlgm,nt of 
Tudgm<:nt of 13 Febrnary2001, Schi>ps, para. 44; judgment of3I 
Judgment of9 fanuar:· 2003, Shishlrov, para. 85. 
See, e.g., judgment of 21 October 1986, Sarrdu:z,.Reiss..:, para. 51; 

, __ Nikolov«,paras5i)-59;judgmentoi3i January2002, Lanz,para44.
w 'Ju.dgmmtof-13 February 2001, Garcia Alva, para. 39. , 
m Judgment of 13 February2001, Schlips, para. 44. 
246 Ju.dgmentoOl J-anuary 2002, Lam, para. 44. 
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Judgment of 25 March 1999, Niko/ov(l, para. 61; judgment of 26 July 
Judgment of 30 Marclll939, para, 29. 
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measureofprocedural justice, 24'~ It is for the au tho~ 

satisfies the conditions for dctention.1
5ll 

,<)s1:dt:teftticonfallswithin the ambit of Article 5( l) under 
'detainee must have adequate time to prepare the 

general rule require such a hearing to be public.15
J 

deltention of a person of 'unsound mind' under 
'heC<twtcoonsider<ed it essential for the person concerned 
bet:nacblt'd to be heard in person or. if necessary, through 

Court it is possible that the mental condition of the 
or derogatious necessary as to the exercise of this 

yeas<' jucstify can encroochmf:nt on the right in lts essence, 

>t):pe<:ial procedural guarantees. 254 The Court concluded 
ae~Cisi:on of detention wa.~ not taken by a 'court' and that 
laVe a•ccess l:o a 'judicial procedure'. 255 In the Me,gyeri Case 

~ >vhether the continued detention of the applkant was 
in person but that did not meet the requirements 

~OtlSi<:!eredit doubtful whether the applicant was capable 

1~re!evar1t poirtts.lt concluded, also taking into consider
had spent more than four years in a psychiatric 

been appointed to assist the applicant in the 
~p~liutofviewcw:lS ltd<tptedby the(;ottrtin the BouamarCase~ 

inn,. alia. that the proceedings concerned a juvenile, 157 and 
itt the last mentioned case the decision to continue the 

;0~, arnecliail r<:port that had been obtained a year and eight 
!<Ji•lfnotne<:essarily reiUe<:tthe applicant's condition at the time 
nl'tcottsi<ler·ed that a delay of that length between the prep a
>>+artri the decision whether or not the detention must be 

rurfcc•ur:ter to the principle of protecting individuals from 

•C.ISe l:he.apr•lic:mt,, ag,ainst "'hom 3LCtitJn l1ad bc<en taken with 
>tuf'lained about the fact that he had not been able to apply 
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directly to a court However, the Strasbourg Court had 
ment of a previous administrative procedure. pr<)vi,decl tl1 
'speed'-requirement.259 In the Singh Case and the 

the lack of an oral and adversarial hearing in the prc•c:ee:diri 
could not be compensated by the possibility of instittttin: 
review, lt was crucial for the Court that the applicants 
imprisonment and that the decision which had to be 

the dangerousness of the applicants involved questions 

ity and level of maturity","'' In the WtiSSJ'nk C.1sea f,ti[utre 1to q 
(according to the Court the requirement coJ>ec:medwaJsn<l6 
lead to the conclusion that Article 5(4) was violated'" 

Article 5( 4) does not stipulate the requirement of 
impartiality and thus differs from Article 6{ I), Hc>we'Vet';' 
independence is one of the most important constitutive 

'court' and that it would be inconceivable that Article 5( 4) sl!< 
the impartiality of that court, In D,N, v, Switzerland theCotli'f, 
of a judge in conformity with the jurisprudence coJ1Cc:rniing}1 
judges- the only psychiatrist of the court- had pr<:vio•uslygl 
on the state of health of the detainee. The Court COl1Chld<:d1]~ 
the case served objectively to justifY the applicant's apj>relreri~i 
the necessary impRrtiality.'62 

· ArticleS{ 4) does not require the institution of a 
intervention of one organ satisfies Article :l( 4), on COJiditiot\ 
a judicial character and gives to the detainee guarantees 
dep>ivatior: ofHberty in question. Howe~rer, in principl~ 

the detained pe!C>'an should be released will be heard on 
States must offer the persons concerned the same guanainl<!!'s 

In the Brannigan and McBride Case the Court: condud·ed1:h 
in l\rtid2 5( 4}, is a iexspecialisin relation to the right to an •m<<:< 
in Article 13.265 

"' 
'" 
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'< ''"' 
Judgment of21 October 1986, paras 17. and 54, 
Judgments .. 9f2l February !9%, paras 68~69 and paras 60-61, resr>C<Ilvejy; 
Judgmentof27 Septcmb<!f~990, paraS .33->4. i .: 

Judgment o£29 March_20ril§ D.N. Jf, Switzerland, paras.44-56. 
Judgmentof31 July2000, Jecius;·para;; 100; judgment of31lanuarv 2(1()4< 

Judgment of 12 December 1991, Toth, para. 84, and judgment 

para. 2B. 
Judgment of26 May 1993, para. 76. 

the judicial review shall take place 'speedily'. Com~ 
light of the specific circumstances of the case. !(,h Tht:,~ 

inv•ohted in a determination of whether a person can be 

regard to the period that has to be taken 
taken as a starting point the day the application for 

rel'ev;mt period comes to an end on the dav the court has 

i~odir>gshave been conducted at two levd;ofjurisdiction 
ISt'bem;rd<' irt 01rder to determine whether the requirement 

r<;ttar,acterrectuire.i by pan>gr·aph 4i cc•mpara t>le factors mav 
•fiatS tllwcse •nhicl:t pllay a role with respect to the requireme~t 

under Artide5(3) and under Article 6(1), such as, 
f.the aJ>pblca!rtand the way the authorities have handled 

workload, ~~1- nor a vacation period112 can justify a 
of the judicial authoritie.<, 

('a bref delai') indicates a lesser urgency than that of 

5(3),
173 In the Sanchez-Reisse Case the time which 

ine1 of' rn•o requests and the decisions thereon, 3! days and 
satisf; the 'speed'-requirement of Article 5(4), In the 

days on remand was not considered "speedily).2H In the 

ndusionwas reached with respect to extr> dition proceedings 
1mrespe•:r to a period of nearly one year and five months 

· "'the w~regtven , e AJurtexpressedcertainduubtsabo~t 

Nevertheless) it tookL'1to consideration the fact that 
:d the .riglntto submit further applications for release, which 

October 1986, Sanchez-Reisse, para, 55, and the judgment of29 August 

. Jablonski, !><~ta. 92. 

1:186, -~w.chez-Rei.ts, para. 54, and the judgment of29 August 

February 1984, Luheni, para. 33, and the judgrn..:nt of 23 Novcrnber 

February 1984, Luberti, pa!<i$ 3~37, and the judgment of21 February 

October 1990, Bezicheri, para. 25, 
;~" <>>U,J"J,. v. Norway, para. 66. 
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were an dealt with in short periods,-277 and reached the 

was not violated.ns In the Fox, Campbell and Hartley 

proceedings for habeas corpus. They were released 44 

judicial control on the lawfUlness of their detenti~n 

that they were released speedily and did not find it 

complaint under Artide 5{ 4). 2n 

9.8 RIGHT TO COMPENSATION 

Article 5(5) grants a right to compensation if an an:est! or rlet 

contravention of the preceding provisions of Article 

appears superfluous by the side of the general provision 

in Article 41 of the Convention. The difference, however; 

wmpetenceon the('..ourt, while Article 5(5) grants an 

national authorities; 
complaint and may subsequently lead to the Court's 

difference may be illustrated by the following example. 

unlawful by the national court and 
Article 5( 4), be can still complain about a vi:olatiort ofArticle 

sation has not been received or has been rejected If~ on the 

ment of a detainee has been stopped after having been 

to conflict v,.ith Aiticle 3, but no damages are awarded to 
no ground fur a separate complaint, since Article 3 it~elfdo< 

compensation and Artide41 applks only after the C:ou!t 

-in this case- Article 3. 
In the Brogan Case theGoverument argued that the 

that the victim of an 'unlawful' arrest or detention should 

to compensarion. In this regard the Government also corttellld~ 
constrtied as essentially referring back to domestic law and 

any element of arbitrariness. The Govern~ent concluded 
violation being found of any of the first four paragraphs, there 

of paragraph 5 because the applicants' deprivation 
law and was not arbitrary .. The Court held that sud1 a restri<:tiv 

incompatible v.ith,the ;erms of paragraph 5, which refers to 

contravention of the provisions of this Artide'.280 

PeriOds from 'eight to tWenty dAYs, 
fudgnient of26 June 1991~- Letef!kr, pams 56-57. See als<:rthe ju<lgn:te!lt 
Navarra. paras. 29-30. 
Judgment of 30 August 1990, paras 4S..46. 
Judgmentof29 November 1988, para. 67, S<>' <>l<•o tl>e jud''""'"' <JflO jv1ne1 
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"" t':o1"rtin the Ciulla Case, the cft{?crlve enjoyment of the 
must be ensured in the Contracting States with "a 

in the SakikCase the Court assessed the effectiveness 

by the national authoritie;:;. In aU the cases in which 

the domestic legal provision concerned, it was 

'·''·''"·~·'"'was unlawful. However, the domestic courts 
laccotcdanoowith domcsticlaw and the right to compensa

under domestic law. Under these circumstances 

right guaranteed by Article 5(5) of the Convention is 
of certainty.202 

ltnPertsated may be material as well as non-materiaP~'' 
Court took the view that the Contracting States are 

compensation dependent of the real existenct- of any 

feviol;>tirm of Article 5."" In this case the detention under 

there was n .. 1 registrar present at the hearing. as was 

·this reason it w.as hard for the applicant to prove any 

fpir<iceeclin!gsc:ontductc,.j in conformity with Article 5 would 

'tnc:apcplicartt The question of whether damage is involved, 

Wilfultirnatelyhave to be decided by the Strasbourg Court, 

enumeration of Article !5(2). Under the conditions 

of that article, the G:mtfactingStatcs l"l1"'1)', "!.~1ere!'me, 

5 ~f. in~ofar as, and a~ l(Jfi'S as this is o';!cessafy. 

Case the derogation n1ade by the United Kingdom 

Court. Surprisingly, the Court held, before examining 

'"' .n •"'u ( 5) had not been complied with. ;s, It is submitteci 
not have been made if indeed the derogation met the 

i;y,,ntion.'"' 

""' .,,,, '""'"·See further the judgment of30August 199{}, Fox, Campbell 
carid tfte j;;d)(ment of25 October 1990, Thynne, Wilson and Gunnel, para. 82. 

I QQ7 "'"~ "" and judgment of ll December 2003, Yankov, para. 194. 
~72,Ri..g.,i.;en, J"W23··26. Se<' <>!so the judgment of2Decembcr 1987,Boztmc, 
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..-....................................... . 624 

to evidence ................................ 625 

to treatment of the accused .................. 628 

to the presumption of accountability .......... 628 

to post-trial decisions ....................... 629 

criminal suspect ......................... 631 

················. ············ ............. 631 
of the accused .............................. 632 

d fa.cilities for the defence ........................ 634 
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................... -.. ····· .......... . 
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;4]Le!;al.assisum<:e and the right to choose a lawyer .... 641 
';~;J,we.«g"' assistanoe ............................ 642 

s~mmon_and examine witnesses ............... 644 

to the free assistance of an interpreter ............ 649 

of his civil rights and obligations or of any criminal charge 
entitled tv a fuir and public hearing within a reasonable 

nd<:;t">nd impartial tribunal esrablished by law. Judgment shall 
;;hJ;clvhut the press and public may be excluded from all or part 

i inter.estJ; of' iU1,.niles or the protection of the private life of the 
the extent strictly necessary in the opinion of the court in 

'"''' "'h"" publicity would prejudice the interests of justice. 
a criminal offence shail be presumed innocent until proved 

law. 
with a criminal offence has the following minimum rights: 

>i.e.l P•·onJpt,ly, in a language which he understands and in detail, 
and cause of the accusation against him; 

time and facilities for the preparation of his defence; 
\irnise(fint p•:rso'n or through legal assistance of his own choosing 

is n:ot ,;ufJiident means to pay for legal assistance, to be given it free 
.inltert,.ts of justice so require; 
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d) to examine or have examined witnesses al~ains;t'l 
attendance and examination of witnesses on 
conditions as witnesses against him; 

e) to have the free assistance of an illlte~on'teJI' ij'hecan!l, 
the language used in coun:. 

10.2 SCOPE OF ARTICLE 6 

For the interpretation of Article 6 the Court, in its Delcourt 
the following guideline: «In a democratic society within 

tion, the right to a fair administration of justice holds such a 

restrictive interpretation of Article 6( 1) would not corre.SP<lli 
purpose of that provision."1 

In thus rejecting a restrictive interpretation, the Court haS 

for its own case law, but 3.Iso to the national authorities, esr>ec:iaJl, 

The Court's case law shows that it considers itS<elf <:onope:terttt<>t 

way in which Article 6 has been interpreted and applied 

The first issue to be discussed is the scope of Article 6. 

express and implied requirements embodied in th·e tlm·e r•ar:agr:a
1 

will be outlined. 

10.2.1 DETERMINATION OF CIVIL RIGHTS 
OBLIGATIONS 

Unlike the second and the third paragraph of Article 6, which 

proceedings concerning criminal charges, the first para1~raph a~;o. 
ings in which the determination of civil rights and oblig,ttio•nsis 

10.2.2 DRAFTING HISTORY 

The meaning of the. words -'determination 

(contestations sur ses droits et obligations de caract ere civil) is 
ample scope for <creative~. interpretation and even 'judicial 

here, the ordinary meaning to ~e given to treaty provisions do•es n.ol 

·.;·., 

Judgment of 17 January_l970, para. 25. 

Thus the representative of the Commission, Fawcett, befoc,, th:e c:ourti:n tl>d:orl 
p.l79. 
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may be had to supplement-my means ofinterpr~t.a
work of the treaty and the circumstances ot 1ts 

has not expressly referred to the preparatmywork of 

erroreltauon of'civil rights and obligations'.' 

f>L""'or,1_, 'civil rights and obligations' wasstudiedin depth 

d'a;uthors;.· These studies indicate that the drafting history 

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which was 

of Article 6 of the Convention, offers a rather strong 

the dralter·s' intention to restrict the scope of the right of 

!1 <let-errnirlatiOJlS of criminal charges, to determinations of 
im•iv.tte--la1N cha1racter. On the contrary, one is struck by the 

imply the risk of such a restriction, were criticised for 

amended.6 

.;,,,_HJt~oe European Convention do not contain an indication 

i£nmta h•ere atiss11e imamy ofthe bodies involved in the drafting. 

6 the formula of Article 14 of the Covenant was adopted 

English text <rights and obligations in a suit at.la~· wa,s 
of the drafting process, to 'civil rights and obhgatwns . 

rlo1: tntce;abl·e, but apparently it was not considered to have any 

oop•eofArti·cleo. One may assume that the only reason for it was 

1tu1erttallawyers (and of the linguists involved), 'suit at law' was 

Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties; 8 International Legal 

, and M.L.W.M. Viering, Hettoepassingsgebied van artikel6 EVRM {The 
Zwolle, 1994, pp. 33-49. Both authors also discuss the intervention by 

, Mr S0rensen, who proposed to exclude disputes between a private party ~nd 
but did not have a decisive impact on the outcome of the debates on that pomt. 
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not the obvious equivalent for'de caractere civif .7 In cotncluSJion, 

that a restrictive interpretation of'civil rights and oougattons' 
drafting history of either Article 14 of the Covenant or 

The Committee of Experts on Human Rights of the Co•uncilofl 
a comparison between the two provisions, also reached the 
to the words here under discussion that 'in view of the fact 
identical terms( ... ) the intention was the same'.8 

It may be true that the original intention of the drafters 

less relevant as time lapses, especially after States have become 
sentatives did not participate in the drafting, but this arg"rrtent 
long as there is no common and unambiguous legal opinion 
which deviates from that original intention. 

10.2.3 AUTONOMOUS MEANING OF 
OBLIGATIONS 

In the Benthem Case the Court expressly declined to give an ;abstra. 
rights and obligations', 9 notwithstanding the Commission's 

is not to say, however, that the Court has given no guidance 
of these words. In its case law ;he Court has drawn the fol!o,ling 

Although for the determination of whether a right or 
d::hnestic legal system concerned has to be taken as a starting 

made it dt:ar that, as part of a provision ·of the ConVention, 

obligations' have an autonomous meaning. Thus it held in m<,A<>~i 
principle of autonomy applies to the concept in question; 
lead to results incompatible with the object and purpose of the 
the Court thus concludes that the concept of'civil rights and 

ll.tous, it nevertheless does not consider that, in this context, 
concerned is without importance. Whether or not a right is to 
within the meaning of this expression in the Convention 

reference to the substantive content and effects of the right 
dassificatio~ ~under the ·domestic law of the State concerned. Iri 
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See Velu." ibidem, p. 159. 
Council ofEurope, Problems arising from the C<)-existence of the Un""' N<mo;"' ' 

Rights ant! flJ-e Eur:opeaf! .. Conr~ntion ~m, Human Rights; Differences rtS 

Reporto(th~Committeeo(Experts ~n Human Rights to the CornmitteeplM~ 
Strasbourg.-September 1970, p;}7.- :· · ;'l· 
Judgment of23 October 1985; para; 35., · · 
Report _of 8 October 1983,-Benthem, para. "91. More expressly Mr D•neltu'' 
delegates. of the Commission, in the hearing before the Court; Cour/Mbic 
1985, pp. 3 and 8 respectively. 

Chapter lO Right to a Fair and Public Hearing (Article 6) / 

must also take account of the object and purpose of 

the: natio:nallegal systems of the: otiher Ccm t•ractmg States (, .. )."" 

answered is whether a certain claim constitutes a 'right'- or 

c'-un,delrtcte domestic law of the State concerned for the applica

Ccturt "'qtiwesthat the determination concerns a right that 'can 
grounds, to be recognised under domestic law' .u The 
leave Jthe Court sufficient room to make an assessment 

:ar:gmnents advanced by the defendant State on the issue.14 In 
not have to be convinced that the legal clalin is well-founded 

js enough for it to determine that the claim is sufficiently 
tafth<,clairn con,cern<ed was addressed as an issue in national pro
mfficient gr,ouna for the 'arguability' of the existence of a right," 

UJULtu< 6 implies a right of access to court17 has as a consequence 
claim is not actionable under domestic law, is not decisive 

>fA.rti·cle6.-J\.< the Courtstatedin theA I.Adsani, McElhinney and 
person has an actionable domestic claim may depend not 

content, properly speaking, of the relevant civil right as defined 
also on the existence of procedural bars preventing or limiting 

irirtgirrg potential claims to court. In the latter kind of case Article 

>pli,cat>le."" 
th<,d<JCtrinte c>fS,tat:e imrnu,nity<io<,. not lead to the conclusion that 

has no right vis-a-vis that State; indeed, the State may waive 

rntofimtnumty dloes not qualify a substantive right, but constitutes 

have the right determined.19 

the Court rejected the Government's submission that the 

no basis in national law at that time and accordingly could 
on the part of the State and could not be the subject of a 

Urt:ad.opted the position that it was not for the Court to assess either 

1978, KOnig, paras 88-89. 
iC<toc•et:2000, Mennitto, para. 27. 
'.w'""'"'Y 1986, fames and Others, para. 81; judgment of 12 October 1992, Salerno, 

of 10 May 2001, z and Others v. 1he United Kingdom, para. 87; decision of 
Berkmann, par1. 2. 

0. v. the United Kingdom, para. S4. 
Editions Periscope, para. 38; judgment of 29 Ju.ly 1998, Le Calvez, 

nentolf7l~m"rrrber2000, fori, para. 47. 
1992, Editions Ptriscope, para. 38; judgment of 5 October 2000, Mennitto, 

deemed sufficient that the issue 'had given rise to jurisdictional dispute'. 

>1211N<Jvember OWOl, paras 47, 24 and 25, respectively: 
25 and 26, respectively. 
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the merits of the applicant's claim under domestic 1avv or tl1e;, 
tionary situation in Portugal on the applicatjon of domestic 
exclusive jurisdiction of the national courts. 

arguable grounds to have a right that was recognised 

stood it.20 And in the Voggenreiter Case the Court held 
constant case law of the German Constitutional Court the 

sible for legislative acts, the applicant, who comf>la.ne'd a•b01ot 

of the adoption of a certain law he had to give up his pnJte:;sio,tl 

theless claiming a civil right, since the German C<m,;tttutiiontg 

the free exercise of one's profession and the right to respect 

On the other hand, if domestic law expressly excludes the 

the position that 'to this extent' there can be no arguable 

Article 6 applicable." The Court may not, by in1:eqJreltinl~ Artj 

right that has no basis·in the domestic legal system conc.,rnted; 

fact that a right has been restricted by the legislator has no eltec 

of Article.6.24 And a court decision to the effect that a 

cannot remove, retrospectively, th,, m·gutabili1y c>f~ile ·claim." 

court reaches the conclusion that the claimed right does 

domestic law, Article 6 is no longer.applicable and does not 

access.26 This may amount to a lack of an effective remedy, 
Article 13 and not under Article 6.27 

The fact that the applicant had als<J instituted tl1e r•ati•omll pl:()o 

the public interest does not stand in thewayofthe applicability 

that at the same time an individual right was at stake." 

The mere fact thct the authorities enjoy discretio!l in tl1eir 
thai:, therefo;:-e, the persrm concerned cannot c~aim a sp,ocif:cvuttcc 

that no righ< of the applicant is involved. He is entitled to the 

the limits of their discretion. That discretion is not unfettered 

within the fraillework of the applicable law and in corifOJrmiit)·,,r,tlJ 

" 

" 

" 
" 
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Judgment of8 July 1987, paras 40-41. 
Judgment of8 January 2004, para. 35 
Judgment of21 February 1990, Powell and Rayner, para..· 3 :6;judl~m<,nt•of27 Au! 
Andersson, paras 35-36; decision of 14 November 2002, Berkmann, para. 
2005 (Grand Chamber), Roche, paras 119-124. 
Judgment of 10 May 2001, Z and Others v. the United Kingdom, para. 
2001, Al-Adsani, para. 47; 

Judgment of28 June 1990, Mats/arobsson, para. 31; judgment of28 May 
Judgments of 10 May 2001;- Z and Others v; the United Kingdom and 
Kingdom,paias89and94,-respectiVely; ,:,, ,",-,-,. · '''··' 
Judgment'Of10 May200l;Zand OthCrsV. the United Kingdom, para. 97;ju<lgll) 
Trnhli, para: 27. 
Judgment of 10 May 2001; Z and Others v.- the United kingdom, paras 
Judgment of27 April2004, Lizarraya and Others, paras 45-48. 

Chapter 10 Right to a Fair and Public I Tearing (Article 6) I 

:str,ati<m.1'J Hmvever, if the award of a claimed entitlement is 

case law has not established an obligation on the part 
like the one at issue, no 'actual' right exists.-w 

ie<exi:;te.ne<eor an 'obligation' will be less problematic; that issue 

role in the case law so tar. 

E ('CONTESTATION') 

'contestations' in the French text of Article 6 para. l, which 

English text, it has been inferred that for Article 6 to be 

of a dispute concerning a right or obligation must be at 

;{'dispute should not be construed too technically and should 

than a formal meaning: a difference of opinion between 
who have a certain relation to the right or. obligation at 

that it is 'genuine and of a serious nature'.32 One of the 

~~J>Ublic a•"th<>ritywlilos'e act ordecision alte~s the other (legal) 

is a favourable one and is not contested by the addressee, 

110:ther P'"blicauthority or another (legal) person, the latter has 

also in the relation betvveen the former and the competent 

S0''te!;taitlOi". is not required that damages are claimed.35 

~ ..... h• of a legal character: it must concern the alleged violation 

not exclude cases in which the administrative authority has 
;:>r0vided that the '\A.'ay in which tb.ese pmvers have been 

or.legalond not only on policy grvund;;.'" The;e legal gr8unds 

1987, Pudas, paras 36-37; judgment of? July 1989, Tre TaktOrer AB, paras 

of;<s (lcto•b« 1989, Allan facobssor., pa!"a. 69. 
~eptem,be< 1995, Masson and Van Zon, para. 51; jud${nent of 26 March 1996, 

l981,LeCompte, VanLeuven and DeMeyere, para. 45. The Court said, however, 
the judgment of 23 October 1990, Moreira De Azevedo, para 66: "In so far as 

!'e<•nte,"ati·o n· "muld appear to require the existence of a dispute, if indeed it does 
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may relate to the way in which the limits of the discreti, 
rcspected,3" or to the issue of whether the challenged oUliStnc 
recognised principles of law and good administration.4n 

The legal-character requirement does not mean that 

not relate to facts, provided that they have some ,·lllf>licati,:}~ 
of (the scope of) rights or obligations.'11 In this respect, in 

judgment of the Court was not well reasoned.42 In the 

had taken place before a judicial body, the dispute COI1cerne. 
but some of them, such as the calculation of the period 
direct bearing on the entitlement to be registered as an 

about the latter aspects were not pursued in the Stras•bour,•1 
to be not relevant for the applicability of Article 6, since the 
there had been a contestation in the domestic proceedings. 

a judicial authority had considered itself competent to deal 
latter a legal character. 

The fact that the dispute has been 'settled' by a non-Jiadi·ci• 
mean that the party who is not satisfied with the settlement· 
of a serious and genuine nature.43 

In the Moreira de Azevedo Case the Court held that, 

only assistente in criminal proceedings and had not filed a 

there was a contestation concerning his civil rights.44 It se.emsti 
crucial that the implications ofintervening as an aS!;istent'e\\>er<!ll• 
guese law, because in the subsequent Hamer Case the Court 

that there had been no' dispute' over a civil rig:htbe<:autseoflthefa 
to lodge a formal claim for damages." 

In most cases, however, where the applicability of Article 6 is 
a 'contestation' is not in dispute. 

" .. 
" 
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Judgment of 25 October 1989, Allan facobsson, para. 69. 
Judgment of28 June 1990, Skii.rby, para. 28. 

JudgmE.nt of26 June 1986, Van Marie and Others, para. 3I;judlgm"nt of:!7 ( 
para. 31. 

Judgment of26 June 1986, paras 31-37.- See the concurring opinion 
and Bernhardt, and the dissenting opinion ofJudge Cremona. 
Judgment of21 September 2004, Zwiazek Nauczydelstwa Polskiego, paras 
Judgment of23 October 1990, para. 67. 

Judgmentof7 August 1996, paras 74-79. Se<: :ilitotl"e<led.sionoflO< )une:.OO•I; ( 
concerned the position of assistente under Portuguese law. 
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o.C<,ecun.g' must lead to a 'determination' of civil rights or 

:mtrnicatior or warning by a public authority that a certain 
a 'dctermination'.47 However, the mere fact that, at 

i'\Viith<:lrew his action which resulted in the discontinuance 
affect the applicability of Article 6.'" 

on;rJnOC2lSUf< does not result in a (final) determination and, 

applicable." On the other hand, if the determination 
court decision is not (fully) executed, the claim for 

[ecuti<)n and damages still forms part of the determination 

between the dispute to be solved and a civil right or 
in<"tionorrernote <:ortse•qwene< does not suffice. 51 Thus, the 

rgsnir"em.in~: the licerKingof a nuclear power plant did not 
ink:wi.ththe:ap•plicarots' rights to adequate protection of their 

iidtWDP<'rl'rtc bring Article 6 para. I into play." And procee
.Dnulrner1t of a Presidential decree by virtue of an agreement 
Wi.tzerrlmod which made enlargement of an airport near the 

""·'n"'" n;nttc be sufficiently directly linked to the applicants' 
to construct an industrial area near the airport. 53 This also 

1 does not apply to proceedings instituted by way of actio 
'tlt<,m:ere fact that the applicant shares the legal connection with 

make that connection remote or tenuous. 55 

'determination' need not form the main point or even the 

It is sufficient that the outcome of the (claimed) judicial 

uri<ler'ae<oess to <court' hereafter under 4.1., according to the Court, Art. 6 para. 1 

"~;::~~~~·~~~~;:~-~ relation to judicial proceedings, but also grants a right 
I) for the cases mentioned in this article. 

2001, Kervoelen, paras 28-30. 
2003, Ciz, para. 61. 

2003, Seija and Vidar Hagman, para. 1. 
2003, Dybo, paras 20-22. 

LeCompte, VanLeuven and De Meyere, para. 47; judgment of26August 
Others, para. 32; judgment of 13 February 2003, Chevrol, para. 44 . 

1997, Balmer-Schafroth and Others, para. 40; judgment of 6 April2000, 
para. 51. 

2003, S.A..N..L. du Pare d'Activitts de Blotzheim et la S.C./. Haselaecker, 

:~~:~:~:~:;~:,~;::~:~:~O~th~:e:~":·, ~pa~r;as~:s:~3~-5~4~:· ~Se~:':·: h;:o~w:~"'~':';·: th~e joint dissenting that the decision 
actio popularis required access to a domestic court. 

1989, Allan facobsson, para. 70. 
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proceedings may be 'decisive for', 56 or may' affect', 57 orm''"" 

tion and/or the exercise ofthc right, or the determination at 
obligation, as the case may be. The effects need not 

factuaL" And if the proceedings concern the dellennirtatiot 

gation, the same applies to subsequent proceedings cone<"l11 

The civil right or obligation does not have ro <:on:srtltut<'t 
ings.61 If, for instance, the object of the proceedings is the 
tive decision or sanction, the right or obligation m:wl>e 11h •. ~ 

of that decision or may be implied in the sanction.'~''··--'·-" 

claimed by a third party who intervenes in crimina.[ pt·ooeeclij 

In the same way, if an administrative decision does """"' ,, 
parties, e.g. the neighbours of a piece of land for which a 

granted or the nei~hb•om:s ol a licensee! pl;mt,, th•:y alsoh.,retb 

to challenge the decision.63 Moreover,_ the det<,rnoirtatiiont m>ed 

the actualexistenc' of a right or obligation, but may aiSoreJa1 

lities, 64 or to the unlawfulness of interferences with th<> exercise' 

line is reached, however, if the right claimed is not at issue 

concerned. Thus, the Court held Article 6 to be not ap[>licabl. 

the applicants in the McMichael Case. Mr McMichael had 

prior steps to obtain legal recognition of his parental 

ceedings, instituted by Mr and Mrs McMichael, could not h:ave 

determination ofMr McMichael's rights as a fa!her.66 

" 

" 
" 
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Judgment of 16 July 1971, Ringeisen, para. 94. See also, i.a., the judgm<n_f< 
p<~ra. 38.-
Judgment of24 October 1979, Winterwetp, para. 73. See also, i.a., 
Ettl and Others; Frkner and Hofauer, and Poiss, paras 32,62 an<d 41!, """' 
Judgment of28 June 1990, Skiirby, para. 27;;j"• od1:m<·nt<>f4M,rrdt2003,A., 
Judgment of23 September 1982, Spor,·ong attd Uinnrcth, para. 
Judgment of23 September 1997, Robins, para. 29. See also, i.a .• 
Ziegler, paras 24-25. 
See the Winterwetp Case, where the object was the depriv<1.tion nflibcrlv. w 

1979, Winterwetp, paras 73-74; · 
Judgment of23 October 1990, Moreira De Azevedo, paras 66-67. 
Judgment of 6 April200d,·AthanassogloU'and Others, para. 45. 
Judgment Of23 June 198I,U'Compte, Van Leu.ven and De Meyere, 
1985; Benthein, para. 32; judgni.ent of 26 June 1986, 
Judgment of 23 September 1982, SpOrrong and LOnnroth, para. 80. 
Judgment of24 February 1995, para. 77. Decision of24 June 2004. 
concerned a procedural issue and not a determination of the right at 
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may bring a claim for damages incurred by a criminal 
these proceedings are decisive for his 'civil' rights. 67 

Jv<>Ssibilit)•oJ-takirtg certain actions to safeguard these rights 
to court.611 However, if the applicant has failed to lodge 

:m•ocee<:lirtgs, the proceedings in which he brings the claim 
-~~l.ri<i,le for the right concerned for the purpose of Article 
•t-..J.tter· proceedings are discontinued, the applicant cannot 

access to court.69 Both in the Hamer Case and in the 

had claimed damages as a civil party in criminal 
the applicant had failed to claim damages at the right 

which would than have been dealt with by the court in its 

Assenov Case the applicant could have brought civil 

the outcome of which was, in the opinion of the Court, not 
criminal proceedings. However, in the Calvelli and Ciglio 
respect of Italy that the criminal proceedings were apt to 

:liedaims made by the applicants as civil parties.70 It appears 

that there the applicants had also brought a claim in civil 

liSe waiS Sltruckout of the civil court's list. In any case, if the civil 

:~""''' w•it for the outcome of the criminal proceedings concer

involved, the Court takes this into account in assessing the 

duration of the trial. 71 

12 Februari 2004 in the Perez Case the Grand Chamber 

case law concerning civil claims in criminal proceedings 

>erof,dntwl>acks, particularly in terms oflegal certainty for the 

ov<er-<:onnplicate any analysis of the applicability of Article 6 to 

French law and similar systeffis. It indicated that it wished 

held that there can be no doubt that civil-party proceedings 

!la,w) '' civilactiort fo•rn:pa:rat:i011 of damages caused by an offence. 

nt1-en1ainsclcose.iy connected with the criminal component to the 
proceedings affect the civil component, Article 6 applies to 

proceedings. The damages sought may relate to pecuniary 

ml)ol.ic ICialure.lmt;aL;o, e.g., to the protection of one's reputation. 
action is 1Jrou>!lilt forpunitivo purposes, Article 6 is not applicable 

JanuMv 2!l0>. para. 62. 
, Djangozov, para. 38. 
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to the private component of the proceedings, since the 

any right to 'private revenge' or to an actio popularis.72 

If a remedy is not provided for unde1r n;Iti<m<Lll<LW, it is not!>< 
effect the outcome of the proceedings have had or uu1~mna• 
Court investigates whether the challenged decision or 

for a civil right or obligation and whether the administra•ti• 
contestation concerning such a right or obligation. 73 

If the outcome of proceedings concerning pnxeduralri 
the merits of the case, these proceedings are decisive for a 

the merits concern such a right or obligation. 74 The same 

proceedings which take place in the framework of judicial 
civil rights and are closely linked to the latter." 

10.2.6 AUTONOMOUS MEANING OF'. 

The words 'civil rights and obligations' have an autonLontOUIS. 
To determine whether a certain right or obligation is a 'civil' 
must first examine what the nature of the right or oblig,Ltio•n a1 

the law of the respondent State." If the right or obligation 
it is evident that the first paragraph of Article 6 applies.'" To 
of the interpretation is a one-way autonomy. The sa1me nc•l<ll!j 
private law are 'predominant'.79 In contrast, the mere fact 

at issue is governed by public law does not exclude the appli<:ab 
graph of Article 6; what matters arc the contents and eff~ct 

rather than its legal classification.'~10 In that co!ltexL the Court 

the capacity in which a person claims a right and th<: cc•ndliti<,mmn 
to exercise it or exercises it. 81 In doing so, it also takes into 

" 
" 
" .. 
" 
" .. 
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Judgmentofl2 February2004, paras 54-71. See ah<> the j"•dwme11t o.f3 .~ptii 
para. 32. 
Judgment o£27 October 1987, Boden, para. 32; judgment of28 June 
Judgment of 19 March 1997, Paskhalidis, para. 30. 
Judgment of28 November 2000, Siegel, paras 37-38. 
Judgmentof28 June 
para. 34; judgment of;; October 2000, Maaouia, para, 34. 
Judgment of28 June 1978, KOnig, para, 89; judgment of29 May 198,6, 
Judgment o(28 Novembe(1984; Rasmussen, para. 32 . 
Judgment of29 May 1986, Feldbrugge, paras 30-40. 
Judgment of28 June 1978, KOnig, para. 89. 
Judgment of 30 November 1987, H v. Belgium, paras 46- 47 . 

&,~tates.82 This approach makes the scope of Article 6 para. 1 

legal system concerned. 

fOr'the 'civil' nature of a right or obligation whether the 

, ho•roreen individuals or one between an individual and a 
the latter case that public authority is involved in the pro

'i<t•acitY, those proceedings can relate to the determination 

•83 It is equally not decisive whether the proceedings take 

before another bodyvested with jurisdiction.'" And, finally, 
between individuals great public interests may also be 

applicability of Article 6 para. I. 85 

has held the first paragraph of Article 6 applicable, in 
a private-law character,- inter alia86 .to the following 

UllllR c:1vu rights or obligations: 
nhtRll p<ernoit, licence or other act of a public authority which 

the legality of a contract between private parties;87 

lead to the cancellation or suspension by the p11blic 

qU:aiification required for practising a particular profession;88 

'~'"rr'h' refusal by the authorities to appoint the aP!Jlicant to 
tn<e woera1 professions, or concerning dismissal from such 

a decision which prevents the applicant from taking up 

!fnin~: ce:rtalinfin•an.cial aspects of public service, 91 and concerning 

positions in state-owned enterprises;92 

1978, KOnig, para. 89; judgment vf29 May !986, Feldbrugge, para. 29. 
1978, KOnig, para. 90; judgment of23 October 1985, Renth ... •m, para. 34. 

I, >iin>]eisom,pa.a .. 94. See also, i.a., the judgmentof8 July 1987, Bcoraona, 

Ringeisen, para. 94; judgment of22 October 1984, Sramek, para. 34. 
KOnig, paras 91-95; judgment of23 June 1981, LeCompte, VanLeuven 

;46·48;:ja<lgnoentol' 10 February 1983,AlbertandLe Compte, para. 28; judgment 
paras 45-47; judgment of 19 April1993, Kraska, para. 25; 

of29 September 1999, Serre, para. 20; 
l>aitKe.c, nata. 26; decision of28 September 2004, Krokstade, para. l. 

.20tJO,Thlim•n"'"'·P"'"'· :;8; judgment of IS November 2001, Werner, para. 32. 
emlt"7.01l0. Kingsley, paras 43-45 

Dimitrios Georgiadis, para. 21; judgment of 18 Ju1y2000, S.M. v. France, 

Sep•tenober 21)03, Sienkiewicz, impliedly. 
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proceedings concerning the grant or revocation 

authorities which is required for setting up a certain 

economic activities;93 

expropriation, consolidation, designation and ola.nn.;n,,~, 

concerning building permits and c•therreaLI-<:st;tteper~ 

ning orders specifying the use of land,96
, pnoe<,edlin1,s 

ownership as a rehabilitation measure97 and COilcemiinJt 

feited property,98 and more in general proceedings the 
consequences for the right of ownership or has an 

ment of property;99 

proceedings concerning discrimination when bicldinofm·;> 
and in access to the civil service;101 

proceedings in which a decision is taken on entitllen1ertt; 

scheme, to health insurance benefits,'""to ;in<lustria!-,ao::id~ 

to welfare {disability) allowances/" to State peloSi·on:s/05 

to Surviver'pensions,107
· :and to old-age pensions;108 · 

Judgment of23 October 1985, Benthem, para. 36; judgment 
judgment of 17 July 1989, Tre Trakti:irer AktiebohJK, para. 43;judlgmer 
para. 63; judgment of2l December 1999, G.S. v. Austria, 
Kingsley, paras 43-45; judgment of 13 February 2003, Gh'""'''• p·LUa. 
Judgment of23 September 1982, Sporrongand Li:innroth, para. 
and Others, Erkr:er and Hofauer, and Poiss, paras 32, 62 and 48, 
1987, Boden, para. 32; judgment of 27 November 1991, 
16 December 1992, De Geouffre de la Pradelle, para. 28 (im•pli•edlj<); j1i< 
Varipati, para 21; judgment of28 March 2000, Aldo an.i]c·an-Bapti;tel 
of ll May 2004, Hutten. 

Judgment of25 October 1989, Allan]acobsson, para. 73;judlgrn<enl' of2tl 
and Sturesson, para. 60; judgment of 28 June 1990, Mats ]acob";on, 
1990, Skiirby, para 29; judgment of 19 February 1998, Allan 

Judgment of 18 February 1991, Fredin, para. 63; judgment of22 
Judgment of9 November 2000, Jori, paras 48-49. 
Judgment of21 October 2003, Cegielski, para. 24. 
Judgment of23 June 1993, Ruiz-Mateos, paras 51-52; 
para. 27; judgment of19 June 2001, Mathieu, para. 18.; 
para. 16; judgment of23 October 2003, Achleitner, 

Judgment of lO July 1998, Tinnelly & Sons Ltd and Ot,\er.; mtd kfcEi'dulr c 
Judgment of30 October 2001, Devlin, para. 23. 
Judgment of29 May 1986, Feldbrugge, paras 26-40; judgment of,,6 1\ug:usf 
Judgment of29 May 1986, Deumeland, paras 62-74, 
Judgment of2G February 1993, Salesi, para 19; judgment of26 
para Jl; decision of5 February2004, Bogonos, para 1. 
Judgments of26 November, 1992, ·Francesco Lombardo ami G'ia"""'·lo ,[<1/ 

respectively; judgment of24"August 1993, Massa, para. 26. 
Judgment of24 Tune 1993, Schuler-Zgraggen, para. 46; judgment of 
para. 30; 
Judgment of28 May 1997, Pauger, para 45. 
Judgment of 19 March 1997, Paskhalidis and Others, para 30. 

a!J.ov,ailCI:S under a national health senricc programme; 109 

authorities in which rights and obligations concerning 

·the change of a surname; 111 

epublic adlministication concerning contracts, 112 concerning 

proceedings1 13 or in criminal proceedings, 1 
H concerning 

the authoritiesm and concerncing any (other) tort 

institution for which the State is responsible; 116 

damages as a result of the effects of a land consolidation 

fig; d:m.ag:e caused to one's reputation; 118 

'o<:OinrieriSati<m for unjustified conviction or detention; 119 

public assistance in evicting tenants from a house;120 

obligation to pay contributions under a social security 

Mennitto, para. 27. 
l9fi4,Rm;mi<SS<>Il,para. 32; judgments of 8 July 1987, 0. and H. v. the 

and 69, respectively; judgments of8 July 1987, W., B. and R. v. the 
73-79 and 78-84, respectively; judgment of22 June 1909, Eriksson, 

i"N<>Vemb•ecl99•2, Olsson (No.2), para. 97;judgment of26 May 1994, Keegan, 

Paulsen-Medalen and Svensson, paras 38-42; judgment of 

Philis, para. 65 (impliedly). 
para. 44; judgment of 27 April1989, Neves e Silva, para. 37; 

"!''"'· nv .. France, para. 47; judgmentof26 March 1992, Editions Periscop.!, 
l992,X v. France, para. 30; judgment of23 September 2003, Racinet, 

1990, Moreira De Azevedo, para. 66; judgment of 27 February 1992, 
judgment of 24 November 1997, Werner, para. 39; judgment of 

ry1:~~~~~~;;;,;;;~l~~~i~~~~·~~~~::, October 1998, Osman, paras 136-139; 
[){ v. the United Kingdom, para. 89. 

Chaineux, P''"·l2;judgment of21 October 2003, Broca atld Texier

,~~:·~~;~1~6 December 2003, Mianowski (impliedly). 
6 Van Vlimmeren and Van Ilverenbeek, para. 37 (impliedly). 
•embec 2001. Werner, para 33. 
l9,97,Ge.o•giadi>, IP"•· 314; judgment of24 November 1997, SzUcs, paras 36-3 7; 
'"'' I>•»,ncamen,p,;co. :>;;;judgment ofl7 November 2000, Karakasis, para. 25. 
1999, Imrr.obifiare Saffi, paras 62-63; judgment of3 August 2000, G.L. v. Italy, 

1994, Schouten and Meldrum, paras 49-60. 
Klein, para. 29. 
1995, British-American Tobacco Company Ltd, para. 67. 
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proceedings concerning the right to register as an 

proceedings to have one's legal capacity restored.125 

10.2.7 PUBLIC LAW PROCEEDINGS WH 
FALL WITHIN THE SCOPE OF Cl 
AND OBLIGATIONS 

TherearestillcertairJacjrrtinistr:au~eprooeeclings•when:rn,ru,~dt 
are at stake, with respect to which the Court so far has 

applicable. 

10.2.7.1 Proceedings concerning tax duties 

-' .. ·; 
In the Schouten and Meldrum Case the Court held in an <OtniCercl 

whim derive from tax legislation or are otherwise P"''" ."''"'u' 
democratic society, do not fall under the notion 
years before, in the Editions Periscope Case, thc' Oowrt h.adattnbu 
to the pecuniary character of the rights and obligations 

fact that the dispute concerned damage resulting from the 
application of tax regulations;127 And in its judgment in 

Building Society Case the Court held, referring to · 
Case, th~t the restitutiOn pror:eedings wefe decisive for 
law rights and that the applicability of Article 6 para. I was fi<>taJ 
these rights had their background in ta:degislation an<j th.eoblil 

ro 2-c..:ouat rQ~ tax anJf!r that legblatioD. 11
;1 The latter judg~me 

doubt on the precise direction of the case law. 
The Schouten and Meldrum line of n'a•oniing:w'" confinned 

by the Grand Chamber, albeit by eleven votes to six. There 

derations by observing that pecuniary interests 

to attract the applicability of the first paragraph of Article 6 

. examinlrig whether interpreting the Convention as a living 

to the conclusion that developments have occurred 
affected the fundamental nature of the obligation to pay tax, 

conclusion that "tax matters' still form part of the hard 
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Jud~~nt of~ ~~~~~er- zooo.~APEH Oldozotteinek swvetsege 
Judgment of5 July 1999, Matter, para. 51. ' 
Judgment of9 December 1994, para. 50. 
Judgment of26 March 1992, para. 40. 
Judgment of23 October 1997, para. 97. 
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nature of the relationship between the taxpayer and the 

predominant. ( ... ). It considers that tax disputes fall outside 

$at1d ,,bliga.tio,IJS despite the neccssa1y pecuniaq effects which 

for the taxpayer. "u"' 
why tax procedures, which in all member States of the 

gove1rm:d by rather strict legal rules, do not have to meet the 

fair trial of Article 6. As judge Lorenzen observed in his 

lsuto>~rreco15nised at least in the vast majority of the Contracting 
matters can be decided in ordinary proceedings by a court 

why it is still necessary to grant to the States 

\nclerthe Convention in this field and thus deny litigents in tax 

:ntrrvpr,oe<:dulfai guarantee of Article 6 para. 1 '. uo In the same 

, "'""'am<u the criterion <normal civic duties in a democratic 

is not suitable to form the basis for a general distinction 

rights and obligations. 'Thus it is difficult to see why, 

gatim1}<'iilran1d •OV<er property for public use in return for 

'normal<:ivi:c du~f" v,h,:re<lS theoblig<>ti<mto tolerate tax-based 

penlSittion is? (.::) Or how can it be explained that an obligation 

un•der· a s:ocial-•se<:urity scheme is 'civil', but an obligation to pay 

t:~rocerningthe obligation to pay taxes are not considered to be 

'mr Am<cie 6 Jeaves,.of course, open tl1e question of the appli

o a!dnmrtist:ra1tive fines, including fines imposeri on taxpayers, 

Tl:!at issue will be discussed at a later stage. It is pointed 

however, that this applicability under the criminal head 

prot<,ctiiont UJld<m\rticle 6 d<,pendlso<n how the legal framew0rk 

foJrganiJ;edl ill the different legal systems, while even within one 

coincidental whether penalty proceedings and tax 

JS• an: JU'lilt:u <JrilOI-133 And why should a person who is charged 

29. See the dissenting opini(Jn ofJudg~ Lorenzen, joinl'd by Judges 
and Fischbach, where it is stated: "It is not open to doubt that 

the pecuniaryinterestofcitizens and that 
based on the applicalion of legal rules and not on the 
Article 6 should apply to such disputes ( ... )". 

Lorenzen, joined by Judges Rozakis, Bonello, StrMnicka, Birsen and 

~"ry !'994,B<'"d•moun, para. 52; judgment of16 December 2003, Faivre, para. 21. 
June 2003, Morel. 
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with a fine for not complying with his tax duties, 

those who appeal against a tax duty imposed upon 

The Commission had adopted the view that the first 

apply to proceedings concerning admission and E:xpub;io\ 

sian seemed to indicate that this would be different 

life as a <civil right' was at issue135 or if expulsion 
to education,136 but in a later decision it held that the 

not determine the right to respect of family life."' ;Sincethe 

inadmissible by the Commission, the Court could not 

first opportunity presented itself when a case was 

virtue of Protocol No.1 I.. 
While the Court left the issue open initially, 138 in 

Chamber took a principled position in the matter. 

Article 1 of Protocol No. ?,which contains procedural 

of aliens,: that "the States were aware that Article 6 pa:ra. 
for the expulsion of aliens and wished to take •pt:cnu nt<asm 

led the Court to hold that "the proceedings for the reSt:issii6i 

which form the subject-matter of the present case, do 

of a 'civil right' for the purposes of Article 6 para. I. The 

incidentally had major repercussions on the applicatlt':; priV\ 

his prospects of employment cannot suffice to bring 

scope of civil rights protected by Article 6 para. 1 of the 

To indicate that the case was meant to be a 'pilot case' 

wing general conclusion, which exten<:led !Jeyond the 

"Decisions regarding the entry, 
mination of an applicant's civil rights or obligations or of 

him, within the meaning of Article 6 para. 1 of the 

"' 
"" 
"' 
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Appl. 3225/67,X, Y, Z, V and W v. the United Kingdom, Coil. 25 ( 
andAppl. 9285/81, X, YandZv. the United Kingdom, D&R29 

Appl. 3225,67, X, Y, z, y and w v. the United Kingdom, Coli .• 2··e5;arbo>ok. 
and 2992/66, A lam, Kahn and Singh v. the United Kingdom, l 

Appl. 7841/77, X v. the. United Kingdom (not published). 
Appl. 8244/78, Singh Uppal and O(hers, D&R 17 (1980), p. 149 ( 
Decision of 4 May)999, S . .J'\(. v. The Netherlands, para.-3: :','even 

of Article 6" ~ 
Judgment ofS October 2000, para. 36. -
Ibidem,para.38.,: __ -, -" _ -.,-. '- ·' 
Ibidem, para. 40. The position adopted is still standing case law: 

Kandomabadi. 
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,jtJnildl]r,that for the interpretation of a provision of the 

•vl.eclra'wnfrom an instrument which was adopted more 

not yet been ratified by all the States parties to the 

eviderrt, from the text of Article ! of Protocol No. 7 and 

'rol:ocoll'io.7 may be considered a Lexspecialis with respect 

rnntee:s oftbte firs I: p3tra:,raph of Article 6.' "Indeed, "Proto

~i11diivi<iu;li; they do not restrict or abolish them". 1·u The 

Article 1 of the Protocol 'does not affect' the position 

•.h thaltArti<:le6 dloes not applyto deportation procedures, 144 

tO<cco•rdin~ to the drafters of the Protocol, the said position 

in general. 145 

observation by the Court that the exclusion order 

peJ:cussioons on the applicant's private and family life or on 

ierrt;iiti:rdiifficulttc understand how the Court's conclusion 
"'•-''-'" t .... that for the applicability of the first paragraph of 

dispute concerned <relates' to the scope of a civil right 

KittKd,om the Court observed that an issue may exceptionally 

by an expulsion order in circumstances where the person 

or risks suffering a flagrant denial of fair trial in the re

s, of c<>m·se, is a different issue than that here under discussion. 

Court very extonsively dealt with tO.c much debated iss•Je oi" 
eXitent dis,mtes relating to the recruitment, career and t('rmina

lserva:nu; fall vvitl1in the scope of Article 6 para. I. Standing case 

(n,or 1the case. 148 However, the three categories of disputes were 

DM•pu!te': that exclusively related to pecuniary rights- or rights 

iall]reconornti< character- did not fall underthese categories and 

opinion of Judge Costa and the dissenting opinion of Judge Loucaides joined 

Loucaides joined by Judge Traja. 

his concurring opinion. 
1990, Skiirby, para. 27. 
2004, para. 2. 

1993, Massa, para. 26. See also, i.a., the judgment of 24 August 1998, 
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were considered to concern civil rights in the sense 

was supposed to be whether the claim by the CiVIl S<ervant. 

the authorities' discretionary power in the re<:ruitcner1t, ·cai 
of civil servants. 150 If, however, the pecuniary right 

decision concerning recruitment, career or ter·miinatio1n 
instatement- the main ru1e of inapplicability was 

In the Pellegrin Case the Court admitted that this 

of uncertainty for Contracting States as to the scope 

6 para. I in disputes raised by employees in the puowoseq 

service." It continued its consideiations as follows: «The 

nomic nature of a dispute, for its part, leaves scope for 

a decision concerning the 'recruitment', 'career' or 

servant nearly always has pecuniary consequences. 

to put an end to the.uncertainty which surrounds 

Article 6 para, 1 to disputes between States and their 

accordingly 'considers that it is important, with a vie·w ''' •• 

to establish an autoriomous· interpretation of the term 

it possible to afford equal treatment to public servants perfot:ol 

duties in the States party to the Convention, irrespective 

employment and, in particular, whatever the nature 

official and the administrative authority (whether sti"1 oulate·d ir 

by statutory and regulatory conditions of service). To tha1t er1d 

the applicability of Article 6 para. I to public servants, wheth,er e", 
uu<ler contract, the Court considers that it should adopt a 

on the nature of the employee's duties and respornsilbilitie~;.lr!'! 

a restrictive interpretation, in accordance with the ohiect a~nr 

vention, of the exceptions to the safeguards afforded 

Court therefore rules that the only disputes exr:lmiedl frr>mthe sc!. 

of the Convention are those which are raised by public 

the· specifiC activities of the public .service in so far as 

depository of public authority responsible for prr>ter:tiog tl1e g 
State or other public authorities. A manifest example ot :mc.n ac 

the armed forces and the police. ( ... )Accordingly, no di•:outesb< 

z.uthoriti~ and employees who occupy posts involving 

of powers conferred by public law attract the a~~~~:;~o~:i~;:~=~ 
Court intends to establish a functional dterion ( ... ) . 

"' 
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Judgment of 26 November 1992, Giancarlo Lombardo. para: 16. 
24 August 1998, Benkessiouer, para. 30. 
Judgment of 17 March 1997, Neigel, para. 44. See, however, the diS!;entingi 
See also, i.a., the judgment of24 August 1998, Benkessiouer, paras 29-30. 
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_,;,-len t>ara. 1 because on retirement employees break 

iomsel•ves and the authorities; they, and a fortiori those 

lnrl tlrerns<:lv•es in a situation exactly comparable to that 
'{n that the special relationship of trust and loyalty 

:<Cea:;ed to exist and the employee can no longer wield 

( ) , '" power .... · 

(t;nsivelly t>ccause it n:fl<:ct:; tlre clear- and not very com
only judge on the case before it but draw the lines 

reasoning is undoubtedly that it 

ittaintiel which its previous case law and that of the Com

ieatecl, esp>ocially concerning the criterion of the measure 

authority which took the challenged decision.'" It is 

~e:Lu'u" dissociates itself from the view that a distinction 

viJ:;ervarrts :and those in public service who are employeed 

fi~~:J:h•'/fitnJcti.ooJal criterion' the Court gave rise to a new 

po:ssil>leuneq•ual treatment. Indeed, it will be difficult to 

'e cUfficultto predict- in each individual case whether the 

.&;,1P1rP•osts irrvc>lviing: P'Lrtici!>ation in the exercise of powers 
m<tee,". shortly afterwards, in the Frydlender Case, 

ipp<lic.mt civil servant would seem very similar to that ofMr 

t_ol<<l Pmr.oe 6 to be applicable."' The Court itself seems to 

tl c· 1 h" 156 "ttirrres. apparen y pre1enng to eave t e Issue open. 

not clear and the separation between administrative 

law character is not drawn in the same way 

Tlter:riteri-onis also problematic, as becomes strikingly 

a way that the legal position of judges falls outside the 

weakens their independence vis-3.-vis the executive. 157 

-reference by the Court to a list of posts and activities 

)mmissi<m, that was drafted for quite a different purpose and 

the situation in the member States of the European 

not sufficient guidance as to the 'functional criterion'. 

out that Article 6 classifies rights and obligations and 

~-.:'p~:::~.~paras 60-66. 
:tl edition of the prtsent book, pp. 405-406. In his separate opinion 

!dg<,TJ:aja calls the previous use of that criterion 'a cautious approach'. 
"""''""• 2000, Frydlender, paras 29-32. 
of30 O<ctobe< 2001, Devlin, para. 26. 

Fry<ilende;, pa<as 34-41 
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not the subjects or objects thereof; civil rights claims 
""Ad"h .. d tion of public employees. n t c cntenon use . 

mination between public sector workers, depending on · 

powers conferred bypubliclaw." 159 Moreover, ther:o11r1 "'' 

protection between employees in the public sector and 

without an express justification as to the difference oh 

and proportionality between the impact of the differen,cea 

Court had found reason in the requirement ofeauall tr,eatr 

and employees in the private sector to extend the applical 

dissenting judges put it: "First of all, we do not see 

[of trust and loyalty] can 
mining the scope of Article 6 since there may be a 

relationships. Why, for example, would it be right fora 

by Article 6 when an employee of a private · 

maintaining order, would be protected? 
who participates in the exetdse of powers cm1ferred 

domeStic law, has access to <in independent tribunal m •COJlne 

cernirlg employment, is not entitled to a judicial de,cisionW: 

Lastly, although loyalty is relevant above all where it is a 

dismissal from the most sensitive public duties, we:rau t•o s1'e~ 
a difference where it is a matter of disputes over 

In the Fryd/ender Case the Court indicated that it will 

a< adepositoryofpublicauthority', as an exception to 

to !he protection of Article 6, ia :1 restt ictivc v1ay In ae<:or•da!l 

pui'pose of lhe Conventbn.161 Indeed, iatcr on several tmnct:tol 

h ll .. '"Ad to be covered by t e Pe egrm cnttnon. n , as was 

judgment, claims of civil servants relating to their 

not come under the exception, as retirement brea1ks lth<,.rJecial 

tss Judge T~~ja in his separate opini~n, and Jud~es Tulkens, Fischbach, 

their joint diSsenting opinion. 
-I 59 Joint dissenting opinion of Judges Tulkens, Fischbach, Casadevall 

t60 Judgment of26 November 1992, Francesco Lombardo, para. 17; 

para. 26. 
161 Judgment of27 June 2000, para. 40. 
162 See, e.g., the judgment of 30 March 2000, Procaccini, para 13; 

France,:para. · 
Castanheira Barros; parai;32;:judgment-of 30 -October 

163 see also the judgment of 14 December 15 NoVember 2001, Werner1 'Para'; 34~ '- '~' ~~-~:;~~~';:·~·: :~:~~J:;::; 
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21; judgment of28 March 2000, Dimitrids · 
France, para. 19. However, Article 6 was held not to 
decision of 11 October 2005, Papon. 

10 Right to a fair and Public Hearing (Art ide 6} I 

to apply the criterion in a strictly formal way: a civil 

National Fire Service but occupied the position of teacher 
deemed to carry 'considerable responsibilities in 

with a reference to his research work. tM 

and the police are concerned, in the Kerojiirvi Case 

e C!Jlll:ennintg the entitlement to compensation under the 

·~rt•e,•itliin the 'civil right' scope of Article 6. The Court 

case from previous cases in which it has found that 

.as:ocial.-security scheme concern 'civil rights'." 165 In the 

right to a military pension as a 'civil' right. 166 It was 

itt•el'ell'e!il'inline~mt!ld brir' tg personnel cases concerning 

the exception of 'depositary of public authority 

gerieral interests of the State' .167 The cases mentioned 

on retirement employees break the special bond 

neauth<>riltte~;". 168 A reserve officer, who will be called on 

in this respect as still being on duty. 169 

;ri,wb•er,eciivil. sen.,mts as a rule have access to a court for the 
:,; ,,,,;;,,.,,., hliic employer, it is difficult to understand why the 

right to such access. Most applications filed with the 

1'tl,1er·eru;ortal>le time requirement. As the dissenting judges 

fUeSti<m·whtyclorne;tic courts with jurisdiction in civil servant 

re1;pects fulfil tbe requirements of Article 6, should not 

••t•on ro give judgment within a reasonable time. 

ENTIOI'l RIGHTS AND fREEDOMS 

6 does not refer to the 'rights and freedoms as set forth in 

-'civil rights and oblig~tions'. The two concepts are not co

may be some overlapping.170 

tttJerighttl laid down in the Convention are <rights' jn the sens(' 

'civil' rights ir1 that sense? They certainly do have that 

they have a 'horizontal effect' within the domestic legal 

Kepka, para. 2. 

'"'• P'""· 36; judgment of 12 June 2001, Trickovic, para. 40. 
26. 

observation (para. 65) that "A manifest example of such activities is 
d k<rce" a.1d the police". 

the judgment of l3 November 2003, Papazoglou and Others, impliedly. 
uarv Zl:lll!. R. v. Belgium, para. 44. 

Golder, para. 33;judgmentof8 January 2004, Voggenreiter, para 35. 
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order, since rights and obligations between ocivatec'""'';;;: 

an individual's right to respect for his reputation by a 
to be a 'civil right'. 171 

However, the civil rights protected in the Co>nvent:iOII! 

6 if they are vindicated vis-tl-vis a public authority. 

of protection of one's good reputation against the 

courts, was recognized as a 'civil right' in the se11Se: of 

in the Ciz Case with respect to an alleged defantatiion 

In the Balmer-Schafroth Case and the Athmta,mg;lou> 
physical integrity adequately protected from the 

energy was recognized as a right in the sense of Article 

Swiss Nuclear Energy Act and emerged from th•e c<mstitJJt 

the link between the proceedings concerned and 

insufficiently direct to make Article 6 applicable."' The 

a civil right for the relatives of the deceased in 
damages.175

. 

In the Aerts Case the Court adopted the position that 

right. 1c~ In the Paulsen-Medalen and Svensson Case the 

wasdealtwithasa 'civil' right,177 as was in the Petersen 
relating to a change of a child's surname, as being an 

the Ganci Case the Court held that complaint procedures 

regime with severe restrictions as to visits by relatives, 

of financial transactions, concerned the detainee's 

OldozOtteinek SzOvetsege Case the right to register as an 

to freedom of association, was held to be a' civil' right, 

associition' s very capacity to become a subject of •:iviil rights a 

was at stake in the registration proceedings" .180 In the 

171 : Jitdgmentof29 October 1991, Helmers, para. 

58; judgment ofl5 November 2001, ""'"'"'• ""'•· 
. judgment of8 July 2004, Djangozov, 
If statementS made in Parliament are 
be blocked by the principle of'parliamentary immunity', see 

172 Judgment of 15 November 2001, para. 33. See also the judgment 
impliedly. 

173 Judgment of 14 October 2003, Ciz, para. 61. 
17

4 Juclgment of26 August 1997, paras 33-34; judgment of 6 April:!OOO,! 
1
75 Judgmcntof22 January-2004.-sekin and Others, (impliedly).'-·· 

176 Judgment of30 July 1998, pata. ·59. See also the decision of18 

m . . Judgment of 19 February--1998; patas 38-42. start'' with""""""' 
178 Judgment of 6 December 2001, para. 4: "the Court 

inprindpleappplies". , ,, .··· :-: -,.-- -" : ·. 
179 Judgment of 30 October 2003, paras 23-26; judgment of II January 
180 Judgment of 5 October 2000, para. 36. 
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ra :ouibll•C "'urK>Contract was held to be a 'civil' right. IHI The 

respect to discrimination in the area of recruitment for 

cther>eacdtt enjoyment of possessions is concerned, in the 

consolidation decisions and in the case of forfeiture of 

, which the legitimacy and/or the damages are determined, 

!teimination of a civil right'.'"' Equally, the decision to place 

ministration, which has a decisive impact on the right of the 

>')lpr•op•erty and assets, concerns a civil right of the bank. 184 

:bnnbtine:d with a claim for damages, the Court is inclined to 

being closely connected to a claim of a pecuniary nature 
etermimtticm of civil rightS. 185 

laid down in the Convention that are of a political 

$"le'5s •:le<Lr. In the Pierre-Bloch Case the Court held that the 

a.:'political' and not a 'civil' one and that, therefore, 

iexen:ise: ofthat right lie outside the scope of Article 6, even 

'enlV<>lv<ed.'" The mere fact that in the dispute concerned the 

were also at stake, did not make Article 6 applicable, 

~er·ec!los•elycoJnn•ect,ed with the exercise of the political right.'"' 

.tertain•colm>ectimt witl1 ttte <=o:nv•enltion but is not guaranteed 

that sole basis, come under the protection of Article 6. 

salso 1not recognized as a right under the applicable domestic 

Thus, in the Gutfreund Case the Court held Article 6 
[)ro•ce<edilngs concerning legal aid in a civiil case, hecau'f the right 

not recognized in Franch law nor, in the circums!&nces of 

Convention. 
188 

It reached the same conclusicn with respect 
.toth<: d<eCil;ion to subject a detainee to a high-security regime. 1H9 

most of tho rights and freedoms laid down in the 

to the public authorities, have been recognized by the 

paras 61-62 . 
oerzut/1, .U<>•tm,, paras 25-26. 

d987.ENI m<d Others, Erkner end Hofauer, and Poiss, paras 32, 62 and 48, 
l987,Bodtn, para. 32;judgmentof23 June 1993, Ruiz-Mateos, 

October 2003, Cegielski, para. 24; judgment of 13 July 2004, Beneficio 

paras 31-43. 

2001, Lorse and Ot1Jers, para. 3. See, however, note 179. 
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Court as <civil' rights unless their political character 

applicability of Article 6 is (still) not recognized, 
of course, apply. 190 

The Strasbourg case law concerning <civil rights anao>btic 
certainty in certain respects in spite of several pr,ais•eworl 
to draw some general lines. It lacks clarity because no 

and obligations' can still be inferred from it, while the 

such as that of the effect which the outcome of the 
or obligation of a civil character, an: n<)t 'reryspe.:ifi.c and.sl, 
It lacks certainty because the lines drawn in the case 
appear still to lead within the Court to differenlt view's inc coni 
this lack of clarity and certainty, which coJnstiituteSfm 
for the individual seeking justice, but also forth'' p1oblic'm 
the Contracting States, which are called upon to applyArltid 
if the Court departs from its present casuistic approach 

readily applicable definition of' civil rights anc:l ol>ligati<ms'; 1 
to _give direction to the interpretation and application; 

judgments in the Ferrazzini, Maaouia and Pellegrin cases, attl 
with the line uf reasoning adorted, are a step in tfle 
spective, but even these judgments do not yet offer the 
Prc~isel~' at a moment when several States which have 

ventton are in the process of adapting their legislation and 

system, more clarity about the scope of Article 6 is urj;enltly n 
It is submitted that the most satisfactory way to end 1eg:u unc 

effective legal protection is to recognize- as an example 

-that the first paragraph of Article 6 is applicable to all cases 
by a public authority of the legal position of a private nmrtvis 
whether the rights and obligations involYeci are of a private ell 

of Law would seem to require that in all cases ofgo'<ernnJen't i 
legal positio~ofapriVl!teparty the latter has a right A Cor,-.,, t 

'" 
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See for a case of privacy affected by aircraft noise, which was no1: pr<>te<ie 
judgment of7 August 2003, Hatton and Others, paras 137-142. 

para. 154. 
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Klass Case, «The rule of law implies, inter alia, that 

authorities with an individual's rights should be 

should normally be assured by the judiciary, at 

control offering the best guarantees of independence, 

'oc•,dt!fe." 19
J 

any criminal charge' ('decidera (. .. ) du bien-fonde 
_,_,_,,_,,also raise problems of interpretation. 

ililrtio:n' it fc>llo•WS thatthe 'criminal' limb of Article 6 is not 
,., iimnhich an accused or detained person is involved, but 

thewell-foundedness of a charge is at stake. Thus, 

""'"'""'complaint prOcedures against restrictions im
iHint~n.nr•rn the determination of a criminal charge, but 

ifC,rmimJti<>n of the detainee's civil rights. 194 

'criminal charge'. On this point the legal systems 
shc>Wimanyvariations. To avoid differences in the scope of 

nthed!fferent national legal orders, and also the risk of this 
introduction oflegal norms and procedures outside 

adoption of an autiJnolD.ous meaning, independeri-l: 

necessary here as well. In the Adolf Cas< rhe Court 
nuJatcnaQ;e in so many words: «These expressions are to be 

.'il.lltoinomous' rne,an:ing in the context of the Convention and 

trr1_eanh1g in domestic law."195 

character of the proceedings involved is clear, either 

eri:;atiion under the applicable domestic law or in view of their 
the terminology used for their regulation. 196 However, 

"'''tin'g opinionof}udges Tulk.ens, Fischbach, Casadev2ll and Thomassen in 

Judge Traja in theMaa1111ia 
general criterion that the pecuniary interests of an individual are 

h:,:;!'':!:::~::is not based on the exercise of discretionary powers, see the 
"11 joined by Judges Rozakis, Bonello, Strazniclci, Birsan and 

1978, para. 55. 

2003, para. 22. 
1982, para. 30. 

1995, Gradinger, para. 36; judgment of lO June 1996, Pullar, para. 29. 
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there are several cases in which the Court had to 

nomous interptetation. 

10.3.2 AUTONOMOUS CONCEPT OF 

The general point of departure defmed in the De.lcmm(' 
pretation of Article 6 para. 1 would not correspond 

provision", 197 also applies here. In addition, in the 

guideline for the autonomous interpretation nf'rh,,,,.,: 

place held in a democratic society by the right to a fair 

to prefer a 'substantive', rather than a 'formal', COI1Ceptii 

plated by Article 6 para. 1." 198 Consequently, the co11cept~ 
the meaning of tlle Convention and not solely wi.thin tl 

law".199 -,--,_-o;;c_i--, ·,_ ·-·;. -
.In the Deweer Case tlle Court gave the following 

'charge' in the sense of ~ide 6:-'the official notification 

competent autllority of ao allegation tllat he has · 

'notification' marks tlle beginning of tlle 'charge' and, 

witll respect to tlle period of the procedure to wriidl Arti<:II 

determining whetller tlle reasonable-time 

period starts with the-notification, even if it is fOirmul,tt~i 
person concerned does not understand

201 
or if it did 

However, a formal notification is no-:: alway:> re<lUilreo:!. E 
sures other than an official notification are the !;eai"ch 

the seizure of certain gooJs,203 th~ request that a 

the confirmation by the court of the sealing of a building .. '~ 
the Court summarised its case law as follows: ('In cri.mina!Lrii 

wheilier tile 
plied witll, one must begin by ascertaining from which, 

'charged'; this may have occurred on a date prior to the 

197 Judgment of 17 January 1970, para. 25. 
198 Judgment of27 February 1980, para. 44.: 
!9!J Judgment of 16 December 1997, Tejedor Garda, para. 27. 
2oo Judgment of27 February 1980, para. 46.i. , 
201 Judgment of 19 Decembet'l989, Brozice~ paras 41~42. · -

202 Judgment of:l9 Februai:y .1991;· Pugliese, para. 14 in".:~!;:':·:~~ 
consequences of notification not in person, see the j1 
paras26-28. .[' l:>•- ·_ ., 

2oJ Judgment of 15 July 1982, Eckle, para. 74 in conjunction with pa~~~. 
2M Judgment of 19 February 1991, Frau, para. 14. ., 
2os Judgment of 18 July 1994, Venditelli, para. 21. 
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arrest, the date when the person concerned was offi

prosccutcd or the date when the preliminaryinvesti-

"-"'-• ·'-"""'""'',for the purpose of Article 6 para. 1, may in 

notification given to an individual by the competent 

has committed a criminal offence', it may in some 

measures which carry the implication of such an 

substantially affect the situation of the suspect( ... ). "206 

6 also applies to the pre-trial phase,'"' but 

;ha.rg<' llilS been brought. The mere fact that the police are 

witnesses are being heard, or that a judicial organ is 

irv, d<>es: n<lt rleceso;arilym<'>n that a' criminal charge' exists. 

Courthdd that a 'charge' may exist at tlle stage in which 

.esm,IKe a proposal for settlement, even if that proposal is 
:'!f,lllinsjpe<:ticm tllat is not performed within the context of 

ildev•iriif the.re is no notification of impending prosecution, 

>reveiot om<:h lml5ecution.208 And even a summon to appear 

;riiJoinal charge, if the person concerned may deduce from 

is incriminating evidence also against him.209 

Court adopted tlle opinion tllat Article 6 does not apply 

yno.,LSures which may be taken as part of a criminal investi

:h'<orilminal charge', such as the arrest or interviewing of a 

f.,l.;rh mov. however, be governed by other provisions of the 

ihr AJrtic:tes 3 and 5.210 This reasoning makes the criteria of 

apply. IndEeC:., if! case of the arrest ur in~ervitwiP_g of a 

"'"'" ~,,,u e;..-perien;:..:: thi:i as im?lyine an allegation which su!J

and may be in nP:eG of the gu:uantees of Article 6 from 

make these guarantees effective.211 

hli<'ahle to proceedings by which a detention on rema"-d is 

ground of an existing suspicion, although these prccee· 

directed at the determination of the charge/11 as well as to 

aeot w1th the conclusion that the offence was not punishable.213 

1997, Tejedor Garda, para. 27. 
1980, paras 42-45. 

1997, Serves, para. 42 .. 
_1999, para. 34. 

1978, Luedicke, Balkacem and Kof, para. 49. See also the judgment of31 
rnt•&Sliman<,-K,,id, para. 93;judgmentofl3 February200l, Lietzow, para. 44. 

1982, Adolf, paras 31-33. 
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On the other hand, the refusal to pay compensation 
authority in the course of criminal proo,eciingswhticlla1:el 
does not amount to a penalty,ll 4 but may involve a 

criminal prosecution is terminated or results in GJSJl1I:ssaJ 
that, in retrospect, Article 6 was not appiicaiJle, ptarticutlarl 

originally accused the prosecution may have left with 

quences.215 

Whether the criminal proceedings were instituted by a 

authority is irrelevcmt to the question of whether a 'dJarJ~e\ 
the applicability of Article 6. '"However, the Dfl·ivalte c•artv'· 

start criminal proceedings is not himself entitled to a 
a court; he may be entitled to the determination of his 
be, andactuallyhas been submitted in the cri"minal pr.>eeedi 

if a third person's rights are affected adversely 
prosecution of others, no criminal charge can be said-to 

the former; who therefore c<lnnot invoke the guarantees 

determination of a criminal charge. This approach, adc>ptt'd 
to the conclusion in the Air Canada Case that the seizure 

had been brought into the United Kingdom, could 

charge' brought against the airline company. The fact thattli< 
aeroplane only after it had paid an amount of$50,000, 

Article 6 may, of course, be applicable under its civil limb. 

A tariff-fixing decision by a public authority that det:errnines tl 
is itself a sentencing exercise and must comply with the 

211 

"' m 

"" 
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Decision of25 Januru_y 2000, Van Leeuwen BV, para. 1. 
Appl. 8269/78, X~·. Austria, Yearbook XXII (1979), p. 324 (340-3<42): 

26 March 1982, Adolf, para. 33, concerning a decision that an 

Judgment of25 March 1983, Minelli, P"'~,e•A· 2z",,· edo,, p;u:a. 
67

;ju<l!l"nento 
Judgment of23 October 1990,Moreira 1.> 

and Goglia, para. 62.-See aiso·supra, under 10.2.5. 
Judgment of24 October 1986, para. 65. 
Judgment of5 May 1995, paras 52-53. -
Judgment ofl6 December 1999, T.v. the United Kingdom, paras 106-1 

Easterbrook, para. 26. 

US CONCEPT OF 'CRIMINAL' 

6 is applicable to disciplinaryprocedurcs was answered 

Jtnmission for a long time.221 In the Engel Case, however, both 
Court took the position that the character of a procedure 

be decisive for the question of whether Article 6 is appli

national authorities would be able to evade the guarantees 
\(111cilwdiscir•lirtary pro•:eclur·e, with respect to offences which, 

the character of the sanction imposed, are very similar to 
Court stated in its judgment: «The Convention without 

( ... )to maintain or establish a distinction between criminal 

to draw the dividing line, but only subject to certain 

Zo1otratting States were able at their discretion to classify an 
rlsltead cof crinr.irtalortc prosecute an author of a mixed offence 

on tl:e criminal plane, the operation ofthefundamental 

d ?would. be subordinated to their sovereign will. ( ... ) The Court 
under Article 6 ( ... ), to satisfy itself that the disciplinary does 

ac11 upuuthe criminal."2n The same reasoning was followed in 

ivc! prm:edlureswhich lead to the imposition of a sanction. 224 

question of whether disciplinary and administrative proce
Ia!Ch:Jrge· in the sense of Article 6, the Court developed the 

applied is the classification of the allegedly violated norm 
£domestic legal system. Does it belong to criminal law or to disci

law? Ifthe former is the case, the matter is settled, since the 
~·ret:ation of' criminal charge' is a one-way autonomy. Domestic 

!ien:tio<ned in the report of 19 July 1974, Engel and Others, B.20 (1978), pp. 68-69. 
judgment of8 June 1976, para. 81. 

1984, Oztilrk, p<!ra~ 47-49. 
In itH'P''" <>f 14 Dec~mbN 1981, Albert und Lt! Compte, B.SO (1986), p. 36, the 

criterion: the applicable rules concerning evidence. In general, 
)ce<lu"es Uoe f>en;oncmKemed has no right to remain silent and no right to invoke 

to be a correct independent criterion, since it 

consequence that, if applied as a criterion, would be detrimental to the 
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law is decisive to the extent that, if an act or orruss1or1 ; 

offence by domestic law, Article 6 is applicable to the 

related to such act or omission is determined .• """•Criminal: 

may be reviewed for its conformity with other prOVlisk>ns. 
its justification is not an issue under Article 6. 

Only if an offence is not classified as criminal 

decriminalised, is there the danger of evasion of the 
makes a further examination of the applicability of that 

require some investigation and interpretation by th<' Cou1 

law, 228 its legal history or the case law in relation' thlet<,to.22~ 

to be applicable, that does not mean th:>tthe •illsciphnaty'Ora 

have to be changed into criminal procedures; the or1lvre<>« 

the guarantees of Article 6. 

In view of. the. danger of evasion by defining an 

'administrative'_ under national law, the criterion ol the,,cl!l 

a preliminary point of departure for the ultimate assessme 

Article 6 .. This assessment has. to be made on the basis 

purpose the Court has developed the following two 

10.3.3.3 Scope of the Norm and Purpose of the Penalty 

The scope of the norm concerns the circle ot1ts ''ddressees: i':t 
to a specific group or is it a norm of a generally bindi;1g 

disciplinary law only addresses persons belonging to th,, di!;cip•li 

a'i a starting point the circle of :1ddressees offo:rs ii. useful 

conduct thai: consti1:i.r!:es an offence underr~~~~~::;:~r~~:~ 
off.:::nce undt.:r criw.irw1hv_7• ~:o On the other h 

bitions which can only apply to certain persons: minors or 
dians, spouses, captains, civil servants, etcetera. TLiet<,fore,the 

implied in this criterion is not the nu1miJer· otad'dr'""'es, 

of a particular group, combined with the.inter<sts pr•>te•cte<:l 

The indeterminate character of the criterion came dtoarllyt< 

Case. The applicant had filed a criminal complaint 

2! 6 Judgment of8 June 1976, Engel and Others, para. 81; judgment of21 
P'!ra"60. ,!:.f;,- .-; .·~· : -·.r~: 

m ··.·.See the-judgment of22_0ctobei:1981,rDudgeon, paras 60-61, 

.[reJand, pwbibiti11g ho•mosexual intercourse h>!twe<>IIOO'"""'!ing rnalep< 
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Judgment of21-February 1984, Oztark, para 51; judgment of27 
Judgment of28 June 1984, Campbell and Fell, para. 71. 
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~P''per. I'en1dingthe proceedings he held a press conference 
complaint. In summary proceedings he was fined for 

imrestlg•atJ•on. Since his appeal against the conviction was 
be,.nn~, he claimed that Article 6 had been violated. The 

view that the violated rules were disciplinary rules and 
nor the maximum penalty could by their nature make 

Court, however, made the following distinction: 

~ gene1:allydesiJ;n<'d to ensure that the members of particular 

,QlicJ•UI•e> governing their conduct. Furthermore, ina great 
ig l)tates disclos11re of information about an investigation 

incompatible with such rules and punishable under 

sp<orS<>D'' wlhc above all others are bound by the confidential

dg<os,law:~e,-, and all those closely associated with the functio

pte• m >U'-"~' <•em, independently of any criminal sanction, 
ohae<:oumtoftheirforotes:sion. The parties, on the other hand, 

)ceedings.as people subject-to the jurisdiction of the courts, 

within the disciplinary sphere of the judicial system. 

·elevar•t~WJ!IS Code], however, potentially affects the whole 

'ltdetlnes,,and to which it attaches a punitive sanction, is a 

jurposes of the second criterion."232 

second criterion is not an ea3y one to apply became even 
the not so dissimilar Ravnsborg Cas233 and Putz Case,234 

Case the Court, morover, indicated that the distinction 
criminal offences iS; also a relative one. Thus, misconduct 

yno t!1<Jre than a question of internal discipline, but violations 
amount to criminal offences. Relevant indicators are the 

whether the illegality of the act concerned turns on the 

atulrt'of1tne' ottertce is only of a minor character is of no relevance 
According to the Court, the criminal nature of an offence 

"""" u,.5 ,.,c of seriousness.236 

""'"' P'at" 100-lll. 
33. See also the judgment of27 August 1991, Demicoli, para. 33. 

34. 
•m>IYmo, paras 34-38. i 

para. 71; judgment of 9 October 2003 (Grand Chamber), Ezeh and 

1984, Oztiirk, para. 53; judgment of9 October 2003 (Grand Chamber) 
104. 
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The purpose of the penalty, as the other aspect of the 

to distinguish criminal sanctions from purelyre[>aratcJrv 

This sub-criterion was introduced in the Ozti.i.rk 
decriminalisation of certain offences under domestic 

Article 6 would no longer be applicable. The Court held 

as the sanction that could be applied had kept its 'delterr·ent' 

In the case of fines a clear criterion is whether the fine is 

compensation for damage caused or is punitive ordeterrer 

an administrative sanction is imposed on a person who 

matter does not exclude the sanction from having a pu.nit:ive 

of guilt plays a role only in determining the classil]cation 

domestic law.240 

Whereas the three criteria developed by the Court 

aspects of the second criterion are. This means that an 

under national law, may only. be considered crimirial in 

nature, ifboth the scope of the violated norm is of a gerrer;d; 

of the sanCtion is deterrerit and punitive.2~ 1 

The violation of one and the same legal provision 

measures which are partly compensatory and oaJ·th'mmiti 

of the measure brings the proceedings under the category 

under taxation law, if a person has failed to pay the taxes 

dings instituted against him may result in the decision 

amount as compensation for his failur·e,and a su'fdha1rge: as a's 

The latter part is of a punitive character.2~2 

The mere fact that a sanction or other measure imposed 

court is of a severe character with far- reaching consequence::: 

does not mean that the sanction or measure is of a punitive: ch 

or measure is only meant to restore, o.i· compensate for, 

person -concerned, its ·character is reparatory rather than 

242 

"' 
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Judgment of 21 February 1984, para. 53. See also the judgment 
para. 58. 
Judgments of 29 August 1997, E.L., RL. and ].0.-L. 
Switzerland, paras 46 and 42, respectively. 
Jw::lgment of29 August 1997, E.L.~ RL. -and /.0.-L. v. Switze·>la,"d,'pa" 
Judgment of 29 August 1997> AP., MP. and T.P. v. 
Judgmentof21 February 1984,0zffirk,para. 
Judgment-of 24 Februarj·I994,,Bendenoun, para; 47; · 
Netherlands, para. 37; judgment of29 August 1997, E.L., R.L. unu ,.v·.-., 
judgment of3 May 2001, f.B. v. Switserland, paras 47-49. 
Judgment of? July 1989, Tre TrakWrer AB, para. 46. 
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and is not possible.2 ~'1 However, if the sanction or 

severity that it is covered by the third criterion, to 
applicable. This will very rarely be the ca~c. 

katnlrardl]IC<Jlllph!in about a measure the orJy purpose 

".011no,te '"closely as possible the situation which he vva:; 

il""''""· Possible examples of such severity would be 

concerned to fulfil his obligations ('civil detention') 

'charatct<!f c>r of such a long duration that the reparatory 

by the punitive side-effects. 24
"' 

(applicati:on of the) second criterion and its relation to 

ustrat<od by the Pierre-Bloch Case. There the Court exa

sanctions as to their purpose, which surprisingly the 

'nature and degree of severity of the penalty' and not 

i~cJffe:nco,·. First, the candidate who violated the Elections 

standing for election for one year. That sanction was 

Since its purpose was to compel candidates to respect 

expenditure and was thus "designed to ensure the 

ientarye.lections";, The severityofthe sanction did not make 

it was limited to a period of one year. 246 Secondly, the 

to the amount by which the candidate had exceeded 

p~ldi.tu:rewas considered not to be 'criminal', because it was 

.then,roJoer conduct of parliamentary elections". 247 As to its 

·inter alia, that the penalty was not entered into the 

"u"'~' of failure to pay no imprisonment could be imposed. 

be imposed with as an alternative a year's imprisonment, 

not considNed relevan~ as !lC lJfOce-=ding<; were 'or0ugh t 

le<Jmlec:ticm with that possibility.m In particular the criteric,n 

)h,, p<om~t)' e<m<;ernedtmd as ib purpose to compel the person 

lav< and was therefore not 'criminal', is convincing only if 
>rcorr·ectivesense. The punitive elements of a penalty also have 

; ""I'"' for the law, but in a preventive way in respect of the 

:m.<ko O>se the Court held the sanction imposed to be punitive, 

as a punishment to deter reoffending'.2
'
19 

1997, Pierre-Bloch, para. 58. 
1997, Pierre-Bloch, para. 57. 

1998, para. 58. See also the judgment of24 February 1994, Bendenoun, 
;rit<ch.,cg<'; ano in< ended not as pecuniary compensation for damage but essentially 
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10.3.3.4 Nature and Severity of the Penalty 

The third, and in certain cases ultimately decisive 
the severity of the penalty with which the violator of 

The element of the 'nature' of the penalty should 
'purpose' of the penalty, discussed under tile second 

sanction (i.e. deterrence and punishment) does not 
applicable, tile nature and severity of the penalty may still 
Article 6.251 On the oilier hand, if on tile basis of the 

must be deemed to clearly be of a criminal character, 
penalty are not relevant anymore. The second and third 

not cumulative.252 On strict logical grounds one might 
judgment iliat tile Court changed its position on this 
have-beeh:-the.intention~'The case was not referred to 
indicates iliat tile Chamber did not think itsju<lgnoerltt<l b'' in 
caselaw.(see Rrile 51 of tile ilien applicable Rriles 
Ravnsborg Case ·the Court tOok into account 'the three 

The Court explained its Bendenoun judgment in the 

second and the third criteriOn were not cum1llative, ••ltl101lgl 
consideration together. in case a separate analysis of each 
possible to reach a clear conclusion as 
tile judgment in tile Morel Case hacs a1~ai11 C<mtributed t<o cc>iil 
iliat case a tn penalty o{ I Oo/o wiili i.;terest had been inlpm;e< 

Bendenoun judgment tile Court concluded iliat the 
general character and iliattlle peJnalty,wacd'ntcm<led. topr<eventl 
again in accorc:!ancewiili its Bendenoun judgment, altl1ot1gh. the 
were met, the Court examined tite severity of the penalty. 
elusion iliat the penalty was not sufficiently severe to maKe'" 
our opinion, and in view of, among others, the 
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That the Court brings the element of the purpose of the sanction 
third criterion is dear from the judgment of22 May J 990, Wc:om·, p<<ra" 
potentially affects the whole population, the offence it defines, and 
sanction, is a <criminal' one for the purposes of the second criteriDn.' 
Judgment of8 June 1976, Engel and Others;_ para: 85. 
Judgment of21 February 1984, Oztiirk; para-54; judgment of25 
Judgment of24 February: 1994, Bendenoun. para. 47. 
Judgment of23 March 1994, pa~ 30. ··~ 

Judgment of24 September 1997, para. 33. See also the jU<lgnoen•t o:fZ.1 
Aktiebolag and Vulic; para.•78; judgment of 9 October 2003 (Grand 
para.86:.'···:r-! ·.-;u ... .-:··--· 
.Decision of3 Tune 2003. 
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l(dhefir;;ttwo criteria did not allow for a clear conclusion 
charge, which was not the case here. 

the criminal penalty par excellence. Unless it is, by 
'" ,0 fcex<:cuticm 'not appreciably detrimental', it gives an 
il,linis;tnttn'e procedure a criminal character to such an 

applicable.257 Thus, in tl1e Engel Case, altl10ugh the 

, thatith< offences at issue were against norms regulating 
forces, and therefore they could justly form the 

it held that, since for some of these offences an 
duration corild be imposed, tile conditions of Article 

Fol>Serve:d in the disciplinary procedures in question.258 

lear.lirstotall that in the opinion of the Court not every 
:privation of liberty. This depends on the factual con

'pri.vation of liberty must be 'liable to be imposed as a 

1de:sdc,priv,tticms of liberty such as tile detention of men
of-alieas with a view to deportation or expulsion 

1(S<ln c:ontceJmed to fulfil his obligations ('civil detention') 
elements of tile iliird criterion, if of a sufficiently long 

n con.ceJrn<'d disciplinary measures against a prisoner, the 
:laLI\TilCt< 6 was not applicable, because it did not consider 
>ftl:te p<rm;pect <>l redtlCttton of tile penalty, a deprivation of 

'Campbc'll tmo Fell Case, where tile procedure corild have 
of part of the inlprisonment, the Court held iliat the 

:p<:naltycn:atc,. for tile det•inee tile justifiable expectation 

end of tile detention period. The procedure might 

DI>ini011, have such serious consequences for the person 
ofhis detention that it was to be considered of a criminal 

En];el<mdOtJ\ers, para 82; judgment of9 October 2003 (Grand Chamber), 
same would hold good, a fortiori, for capital and corporal 

wot1ld still be allowed under Articles 2 and 3, respectively, in 
6 and i3. Hnwever, such punishment could hardly be considered 

and the Court differed of opinion as far as the penalty of 
the cause of its opinion that no deprivation of liberty was at 

n asp<xi,,Uyde;;ign<ated place which they were not allowed to leave for 
'kept under lock and key'; judgment o£8 Tune 1976, para. 62. 
to indicate that a certain link may exist between the nature and 
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character.262 It reached the same conclusion in the Ezeh 
also held that the question whether the resulting longer 

'appreciably detrimental' should not be determined by 

sentence already being served.H'J In its decision in X v. 

came to the conclusion that isolated confinement ofa pen;on 

as a penalty for late return from leave of absence, is a 

which the procedural guarantees of Article 6 para. 1 need 

Commission here took into consideration that for a 

liberty such a confinement is not of a 'severity' as en·viSilged, 

The Engel judgment also makes it clear that not every 

Article 6 applicable. Its effects on the person concerne<l m.u'st 

inter alia, due to its duration. Thus, although the 'strict 

vation,26_5.in this case the maximum duration of tw•o <laj•s vrns 
c . b d d . . a] lty 266 by the Court J.OI 1t to e regar e as a cnmm pena ! ,- , 

different position vvith regard to the deltenti"on ofsmnem<mthsl 

De Wit, Dona and Schul could have been sentenced."' 

The relevant duration is the maximum penalty w'"" "'" 

authority which is called upon to determine the charge; 

penalty actually imposed but the maximum that the person 

committing the offence is decisive in this respect, even if 
maximum is seldom, if ever, imposed. 2~8 This principle 

proceedings where only a financial penalty has be<'n imj>OS•ed, 

lead to alternative imprisonment, Play com<' ur1d•er1~rticle 6.I11.1 

the latter factor may consist of the possibility of dcl:en•timl o;[j 

non-payment.269 Hewever, t.he judgments in, on th~ one 

and the Putz Cas~ and, on tb.e other hand, the Demicoli Case~ 
T. v.Austria,make ;t difficult to draw a clear line andse<!mto:m 

than (the duration of) possible (alternative) detention 

'" 

"" 
"' 
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Judgment of28 June 1984, para. 72. . 
Judgment of9 October 2003 (Grand Chamber), paras 121-124. 
Appl. 7754/77, D&R 11 (1978), p. 216 (218). 

Judgment of8 June 1976, para. 63. 
Ibidem, para. 85._ - '": 
Ibidem. See also the judgments of29 September 1999, Smith 
19 and 18, respectively; judgment of 6 February 200 l, Wilkirnwnan'l All 
5 June 200l,'Mills, para. 20. ' 

Judgmentof22May 1990, Weber, para.-34: "that the~::~'~:::~,:,;~"& 
199l,Demicoli, para 34; judgmentof9 October2003 (Grand 
Judgment of24 September 1997, Caryfallou, para. 34. 

';,,,naltv and whether an appeal lies against the decision to 

n sentence.
270 

·duration criterion the Commission hdd in the Eggs Case, 

of military discipline and in which the penalty imposed 

a civil prison: "Aithottgh relatively harsh, this freedom

eitherbyits duration or by the conditions ofits enforce-

caused serious detriment to the applicant. It could not, 

clru;sified as criminaL"271 

concerned IRA prisoners, the Commission took the 

ninati<>il of the severity of the penalty the cumulative effect 

should not be taken into account, because for the 

sentence must be considered by itself.272 This position 

by the Court in the Ravnsborg Case273 and the Putz 
Strasbourg organs is formally correct, it may have 

any intervention of a court a person may be subjected 

itJnobiina.ticm amount to a much heavier burden for him than 

t)separ:ate case would be of sufficient duration to confer a 

0 tire ~rroce<lur·e.The question arises whether, if the duration 

in cases of deprivation of liberty, one ought not to seek 

the Court's case law concerning Article 5 para. 3 where, 

rlhe r•eas:ontablertess of tile ]Jer-io.d, successive periods of deten

taken into account together,275 so that the total situa

himselfis taken as the frame of reference and not the 

upon him. 
the Landvrmyd Case the order imposed bv the Burgomas

jip•pli.oant w;::s not allowed t0 en-::er part5 of the city cc-c.ter fot" 

to be of a preventive character ~-nd not of such a severity 

1ilraC1ter.276 

corrdiltiOJ1S as indications of the seriousness of the consequences 

third criterion a rather unpredictable one as long as fixed 

tissul>m.itt<'d that it would be desirable and create the required 

were applied in such a way that in any case where the 

Ravnsborg, para. 35; judgment of22 February 1996, Putz, para. 37; 
Demicoli, para. 34; judgment of 23 October 1995, Schmautzer, para. 

ovember ''00<0. T.v. Austria, para. 67. 

para. 37. 
Neumeister, para. 6; judgment of 16 July 1971, Ringeisen, para. 101. 
paras 3 and 2, respectively. 
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penalty may consist of a deprivation oflibertyin the 

law concerning Article 5, the guarantees of Article 6 

dure that may result in such a deprivation.m 

· The fact that Article 6 also applies to legal pelrsonsrai,;e, 

vation ofliberty' of a legal person may also ""'"'lUT!CIIe () 
the Kaplan Case the Commission held that the w;tnctH>ns 

measures on the activities of the company did not omc:en" 

these restrictions could not be regarded as equivalent to 

It is not yet very dear tow hat •exten1t diSCipllnairJI>ena!ti< 

of liberty may be conSidered severe enough to""~' ruuc1e 

Case, which concerned proceedings where the fine could 

and could be converted into a term of imprisonment in 

Court held, with a general reference to its third criterion 

ning, that what was atstalce was "sufficiently Impo•rtaJlt.ft 

offence as a criminal one under the Ccmventiort' ,"'' l<,.viingi 

the fact that the fine could be converted into imprisor•m•"'t 

lack of clarity was left in the Demicoli judgment}" The 

Schmautzer Case and Putz Case seem to make it even 

Court's case law on this point. In the Ravnsborg Case, 

1000 Swedish crowns did not malce the sanction a · crunm•~· 

amount, the Court took into account that t.he fine was 

records and that conversion into a term oltm•prJScmrneJotc< 

special procedure, including an oral hearing, was tollo\\red.-'.(. 

ment amounted to at least two weeks. In the suibse:qu:errt S<:hn 

held that drivingwithoutwearing a seat -belt, anad.miJnistraltive 

law, was c!."iminal in nature. It used as an additional 

fine (of200 Austrian schillings) had been accompanied 

to prison in case of non-payment. The maxiin:unt te1 

m 

"' no 

"' 
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ThUs judge Cremona· in his separate opinion in the Engel Case, A.22, 
Albert and LeCompte Case the Commission in<Lee<l ol.,e,ve<l qotitegen"' 
disciplinary measure: "it cannot be treated as being equivalent 
deprivation ofliberty"; 1eport ofl4 December 1981, Albert 
In it~ decision on Appl. 8209/78, Sutter v. Switzerland, para. 2, 

"The applicant was charged with an offence un<lwlheMilitat: 

sense: report of 6 May 1981; Minelli, B.52 (1986), p. 
Report of 17 July 1980, para. 170. See, however, the judgm:wt; OtL4>0F 

para. 34. 
Judgment of22 May 1990, para. 34. 
Judgment of27 August 1991, para. 34. 
Judgment of23 March 1994, para. 35. 

hooweve:r, the Court held with reference to its reasoning in 

'hJpb,;Sit)!emaximum penalty o£20,000 Austrian schillings, 
a term ofimprisonmentoftcndays,did not come 

fCH<CU "'"~ 

6_1Ki 

far in attributing a decisiv(' character to the severity of <1 

in deprivation of liberty in the Garyfallou ABBE Case. 

: 01ort tooKmw consideration, in addition to the maximum 

company's assets being seized, as "more importantly, 

l)u;rt's:e>an11ntatJton· that, in the event of non-payment of the 

l d<,te1otlon of up to one year.
284 

,reJ:nell ""measure of docking of points from driving licenses 
offence. No possible detention as an alternative was 

the measure to be of a severity to make it a criminal 

[isr·easoning tll< Court seems to have mixed the purpose of the 
"the deduction of points may in time entail invalidation of 

that the right to drive a motor vehicle is very useful in 

on an occupation. The Court, like the Commission, 

a/1:hougn the dedtiction of points has a preventive character, 

td<fet•errent character and is accordingly similar to a secondary 

ie .Bsc·oubelc Case:su1gg;ests that, in the case of two different mea

"va~e<,mc connection which a certain measure has with the out

)~e·edings may be decisive for the applicability of Article 6. The 

to the measure of withdrawal of a driving licence after a road 
driving licence is a precautionary mcasur~; 

eln"'!!en•cv measure justifies i'ts being applied immediately and 

that its purpose is punitive. Withdrawal of a d:::ivinglicence 

disqualification from driving, a measure ordered by the 

of criminal proceedings. In such a case, the criminal court 

facts constituting the offence which may give rise to disqua-

1995, para. 28. See also, of the same date, five other cases against Austria: 
~mam.gu, pa.r..>o Pramstaller, para. 33; Palaoro, para. 35, Pfarrmeier, para. 32. 

fines varied from 5,000 Austrian schillings (in the event of default of 
'imprisonment) in the Pfamneier Case to 50,000 schillings {fifty days of 

theP""nstalf,,-c:,e.The maxim urn penalties that could have been imposed varied 
~ (24 h<mrs of imprisonment) in the Pfarrmder Case to 100,000 schillings {three 

in the Pramstaller Case. 
1996, para. 37. 

1997, para. 34. 
!epltembe< 1998, para. 39. 

1999, para. 37. 
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The same kind of reasoning was followed in "'' nm:k 

had been stopped by the police driving a car with toc1 hiof 

had been ordered, inter alia, to subject to an EciLH:atior1al1 

the costs of which he had to pay himself. The Court 

a severity and character to make it a criminal sanction. 
be compared with the procedure of issuing a driving 
the driver possesses the required skills;mcl klnowl,,d)~e <>fu 

costs and time which the applicant had to spend for 
with the time and costs spent for obtaining a driving 
failure to comply with the Measure the driving lwmc:e coot 
not change the character, since that was to be comr>ar·ed 

failing to pay for or take an examination for a u•mu~ucenc 
cation for driving as a measure in the context ofcrimin•l 

10.3.4 FISCAL PENALTIES 

With respect to'fiscal penalties' the Court has adopted 

penalties which are not compensatory in nature, but 
as fmes, disqualifications and settlements of penalties, 
character for the purposes of Article 6. 288 

This was further elaborated upon in the Bendtmoun ( 
su~charges imposed uponthe applicant were, in fue Gc•ve•:nn 

-:onsidered 'administrative' and not 'criminal' penalties 
law, the Court did nOt collsider this to be decisive. On the 
of its Engel jucigment it reached fue conclusion fuat the 

predominant, since the surcharges were "intended not as 
for damages but essentially as a punishment to deter rec>ff<,nd 

under a general rule, fue purpose of which was bofu del:errent 

were very substantial". 289 

10.3.5 DECRIMINALISATION AND 'P 

For a long time there has been a lack ofdarity as to wrtetlrer. 

criminal proceedings, even when offences of a less serious 

'"' 
'"' 
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Judgment of7 November 2000, pira. L 
Judgment of7 October 1988, Salabiaku; para. 24;judgment of3 
47-49. 
Judgment of 24 February 1994, para. 47; judgment of 3 May 
judgments of23 July 2002 Viistberga Taxi Aktiebolag and Oti\mc, P'"'" II 
See Appl. 8537/79, X v. Federal Republic of Germany {not published}, 

!0 Right to a F<tir a-:-~d Public Hearing (Art iLk 6) I 

between criminal charges of a serious and those 

i'ecletennlloai!Or of a criminal charge concerning a petty 
for the person in question, aU proceedings in which 

of a criminal charge should fall under the 

Court. In the Adolf Case, in which a petty offence 

ground was declared non-punishable, the Court held: 

\i<tred criminal offences do exist and Article 6 of the Con
between them and other criminal offences; it applies 

""'" .. ~~~ any criminal offence."291 And in the Oztlirk Case 
~ f.tctno,fuin!\ tc suggest that the criminal offence referred 

implies a certain degree of seriousness ( ... ). Further
the object and purpose of Article 6, which guarantees 

, a c:rirninLal offence' the right to a court and to a fair trial, 

n "'mcJVe from the scope of this Article a whole category of 

of're:~arcfu1g fuemas petty."292 

Case that it does not conflict with the Conven

~ltdiffer•enl categories of offences, but that such a classifica
' qttestion whefuer Article 6 is applicable. 

293 
In this case an 

w•IS 1101: qtJalifi<cd under German law as a criminal but as 

Dr<inttn~'swidrigk:eit. Quite in line with its previous case law 

here again, was on its guard against erosion of the 
article:. ''if the Contracting States were able at their discre

as 'regulatory' instead of criminal, to exclude the 
ent:ruc>autse> ofArtides6and 7, theapplicationoffueseprovi-

to ttheir s'ove:reign will. A latitude extending fuus far might 

with the object and purpose of the Convention."
294 

decisive whether the nature of the offence, and that of 

lie irrrpc>sed, confer a criminal character on the proceedings, 

Horrn:ally they still have that character under domestic law. 

, EXPULSION AND EXTRADITION 

aconntrydoes not amount to a criminal penalty. The same 
o-r expulsion of alkns from fue territory, although such 
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measUre may be experienced by the person co•ncen1ecl., 

Case the Court recognised that such measures may 
different domestic legal orders and that their ch,Lrar:tet 

decisive for determining whether or not the penalty 
respect the Court noted that, in general, the measure is 

within the member States of the Council ofEurope. 

may also be made by the administrative authorities, 

measure for the purpose of immigration contr·olan·d do ntot 

of a criminal charge against the applicant for the 

fact that they are imposed in the context of criminal 
. II . »29s essentia y preventive nature. 

The Maaouia Case concerned an exclusion order 

criminal court in addition to the' irnprisonm<,nt: cc>miction: 

to distinguish this order from expnlsion orders. Ho•wever: 

curring opinion, defmed the order as an 'ancillary penrulty' 

minallaw. He nevertheless agreed with the ntaj•oritythat 

but for the reason that the charge forming the basis 

by the applicant in the proceedings for the rescission 

Extradition proceedings are also held not to be co·veredb] 

that a 'determination' involves the full process of the 

guilt or innocence, and not the process 

dited to another country}96 

10.3.7 CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS 

As in the case of'chil rights and ouhgations', the <..O•Uf'l SrlUU 

to lift the uncertainty and ambiguity with respect to 'crimin~ 

law still leaves, especially concerning the criterion of the 

penalty. ·• · 

As to the nature of the penalty, Article 6 should be 

proceedings which may result in the imposition of a puniitiv< 

-nature and/or its' consequeiices is so similar to criminal 

justification for excluding judicial review, except by free 

This includes in particular deprivation oflibertyand the 

also 

ted the position that Article 6 Il1akes no distinction be·twc,en 
- ' ~ ' . -;, -. ' ,_. ·' . ' . . . . 

2
9
5 Judgment of 5 October 2000, para. 39. 

296 Appl. 10227/82, H v. Spain, D&R 37 (1984), p. 93 (94). 
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"nn"'IO proceedings which lead to no penalty at all, the 

be a decisive element for its 'punitive' character. 

non-<:m""""' sanction is concerned, there would seem 

todit;tirrgtrish between detentions of short and of longer 

ifliberty has by definition severe consequences. As to fmes, 

,b,,tw,,en small and large amounts. However, the financial 

then be relevant and, in connection therecerrtea s;uuuuu 

,,w,o. ····- is not paid, an alternative detention may be im-

ill taints p•nJcerlurralguanmtees in relation to judicial procee

'" ,.~~----proceedings for the eases mentioned there: the 

~s iigltt btashot been laid down in express terms in Article 6. 

fer:ltc> erllitlernecot to a fair and public hearing by a court, 

entitlement onJy exists in cases where judicial procee

!Or urtde:r donoe!;tic: Jaw,orth:!t!JfCcvi!;ion Ullf>UeS- or rather 
proceedings. 

Court in its Go/d~r judgmenr. The Court referred 

lre:amble of the Convention to the rule oflaw "as one of the 

, Sf>irittuallieritage of the member States of the Council of 

Court ti-Aat refeteace had to be taken into account when 

6 para. I according to their context and in the light 

of the Convention. In doing so the Court made the obser

one can scarcely conceive of the rule oflawwithoutthere 

acces~ to the courts". The Court further reasoned that 

)he, light c>ftl1e f<)ilc>wicog two leg; a! flrinccip>Jes: (I) the principle 

be capable of being submitted to a judge, as one of !he 

f:Urldamcmtal principles oflaw; and (2) the principle of inter

the denial ofjustice. 297 "Taking all the preceding cons ide

that the right of access constitutes an element which is 

by Article 6 para. 1. This is not an extensive interpretation 

'.'?rrthceC:orltr:tctingStates: it is based on the very terms of the 

1 read in its co~1.ext and,havirig regard to the object 

>h,rention, a lawmaking treaty( ... ), and to general principles of 
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law. The Court thus reaches the conclusion ( ... ) 

everyone the right to have any claim relating to 

before a court or tribunal."2
"'

8 

In conclusion, Article 6 para. 1 also applies to 
obligations, and of criminal charges, for which 
judicial proceedings.2

';1
9 It does not, however, •mn<.,. 

out of a case by the court if there is no sustainable 

With this extensive, teleological inteqJretationt the C:outt 

from eroding the guarantees of Article 6 by restri<:tit<g 

proceedings in some areas and omitting its int:roducti.\ 
reason the Court adopted the view that Article 6 alsoap~ 
tation of a judicial decision: «to construeArticle6 
access to a court and the conduct of proceedings 
incompatible with the principle of the rule oflaw". 

refuse- or fail to comply, or even delay doing so, 
enjoyedbyalitigant during the judicial phase of the 

of purpose. Consequently, the power of the 
judgment to be quashed infringes the principleoflegal ce 
to court.304 And the same holds good if private nocti••<h 

d "th'" and the judgment is not eriforce agamst em. 
a court must, therefore, be regarded as an integral 
of Article 6.306 A stay of execution must itself be subject 

, .. 
"' 

'"' 
'M 
30$ . 

'"' 
307 
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}ojustificatio·n for non-cxecution/0
!1 ;md even if there are 

execution, the authorities must take speedy and ade-
situation that allows for exccution:10

"' Consequently, 
to be quashed at the Procurator-General's application 

aS<:onsiderect by the Court to violate the principle of legal 
right to a fair hearing.J 10 Access to court is also made 
possibility of bringing legal proceedings, but is pre· 
from pursuing his daim. 311 

aragf2tph I of Article 6 takes over to a considerable extent 
guarantees a right to an effective remedy. Article 6 
it implies a right of recourse to a court or tribunal 

sense of the term by its judicial function, that is to 
competence on the basis of rules ofiaw and after 

~ pres:criibed manner".311 And secondly, because it applies 
vilrig:hts and obligations and not only to those which are 
:rurdfre:edonos laid down in the Convention. However, 
rttfor·cases of violation of rights which according to the 
.crvungm> in the sense of Article 6 para. 1313 and, indeed, 

reasonable-time requirement of) Article 6 itsel£.314 

covers all the issues related to the dispute concerning 
1n•cludir<g issues concerning the costs involved in having 
is dlet<"n:rirted.315 Domestic law or case law may not exclude 

court, not even if, in an indirect way, they depend oP 
be subjected to judicial examination.316 For the sam~ 

(ir<stituting judicial proceedings for damages doe> not 
the underlying dispute to <1 court.317 

para. 40; judgment of27 September 2005, Amat-G, para. 48. 
Wl, L.nno:n, para. 45. 

para. 62. See the concurring opinion of Judge Bratza 
said that it was rather the right of access to court that was at 

'"' < •• ·'·· the judgment of24 July 2003, Ryabykh, para. 55. 
paras 25-33. 

Geouffre de Ia Prade/le, paras 36-37; judgment of 10 May 2001, 
2001, Baumann, para. 39. 

February 1975, Golder, para. 33 .. 
paras 147-149. 

Robins, para. 28;judgment of6 February 2001, Beer, paras 12-13. 
paras 80-81; judgment of26 May 1994, Keegan, para. 59. 

iT•:< 1"mkton" AlB., para. 49. 
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10.4.2 REQUIREMENT OF EFFEC 

10.4.2.1 General observations 

As holds good for all rights laid down in the Co,nv,enti~ 
must not be theoretical or ilh.i.Sory, but practical and 

person concerned not only has a right to apphrtc> a •emf~ 
rights or obligations, but must also be enabled to 

factoriJy,' 19 which also requires that the pr<OC<tedin~:s are 
a way that takes into account the intellectual abilitiesofti 
that the right of access includes the right to obtain a 

by the competent court.321 It also means that there 

partial court with the required jurisdiction to make this 
right of access is not secured.322 Thus, in its jwigrnent•<'hi 
Kingdom the Court held that, although the parents 

institute wardship proceedings, and thereby have 
access decisions examined by an English court, during 
resolutions the court's powers were 

ments of Article 6, as they did not extend to the m<'fit:<.of 
In the Obermeier Case the Court held that there 

of access to court, since the court in question could 

adntinMtrativeaw~oriti·esh~dexercu;edtherrdiscireti,onatcy] 

with the object and purpose uf:~e appli•cab·le law.324 And 
Devlin Case the Court adopted the position that the 

reasvns, the cot!rt could hot determine the merits 

cerning discrimination, made the 'remedy ineffective to 

by the security considerations; it took into consideration 

been found possible to modify judicial proceedings in 
national security concerns and yet accord the 

procedural justice.325 

Consequently, there is a close link between the re•Juirern• 
court and. the reqtiirement of exhaustion of local rerne,dies, I 
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Judgment of9 October 1979, Airev,vara. 24; judgment of 1 Mardi 200 
of 10 July 2003, Multiplex, para. 44. -
Ibidem., 
Judgment of 15 Jllne2004,·s.C. v: tlie United Kingdom, para. 30. '> ,,,,, 

Judgment of 10 July 2003, ·Multiplex, paii. 45. , -· ·' 
Judgment of 23 June 1981~· Le·COmpte, -Van Leuveri and De 

September 1982, Sporrong and Liinroth; para. 8~,1~::~:~~~~,;:~~:v~~: \ 
JudgmentS of8 July 1987; pains 81-82, 81-82 a 
Judgment of28 June 1990, paras 69-70. 
Judgment of 10 July 1998, paras 77-78; judgment of30 October 
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that the local remedies available were not effective it 

to which Article 6 para. 1 applies, that the applicanl 

;, ~ffe,cti'" it is not sufficient that the co uti has jurisdiction 

ttl-ioec>Se, The court must have full jurisdiction. This means 

:onatx'leJJCe to judge both on the facts and on the law as a 

,cogmises that especially in procedures of judicial review of 

is a common feature that the courts take a somewhat 

·'·"·""'h" establishment of the facts by the administration. 
onnr<Ja<:h is sufficient from the perspective of effective 

such aspects as the subject-matter of the de-

mariner in 'which and the proce~ure according to which 

the contents of the dispute. Especially if the subject

of the law and the facts have been established in 

[jt~ri,;dicti•on to re-examine the facts will be acceptable.328 

Sch,.,.autzer Case the Court held that the a;:>peal from 

1ritiestothetaclrnini:stn>ti,re court did not satisfy the require
latter did not ha-re fnll jurisdiction to review and quash 

11istra1tiv< body both on questi0ns or' fact and oflaw:"' There. 

that the administrative court was sitting in 

criminal nature for the pu.qioses of the Convention. On 

lgrrtents in the Bryan Case, the Chapman Case and the fane 
more typically administrative proceedings, if a full review 

;p<'ffc>rrrted by the &dministrative body, a more restricted 

Baumann, para. 4R. 
LeCompte, Vaa Lcuven and De Meyere, para. 51; judgment of 21 
para. 29; judgment of 26 AprillS9S, Fisher, para. 28; judgment of 

37; judgment of 12 June 2003, Kiick, parJ.. 48 and judgment of 
CaJ'P',f/a J"aolini·, paras 28-29. See, however, the judgment of22 November 

the judgment of 4 October 2001, Potockn and Others, paras 52-59, 
somewhat restricted jurisdiction could also meet the requirements of 

circumstances. 
1995, Bryan, paras 45-47; judgment of 4 October 200 1, Potocka and Others, 

1995, para. 36;judgment of20 June 2000, Mauer, para. 16. 
1995, Brjtan, paras 34-47; judgmentS of 18 January 2001, Chapman and 

and 133, respectively. 
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Effective access to a court for a determination also 

concerning legal issues relevant for the aetermination, 
quently, the practice of the French Conseil d'Etat to 

for a preliminary opinion about the reciprocal ch;Ira•cte
1 

is then followed by the LonS<"lct'li,talwtlho·utan:rp1,ss1ibilft1 
that opinion, is in violation of the right of access to 

10.4.2.3 Legal Aid 

In the Airey Case it was held that, although the right 

an automatic right to free legal aid in civil proceedings~ 
on the part of the State to provide for the assistance 

need. This is the case when legal aid proves in<lisJpertsat 
court, either because legal representation is rer>d<ored con:t 
procedural complexity of the case. The State may also, 

for abolition of compulsory representation and si"mr•lificat:[d 

that effective access to the court no longer requires a"' w1rer, 
a certain financial threshold for the legal costs to be · 

In the Aerts Case the Court adopted the opinion 

by the competent authority on the sole basis oftheran:ersas 
of success of the review, unless the assessment is made 
Case the Court specified this by stating that the fact 

was obligatory, had been decisive. It accepted th<: refus•al <>fle 
of any serious cassation ground in a case where legal reJ>resei 

and the procedure of selection offered several '''"'rant<:es."' 
adopted in the Essaadi and Del :Jol Cases."' If aa ex¥roltiu··~ 

is refused by the applicant, the latter carmc1t oomplatin ••be> uti 

10.4.2.4 Other Aspects of Effectiveness 

In the De Geouffre de Ia Pradelle Case the Court held that 
access to court is so complex and unclear that it creates 
·court cannot be said to be effective.338 

"' 
m 

m 

"' 
"' 
'" 
"' 
"" 
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Judgment of 13 February 2003, Chevrol, paras 83-84. 
Judgment of 9 October 1979, paras 24-26. ,' 
Judgment of 19 September 2000, Glaser, para. 99. 
Judgment of30 July 1998; para. 60.,-,,:

Judgment of 19 September 2000, paras 40-41. 
Judgments of26 February2002, paras 33-36 and 23-26, respectively. 
Judgment of9 October l997,Andronicou and Constantinou, para. 
Judgment of 16 December 1992, paras 33-34. 
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attached to its view that Article 6 implies a right of 
the effective exercise of a right may amount to a 

hindrance is of a temporary character", the conse

.tdetatin•eesto correspond with persons providing legal 
thisprovision.JJY Moreover, the detainee has a right 

a person providing legal aid without the presence of 

also- requires that the applicant has access to the 

l,nJ'the jttdi;m.ent is• sent to the applicant in a normal way, 
~aria 11as not indicated his intention to receive the copy 

TIN CRIMINAL CASES 

e,;·,ritt> criiminall fe<1tu:res which make Article6 applicable, 

that the person who is 'charged', has the right that 
rtofttiatch:ilge is; made by a COurt which fulfils the require

doeS not imply that the person 'charged' may demand 

'oS<:cution and an ultimate trial by a court, but only that, 
thi~ is done by a court.342 However, if the charge is 

transaction between the accused and the prosecut-

choice on the part of the accused, he is actually denied 
>ArHcle 6,343 In other situations, too, a waiver of the right 

not be assumed light!y and may be overruled by an 
case is dropped under circ:.tmstances in which 

cOrJtirme to cling to the person in question, Article 6 has 
this also ln the light of the presumption of innocence of 

para. 40. See also the judgment of 25 March 1983, Silver and 

1984, Campbell and Fell, paras 106-107. 
Ca.mp1~dland Fell, paras 111-113. 

l. 

''""· L>ewee,,, pam49·54.In this case the person in question was subject 
be dosed if he did not agree to the transaction. 

:1, 1no•np>orn,para. 43. 
paras 34-41. See, however, the judgment of26 March 1996, 

lreapj>licmt had been tried at first instance in absentia. He instituted an 
ended in the court of appeal declaring the prosecution time
reimbursement of legal costs was refused on the ground that 

.~•instthoar>plican.t.In the opinion of the Court the result was nota violation 
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The right of access to court does not imply the right 
offence to institute criminal proceedings himself or 

prosecutor. 346 However, if the criminal proceedings are 
to vindicate his civil right to damages as a civil party, 

Against the background of the Court's judgment in 

'effective' access348 the Commission's view that the tac:ttl'"'"' 
for the accused in taking evidence does not imply a 

modified.349 It did so in an unpublished decision of 

concluded that in certain circumstances the high costs 
Article 6 para. 1. 350 

The decision in the Golder judgment, referred to under 
access to court implies the right of free corresp•onde;ne<:atld 
with a lawyer,351 also holds good for criminal cases, to the 

does not already follow from the third paragraph under 

(effective) access to court may also play a role in assessin!;wlhe 

hav,7c~5~.~gr:n~ted llllderp~P'graph. 3(c)352 and wlltetltertl 
responsible fo~ a, manifest failure by a legal aid' coun:sel1to r•roiil( 

• 353 .. ' •. • .. '' .. ' .. .' 
lion. ,·. 

··;:;· 

10.4.4 ACCESS TO JUDICIAL APPEAL p 

Th~ possibility ofappeal:to a higher court constirutes a 

be previously exhausted according to Article 35. !n .act, •n ''PP< 
the fact that the proceedings in the firstinstance were uut m cot 
fi in all respects. 3:.

4 

The right of appeal to a higher court is not laid down, 
Article 6 para. 1.355 However, if appeal is provided for ,n,l h,. 

court in that instance is called upon tu make a 'determiJoation:; 

of Article 6 par;1. 2, since the applicant had been able to exercise the 
decision on reimbursement did not in·10lve a reassessment of the 

346 
Judgment of29 October 1991;Helmcrs. para, 29. 

347 
A contrario, see the judgment of28 October 1998, A.ssenov and Others, 

348 
Judgment of9 October 1979, Airey, pau. 24. 

34~ Appl. 1982/63, X v. Austria (not published). 
350 

Appt 9379/81, X v: Switzerland (tiot published). 
351 

Judglrieilt0f21 ~ebruary,l975;p:ira:4o~·.·,, >:-:·; ~,·.·· «·'· 
352 

}l.idgriieiit 0£_28 .Match 1990~ Granger; parai 44-48.· ' , ..... , ·.·,"· 
~53 :" TudgiriCrifOf19 DCCei:UberJ989,-Ktimasinski,1para. 65,' \ .. 

·
354 '"·~JU:dgriieiit Of 16 I?eiembei_:i992;,EJwards, paras 38-39; judgment' 

para. 54;,·,:,,·.C/ ·· "'; ;,_.;,. ·· 
355 

'·Judgment of23 Tuly.l968,.Belgian Linguistic Case, para. 9; jud!gm.enl' ofl7 
para; 25; judgments of 11 October 2001, Hoffmann and Sommerfeld, 
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~'""""''' to a constitutional court/5
';1 unless its review 

l~ti.tu:tionallit)• olf trtc previous judicial decision and not a 
to understand how and in what situations such 

th•e dwm•ecriterion is whether there is a close link 

[th.e p•roce<,dings before the constitutional court and that 

toth<"efer·ral of the matter to the constitutional court. 361 

plical)le to proceedings concerning a so-called 'special 

tu .• ~ '""'' 6 applicable to the proceedings concerning a 
iai.'"Htowev•er, the Court took into consideration that 

[d;llS<J n'tal:e to the way the domestic court had applied 

{!h•e ••pp<:al:forcru:sation. As a rule Article 6 does not apply 

$t;ates fi·orn l:aying down regulations governing the acce.:;s 
¢our1:, pwvidled. thatth<,ir purpose is to ensure the proper 

~o•nseq;ue11tly, there is no violation of Article 6 where an 
tosuc:h a court due to his own procedural mistake. If the 

'"'""'"cor cassation is, however, the result of an omission 
of access is violated by that rejection.364 

illate cowrt declaring the appeal inadmissible on the ground 

a legal intuest, does not limit the right of access in 

17~'~;::~:~~•PP::;'';~:~:::::~~~:~~ February 1984, Sutter, paras 26-28; 
:;:; para. 77; judgment of2 March 1987, Monnell and Morris 

Ekbatani, para. 26; judgment of 19 December 1989, Kamasinki: 
199l,F.CB. v. Italy,paras29-33;judgmentof22Aprill992, Vidal, 

2 O'ctober 1992, T.v. Italy, paras 24-25; judgment of 16 December 1992, 

judgment of23 November 1993, Poitrimol, paras 28-29; judgment 
.37. 

~;~:~;;~::~','~~~~::.~-::~; :~~;::::~:;21~ July 1998, Omarand Guirin, 
, 1 judgmeni of l4 December 1999, Khalfaoui, paras 42-54; 

Garcia ,\tfani/Jardo, par<'s 44-45. 
Huj/munn, para. 66. 

SUszmann, para. 41; judgment of l July 1997, Pflmtuel, par:ot. 53; 

· , para. 48;judgmentof12 June 2001, Trickovic, para. 39; 

45; judgment of20 February 2003, Kind, para. 43. 
:to1!4, i;ron<ek, para. 35. 

>; >tui1:-Mate.os, para. 59. 

S.L., Bo:ndCh<b, paras 40-48. See, however, the judgment of8 April2003, 

"Energia" Producers' Cooperation. 

October 1998, Bogdanska Dimova, paras 52-59. 
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its essence, especially not if he has had the full De1oettt of: 

instance that was in conformity with Article 6 para. 1. 
If Article 6 is applicable, the specific characteristics 

question must be taken into account with regard to 

6 has been complied with. 366 Thus, for instance, it 

requirement of publicity of the trial in appeal 

proceedingsx,H has the same fundamental im:pc•rt<mc:e a:s· 

proceedings. The same even applies to the strict 

judgment,369 and the requirement of the presence mpe1rso 

However, the principle of equality of arms has to be 

The Commission has held a few times that Article 6 wa:sncoti 

in which a decision is taken about leave of appeal, fo1rin.stonl 

three judges of the Bundesverfassungsgericht take a 

a Veifassungsbeschwerde.372 It is disputable, however, 

its generality, since in these proceedings a negative decision 

manifestly ill-founded nature of the appeal, which in fact 

A more correct view was adopted by the Commission 

in which Article 6 was deemed to be applicable on ao:ou:n' 

themselves, and because these preliminarypnm:edin1ss tnaya 

sion of the detention.374 

In some legal systems the person who has beenco:nvicted 

whom some remedies against this sentence are still avail:1blt 

as one against whom a charge is pending, but as a com·ict'''"l 

a case, strictly speaking, Article 6 wo'.lld not l;:,e applicable. 

Case, in which the Court stressed the desirability of an 

"' 

'" 
'" 
370 

m 

m 

"' 
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Decision of 29 January 2002, Venema and Others, para. 3. 
Judgment of 17 January 1970, Delcourt, para. 26; judgment of25 

judgment of 8 December 1983, Pretto and Others, para. 

para. 44; judgment of 19 December 1997,. lB;:'·~u.a~:~~~:a~~~'::::~~~·~~,~~:;~ 
Judgmentof26 May 1988, Ekbatani, paras 2: 
and Fejde, paras 36,27 and 31, respectively. 
Judgment of22 February 1984, Sutter, para. 30. 
Judgment of 10 July2001, Lamanna, para. 32. 
Judgment of21 September 1993, Kremzow, para. 58; judgment of25 

judgment of 6 July 2004, Dondarini, para. 27 · 
31

; j<,dg:m,nt <>fZSI> 
Judgment of20 February 1996, Lobo Machado, para. 
37; judgment of 6 February 2001, Beer, par~ 17-18. 
AppL , 
D&R 6 (1977), p. 101 (107);' Appl. 10663/83, X v. Denmark 

Cf. the report of 15 March 1985, Adler, paras 48-50. 
Report of 11 March 1986, paras 125-127, followed by the Court 

para. 54. 
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has not yet been determined in the sense of Article 

or conviction has not become final. 375 On the one 

«nh A,rhrle6 does not grant a right of appeal for criminal 

such a right in Article 2 with regard to those States 

the proceedings in appeal and in cassation do form 

therefore, must equally satisfy the minimum standard 

fact that in its examination the court of cassation is 

on which the lower court has based its sentence, does 

0Jic:ability of Article 6,37H nor does the circumstance that in 

no longer relate to the validity of the criminal 

:.rl>llshoelv to the penalty imposed."' On the other hand, 

taken on requests for conditional release, revision, 

\~naltva~re rwtcover·ed by Article 6, since in those cases there 

·mination which has acquired the force of res judicata. 380 

trevo•:ation of a conditional release there is the question of 

ialchm£rin LI-te sense of Article 6, because such a procedure 

i\J),>Sition c1fap<mlty·.3" And in the above-mentioned cases 

if the proceedings also involve civil rights or obliga-

F ACCESS TO COURT IN EACH STAGE 

~C.om,rt,, Vun Leuven and DeMeyere Case the Court held that 

p::t.:scribe the (:o.:Hracting States "to submit 'contestations' 
and obEgations' to a procedure t.:onducted at each of its 

ineeting the Article's various requirements. Demands of 

which are fully compatible witlt the prctection of human 

rio.rir>teJrvention of administrative or professional bvdit!s and, 

}uclgrr.,nt of22 February 1984, Sutter, para. 30. 
Uniteol King,{om, Yearbook XV (1972), p. 376 (394-396). 

Yearbook IX (1966), p. 166 (174) and the case law mentioned there. 
the United Kingdom (not published), concerning a change of prison 

De Avindores de La RepUblica, Mata and Others, D&R 41 
decision concerning an amnesty after conviction does not determine a 

United Kingdom, Coil. 32 {1970), p. 73 (75). 
· Appl. 1760/63,X v. Austria, Yearbook IX (1966), p. 166 (174). 
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a fortiori, of judicial bodies which do not satisfY the 
respect. "·11u 

!n the Albert and LeCompte Case the Court elutciclat.,di 

cumstances the Convention calls at least for one of the 

the jurisdictional organs themselves comply with the 

graph l, or they do not so comply but are subject to 

body that has full jurisdiction and does provide the 
graph 1. "·1114 

This means that, for instance, the situation where 

administrdtive action lies with an administrative ho,clv,~n''" 

also not if this objection or appeal procedure amounts 

and obligations or a criminal charge, provided that there 

review by a court with full jurisdiction. It was pneci:sel1rtbta1 
in the opinion of the Court/Hs had not been fullfilled' in then 

appeal.386 It also means that in the case of a criminal ch.ar1:et 

mined by an administrative body, e.g., the Revenue, 387 

or regional authorities,389 or the Minister of the lntteriior,,1'{) 

decision appeal lies to a court with full jurisdiction. In 

whether appeal is effectively open in all cases to the ap]>ell.at 

by the respondent Government as satisfYing Article 6 
appea1.39l 

In the De CubberCase the Court qualified its viewpoint 

proceedings has to fulfil all the requirements of Article 6. It 

this holds good only for those cases in which under domesti<:l 

not of a civil or criminal but, e.g., of a disciplinary or 

moreoverthedecisionis not in the hands ofwhatwithin the 

'"' 
'"' 

'" 
'"' 
'"' 
'~ 

"' 
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Judgment of23 June 1981, para. 51. 
Judgment of 10 February 1983, para. 29. Seealsothereports 
published), para. 44 and Houart, paras 36-38; judgment of22 June 
judgment of 27 May 2003, Crisan, para. 25. 
The Dutch government had argued that, if one looked 'beyond the 
Litigation Division of the Council of State in fact acted as a court 
Judgment of23 October 1985, Benthem, paras 38-43. See, however~ 

1991, Oerlcmans, paras 53-57, where the Court accepted the';,~~~~:~: 
that, sinr.e the Benthem judgment, the procedure of Crown a: 

civil cot<rt on i:he b:'lsis of the latter's supplementary jurisdiction. 
Judgment of24 February 1994, Bendc.noun, pan. 46. 
Judgment of 16-December-.1992, Hennings, para, 26 in cmojunctionWit 
Judgmeil.t" of 2 Septemb"ei-1~98, Lauko, para. 64. 
Judgment of23 September 1998, Malige, para. 45. 
See in particular the report of3 July 1985, Ettl and Ot,\a:;, p;.rru; 76'-90 
1987 in that case, paras 42-43, the Court held that there 
since Austria had made a reservation in this respect upon ratificaticm <>ft 
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. If, on the contrary, proceedings are concerned 

or'criminal', both in virtue of the Convention and 

.'detetermination' is made by a body that is a 'proper 
substantive meaning of the term', Article 6 applies 

WhcetJ1erits decision is open to appeal. The t1exible stand
and administrative proceedings, according to the 

the requirements of Article 6, paragraph 1 in its 

of application. A restrictive interpretation ofthis kind 
. l h 1 »392 object and purpose of Arttc e 6, paragrap . 

not receive sufficient attention in legal practice and 

in the Findlay Case with respect to the requirement of 
39J and in the Riepan Case with respect to the require

£d;:ee,dirtgs before courts 'of the classic kind' the parties are 

t)1D,unaHua< fully meets the requirements of Article 6 para. l. 

THE RIGHT OF ACCESS TO 

down in Article 6 is not an absolute right. First of all, 

!edth;ttthis:h'ts b,een clorte unambiguously.395 That waiver may 

as such or certain of its elements, e.g., the publicity of 

that the public interest of publicity does not overrule 

this respect- or the applicant may have limited the 
litis. 397 There are also certain implicit restrictions, for 

a criminal prosecution may also be terminated without 

provided that this does not lead to a formal or factual 
· limits/98 

unreasonably short/99 the requirement of an interest to 

1984, para. 32. 
Findlay, para. 79. 

33-36. ~~~~:~:£!:~J::~~:; 18. VanLeuven and De Meyere, para. 59; judgment of 10 February 
;ontpt<>, p;.ra. 35;ju<lgn,ent of 12 February 1985, Colozza, para 28. 

paras 61-62. 
io::~;~;:= judgment of22 October 1996, Stubbings and Others, paras 51-57. 
~e considered by the Court to amount to a denial of access; judgment 

paras 26-27. See also the judgment of 11 October 2001, Rodriguez 
October 1998, PirezdeRada Cavanilles, paras 46-49 
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sue,400 court fees that are not excessive,4
tJJ se<:UJ·itj• fo•rcost:.t, 

party,402 the obligatory assistance of a lawyer403 and 

and even prior authorization to proceed with the 

Ashingdane Case: "Certainly, the right of access to the 

be subject to limitations; these are permitted by ""P"CaltJ< 

'by its very nature calls for regulation by the State, re~:ula.fi, 

and in place according to the needs and resources of the 

als'. ( ... )In laying down such regulation, th<: C<mtractingS1 
of appreciation. Whilst the final decision as to the 

requirements rests with the Court, it is no part of the 

for the assessment of the national authorities any other 

the best policy in this field. ( ... )."405 

The lintitations prescribed by Jawor applied by<thecotJrts If 
the access..- ln such a way or to ·such an extent that 

impaired."' They must also be sufficiently clear or the 

contain safeguards against misunderstanding.407 In 

scrutiny is based on the principle that the Convention is 
rights that are theoretical or illusory but rights that are 

"' .. , 
"' 

'"' 
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end tf.e judg~ent of TO Jul.y 2CDL Tric:.r:d, p;ra<>·3·0-33, where a 
n.:spectively, W:ts found lobe too short. 
Judgmcr.t of 28 June 1990, Obermeier, para. 68; decision of29 
para. 3. 
Judgment of 19 June 2001, Kreui, paras 58-66. 
Ib:dem, para. 54. 
Judgment of24 November 1986, Gillow, para. 69. 

Judgment of28 May 1985, Ashingdarze, para s;:!r~:~;~t~f;~~. 
Judgment of28 May 1985, para. 57. See also i.a. t 
35-36; judgment of 10 May 2001, Z and Others 
25 September 2003, Pages, para. 30; judgment of 28 Oci>oh<,di~03. 

S.A., para 34; judgment of 21 September 20044,,7~z~j~w::ia;~z·~rk:,~~~:~~;~ Judgment of28 May 1985, Ashingdane, para. 5: 
para. 83; judgment of 22 October 1996, Stubbings and Others, 

1997, Canea Catholic Church, para. 41; judgments of 6 

S.A.,para. 35.'•. ;.,C:• .• .';• . ••··' .. W••· :•;,:co•:···•.;: .:•> 
Judgment of4 December. 1995, Bellet, pa.cas .36-37;juclgrr~ent 

Pradelle, p~ 31-35; judginentof30 October 1998, F.E. v. ''"""'· IP~'.' 
2000, Lagrange, paras 40-42. -: ·-
Judgment of 9 October 1979, Airey, para. 24. See also i.a. the 
para. 57; judgment of 12 July 2001, Prince Hans-Adam 11 o)rr;·, .cht•'"'! 
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Church Case the Court held that an unforeseeable 

pe:rsonailttyof the applicant church imposed a limi-

b f . . I 409 the very su stance o 1ts ng 1t to a court. 

is that of immunities. Although immunity does not 

it may block access to court to a very large extent. 

that the States must observe restraint in granting 

first place, the persons and organs who enjoy im
ln the Al-Adsani Case the Court made it clear that 

control, immunity on large groups or categories of 

with the basic principle underlying Article 6.'110 

:;tsimresp•ect. ofwhich immunity is claimed must directly 

immunity is granted. Thus, a member of Parliament 

c!l:eia1tio•n to his parliamentarywork,411 but not for acts 

cqntext.412 In the third place, the Court examines 

ee1a •uuc~ between the public interests which the grant 

1teres;tofunr<,.trictecla<:cess 1:o court. Thus, in the Osman 

:Ortdusion that ·the automatic application of a rule which 

rinni..,"tothe police, without having regard to competing 

an101mt:ed to an unjustifiable restriction.413 

:yas Sitch is considered not to constitute a disproport~onal 

m;. suocc it refiects a principle that has been generally 

of the CGuncil uf Europe."' The same holds good 

action against judges, since these serve the proper 
are common in domestic and international legal 

im;m,mrity to States and State organs in accordance with 

dcus1:on1arylaw, even when the civil action concerns ius 
iifi•om•l b.ytloe <=:ourt on the ground that the State concerned 

;fu<ternalcional requirement of good inter-state relations.416 

in its case law that in assessing the proportionality of 

para. 41. 
para. 47. 
A. v. the United Kingdom, paras 66-89. 

para. 56; judgment of30 January 2003, Cordova (No. 1), paras 
• Lu•uo,vr .•unu, paras 29-30. In the Ciz Case the issue of immunity of a 

an accusation of defamation was not even raised; judgment of 

the U11ited Kingdom, paras 78-83. 
)Ermtaml O.th,·s, para. 50. 

"«uw,.;u-Ac<Smu,, Fogarty and McElhinney, paras 54-56, 35-39 and 36-40, 
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restrictions resulting from im,munity, ittalces into 'COJ15i,de1:aJ 

extent reasonable alternatives were available to the appfi,can 
mined. 417 

The availability (at a later moment) of alternatives also 

assessing the proportionality of the restriction in the """"'-as< 
the following observation in respect of the coJmp,lete e<clus;01 
long as it [i.e. the security control] remains validly secret, 

under surveillance is thereby incapable of judicial control 
concerned, within the meaning of Article 6; as a conS<,qtJent(( 
the requirements of that Article. "418 However, the 

observation: "According to the information supplied 

individual concerned, once he has been notified or:sut:n <1JS•OOI>ti 
control], has at his disposal serverallegal remedies agatins:t ttoe 

of his rights; these remedies would satisfy the re<juirerne11tso: 

Access to Court may also be unduly restricted or taken 

a higher court. In the Todorescu Case the courts of frrst 
examined the applicants' clailn for restitution of.cmtfiscated 1 
second instance had decided in favour of the applicants, 

by the couut of appeal. However, the Supreme Court, at the 

General, annulled the second instance judgment and de<:idt:dt 
have jurisdiction to review the cotnstitutti<>mJity oftlte<lecre.: b;nl 
was ordered. This judgment amounted to barring a•cess to 

to have their civil right determined. The Court held 
Supreme Court of a final judgment was in contraveTltiun 
certainty and violated the right of access to C'.JUrt. '20 

These cases indicate that the Court is not inclined to 
of appreciation to the vational authorities and courts in 
In addition, although the Court has repeatedly stated that "its 
itself for the competent domestic authorities in determinirtg 
means of regulating access to justice, nor to assess the facts 
adopt one decision ratherthananother,"421 it does consider 

errors of fact or law allegedly committed by a national court, 

"" 
"' 
"" 

'" 
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Judgment of 18 February- 1999,-Waite artd Kennedy; para. 68; judgment.o 
Others, para. 54; judgment of3 June 2004, De Iorio, para. 32. 
Judgment of 6 September 1978, para. 75. 
Ibidem. 

Judgment of30 September 2003, paras 3 7-40. Th,e li'" fi>rtlnis '""'' j.,,vwass,e! 
in its judgment of 30 September 1999, Brumarescu, paras 61-62. 
Judgment of 19 June 2001, Kreuz, para. 56. 
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,~wn"s may be the case, for instance, if the applicable time 

eeetdiJJgS has not been correctly applied by the court. !2J The 

1
auniJJIDlg \vhcther the procedural rule concerned is reaso

applied in a reasonable way, taking into account such 
rule, whether or not the applicant had the assistance of 

eaJJplicant!Jastaken the necessary precautions. w The Court, 

·'ap'Pr<>pl:iateness of the rule concerned, is even prepared to 
;;p,,tf'orth;>t of the domestic court and conclude that the rule 

a strict way that the applicant was in fact deprived of his 
the Court approaches the role of a fourth instance. 

with Article 6 para. 1 if it does not pursue a legitilnate 

~sconaiblerelationship of proportionality between the means 
to be achieved. 426 

:iiate •tirrt m:e the good or fair administration ofj ustice,427 limi
ing thteccouutts from becoming overloaded,"' proper functio

certainty,430 good international relations which may 

ile irntm•unity,431 and the public interest in regaining sove

niltatiion serves a legitimate aim, its application must not be 

rbJ>mticonaJ.434 

Prince Hans-Adam I! uf Liedltl!n;tein, vara. 49; ile._isi;~n of2 D.:-ceml>er 

5, Ash;,,gdane, para. 57. For a comprehensive review of these criteria, see 
1994, Fayed, paras 68-83. 

Tolstoy Miloslavsky, para. 61; judgment of 14 November 2000, Annoni 
51; judgment of 11 October 2001, Rodriguez Valin, para. 22; judgment 

Court Shipping Company S.A., para. 34. 
1997, Brualla G6mez de Ia Torre, para. 36. 

:uu~•. limst and Others, para. 50. 
Wl, n<ea,a, pru:a, 29; judgment of 11 October 2001, Rodriguez Valin, para. 22. 

2001, Al-Adsani, Fogarty and McElhinney, paras 54, 34 and 35, 

out,, nmceHans-Adam II of Lichtenstein, para. 69. 
Tolstoy Miloslavsky, para. 65. 
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The proportionality of a limitation depends on 
recognised that limitations on access to court maybe 
of activities in the public sphere is at stake than in 
duct of persons acting in their private capacity.'05 It has 
reflect generally recognised rules ofpu.blic iJnt<mationalla 

in principle be regarded as imposing a d";proportiorratc 

access to court.436 International standards may also be a 
nality of statutes oflimitation.437 

In the AI-Adsani Case the argument put forward by a 
rules concerning State immunity raust yield for -· 

reflect jus cogens on the basis of the 'normative hi·erarclryt 

in such cases do not serve a legitimate aim, was not 
However, the Court did stress that becatrseim<m<llli'tyJrutes 

jurisdiction of the courts of a group of civil claims, the 

in claiming immunity, and such claims must be subi<,ctto 

Although Article 6 does not guarantee a right of"l'IP""'• 11ra 

to taking away the right of appeal, that effect may well be 

the case, for instance, if appeal is not open to an accused 
to custody, notwithstanding the existence of a w'tmmttor 

failed to pay a bail instee.d.'" It may also be the case if the 

if the appellant has deposited the amount for which he was 

and the court has not taken into consideration the actual 
appellant. 442 However, in the Eliazer Case the limitation 
lies against judgments pronounced following proceedings 

sidered to be disproportionate,''" The re;>Sonirlg lfoll'o"red. by·~ 

"' 
"' 
"' 

"' 
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Judgment of2l September 1994, Fayed, para. 75. 

Judgments of21 November 2001, Al-Adsani, Fogarty and M<Bl!>in'''Yi 1 
respectively; judgment of 12 December 2002, Kalogeropoulou, para. 
Judgment of22 October 1996, Stubbings and Others, para. 53. 
Dissenting opinion o(Judges Rozakis, Caflisch, Wildhaber, Costa, 
Judment of2l November 2001, Al-Adsan~ para. 47. 

Judgmentof23 November 1993, P~:;;,~~~~;;:~~:-!,~'1::~:::~::~:2:~ 
par&s 41-42 and para. 43, respectively; judgment of 14 
judgments of20 March 2001, Goedhart and Stroek, paras 31-32 
of 18 December 2003, Skor,drianos, pan. 27. 
Judgment of 1 July 2004, Walser, para. 29. 
Judgment of 15 February 2000, Garda Manibardo, p:uas 44-4.3; 
Annoni di Gussola af!d Other's, paras 49-59; judgment of 31 July 
judgment of25 September 2003,. Pages, paras 32-36, the (',o,un"eemsto 
of proof: the applicant had not shown that his finan<oial situalior> w;assucl 
form the role because oflack of execution was disproportional. See, 
same date, Bayle, para. 43, where the Court held the financial position 
Judgment of 16 October 2001, para. 33-36. 
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·~~·vnitnimol judgment is notveryconvincing. 444 It may 
surrender to custody as a precondition, but that 

absence was specifically fear of arrest. The 
could still open the path to the court of cassation 

ii:iroc:eedir1gs, but that would seem to lead to a circular 
the legitimacy of the requirement of his appearing. 

t§idler<rticm the fact that it is of capital importance that 
and the legitimate aim to discourage unjustified 

J.t;accusc,d'' concern to avoid the risk of being arrested 
[b,,.econsiideraltions would seem to have also been valid 

iteth<,CC>mpl,tint ccon•cer·ne'd the refusal of a new trial after 
}orlftne.ta that a person convicted in absentia who could 
l\"•~uivo>callyvvaived the right to appear, should in all cases 

an action may be proportionate under normal 
borti•on,ate' in case' where there are special complications447 

iw•ay,4"Ifin scettiing th·e armo>unt of security for the payment 

not taken into account that the person concerned had 
in practice amount to depriving him of his recourse 

connection with the amount of court fees to be paid, 
fact that the applicant was a businessman and should 

ntte 11e<'a 1:0 secure in advanc~ sufficient funds for court fees, 
the link of the proceedings to the business activity and 

of the applicant, the fees may be disproportionate.450 

fapplies acert,rin aclmtiS>;ibili>ty requirement in too formalistic 
a disproportional restriction, especially if the applicant is 
to correct his mistake. 451 

:ZCIUl,, mcazu, paras 32. 
para. 30. 

Ferez de Rada Cavanilfes, paras 45-49. 
Tricard, paru.s 30-34. 

1998, Art-Mvuhoub, paras 57-6!. See also the judgment of 13 July 1995, 
59-67: in the circumstan~:es of the case, even the obligation to pay an 

costs to pursuP. an appeal did meet the requirement 

Kreuz, paras 62-63. See also the decision of 9 December 2004, V.M. v. 

2003, Stone Court Shipping Company S.A., paras 36-43; judgment of 
35; judgmentof25 May2004, Kadlec and Others, paras 26-30; judgment 

ul"ugou""· paras 26-27. 
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10.4.6.4 Retrospective legislation with effect on access 

In the case of retrospective legislation which has the 

determination of a dispute to which a State is a partyt 

requires that any reason adduced to justify such mc:aS11re b 

possible degree of circumspection.'152 Even the ta<:t tha't ac\c 
subsequent legislation does not put an end to the Vl<>lalti<:i 
court if that access was stayed for a considerable 
howevert a retrospective lmoitahonmaybeJm:tiliecl iftr 

to put an end to the efforts of the appli•:ar•ts;to lru:;tn>tethe< 
lature,454 or serves other <compelling grounds of the 

mere financial risk on the pa.rt •Jlthe go•vernJnentcmm<Jt1~an 

ference. 456 Even though a situation wlheJ:e '' signific:an•t ntu<nE 
-large sums of money are lodged against the State m'•ycaU:rot 
the measures taken must be compatible with Article 6 

Procedural law amendments which limit the right 

retroactive effect for pending cases. According to th<' Courtt 

a generally recognised principle that, save where expressly 
procedural rules apply immediately to proceedings that ar·en• 
test applies that such a limitation must serve a legitimate 

essence of the right of access and rr..ust be proportionate; 
criteria apply if the limitation concerns access to a 
cassation. 458 

10.4.6.5 Limitations with respect tp specific group_, 

The authorities may lay down specific restrktive rules for ao:ccl: 
to, for instance, minors, prisoners or persons of unsound 

·153 

456 ' 

"' 
"" 
"' 
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Judgment of9 December 1994, Stran Gr.eekRe)lneri"' and Strat"i'''""" 
28 October 1999, Zielinski and Prada[ & 

Sky Shipping Co., para. 30. · 
Judgment of 1 March 2002, Kurii,pa>ca,30-33;juclgrr"nt ol"10July20t 
judgment of9 October 
Judgment of 23 October 
Judgmentsof28 

Judgnients of28 October-1999, 
Judgment of 10 July 2003, Multiplex;prua. 52.
Judgment of 19 December 1997, Brualla GOmes de Ia Torre, p.r·as"-·"< 
Judgment of2l February 1975, Go/doc, P""' 3;•-4(); j<<dgmentc>f 10 Nl•y 
United Kingdom, para. 93. 
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:iftheimlivld\Jal concerned cannot warrant the total absence 

restriction was imposed on the right of access to court. 

U,eapjplic:ants because the challenged legislation, which per

brr·esf>Ontdeno' alld >mre-tapjoing nJr S1eCllfilty reas:ons without 

'so:n concer:n<:a, excluded the normal recourse to a court and 
parliamentary committee. Leaving open the question 
civil rights or a criminal charge, the Court held that 

between two stages. In the first stage the measures are 

,p<:rscm·s knowledge and as a consequence are incapable of 

1itiati·ve <Jfthe pe:rscln concerned and, thus, ofnecessityescape 

if'lt,.6:Jnth'e sl:ag< in which the measures have been terminated 
i~iirtly,,there is no longer any ground for secrecy, they come 

lh<:reWIItnthedilemma between, on the one hand, the guaran
and, on the other hand, the necessity for the national 

rrcan:v <mt an effective security control for the protection of 

unde1rlying the Convention. The Court observed with respect 
of Article 8: "The rule oflaw in> plies, inter alia, that 1n inter

iveaulhorities with an individual's rights should be subjecc to 

""'"uvmu normally be assured by the judiciary, at least in the 
offering the best guaranteeo of independence, in> partiality 
Neverthe~ess, ~he Court optetf for t11e security interest, 

the effective access to court via what might be called a syste
first paragraph of Article 6 in connection with the second 

llnt the Court also emphasized - as had been done by the 

iU>~gsge1icl1t- that the secrecy vis-i\-vis the person concerned 
than is required for the protection of the interest envisaged 

period access to court must be fully open ~gain for the 
said parliamentary committee will then have to take patti
in question is indeed informed as soon as the situation 

ise na.ticmal jtlruci·al review as well as the Strasbourg review might 

conjunction with para. 71. 
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In the Leander Case, which also concerned secret 
had declared the complaint concerning Article 6 "incnn,n~ .• :c. 

ratione materiae on the basis of its case law that litigation 
dismissal from the civil service falls outside the scope of 

the Court could not pronounce on the issue. However, '"'""'"ri' 
cation of its point of view by following, with respect to 

in holding that "an effective remedy under Article 13 must 
effective as can be, having regard to the restricted scope 

system of secret surveillance for the protection of national 
In its report in R. V: v. the Netherlands, which cm1cern<:d 

information held by the Dutch Military Intelligence 

complaint under Article 6 had been lodged but only un•1erArt 

based its conclusion that the interference was not 'in ac<:or·da• 
alia, on the fact that the Royal Decree governing the 

to in the Government>s observations, which were provided 

(investigation by a parliamentary committee 

sufficiently effective.466
-

10.5 THE RIGHT TO A FAIR TRIAL 

10.5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Article 6 requires a 'fair hearing'. The riotion'of'hearing' 
of'trial' or 'trial proceedings'. This follows firstly from me' rr,enc1 
vision: ctoute personne a droit ace que sa cause(!) soit entendue'; 
be heard within a reasonable time, embodied in the first 

proceedings as a whole467 and,thirdly, the secondsenteuce 
the exclusion of the public and the press from all or part 
of'hearing' should not be seen as equivalent to 'hearing inpers' 

although these two aspects may be elements of the noltl011 or 

as contained in Article 6. 468 

When is a hearing 'fair'? In the Kraska Case the Court 
the purpose of Article 6 is, inter alia, "to place the 'tribunal' 

.. , 
·~ .. , 
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Appl. 9243/el, D&R 34 (1983), p. 78 (83)o 
Judgment of26 March 1987, para. 84. · ·-, 

Report of3 December 1991, paras 45-46. 
See infra 10.7.2 . 
See infra 10.5.4. 
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submissions, arguments and evidence adduced by the 

to its assessments of whether they arc reievant to its 

avoided giving an enumeration of criteria in the abstract. 
of the proceedings has to be assessed to decide 

has been a fair one. What counts is the picture which 

l~t>re1sertt,.170 although certain aspects per se may already con

fair hearing in such a way that an opinion can be given 

ialimesr>ectiveoftlle further course of the proceedings, e.g., 
is collected during a preliminary hearing. Depending 
and its special features, the manner of application of 

publicity requirement, for example, may be less strict as 
are concerned.472 

are expressly outlined for criminal cases in 

Th.eSE: aspects in princir•le ;tlso apply to civil cases (and 
f ctJvered by Article 6). However, from the lack of such an 

ito ch-i! cases, the Court has concluded that the requirements 
'fair hearing' in civil cases are not necessarily identical to 

cases and that there exists a 'greater latitude' for the 
dealing with civil cases than when dealing with criminal 

in the third paragraph might create a different im~ 
term 'fair hearing' in 'criminal' cases is not confined to 

of Article 6. 474 The guarantees implied in the requirement 
I fully apply to criminal proceedings as well. <.AJnse~ 

proceedings are in conformity with the requirements of 
make a review for theirconformitywith the 'fa!r~hearing' 

cases. The proceedings as a whole !!lay, for instance, create 
ISe<1 n:as had insufficient opportunity to conduct an optimal 

the explicitly granted minimum guarantees has been 

para. 30. See also, e.g., the judgment of 6 December 1988, Barbera, 
68, 

De,cem,be< 1988, Barbera, Messegue and ]abardo, para. 68; judgment of 
para. 39. 

May 1988, Ekbatani, para. 27; judgment of29 October 19:Jl, Helmers, 

1993, Dombo Beheer B. V., paras 32-33; judgment of 9 March 2004, 

February 1993, Funke, para. 44; judgment of7 December 2000, Zoo11, 
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violated. As the Commission observed in the 

plifies the minimum guarantees which must be ao:m·de<ltn.J 
of the 'fair trial' referred to in Article 6( !).""'This 

negative answer to the question of whether the first 
renders an investigation of an alleged infringement of 

fluous,476 while, on the other hand, the investigation of a 

trial principle laid down in the fm:t paragra:phmtJStnot: be co 

of the third paragraph. As a result of an extensive •uu ""nc:no 
third paragraph in the Strasbourg case law, however, 

with the third and with the first paragraph is in fact 

Various aspects of the right of a 'fair trial' are di,;cussed rn 
Sometimes it is vety difficult to distinguish those aSJJects;sin1 

connected. In criminal cases the Court regularly uses th<' ra:the1 

of the defence'. Th:is wording seems equal to the concept 

10.5.2, EQUALITY OFARMS 

An important element of the fair hearing requirement is 
arms. Tb:is principle implies, as the Court held in the Dombuj 
regard to civil proceed:ings"that each party must be affor<led ar• 
to present his case- including h:is evide!lce- under cotoditioJm 
at a substantial dis:ldvantage vis-a-vis his opponent."4711 

For criminal cases, where the very chan<ct•er <Jf t:he: p1·oceed 
mental inequal:ityofthe parties, th:is princitple: of' equalityof•lllli: 

taut, .a.11d thi! same a:rplies, tho~gh to z.lesser 
The principle can piayarole in every stage of the pnJce:ed.in~:s aJoi 
issues. 

The principle of'equal:ityof arms', that is <:los:ely·cunnectted 
sariai proceedings, entails that the parties must have the 
and other documents pertaining to. the case, at least;· n«•fo.c ;,. 

in the formation Of the court's opinion.480 However, the 

475 Report of8 October 1980, B.43 (1985), p. 29, 
476 

- Ibidem. See alsothejudgmen~:of27 February-I980, Deweer, para~56. 
m See;·e.g:; the judgment of24 February 1994, Bendenoun, para. 52. 
478 Judgment,of27 October 1993, para. 33. See also the judgment of22 

··< pitra)56,' iind.thejti.dgmen.t Of9 Deceinber l994,;Stran Greek 
para.46. , 

479
• Judglnent of29 May 1986, Feldbrugge, para. 44. · 

480 Judgment of 15 July 2003, Ernst and Others, paras 60-61. 
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4H
1 A particular way in which the information from 

eavailat>le·doesnotfollowfrom this principle, provided that 
created which in fact amount to withholding int~')r

principle have the opportunity to make copies of the 

to the case-file. The case law on this point is not clear, 
~rlzuler-Zt<ral[£•en Case, when deciding the question of 

iPr•licant to the case-file did meet the requirements of Article 

''"'bilinr oftl1e applicant to make copies."183 A lack of access 
by an appeal court484 

the opportunity to oppose the arguments advanced by 
oA.Jh,·uv.ee Case, for example, the Court came to the con

been violated, since the applicant had not been given the 

the report of a medical expert, which was of decisive 
of the proceedings.486 In the Hentrich Case the Revenue 

iCernpt:ion because it held the sale price of a piece ofland con-

~alt! tt)betoc> lo·w. The applicant did not get a real opportunity 
the Revenue, because·the tribunals, on the one hand, 

prove that the sale price corresponded to the real market 

other hand, allowed the Revenue to give a meaningless 
to exercise the right of pre-emption. 4H

7 These facts amoun-

6(1).'88 In the Yvon Case the applicar:t claimed that the 

lrrr•s had ibee:n breached in the proceedings to determine com
\romiiation1uc>~<, w the proceedings, the expropriated party 

1~ explrOf>riattirtg authority out also by the Government Com
tpe:!elltto !>rese11t oral observations and file submissions, that 
tvalu:•titmofthe compensation. The Court took into account 

:Orrtmiissi•ontor &lld the expropriating authority had full access 
which listed all property transfers, where the expropriated 

aa•ce<:ss. Mor~over, the Government Commissioner's submis
lrtiicular si!\n:ificance ·whtene tl1ey·tended towards a lower valua-

1989, K.lmr.sinski, para. 83; judgment of2l Septeillber 1993, Kremzow, 

IU>hm, 1J&H 18 (1980), p. 160 (167-168). 
50-52. 

of21 September 1993, Zumtobel, para. 35. 
June 1993, Ruiz-Mateos, para. 63; judgment of 24 November 1997, 
of6 February 2001, Beer, para,l7; judgment of20 December 2001, 

para. 44. See also, e.g., the judgment of 23 June 1993, Ruiz Mateos, 
19 Aprill994, Van de Hurk, paras 56-57. 
motivation to stating that the price was too low. 

1994, para. 56. 
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tion than proposed by the expropriating authority. 

rejected the Government Commissioner's submissions 

reasons for such a rejection. Therefore, the principle of 

breached. ~~~9 

In many cases the Court had to deal with the question 

the advocate-general or a similar officer in the deliberations 

or Supreme Court had constituted a violation of the 

Initially, in theDelcourtCase, the Court answered the: questioll' 

of the independent position of the Procureur general in 

Justice and the fact that the latter cannot give orders or 

getzeral in concrete cases.'190 The Court changed its view in 

phasised the correctness of the De/court judgment in as far 

impartiality of the Court of Cassation and its Procureur 
nevertheless concluded that the Procureur general, mrec:oDnrr 

on points oflaw should be allowed or dismissed, ap:pea.recl to 

to one of the parties. Therefore; his participation in the 

a violation of the principle of equality of arms-"' This point 

as settled case law in criminal492 as well as in civil cases.493 

A different, although connected issue, namely the innpo1;sib 
reply to the advocate-general's submissions, is dis:cw;seci n;gul 
the adversarial principle. However, in theApeh Ulctozottc,im'k 
APEH' s persecutees) Case that innpossibility amounted to a 

arms requirement. The case concerned non-contentious 

registering the applicants' association. The Hungarian Tax 
learnt aboutthe founding of the assaciotion from the; pr·ess:, c<>m] 

of the association was defamatory tor APEH. The publicprc>sec;ui 

in the registration proceedings and proposed that the 

rejected because there was no approval of APEH for the use 
held that the failure of the national courts to notify the: applic;ants 
and likewise of the submissions oithe Attorney Ge:neral' s ()ffice: t<i 
had violated the principle of equality of arms.494 

. , 
"' 
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Judgment of24 April2003, paras 29-37 . 
Judgment of 17 January 1970, para. 32. 
Judgment of30 October 1991, para. 26.' 
See, e.g., the judgment of22 February 1996; Bulut, para. 48.' 
See, e.g.;the.judgments- of 20 February~1996;-Vermeulen, para. 34 
judgment of 7 June 2001,· Kress, paras 82-87; judgment of 21 
Kosser, para. 27.
Judgment ofS October2000, paras3 9-44. See ruse>, withregrucd to ccrinnu".I p« 
of22 February 1996, Bu.lut, para. 49; judgment of 31 January 2002, Lanz. 
of 17 January 2002, Josef Fischer, paras 16-22. 

Chapter 10 Right to a Fair and Public Hearing (Article G) I 

iioccurreo in the Platakou Case. The Greek code of civil proce
?st;ttuto1cytime-limits were suspended in favour of the State 

from the first of)uly until September the fifteenth. The 

VISIV<< I''"''~ the applicant, whose claim for indemnification 
had been belated and, therefore, declared inadmissible, 

to the opposing party:195 

that the parties are afforded the same opportunity to 

oe,Dom!w l!elteerB. V. Case the central question in the national 
a Certain agreement had been concluded betvveen the appli

The person who represented the bank at the meeting 
was concluded, was allowed to testify before the court. 

:ntced :the: af>p1icant •COI11f>anLy, ;bowever, could not give evidence, 

uttidcentific'd him with the company itself. Thus, there was 'a 

(~or_lthe com!>anLp<is-iHristhebank in breach of Article 6.'" 

,~-;·· 
closely related to parties in civil proceedings cannot 

tde:r o>tth. JntheAnkerl Case the inability of Mrs Anker! to give 

the allegedly agreed lease between her husband and another 

>a 1xe:acnofArticle 6. The Court held that under national law 
the results of the "measures taken to obtain evidence". 

>nat cu•undid not attach any particular weight to the testimony 
cccmntt ufhis having given evidence on oath and the court had 

tlian just the statements in issue.497 Therefore, the giving of 

ll"s.Ankerlcouldnothave influenced the outcome of the procee-

applicant claimed that the refusal of the natioiJ.al C01_lfts h.' 

violated the applicants" right w a fair trial. Italian law legally 

ityto ''un1m.on witnt,ss<:s a decharge who had not been listed seven 
hearing, to cases in which the judge considered their citation 

The same limitation did not apply to witnesses a charge. Due 

ppt.Ica<n did not contest the legitimacy of the refusal, but its 

to the Court not to be necessary to give its express view about 
to theassessmentthatthe applicant had the opportunity 

before the courts and that the reasoning in the judgments 
had not been swnmoned. Therefore, Article 6 had not been 

Case the request of the applicant to hear four persons as 
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defense witnesses had been rejected implicitly. 
on the request did violate Article 6. 499 

In addition, the parties must have the same 
should in turn receive the same treatment. In the 
the expert involved in the proceedings and the powers 
ran teed the latter's neutrality, so that he had to beco:nsi.J> 
secution rather than as an expert. Since the accused 
portunity to call such an 'expert', the principle of 
violated.500 

" , 

Phases in the examination during which neither .nf •·~'· 

the principle of'equality of arms'. In the Nide!'OSit-Htuh.;; 
that the observations of the cantonal court had not 
the parties to the dispute before the Federal Court. 

be regarded as the opponent of either of the par:tres, the i 
arms had not been infringed.501 However, a pr•ob:len1 did;u 
to adversarial proceedings; which is discussed fwrtherin·t 

10.53 THE RIGHT TO ADVERSARIAL 
EVIDENCE 

The right to adversarial proceedings entails in principle the 
to have knowledge of and comment on alleviidene<eacldu1ce<i 0 

those coming from an independe,ll member of tthe natior1all 

deduced from the extensive case law that it is immaterial 
;JOt to be legally represented,503 whether the documents 
important for the outcome of the proceedings,"' ·whethterthe' 

cate the document in issue has caused any prejudice,505 

499 
_ Judgment of22 Aprill99f, para. 34. 

500 Judgment of 6 May 1985, paras 33-35. The mere fact that an 

'"' 

'"' 

'"' 
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institute which reported the initial suspicions, does not ,uffi«· to.e•' 
1.h(' prosecutioc': judgment of28 August 1991, Brandstetter, 
Judg~ent of 18 February 1997, Nideriist-Huber, para. 23. 

Kress, para. 73; judgment of21 Marc::h 2002, Immeubles v""'''"""' 
See; e;g., the judgrileD£Of20 Februaiy 1996,-Vermeulen, p:~ra. 
Orshovenopara. 41; judgments-of 27. March 1998, K.D.B. v. 
Netherlands, para. 44 and para, 43, respectively; judgment of I& 
para. 24; judgment'of 9 November 2000, Giif, paras 31-37; 
para. 65. See for·a rare exception the judgment of 15 Tm>e ;w04. 
See, e.g.~ the jUdgment of8 February 2000, Voisine, para. ; 
et Bosoni, para. 20;judgment of26 April2001, Meftah --·' n .. c ••• 

See.' e.g., the judgment of 19 July 1995, Kerojiirvi, paras 39-42; 
SWttzerland, para. 37; judgment of21 February 2002, Ziegler, para. 38; 

Judgment of3 June 2003, Walston (No. 1), para. 58. 

!0 Right to a Fair and Public Hearing (Article 6) [ 

•ntwnr<~talreadyappeared in the impugned decision. It is 
whether a submission deserves a reaction. 5()f, in the 

iJ(;a,;e c:orrce:rnin~: Fr·en<ehcassation proceedings, the Court 
the: adlve;rsarial requirement: neither the reporting judge;s 

iisclo11<d to the advocate-general, nor the submissions of the 
to the parties.507 However, the Court also held that the 

practice did meet the requirements of Article 6.
51

)!\ This 
and the advocate-general receive onlythe first section 

which includes an analysis of the case, while on the 

advOcate-general informs the parties' lawyers of the 
are entitled to reply by means of a memorandum 

caSes Where there is an oral hearing they may reply to 
Kress Case, with regard to a similar practice before 

Court reached the same conclusion.510 In the 

1,C<rse ltheCo•urt held that the fact that the memorandum was 
hearing, whilst the deliberations of the Conseil d'Etat 

heaiing, did not constitute a breach of the adversarial 

¢Qnttrary1:o the norms laid down in the Convention itself, such 
torture or other inhuman treatment contrary to Article 

hv· mc.rJS of encroachment on privacy contrary to Article 8, 

with the Convention. However, the Convention does 

'vi<!errce as such. The Court, therefore, docs not exclude as a 

mth.<t ab•str·act that evidena obtained in breach of provisions 
admitted. It is a matter for the national courts to assess the 

felevance.512 Nevertheless, the Court has adopted the view 

February 1997, NiderOst-Huber, para. 29, and mutatis mutandis the 

Bulut, para. 49; judgment of 31 January 2001, Lanz, para. 58; 

». ''"''"'m Corporation, para. 42. 
paras 105-106; see also, e.g., the judgments of27 March 1998, K.D.B. 

t..~ the Netherl.lnds, para. 44 and para. 43, respectively; the judgment of 
paras 42-43.ln tl~e judgment of27 November 2003, Slimane-Kard (No. 
tb communicate the draft judgment, which had been communicated to 

party also an1ounted to a breach of Article 6. 
para. 106; judgment of2 November 2004, Fabre, paras 31-32. 

and Others, paras 49-52, the Court reached the conciusion 

defend himself without representation should benefit from the same 

para: 76; see also the judgment of 21 March 2002, APBP, paras 23-27; 

>b<OfliP. Theraube, paras 31-32. 

July 1988, Schenk, para. 46; judgment of26 September 1996, Miailhe 

of 18 March 1997, Mantovanelli, para. 34. 
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that the principle of 'fair hearing' may entail specific 
evidence. 

The notion of a fair criminal trial 
crime cannot justify the use of evidence obtained as a 
From the fact that an accused person is entitled in pnnc1ple 

and to have his case heard", the Court has deduced 
principle be produced in the presence of the accused 
argument. "514 The principle of immediacy IS a, gu1anmteec>f. 

made by the court aboutthecredibilityof a witness m<JY~taV. 

for an accused. A change in the composition of the 
an important witness should, therefore, normally lead 
ness.515 The evidence produced must be sufficiently'direct' 
possible during the public hearing."' In the lirlcrrJOntC:asci 
between the accused persons and a member of the Belgiall1. 

seeking damages, amounted to a breach of paragraphs 
together.5~? · 

The case iawwith regard to the opportunity c>ftlile ;accUS<!d~< 

a witness is furtherdiscussedinsubsection IO.tv.o .. l'-swul o•es 

from this case law that a court de•cisiion wl1ic.h is'OxduiSivdy qr 

upon indirect evidence of witnesses, has not been r<Ulenl ma: 
trial requiremen~ unless in some way or another an 
contradiction and counter-evidence has been afforded. 
respect to other evidence, such as tape recordings; detertee a 
be allowed and still be practicable. According to t.'>e 

access to the tape it::.elf. Its rdtvance for the fa_irness ot the 
on the vital character 0f the conte:J.ts of the tape for thl!' 
relevant whetber the transcript of the tape has been 
person.518 Although the national authorities have""''~''" latit 

5!3 

'" 

'" 
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Judgment of9 June 1998, Teixeira de Castro, paras 

Lewis, para. 49 and judgment of 27 October 2004, oawm-as .ana'l.eW.> 

Judgment of 6 December 1988, Barbera, Messegue •;~;;;:;·;:~,[~); 
20 November 1989, Kostovski, para. 41; judgment of27 

Judgment of 9 March 2004, Pitkihzen, para. 58. The same rule 
ibidem, para. 62. 

In the Kamasinski Case, the Commission held it to be in violation 

been given to the applicant or his representative of the cmotcrol><1ftloein 
acting as rapporteur, had obtained by telephone from the iu&ee c•fth 

~ presi~ed over the.trial; report of5 May;-1988, paras 188-195. 

Judgment of7 July 1989, paras 78-85. :~~-- !' 

Judgment of24 November 1986, Gillow, para. 71. See also ":;,;,';~,';;~i£ 
paras 39-49, and the judgment of2 July 2002, S.N. v. Sweden, 1l 
interview of a minor who was the perceived victim of a sexual offence. 

10 Right to a rai! and Public Hearing (Article 6) I 

dealing with criminal cases, as a rule the principle of 
civil cascs.:;19 

applicants applied to the administrative courts for 
their daughter had received medical treatment, was 

that the procedure followed in pre

tivinton ordered by the national administrative court had 
tth.eadv<,rs<Jri<Jl pnntCtjJie. The Court firstlyconcluded that 

'pttrelyjudicial'pr•oC<oeclmgsthad complied with the adver
could have made submissions to the national court 
the report of the expert. Nevertheless, the Court 

a real opportunity to comment effectively on it. The 
~s~ten.u by the expert concerned a technical field that was 

and,-therefore, the report was likely to have a pre
ie;tss<,sstrnents: ot the t<tct' by that court.•The Court further 

iracti<:aldifliC1olt:tessto•od in the wayofthe applicants being 

1fproclucmgthe rapport, and the fact that the people to be 

employed by the hospital, the opposing party in the 

>Urte<mcln<!edl tnat the applicants had not been able to com-

piece of evidence and therefore Article 6 had been 

are obliged 'to disclose to the defence all material evidence 

the right to disclosure is not an absolute one. In cri
;;c,.,,,he competing interests, such as national security, the 

. h d f' . . f . 522 ('6Jr k<eep secr~t police met o so~ mve:.ttgat;:oa o crmte. 
ll:ic:ti<hlS a~ are etrictly nto::essary, are permi.-isiUle and any 

aererlCe by a limit<ltion of its right mast be sufficiently 
ihciplc:ll is a matter for the national c<>urts to decide whether 

applied in each case complied, as far as possible, with 

principle of equality of arms, and incorporated ade

rights of the accused. In this regard it seems crucial 
rifo,rmed, can make submissions and can participate in the 

Edwards, para. 36. 
t26M•"ch 1996, Doorson, para. 70; judgment of 16 February 2000, Rowe 

Rowe and Davis, para. 61. 
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decision-making process. The Court futher attaches 

the need for disclosure is under constant assessment 

throughout the trial the fairness or otherwise of the 

In theFittCase the Court concluded, oymnte votes to•e 

a violation of Article 6. In the national proceedings the 

parte application to the trial judge for an order •u•.nu>ctSI( 

fence were told that the material in question related to 

were able to make submissions to the judge outlining 

based its conclusion inter alia on the facts that the 

prosecution case and was never put to the jury and that 

a tall times under the assessment of a judge. The m:inc>rity 

the surveillance of the judge could not remedy the unfairn< 

absence from the ex parte proceedings. 

told of the category of material that the pnJse•cutiort sougl1t It 
byninevotes to eight, the Court held that Article 6 had 

conclusion was reached in the Rowe and Davis Case. 

first instance the prosecution withheld, without notifying 

evidence on grounds of public interest. Thteabs<,nc:e o•tallY!;¢! 

evidence by the trial judge could not be remedied m l:heapP"'! 

held that the trial judge was fully versed in all the evi·dencec 

testimony and would have been in a position to m<lnitof 

throughout the trial. The judges in the Loun orAp·pe:unow' 

their understanding of the relevance of the undisclosed 

of the bearing of the court in first instance and on tht: in:torlil1 

counsel. Therefore, th•elatck ofsciutinJ' olfth.e vlitJlh,,ldmiteq; 

of a fair trial. 528 In the Edwards and Lewis Case the 

undisclosed evidence substantiated their claim that 

entrapment. Since they were denied access to the eVltdence, tn~ 

the case in full before the judge. According to the Court 

plicants were of determinative inlportance to the appll•oantts·t.~ 

the conclusion that the trial had not been fair, taldng it1to acocc 

subsequently rejected the defence submissions on entraprrtent, 

525 

'" 

'" 
'" 
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See, e.g., the judgment of IS Febrnary2000, Rowe and Davis, para. 6Z-ot; 
2001, P.G. and].H. v. the United Kingdom, !Jaras 69-71. 
Judgment of 16 February2000, paras 47-50; see also the judgment 
].H.v. the United Kingdom, ·paras 70~73. 
Judgment of 16 February2000, paras 54-58. 
Judgment of 16 February 2000, paras 65-69. See also thr' ju.lgnJent ol' 16) 
paras 35-39; judgment of 19 September 2000, I.].L., G.M.R. and 
para. 118; judgment of 19 June 2001, Atlan, paras 41-46. 

10 Right to a Fair nnd Public llc,u ing (Article 6) I 

have been relevant to the issue, and also the lack of 
the interests of the accused.:;~<; 

0 BE PRESENT AT THE TRiAL AND 
0 AN ORAL HEARING 

in principle entails the right of the parties to be present 

is closely connected to the right to defend oneself in 

6(3) subparagraph (c) ,530 the right to an oral hearing531 

the proceedings.532 In the Colozza Case the Court 

not expressly mentioned in para. 1 of Article 6, the object 
as a whole showthata person <charged with a criminal 

in the heanng. "533 

to this principle as far as trials at second or third instance 

lin ex•cer>ticm is not allowed where an appellate court has to 

facts and the law and make a full assessment of the issue 

:haltca>< '""direct assessment of the evidence given in person 

of proving that he did not commit the alleged offence, 

principle an exception is permissible only if the accused 

it at' the hearm1; at first instance. 535 In addition, the Court takes 

50-59, confirmed by the Court in its judgment of27 October 2004 
AJ. See also the jiud,gment of'9 Mlay200>3, Papageorgiou, paras 30-40, where 

been produced or adequately examined at the trial. 
November 1997, Zana, para. 68. See on the right to defend oneself in 

Stanford, para. 26. In this case the applicant complained about the 

r .,,,,, P"'"· 27. See also, e.g., the judgment of2 March 1987, Monnell and 
December 1989, Brozicek, para. 45. 

Tierce and Others, para. 95; judgment of 6 July 2004, Dondarini, para. 
of 19 February 1996, Botten, para. 39 and paras 48-53, and the 

Sigurthor Amarsson, para. 30-38, the Court chose a different approach, 
if the court of appeal has full jurisdiction to examine both points of law 

1 does not always require a right to a public hearing or, if a hearing takes 
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into account the nature of the national (appeal) op.u:<n.··, 

the national (appeal) court~37 and the "manner in •which. th, 

actually presented and protected" before the national 

proceedings in the Kremzow Case the accused risked a 

Therefore, the Court held that the gravity of what 

applicant ought to have been able to defend himselfin 

was reached in the fanAkeAndersson and FejdeCases. 
to the fact that the appeal raised questions which M ... •~· "" 

case-file, to the minor character of the offence and to 

increase of the sentence on appeaL 540 

The rule that the person concerned is entitled to be 

instance seems less strict in civil proceedings.541 H<>W<,ver;.i 

cerning the 'civil' right to enjoy a good reputation, the 

to the entitlement of the applicant to be present at the 

of reasoning as in criminal cases.~ Ute!iertottsntes:s o;twhav 

sional career of the applicant- did.not justify an en<:roach 
present. 54~,-

In civil proceedings the right to be present at the 

the waiver must be made in an unequivocal manner.544 

"' 

'" 

'" 

"' 

~ 

"' 
"' 
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See, e.g., the judgment of2March ~~~~f :~~:~~:~~·:::~~;;;;~~.~~-:: 
1993, Kremzow, para. 63; judgment of 8 February 2000, 

See, e.g., the judgment of 8 February 2000, Josef Prinz, para. 

Pobornikoff, paras 29-33; judgment of23 Janm!ry 2003, Richen 
Se.!, e.g., \he ]u3gmen~ of 2~ Octobtr 1991, Heln:~:rs, paras 

}.1ic1,ael Edwmd Cooke and]usefFrinz, para. 38 and paras"'""'" 

Judpr~e.1t of :ll September 19~3, Kremzow, para. 67. See 

Botten, paras 48-53, concerning a judgment of the Norwegian 
its own assessment of the facts without hearing the apr>li"c anlt ancd the 
Michael Edward Cooke, para. 42. 

Judgments of29 October 1991,/an-AkeAndersson, pMas £•·3"' f'e'Jfl~ 
the impossibility of increasing the sentenccce;;·,~is:::'~; :,~:::~~;:::.:~~ 
of3 October 2000, Pobomikoff, para. 31, '\ol 

appeal proceedings, but nevertheless the applicant had the 
the judgment of 8 February 2000, Josef Prinz, paras 40-44, in wniCnme 
the proceedings before the Austrian Supreme Court with 
conditions for the applicant's placement in an institution 
not violated Article 6 and the judgment of3 October 2002, 

See the judgment of23 February 1994, Fredin (No.2), para. 22;Jmlgn>< 
]acobsson (No.2); pani:-49_- Compare also the judgment of l 
paras63-69.··· .:.<!:'' ·,--, .. -,·u··· ·.J ·' 

In particulirr, itS fatiAkeAndet-ssdn.ai::td Fejdi! judgments of29 
Judgment of29 October.l991j paras 36-39: See also, e.g., the• ju.lll'nei•tol 
(No.2), para: 22; judgment of 12 July 2001; Malhous, para. 

See, e.g., the judgment of24 June 19513, .Schculer·<~gn'gg'",pruca. '58;juclgot< 
Zumtobel, para. 34. 

!0 Right !o a fair and Public Hearing (Article 6) I 

accused has not been notified in person of a hearing, 

in assessing whether the accused has waived his righl 

Case the Italian authorities took the view that the 

to appear at his trial because he had become untraceable 

crime. However, according to the Court there was 

knew of the proceedings against him and even 

not be concluded that he had unequivocally waived 

Jn these circumstances the applicant should have been 

yacoun on the charges brought against him. Since Italian 

sufficient certainty that the applicant would have the 

new trial to present his defence, Article 6 had been 

held that the violation of the Convention was the 

the Italian legal system, which meant that every person 

b:e deprived of a retrial.548 National legislation may 

i;?l>Se!Ke of an accused at the trial, although there are 

of. counsel who attends the trial to. conduct the 

cc.rtse-d549 rrtaynot be impaired550 and the measures taken 

9therwise.551 In the Medenica Case, where the absence 

re<:ehred the summons to appear, without a valid excuse 

this requirement of proportionality had been met.552 

does not bar judgment by default, provided that the 

summoned by the prescribed pro<;edure and sufficient 

this procedure. Ifitis not certain whether the accused was 

lrigsa!lai11sthiln 'vere t;tking place and that he had been sum· 

examines the carefulness of the procedure by means 

with him.553 In any case, the fact that the accus~d is 

his not being heard, at least not at a first instance trial. 554 

1985, Cofozza, para. 29; judgment of 21 September 1993, Kremzow, 
of 8 February 2000, josef Prinz, para. 33 in conjunction with para. 44; 

i2(10l,,Kr•oo•boch,para. 85; judgment of 14 June 2001, Medenica, para. 54. 
, paras 49-51, where the accused had been summoned via counsel. 

paras 34-42. 

Van Geyseghem, para. 34; judgment of23 May 2000, Van Pelt, para, 
>r'mtrv200 I. Krombach, para. 89. 

1993, Poitrimol, para. 35. 

57. See also the judgment of 16 October 200 l,Eliazer, paras 30-36. 

Colozza, paras 27-28; judgment of28 August 1991, F.C.B. v. Italy, 
ofl2Ckt<>ber "l92, Tv. Italy, paras27-30; judgment of 18 May2004, Somogyi, 

I989,Kamasinski, paras 104-108, seems to indicate a different point 
appeal proceedings. 
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10.5.5 VARIOUS OTHER REQU 

While in criminal matters the nulla poena 
principle, the legislature is no{ pre<:lude,j fi:otni 
to regulate rights arising under existing 

and the notion of fair trial embodied in 

legislature with the administration of 

determination of the dispute. For '"''" ··"-"" 
Refineries and StratisAndreadis Case that 

under Article 6 by enacting a law that 
before the courts, between the applicants 

the State.555 Such interference by the legisl,ttui 

grounds ofinterest.556 In many cases '"""<qw 

turned out differently in ilie case 
effectofilie British Finance Act 1992 was 

of winning already pending prcocer:dir1gsagain 
argumelitso'the Court took into account 
Act was of a much less drastic nature than the 
Case, irt which t),e applicants and the State 

years and the applicants had anen:for•ceableju< 

proceedings by ilie building so<:ietie;ha•djtistJ 
vention of the legislature had been fm·eS<,.alble. 
the tax sector, an afea V:here recourse tv 
ilie United Kingdom. The Court cor1clt1ded. 

Article 6.558 

The 'fair hearing' r~quirement implieS 

to incriminating himself .559 This right 

535 

'" 

'" 

'" 
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Judgment of9 December 1994, paras 42-50. 
See, e.g.,- the judgment of28 October 1999, 
of28 June 200l,Aguudimos and Cejall<>ni,,nS'kyS 
Smokovitis, para. 23. 
See, e.g., the judgment of22 October 19''7, l'aP•'K"' 
took the position that the dispute in """· ••no·se 
Act, was not a dispute between the ap[>licants 
was a priVate-law, not a public-law, entity. 
In this respect, see _also the judgment of 

para. 60; judg~en~ .of28 
Judgment of23 October 1997, 
sfatiislils, \OGEC St. Pie X and 

· APril: 2o04. Goiraiz iizzllragga -

emictment of the law ~~~:~~e:.~~;~:;,:;;;:~·; 
it could not be 'said to have 
Judgment of25 February 1993, Funke, para. 44. 

a fair and Public Hearing (Article 6) I 

to the use in criminal proceedings of 
accused through the use of compulsory 

of the will of the suspect.560 It applies 

ltype:;olf crimin:1l offences without distinction, 
" Although the right not to incriminate 

of the notion of a fair hearing, 562 these 

th<:vr:ryessence of these rights may not be 
tpo,si~ion of a criminal sanction on the accused, 

sentence,565 because he fails to supply 

illrlgthealleg<'d •COJnrnissicm <>f <:rirnes,violates 

.Ct.t:o g:ivr:evid<!nce to ilie inspectors appoirtted 
11~tdu.stry. The function of the inspectors was 
111r1. n:w;IStheir task "to conduct an investiga

facts which may result in others takirtg 

fine or a prison sentence in case 

1.di•d giveeviidenoe. In the subsequent crimirtal 
Which hegavetothe inspectors were read 

'athr<,e<iaJ>poeri•od .. In these circumstances the 

~estateinent,:was intended to incriminate the 

M.llt<)fl:he ri15ht not to incriminate onesel£.567 

69. See also the judgment of22 June 2000, Coifme 

See also the judgments of21 December 2000, 

an'" p:ara. "" respectively. 

three persons who were tried together 
of27 April2004, Kat1Sal, para. 29. 
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However, the use of compulsory powers to obtain · 
concerned outside the context of criminal proceedings 

In the john Murray Case the Court sought to strike 
to remain silent and the circumstances in which an 

law, may be drawn from silence. In its lengthly reasorrinlll 
several safeguards designed to respect the rights of the 
that the applicant had been warned that adverse mrerene<,s; 
silence, and the fact that the adverse inferences could 
express oneself might "as a ma~er of common sense" 
accused had been guilty and if there existed very strong 
accused. 569 TheCourtconcluded that there had been no 
were different in the Condron Case, in which the Court 
omission to direct the jury that itcouldonlydrawan 
the applicants' silence at the police interview could onttv,sen 
having no answer or none that would stand up to er<JSS·-exarn 

with the eXerciSe Of their right to remain silent.571
_ 

A fair trial may imply the rightto have tne: as:>tstan<:e o•l alaw'}'i 
phase preceding the trial. This aspect will be <lrscmlSe<l mr<le<Jl 

6. Is it also possible to infer a right to free legal.,u "'"'' u":·~ 
From paragraph 3( c) it might be concluded a contrario 
fact, paoagraph 3( c) only guarantees this right for cn:millalpr~ 
only 'when the interests of justice so require'. However, 
means to secure legal aid and the other does not. there is 
latter does not obtain the assistance of a lawyer 2s weJL573 

the view of the Court was menrione.d that the mere right 
implied in Article 6(1), entails the obligation for the Contract! 

aid available, or at least financially possible, if the,,.,,,"'""'~ 
be faced wit±. an insuperablebarder1:o clef.,ncl hiim:;eUad!eqtua 
Court will make an independent examination of the co:mple.x 

,, 

"' 

"" 
"' 
"' 
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DecisionoflOSeptember 2002,Allen, 76574/01, with regard to tne.reqoJD 
of assets to the tax authorities; Judgment of 8 July 2004, """' P"'"'"'
votes to three held thatthe obligation of the registered car owne< Co[pt 

had driven a motor vehir:~· ~~;,· ~~~:~~~r~~~;;;"~~~~ 6. It appeared crucial that the link between 
car and possible criminal proceedings for 
Judgment of8 Febru"ary 
the dritwing .. ofadverse infefences was not alloWed ""'"'·"'••ae 
strong eVidence: · ,, .: ,;.:;·_·\··;x::·;,~ .,.,,._ .. -' 

The saine conclusion Was reached in the judgment of 6 June 2000, 
Judginent of2 May 2000, paras 55~62. 
See, e.g., Appl."6202/73, X and Yv. the Netherlands, D&R 1 f1975),p:66 
See, mutatis mutandiS, the judgment of 4 March 2003, A.B. v. Slovakia; F 

Chapter 10 Right to a F<.ir and Public Hearing (Article 6) I 

[ea.pp•licablle rnlcos c>feviclertee and the emotional involvement 
oftheproceedings.574 Other expenses, too, for instance 

interpreter, may be so onerous that the principle of 'fair 

::th•eq1"esuuu of whether under Article 6( 1) the parties are en
experts summoned and examined. From the fact that 

:e>:plitCl!. provisions about this for criminal cases, it might be 
aright does not hold good for the parties in civil procee
the case law recognises the possibility that the comt's 

""ntn.ess summoned by a party to a dispute, or to hear him, 
on the right to a fair hearing. 576 That right does not 

~n,1tional court appoints, at the request of the defence, another 
of the court-appointed expert supports the prosecution 

of .'fair hearing' is the requirement that the judicial 
on which it is based. The extent to which the require

nature of the decision' and can only be assessed in the 
odiVI<IUal case. 578 According to the Court it is, moreover, neces
!ltthe .differoen<:esexitstrng in the Contracting States with regard 

and drafting of judgments. 5'
9 It is clear that the court is 

answer to every argument.580 When a motivation is 
:t111'<lies r>rovicled for are likely to become illusory."' The detail 

ent.ofthc!feascms: must go is, therefore, determined by what an 
the (t_ecisbc. requires in each p<'r!icular ca~e.582 

fdeo••rture tbe practice e:x:i ~t.ing in eorr..c countries to provid~ 
~riminal cases with<' motivation only aiter an appeal has been 
tlllrrat>Jle. However, in the Zoon Case the Court held that it cannot 

tl1e United Kingdom, D&R 33 {1983), p. l33 (138-141). 
Luedicke, Belkacem and Kof, B.27 (1982), p. 26. 

:um., ''·~"'""' Arnarsson, paras 31-38. 

t ~~~.:~:~:·~·:~;~ para. 46. The judgment of2 October 200 l, G.B. v. France, 
~s where the court-appointed expert at the trial, to the detriment 

of view radically after a brief examination of a prior psychiatric 

December 1992, Hadjianastassiou, paras 34-36 and infra 10.10.3. 
2003, Suominen., paras 37-38. 
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be said that the applicant's rights were undulyarrectedb\ 

judgment or by the absence from the judgment in 

enumeration of the items of evidence relied on to 
a judgment only refers to the wording of the la"1withou1ta 

6 may be violated. 584 In dismissing an appeal an 

simply endorse the reasons of the lower court's de·cisiion 

Article 6 requires that the court "did in fact address 

submitted to its jurisdiction and did not merely 
findings reached by the lower court" .'85 In th<: Hirvisa,arif'.ii< 
national court of the reasoning of the Pension nc<aru. •wnrcl 

partly capable of working, violated Article 6. Since the annl 

his appeal had been the inadequacy of the Pension Bo;ird's r< 

h . f"ts -ave gtven proper reasons o 1 own. 
A remarkable situation occurred in the ScllUl.er-.Z£J•a?c~ei. 

based its decision with regard to the alleged entitl<:m<entoft 

invalidity pension on the mere assumption that ··worrten gi•re 
birth to a child". This reasoning amounted to a breach 

Article !4.587 In the Van Kilck Case the applicant claiim<:<l 

proceedings concerning her claimsfor reiml>mrsem<ent ofme 

of gender re-assignment measures had been unfair. In 
the case the Court held that the interpretation by the 

"medical necessity'~ and evaluation of evidence in this 

and that the approach in examining the question ofwhetlterl 

berately caused her trans sexuality, had not been ap]prc>priat•e. T 

ings in question did not satisfy the requirements of a fair 

10.6 PUBLIC TRIAL AND THE PUBLI 
CEMENT OF THE JUDGMENT 

Article 6(1) requires that the hearing shall be public. In 
forth the rationaleofthis requirement as follows: "The pu!Jlic:ch'lli 

'" 
566 ' 

"' 
'"' 
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Judgment of7 December 2000, paras 32-50 and infra 10.10.3. 
Judgmeilt of 29 M':ly 1997, Geqrgiadis, paras 41-43; judgment of 15 
paras 50-52; judgment of 19 February 200:4, Yiarenios, paras 21-23-. '- < 
Judgment of 19 December 1997, Helle, paia. 60;' judgment of 27· 

. ' ... ; :; para. 30. 
Judgmentof27 September2001, paras 31-32. See also tl.e i••dg,uent<>f7July 

paras 49-52. 
Judgment of24 June 1993, paras 66-67. 
Judgment of 12 June 2003, paras 46-64: 

10 Right to a Fair and Public l kJ.ring (Article 6) I 

;fn-rerl to in Article 6 para. 1 { ... )protects litigants againsl 
secret with no public scrutiny; it is also one of the 

the courts, superior and inferior, can be maintained. 
ofjustice visible, publicity contributes to the achieve-

1 ( ... ) namely a fair trial, the guarantee of which 

principies of any democratic society, within the meaning 

testwmcnthe parties to the dispute may have in a public 

as well: verifiability of and information about, and 

,;ni<tt·ation of justice. Consequently, the question arises 
;,.their right to a public hearing to an unlimited degree 

may only comply with a request to that effect if one of 

~ti<m<:dfor~this in Article 6 presents itself. InLe Compte, Van 
in H v. Belgium591 the Court seemed to have taken the 

~ruirn1edby the Hakansson and Sturesson judgment, where 

Jhe letter, nor the spirit" of the provision oppose an 
righlto a public hearing, although the waiver must be 

man1oer and «must not run counter to any important public 

Court concluded that a tacit waiver had occurred. The 

lawfulness of an auction sale usually took place in camera. 
view, the omission of the applicants to ask the 

a public hearing could be regarded as a waiver of their 

case heard in public."' The Court has elucidated its point 

:case !la~u, fa.ilu1reto request a hearing is not to be considered 
expJi,cid[y <:XClU<Jes: a l1eitrUOg,'594 Or where, though the law doeS 

le, lthe cour1:' s j>ractio:e is nev<:r to hold one.595 In case the court's 

of their own motion, but where the law explicitly provides 

one, 596 or where it is at least the practice to hold one upon 
to request a hearing is considered an unequivocal waiver. 

u JU1Y' ZUUl,Malhous, para. 55. 
para. 59. 
1987, para. 54. 

1990, para. 66. 

1995, Dienfiet, para. 34; judgment of 21 march 2002. AT. v. Austria, 

ove;mb'" I•m, Werner, para. 48; judgment of20 May 1998, Gautrin, paras 38 and 

""''~'" "''""' Rushiti, para. 22 . 
1993, Zumtobel, para. 34; judgment of24 June 1993, Schuler-Zgraggen, 

July 1997, Rolf Gustafson, para. 47. 
1997, Pauger, paras 60-61. 
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With a view to the public interest which is served 

criminal cases, it will, however, have to be assumed 
of waiving the right to a public hearing, not a right 

if a request for a hearing in camera is made, the court 

of the weighing of the interest of the pa:rtyco:ne<:med 1aga,inst 
court then will, of course, also have to take into aco:mmt tho 

life of the party concerned, as one of the explicitly menti<Olt! 
and also the danger which publicity may constitute for 

protected in the second paragraph. 
The text of Article 6 does not contain any qu,alificattiot 

hearing as far as the phase of the proceedings is concerned. 

a distinction between a trial before a court at first im:taJ>e<:a'! 
court, also with respect to the public interests involved: 

the value attaching to ilie publicity of ilie proceedings 
Commission(.~~~). However, even where a court ofappe:alb 

the case both as to facts and as to law, ilie Court caimc>rnn 
requires a right to a public hearing imesp<ecttiv<' of'th,en,aturec>f! 

The publicity requirement is certainly one of the means 
courts is maintained. However, there are other co:nsideratio!l 

trial wiiliin a reasonable tin>e and the related need for 
court's case-load, which must be taken into account in 
a public hearing at stages inti><' p:roc:eeo:lin,gssul>Sequentt to tl 

before a second or third instance may acc:onlingly bejus:tifie.l 

of the proceem!lgs &tissue. Thus, leave to appealpn>eeed·'ngs. 
vihg only questions of law, as opposed to questions of 

requirements of Article 6, although the appellant was not 

b th I • rt''S99. being heard in p~rson y e appea or cassation con . 
In the Tierce and Others Case ilie Court added: "Ho;,rev,er ;wilt 

has to examine a case to the facts and the law and make 
of guilt or innocence, it ca!ln?t det~rmine the iss1uewit:houtthe 
the evidence given in per soD. by the acrused for ilie: putrp•oseofip! 

commit the act allegedly constituting a ctin>inal offence. 
should be held in public entails the right for ilie accused to 

to an appellate court."600
. 

"' 
"' 
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Judgment of21 February 1990; HAkansson-and Sturesson; para. 67. 
JudgmentS of29 October 1991; Helmers, para. 36; Jan-Ake Andersson; 
See further, e.g., the judgment of22 February 1996, Bulut, para. 41-42. 

Judgment of25 July 2000, para. 95. 

10 Right to a Fair and Public Hearing (Article 6) I 

'Vteq11iro,Olent is concerned, these quotations do per se not 
last ctause in the Swedish cases, "although the appcl

ib:rtmli~V ofb,einlg heard in person by the appeal or cassation 
in the Tierce and Otherfi Case that the right to a public 

evidence in person to an appellate court, may cause 

wlretliler a person should be heard in person has strictly 

ilhth<op<ub:lici.tyrequirement.In fact, the Court confuses the 
that means a public trial- with the right to be heard in 

the crucial question did not concern the publicity 

to be whether the court of appeal could properly decide 

applicants having a right to present their arguments 

,,_,,;v,ento the judgment under domestic law must be assessed 

features of the proceedings.602 For pragmatic reasons the 

&ju:stifie.l trtatthe requirement of a public judgment has been 
;,t>ub,Jicsel:sicm ilie reading is confined to that of the opera-

''"'t.M'Iand that even this may be omitted if the operational 
determination that the appeal has been rejected or the 

that case the parties must receive a copy of the text of the 
while the publication of those judgments in which legal 

interest are at issue, is also of special importance for the 

:proc<,edintls have been conducted in chambers in order to 
<:hirrd,rcn and parties, the pronouncement of the judgment in 

oter1tfirustretet:hese <1in1s .. Despite the fact that Article 6 permits 
respect to the public nature cf i:he p1 ocetC.inr;s, not with 
of the judgment, the Court has held that m such a case 

wtto <:an establish an interest may consult or obtain a copy of 
!scasesol'speci,al interest are routinely published, to enable the 

1991, Helmers, para. 38; fan-Ake Andersson, para. 29; and Fejde, para. 33; 
Tierce and Others, paras 99-102; the question whether a person has the 

is discussed supra l0.5.4. 
cassation proceedings and proceedings before the supreme court the 
1983, Pretto and Others and Axen, para. 27-and para. 31, respectively; 
1984, Sutter, para. 34 (proceedings before the Swiss Military Court of 

1983, Pretto, paras 25-28. 
1979, L.,ComMe. Van Leuvetl and De Meyere, B.38, p. 24; report of IS March 
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public to study the judgments."' A failure to deliver the 
remedied on appeal. 607 

With respect to the possibilities of restricting pulbli<:itvth<!fnl 
be made. Although in some cases the Court examined ex 
exceptions had been applicable/>08 it m::ty be presumed

authorities to invoke explicitly the exceptions of Arltido n 
Court has shown to be willing to leave the national 

national courts, a certain 'margin of appreciation' in the 
whether there is any reason !me aJ>plie<tti<m ,ol<>n•e oftlte r·estt 
respect to the grounds of restriction included in other 

On the other hand, the Court has also itself shown to be 

pendent examination of the reasons for the restriction,611 

is not prepared to accept simply a developed practice, 

specifically for. each case .which ground of restriction 
principle, it is not.inconsistent with Article 6 for a Stote , . .,, 

of ca.:;es, e.g., proceedings concerning mfuors, as an exceJ>tio 
In fact the opposite problem occurred in T. and V. v. the 
two eleven-year-old boys who had been accused of 
applicants complained that they had been deprived of the 

effectively in the criminal pruceedings because of the 

outside court and the fact that the trial had been COJldutcteif~ 
adult criminal trial, albeit modified to a certain extent 
The Government disputed that the public nature of the 

rights and stressed that the publicityofthe trial ensured 
The Court took into account that, according to JPS)•chiatricevic 

applicants to understa!!d the proceedings in court and to 
limited and held it "highly unlikely that the applicants 
uninhibited in the tense courtroom and under public 

lawyers during the trial or that they would have been cal•au,,~,) 

606 Tudgment of24 April2001, B. and P. v. the United Kingdom, 

~07 Tudgmentof lO July200l,Lamanna,. pp~a.r:•~·: 1~~'~;;,:;:~~\~:pti,dtl!rthejudgr 
Wm1er and Sciics, paras 54-60 and 4: 

606 See the judgment of 29 September l999, Se"e, para. 22;judgmentof' 
para. 21. .-

w.J. This point of view seems t() be confirmed by the judgment of 23 
-, !-, , para. 51; judgment of20.May 1998, Gautrin, para. 42 .. 

~~-~ J·;r-See alsorupra_10;4.6.3,;-:<,ly( ?.gc.ib·-,• K ,-:5- ! ' 

m- · See; e.g.', thejlldgmentof23 Tune 198l,LeCompte, Vm<Leuvena•"alm•• 
oflO Februciry 1983, Albei"fimd I.e Compte, paras 

612 
· Judgment of.S Ju~e 1976J- Engel, para. 89. See also thejurlgn10rrl ol' 3.C 

para. 34-35., 
m Judgment of24 Apri12001, B. and P. v. the United Kingdom, para. 39. 
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and give them relevant information fOr the defence. Thus, 

topartit:ipateeffectively in the proceedings had been violated. 61
.
1 

><trict:iongroundofthe protection of public order one is i ndined 
of disorder. When Article l4ofthe International Covenant 

was drafted, this interpretation was indeed advocated, 
and on that ground objections were raised- in vain- to 

term ordre public in the English text.615 Now that the text 

¢nt: rorm has been adopted in terms equal to those of Article !4 

lpa:riscmwithArticles !0(2) and !!(2), wherefor the protection 
text has 'the prevention of disorder' and the French text 

O.a•ersittlifl1ctiltto maintain the British interpretation, although, 
heEngli!:h and the French text of Article 9(2) show that the 

consistent in this matter. However this may be, the 

courtroom mayinanycase be brought under the ground 

.!l'Wilatthendo.es 'public order' mean in this context? In the 
De Mevere t:a~:e the Belgian Government invoked this 

,ul>licityofthe medical disciplinary cases might lead to violation 

1al.sec:re•oy.Tlte t:omrnh;sitm indeed examined this aspect under 

. ntrsseems to point in the direction of public order in the sense 
ptofessional secrecy was also invoked in the Diennet Case, 

>vernrne11t tried to justify the fact that disciplinary proceedings 

'actiti<>n<orhad been held in camera. However, according to the 
in question concerned only 'the method of consultation by 

by the applicant and thus, in principle, not the private life 

'ofMtional. se,cur·ity·has hardly played a part, if at all, in the Stras

,rel;pecuco the public nature of the trial, but it is easy to conceive 
proceedings deal with State secrets or other information that 

,,Tille t:ou.rt 1Nillthen have to form an independent opinion about 

rmmb'" :t999, paras. 80-89 and paras 81-91, respectively. See also the judgment 
United Kingdom, paras 27-37, concerning an eleven- year-old boy with 

""'Pa<e<ty, where the Court held that he should have been tried in a specialist 
give full consideration to and make proper allowance for the h~mdicaps 

and to adopt its procedure accordingly. 
"the proper conception was that dosed hearings could be held with a view 

'14No,vernb<'f 2000, Riepan, para. 34, where the Court held that in exceptional 
Y h•• excluded from the trial for security concerns. 

W.eceomb•er 1979, B.38 ( 1984), pp. 43-44. See also the report of 14 December 198 I, 
(1986), pp. 40-4!. 

iopltem.b" 1995, para. 34. 
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this. Everything that the authorities prefer to be Ke]Jt secret 
alone concern national security. 

Cases involving the protection of the private life of the 
which the interests of minors are involved,619 require 

the parties appear to appreciate such protection.620 

The last ground of restriction- the interests ~r• ·• 

opinion of the domestic court concerned. On occasion 
the public nature of the proceedings to protect, for 

of witnesses; they, too, can claim a 'fair trial' .621 Here 

supervision by the Strasbourg Court is fitting. The intere,sts 
that the space available for the public does not becmneov,e.r, 

are excluded. But, on the other hand, th<l interestofpulblit:ity\ 
stration of justice takes place at locations where re:!So,nable 

public is available. If the trial takes place outside a regUJaJr c 
general publicin principle has no access (e.g. a prison), 

to take Compensatory measures in order to 
duly informed about the place of the hearing and areorant-' 

10.7 THE REASONABLE-TIME REQ 

10.7.!' INTRODUCTION 

Article 6 stipulates in its first paragraph that the hearing 
take place 'within a rea.scnable time' (dtms un deU!i ~a,iso••mob 
to these szm~ y.rcrds ir.. A rtide :i(3) this raise:; the dilncCI11:qtJ¢s1 

have to h~ applied for the 2-sses:;meat of what is re<lScmablt!ltJI( 
to be taken into account in this respect. 

In the case of Article 5(3) it is in any event dear what 
beginning of the relevant period: this 
provision is that the detention on remand does aot last lon:ger th: 
The purpose of the reasonable~tirne requirement of 
guarantee that within a reasonable time; and by means of a 

is put to the in~ecurity intowhicha person finds 
or on ac~Ount Of a C~hnin~ ~harie agairisthim; in the interest ~ 

t·. .- · "· Y'II~'.>~.!.~dw: ; .. t-
Jud~ent o£24 April2001; B. and P.-:v. the United Kingdom,""'"'''-'· '" 

620
- • Thus apparently also the Commission in its report in theAfbertandLe 

'" See on this infra 10.10.5. 
Judgment of 14 November 2000, Riepan, paras 28-31. 
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rationale entails that the provision also applies in cases 
iifdeterttitm on remand.hn 

to the reasonable-time requirement are quite nume

middle of the eighties of the twentieth century the main 

the jurisdiction ratione temporis must be 

the case of an individual complaint concerning procee

in.pn>gress at the moment the State concerned became a 
',{,,p·ect>gn,ised the individual's right of complaint under 

thelertgth oftlte period from that moment can be taken into 

he""'""'"li,ent of the reasonableness of that period the stage 
at that moment is also taken into consideration.624 

.(!eteflnillatilon of civil rights and obligations, the beginning 

id tak,,n to be tl1e Jnom<:nt at which the proceedings concerned 
within the fran1ework of other proceedings, such a right 

in a defence. If prior to the judicial proceedings another 
hlstrattive objection626 vr a request for formal confirmation,627 

the beginning is shifted to the mome~<t of tl1at action."' A 
the _::>roceedings, however, is not counted as pati of the 

!tw<:enthetw<>Pl'Ovisions, seethejudgmentof 10 November 1969, StOgmiiller, 

tof IODe<:err<ber 1982, Foti, para. 53; judgment o£26 October 1988, Martins 
of 25 March 1996, Mitap and Milftiioglo, para. 31; judgment of 

124. 

~!~~~~'::::":~~: 1993, Scopelliti, para. 18;judgmentof23 March 1994, Muti, 
1994, Katte Klitsd1e de Ia Grange, rara. 50. 

KOnig, paras 28 and 10 l. 
1994, Schouten and Meldrum, paras 61-62. 

judgment of 26 April 1994, para. 133, where the submission of the 

~~i:~:;;~~to:<h~e: administrative authority, required under national law, 
period. See also the judgmentof9 June 1998, Cazenave 

June 2001, Kress, para. 90, 
6.1;jth,,ow para, 199. See, however, also the judgment of 23 April 1996, 

inter alia, negotiations, expressly recognised by law, prior to formal 
before a court. The Court did assess whether the duration of the 
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With respect to criminal cases the Court has ne;ta thattf," 
period must be taken as the moment at which a 'n;m;n.t 

is only from that moment that the 'determination 
involved.630 However, the rationale mentioned above 
in all cases begin at the moment at which the person in 
Even before that he may have been aware of the fact 

offence, so that from that moment he has an interest in a 
suspicion being made by the court. This is quite evident 
precedes the moment of the formal charge.631 It is, the:re~iii 

that in the Strasbourg case law an autonomous mea11in,g;, 

of'charge', the starting-point being that a substantive 
'charge' must be used because of the great importance 
for a democratic society.632 As the Court held in th<· RntiP< 

Case: "Whilst 'charge' (;c;) may in general be defined as 

to an individual by the competent authority of an aUegaiio. 

a cri:rnitial offence,-it,may,in-some instances take the 
carry the implication Of SUch ari allegatioh and WflllCCllli<CVOl! 

situation of the suspect."~~~-:·;· 
Thus, the existence of a 'charge' is not always de]pertdel 

Examples of such' other measures' are the search of 1the pe1rso! 

that a person's immunity be lifted, 636 and the moment the 

on him.637 However, the imposition of fiscal venalities on cor 

that the managing director of the companies is charged 

the 'charge' does not constitute the dies a quo of the 

not receive the official notification and was tried inabseltC<,, ot 

"" 
"' 

"' 
"' 

'" 

Judgment of27 June 1968, Neumeister, para. 18; judgment of27 
In its judgment of 27 JuDe 1968, Wemhoff, para. 19, the Court 
coincided. See further, e.g., the judgmentof28 March 1990, 

· · of 19 February 1991,Alimena, para. 15; judgment of25 eel>m"n' l9<9• 
In the latter case there seemS to be a dear difference hetewe•entht,.nm 

•charge'. The Court took the moment of arrest as a starting-point;·

Seesupra 10.2~L· . . · "·• , 
Judgments of 10 December 1982, para.- 52 and para. 34, <espectivo~y.; 
Initially the Court took a formal criterion to determine 
judgmerit 'o£27 June l968;Neumeister, para. 

1982, Corigliano; pata. 52 
See, e.g;~'the judgmentof.23. October 2003, 
Lopez Soley Martin de Vargas,'para.-2~. _· ::, · 

636 -. c Judgmento£19 February 1991, Prim. pafa., 14. -'-"~" '· .. -. 
Judgments-of 23 July-2002, Viistberga Taxi Aktiebolag and 

para. 92," respectively/ ' · 
Judgment of22 May 1998, Hozee, paras 44-45. 
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the reasonable-time requirement is not at stake (yet), 
l'n<)!ltVe under the pressure of being prosecuted. 640 The period 
··•"""of-the 'charge', is on the run, is excluded from the calcu-

,fi,1mtleofJthe:reaS<Jll<lble-time requirement of Article 6 entails 
to be taken into consideration is the moment at which the 

tthele,gal position of the person in question has ended. In civil 
'•mtonnerlt the asserted legal position is determined in a final 
"'"'''""moment at which the hearing in court starts, but the 
de1oision is taken at highest instance643 or has become final 
rifthe tirne··lirnit for appeal.644 Thus, as far as appeal or cassa
tvable ofaffecting the outcome of the dispute', these proceed

ii:counfin determining the relevant period.645 Moreover, even 
judgm•ent on the merits, such as enforcement proceedings646 

tningcosts,647 fall under the scope of the reasonable time requi
om:e oftime CalUsed by preliminary proceedings under Article 

)m1er AlUCle 177] before the Court of]ustice of the European 

into consideration in the assessment of the lengtl1 of the 
holds good for the institution of extraordinary remedies. 

1985, Colozza, pu:1. 29. The applica1tt wa:. sentenceJ ~y tlEfat•lt aPd did 
a right tv a 'fresh determination of the merit:; of the charg:e'. Conpare 

230ctobeo 2003, S.H.K. v. Bulgaria, para. 26. 

fully correspond with the definition of'charge' as cited fron1 the Fori 
can be lifted by deleting the word 'likewise'. 

1991, Girolami, para. 15; judgment of 12 October 1992, Boddaert, 
1993, Bunkate, para. 21. 

mf26:Scf<te<nb>orl99ti,[t;Pcd,,, atld :?:af>pia, para. 22 and para 18, respectively; 
Perez de RaJa Cavanilles, para. 39. 

May 1991, Vocaturo, para. 14; judgment of 12 October 1992, Salerno, 

May 1991, Pugliese (No. 2), para. 16; judgment of 27 February 1992, 

of23 April1987, Poiss, para. 52; judgmentof21 November l995,Acquaviva, 

o:~~~;;::;~~:,::~~: to proceedings before a Consitutional Court: see e.g. the 
1! para. 35; judgments of1 July 1997, Probstmeier, andPamme~ 

, respectively. 

23M,~<ch 1994, Silva Pontes, paras 35-36; judgment of 19 March 1997, 
dg<ne.1t c>f7 June 2000, Nuutinen, para. 109. 

1997, Robins, para. 28. 
1998, Pafitis, para. 95. 
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The Court has chosen the same approach in 'n·;~.;.:, 
in its Wemhoff judgment: "there is ( ... ) no reason 
persons concerned against the delays of the courts 
a trial: unwarranted adjournments or excessive delays 
also to be feared. »M<J 

The determination of the charge, also that by, to•r "'""' 
must be final. 650 As far as convictions are concerned 
affords the certainty to the accused,651 and then only 
reasonably be assumed to have been· 

The decision to refrain from further pr•osc:cution nna]ralsoi 

tion of the 'charge'.653 

10.7.3 REASONABLE TIME 

After the length of the relevant period has been est:abllishLe< 

whether this period is to .be regarded a~ reasonable. In 

makes an overall assessment, 654 while in other cases it 
stage of the proceedings.655 .The reasonableness 
has to be assessed in view of the circumstances of each 
of the person concerned in as prompt a decision as po•ssiblec 

against the demands of a careful examination of the cru;e •rnd 
•• 657 procecamgs. 

According to established case law,, wl1en as•>es>;in!~ the n:asor 

period the Court applies, in particula!, three criteria: a) 
b) the conduct of the applicant, and o) the conLdu.ct of the autth<l 

ever, in an increasing number of cases the Court applies, in 

M.O 

655,-, 

"' 
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Judgment of27 June 1968, para. 18. 
See, e.g., the judgments ofl9 February 1991, Pugliese (No.1), para. 

para. 15. 
Judgment of 15 July 1982, Eckle, para. 77. 

Repolt of8 May 1984, Vallon, pp. 22-23. 
judgment of23 October 2003, S.H.K. v. Bulgaria, rara 27. 

See, e.g., the judgment of19 February 1991, Colacioppo, para.;:::~~:~:i 
para. 22; judgment of26 October 2000, G.f. v. Luxembourg, 
200l,]an$sen, paras 40~53 •. ~,,,, :•:.·.·.v_:,l .. _ .. , 

· See,· e.g.~ the judgffiiilfof23 November: 1993; Scopelliti, paras 22-26; 

Silva Pontes, paras 40-41; judgment of 6 April2000, ' 

See, e.g::·thejudgmentS of 19 February 1991, Santilli; and 
judgment of23 July 2002, Rajcevic, para; 36. -

See, e.g., the judgmentof8 July 1987, H v. the Unhe.i Ki't >gdom, P'"~'n:. 
1992, X v. France, para. 32; judgment of23 March 1994, Silva Pontes, 

'Chapter 10 Right to a Fair and Public H<.'J.ring {Article 6) 

!.f,mrth ,;riteri•on: d) the importance of what is at stake for the 

a case is complex is, in general, hard to answer. The Court 
to several factors such as the nature of the facts to be 

>er: of a•:crJs<:c persons6
1i0 and witnesses,6ro~ the need to obtain 

abroad,662 the joinder of the case to other cases,r,r,3 the 
in the procedurc664 and the need to create a special 

complexity may concern questions of fact as well as legal 

of the party in question which led to a delay, weakens 

delay.667 However, an accused person is not required to 
iexpe<:lititng the proceedings which may lead to his own con~ 

• >~ar,•re>1t for parties to civil proceedings. 669 A party to pro

for making use of his right to lodge an appeal.'" It is 
proceedings, but this prolongation, too, must stand the 

cfiterion,·the conduct of the authorities, only delays 
fe •na·vc:ms;e a violation of the reasonable-time requirement.672 

'fsthejuclicial authorities have made to expedite the proceedings 

of25 November 1992, Abdoella, para. 24; judgment of 30 October 1998, 
;udgment of 15 October 1999, Humen, para. 60; judgment of 27 February 

39; judgment of9 March 2004, ]ablonska, para. 39. 

19 February 1991, Triggiani, para. 17; judgment of30 October 1991, 
of27 February 1992, Vor~asi, para. 17; judgment of25 February 1993, 

judlgm.ent of 1 August 2000, C.P. v. France, para. 30. 
l99l,Angelucci, para. IS. 
1992, Andreucci, para. 17. 

1991, Manzoni, para. 18. 

Manieri, para. 18. 
!ml•er20CIO, ROss/huber, para. 27. 

ary l9i92,Lm·emO,Jlm,ardini, andGritti,para. l6;judgmentof27 October 1994, 
para. 55. 

16 July 1971, Ringeisen, para. 110; judgment of 15 July 1982, Eck/e, 
f'0£23 :Sef•e<nb•er !998 I.A. v. France, para. 121; judgment of31 July 2000, Barfuss, 

IS July 1982, Eckle, para. 82; judgment of25 February 1993, Dobbertin, 
November 1997, Zana, para. 79. 

1994, Muti, para. 16. 

July 1982, &kle, para. 82. Compare also the judgment of24 October 

par2.. 56. The applicant had applied to the Court of Cassation for 
: on1 juriS<lictior> of· th.e lc•we; court. Although he could have made a subsequent 

open to criticism. 

Lechner and Hess, para. 59. 

February 1991, Vernillo, para. 14; judgment of 16 December 1997, 
;judg>ne>lt of 15 October 1999, Humen, para. 66. 
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as much as possible are an important factor. 673 A 

concerned to see to it that all those who play a role in 
to avoid any unnecessary delay. This holds good as 
where the initiative in the proceedings in principle 

Capuano Case the Italian Government drew attention to 

proceedings in first instance, which lasted for m<m< thon 
to the experts, who ftled their opinions too late. The 

responsible for the delays in preparing expert opini<>ns 
court's supervision.675 In the Idrocalce and Tu•nunitiPIIi 1"'. 

same conclusion with reference to the delays in he.ariJugcl'i) 
case with two accused persons one of them retards 

separate the cases, if possible, in order that the other 
victim of the delay.677 Legislation or a judicial pr;Ictiiceplii! 

a phiirltiff for a prompt institution of proceedings, ·as 
to leave the other party for a long time in un;ceJrtaiintvru;tii 
will be brought, without a reasonably short term 

not satisfY Article 6( 1). On the other han~, the• m<:re l'actth 
fail to comply with legal time-limits is in itself not 

Under the fourth criterion; the importance 

the Court pays attention to special interests which may 
United Kingdom, which concerned the length of the 

applicant regarding hercl~imed access to her child, who 
care of a local authority, the Court put special emphasis 
was at stake for the applicant in the proceedings in 

praceedings deci,ive fer her futu,·c rel;;tionsWith her 
cular qu1~ii.y of itr~versibility, iavol~1ing as they did what 

deKribed as the 'statutory guillotine' of adoption. In these 
expected exceptional diligence on th<: p;rrt •oft:heauthc>rities .• •: 
has held that a particular diligence is required in cases 

'" 
~75 . 

·;, 

See, e.g., the judgment of28-Jurie 1978, KOnig, paras 104-105; 
Austria, para. 54; judgment of 23 March 1994, Silva 

Judgment of20 February 1991, Vernillo, para. 30. ·'· · 
Judgment·of25:June 1987;·:para;l30; see also the judgment of26 

'r>:- ; ~- judgffient"of-23 _N(ivenlbel-")l993;"Stopelliti,'para; 23. 

"' ,,. 
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Ju'dgmeD.ts·of27:FebruatjJ?92;:para:·r18 and p<ira! '17, reipectively:•l 
Cooperativa Parco Cuma;· para.: 18: · · · : r 
Appl. 6541/74, Bonnechaux. D&R3 (1976), p.- 86 (87). 
Judgment of27 February 1992, G.:-v.Italy; para. 17. ' 
Judgment ofS July 1987, para.-85.<<'•' -;;1:·\ ! ,. ' ·-

10 Right to a Fair and Public Hearing (Article 6) I 

6
H

1 including pension disputes, 6112 and determinations 
of road accidentsM.l and for persons infected with HIV 

llsion.at h<JS!rit;1ls.684 Moreover, the (old) age of the person 
proceedings. 6115 Special diligence is also required in cases 

[p'"''dir1g the determination of the criminal charge against 

il191iciaf]/l·m general is not recognised as an excuse, since the 
duty to organise the administration of justice in such a 

meet the requirements of Article 6.087 According to 

til1J~~'tat'e' are not liable in the event of a temporary backlog 
provided that they take, with the requisite promptness, 

an exceptional situation of this kind. The measures taken 
ective,ness ;and it is also ascertained whether they have been 

'·"'"" t.I<Pn afterwards cannot make up for the fact that the 
b:ceeded.689·When making this assessment the Court is 

ideratii<Jn the political and social background in the country 

'ii<::.S·etlte Court drew attention to the fact that it had found 

~B!I,Bock, P''.a.49 .. See also, e.g., the judgmentsof27 February 1992, Taituti, 
Gana, para. 17~ 

Obermeier, para. 72; judgment of24 May 1991, Vocaturo, 
I>Jrrlv200•2. Davies, para. 26. 

Nibbio, and Borgese, para. 18 and para. 18, respectively; judgment 
. 17; judgment of 11 Uctuber 2GOI, H. T.v. Germany, para. 37. 

f26'0<:to1Jer 1988, Martins Moreira, para. 46; judgment of23 March 1994, 
14 October 2003, Signe, paras 28 and 38. 
l992,X. v. France, para. 32;judgmentof8 Februart 1996, A. and 

78. Comp•are also the judg.nentof 4 April2000, Dewicka, paras 55-56, with 
td<epb;one line in the apartment of an olci, disabled woman. 

J114, }a,Oto'nS!oa,p;u·a. 43; judgment of 6 April 2004, Krzak, para. 42. 
with regard to the reasonable time requirement of Article 5 

August 1992, Tomasi, para. 84; judgment of24 September 1992, 
the same holds good for Article 6(1). See, e.g., the judgment of25 

pan. 24; judgment of21 December 2000, Jablonski, para. l 02; judgment 
52-54. 

October 1984, De Cubbe~, para. 35; judgment of26 November 1992, 
· of21 Decer:1ber 1999, G.$. v. Austria, para. 35; judgment 

. 23. 

l98J,Baggetta, 

'o£25 .Jun;e "'"/• Mrlili,, paras 17-20, where the Court took into account the 
~m>cimcerr<ed, and the judgment of 7 July 1989, UniOn Alimentaria S.A., 

March 2005, Maltza11 and Others, paras 133-134, the Court (Grand 
the wish of the Federal Constitutional Court to group together all cases 

obtain a comprehensive view of the matter, as well as the large flux of 
following German reunification. 
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numerous violations of the reasonable time re<luirerner>tcon• 

before the civil courts of the various regions ofltaly. 

there is an accumulation of identical breaches which are 

amount not merely to isolated incidents. Such breaches 

that has not yet been remedied and in respect of which 

remedy( ... ). This accumulation of breaches aocor·dirlglycc 

is incompatible with the Convention."691 Subsequently, 

judgment, the Court held many complaints against !tallvt<>f 

making a case-to-case assessment on the merits. 692 

The application of the criteria- the complexity of the 

cant, the conduct of the authorities and what was at stake 

or in combination, may lead to different coJnu.usiOIIS .. 1nme 

a criminal case, the relevant period lasted two years auu ''"""" 

was amongst other factors caused by a period of total 

months between the filing of the appeal on poiint'' oflaw· and til 
frle by the registryoftheSupreme Court. '"fhis perioduu<><:um 

time requirement.693 On the other hand, in the Bc>dclaert <Cru 
than six years to determine the 'criminal charge'. This 

Article 6. 694 Comparable_differences may be noted as fat 

concerned. In the Ciricosta and Viola Case an overall period 

meet the requirements of Article 6( 1), 695 but a lapse 

five months in the Pugliese II Case did not pass muster.'" 

The requirement of a trial within a reasonable linoe cequtall:r er•t 

not be unreasonably ~hort, in consequence of which it is 

to preparethecase properly. What is expressly provided uqJ=ay 

proceedings by virtue of the general requirement of a 

paragraph, applies to civil proceedings as well 

6?1 Judgment of28 July 1999, paras 22-23. Moreover, in 

"' 
0% 
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the judgments ofS October 2000, GiomiandMennitto, para. 
of28 February2002, Christina Carda, para. 10; judgment •J<dy>Wv.":' 
certain circumstances such a practice may also violate Article 13. See 
2000, Kudla, paras 146-160 • ._:~' -. 
See, e.g., the judgment of 16 November 2000, Dorigo, paras 9-10; juds:m 

, Vanzetti, paras 10-.11; judgment of9 July-2002, Nazarro and UI'I"'•P~ 
Judgment of26 May 1993; paras 20-23. 
Judgment of 12 October 1992, paras 35-40. 
Judgment of 4 December 1995, paras 23-32 •. 
Judgment of24 May 1991, paras 50-63. 

Chapter l() Right to a Fair and Public Hearing (Article 6) ! 

;,,!Me· wh,·at the consequences for the proceedings are, if the 

j:te:ntllaS not been met. It would seern to ensue from this pro
time has been exceeded and, consequently, the- deter

•m,dt:w11tnJ'm a reasonable time, the proceedings wouid have 

ac!'iOI> 01: crimm<tl cllm·gcto be declared inadmissible. How· 

law a more flexible view has been adopted: "an excessive 

can in principle be compensated for by measures of 

ndludlin1gm particular a reduction of the sentence on account 

:~r,,;"'~ri-nes not easily fit into the text of Article 6(1), it offers 

in certain cases. In civil proceedings the applicant, who 

eterrntinatliOll, should not become the victim of an unreason

authorities are to be blamed; both parties can be victims 

some form of just satisfaction. And in criminal proce

ir;l;~'' l"'osec;otion and conviction of the criminal may be so 
not be stopped for the sole reason that the reasonable 

c-•~.l~,.,.- , more proportionate compensation should be 

:th:at trar>sgre>;sicm. In administrative procedures the interests 

to be taken into account. 
tried to stop the numerous violations of the reasonable 

acting:theS<>·call<ed Pinto Act, which enables parties concerned 

they have sustained as a result of inordinate delays in 
;dcJm_e·: stic courts to which they have been parties. However, 

onrd;elrl thtatth< sums awarded by the italian courts for non· 

const:ihlte a proper and adequate reparati0n for the 

time requirement.69
::. In thest ju.:ig:m~r.ts the Court ltas 

just satisfaction under Article 41 of the Co:tlVention the 

compensation for non-pecuniary damage in length of 

Neubeck, D&R 41 (1985), p. 13 (34). See also the judgment of IS July 
In the judgment of 8 February 2000, Majaric, paras 47-48, the Court 

applicant to order a retrial, because it has no jurisdiction under the 
measure. 

cnf?.7M,rch 2003, Scardino; judgment of29 July 2004, Scardino, paras 65-70 
No·eem,be' 2004, Apicella, and Cocchiarella, paras 17-23,26-30 and 
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10.8 INDEPENDENT AND IMPA 

10.8.1 INTRODUCTION 

The first paragraph of Article 6 provides that the deter.mir 

made by an indept::ndent and impartial tribunal, esta1bliishe1 

not be "a court of law of the classic kind, integrated 

machinery of the country". 699 For the notion of'tribunal' 
a power to decide matters "on the basis of rules of 
conducted in a prescribed manner", 700 and that the jutlicial 
including the power to quash in all respects, on 

challenged decision'.701 The latter requirement had 
concerning the practici-of the French Conseil 
the Minister offoreignaffairsWith regard to interii•ation:1I'fi 
the positioi:r taken by the mmister that the treaty 
cha:racter;·waS decisiVe fo1r tl-te citi\:com,, '!_:ffr•q•ro,ce.edingi!' 

ariyopporturuty to give her opinion on th'""'e c•ftl1e r'efe:rnu 
of the questionior tO submit a reply to the mini,;te!:'s ]JOinfc 

based its decision solely on the opinion of the mini,;ter: artd 
itself to be bound by that opinion. Thus, accordmg to 
voluntarily deprived itself of the power to examine and 
evidence that could have beeri crucial for the practical 
it. In these circumstanCeS the CoUrt considered that the 
to a tribunal witli full jurisdiction. 702 Inherent in the very 

that the decision taken by the tribunal may not be d<+>rived 
judicial authority to the disadvantage of the mdividual "'""' ,,,, 

7~0 

'"' 

"' 

"' 
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Judgment of 28 June 1984, Campbell and Fell, para. 76; ju<l•nl<nt 6( 
para. 36. See also the judgment of 24 February 1995, M<:Mi'ch'"'· 1 
adjudicatory body composed of three 'specially 
of children' and the judgment of 20 November 1995, Briri,h-A<neri< 
para. 77, concerning patent application proceedings. 
Judgment of 22 Cctober 1984, Sramek, para. 36 and the report 
p. :S 1. See also the judgmentof23 October 1985, Benthem, oar a. 40; h<d•• 
H v. Belgium, para. 50; judgment of27 August 1991, Demicoli, para. 
Judgments of23,July-2002, Viistberga-Ttui Ak!iebolag and Vulic, 
para.::-81; respectively; See -"also; e.g.; the judgment of 24 
judgmehts'of23 October 1995; Schmautzer, and Pfarrmeier, para. 
Judgment of 13 February 2003, paras 76-84. See also the judgment 
WoningenB.V.,para.54.:,.- .n·· 
See, e.g., the judgment of 19 April1994, Van de Hurk, paras 45-52; 
Brumarescu, para. 61; judgment of26 February 2002, Morris, para. 

c,Chor•ter 10 Right to a Fa1r and Public Hearing (Article 6) I 

msrn•liSt guarantee the implementation of judicial decisions, 
to a court would be illusory.70

'
1 

and 'impartial' are the expression of two different 
ri:dep•entlellCC refers to the lack of any connection bel wee11 

of government, whereas the 'impartiality' must exist in 
suit and the case at issue. However, the Court has not 

between the two concepts, and often considers both 
seen in the next sections. 705 

in the Court's case law with regard to the notions of 
ialitv:•N•lvto professional judges as well as to lay judges and 

aib•tCt)nt:erns lladk ofinop:lrti!alityon the part of the decision
of full jurisdiction demands that the reviewing court not 

but also has the power to quash the impugned decision 

or remit the case for a new decision by an impartial 

"'N"~· held that the Regional Commission could be regarded 
ilrit!ep•enderlt of the executive and also of the parties". The latter 

fuct not to the independence but to the impartiality of the 
that the members of the Regional Commission had been 

and the proceedings before it did offer the necessary guaran
ofreasoningwasdevelopedm theLangborgerCase: "In order 

>Qclvc:an be considered 'independent' regard must be had, inter 

iappointine11t of its members and their term of office, to the 

:ag.rin:st outside pressures and to the questio•1 whether the body 
of independence. "709 

of 25 February 1997, Findlay, para. 73; judgment of 9 June 1998, Inca!, 

Langborger, para. 30; judgment of 23 Aprill996, Remli, paras 46-48; 
l»•>. ''""'"··paras 31-32; judgment of25 February 1997, Gregory, paras 43-50; 
100, Sand'"• paras 22-35. 

'",~;~~(:;:~:::l(~G;~rand Chamber), para. 58, in which the Court held that the 
01 not have full jurisdiction with regard to the decision taken 

para. 32. See also, e.g., the judgment of 28 September 1995, Procola., 
November 1995, Bryan, para. 37; judgment of 26 February 2002, Morris, 
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These various characteristics of the notion otm<ler•end, 
categories. Firstly, the tribunal must tutlCttorr tndejperrden· 

legislature) and base its decisions on its own free u~uuun ao 
Secondly, there must be guarantees to enable the cmrrt ltoJt 
As far as the latter requirement is concerned, it is not 

been appointed for life, provided that theycannot be 

grounds by the authorities. 711 The absence of a .v'"""" "'"II" 
of judges during their terms of office does not imply a 

as it is recognised in fact and the other necessary guanmt:e• 
even a semblance of dependence must be avoided. In 

that the very existence of the power of the Secretary 

an inspector to decide an appeal under the Town and 
enough to deprive the inspector of the appearance of 

Sramek Case, where a member of the court wa.s hier:archic 
the parties to the suit, the C(/urtheld: "Litigants ma>ye•oterr!aU 

his independence. Such a situation seriously affects 
must inspire in a democratic society."714'However, stcictlvst 

no longer refers to the independence, but to the imDartiallit 
A;; to the independence of the tribunal vis-a-vis the 

Council of State of the Netherlands -lilce similar insti'rutiont~ 

-has an advisory function in the legislative process, does 

as ajudicial body.715
• 

10.8.3 IMPARTIALITY 

!'or impartiality it is required that the court is not n~a>Ssen vmrr 
to be tal<en, does not allow itself to be influenced by infimna 
court room, by popular feeling, or by any pressure wlrat:;oever 

on objective arguments on the ground of what has been 
Although a judge, as a matter of course, has f>er:sorial enoo•tionsi 

"' 
m 
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In the judgments of2 September 1998, Lauko and Kadubec, ?anis 
the administrative authoritieswho had been entrusted with the prc>'ecutio 
offences, appeared riot to be fudependent of the executive becom:se 
of the officers of the local and district offices and the lack of 1:uar·antee 
Implicl.tlytlie judgment ofl 6 July 1971; Ringeisen. With rega•rd 1:o nilli1:atj! 
of8 Jtiite 1976)Bngel, para: 89>;'<-~< ... ,, ,~. 
Judgment of 28 June '1984," Campbell and Fell, para. 80; judgment of: 
para; 68.' 
Judgment of22 November 1995, para. 38. 
Judgment of22 October 1984, para. 42. -
Judgment of6 May 2003 (Grand Chamber), Kleyn and Others, paras 

himself to be led by them during the hearing of the 

opinion.716 And although judges may have a political 
a specific religion or philosophy of life, and although it 

political streams, religions and philosophies of life are also 

jwd!Ctary,, it must not make any difference for the person in
by a judge with one or other preference. 
a criminal case, where the difference between 'suspected 

tw.1vs taJ<en into account, in addition to putting at issue the 
of the second paragraph of Article 6, may 

,ccn•ohlt w a fair and impartial trial, in particular also when this 

ih,ea•"ttrortli,os, e.g., from the public prosecutor charged with 
i)udg•e n1w;t dluly take this risk into account when forming his 

naicke·dlycpc>htrcal background the said risk and the necessity 
against improper influences applies to an even higher 

case Jtaw it is assumed, however, that a professional judge 
external factors and will not readily allow himself to 

moreover on appeal the higher court, in this respect, 

:~mlp<:ns:ate for the attitude of the lower court. Thus, in the 
held that the great publicityand the utterance ofhostile 
be avoided; but that the Supreme Court had accurately 

:iin1011V l'he lowe: courts had based their considerations.720 In 
risk of the jury being influenced by public opinion or by 

or experts is more likely.721 

10(2) that the freedom of expression maybe restrincd 

>thc>riltv 1md impartiality of the judiciary' is closely connected 
surrounding a trial. This restriction, which relates to the 

mnt ot e<mrt' embedded in Anglo-American law, was discussed 
in the Sunday Times Case. The complaint concerned the 

English courts up to the highest instance, on publishing 
illrticl<:ab·out the so-called 'thalidomide children', who had been 

deformities in consequence of the use of the sedative 

Yearbook VI ( 1963), p. 370 ( 416-420), where the complaint concerned 
:gna.um, "'""' a specific defence, uttered a warning that its upholding might 

penalty. Later on this case wa~ .>ettled: report of the subcommittee of 

D&R 22 (!98!), p. !00 (!27). 
and8729/79, CrocianiandOthers, D&R22 (1981), p. 147 (222-Z23 and 227). 

2002, Craxi, para. 104. 

,, ~·'~"' (!982), p. 233 (238). 
times by the Commission. See, e.g.,Appi. 7542/76,X v. the United 

ned:), "'here i<oa '"'"' wloidlattra<oted much publicity the Commission attached 
the hl<tthat the judge had drawn the jury's attention to the risk of prejudice. 
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thalidomide by their mothers during pregnancy. The 

because, at that moment, various pnoct!edlintgs:tga in::tthem., 
were pending and the publication might have led to 
although with a narrow majority, came to the co:nclusion 

hibition was not justified. They took into account, llll'er,a/i,, • 

influenced by publications of this kind.712 

In testingwhethera 'tribunal' or judge has be<m l>rejtKiie<!d, t 

tion between a subjective and an objective approach to 
approach refers to the personal impartiality of the memt>ets 

this impartiality is presumed as long as the contrary has_ 
establishment of a personal bias is difficult. Even when a 

amply reasoned, it is difficult to ascertain by what mo•tiv<~. 

therefore, only be possible to conclude thatt ajutlge: is lbiasse·d~ 
his attitude during the proceedings or from the co.nte:ntof.;th 
even more difficult to prove the pnojudie:e Ctf (meml>ers oO i 
of the jury' does not include a written statement ofreas&r1s:c 

The objective approach refers to the question nfwh"'h"' 

tribunal is composed and or1\an.ised, ''"'certain •coinci!dene<:o# 
of one or more ofits·membe:rs, inay give rise to doubt as 

tribunal or that member. If there is justified reason for oucu u·u,\ 

there is no concrete indicition ofbias of the person in qu.estiot 
to an inadmissible jeopardy of the confidence wuM• uoo 

democratic society. 726 The fear that the tribunal or a particuJarju 
must be such that it can "'>e held to be objectively · 
standpoint of the accused on this mattor, altho,gh i'• np•ort:aut, 

This'objective-approach-test has been appEeJ m 5;ev<oraJ. ca:>r 

case }?_w some main lines can be discerned. As th'' Courtlileldir 

Judgment of 26 Aprill979, paras 65-68. 
n.i , , See, e:g., the jlldgme~t of .I October 1982, Piersack, para. 30; judlgrn,enl o 

,,. 
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para. 45; judgment of25 June 1992, Thorgeir Thorgeirson, 
Fey, para. 28; judgment of22 Aprill994, Saraiva de Carvalho, 
See, e.g., the judgment of27 January 2004, Kyprimwu, paras J0-4Z.><<,. 
2003 (Grand chamber), Kleyn and Others. para, 195. 
Compaie the judgment of 10 June 1996, Pullar, pa<as 211-212; Jiud:gmentof~ 
para. of 9 May 2000, Sander, 25-26. 

Ste,"e.g., 

and Others,- para: 58; judgment of9 June 1998, Incal, para. 71; 
Chambei), Kleyn and Others, para. 194: · 

Chapter 10 Right to a Fair and Public Hearing (Article 6) I 

;w1m:rea to exercise maximum discretion with regard to the 
in order to preserve their image as impartial judges and, 

ntm,tkeuse of the press, even when provoked. Accordingly, 
of the court publicly used expressions which implied that 

, wnfavo<Jrable opinion of the applicant's case before presiding 
()d'ec:ide i't, clearlyviolated the requirement ofimpartiality.7

!H 

llns•tartces of the Sigurdsson Case Article 6 had been violated 
,Ustence of strong financial links between the judge's husband 

suit, the National Bank oficeland.72
"' 

stakerl de!cisiortsin the case prior to the trial and subsequently 
is in itself not incompatible with the requirement of 

the 'scope and nature' of the measures or decisions taken 
of prejudice cannot, for instance, be justified solely by 

,astal<en decisions on the prolongation of the detention on 

:jic:uiJnst:ances can give rise to a different conclusion.731 Such 
occur in the Hauschieldt Case. In o"dering the continued 

had to be convinced that there was 'a very high degree 
ition c>t g.uilt'. The difference between this assessment and the 

made when giving judgment thus became (too) tenuous."' 
prolongation ofthedetention on remand maybe oidered 

;ed tru1t there exists 'prima facie evidence', no prublem with 
t!it1r ru·ise·s.733 In the Piersack Case the fact that t!Je presider.t ot 

in,rohred in an earlier phase of the case as a public prosecutor 
of Article 6.734 In the De CubbcrCase a judge was involved 

jtl!es:ar>·,ccase ac~ed a !'I an inv~stigatingjudge and as a president 

1999, paras 67~69;judgment of28 November 2002, Lavents, paras 119-

paras 37-41. See also the judgment of 17 June 2003, Pcscador Valero, 

1993, Nortier, para. 33; judgment of 22 April1994, Saraiva de Carvalho, 
me~ot of 2•1 F<:bnm-v 1993, Fey, para. 30, the Court held 'the extent and nature' 

Hauschieldt, para. 50; judgment of 16 December 1992, Sainte-Marie, 

paras. 51-53. See also the judgment of25 July 2002, Perote Pelion, paras 
>em: otl.ZApinl <:UU·4, Cianetti, paras 41-45"' · 

Nortier, para. 35; judgment of 22 April1994, Saraiva de Carvalho, 
Fd>ru;uvl9<13. Padovani, paras 28-29; judgment of22 February 1996, 
!U J"Druary 2004, Depiets, paras 37-43. 

1982, paras 30-32. See also the judgmcntof25 July2000, Tierce and Others, 
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of a chamber respectively. The Court held that these 
about the impartiality of the judge concerned in an 

Doubt about impartiality is also justified in case a 
judgment at first instance also participates in th<' '"'arinr,of.i 
judgment. 7·v' The requirement ofimparti<llity dloes not iimJp[i 
court which quashes the decision of a lower court, is 
another court or to a dil'feJ'enttl)' cr>mpose<i clilaJnc•eroflthe 
Morales Case the written statements of a jU<igrnentcollC<<t~ 
the impression that the applicant was guilty. Thtenofo;re,th\\ 
judges in the applicant's trial created ob.iectiv•olyjus:tified<J() 
impartiality. 738 In the Werner Case the requirement ofimpai 
because the judge who submitted to the court a motion 
missed as a liquidator subsequently participated in' 
motion.739

··, 

The consecp_tive carrying-out of an advisory and a jU<iicialfU 
was at stake "in the Procola ca:se; Prod>Ia, an as:;o<:iatiml_W 
challenged tile lawfulness of four ministerial orders for 
Conseil d'Etat. In deciding ilie case the Judicial Comtnittee' als 
on the lawfulness of a regulation that had been throstlbjtectol 
the Conseil d'Etat. In fact, the Conseil d'Etat bad recommeuc 
very provision that was challenged by Procola. The Jttdic:ia!Co 
of five members. The fact iliat four of them ha.i p:ron,ounc<,dd 

The Court reached the same conclusion in th<' M'cG'onnellCasl 
fact that the deputy Bailiff presided over the States of 
developing plan in issue was adopted, was capable ofc:astin_gd•dl 

'" 

m 

'" 

'" 
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Judgment of26 October 1984, DeCubbe7, p•aras 211-3,0; l'hcCourtreac 
· the judgmentof27 January 2004, Kyprianou, paras 34-37, 
been tried by the same judges before whom the contempt alleged'lyhad 
e.g., the judgmentof29 Aprill988, Beli{os, para. 67, and the judgment 
and Santangelo, paras 53~59. 
Judgment of 25 May 1991, Oberschlick, paras S0-52; judgment of 26 
47~51; judgment of 28 October 1998, Castillo Algar, paras 46~51; 
Leonard Ba~d Club, paras 61-fi6. 

Judgment of 16 July 1,1~::~'~:~::~.:;::::;~-~:x~:~:~~:~~·~ the judgment of 10 June l996;·Thomann; paras 27-37, 
retrial in the presenCe of the ·accused by the same judges/;•_ -
Judgment Of 16 November 2000; paraS '33-35. 
Judgment of 15 November 2001; paras 41-47. In the judgffient of 6 June 
the insolvency judge did meet the requirements of impartiality. 
Judgment of28 September 1995, paras 44-45. 

chapter 10 Right to a Fair and Public Hearing (Art ide 6) I 

etem·uned, as the sole judge of the law in the case, the appli-

,ar>plitcalnts claimed that the institutionalised simultaneous 
judicial functions by the Dutch Council of State was 
objective impartiality, since no separation was made 

nv•olv·ed in the exercise of the advisory functions and those 
the judicial functions. However, the Court distinguished 
Case, because the advisory opinions on the Transport 

~A,ct ana the subsequent judicial proceedings concerning the 
wa:r nJUting decision, which was based on the Planning Act, 

case' or 'the same decision' .741 The Court made, however, 
for possible complaints in the future, that it was not as 

; Gov•erntm<ont iliat the arrangements made by the Council of 
effect to the Procola judgment, were such as to ensure that 

;ditctir>ll IDi,rision of the Council of State constitutes in all cases 
ror,ili<' pttrpos<os of Article 6(1) of ilie Convention."' 
:~rid :im1oartialitv of the members of the Procureur general's 
:h\rt Court r>fC::assat:ion was tested in the Borgers Case. The Court 

pr<ovirms case law, iliat on this point no violation of Article 
was reached with regard to the Commissaire du Gouver-

1inistn1tiv·e proceedings. 744 

the Court reached the opposite conclusion with regard to 
ihtnfthe criminal division of the supreme court of Lithuania, 
\inm·the case of the prosecution and also constituted the court 

courts composed in whole or in part by the military to try 
,d :forces is not contrary to the notion of an independent and 

as suffi::ient safeguards are in place to guarantee the com-
746 In a series of cases the Court had to deal with the inde

courts-martial convened pursuant to the Army 
In these cases the role of the convening officer appeared to 

iuatv 21JOO. paras 49-58. 
(Grand Chamber), paras 195-202. See also the judgment of22 June 2004, 

iS, contieiTUn!( a member ofParliament who participates as an expert lay member 

Chamber), Kleyn and Others, para. 198. 
26, and judgment of7 June 2001, Kress, para. 71. See, on the 

eneral <md sin>ilat olliammd the ( im )possibility to react to their submissions, 
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be crucial. This officer had the final decision on the 

to be brought and was responsible for convening the 
were subordinate in rank to him. Moreover, the 
firming officer: the decision of the court-martial was 

him. According to the Court, these fundamental uawsmth 

not remedied by the presence of safeguards and, th•·•·<~. 

the accused persons about the independence anC!unpart 
dealt with their cases to be objectively justified.747 

changed the impugned provisions. In the Co•op.er(:ase,c:o!l 
martial, the Court held that the Armed Forces Act 
of Article 6. In particular, the presence in a court-nna•·tio 
legally qualified civilian, constituted a significant 

the court-martial proceedings. The Judge Advocate 
further directions to the other members of the cmJrt .. m,.,; 

refuse to accept a verdict ifhe considers it 'contrary 

members of the court-martial further directions in opt,ncm 
members-retire again tO consider verdkt.748 Mnr<•over • .m, 
membersofthe court, martial,'" the Court corosi.der·edth,ttt)j 
not only instructed members of the need to futnctiort in.de1pen 

a significant inJpediment to any inappropriate pressun' b1:il 

who. is not a civilian but a_serving naval officer who, 

martial; carries cut regular naval duties, cannot 
the independence, of a naval court-martial."' 

In s~veral otses the composition of the Turkish Na,tional. S 
at issue. These ;::ourts are composed of three judges, one 

and member of the Military Legal Service. In the I neal 
convicted. by the Izmir Security Court for 
people .to resist the Government and to commit crimirnal o 

"' 
'" 

s~~.-;:~:,th·~j~d~;~~:~,i2s Febiuary'l997, Fin~lay, p~r~s 73-so,jud 
Cofo-e, paras 56-SSi judgment Of ·18 February 1999, Cable 
5 June 2001, Mills, paras 22-27. 
Judgment of 16 December2003 (Grand Chamber), ~ara. 117. 

~ little court-martial experience,.remained.subject to RAF 
remainC4 RAP officers,--, However, they could not be reported 
decision-,making._:•: l, \''' .> · ~'- · · 

7
5<1 Judgn:i€mtofl6D~ber2Q03;.Cooper(GrandChamber),para. 

''f:) -:2002;.Morris;-_·paras_66~79_,··the'Court has reached a different 
, . Kirigdoin Government had omitted to" submit to the Court imJ>or1ru>f 

the practice of court-martial. This new information appeared to 
751 Judgment of 16 December 2003 (Grand Chamber), paras 82-91. See 

2004, G. W. v. the United Kingdom and Le Petit, paras 43-49 and 
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had infringed Article l 0 and Article 6 of the Convention. 
il1oerned, the Court, taking the concepts ofindependcnce and 

took stock of the legal system. It noted that the status of 
of the Security Courts did provide certain guarantees of 

They underwent the same professional training, when 

~ consti1tutior1al safeg;uards as their civilian counterparts and, 
Constitution, had to be free from the instructions of public 

tner aspe<:ts made the independence and impartiality of military 

concerned belonged to the army, which takes its orders 
'ternaine,d s;ub•je<:ttc military discipline and assessment reports; 

appointment were to a great extent taken by the admini
.th<!armJr, anct,finally, their term of office as National Security 

years and could be renewed. 751 The Court further attached 

civilian had to appear before a court partly com

e ar:m<'d forces. The Court concluded that because one of the 

was a military judge, the applicant could legiti
itselfto be undnlyinfluenced by considerations which 

nature of the case. Therefore, he had legitimate doubts 

impartiality of the court.753 As far as the composition of 

is concerned the !neal Case may be regarded as 

}j),trtiality may under circumstances restrict the participation 

view of any other profession exercised by them, e.g., 
In the Wettstein Case the applicant was confronted with 

rn'"' cmeain a similar procedure as the legal representative of 

no material link existed between these two cases, in view 
>Ce<,antgspartly overlapped in time, the Court concluded that 

cvenaa rea>;ort tc>rconcern that the judge would continue to see 

assessors also sit on a tribunal, as is frequently the case in 

not mean on this ground alone that they are not impartial, 

tof:!S Cktc•b" 1998, c;iraklur, (Jaras 38-41; judgment uf8 Tuly 1999, Siirek (No. 

October 2004, Yanikoglui, paras 23-25 Se.:-, with regard to a Turkish 
the judgment of25 September 2001, Sahiner, paras 33-47; judgment of 22 

30-32. 

mh ••• ?,nnn, paras 44-50. In the judgment of23 November 2004, Puolitaival and 

different conclusion, taking into account, inter alia, the 
person concerned as counsel and judge had not overlapped in time, 

'""""···"subject-matter of both sets of proceedings. 
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even in cases where they constitute a majority . .756 

closely allied to one of the parties, which is often th<:cru<eii 
impartiality may be open to doubt. An issue under 
when not all the parties or their interests arc equaUy 

question. Thus, in the Le Compte, Van Leuven and 
medical practitioners had been summoned before 

of their opposition to the obligatory membership of a 

cal practitioners, the Commission re,!Cl-•edl th.e conclt!Sit>u 

course of proceedings, since the tribunal judging at 

Council, was composed largely of persons who 
professional association, while the Appeal Council 

and judges on a fifty-fiftybasis. The fact that 

possible did not, in the Commission's opinion, eliminatte 

was possible only on th<: groundof:prc>ce<im·al•"r<>rsor~ 

The Court, however, did not follow the Commission. 
with the Appeal Council! in the Court's v1ev,the itnp:artiall[J 

did not require examination. ·With regard to the Appeal 

the itnpartiality of such a tribunal must be presumed, 

proved, which had not been done in the present case in 
In the AB Kurt Kellerman Case the applicant cornpany.o 

labour court could not be composed of members rej>re:sen 

since the court had to ex,tmine: the appliamt comj>ar•y' s: ar1 

union action, including a possible blockade of the co•npan;~i 

and socially relevant. The Court applied the ob.iedtive:-inlP"! 

the deciding issue was ~.vhether the balance ofin1:erests 
court wa'i upset, arld, if so, wh~the£ auy su-::h lzck •. Fih• 1 •~r 

proceedings. In the circumstance!s ot the case: ·with fi~1e 
answered the first question in the negative and, tht,refore, '') 

not occur. 759 A comparable line of reasoning lead in u!t: nvm; 

that the inlpartiality (and independence) of the jury was 

Pullar Case the fact that a member of the jury was a 

one of the witnesses for the prosecution, could pass the 
-Article 6 had not been violated.761 When serious allegations 

'" 
757 ' 

758 "i 

"' 
, .. 
'" 
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See, e.g., the judgmentof23 April1987, Ettl, paras 38; judgmentof23 
para. 37; 1 ·" 

Report of.l4 December 1979, B.38 (1984), pp. 40-42. 
Judgnlent-of23 June 1981; para. 58;judgmentof10 Feloru;uyl9!13;A 

judgnient of 28 June 1984, Campbell and Fell, para. 84.'-

of22 June 1989, Langborger, paras 31-36;; 
Judgment of25 November 1993, paras 30-33. 
Judgment of 10 June 1996, paras 33-41. 
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called upon to try a person of different ethnic origin, 

"''''"'" t:o check whether, as constituted, it is 'an impartial 
6. In the Remli Case762 and the Sander Casc763 the 

appeared not to be sufficient. However, in the 

tv ''-'"'"•where the allegation of racial bias was vague and 
the redirection of the jury did constitute a sufficient 

arose whether the applicant had waived his right 

to the participation of a judge in a criminal trial, who 

the ·questioning of two witnesses. The approach of the 
bean1biguous. On the one hand, it held that it was irrele

made or not, because it was anyhow incumbent on 
the'composition of the trial court could cast doubt on its 

however, it concluded that the objective approach 

>SUtCC<,.S, since he had refrained from his right to challenge 

the McGonnell Case the Court held that the 

ought to have taken up his complaint with regard to 

inipartiality with the national judicial authorities, 
asona!ble in the circumstances of the case. With reference 

lUlEaKJuig into account the fact that the argument of waiver 

connmissiionbut for the first titne before the Court, the latter 

O:to,ch:alk:ng,e tll•edomestic tribunal could not be said to have 

ta:ir waiver of the right to an 

,etribunalmust be 'established by law' inlplies the guarantee 

1\ejindici'uy ina derrtocratic s:ocie~r i·s not left to the discretion 

by law. The phrase covers not only the legal basis for 

. In the opinion of the Comnlission the organization 
must also have a legal basis. 768 The Court left the issue 

44-45; judgment of 15 June 2004, Thompson, paras 44-45. 
)!so tloe j•odgmen< of 17 June 2003, Pescadore Valero, paras 23-26. 
o, ''<enack, B.47 (1986), p. 23. 
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undecided in the PiersackCase/69 but in the Posokhov ~""""ll 
also covers the composition of the bench in each case. 

interpretation of national law by the domestic judicial 
granted, 771 unless there appears to be a flagrant breach 

In the Coi!me and Others Case four people had """ accu, 

and fraud. The criminal proceedings took place before 

as court of first instance, because the charges against 

prosecution of a former minister before the same court. 

Constitution provided only for jurisdiction of the court 

instcmce in case of the prosecution of (former) ministers, 

to the proceedings against the four, that the court ofcassation 

by law.m In the Posokhov Case, the failure to compile a 

lack of any legal grounds for the participation ofth<' Javitid<<e 

of justice on the day of the applicant"s trial and, tht:retore; liD 

of Article 6. 774 

' 
10.9 THE PRESUMPTION OF INNO 

10.9.1 INTRODUCTION 

Article 6(2) sets forth that the person who is charged with 

be presumed innocent until proved guilty according to law. 

paragraph, this paragraph deals with a special aspect of the 

trial' in criminal cases. For that reason no further inquiry is 

violation of this provision when a violation of the ftrst 

found. 775 However, in the Delta Case the Ccmrt S<Ogj;estecl tt1atm s 

there is room for a separate investigation under paragraph 

violation of the first paragraph has been established alreacly.''" 

From the case law concerning the' at>to:ooJmo•usme:an.in{\ ol the 

charge' in the first paragraph it follows that the second and 

applicable to proceedings other than criminal pnKe:edin~:s- e.s:.; 

"" 
"' 
m 

m 

"' 

'" 
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Judgment of I October 1982, para. 33. 
Judgment of 4 March 2003, paa. 39. 
See, e.g.,_the judgment of22 February 1996, ./Ju!Ht, para. 29. 
Judgment of28 November 2002, Lavents, para. 114. 
Judgment of 22 June 2000, para. 105-108. 
Judgment of 4 March 2003, paras .. 41-42. 
Judgment of27 February 1980, Deweer, para. 56. 
Judgment of 19 December 1990, para. 38. 
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proceedings77
ll- which are to be equated with criminal 

criteria developed in the Ozti:Jrk Case. In the Phillips Case 

6(2) was not applicable to confiscation proceedings 

DrugTraffi1cking Act 1994. The Court considered the procee

thenatio,nal C<)Uirtto assess the amount at which the confiscation 

fixed, as analogous to the determination by a court of the 

, length of a prison sentence and, therefore, the proceedings 

"'-..... "rhm<>e".779 However, the Court held Article 6( l) to be 

6(1) applies throughout the entirety of proceedings for "the 

an,mcirr>inal charge", including proceedings whereby a sentence 

the second paragraph was defined by the Court in the sense 

violated if''without the accused's having previously been 

notably, without his having had the opportunity 

defer1ce, a judicial decision concerning him reflects an 

A reasoning bywhich it is only suggested thatthe person 

!ihlfi,i,dy suffi<:ieJot for such a violation. 

sunoption may be violated not only by a court but also by other 

includling the legislator.'" 

ECT TO EVIDENCE 

of the presumption of innocence concerns tl-tc foundation 

aspect is very closely connected with the requiremer.t of the 

lis•om;se<clabove.784 The court has to presume the ~nnocence of the 

i)'I>rejudiceand may sentence him only on the basis of evidence 

b~~:~:~·~~:~;:~;~!~,: Compte, paras 38-42. 
~ of29 August 1997,A. T., M.P. and T.P. v. Switzerland 

Switzerland, paras 37-43 and 42-48, respectively. In the judgment of22 
paras 62-64, the exercise of the right of pre-emption by the French tax 

<tl<e S;a]epci<ce ofland declared in the contract of sale was too low, was deemed 
of tax evasion and, accordingly, could not lead to a violation of Article 

1983, para. 37. See also, e.g., the judgments of25 August 1987, Lutz, Englert, 
59-60, 36-37 and 36-37, respectively; judgment of 10 October 2000, 

1995, Allenet de Ribbemont, para. 36. 
Salabiaku, paras 15-16. 

!e jud!:n><;nt of28 November 2002, Lavents, paras 119-121 and 125-128, and the 
2004, Kyprianou, paras 51-58. 
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put forward during the trial, which moreover has to 

recognised as such by law. The Court has formulated 

follows: "Paragraph 2 embodies the principle of the 

requires, inter alia, that when carrying out their duties, the 

not start with the preconceived idea that the accused 

charged; the burden of proof is on the prosecution, and 

accused. It also follows that it is for the prosecution 

that will be made against him, so that he may nn•n, •• 

accordingly, and to adduce evidence sufficient to co1nvictj 

The evidence put forward at the trial may refer back to 
by the accused or testimony by witnesses, provided that 

refuted during the trial.786 If a witness does not wish to act ' 
and can advance a legitimate reason for it, th•ere· isnoob•iec:tio 
testimony, pr()vided that the right of the defence to 

upheld, e.g., by having provided the opportunity to 
witness in an earlier phase of the. proceedings. If this 

verdict must not be based exclusively o•largely on such 
Every instance giving rise to the least doubt with 

construed in fa.,.rour of the accused. 788 This does not n<ecessafi 
put forward must be absolutely conclusive- m 1;evera11egatsys 

viction on the part of the court is the point that marre.rs

court must base its conv~ction exclusively on thr:e,~den•oe [Jut' 
A sentence may of course also be based o:t a confession 
accused. In that case, however, the court will have to 
confessio~ has be~D.'~ade-~ complete freedom. 789 Front 

which is not intended to be a Confession of guilt, no such 
Arti.:le S( 1 J embodies the right of the accused not to incrin1inl 

to remain silent, which is closely linked to the presumption 
Murray Case, in which the prosecution had build up a 
applicant, the Court held that the drawing of:>d,•ers:e il1fe1ren 

silence had not violated Article 6( 1 ). 790 In the Telfner Case, 
rent conclusion. The drawing ofinfe~~nces from the ap1>licmf 

'" 

'" 

'"' 
'" 
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Judgment of 6 December 1988, Barbera. Messegue and Jabardo, 
judgment of20 March 2001, Telfner, para. 15. 
See infra 10.10.5. 
Judgment of 24 ~ovember ;1986;- Unterper,tinger, A.110, p:u·a"" <»' ' 
witnessesj·see infra_· lO.lO.S!{j<.-(f:-r.,~ .. _, ~ '>/.- +'·' 
Judgmetit of 6 December 1988,-Bil~bera, Messegue amt jabardo,pa>ocf, 
Insofar-as the confession has heen cictorted by illegal means, such as 
follows already from the words 'according to law'; report of31 March 
Yearbook VI (1963), p. 784 .... --. 
Judgment of8 February 1996, paras 44-58. 
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t)[Jecause the prosecution had not been able to establish a 

"'""•·>m« the applicant. 7
')

1 

are made or produced by the prosecutor, witnesses 
on their part is evident, the court has to make a stand 

to avoid the semblance ofbeing biassed as welL If the 

can nto rongu complain of .such bias on the part of the first

holds good if a sentence which the accused alleges 

has been upheld on appeal, while the court of appeal 
very matter. In that case the accused will be able to 

of this court of appeal or of the fact that the injury 
court has not been redressed by the higher court. 793 

dnrsurro·undintg the proceedings in which publicity the guilt 

a, IHc••••" will have to prove to some extent that his ultimate 
by that publicity. This will not be easy."' With respect 
presumption of innocence by public authorities the 

rr:.itmport.an•ce of the choice of words by public officials" in 

~·~ccrrsedhas been tried. 795 In particular, when those state
~e>1 )11dr,penctent of the criminal proceedings, prudence is 

assertion by a prosecutor to the press that there is 
a finding of guilt by a court does not viol•te the pre-

paras 17-20. See on the right to remain silent supra 10.5.5. 
(Austria v. Italy), Yearbook VI (1963), p. 740 (784); report of 15 
(1961), i!- 490 (568). See also the judgment of 23 April 1998, 

heroe the Gotut h<·ld that the psychiatric experts appointed by the investigating 
the working hypothesis that the applicant had committed the crimes, 

prosecution. 
ibidem. 

5, 7:186,176and 7587/76, Ensslin, Baader and Raspe, Yearbook XXI ( 1978), p. 
· of Art. 6(2) on account of the press campaign against 

'calledai•nir•als and murderers, and on account of the exceptional security 
create an impression of guilt. The Commission took 

and measures were a reaction to their own declarations 

, para. 4l. 

the accused, and that 
influence that might result from this. 

of26 March 2002, Butkevicius, pam. 52. 
para. 52. However, the declarations by tile Chairm:m of 

guilt did violateArticle6(2) {paras 53-54). See 
, paras 43-51, where the combination of, on 

srdleasei<sued h:r the p•>lice, "'hi<oh ~ould have been construed as confirmation 
the applicants had committed the offences of which theywere accused, 

•nd,, th,, o.·ess conference at which journalists were able to take photographs of 
to a violation of the presumption of innocence. 
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The practice where during the trial the criminal 

brought to the notice of the court, does not constitute 

It is obvious, however, that such information m.,vn ... ~ 

on the part of the court or the jury, so that the 

given an opportunity to advance evidence that th<eCJirrtin, 

ced the court. 

The presumption ofinnocence requires that criminal 

person who has allegedly committed the criminal act. 

10.9.3 WITH RESPECT TO TREA 

In addition to tlhe establishment of guilt, Article 6{2) 

treatmerit ofilie' ~Ccused; in this respect, too, his inrtoc•en1 

applies to the treatment of the accused during the, n""''·"' 
-. ' ,. '' , .. ,_ ·-r .. (.-- '," ,, .•. 
trial, as well as to the" trea'tment of a person detaine·d on 
ri~t have'~~ p~-nitive" th3.raCte·r .800

. H~Wever, as the co,un: h~ 
6 does not req~re ~epa~ate tre~tment 

10.9.4 WITH RESPECT TO THE PRES 
ACCOUNTABILITY 

The principle embodied in p.ragraph 2 also applies in 

issue of guilt is not a 'cCntral issue'. In the Sa!abicku Case 

tracting States are in principle free, suC.ject 

on the b'asis of an objective fact as such, irresllectiv·e cof ~rhe:thi 

intent or frcm negligence. The applicant was convicted 

of unlawfully inlported prohibited goods, but forsmuJ<i:lini~S 

presumption of accountability was inferred from their 

conviction. The Court stressed the 

tion ofaccou'ntabilityand p;esumption of1;uilt. I're:mn1ptio~ 
in every legal system; this is not contrary to tlhe CcmvenltiOJrto 

·~ 
"' 

'"' 

""' 
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Judgment of 10 February 1983; Albert'and LeCompte, para. 40.---. 
JudgmentS: of 29.Augusti997;-A.-T.,,M.P;-and T.P. v. · 

' Switzerlaf!d, 'pantS 44-48 aitd paras.49~53;respectively.,_. '·· .,, "'"·"'"'" 
See the judgment of 5 July 2001;- Erdem,; para. 49, where 
necessary' to investigate the c0ffiplaint under Article 6(2), be<~US'e.itJ 
of the reasoriable time requirement of Article 5(3 ). 
Judgment of 19 April2001, para. 78. See, h<oweve<, the St~n•lar•l M"nim 
of Prisoners. · 
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>li~:ationto remain within reasonable limits in this respect 
nc<Wi;sions, taking into account the importance of what 

rights of the defence. Indeed, the guarantee of Article 

J!J.yt]heleg,islatttrewllile according to the Court, the words 

be construed exclusively with reference to domestic law 

_the fundamental principle of the rule of1aw.1102 

law required, in short, the court sentencing a person 

assume that any properly appearing to have been held 

years before the date on which the criminal proceed-

;,·,m,iv,edas a payment or reward in connection with drug 

'"'"'h' confiscation proceedings conducted against the 

law· had been fair. Although the assumption was mandatory, 

~tliotat s;af<egtiar'ds, especially because the assumption could 

'de.fendailtltad shown, on the balance of probabilities, that 
i,;rlv c•th<er than through drug trafficking.'" 

Case the director of the radio station and two 

for the broadcasting of news bulletins mentioning an 

taDepu:ty Prefect had overseen the deportation of thousand 

h~al't>lic:ants complained that theAudiovi>ual Communica

presumption that the editorial director of the radio 

broadcasting of the defamatory accusations. The Court, 

-·~ .. nt•whot was at stake, i.e. the need to prevent the broadca:>t

in the media by obliging the editvrial director to exercise 

that the presumption of the Audiovisual Communication 
requisite 'rea~onable limits'.804 

TO POST-TRIAL DECISIONS 

>e '""''v'mt after the formal determination of the 'charge', for 
has to be taken with regard to the costs of rhe suit or the 

detention claimed by the former suspect. 

•.thtosede.:isi,ons as long as tlhe question to be answered can be 

and, to some extent, the concomitant of the criminal 

para. 28. See also the judgment of25 September 1992, Pham Hoang, 

The Court discussed the matter under Article6(1), because 
applicable. 
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proceedings". 805 In the Minelli Case, where the 
in an action for insult could not sue since the period 
still had condemned the defendant to pay two thirds 

compensation in respect of the prosecutor's expenses, 
he would in all probability have been found guilty if the · 

continuance of the proceedings, the Court held that 
to pay some of the costs of the suit if he is discharged ne<:a n0 j 

Article 6(2), but that this is the case if the presumable 

the criterion for it, without the guarantees of Article 
Sekanina Case the Court held that "the voicing ofsuspic:ioll 

innoncence" following a final aquittal on the merits, 
even in case the accused had been given the benefit 
accused is acquitted for technical reasons only.809 The 
tion proceedings instituted by the victim of the awe~e:a <:nn 

and NolkenbockhoffCases the Court held that the de<:isi<>nt 

to a person·'charged with a o:riminal offence' in the 
proceedifigs against him, maY raise an"- issue under 
reasons amount in substance to a determination of the 
his having previously been proved guilty according to 

having had an opportunity to exercise the right of defentce.' 

Court distinguished in the Baars Case between decisions 

'"' 

'" 
'" 
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Judgment of25 August 1993, Sekanina, para. 22; 
Uolkenbockhoff, para. 35. This was not the case 
concerning the compensation claim of the victim 
acquittal in the criminal proceedings it was 
Court held that the compensation case was not a dire<~ soequel to tl>e 
Judgment of25 March 1983, paras 37-38. 
Judgment of25 August 1993, Sekanina, para. 30; judgments of 11 
Hammern, para. 39 and para. 47, respectively. See, 
Marziano, where. the Italian court decided to discontinue 
applicant, who was accused of sexual abuse of his daughter. . . 
contained contradictions, the accused could not be convicted, 
innocence. 
Judgment of21 March 2000, Rushiti, paras 31-32; ju<lgrr>ent of tOJuly 
judgment of 20 December 200 l, Weixelbraun, paras 25-31. 
Judgm'entof9 November 2004, Df'l Latte, paras 32~34, ~,.,.here 
on the consideration that the applicants would inevitably have 
if the-prOseCUtion had-charged them with "threatening to 
instead of attempted mui:"der/manslaughter. 
Judgmentofll February2003, Y. v. Norway, paras 43~47. 
Judgmentsof25August 1987, paras 58-64, 37-41 and 35-41, 'espectiv•>l 
o£26 March 1996, Leutscher, paras 30~32. 

Chapter 10 Right to a Ltir and Public Hearing {Article 6) I 

is~rhi•oh <oorrtain a 'finding of guilt' and held that only the latter 
· ·-with Article 6(2) of the Convention. H12 

RIGHTS FOR THE CRIMINAL 

enumerati~n of the minimum rights to which everyone 
entitled. This provision, unlike the first paragraph, 

'~et:di:rrgs concerning the determination of civil rights and 

however, if a party to civil proceedings is denied the 
3, under certain circumstances this may entail that there 
·of the first paragraph.'" On the other hand, the fact 

;~,;;;,,,,""~at issue does not exclude that the proceedhigs. have 

in the third paragraph for criminal proceedings does 

\in:ati<m for compatibility with the third paragraph makes an 

the first paragraph superfluous, since the guaran
~rcl p:1ragr:apl1 of Acrti:cle 6 are constituent elements, inter alia, 

. . enumeration of the third paragraph is not 
tt IS therefore possible that, although the guarantees 

sallsfied, the trial as a whole still does not satisfY the 

As a result of an extensive and functional interpretation 
in the Strasbourg case law, however, examination for 
· . with the first paragraph is in fact lilcely to more or 

In the case of a negative outcome of the examination for 
first paragraph an examination with regard to the third 

ope<rflJJOt!S. 816 

its paragraph 3 - applies not only to criminal court 
relevant to pre-trial proceedings, because an initial failure to 

paras 26-32, 

for instance, bar the exercise ofthe right of'access to court'; see supra 

Minelli, para. 28. 

Goddi, para. 28; judgment of 12 February 1985, Colozza, para 26. 
1980, Deweer, para. 56. 
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complywith the provisions of paragraph 3 before a case is 

the fairness of the trial. 1m 

10.10.2 INFORMATIONOFTHEA 

Under paragraph 3(a) the accused is granted the right to 

a language which he understands and in detail, ol1tbe natm:.! 
tion against him. This right, which constitutes an 'eoop,,,;; 

trial,818 is very closely related to the right granted 
must have adequate time and facilities for the pn,pa1rati• 
the Court held in the Pt!lissier and Sassi Case, the pr<>vi,;ion 

accused "to be informed not only of the cause of the 

acts he is alleged to have committed and on which 
the legal cha-~a~t~~is~tion W:ven to those facts" .820 

H.,w·ev.er' 
.,_; :' __ : ·: i!Ji ·:~'~'-'(; ' ; :- < ,_',- ' ' ' 

necessary to furnish any evidence ill support ot 1necmtrg''·''' 
the d~fen~~nt: which rests e~tirdy~n the prosecutirig 
plied with passivelybymaking information available 

fence.822 
. . 

The question of whether the required information has 

(dans le plus COf:!rt delai), has to be assessed in each indlividri,.J 

speCific ck0-rni~t~nces-: Ill order to enable the accused to 
prosecutor Will h3ve to inform him as soon as it ha$ oe•enue•Cia 
proceedings and, if necessary, make provisions for a trams! at' 

of an interpr~tcr: On that occasioil he will h1ve to provide 
a~ that moment, whi:::h afterwards are to be fupp•letnen!<,d, 
w!:len the summo!ls is i::;sced~ However, adequate defence 

importance in the phase preceding the ultimate decisio~ 
institute proceedings and it may even 'affect this de,cisiotl, sot 

'" 

"' 
"' 
'" 
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See, e.g., the judgment of24 November I993,Imbrioscia, para. 36;Juclgn« 
Murray, para. 62; judgment o£20 June 2002, Berlinski, para. 
See, e.g.; the judgment of25 March 1999, Pelissier and Sassi, P'""· ''"'!' 
Dallos, para. 47; judgment -of 17 July 2001; Sadak and Others, 
See, e.g.~~th_e judg!nent o£25 July 2000; Mattoccia; para. 60;c:·~ -
Judgment of25 Maich .. 1999;- p3r-a;:52~-:See also;·e.g., the judgrilent 
para. 27; jUdgment of1 March-2001, Dallos, para. 47. 
Appl. 7628/76,X v. Belgium, D&R 9 (1978), p. i6S< ( t:73); ret0ortof'S ~lay I' 
A-89, p. 28.. . . \• 
Judgment of 25 July 2000, Mattocda, para. 65. 

Chapter 10 Right to a Pair and Public Hearing (Article 6} I 

and3(b) that even before this formal decision the accused 
fully as possible of the suspicion against him.1113 

that the information must be furnished 'in detail', but docs 
requirement as to the manner in which the defendant 

~xJ>ent of det,tils depends on the particular circumst<~nces of 
the information provided must suffice to understand 

preparing an adequate defence.w2
'' An alternative charge 

of specificity.826 

offence in the course of the proceedings may impair the 
'heretor•e. he must be made aware that the offence may be 
reclassification concerns only an element intrinsic to the 

holds the view that the accused must be considered to 
reclassification. 828 

Jantguage which he understands' it follows that if the accused 

erv.ofthe vernacular, the information must be translated for 
atlformis f>rescrib,,d, but the Court seems to require a written 
cid,,iicni by the person who serves the writ of summons upon 
int<,ro:ret<er wowd seem to be an insufficient basis for the 

'" J[t alsose<'m'; dtrbi.ous whether paragraph 3(a) has been 

No\ember 2000, T. v. Austria, the Court held Article 6 {1), taken in 
~e•6(3) S>>b!. ""'ll''Ph(a) and (b), to have been violated. The district court 

supplement his legal aid request, but it had not informed him of the 
false statements in his previous request. ~ubsequently the district court 

of process. The applicant learned about the accusation only when the 

O'"''"'""''d on him. 
1989, Kamasinski, para. 79; judgment of25 March 1999, Pelissier and Sassi, 

2000,l'fattoc.da, para. 60. In this case Article 6 had been violated inter alia 

accusation had been vague on essential points concerning time and 
contradicted and amended in the course of the trial (paras 63-72). 

Kyprianou, paras 65-68, where the material facts which 
ur<theco•wi's decision to impose on the applicant the sentence of imprison
ed 1be,orc th:•l c!ecisicm, which amounted to a violation of the presumption 

Netherlands, Coli. 32 (1970), p. 47 (50). 
1999, Pilissier and Sassi, para. 56; judgment of 1 March 2001, Dallos, para. 

Sadak and Others, para. S2. A proposal made by the public authorities, 
· to reclassify the criminal acts, without 

~~::~::::;~~1:~:: ~:~:·~~::':n:~i~~:~c;,:o;;mmission to violate the third :~ . 52. Before the Court gave 

SaJ'v.uln' Torres, paras 30-33, with respect to an aggravated 
udl!'l'•ento£.25 l\1arch 1999, ?elissierand Sassi, paras 57-61, the Court held that 

bankruptcy' did not constitute an intrinsic element of 'criminal 

1989, Kamasinski, para. 79. 
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satisfied if the information is sent to counsel who has 

may find ways to inform his client, since in this way the 

resting upon them on to counsel, while it is important 

is also able to follow the defence put forvvard on his 

[n the Brozicek Case the Court concluded that, since 

origin, did not reside in Italy and informed the judicial 

understand the Italian language, it was for the iwl:,::,, 

translation unless it could be established that the pe1:so1rrc, 

capable of understanding the content of the notification. 

10.10.3 TIME AND FACILITIES FOR THE 

Under paragraph 3(b) the accused is guaranteed th<'Til<ht toi 
facilities for the preparation of his defence. Apart from 

with paragraph 3(a) there is also a close connection 

legal aid. In that context tht: Gorrlill,ission'ha,s emr>ha.sisedtr 

of the accused are concerned, but equally the rights 

ment of the overall situation the position of both of 

account.
831 

In theMakhfi Case, after a session th<Itlastedalrnost 

for the accused addressed the jury at 4.25 in the m<)rrtin1,, 1:~ 
held their deliberations between 6.15 and 8.15 in the m<>rnili 

guilty and sentenced.him to eight years imprisonment. 

violation of the first paragraph taken together with the tJ:, 

since the Court considered it essential that not only tn<,.<:cuts• 

should be able to make their submissions withoutsufferi<>g 

The question of whether the accused has been ali<)W<ed 

preparation of his defence will have to be de,cidedaftenvards, aq 

stances in which both the accused and his counsel '"'""'rl """"'' 
of the nature of the case.833 1f the accused has gn:atcm>ficlence i 

who is very occupied itt the relevant time, th•e jttdicia1l autl>o•·itie: 

8.10 

"' 
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Judgment of 19 December 1989, para. 41. 

Appl. 524/59, Ofner, Yea<book Ill (1960), p. 322 (352). Th,, Q<le"iionwh• 
contacts of a detainee with his lawyer is permissible, will be discussed 
Judgment of 19 October 2004, paras 34-42. 

See, e.g., the judgment ofl2 March 2003, Ocalan, paras. t6:7- !159.wh,ere} 

· two weeks before the beginning of the trial and also the fact 
, to their client; Appl. 7909/77,- X and Y v. AUstTia, D&R 15 
Commission~· notwithstanding the fact that counsel could 

days available to him was adequate, considering the complexity 

Chapter !0 Right to a Fair and Public Ilea ring (Article 6) I 

'StlOS:sit>le. On the other hand, in that case the accused cannot 

a ground for violation of the first paragraph of Article 

the accused has to change counsel, the new lavvyer will 

to become acquainted with the case. HJ~ If there is a right 

to be assigned in good timc.H_l_' The accused, however, 

his own fault he has created a situation in which a lawyer 
before the hearing is to be held.8-'~~> 

~ irtdtJde the possibility to choose counsel or have one assigned, 

is separately provided for under paragraph 3(c). 

ine-lirnithas to be such that a thorough study of the judgment 

'a <iecisicm as to whether an appeal should be brought, while 

of the appeal in turn will have to leave adequate time for 

!hearing."' The words 'preparation of his defence', therefore, 

tto 1111e<m that the provision of paragraph 3(b) is not applicable 

ca.se lthe: ac:cused has been convicted at first instance and, 

!t ,~,clefe:ndant but ·as plaintiff in these proceedings. In the 

applicant had to give notice of appeal on points oflawwithin 

t¥swithout having the opportunity to take cognisance of the 

iju,dgrnerlt. The Court took the view that it is essential for the 

mt'"s righl: ofappeal that the national courts indicate unambigu

they base their verdicts. As the applicant was barred in the 

from submitting an additional memorial, the Court con

in conjunction with paragraph 1 had been violated.838 In 

un:neJtathat it had been possible for the applioant, well before 

tim~· limit for lodging: 2.11 appe2.l, to iake ...:.ogn~sance of 

;ea1rorm of the Dutch tegional court !viore~ver, in the circum

: jwdgrner1t did contain sufficient information. Therefore, the 

not been unduly affected by the absence of a complete 
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judgment or a detailed enumeration of the items of 

conviction of the applicant.8
)

9 

The reclassification of an offence in the course 

subparagraph (b) as long as the defendant has adequate 
defence accordingly.1

Hu 

In the BricmontCase the Commission stated th:ttsubl 
right of the accused to have at his disposal, for the 
or obtaining a reduction of his sentence, all relevant 

by the competent authorities.841 The accused cannot 

if he does not co-operate in producing elements to his 
Finally, the possibility of inspection of the Hies 

portant clement of the 'facilities'.'" The case law of the 

of access is incorporated in the provision under (b); 
to the defendant's' counsel is not incompatible with 

evidence is made available to the accused before the 

accused has had the opportunity to comment on it. 
preparation~ of the defence may be cure<tby way of 

10.10.4 THE RIGHT TO DEFEND ONESElS.F 
THROUGH LEGAL ASSISTANCE 

10. 10.4.1 General observations , 

Paragraph 3( c) guarantees the right of the accused to 

through legal assistance of his own choosing or (and), if he 
to pay for legal assistance, to be given it free when the 
In the Pakelli Case the Court, referring to "the object and 

which is designed to ensure effective protection of the 

... 
'" 

para. 57. 
d41 keport of 15 October 1987,A.IS8, p. 47. See also the judgment 

para. 36. 
842 Report of 15 October 1987,- Bricmont, Al58, p. ·49. 
843 At least from the moment of the charge: Appl. 4622/70, X v. Au,tria, C 
844 Judgment of 19 December 1989; Kamasinsk~ para. 88; :udgrrte!lt 

.- para: s2:~:1t..,,,. .,.- -:-~:~.;- v- ·- --. .r ... <,'f'F::,-,2\t-' ~t~ >' ·, '~~ ,,·/~'-.· 
1145 .··- • Judgritblt 0f12 M3rCh 2003;-0aila~ para. 50~<'~- ·,, · · 

u~ · · J tidgrrient- Of 20 Octobei '199-7 i SerVes; -:Para> 5 I. The' j;~~::~~~~~: 
1 provide another example: See, however, the criticism eJ 

with respect to complaints against reclassification: the judgment ofl 
judgment of21 February 2002, Sipavicius, paras 32-33. 
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and not for the 'or' in the English text. This resulted in 

1 h1rtbteC:otlrt:"a 'person charged with a criminal offence' 
person must be able to have recourse to legal 

if he docs not have sufficient means to pay for such 

im11erthe Convention to be given it free when the interests 
are, therefore, three juxtaposed rights included in this 

with consecutively hereafter. 

ep1·oVJisio'n app,ltes (in conjunction with the first paragraph 
proceedings or during a preliminary investigation 

proceedings in question.84~ 

lte o:!eten<:e have not been irretrievablyprejudiced, a failure 
'em1ento! paragraph 3( c) may in principle be cured in appeal 

'al'P''mcourt may carry out a full review.849 

paragtrap'h 3( c) does not contain an "unlimited right to use 

[td!oes no tin principle offer protection against a subsequent 
[bt!Causoeh,e n1acle '''fal!sesu:spicicms of"pt:mi:sh:tble behaviour" 

1Jic.mthasnot suffered any damage from the non-fulfilment 

i'paratgr:apl1 3( c) does not exclude that this provision has been 

to defend himself in person is closely related to the right to 

•·"·' wlhichin principle demands that a person charged with 
to be present at least at the first-instance trial hearing. 

iid,cassation proceedings Article 6 does not always entail the 

accepted the requirement of representation by a 
"a<;ornrrton feature of the legal systems in several member 

para. 31. 
l987,Monnell and Morris, para. 56; judgment of22 February 1994, 

the preliminary investigation: judgment of24 November 1993, 
of2U June 2002, Berlinski, para. 75. 

Qu,,ranta, para. 37. 
B"md,tetta, paras 50-54. 

Alimena, para. 20 . 
November 1997, Zana, para. 68; judgment of27 May2004, Yavuz, paras 

present supra 10.5.4. 
if2l. Sejpt"mb•ec 1993, Kremzow, para. 58; judgment of25 March 1998,Belziuk, 
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States of the Council of Europe".'" From paragraph 3(c) 

national law stipulates or the judicial authorities decid~ 
assisted by a lawyer, he must be able himself to choose 
inability to pay for such legal aid, must have a lawyer 

case such legal aid is evidently considered necessary by 
authorities in the interests of justice. 

In the Meftah Case the applicants complained that 
could not make oral representations in the proceedings 

The Court held that the special characteristics of cassation 

specialist lawyers being reserved a monopoly on ma,kirJg'c•r; 
the applicants had had the choice of whether or not to 
lawyer, the Court rejected their claim. uss 

Although some restrictions of the right of the ae<:usedtoc 
are permitted, these restrictions cannot go so far that 

Convention becomes illusory.- .In the Kremzow Case 

national legislation granted th<! ri!Jhtof,a doetaiined personto .1 
of an appeal against his sentence only if the person corlCeJme< 
effect in his appeal. The applicant had failed to make 

because the applicant risked a substantial increase of his 
the Court held that the national authorities had been obllige:¢ 

to be present at the hearing and to • dt!feJodhirnS<,lf i1n r>er<Orl'; 

duty amounted to a breach ofparagraph6(1) in c:onjur1ctionWi 
paragraph 3(c).856 

10.10.4. 3 Leg a: Assi,tanc" and Implied Right; 

In the John Murray Case the Court held that, if domestic 
to the attitude of the accused at the initial stage of nnt;r.• ;,,., 

principle requires that the accused be allowed the benefit 

lawyer in the pre-trial ph<lse.857 Su.bseq•,JeJotly, in theM·ageeiS~ 
Ia ted this rule in a more general way: "Alticle 6 will norm.all·yr< 
be allowed to benefit from the assistance of a lawyer alrc,.dy. 
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Judgment of24 November 1986, para. 69; 
Judgment of26 July 2002, paras.40-4K·
Judgment of21 September 19S>3,paras !55~59;See '"''" tloe judtlffi'"'"'' 
Edward Cooke, and]osefPrinz, paras 

on crucial points almOst identical to the~:~""."~":~~~~·~~~.~~~,~~ 
befoie the' Austrian Supreme- CoUrt with regard to the 
applicant's placement in an institution for mentally ill 
applicanthadtiotviolatedArtide 
Judgment of 8 February 1996, John Murray, para. 63. 

this right, which is not explicitly set out in the Con

tor·estriction for good cause. "11s11 

the applicant had been denied access Loa lawyer for the 

iierTO!PtJon. He had been told by the police that he had the 
that adverse inferences could be drawn from his silence. 

ont•'W"' ,,.<beginning of the interrogation with a "fundamen
defence. The Court held that in this situation the denial 

constituted a breach of Article 6( l) in conjunction with 
Case the Court reached the same conclusion; where 

legal assistance for a period of seven days and made 

:su1terne:nts that subsequently appeared to be crucial elements 
to deny access to a lawyer might irreparably prejudice 

Howe·ver, in the Brennan Case the Court held that the 24 hour 

constitute a violation of Article 6, because the applicant had 
staterr1ents during that period and no inferences had been 

·or Orriissions made by him.861 

is11b-par·agrcaph( c) embodies the right of an accused to com

rsel Ollt<>llreanrlgofa third person. Without this requirement 
the Convention would not be practical and effective.862 

to a solicitor may- here again- be subject to restrictions 
proceedings as a whole are fair. 863 The defendant must 

directly affected by the restriction in the exercise of his 

not c.ecessarl for him to prove that the restriction had a 
course of the trial.864 In the Ocalan Case the restricti_on of 

th<· viSJts by the applicant's lawyers to a rhythm of two one
violated the principle of fair trial in view of the highly 

>bhJmincmscase fik ""In the LanzCase the C0urt held that only 
«JUHH«.vcjustified •the surveillance by the investigating judge 

with his defence counsel. The mere risk of collusion did 

Magee, para. 41; judgment 20 June 2002, Berlinski, para. 75. See also, 

ud!<m<:ntof ll J11[y 2000, Dikme, para. 108. 
paras E6-70. See a[so the j11dgmentof6 June 2000, Averill, paras 55-62, 
to a wHcitor during the first 24 h0urs. 

:n.tUUj•, P'"" 140- ~ 43. See also the judgment of6 June 2000,Magee, para. 42-46; 

paras 44-48. 
1991, S v. Switzerland, para. 48. The Court reached this conclusion by 
Minimum Rules for the Treatment of·Prisoners and the European 

:to J~en<on's p,orti<;ip,•ting ico Proceedings oftheEuocopeaoo C<>m>nission and Court 
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not meet the criterion because this was the very reason 

been ordered.1166 However, the "extraordinary features" 

the defendant had been suspected of being the 

confidentiality had been necessary in order to catch the 

restriction in issue.''\67 

The Court has attached to the right of access to court, 

consequence that this right has been violated if a 

correspond with a lawyer or another person giving 

that "hindering the effective exercise of a right may 

even if the hindrance is of a temporary character."1168 

detainee wants to institute an action or wishes to prepare 

charge, such contact must be possible. This may hold 

and even with regard to an internal preliminary u· lq<IIf]r.~·~ 

Searching of counsel and inspection of the corresptmd 

detained client by the prison authorities are in prmctpl<' a!' 

position of counsel. Measures of this kirtd 'rrejus:tili'edonlyin.' 
stances,: where the ·authorities have sound reasons to 

abusing his position or is allowing it to be abused.871 

The provision under paragraph 3(c), in conjunction 

Article 6, also implies that counsel who attends the 

the defence also in the absence of the accused, regardless 

an excuse for the latter's absence871 and whether or not it is 
a conviction entered in default set aside.873 Although in 

maydiscouragethe unjustified absence of an accused ot1chetri' 

'"' 

873 
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Judgment of 31 January 2002, para. 52. In the judgment of 23 
para. 49, the fear that the lawyer of the 

not justify the restriction on the free 
In the judgment of 31 January 2002, 

on admissibility by the Com'ni",im< in th<' K•'mJ>m c,,se,Appl,ll"' 
Judgment of21 Februaty 1975, Golder, para. 26. 
Judgment of8 February 1996, John Murray, paras 66-70. 
Appl. 7878/77, Fell, D&R23 (1981), p. 102 (113). See also the report 
Fell, A.80, pp. 76-77 ... 
See the judgment of28 June 1984, Campbell and Fell, para. 108-11; 
1996, Domenichini, paras 35-39, where Article 6 subparagraph (b) 
breached because ~e monitoring of the l~tter of a detainee to his 

, an appeal on points oflaw .. :~dfi-.;·;.·.,· ;t·:··- ·· ,, .. -, 

Judgments of22 September 1994, LaTa, and Pelladoah, 

See, e.g., the judgment of 13 February 200 I, Krombach, para. ""' ,--·~--, 
_ and Sari, para. 54. 

See supra 10.5.4. However, see also supra 10.4.6.3. 

chapter JO Right to a fair :~nd Public Hearing (Article 6) I 

be impaired because the legislator "cannot penalise the 

to the right of legal assistance".m 

the right to choose a lawyer had been violated because 

for a 'right' to legal representation in the adjudication 

to the award of 'additional days' of imprisonment to 

(I c:onnrrtitted disciplinary offences.876 On the other hand, a 

11 acctJse:u be assisted by counsel in criminal proceedings is 

the right to choose a lawyer.877 

Uf!(C<tsela>VtllCngnt of the accused to choose his own lawyer 

is bound by the provisions applying in the relevant legal 

h I . rt"'"I th question as to w o may act as counse m cou . n e 

giJ<pr<!SS:ed as its opinion that national courts when appointing 

account the accused's wishes, although those wishes 

"in the interests of justice".879 In any case, if such an 

between the accused and the lawyer assigned to him is 

defence is impossible, or if the qualifications of the 

inadequate considering the nature and/or complexity 

imcl pa.rag;rar>n 3(b) may imply tl.at another lawyer must be 

atthelattei·· s request. 880 In the Kamasinski Case, however, the 

:sptmsibility rests in the first place on the applicant: "the 

are required under Article 6(3)(c) to intervene only 

cO•Un.sel tc provide effective representation !s u.1anifcst or 

attentivn in soMe ot~1a wav.";::81 

., • .,.,.,1 1999, VanGeyseghem,para. 34;judgmenlof23 may2000, Van 

""J '"''""'"'Y 2001, Krombach, para. 89. 
103-106 and the judgment of9 October 2003 (Grand Chlll'l.ber), 

";;~~:;::~~ of 20 Tune 2002, Berlinski, paras 77-78: Article 6 had been 
u defence council for more than a year, without any justification, 

Thompson, para. 47. 
c,,,;,ant, para. 50. 

Kej,Ub/<"'1 liennm<y, Yearbook V {l962), p. 104 (106); Appls 7572/76, 
Baader (l.tld Raspe, Yearbook XXI (1978), p. 418 (464). 

para. 29. In this case the applicant contested the necessity of the 
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In this context the Court emphasised in the 
not complied with their obligation by the mere assigntm,,ri 
6(3)( c) speaks of'assistance' and not of'nomination', 

ensured that real assistance is provided. 882 Here again, 

his right by personally creating the situation in which at 

l b . td""I the hearing another awyer must e nomma e . n 
considered it not unreasonable, in view of the geJoei·aJde,;ii 

costs of legal aid, that national authorities take a restri<:tiv 
replace public defence counsel once they have ibe<'n tassigr1e( 

taken certain activities.884 In the Mayzit Case the nationaj(( 
the applicant's sister and mother to act as defenders inJ;te;•d.i 
which in itself was permissible under national law, beca11se 

not be able to ensure the applicant's efficient defence. 

approach was not inconsistent with Article 6.
885 

10.10.4.5 Free Legal Assistance 

Article 6(3)( c) stipnlates that legal assistance shonld 
has not sufficient means to pay for it and when the interests.< 

provision does not exclude that an accused is required 

cost oflegal assistance, as long as he has 
not contain any obligation for the accused who ts.lcqultrea 

requires the reimbursement of the costs of appointed 

concerned is convicted, is in itselfnot incompatible with 
the Court left open tbe question whether it wonld be 
under (c) fo! the naticmal authorities to seek partial or 

it had been establ'shed in enforcement proceedings 
convicted person lacks sufficient means to pay the'~"'" ~fhl 
ted that on this point tbe text of Article 6( 3) (c) leaves no 
has insufficient means to bear the costs of legal assistance 

'interests of justice', it should be given to him free, 

of the outcome of tbe case. 
The concept of ((interests of justice"as yet lacks clarity. 

has appli~d two criteria to establish wbetberfree legal aid 

882 Judgment of 13 May 1980, para.33. See also the judgmentof21 Ap1il 

of 10 October 2002, Czekalla, paras 60~71;,' ,·;; '·"'·' 
ss3. · Appl, 8251/78, X v. AUstria, D&R 17 (1980), p. 166 (169-170). 
sM -,Judgment of 14 January2003;-para 59. _, · 
ass Judgment of20 January2005, para. 66. 
886 Judgment of26 February2002, Morris, paras 88-89. 
887 Judgment of25 September 1992, Croissant, paras 33-38. 
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it:cmjunction with the severity of the penalty that the accused 
;.e<ompk:xity of the case.88

x The personal circumstances and 
to fall within the framework of the latter criterium. ~~w 

referred to these criteria but also formulated a more 

>W<:ver, a p1' mary, indispensable requirement of the 'interests 
in each case. That is the requirement of a fair procc

among other things, imposes on the State authorities an 

realistic chance to defend himself throughout the en tire 

court had refused to grant the applicant further free 

rt}uni<"ted its decision to him eight days before the expiry of 
.bniiss:iOirS of his cassation appeaL Because of the shortness 

>don•pr>oiJnti.nga la•WJ•eroflbiso"'IH:ho•ice and for preparing 
tbe Court held that the applicant did not have "a 

his case in the cassation court in a «concrete and 

Article 6 had been violated.'" Since tbe Court in its 

iy;•tt<:ntion to the two criteria mentioned above, it remains 
in R.D. v. Poland relates to these criteria. In the 

more general test disappeared. The Court only referred 
i'ottenc:e, tbe severity of the penalty and tbe complexity of the 

w!J,erc: d<mrivatticm of liberty is at st~e tbe interests of justice 
rel>re,;entat'ion·,'" and for tbe legal representative to be duly 

requirements of a fair hearing of tbe first paragraph an 

legal aid, tbat aid will also have to be considered to be 

~· ,,u .. u••• while the general interest of the case exceeding the 
na;•al:;o r:all for legal assistance.lfithas been recognised with 
>··~fth. proceedings that the interests of justice require the 

ts arUJle, and even a fortiori, this will also apply for the subse-

i£2!1 M<>rch 1990, Granger, paras 46A8; judgment of24 May 1991, Quaranta, 
1996, Benham, paras 60-64; judgment of 9 June 1998, Twalib, 

6S<'!'tembe< 2000, Biba, para. 29. 
Quaranta, para. 35. See also the judgment of25 September 1992, Pham 

2001, para. 49. Thi; testis ~ot completely new (compare for instance the 
Quaranta, para. 36) but th<! way the Court presents it, is. 
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If a lawyer has been assigned to an accused, ·but 
induced counsel to withdraw, the refusal of the 

in conformity with the 'interests of justice', pr'DVlde< 

accused himself is given sufficient opportunity to 

10.10.5 THE RIGHT TO SUMMON 
WITNESSES 

Paragraph 3( d) grants to the accused the right to c:xamilO! 

against him, and to obtain the attendance and exatnitlati 

under the same conditions as witnesses against him. 

to the principle of'equality of erms' as an element 

the first paragraph. Consequently, the Court often 

the provision under sub-paragraph (d) under the 

Although paragraph 3( d) is included among the gmtrattfj 

criminal proceedings, in the case law the Possibility has 
by the court to permit a party to civil proceedings to 

moned or examined coristitutes a violation of the right 
The notion of'witness' is interpreted antor•onno1usl:y. Sta 

in person, bu< for example to the police, are to be reg:ar<led>t 

aS far as the national courts talce 'tccou'ntofth<:se st,•te1ments, 

the statement is made by a co-accused or a third pe.:sott:··~ 

the hearing or summons of an expert do not fall unde.rthteu,fc 

but under !:he gen~ral rule of the ftrst p'1ragcaph 
p,,rag:aph 3(d) dues 110t grant the 2ccused an 

.tppearance ofwitr..e1:ses in Court. In principle it is for 
whether a particular witness should be heard. 901 Tt>er,etore, 

applicantto c<>mplain in Strasbourg that he has not oe<:n aillm 
witness; in addition he must explain why it is importa1nt tort 

be heard and the evidence must be necessary for the 

... 
"' 
"'" 
899. 

000 
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Appl. 8386/78, X v. theVnited Kingdom, D&R 21 (1981), p . 
Judgment of27 October 1993, Dombo Beheer B. V., para. 

See, e.g., the judgment of 19 December 1990, ~:~::r;::~;:~:~~,F.;~ 
para. 33; judgment of28 August 1992, Artner, para. 
Judgmeti.t of27 February 200l,;Luca,-para41> ' 
Judgment of 6 MaY 1985/ BiinisCh;·para' 29; jUdgment of ''8 }lUgust !991 
supraw.s;z:, · ·.-., ;-J,.::'; 

See, e.g., the judgment of22 April1992, Vida~ para. 33; juilgrncen1t:o 
para. 82; judgment of 27· JUly. 2000, Pisano, para. 
Chamber), para. 29; judgment of 3 February 2004, Laukanen 
Judgment of 6 May 2003, Perna, (Grand Chamber), para. 29. 
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not assess whether statements of witnesses have been 
'"'T'"" it is a matter for the domestic courts to assess 

witness in open court and under oath should be relied 

statement of the same witness, even when the former is 

the fact that an accused person is "entitled to take 

his case heard in his presence by a tribunal", that all 

Jrt<:ip.le t>qJro,dutcedm the presence of the accused at a public 
j>¢tsarJial argument".905 In the Hulki Gilnes Case the lack of 

)e 1,vitneo;ses who had identified the applicant as the person 

arnne<l atta<:k <im·ini5 w•hi<:h one soldier died, deprived him 

~esha·d not 'be<:n able to study their demeanour while giving 

opinion as to their credibility.906 However, it is not 
and paragraph 1 to use as evidence statements made 

the accused has been given "an adequate and proper 
·question a witness against him, either at the time the 

itatement or at some later stage of the proceedings."'"' If the 

•-~<leq1uateand F'roper opp·ortm1ity" to question the witness, 
mainly be based on the testimony of the latter.'"' The 

much room for exceptions to this rule. The use as evi-

iu the pre-trial phase by a person who ~ubsequently, in 

refuses to give evidence in court, is in itself not 
il{jttvention. However, it may lead to a conviction only if there 

rot>or,ates ltte statement.90~ The same holds good for a statement 

saf'peared and, therefore, cannot be summoned to appear in 

December 1988, Barbera, MesseguC and Jabardo, para. 68; judgment of 
para. 39; judgment of31 October 2001, Solalwv, para. 57. 

para. 78. 
of6Decen>ber 1988, Barbera, MesseguC and fabardo, para. 78;judgment of 
'· 4:1; jLcdg>ner!( ot 23 Aprill997, Van Mechelen, para. SL 

1989, Kostovski, p<Ua. 41. Set: als0, e.g., the judgment of 24 November 
31; judgment of26 Aprill991.Asch, para 27; juJgmentof20 September 

judlgment of2 July 2002, S.N. v. Sweden, para. 44; judgment of 5 December 

and the fact that the applicant had contributed to that difficuJty by 
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This approach is also reflected in the case law with 

testimony by anonymous witnesses. In the Doorson 

viction should not be based either solely or to a decisive 

ments".911 It seemed to ail ow no exceptions to this rule. 

in the Kostovski Case had been less clear, where the 

similar starting-point, had concluded that the handicaps 
caused by the anonymous statements, were not "'co•un1teJ:ba 
followed by the judicial authorities". Thus, the Courtsug:geste 

have been based mainly on anonymous, 
This uncertainty had not been, at least not clearly, lifted 

Moreover, the use of anonymous statements seems to 

meet strict requirements. In the Doorson Case the 

the interests of the defence should be balanced "against 
called upon to testify" •914 SubS<,qu,entlyiUoolka<oco,unt ofthecil 

which concerned the prosecution of a drug dealer, auu ~,u..<~ 
to maintain the anonymity of some witnesses were relev,l1lt3l 

more, the Court held that the handicaps Ofthe defence 

anced by. the procedures followed by the judicial 
conclusion on several facts: the witnesses had been questio11i 

judge who was aware of their identity, the national cu<"n .. ua< 
report of the investigating judge to draw conclusions 
witnesses, counsel of the defence had been offered the oppm:tui 

except in so far as their identity was concerned, and the 

applicant from a photograph.'" 
In case the anonymous witnesses ar•e nternben;ol' the ~~o!Jiccf< 

confrontation seems (even) more difficult to rep~ir. 

"' 
"' 
"' 
"' 
"' 

,,. 
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failing to comply with court swnmonses and thus ca'>Sir•g lloe<oouorts Ito o 
See also the judgment of 18 May 2004, Destrehem, paras 45-47, 
acquitted the applicant after the hearing of several witnesses. 
grounding its decision on a new interpretation of the evidence 

examined,notwithstandingtheapplicant'sree•q~:u::•:sts~t~~o~~;:~;r~:~~~~::.:.: 
rights had been considerably restricted and tl 

of Article 6. 
Judgment of26 March. 1996, para. 76. 
Judgment of20 November 1989, para. 43. 
Judgment of27 September 1990, Windisch, paras 26-32. 
Judgment of26 March 1996; para. 70. 

In the judgment of20 November 1989, Kostovski, pa~;•-~4~3~, ~~~~t~~~ Windisch; para 28, the Court held that the lack of a direct 
not be"i·epaired by the opportunity to put written 
witnesses Was of crucial importance to 
counterbalailce also did not exist in the judgment of 17 lui•' 2<>01. 
judgment of 28 March 2002, Birntis, para. 34; judgment of 14 "·'·-···- ''

01 

Judgment of26 March 1996, paras 71-75. 
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been in a separate room in the presence of the investigating 

-'~'"''Pi and counsel had been excluded. All communication 

lrect<oornnmloication channel. Since the defence had not only 

of the police officers but also had been prevented from 

underdirectquestioning, the Court held that the handiec_tps 

sufficiently counterbalanced and the Court rejected the 

GovernnJentt!Jatthc anonymity had been justified by opera
the Ladi Case, however, with respect to an undercover 

;ffirer· wllto:;e function was known to the investigating judge, 

the examination by the defence of an undercover agent 

'eal' !d.entity ofthe agent, because the accused knew the agent 

concerning sexual offences the Court accepted, with 

of the perceived victim and taking into account that a minor 

;.pr-oviision under subparagraph (d) cannot be interpreted as 
it que•~ions lbe ]OUt direct! y by the accused or his or her defence 

:_C6oanoirratiort o1r by other means. 919 In this case the Court noted 

hefirst p·oli<;e interview of the victim had been shown during 
the record of the second interview had been read out 

and the audiotape of that interview had been played back 

pe<tl. •"-C<Oolmngto the Court these measures were sufficient to 

talllen;ge tthe statements made by the perceived victim. 920 In this 

of the victim's identity. Therefore, the question remains 
will choose in case the perceived victim wants to remain 

of whet!-t:;:r a testi~ocy of rr so-:::alled crown wi~r.ess, wh;::, 

for his testimony, is permissible, has aot been brought 

iSt1ras'bourg authorities. The Court has recognised that an issue 

paras 56-65. Moreover, the Court held that the conviction wa~ based 
anonymous statements (para. 63). 

Lildi, para. 49. {Article 6 had nevertheless been violated because the 

of 23 April 1997, Van Med1elen, para. 60, to the Dutch Act of 
to the use of make-up or disguise and the prevention of eye contact. 

v. Sweden, para. 52. 
of Article 6 were found not to have been met in the judgment of 

v. Italy, paras 26-28, and the judgment of to November 2005, Bocos-

ma<, oe<p•« the lack of any opportunity for the applicant or his lawyer to 
, the proceedings had not been unfair. The case has not been pursued 
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under Article 6 may arise, but seems to have no OOJectlons.i 
In the Erdem Case the Court declared a complaint 

witness inadmissible. Amongst other things it took 

had not been granted complete immunity but only a 

that no financial benefits had been promised but 

protection and a new identity and that the German 

crown-witnesses had been regulated by law.922 

Sub-paragraph (d) does not contain any restriction 

the accused wants to ask the witnesses against him. 
Commission this provision has been deprived of a 

Commission left very wide discretion to the natw•nal eoou~ 

it allows.923 I fin this respect the court gives evidence 

has been violated,'" but this can hardly be proved. It is 
of paragraph 3( d) is satisfied only if the court affords 

opportunity for the examination and only makes restri<:ti<>~ 

or improper use of the right to examination, or if the 

unacceptable degree. 
In the Unterpertinger Case the Commission took 

of paragraph 3( d) had not been violated, because the 

h · · th dm t e opportumty to e.:~amme e persons concerne . 

not adopted by the Court. Here the Commission u au•t•V>> 

which is of decisive importance for the second limb 

to summon witnesses for the defence, to the right to 

prosecution. That position is untenable already from a 

point of view.926 Moreover, an inequality occurs if the 

testimony made in a previous phase, since in that previous 

had the opportunity to examine the person in question,, al.b 

police, while the accused has not. 

The second limb of paragraph 3( d) clearly allows for 

national court because its only reqUirement is that the 

receive eq~al treatment in this respect. With regard to the 

'" Decision Of9 December 1999. Sec also the deci ~ion~ of2: 7/<muary 2il<l4.l 
of25Apri12004;:Cornelis..,· .. -: '··' · 
SeeAppl. 4428mi,X v.Austria,Ye~rrb<>OkXV (!Sl72J•, p.264c \ZISZ!;~,P.!P~' 

·~. 16 (1979),:p. 200 (207); report of 15 October 1987, JJ~=:~:~i~.:;::~p~ 
n~--: .This posSibility was recognised by the Commission in its 

'" 
"' 
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Yearbook XV (1972), p. 264 (284-286). 
Report of 11 October 1984, A.IIO, pp. 19-20. · · .. · 
See the dissenting opinion of Commission member Trechsel, tbtdem, 
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ii~om,m;awon, domestic law and the courts may set conditions 

rirc>Vl<led that these equally apply in respect of the witnesses 

:onoo,·er, some initiative on the part of the accused may be 

fbJ'witnes,;es, as well as, of course, during the examination; 

accord."2
H However, here again the fact that 

•eeJn violat<:adoes not yet mean that the requirements of the 

isattisne•a. Moreover, the StrasbourgCourthas restricted the 

;omtewhatby requiring that the national courts should state 

f I d 't "' request o t 1e accuse to summon a Wl ness. 

TO THE FREE ASSISTANCE OF AN 

to the accused the right to have the free assistance of 

()ttm<ierstand or speak the language used in court. Thus, the 

understands the language used in court does not do 

an interpreter. From paragraph 3(e) it follows that the 

the trial or the examination be conducted in a language 

is linked so closely with the principle of a 'fair hearing' 

atalsom cases of a determination of civil rights and obligations 

~tram:lat•Or<lr a.n interpreter maybe so burdensome for a party 

•rnon-r<:irribtmerrierit rnay confli<:t \vith the first paragraph. 930 

~·•uv ..... not limited to the trial, but also applies to the pre-trial 

eL•redtcke, Belkacem and KorCase the Court held that paragraph 

edoctJmten.ts oJr statements in the proceedings instituted against 

for him to understand in order to have the benefit of a fair 

orclimrto the Court, this does not imply that all items of written 

doc:unlCn.ts have to be translated. The requirement of sub-

;, tlni,tedKi"•gd<>m(nnt published). In its decision the Commission stated that 
~s ·was anntte<which was within the discretion of the applicant's solicitor and 

app&rently chose to call cnly cne medical witness does not suggest in 
under this pruvision [i.e. Art. 6(3)(d)J were not respected". 

. , . 34; judgment of27 Pisano, para. 24. 

1989, Kmnasinski, para. 74. 
1978, p. 20. 

26,and reportof9 March 1977, 
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paragraph (e) is met if the accused is enabled to 

proceedings, so that he can put before the court his 
In the Kamasinski Case the questions put to the 

separately. The interpretation at the trial was "co,nse1cut 

docs in itself not amount to a vi'c Jla1tio1n of stlb!>ar,agraplil( 

of a written translation of the verdict, as long as the 

ofthe judgment and its reasoning to judge whether he 

The obligation to appoint an interpreter rests 

although some personal initiative of the accused may 

Case the requirements of Article 6 had not b•eero satisl:iecU~ 

to invoke the untested language skills of his brother. 

to counsel's own difficulties in communicating with 

the applicant's need for interpretation facilities was 

mine. 936 The obligation to appoint an interpreter is 
one. If the authorities <,<are put on notice in the' partic:uhu-c 

extend to a degree of a. subsequent control over the 
provided" .937

c·; · 

· In German legal practice paragraph 3( e) was apl>lied ill 

preter was indeed freely made available to begin with, 

ultimately made to fall under the general regulation 

This was considered by the Court to be contrary to 

Court indicated that paragraph 3( e) refers not only to the 

but also to translation expenses, and then not only to 

hearing itself, but also to tho1;e oonc:errlinll the translation ·of~ 

the accused, as referred to in Article 6(3)(a), and of the 

charges. 

m · Judgment of 19 December.I989; Kamasinski, para. 74; judgment 
''pani.;_6L,~_-:; ~ ~l ' . .,,-,-:-· ,-,·;:-··· :,:·}.'') 

Judgmentof19DeCember1989;·p-ira.;83.·-- · :_,; ;/- \;\-., 
93s ' AppL2689/65,:X v. Belgiu,",,:yearbdokX (1967), p. 282 (318).' 
'" 
'" Judgment of24 September 2002, para. 38. 

Judgment of 19 December 1989, Kamasinski, para. 74, · 

"' Judgment of28 November 1978, Luedicke, Belkacem and Kof, paras 
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criminal offence under national or international law at 
liS c-omJmitte.d. Nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed than the 

at the time the criminal offence was committed. 
!~t,preiu<lice the trial and punishment of any person for any act 

time when it was committed, was criminal according to 
of law recognised by civilised nations. 

?'cOntains the following two separate principles, which 
'urm<: KlUle of Law: (I) a criminal conviction can only be based 

at the time of the incriminating act or omission ( nullum 
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